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INTRODUCTION 
 
Prose in the time of plague. Welcome to the fourth collected volume of jottings by yours truly - it’s an assorted bag of 
various bits and pieces written over recent years and for different reasons. You’ll find here more of the notes for my movie 
introductions at QUAD arts centre in Derby and for other venues; work commissioned by Chapter arts centre in Cardiff; 
pieces penned for ‘We Belong Dead’ fanzine and for the books published under that same banner; online movie critiques; 
and more. At time of putting this all together, we’re experiencing a global outbreak unlike anything witnessed during our 
lifetimes, and yet I know that many reading this will have keen awareness of how to handle such a situation, due to in-
depth knowledge of apocalyptic, contagion, and zombie film fare! Who said all those years watching Lucio Fulci movies and 
MAD MAX rip-offs were wasted?! ‘Throw the Bones and the Poison Dice’ (named, like the previous collections, after a 
Mark E Smith lyric from a track by my favourite group The Fall) will be available through the regular channels as a 
paperback, but under the  decidedly unusual circumstances, will also be offered as a free PDF, intended as a time-filler for 
those isolated at home and claiming to have ‘nothing to do’. As ever, I hope and trust that you’ll find one or two items of 
interest within. In the words of The Cramps, Stay Sick! But not in a virally-infected way, if you can avoid it… 
 
Darrell 
April 2020 
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FRIGHT CLUB  
 
For almost a decade I was the host of Fright Club, Derby 
QUAD’s regular monthly horror movie slot where a 
Friday night every few weeks was devoted to the 
screening of unnerving/creepy/shock-filled cinematic 
treats for a discerning audience. The final Fright Club 
show, with me garbed as a hellish priest and with 
assorted helpful pallbearers carrying a coffin into the 
auditorium, was held in November 2019, just prior to 
actual hell being unleashed across the UK and beyond. 
We screened THE EVIL DEAD on that closing night, and 
my eulogy and reminiscences as delivered that evening 
are reproduced here. You’ll note from the titles covered 
just how diverse and challenging our programming could 
be  - the expected classics were given a run out, sure, 
but co-programmer Adam Crowther and myself strived 
to screen the best new terror releases too, as well as 
reviving cult favourites and presenting them to an 
audience possibly unfamiliar with the material. One 
particular highlight was in screening SPECIAL EFFECTS as 
a tribute to the recently-departed Larry Cohen, and 
being collared by one of our regulars afterwards, as he 
wanted to inform us “that’s the best film you’ve ever 
shown here”. 
 
I always introduced the screenings live in front of an 
audience (not necessarily a large one - but never less 
than keen), from prepared notes, some of which are 
now printed here for your enjoyment. As you read, try 
to imagine yourself among a cinema crowd, eagerly 
waiting for Jason Voorhees or The Lost Boys or Captain 
Spaulding to strut their scary stuff across the screen and 
wondering whether this geeky-looking guy in bottle-
bottom glasses was ever going to stop yakking and sit 
down… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
THE HOWLING 
 
Hello again, and welcome to Fright Club on the evening 
of a full moon. Scientists and scholars have in the past 
attempted to study the effect of the moon's phases on 
mankind, and seem to have drawn a blank. Various 
worldwide police authority accounts of increased 
disorderly and violent behaviour in their regions on the 
occurrence of a full moon have proven unsubstantiated 
by statistical fact, and doctors' claims that more patients 
die through loss of blood on the operating table during 
heightened lunar activity are equally suspect in truth. 
 
But we're in the legend-making game here at QUAD, not 
the staid and boring myth-busting business, so as far as 
we are concerned, the full moon means were-beasts. 
Slavering, hairy creatures, red in tooth and claw, bright-
eyed, aware, sensory to a degree mere humans couldn't 
comprehend. And cinema of the early 1980s went 

shape-shifter crazy. Tonight we're screening Joe Dante's 
THE HOWLING, originally released in the UK in 1981, and 
right at the heart of a whole wolfpack of movies 
designed to revive lycanthropy as a key horror theme. 
 
Just as the zombie film seemed to take a break of fifteen 
or twenty years before re-emerging in its shuffling and 
now near-ubiquitous form, so too did the werewolf once 
fall out of fashion. The few werewolf flicks of any note 
produced during the seventies either harked back to 
ancient special effects techniques, camera dissolves, 
actors covered in painstakingly-applied and 
uncomfortable yak hair, stuff we'd been watching since 
at least the 1930s; or played their man-into-beast 
scenarios for laughs, as in 1973's broad but clever 
political satire THE WEREWOLF OF WASHINGTON. The 
make-up jobs on the likes of THE BOY WHO CRIED 
WEREWOLF, LEGEND OF THE WEREWOLF, and 
WEREWOLVES ON WHEELS were expertly done, but 
distinctly unimpressive to audiences who had been 
watching the same old same old furry freaks for too 
long. In Spain, Euro horror superstar Paul Naschy played  
variations on every monster in the book, but his 
favoured creation was a character named Waldemar 
Daninsky, a werewolf who appeared in a popular series 
of Costa Del Terror features from the late sixties 
onwards. And on U.S. television, the regular time-filling 
tradition of the made-for-tv movie offered up further 
examples of shape-changing savagery, with fare such as 
DEATH MOON, SCREAM OF THE WOLF, MOON OF THE 
WOLF, and THE WEREWOLF OF WOODSTOCK. 
 
Around 1980, a new breed unexpectedly began to 
emerge in Hollywood - a generation of teenage make-up 
artists who had grown up enthralled by the work of 
pioneers like Dick Smith on THE EXORCIST, and who 
wanted to turn their precocious talents towards 
developing the craft. Rick Baker was the first to make a 
name for himself, and in his wake arrived dozens of kids 
just out of school who wanted to mess around with 
putty, latex, air bladders, and buckets of blood, the chief 
ingredients in this new horror stew. John Landis had 
been trying to get his AN AMERICAN WEREWOLF IN 
LONDON project off the ground for twelve years, and 
finally it seemed the time was right  - at last Rick Baker 
had the tools and the skills at hand to effect a brightly-
lit, on-camera, in your face, full man-to-wolf 
transformation scene. Baker had been offered the gig 
designing the make-ups for Joe Dante's film of Gary 
Brandner's novel 'The Howling', but passed this rival 
production task on to a young protege, Rob Bottin. 
Bottin had been working alongside Rick since he was 
fourteen, and now at just twenty years of age, was 
deemed sufficiently capable to go into the big wide 
world alone. Competing directly against his boss. Fans 
may regard Baker's work on AN AMERICAN WEREWOLF 
IN LONDON as superior but I've always had a liking for 
the rougher, wilder transformation set-piece Bottin 
provided for THE HOWLING. Actor Robert Picardo 
ultimately became a household name with prominent 
roles in TV shows like STAR TREK: VOYAGER, CHINA 
BEACH, and STARGATE: ATLANTIS, but has been a 
regular in the movies of Joe Dante and started his career 
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with a bang here, playing Eddie Quist, perhaps THE 
HOWLING's most reprehensible character even in 
human form and positively nightmarish once the fur 
begins to sprout. 
 
Director Joe Dante has been one of the most reliable 
talents working in horror, science fiction and fantasy in 
modern times. A huge fan of Fright Club style films 
himself, you can bet that if he lived in Derby he'd be at 
QUAD three or four times a week. Maybe we ought to 
invite him to our Fantastiq festival one year? As a boy, 
Joe wrote a letter to Famous Monsters of Filmland 
magazine detailing the fifty worst horror films - editor 
Forrest J. Ackerman ran it as a feature article, to 13-
year-old Joe's delight, and in his later teens Joe began 
writing professional reviews for the publication Castle of 
Frankenstein. He worked for the great Roger Corman in 
the seventies, preparing movie trailers for Corman's 
outrageous exploitation output at New World Pictures, 
and wound up making his own movies there with the 
caustically comic HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD and 
PIRANHA, bringing him to mainstream Hollywood's 
attention and landing him the job of directing THE 
HOWLING. Joe is an excellent, rather underrated 
director, who works closely with actors and achieves a 
pace and clarity in his storytelling that should be the 
envy of most. His reputation is that of being rather light-
hearted, giving films with gruesome subject matter a 
more comedic touch, but he has brilliantly subverted 
this  - rather than facing accusations of watering his 
work down with the funny stuff, he is celebrated by 
most fans for bringing subversive and crazy touches to 
the mainstream in films like GREMLINS, EXPLORERS, and 
INNERSPACE. Joe always crams his movies with in-jokes 
galore - here in THE HOWLING, for instance, many of the 
characters are named after werewolf movie directors, 
the aforementioned Forrest J. Ackerman has a cameo 
role, Joe's old boss Roger Corman appears in an hilarious 
"blink and you'll miss it" bit which takes a lovely dig at 
Corman's reputation as a penny-pinching, "anything for 
a buck" producer, and best of all Dante's favourite actor, 
cult legend Dick Miller, pops up as the most unlikely 
occult bookstore owner you'll ever see. If you don't 
know Dick's name, you'll know his face  - he occasionally 
appeared in the popular 'Fame' TV series in the eighties, 
memorably played Murray Futterman in Dante's two 
GREMLINS films, and stole the show from under 
everybody's noses with a superb cameo as the gunshop 
proprietor in THE TERMINATOR  - legend has it that he 
improvised the best line in that film, as Schwarzenegger 
selects from a range of high-powered weaponry and 
Dick deadpans "any one of these is ideal for home 
defence". I watched Dante's latest colourful horror 
comedy treat, a back-from-the-dead romp called 
BURYING THE EX, just a couple of weeks ago, and sure 
enough, just when you think they've forgotten, a now 
frail and elderly but still game Dick Miller shuffles on as 
a geriatric cop for his customary twinkly-eyed guest star 
role five minutes from the end. Don't forget, of course, 
that THE HOWLING also offers a major starring part for 
the always welcome English gentleman of small screen 
fantasy, the late great Patrick Macnee, who sadly left us 

this summer. Tonight's screening is dedicated to Mr. 
Macnee. 
 
THE HOWLING led the way in bringing about a new type 
of high-tech, special effects-laden monster movie. Its 
release in spring 1981, followed promptly by AN 
AMERICAN WEREWOLF IN LONDON, Michael Wadleigh's 
WOLFEN, and Larry Cohen's sly comedy FULL MOON 
HIGH, brought werewolves back into vogue, and of 
course paved the way for the likes of Michael Jackson's 
THRILLER, the two TEEN WOLF pictures, the 1982 were-
insect gem THE BEAST WITHIN, Stephen King adaptation 
SILVER BULLET, and allowed the fun vampire outing 
FRIGHT NIGHT to feature a werewolf sidekick as a major 
supporting character, something that might not have 
happened a few years earlier. The first half of the 
eighties also saw Spain's Paul Naschy still hard at work 
under the fur in three new titles, playing Waldemar 
Daninsky in THE CRAVING and THE BEAST AND THE 
MAGIC SWORD, as well as playing a non-Daninsky 
werewolf in 1982's BUENAS NOCHES, SEÑOR 
MONSTRUO. The early eighties also saw Britain's own 
take on wolfy fairytale lore via Neil Jordan's THE 
COMPANY OF WOLVES; and my QUAD colleague and 
expert on all things cinematically Asian, Satori Screen 
host Peter Munford, might be able to fill you in on a 
trilogy of Hong Kong productions from 1982-1984, 
WOLFEN NINJA, VENUS THE NINJA, and PHOENIX THE 
NINJA, all featuring a strange figure called the Wolf Devil 
Woman. We love our Ninja movies here! 
 
And I've run out of time, so can't get on to mentioning 
the bizarre history of the sequels to THE HOWLING, 
most of which seem to have been shot in entirely 
different continents to one another, and which feature 
such oddball elements as a disco-frequenting 
Christopher Lee, line dancers, circus freaks, and Dame 
Edna Everage. Should we ever get around to screening 
HOWLING II  - STIRBA, WEREWOLF BITCH  - which is 
probably a very doubtful prospect  - I'll give you the full 
lowdown. For tonight however, here's the first and best. 
Beware the full moon, and enjoy Joe Dante's THE 
HOWLING. 
 
 

FROM BEYOND 

Hello once again and welcome to Fright Club, QUAD's 
regular presentation of the best in horror. Tonight we're 
presenting a classic 80s title but one not often seen on 
the big screen, FROM BEYOND. And watching this one 
on a cinema screen can only enhance its colourful, 
hallucinogenic, other-worldly and extra-dimensional 
qualities. 

Back in the summer of 2013 we brought you Stuart 
Gordon's RE-ANIMATOR as a Fright Club treat. RE-
ANIMATOR was based on one of celebrated horror 
author H.P. Lovecraft's stories featuring the character 
'Herbert West'; Lovecraft was renowned for his creation 
of a realm beyond our known world, whose gigantic 
tentacled gods held sway over an unwitting mankind, 
and for the subtlety of such chilling tales as 'Pickman's 
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Model', 'Cool Air', 'Lurking Fear' and 'The Rats In The 
Walls'. His work proved difficult for filmmakers to adapt, 
however; the early seventies TV series 'Night Gallery' 
made a few spooky if low-key stabs at versions of 
Lovecraft's weird tales, but the few attempted movies, 
including 1969's THE DUNWICH HORROR and Roger 
Corman's 1963 THE HAUNTED PALACE, based on 
Lovecraft's novel 'The Case Of Charles Dexter Ward', 
could never quite capture the author's style or bring his 
unique vision successfully to the cinema. 

For years it seemed that Lovecraft's cosmic spectrum 
would prove elusive to the world's filmmakers. In the 
mid-80s, however, Chicago-based experimental theatre 
director Stuart Gordon hit upon the inspired idea of 
bringing one of the author's lesser works, 'Herbert West 
- Re-Animator', to the screen. Written during 1921 and 
1922, this was a six-episode bit of throwaway pulp 
fiction, far from Lovecraft's usual style and seemingly 
only written for money, as the author was reportedly 
paid $5 for each instalment. In movie terms, luckily for 
us, Gordon's move was sensational, showing that the 
ideal way to film Lovecraft was to aim at the hack end of 
his prolific output and go for broke. RE-ANIMATOR not 
only proved that Lovecraft's work could be brought to 
the movies, but it also completely re-invigorated the 
horror scene - by the mid-80s, horror was a battered 
and bruised thing, buffeted by critics, censors, and an 
establishment which wanted it neutered. RE-ANIMATOR 
was one of the few films at the time to challenge the 
accepted view, and in the same way that Herbert West's 
syringe full of luminous green 're-agent' brought 
hyperactivity back to dead tissue, director Gordon too 
gave the good old monster movie a real shot in the arm. 

Gordon followed RE-ANIMATOR swiftly with a creepy 
little bit of fright fun called DOLLS, but that project 
initially failed to get release and sat on the shelf for a 
while. However, the director then returned to Lovecraft 
as a source in 1986, adapting another of his stories from 
the early 1920s, FROM BEYOND. It's always wonderful 
for film fans to see the birth of a new horror star or the 
setting-up of a moviemaking team, and FROM BEYOND 
brought back RE-ANIMATOR stars Jeffrey Combs, 
Barbara Crampton, and the director's wife Carolyn 
Purdy-Gordon, as well as producer Brian Yuzna, 
composer Richard Band, cinematographer Mac Ahlberg, 
and many of the earlier film's technical wizards. Combs' 
determined, through-gritted-teeth performance as 
Herbert West had made him an instant star, and his 
participation in FROM BEYOND cemented his reputation 
among the horror community  - 80s horror fans 
suddenly had their own Boris Karloff, their own Vincent 
Price. Cleverly, Gordon has Combs playing a more meek 
and mild character this time around, reversing the 
situation so that Barbara Crampton becomes the focus 
and chief orchestrator of events. Her role offers a 
classic, and surely very knowing, version of that old 
Hollywood cliche in which the strait-laced, stern, 
glasses-wearing and hair-tied-in-a-bun female lead lets 
everything loose, giving 80s horror fans a brand new 
scream queen to sit along the past greats too. Pin-up 
shots of Babs in stockings and leather S&M gear graced 
the pages of every horror movie magazine out there at 

the time, and her presence dominates FROM BEYOND to 
an arguably even higher extent than Combs had 
managed in RE-ANIMATOR. Crampton eclipses the rest 
of the human cast here, although a few of the crazy, 
inter-dimensional creatures that pop in every so often 
do their best to draw your attention away from her 
captivating beauty and her skilful, detailed performance. 
Fans of George Romero's DAWN OF THE DEAD will also 
be excited to see that film's likeable hero Ken Foree 
back on duty here, in what is probably his second-best 
horror role during a distinguished acting career currently 
into its fortieth year. 

Legendary critic Roger Ebert was no fan of horror in the 
eighties, but he liked Gordon's films quite a lot. His 
review of FROM BEYOND for the Chicago Sun-Times in 
October 1986 began by informing his readership that 
"The slime, I gather, is edible. It comes in 10-gallon 
drums and is the same stuff McDonald's used to give 
body to their milkshakes. They use a lot of it in FROM 
BEYOND, where creatures from other dimensions 
appear in our world, dripping in mucus and goo". He 
praises the director, calling him "a real stylist" and 
noting that "Gordon's mission seems to be to return real 
fear, real depravity, to the horror film". 

Ok, welcome to number 666 Benevolent Street. We're 
about to turn on the Resonator. Should you feel a 
headache coming on, or something twitching just above 
your brow, at any time in the next ninety minutes, fear 
not. It's simply your pineal gland, coming up for air and 
seeking a bit of exercise and stimulation. Go with it, let it 
happen. What wonders await you... FROM BEYOND! 

 

CRITTERS 

As bus driver Al Stevenson asks at the start of CRITTERS 
2, "has your granny ever told you about those space 
porcupine things?". 

We're nothing if not democratic here at QUAD, and have 
finally conceded to popular opinion. Ever since we 
started our 'Fright Club' screenings, it seems that the 
1986 movie CRITTERS has been the most-requested title, 
and so it's finally here. 

The late eighties saw a boom in movies featuring gangs, 
if not whole armies, of ravenous and mischievous little 
demon creatures, all kicked off of course by Joe Dante's 
marvellous 1984 Christmas smash hit GREMLINS. The 
home video market demanded more of the same, but 
GREMLINS 2: THE NEW BATCH took a further six years to 
emerge; in that interim period, a whole string of knock-
offs were produced to fill the gap. Even before 
CRITTERS, 1985 had brought us GHOULIES, with its 
famous poster image of a miniature green monster 
grinning as it pops out of a toilet bowl, accompanied by 
the tagline "They'll get you in the end!". Unbelievably, 
GHOULIES made it to a four-picture series, with 
GHOULIES 2 in 1988, through to GHOULIES IV in 1995, 
with the irresistibly-named GHOULIES GO TO COLLEGE 
in between in 1991. 1986 brought us TROLL, directed by 
make-up and special effects ace John Carl Buechler, and 
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featuring Michael Moriarty and Noah Hathaway as 
father-and-son characters both called 'Harry Potter', 
battling a powerful wizard who has been transformed 
into the title beastie. A young lad named Harry Potter? 
Involved in magic duels against a mythical entity? In 
1986? Somebody somewhere might have been taking 
notes... TROLL of course also spawned a follow-up, the 
notorious Italian production TROLL 2, often considered a 
contender as "worst film of all time" and the subject of 
its own documentary, BEST WORST MOVIE, a smash hit 
at the South By Southwest festival in Austin, Texas 
where it premiered in 2009. There were even a couple 
of different films which got released under the title 
TROLL 3, such being the haphazard way of the Italian 
film business! 

The editor of GREMLINS, Bettina Hirsch, directed her 
own GREMLINS rip-off, MUNCHIES, in 1987, with a 
quartet of beer-swilling, junk food-addict, womanising 
little imps developing from some fossilised remains 
discovered in Peru. Two later films, MUNCHIE and 
MUNCHIE STRIKES BACK, claimed to continue the series 
but were really nothing more than poor, watered-down 
fantasy films aimed at kids. In 1988 director Rick Sloane 
offered yet another cash-in, HOBGOBLINS, which 
became a Mystery Science Theater 3000 favourite and 
which amazingly got a belated sequel 21 years later! 
And 1989's barely-released ELVES might sound 
promising, but sadly the title isn't an honest one since 
we only see one on-screen evil elf; though the plot - 
featuring Nazi breeding experiments and a department 
store Santa played by Dan Haggerty from 'Grizzly Adams'  
- is crazier than Christmas. 

But the high-spot of all this post-GREMLINS anarchy has 
to be the CRITTERS series, made by New Line, the 
company behind the successful NIGHTMARE ON ELM 
STREET franchise. There's a lovely gag involving Freddy 
Krueger in CRITTERS 2, by the way. If you were here in 
October for our screening of KILLER KLOWNS FROM 
OUTER SPACE, you'll be pleased to know that the Chiodo 
Brothers, the team behind the Klowns, were also 
responsible for designing, building and puppeteering the 
spiny, toothy, insatiable little fiends in CRITTERS. The 
first film, released in 1986, was directed by Stephen 
Herek, who used it as the springboard for a very 
successful career as he later made BILL AND TED'S 
EXCELLENT ADVENTURE, 101 DALMATIANS, THE 
MIGHTY DUCKS, the Charlie Sheen/Kiefer Sutherland 
version of THE THREE MUSKETEERS, and the drama MR. 
HOLLAND'S OPUS which secured an Oscar nomination 
for its star Richard Dreyfuss. More recently Herek has 
directed episodes of the revived 'Dallas' and 'Hawaii 
Five-O' TV shows, and something called DOLLY 
PARTON'S COAT OF MANY COLORS, which I admit I have 
yet to encounter... 

CRITTERS is set in the same sort of white picket 
fence/carefully tended flowerbeds/mom's apple pie 
environment as one of 1986's other notable cinema 
offerings, BLUE VELVET, although it has to be said that 
rather more damage and destruction gets done to the 
picket fence here. The cast is filled with cult favourites  - 
Dee Wallace had starred in Joe Dante's THE HOWLING 

but had since settled nicely into dependable motherly 
roles, and delivers a fine example of that here in the 
tradition of her turns in E.T. and CUJO. The great 
character actor M. Emmet Walsh had stolen the show in 
the Coen Brothers' debut BLOOD SIMPLE not long 
before being cast as the Sheriff in CRITTERS, and he's a 
welcome presence as ever, making the most of that 
unique style of 'Deputy Dawg' dialogue delivery where 
he seems to miss out part of every other syllable but 
somehow conveys meaning galore via that honeydew 
Southern drawl of his. You'll also spot a young Billy Zane, 
getting some action in the hayloft in more ways than 
one; and how nice it is to see gap-toothed Don Opper in 
a substantial role  - Don had starred in a brilliant low-key 
science fiction movie called ANDROID in the early 
eighties, and really deserved to go on to enjoy a major 
career on the back of his performance there. He's 
credited with writing additional scenes for CRITTERS, 
which may well suggest that he amended and beefed up 
some of his own dialogue  - he's very much that sort of 
actor, and it's to the film's benefit. Don went on to 
appear in all four CRITTERS movies. 

Speaking of those sequels, CRITTERS 2 arrived in 1988 
with many of the original cast returning. Mick Garris, a 
former Universal Studios publicity and promotions man, 
directed, one of his earliest assignments prior to 
adapting several Stephen King bestsellers for American 
TV in the 1990s and then creating and masterminding 
the excellent 'Masters of Horror' series in 2005. 
CRITTERS 2 sees the outer space Crites killing the Easter 
Bunny, amongst other atrocities! CRITTERS 3 takes the 
Crites to L.A., where they invade a high-rise apartment 
block - a teenage actor with a few television credits on 
his CV made his motion picture debut here, in the role of 
'Josh'. Whatever did happen to Leonardo DiCaprio, I 
wonder? Likewise, CRITTERS 4 took the toothy title 
monsters back away into space, and featured among its 
cast Angela Bassett, just a few short years away from 
her acclaimed starring roles in TINA: WHAT'S LOVE GOT 
TO DO WITH IT and MALCOLM X. If four CRITTERS films 
still isn't sufficient to satisfy your Crite-like appetites, 
then last week Adam Marsh uncovered and posted on 
Facebook a six-minute fan film, very professional-
looking, called CRITTERS: BOUNTY HUNTER, which we'll 
try to provide a link for at the QUAD 'Fringes' blog  - 
certainly worth a look. 

If you were eight or nine when you saw CRITTERS, with 
its horde of hungry, toothy little furballs, juvenile lead 
character, and preponderance of hair metal and power 
balladry, it probably became your favourite movie. Being 
in my mid-twenties at the time, it wasn't really for me 
and I can't say I enjoyed it too much back then  - but 
watching CRITTERS again recently, it's a breeze of a film, 
a real easy watch, and very, very entertaining. And 
naturally, being the eighties, of course, just when you 
think it's all over... 

Enjoy the flick, and if you want to see CRITTERS 2, 3, and 
4 up on this screen in future, you know who to pester! 
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BODY DOUBLE 

Hello and welcome once again to Fright Club, our 
regular horror slot here at QUAD. Over the next couple 
of months QUAD is staging an irregular mini-
retrospective showcasing the work of the often 
underrated American director Brian De Palma  - and 
we're kicking off with BODY DOUBLE, a movie I regard as 
De Palma's masterpiece. 

The film was released in 1984, but the really big movie 
news of that particular year was nothing to do with De 
Palma or indeed any of his contemporaries. For it was 
during 1984 that five long-unseen Alfred Hitchcock films, 
unavailable for screening for a couple of decades, were 
revived and given a worldwide re-release. The quintet 
comprising Hitch's hidden horde was made up of ROPE, 
THE TROUBLE WITH HARRY, the 1956 version of THE 
MAN WHO KNEW TOO MUCH, REAR WINDOW, and 
VERTIGO. Treasures all, although it was those two last-
named pictures that got most younger fans and critics 
over-excited; we'd read for years in film journals and 
reference books how REAR WINDOW and VERTIGO were 
essential Hitchcock, two of the works that absolutely 
defined all of his qualities as a great director. They 
certainly didn't disappoint when we got to see them as 
part of the reissue programme, and both movies leapt 
instantly into my personal list of all-time great films. 

Brian De Palma had become something of a 
controversial figure by the mid-80s, for various reasons  
- the two main factors being his perceived misogyny and 
the treatment of female characters in his work, the 
other was the charge often laid by harsh critics that he 
was a plagiarist, thieving his ideas and visuals from other 
filmmakers and in particular cribbing the suspense 
motifs familiar from Hitchcock. Ever confrontational and 
playful, De Palma recognised that by the early 80s these 
criticisms were reaching a frenzied peak. So, how to 
respond? Well, in the best way possible  - by making a 
new movie that crudely shunted together the plots of 
REAR WINDOW and VERTIGO, and which centres around 
the most outrageously sexist depiction of the brutal 
killing of a young woman that he could possibly concoct. 
The result was BODY DOUBLE, and for me the sheer 
naked audacity of this film, coupled with its use of all of 
the director's regular box of tricks by now honed to 
perfection, makes this a thrilling viewing experience. 

Here at Fright Club we specialise in 'horror' cinema, and 
De Palma by 1984 had been responsible for a variety of 
titles which fit neatly into the horror category  - the 
violent psychothriller SISTERS, macabre music industry 
spoof PHANTOM OF THE PARADISE, Stephen King 
adaptation CARRIE, the psychic mind-games of THE 
FURY, and more psycho fare in the stylish DRESSED TO 
KILL, which we'll be bringing to QUAD for you soon. Even 
De Palma's 1983 gangster opus SCARFACE works 
chainsaws and savage violence into its heady mix. But is 
BODY DOUBLE a horror film? It came out at a time when 
the stalk and slash/multiple murder spree movie had 
held sway for some five or six years, and despite it all 
focusing on a truly horrific killing itself, many would 
have come away from seeing this feeling something was 

lacking. It's best viewed through a similar gaze as De 
Palma's 1981 sleeper BLOW OUT, the two films adding 
horror movie tricks and visuals very effectively into 
standard paranoia thriller plotlines and thereby 
enhancing and heightening their overall effect. You 
could argue that SCARFACE does the same too. 

And from a 21st century viewpoint, we're now so used 
to filmmakers mixing and matching different elements, 
throwing their hapless characters from romantic pursuit, 
armed robbery, or western rescue mission into 
unimaginable nightmare territory, as seen in AUDITION, 
FROM DUSK TILL DAWN, BONE TOMAHAWK, to give just 
a few examples, that BODY DOUBLE can be seen as one 
of the antecedents of that type of genre jigsaw. De 
Palma knows what he's doing here, and as proof he even 
cleverly and wittily manages to include vampires as an 
ingredient in the pot too! BODY DOUBLE might not be a 
conventional horror film, so let's call it an 
unconventional one instead - certainly, it would be easy 
to show anyone half a dozen stills or screengrabbed 
frames from this and convincingly misdirect them that 
they were in for the horror ride of a lifetime. 

 

 

So what is BODY DOUBLE? As I said earlier, it's a 
colourful collision between VERTIGO's obsessive lust and 
REAR WINDOW's nosy neighbour antics, laced with 
shocks, salaciousness and sex, adding intrigue, 
conspiracy, and high fashion but creating something 
entirely original. Perhaps it also opened the door for the 
flood of straight-to-video 'erotic thrillers' that followed 
soon after, and without it there would certainly be no 
BASIC INSTINCT or FATAL ATTRACTION, possibly even no 
FIFTY SHADES OF GREY. On the subject of sex, it was 
rumoured at the time that De Palma might attempt to 
include actual pornographic scenes in the film - this 
never happened, but even setting part of his plot within 
the porn industry, and giving a major Hollywood 
acceptance to the fact that such a thing existed, seemed 
a big deal at the time. The role played by Melanie 
Griffith here almost went instead to adult film legend 
Annette Haven, and Annette can be glimpsed in the 
scene featuring the band Frankie Goes To Hollywood. 
The title BODY DOUBLE is a self-referential one, harking 
back to Angie Dickinson's starring role in the director's 
DRESSED TO KILL and the use of a stand-in for that 
movie's steamy nude scenes. Speaking of nude scenes, if 
your eyes were popping out at the sight of Barbara 
Crampton in leather S&M fetishwear in FROM BEYOND 
here a few weeks ago, watch out for Babs in the first five 
minutes of tonight's movie... 
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This film presents Brian De Palma as the master of all he 
surveys, and collects together all of his favourite themes 
and styles, perhaps even opening a portal on his own 
private obsessions and peccadilloes. BODY DOUBLE is 
daring, provocative, controversial cinema, an attempt to 
push the boundaries of mainstream movies and 
introduce a regular audience to something new and 
deliciously dangerous. It's got one foot in classic 
Hollywood, represented by the Hitchcock allusions, the 
glitz and glamour, the film business setting, and Pino 
Donaggio's typically amazing soundtrack - but another in 
a darker, more disturbing and challenging realm. If 
you're a fan of the Bret Easton Ellis novel 'American 
Psycho', you'll already be aware that this is Patrick 
Bateman's all-time favourite movie, one which that 
ultimate scare figure of the times rented from the video 
store over and over again. Well we've managed to wrest 
a copy from Mr. Bateman's tight psychotic grip this 
evening - I do hope he's not lurking somewhere among 
you at the back there! I'm so thrilled that we're showing 
BODY DOUBLE - truly one of the very best movies we've 
screened as part of Fright Club. It's different, it's glossy, 
it's unusual - do sink into its luxurious pleasures and lose 
yourself in its tantalising terrors. 

 

RAW 

Hello and welcome to Fright Club for tonight's screening 
of the controversial new French shocker, RAW. 

My name's Darrell Buxton, I'm QUAD's regular horror 
host and have been a lifelong horror movie fan. I've also 
been a vegetarian for the past eleven years, and one 
thing I've noticed is that you don't get too many 
vegetarian horror films. Perhaps you could say that THE 
WICKER MAN was all about apples; ATTACK OF THE 
KILLER TOMATOES and its sequels saw the fruit and veg 
mounting a fightback; you might wish to include the 
Aardman classic WALLACE & GROMIT: CURSE OF THE 
WERE-RABBIT, which Nick Park did indeed describe as 
"the first vegetarian horror film" during his publicity 
interviews; and, perhaps inevitably, 2010 brought us the 
ultra low budget American DV production ATTACK OF 
THE VEGAN ZOMBIES. 

RAW focuses upon a central veggie character, Justine, 
played by Garance Marillier. Justine is not only a 
vegetarian, she's also a veterinarian  - or at least is 
planning to be, as she embarks on classes to learn the 
skills necessary to tend and care for infirm animals. The 
sick puppies we soon encounter are of the human 
variety, however, since in a throwback to the golden 
days of the American slasher movie, Justine is forced to 
undergo a 'hazing' initiation ritual by her classmates  - 
involving consumption of hitherto forbidden meat, in 
the form of uncooked liver. The effect this has on the 
young student is startling, and the events of the 
remainder of the film have reportedly caused audiences 
to feel decidedly queasy  - the word from a screening at 
the Toronto International Film Festival claimed that 
several viewers fainted and that an ambulance had to be 
called, with the realism of the special make-up bite 

marks and so on being the supposed cause. We're ready 
for anything this evening and have a hotline to the Royal 
Derby Hospital, just in case. 

RAW is far from being the first French fright flick to 
delve into such gruesome territory. Claire Denis directed 
TROUBLE EVERY DAY in 2001, starring Vincent Gallo and 
featuring loopy Beatrice Dalle of BETTY BLUE fame as a 
cannibalistic killer Coré Semeneau, kept locked away by 
her neurosurgeon husband but breaking loose to 
frenziedly kill male victims in an orgy of biting and 
tongue-ripping. And the late great director Jean Rollin, 
one of our major favourites here at Fright Club, offered 
a cult of cultured, well-dressed, high society female 
blood drinkers in his brilliant 1979 movie FASCINATION. 
So RAW's director, 34-year-old Julia Ducournau, is 
following in something of a home tradition. The movie 
also echoes recent cannibalistic hits from other corners 
of the world, notably the Mexican WE ARE WHAT WE 
ARE and its even better American remake. The classic 
'mondo' style of exploitative jungle native cannibal gut-
munching as seen in notorious 1980s Italian favourites 
like CANNIBAL FEROX, EATEN ALIVE and CANNIBAL 
HOLOCAUST was revived by Eli Roth's faithful homage 
GREEN INFERNO a couple of years back, but the spectre 
of Hannibal Lecter has loomed large over horror since 
the early 90s, adding sophistication and class to the act 
of devouring one's fellow man, bringing the feast 
indoors and adding china plates, cutlery and Chianti to 
the ritual. So overpowering has been SILENCE OF THE 
LAMBS in influencing subsequent horror cinema that it's 
a surprise there haven't been masses of masticating 
murderous gourmets following in Dr. Lecter's wake on 
screen, but RAW at least sets its own chomping carnage 
in similar contemporary times and adds to the modern 
menu of mayhem. 

 

Catherine Bray's glowing review of RAW in 'Variety', 
after seeing the movie at Cannes, suggested that the 
festival jurors might have to "reach for the barf bag". 
Bray loved the film, commenting on the effective 
performances of bewildered Marillier and the punky Ella 
Rumpf, playing the lead character's older sister Alexia in 
what Variety's critic cites as being a cross between 
Dalle's Betty Blue and Fairuza Balk's whirlwind witchy 
turn in THE CRAFT, itself screened by us here not too 
long ago. Mark Kermode gave RAW a 5-star rating in The 
Guardian last month, stating "what is very impressive 
about RAW is that absolutely everything in it is 
disquieting, not just the obvious moments of revulsion; 
there is no let-up in the ambient background buzz of 
fear". He compares the film's sisterly relationship to that 
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of the Canadian werewolf film GINGER SNAPS, and says 
that the title RAW is "a pretty accurate description of 
how I was feeling by the end". 

Finally, a quick mention for the film's soundtrack by 
English composer Jim Williams. Jim did the music for 
Ben Wheatley's DOWN TERRACE, KILL LIST, SIGHTSEERS 
and A FIELD IN ENGLAND and is on fine form here, 
mixing acoustic piano and string tracks with intense 
choral and organ-driven pieces and the occasional ear-
punishing item. There's already a vinyl LP available via 
the excellent Death Waltz record label so if you like 
what you hear, add that to your shopping basket or at 
least to your Spotify playlist. 

Enjoy the film, and if you should decide to stop off for a 
kebab on the way home, don't say you haven't been 
warned. 

 

IT COMES AT NIGHT 

Hello and welcome to QUAD for the first of our 'Fright 
Club' double bill this evening. Later on we'll be showing 
Greg McLean's gripping new shocker about office 
workers bumping each other off, THE BELKO 
EXPERIMENT, but we're kicking off tonight with IT 
COMES AT NIGHT, a new movie that's been receiving a 
lot of attention and critical acclaim since its American 
release about a month ago. 

There's been quite a wave of recent American horror, 
science-fiction, and apocalyptic movies with a low-key, 
claustrophobic feel to them. Our type of movie has 
always thrived on the basic approach - often filmmakers 
without much in the way of resources have found the 
best way to actually get a movie made was to create a 
story played out on a few small sets, with a core number 
of central characters, and this has increasingly proved an 
effective template for films that disturb, surprise, or 
shock. Maybe the modern version of this trend was 
kickstarted a few years back by Chris Gorak's 2006 
movie RIGHT AT YOUR DOOR, where the detonation of 
dirty bombs throughout Los Angeles causes lethal toxins 
to drift across the city, and we focus upon one married 
couple with the wife inside the house and the husband 
outside, unable to enter for fear of poisoning the air 
within the sealed property. EXORCIST director William 
Friedkin trapped two paranoid characters in a room in 
his 2006 film BUG, with Michael Shannon trying to 
convince Ashley Judd of a government plot concerning 
infestation of human beings by microscopic insects. 
Even the all-star comedy THIS IS THE END, with its big 
name cast playing themselves at a Hollywood party, is 
true to its title as light beams carry victims away into the 
air and a gigantic earthquake signals the end of the 
world; despite a $32 million budget this one too plays as 
a decidedly close-knit, 'all in it together' shocker played 
out in a confined area. And 10 CLOVERFIELD LANE posed 
the question, is John Goodman a sweaty, psychopathic 
kidnapper and torturer, or are his wild tales of 
Something Strange lurking outside his specially-
constructed bunker really true? 

IT COMES AT NIGHT extends this spate of enclosed, 
minimal, anxiety-filled yarns. Director Trey Edward 
Shults hit big with the critics on release of his debut 
movie KRISHA last year - that was a low-cost, semi-
autobiographical story where an elderly lady with a 
disastrous, dysfunctional past is invited by her family for 
Thanksgiving dinner, about which David Fear in 'Rolling 
Stone' magazine said "all the retro slow zooms, dread-
inducing Steadicam shots and ominous droning on the 
soundtrack key viewers that this isn't a family drama so 
much as a domestic horror film  - THE SHINING with 
metaphorical ghosts". KRISHA was shot on a tiny, small-
change budget at Shults' parents' house - IT COMES AT 
NIGHT is a bigger, more expansive work in comparison, 
made for around $3 million, but retains that basic, 
closed-in manner and approaches its heightened 
storyline with realism and authenticity. 

Like the best of these no-nonsense shockers, IT COMES 
AT NIGHT makes a virtue of its smallness - in the same 
way as M. Night Shyamalan's SIGNS, it indicates that 
there's a major global phenomenon 'out there' but only 
reveals this through the eyes of a single family, gradually 
leaking more and more information to us in precisely 
the same way that a deadly virus or similar outbreak 
might agonisingly spread. Director Shults has slightly 
refuted the 'horror film' tag under which IT COMES AT 
NIGHT has been marketed - he recently said "I'm happy 
to call it a horror movie if you want, but I never 
approached it as 'this is a horror movie'. It's so weird 
that it's being presented as straight-up horror. A lot of 
people will not like what it is - but I hope it makes them 
think". 

Now here at Fright Club we love our straight, traditional, 
does-what-it-says-on-the-tin fright flicks; but we really 
groove on the ones that offer a challenge, that play 
around with the form of the genre, that maybe confuse 
some audience members and confront their 
expectations. I think both of this evening's offerings 
promise to do just that. I hope you'll join us for the 
brilliant BELKO EXPERIMENT later on, but for now, put 
your gas masks on and prepare yourselves for 
Armageddon. 

 

THE BELKO EXPERIMENT 

Hello and welcome to part two of tonight's fantastic 
Fright Club double bill. We hope you liked IT COMES AT 
NIGHT and are glad that you've stuck around for part 
two of our show THE BELKO EXPERIMENT. 

Have you ever worked 9-to-5 in an office? Trudging in to 
work every morning in your shirt and tie, or your 
businesslike outfit from the 'office wear' racks of your 
favoured high street chain? If so, you've probably met 
some nice colleagues and made a few good friends. But 
you've also more than likely encountered people that 
you could quite easily kill! Loudmouths sitting a few 
desks away, know-it-alls, over-eager types volunteering 
for overtime or sucking up to management. Or what 
about those bosses? Careerists, liars, underqualified 
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self-promoters out of their depth, Nazis whose decisions 
and mistakes somehow make your life hell, not theirs.  

But if push came to shove, could you seriously do them 
any harm? Dreaming about it is one thing, but actually 
going through with your murderous fantasies crosses a 
line from which there is no return. 

Now what if you were forced into murder in these 
confined workplace circumstances? That's the central 
pillar on which THE BELKO EXPERIMENT is constructed. 
There's been a new breed of horror movie in the past 
five or six years, eschewing the supernatural and even 
bypassing the psychotic, instead taking a look at mass 
control programmes - perhaps in the age of austerity 
and in Trumpworld, horror cinema has found itself 
having to respond accordingly. There have been the likes 
of the PURGE series, for example, which in my opinion 
have become increasingly impressive with each fresh 
instalment. GET OUT took THE STEPFORD WIVES as its 
template, added racial issues, and cleaned up at the box 
office. One of last year's very best films was THE 
STANFORD PRISON EXPERIMENT, a dramatisation of a 
real-life student volunteer programme from 1971 where 
the guinea pigs were divided into 'guard' and 'prisoner' 
groupings to test their psychological mettle. And don't 
forget that one of the films we screened at QUAD in the 
early days of Fright Club was EXAM, a 2009 
British picture pitting eight job candidates against one 
another in a single room in a story of psychological 
torment that even Sir Alan Sugar might have been proud 
to have thought up.  

THE BELKO EXPERIMENT kind of ramps up EXAM, with a 
larger office filled with dozens of staff, turning up for a 
day's graft one morning and expecting nothing more 
problematic than the photocopier breaking down or the 
coffee machine refusing to give change. But there are 
indications, even as they check in at the gate with 
security, that this isn't going to be a regular shift. What 
happens from there on, I will not reveal or spoil, but 
you'll find the developing train of events to be disturbing 
and unpredictable.  

BELKO was helmed by Australian director Greg McLean, 
who has become one of the leading lights in 21st 
century screen horror. I was lucky enough to spend 
quite a bit of time in the raucous company of actor John 
Jarratt a few weeks ago - John played Mick Taylor in the 
two WOLF CREEK movies written and directed by 
McLean, among the finest of the so-called 'torture porn' 
subgenre. Greg has proved himself capable of handling 
horror in varied forms, however - his entry in the 'killer 
crocodile' stakes, ROGUE, was an above average 
production of its type, and he took a step into the realm 
of the supernatural last year with the Blumhouse movie 
THE DARKNESS, in which Kevin Bacon and family visit 
the Grand Canyon but discover they have brought a 
strange and deadly force home with them. BELKO is a 
further step into a different style of fright, and succeeds 
largely because it is at once extremely familiar and yet 
utterly off-kilter. The achievement here, of staging such 
a twisted tale in a very recognisable environment, is 
masterly, and throughout the proceedings you will find 

yourselves manipulated into pondering "well, what 
would I do in a situation like this?". What's more, you 
might not like the answers you conjure up. 

Fans of Brian De Palma movies - and I trust that includes 
all of us - should get a kick out of seeing the name of 
Gregg Henry pop up in the opening credits. Gregg's 
played a fair few memorable creeps and other notable 
incidental figures in De Palma classics like BODY 
DOUBLE, FEMME FATALE, RAISING CAIN, SCARFACE and 
THE BLACK DAHLIA, and again I won't say too much 
about his participation here but if you're aware of Gregg 
and love his contributions to stuff like this, you won't go 
home disappointed. 

Ok, as someone once remarked in a different context in 
a different movie - "let's go to work"... 

 

HOUNDS OF LOVE 

Hello and welcome to QUAD for tonight's film, HOUNDS 
OF LOVE. The movie opens today and plays all week 
here, but this first screening goes out under our regular 
Fright Club banner - at least once a month, sometimes 
more, we play a horror film here as part of Fright Club, 
where we attempt to bring you a mix of the best new 
releases, classic horror films from the past, and hidden 
gems that we think have been overlooked. 

Australian horror is one of our passions - in the past 
we've shown titles such as ROAD GAMES, CELIA, and 
RAZORBACK here, and it's good to know that the Aussie 
movie industry is still hitting a peak in the 21st century 
with HOUSEBOUND and THE BABADOOK being among 
our favourites of the past few years. One of the trends in 
Australian shock-and-suspense cinema has been those 
films in which characters are kidnapped, imprisoned or 
otherwise restrained against their will - think of 
schoolteacher Gary Bond finding himself trapped in the 
alcoholic mining community of The Yabba in WAKE IN 
FRIGHT, for example, or the strung-up victims of cheery 
psycho Mick Taylor, played by the jovial John Jarratt in 
the two WOLF CREEK pictures. Even Tom Hardy in MAD 
MAX: FURY ROAD spent most of that open-road chase 
epic chained up, stuck on a vehicle bonnet without 
liberty. And earlier this year, one of 2017's most 
terrifying films played here at QUAD - the stunning 
BERLIN SYNDROME, with Aussie backpacker Teresa 
Palmer locked in a Berlin apartment and psychologically 
abused by her abductor. 

HOUNDS OF LOVE continues the trend, putting its 
central female character Vicki, played by Ashleigh 
Cummings, through a truly gruelling ordeal. And ok, the 
'psycho ties up and tortures young females' plot might 
be a bit ten-a-penny, but is refreshed and rebooted here 
in two artful ways. One of these is by casting Stephen 
Curry as the monstrous, unfeeling villain, rather 
anonymously named 'John White' - Curry is so, so 
disturbing here that it may come as a surprise to hear 
that Australian audiences recognise Stephen mostly as a 
comedian, star of several hit television shows and 
commercials. He's done a few movies too, and can be 
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spotted in the killer crocodile yarn ROGUE, directed by 
Greg McLean of THE BELKO EXPERIMENT, but Stephen's 
never played anyone quite like John White. The second 
method of spinning the old psycho routine is to give 
John a female partner in crime, and the excellent Emma 
Booth steals the movie as wife Evelyn. Her presence, the 
lack of explanation as to how she came to hook up with 
this vicious bastard, and her rather murky and unclear 
personal history, coupled with her gender giving the 
couple a more trustworthy and kindly air as they prowl 
the suburban neighbourhood after dark for prey, adds 
so many levels to this story, and Booth's performance 
lends even more weight and detail. It's all loosely-based 
on the real-life true crime case of serial killers David and 
Catherine Birnie, a married couple convicted of 
murdering four women at their Perth home in 1986. 
There's no isolated cabin-in-the-woods, no underground 
dungeon, no barred cell - just a normal house, in a 
normal street, in a normal district, with mail being 
delivered, neighbours knocking on the door, trips to the 
local store. The ordinariness of it all only adds to the 
mounting terror. 

QUAD's Fright Club programming team, comprising 
Adam Crowther and myself, had a meeting earlier this 
week to discuss ideas for future horror offerings here 
over the coming months. With December in mind, we 
talked briefly about Christmas horror films, and focused 
not so much on KRAMPUS and GREMLINS but on those 
movies that are set during the festive season but where 
you'd barely realise. The Italian 'killers on a train' sleaze 
fest NIGHT TRAIN MURDERS, for instance; the 70s 
haunted house classic THE LEGEND OF HELL HOUSE; and 
MUM & DAD, the Fred and Rose West-like tale directed 
by our old pal from Nottingham's 'Mayhem' festival, 
Steven Sheil. I mention all of this because HOUNDS OF 
LOVE plays rather like an Aussie answer to MUM & DAD, 
with a similar setup, location, characters, and yes, in the 
background, a Yuletide setting. This being sweltering 
Perth in the late 1980s, there's no evidence of snowmen 
or blizzards, but a rather tatty decorated tree and a 
handful of seasonal tunes keep reminding us that Santa 
may soon be on his way. Though if he has any sense, 
Father Christmas would tell Rudolph and the gang to fly 
right past this particular charnel house. 

Any film entitled HOUNDS OF LOVE almost cries out to 
be judged on its soundtrack, but surprisingly there's no 
sight nor sound of Kate Bush anywhere. Fear not, 
however, because we do get a handful of other top 
tunes. The glacial 'Atmosphere' by Joy Division for one, 
used to spectacular effect late on in the proceedings; 
plus Cat Stevens' downbeat 'Lady D'Arbanville'; and I 
promise that you'll never experience the Moody Blues 
classic 'Nights In White Satin' in quite the same way 
again after its employment here. 

The opening shot of HOUNDS OF LOVE is tremendous, a 
creeping slow-motion pan across a schoolyard where 
girls play netball. Presumably witnessed from a killer's 
eye view, the camera focuses on gymslips, swelling 
breasts, exposed thighs, etc - and reduces all of this 
exuberance and sporty fun activity to a crawl so 
agonising that the young females almost appear like 

statues. To cap it all, the shot catches them all behind 
netted fencing, immediately kicking off the movie with a 
sense of entrapment. Similar images of fences, mesh, 
and other means of keeping everything hidden and 
barred, pop up throughout. Even in the bright, sunlit 
suburbs of a major Australian city, HOUNDS OF LOVE 
emphasises the stifling of the lively, and the power of 
enclosure and imprisonment. At face value this is a very 
basic psycho movie of a kind you've seen hundreds of 
times before - but, just as with the plain exterior of the 
Whites' home at number 15 Malcolm Street itself, 
there's a hell of a lot happening within. Be warned - the 
film has caused frequent walkouts at festival screenings. 
But we know that a Derby audience is made of tough 
stuff - you can take it!  

 

THE DARK HALF 

Hello and welcome to QUAD for tonight's Fright Club. 
We had intended to bring you NEKROMANTIK 2, along 
with a guest appearance by that film's notorious director 
Jorg Buttgereit, this evening, but unfortunately Jorg's 
visit to the U.K. has been temporarily suspended. All 
being well, we may get him here early in 2018. 

Our replacement offering tonight marks a rather sad 
occasion. Here at Fright Club we are huge fans of 
director George A. Romero - we've shown his NIGHT OF 
THE LIVING DEAD, DAWN OF THE DEAD, and DAY OF 
THE DEAD here over the years, and just a few weeks ago 
we brought you his 1982 compendium of comic book 
carnage in collaboration with Stephen King, the 
anthology movie CREEPSHOW. So we were shocked and 
upset to hear the news of George's passing. 

George died in his sleep, surrounded by his family and 
listening to the soundtrack of one of his favourite 
movies THE QUIET MAN, on June 16th following what 
was described as "a brief but aggressive battle with lung 
cancer". He had been preparing a seventh movie in his 
long-running Living Dead series, to be titled 'Road Of 
The Dead'. 

We wanted to show our appreciation of Mr. Romero 
and express our admiration for his work - out of the 
pack of new horror talent to spring out of North America 
and Canada in the late 60s and early seventies, Wes 
Craven, Tobe Hooper, Bob Clark, John Carpenter, Larry 
Cohen, David Cronenberg and more, George was 
probably the most important. Without the 
groundbreaking NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD paving the 
way for independent production, these other guys might 
not have even taken the first step in their careers. 

So, what to screen by way of a tribute? Well we've 
already shown his classic zombie trilogy as stated earlier, 
and CREEPSHOW. So we decided to go for something a 
little less familiar and less celebrated. George was great 
friends with Stephen King, these guys were also fans of 
each other - King would be first in line for every new 
Romero movie, George would eagerly await the latest 
hardback from the King literary conveyor belt - and of 
course they worked together whenever possible, though 
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not frequently enough. In the early 90s King's novel The 
Dark Half was published - a typically modern spin on the 
old Jekyll-and-Hyde concept, perhaps also with a nod 
towards Anthony Armstrong's book 'The Strange Case of 
Mr. Pelham' - and at that time we were still in the era 
where every new arrival from King on the bookstore 
shelves meant that a big screen adaptation wouldn't be 
far away. To the delight of horror fans, Romero signed 
up to direct the movie of THE DARK HALF - however, it 
turned out to be his last film for eight years, wasn't a hit, 
didn't exactly wow the critics, and is rarely spoken of 
today. So we thought it would be a perfect title to drag 
out of mothballs and give it another spin - it's a bit of an 
undiscovered, forgotten jewel in the George Romero 
filmography. 

 

Romero will of course always be remembered for his 
sextet of zombie movies, the three stone cold classics 
we've already mentioned plus the latter day trio LAND 
OF THE DEAD, DIARY OF THE DEAD and SURVIVAL OF 
THE DEAD. But the director himself always professed a 
love of those projects in which he could focus on a single 
tormented character, be it SEASON OF THE WITCH, the 
is-he-or-isn't-he-a-vampire internalised conundrum of 
MARTIN, the paralysed central figure being assisted by a 
trained primate turned psychotic in MONKEY SHINES, or 
the literally faceless, blank-masked office drone of his 
massively underrated turn-of-the-century stunner, 
BRUISER. THE DARK HALF fits right in with this lonelier, 
more intense area of Romero's career and makes him a 
near-perfect fit for King's source material. Tim Hutton's 
performance as struggling author Thad Beaumont offers 
a typical low-key Romero figure, who would be a laid-
back and relaxed dude were it not for the particularly 
unusual troubles that beset him. This is vintage Romero, 
throwing an element of the truly bizarre into otherwise 
ordinary lives and sitting back to see what happens. 

Stephen King's immense success, beyond his wildest 
dreams, had led the multi-million selling author to begin 
to doubt his own abilities. Were people buying Cujo, The 
Stand, The Dead Zone due to the quality of the prose or 
simply because the name of the guy who wrote Carrie 
and Salem's Lot was emblazoned across the cover? In an 
attempt to prove to himself that his writing, not his 
name, was the big selling point, King created an alter 
ego - and wrote five novels pseudonymously under the 
moniker 'Richard Bachman'. As the eighties progressed 
and King's output became ever more autobiographical, 
with the likes of Pet Sematary and Misery touching on 
concerns from his own life or at least his innermost 
thoughts, the Bachman years resurfaced as a topic for 

his final novel of that decade - The Dark Half would tell 
of Maine-based writer Beaumont, whose highbrow 
fiction achieves limited sales, leading him to work in the 
sleazy pulp arena with a series of hard bitten, violent 
crime stories penned under the name 'George Stark'. 
This Mickey Spillane type stuff proves phenomenally 
successful - but somehow the phoney Stark seems to 
have come to life, and what's more he's embarked on a 
killing spree worthy of Alexis Machine, the chief 
character in the Stark canon. 

THE DARK HALF is ideal material for Romero - a chance 
to do a Jekyll-and-Hyde split personality movie, adding a 
new string to his bow, while allowing the director to 
examine the psyche of an internalised, introspective 
personality in the manner of MARTIN or the disabled 
protagonist of MONKEY SHINES. Alongside Hutton, 
sterling support is provided by Amy Madigan as his 
suffering spouse - who it has to be said rather resembles 
Romero's own wife at the time, Chris Forrest. The cast 
also features Michael Rooker, fresh from the stunning 
HENRY: PORTRAIT OF A SERIAL KILLER, and the near-
legendary supporting actor Royal Dano, a regular in 
1950s westerns and enjoying a big career resurgence in 
science fiction and horror in his later years. His 
appearance as Digger Holt in THE DARK HALF marks 
Royal's final onscreen credit prior to his death in mid-
1994. 

THE DARK HALF received mixed reviews from the critics 
in 1993, though Hutton's dual performance won much 
praise - it had middling results at the box-office too. 
Romero was seemingly out of action for the rest of the 
1990s, although the reality of the situation was that he 
spent years developing 'The Mummy' for Universal 
Pictures, ultimately unfilmed and then of course weirdly 
mutated into the Brendan Fraser fantasy action flicks 
and the recent Tom Cruise vehicle. George was also 
attached to a proposed movie version of video game 
Resident Evil for a while, and did indeed film a Japanese 
commercial for 'Biohazard 2', the second instalment of 
the Resident Evil gaming franchise - you can take a look 
at that on YouTube. He joked that he had made more 
money from failed and unrealised 90s projects than he 
ever made from actual production during the rest of his 
career! 

Time, then, to sit back and celebrate the life and career 
of George A. Romero. Perhaps the most important film 
director of his generation - and just try to imagine a 
cinema landscape without him. Instead of having three 
new zombie movies released every week, we'd have 
none. No Lucio Fulci, no 28 DAYS LATER..., no SHAUN OF 
THE DEAD, no GIRL WITH ALL THE GIFTS, and certainly 
no 'Walking Dead' on telly - horror would be a wasteland 
offscreen instead of on. Thank you, George, for 
everything. Let's honour the memory of this great, great 
man by taking a look at one of his most unheralded and 
under-discussed offerings. The easygoing, laid-back side 
of you may like what you are about to see. The twisted, 
dangerous part of you will love it. Raise a glass to Mr. 
Romero, and enjoy THE DARK HALF. The sparrows are 
flying again. 
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THE CRAFT 

Hello and welcome to QUAD for our latest Fright Club 
presentation. Every month Fright Club strives to bring 
you the best in horror cinema, either with the most 
exciting new movies or reviving a classic from the past - 
and tonight we're going to put a spell on you, as we 
present that mid-nineties pot pourri of potions, 
incantations and transformations, THE CRAFT. 

It's hard to believe that THE CRAFT is twenty years old, 
isn't it? I was thirty three when it first came out, which 
gives away my age now, and even back then people like 
me were the 'wrong' audience for this one. Hollywood 
showed a bit of daring and originality for once, trying 
something different and attempting to tap into the 
teenage, female market with THE CRAFT. It wasn't a 
sizeable hit at the time but it's safe to say that it picked 
up a very keen cult following among those who did 
venture to see it. As a big horror fan and regular 
cinemagoer, I paid my ticket money back then but must 
admit I wasn't expecting much  - horror was going 
through a fairly bland phase in the 90s, and although 
this movie looked to have plenty of appeal for young 
girls, I'm not a young girl. Within seconds of the start, 
though, I was hooked - both by the striking, grunge-lite 
version of the Beatles' 'Tomorrow Never Knows', by Our 
Lady Peace, and by the tantalising flashes of strange, 
arcane rituals presented on screen. 

The film's soundtrack is worth dwelling on for a moment 
- as well as that 'offbeat in more ways than one' 
Lennon/McCartney cover, there's also Love Spit Love's 
take on The Smiths' hymn to alienation and angst, 'How 
Soon Is Now', as well as contributions from the likes of 
Portishead, Elastica, Juliana Hatfield, Matthew Sweet, 
and - perhaps inevitably - Siouxsie and the Banshees. 

On to the movie itself. The film industry could be 
accused of assuming that girls don't like horror, but 
offerings ranging from CARRIE and GINGER SNAPS, to 
the new GHOSTBUSTERS, and the 'Buffy the Vampire 
Slayer' TV series, are prominent among the ever-
increasing examples of supernaturally-themed offerings 
with a more feminine bias. Indeed, female directors are 
becoming more and more visible in the realm of the 
fright flick, with Catherine Hardwicke taking the reins on 
TWILIGHT, Karyn Kusama helming the criminally 
underrated JENNIFER'S BODY, the Soska sisters offering 
AMERICAN MARY and DEAD HOOKER IN A TRUNK, and 
Kimberly Peirce handling the 2013 CARRIE remake 
starring Chloe Grace Moretz and Julianne Moore. In this 
respect, THE CRAFT can be seen as a trailblazer, perhaps 
ahead of its time in attempting to locate a different 
audience for horror. 

THE CRAFT could easily have gone down the cliché 
route, and begins with a father and his teenage 
daughter moving to a new town, the set up for a million 
lame would-be shockers in the past. But as it develops 
the movie reveals itself as being rather refreshing, and 
possessing a plot that doesn't always quite progress in 
the accepted fashion. For instance, outsider characters 
like the adolescent coven here are often portrayed as 

shy and reserved in a school setting or home town 
environment, but these young women are brash, 
confident and empowered. No matter how sorry and 
sympathetic you felt for Carrie White, you probably 
didn't want to be her - but our quartet here are sassy, 
loud, and never depressed or downtrodden despite the 
typical cliquey bitchiness constantly aimed in their 
direction. There's an enthusiasm and a joy to the 
spirited performances - and how THE CRAFT didn't make 
Fairuza Balk a superstar and the poster girl for a 
troubled generation, I don't know. She's an absolute 
whirlwind in the part of the main witch, Nancy, taking 
no shit from anyone and having a great time being dark 
and twisted. Tell you what, if Hollywood had had the 
guts to cast a woman in a certain prominent role ten 
years ago, don't you think she'd have been perfect 
taunting Batman as The Joker in THE DARK KNIGHT? 
There's currently talk that Sony are preparing a belated 
sequel to THE CRAFT - and not surprisingly, Fairuza has 
had her say about the prospect, tweeting in May last 
year that "FYI - I did not say I thought remaking THE 
CRAFT specifically was a bad idea - I said remakes - IN 
GENERAL- tend to be a bad idea". Make whatever you 
wish to out of that... 

Among the fearsome foursome we've also got Neve 
Campbell, quite the horror queen in 1996 as she also 
starred in the first of the SCREAM franchise that year; 
Robin Tunney, later to find TV fame with 'Prison Break' 
and 'The Mentalist'; and Rachel True, whose CV ought to 
endear her to Fright Clubbers as it includes 2014's 
BLOOD LAKE: ATTACK OF THE KILLER LAMPREYS and the 
same year's SHARKNADO 2: THE SECOND ONE. The 
costume design by Deborah Everton deserves a 
mention; look at how our "Bitches of Eastwick" are clad 
in the same school uniform as their classmates - and on 
the jock guys and the blonde cheerleader types, it looks 
like school uniform, but Sarah, Nancy, Rochelle and 
Bonnie wear it well, turning their boring blazers and 
plaid skirts into a fashion statement akin to goth fetish 
gear. 

THE CRAFT starts out innocently with a few quiet magic 
tricks, spells used for petty revenge, playful levitation 
fun, even makeovers - but beware, things may get out of 
control as the story develops. You may wish to join the 
witchy ladies in their statement of self-assessment, "we 
are the weirdos, mister", or even in their sinister 
elemental chant - "Earth, air, fire, water". But whatever 
you see, hear or experience in the movie tonight - don't 
try it at home... 

 

BASKIN 

Hello and welcome to Fright Club, QUAD's regular night 
of shocks and horror. My name's Darrell Buxton, I'm a 
freelance film lecturer and critic, and the host of these 
Fright Club shows. We usually stage them on a Friday 
night but have shifted ominously to Saturday the 13th for 
our presentation this weekend. The movie is BASKIN, a 
new Turkish feature film that has been picking up 
acclaim from its successful festival screenings during the 
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past few months and is now being given a wider airing 
worldwide. Apparently it is only the eighth Turkish 
production to ever be released in American cinemas, 
which tells you something about its quality. 

Turkey's been turned into something of a bogey country 
in recent times, seen by political scaremongers as 
Europe's supposed immigration gateway, and unsettled 
in the past month by an attempted military coup. It may 
well be the case that real life in certain regions there 
may be scarier than anything a filmmaking crew can put 
on screen, but nevertheless the makers of BASKIN have 
created quite an impact with this offering, an expanded 
feature-length version of an eleven-minute short put out 
three years ago. 

The history of Turkish cinema is a mixed one, as you 
might expect. Most famous internationally is the wave 
of 1970s and 80s unofficial Turkish remakes of 
Hollywood blockbusters, and I'm damn certain most of 
you will have seen a few classic clips from some of those 
on YouTube. In a way these ripoffs predict the recent 
rise of the 'Mockbuster', the straight to DVD stuff from 
companies like Asylum that can be found in most 
supermarkets and pound shops - Turkey got there first, 
most notoriously with the 1982 movie DUNYAYI 
KURTARAN ADAM, better known as TURKISH STAR 
WARS, which used actual music and film footage lifted 
from STAR WARS and various other popular sources, 
combining this with outrageous scenes featuring local 
actors. SUPERMENLER was Turkey's version - or one of 
Turkey's versions - of SUPERMAN: THE MOVIE in 1979, 
while as early as 1973 they'd done a comedy called 
TURIST OMER UZAY YOLUNDA in which a lowlife 
character called Omer, from a popular movie franchise, 
was beamed aboard the Starship Enterprise for his latest 
adventure, thereby making this the first ever STAR TREK 
movie! Again it was a mixture of comic scenes parodying 
STAR TREK, edited in alongside unauthorised and 
illegally-utilised footage from the genuine article. 
Ludicrous Turkish action hero and medallion man 
extraordinaire, the splendidly-named Kunt Tulgar, has 
picked up a cult following for his absurdly over the top 
extravaganzas too - he directed his own SUPERMAN 
copy, SUPERMEN DONUYOR, in 1979 and starred in 
1972's camp classic THE DEATHLESS DEVIL, as the 
playboy babe magnet son of a superhero 
('Copperhead'), taking on the evil Dr. Satan and a 
ridiculous robot. 

Not surprisingly Turkey has been a centre for hard-
hitting social and political films too, with directors like 
Zeki Demirkubuz and Nuri Bilge Ceylan attempting to 
reflect the times and the situations their troubled 
country has found itself in during the 21st  century, a 
state of affairs stemming back to the 70s and 80s where 
directors like Yilmaz Guney were sometimes imprisoned 
for anti-state activity - famously, Guney directed several 
movies while incarcerated, smuggling instructions out to 
a surrogate and crew so they could shoot films on his 
behalf. 

What of Turkish horrors, then? Well there haven't been 
many. There's an early 1950s vampire outing called 

DRAKULA ISTANBUL'DA, which I've seen and which is 
pretty decent; plus the inevitable ripoff of THE 
EXORCIST, called SEYTAN and released in 1974, which 
virtually copies its inspirational predecessor scene-by-
scene. And that was about it, until recent times when 
there has been a mini-flurry of activity, bringing new 
movies such as THE GHOSTS OF GARIP, HAUNTED, THE 
VOICE and THE LITTLE APOCALYPSE to Turkish screens. 
Nothing had broken out internationally until now, 
though. so the attention BASKIN has been picking up is a 
reflection of how global the current horror scene can be, 
and the way in which festivals and distributors are 
scouring the entire world for potential hit titles to 
release. 

BASKIN fully deserves its popular success - and in some 
ways it combines the strands of its country's own 
cinematic traditions, touching upon local concerns while 
bringing a Turkish spin to familiar images and ideas from 
past movies. BASKIN sees a team of five cops who react 
to a distress call from a particularly notorious area, and 
in responding to the call, may well have taken 
themselves to Hell, both figuratively and literally. The 
film has been compared to the work of Clive Barker and 
Lucio Fulci, and there are key shocking moments here 
that certainly echo the look, feel, and general tone and 
atmosphere of movies like HELLRAISER, HELLBOUND: 
HELLRAISER II, ZOMBIE FLESH EATERS, and THE BEYOND, 
with nods to the SILENT HILL films and video games 
along the way. Even Paul Thomas Anderson's 
MAGNOLIA gets referenced too! This is a confident and 
clever debut feature from director Can Evrenol  - Evrenol 
previously made the more concise test version of 
BASKIN as well as a number of other short films, and I 
highly recommend his THE PENCIL from 2012. THE 
PENCIL was one of six pieces commissioned by the 
London horror festival FrightFest, under the banner 
'Turn Your Bloody Phone Off', intended as an advisory 
visual warning to audiences about the prohibited use of 
mobiles in the auditorium - it's just 37 seconds long but 
manages to offend, outrage, disgust, depict some 
extreme sexual content, and get its intended message 
over, all in that allotted time. Truly shocking, truly 
impressive. 

Back to BASKIN, I really think you'll appreciate this one 
in the way it pits a bunch of jobbing coppers against 
something way off their usual beat. The main cast all 
acquit themselves well  - early on there's a nice 
establishing 'restaurant conversation' a la RESERVOIR 
DOGS, and there's a super scene where they all start to 
raucously join in with a pop song playing on the radio, 
while driving to the scene of the main action  - and the 
second half of the movie takes us into some decidedly 
unpredictable territory. One cast member in particular, 
Mehmet Cerrahoglu, has been receiving great reviews 
from the critics, and he contributes a new, iconic horror 
character that audiences will remember for years to 
come - the actor himself suffers from a terrible skin 
condition, but in the tradition of 1940s monster movie 
star Rondo Hatton, or more recently the 
neurofibromatosis-suffering Adam Pearson from UNDER 
THE SKIN, Mehmet has turned what many might see as a 
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deformity to his advantage here, and dominates the film 
from the moment he enters.  

I'd love to be able to finish here with a dreadful pun 
about a certain famous foodstuff - but it's fair to say that 
BASKIN is very much the opposite to 'Turkish Delight'... 

 

THE MONSTER SQUAD 

Welcome once again to Fright Club, QUAD’s regular 
horror movie night, and our screening this evening 
which brings you 1987’s THE MONSTER SQUAD. 

The latest hit Netflix box set has been ‘Stranger Things’, 
unleashed mere weeks ago and already proving a 
substantial success. The eight-episode show is a 
supernatural fantasy drama which, much like the 2011 JJ 
Abrams’ movie SUPER 8, is inspired by and attempts to 
recapture the spirit of productions from the 1980s. Bear 
in mind that the kids who were 12 years old when E.T. 
was first released will now be in their mid-forties  - and 
some of them have enthusiastically worked their way up 
to find themselves calling the shots in the world of 
entertainment. So it’s only natural that they should 
want to recreate the type of material they used to watch 
as they grew up. 

Now this particular generation may well have been 
taken along by mum and dad to see the likes of E.T., 
POLTERGEIST, and BACK TO THE FUTURE at the cinema - 
and so that peculiar suburban Spielbergian filmland may 
well have seeped into their collective consciousnesse. 
But consider that they were also the VHS generation, 
the first bunch of viewers to be able to see new movies 
at home. And it was within that arena that the lower-
budget movie companies saw an opportunity, locating 
an audience for their less-well-known items and 
ensuring that titles such as CRITTERS, PUPPETMASTER, 
TRANCERS and so on caught the attention of people 
eager for product of a fantastic, horrific, or science-
fictional nature. 

 As I’ve mentioned many times previously during these 
introductions, the horror film was going through a 
difficult patch during the mid 80s - neutered and 
nullified by censorship, guts and gore were a no-no and 
much of what was on offer was of a more diluted 
nature. As is often the case, however, the long-term 
effect has been far from what the authorities at the time 
might have wished or expected  - what actually occurred 
is that parents were perhaps keener to allow their 
offspring access to the family-friendly fright fare, which 
as things have turned out appears to have instilled a 
love of this type of stuff in a whole new set of horror-
loving kids - and as pointed out earlier, many of those 
have gotten older and have followed their dreams of 
emulating the George Romeros, John Carpenters, and 
Sam Raimis of the world, resulting in today’s screens 
overflowing with ‘Walking Dead’ here and ‘Game of 
Thrones’ there!   

Our presentation tonight, THE MONSTER SQUAD, is a 
perfect example of the type of movie that teenagers and 

younger siblings may well have encountered  - and loved  
- on video at the time of its original release. Amusingly, 
THE MONSTER SQUAD was the product of Black & 
Dekker  - nothing to do with power tools, Mrs. 
Whitehouse would have breathed a sigh of relief to 
hear, but in fact scriptwriter Shane Black and director 
Fred Dekker. Black was at the start of a career that was 
to see him become one of the most lucrative screen 
scribes in Hollywood, eventually becoming an action 
specialist with items like LETHAL WEAPON, THE LAST 
BOY SCOUT, THE LONG KISS GOODNIGHT and IRON 
MAN 3 (which he also directed) on his CV; Dekker went 
on to helm ROBOCOP 3 but was previously responsible 
for NIGHT OF THE CREEPS, a well-received and 
wonderfully gloopy zombie romp with alien parasites 
infecting human victims by crawling into their heads via 
the mouth. THE MONSTER SQUAD, aimed at a more 
juvenile audience but one that may well have sneaked a 
peek at Fred’s earlier movie, seemed an ideal follow-up. 

THE MONSTER SQUAD pits a bunch of treehouse-
dwelling schoolkids against a batch of the classic horror 
creations - the impressive line-up includes Dracula, 
Frankenstein’s Monster, a werewolf, an Egyptian 
mummy, and the Gill-Man a.k.a. the Creature From The 
Black Lagoon, with a trio of vampire brides thrown in as 
a bonus.  

 

In assembling its fearsome roster, the movie appears 
years ahead of its time, effortlessly pulling off that now-
fashionable ‘shared universe’ concept decades before 
the idea occurred to Marvel or DC  - but it owes its own 
debts, mainly to what were known as the ‘monster 
rallies’, Universal Studios’ productions from the 1940s 
which pitted together their famous horror stars Bela 
Lugosi, Lon Chaney Jr., Boris Karloff, John Carradine, 
Glenn Strange and others in various combinations for 
the films FRANKENSTEIN MEETS THE WOLF MAN, 
HOUSE OF FRANKENSTEIN, HOUSE OF DRACULA and 
ABBOTT AND COSTELLO MEET FRANKENSTEIN. The 
trend continued during the 1960s, on TV with ‘The 
Munsters’ and ‘the Addams Family’ and via the British 
comedies on a macabre theme, THE HORROR OF IT ALL 
and CARRY ON SCREAMING! A pre-MONSTER SQUAD 
kid-orientated spin on ganging up the famous monsters 
was the terrific animated film from 1967, MAD 
MONSTER PARTY? The tag-teaming carried on into the 
seventies and beyond  - quite literally in Mexico, where 
masked wrestlers Santo and Blue Demon were pitted 
against various solo or multiple monsters in and out of 
the ring in a popular film series - and 1985’s FRIGHT 
NIGHT, adding a wisecracking werewolf into its 
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otherwise well-crafted and sinister vampire tale, 
forming a duo reminiscent of 1943's RETURN OF THE 
VAMPIRE, set the ground for THE MONSTER SQUAD to 
follow.   

I have to say that Duncan Regehr’s imposing, elegant, 
yet cruel and ruthless vampire count in THE MONSTER 
SQUAD might just be the best Dracula of the 1980s, and 
Tom Noonan certainly takes the prize as the decade’s 
premier lumbering Frankensteinian creation in an 
affecting, touching performance loaded with pathos. 
The Mummy is probably the second-best of the 80s  - I’d 
place the chilling bandaged menace from 1988’s 
WAXWORK top, and items like DAWN OF THE MUMMY 
and TIME WALKER have their admirers, but the dusty old 
museum piece we’ll be seeing tonight makes quite an 
impact too. The Wolf Man is definitely not the greatest 
80s werewolf, although of course the shape-shifting 
competition at the time was pretty tough to beat. As for 
the Gill-Man, well, how privileged we are to even get a 
glimpse of this elusive aquatic abnormality  - throughout 
the 80s rumours had been rife that John Landis, or other 
names in the frame, might direct a remake of the 1953 
classic THE CREATURE FROM THE BLACK LAGOON, but 
nothing transpired then or since, so the Creature’s guest 
spot here is one to be savoured - and he may well just 
about steal the whole show. 

Listen out, too, for the title of the fake slasher movie 
franchise of which our young hero Sean, played by 
Andre Gower, is a devoted fan, keen as anything to get 
to the drive-in to see the newly-released part 12 of the 
series. It’s a title that became very familiar five or six 
years later, in a non-horror capacity… 

So, I’d advise you to revert back in your minds to the 
days when you were eleven or twelve years old to get 
maximum enjoyment from this one  - it’s lots of fun, 
with no slow spots, a brisk 80-odd minute running time, 
heaps of quotable dialogue, more monsters than you 
can shake a stake or rattle a handful of silver bullets at, 
and a few surprises and shocks along the way. Enjoy THE 
MONSTER SQUAD! 

 

UNDER THE SHADOW 

Welcome to QUAD for tonight's show. Part of our 
programming here falls under the banner of what we 
call 'The Fringes' - where we frequently screen cult 
movies, Asian films, epics, 1980s favourites, and horror. 
Fringes screenings are a regular feature of QUAD's 
whole ethos, and you can obtain a special Fringes loyalty 
card by way of which you can enjoy free shows - attend 
any five films in our Satori Screen, Fright Club, Crossing 
the Streams or Epic! strands, and get one free. You'll 
find details in our brochure or on the QUAD website. 

My name's Darrell Buxton, I'm a local freelance critic, 
lecturer, and movie scriptwriter and I'm also the host of 
QUAD's Fright Club screenings, where I introduce our 
horror shows. We usually stage Fright Club at least once 
a month, often on a Friday evening, but we've moved it 

to midweek on this occasion for tonight's screening of 
the new supernatural shocker UNDER THE SHADOW. 

Now imagine that you're in a writing class and your tutor 
gives you the following exercise. You've got to pen a 
synopsis for a horror movie, and you can write whatever 
you like as long as the story prominently includes the 
following four elements: a rag doll, a quilt, a roll of 
masking tape, and Jane Fonda's workout video. Oh, and 
you've got to set the whole thing during the Iran-Iraq 
war of the 1980s. Impossible? Well, that's exactly what 
we've got here in UNDER THE SHADOW. This is a 
production that plays out a rather familiar spooky 
scenario, but does so with true originality in terms of its 
setting and the various elements within. If you enjoyed 
the hit 2014 Australian movie THE BABADOOK, you may 
find similarities here in UNDER THE SHADOW's tale of a 
concerned mother, a somewhat obsessive and 
hyperactive child, a stray object that seems to be the 
focus for odd goings-on  - here a toy doll, rather than 
the pop-up book from BABADOOK  - and an evil force 
from beyond. So yes you've seen all of this before in 
terms of plot line. But UNDER THE SHADOW achieves 
something new, offsetting its traditional frights against 
the backdrop of a real-life Middle Eastern conflict that 
leaves you wondering which is the more terrifying, the 
unexplained entity attempting to achieve its evil 
dominance, the ever-present threat that a military 
missile may hit the centre of your home city, or the 
oppressive laws that prevent opinion, activism, and 
personal freedom 

 

UNDER THE SHADOW never lets you forget its 1980s 
setting, nor the Iranian locale, or the historical context - 
all of which to a certain extent are still exerting a global 
influence today. There are moments here that will make 
you sit up and take notice, and unusually for this type of 
movie, it's not always the jumpy scare scenes that will 
have that effect, but more likely a mundane occurrence 
or a line of dialogue that would be perfectly natural for 
the characters here, but is perhaps bewildering to our 
experiences - for example, there's a particularly striking 
comment about simple ownership of a video recorder 
that will really take you aback. The film gives an eye-
opening educational glimpse of life during wartime, 
treating the raging conflict in matter-of-fact fashion, 
with the enclosed interior setting of the Tehran 
apartment block allowing us time to study and learn 
about everyday existence in an unfamiliar country, in a 
part of the world about which the western media often 
gives us a distorted if not downright bigoted view. You'll 
learn what these families have for breakfast, you'll be 
shown how they furnish their living quarters, you'll 
recognise plenty of parity between eastern and 
European lifestyles, you'll spot a few cultural 
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differences, and, crucially, you'll be given a picture of 
the intense and stressful lives led by ordinary people 
plunged into the centre of a troubled and potentially 
deadly political situation. Where THE BABADOOK used 
horror movie themes to in fact inform us about the 
strains of dealing with an ADHD-affected offspring, 
UNDER THE SHADOW is even more expansive in its own 
metaphor, pitting its characters into perilous demonic 
torment as a means of reflecting the very real stresses 
many faced - and face to this day in war-torn spots like 
Aleppo - from the threat of the bullet and the bomb. 
Fans of Guillermo del Toro's THE DEVIL'S BACKBONE will 
find kinship between that Spanish Civil War saga and 
this movie too, and the apartment setting and family 
relationships also connect UNDER THE SHADOW to the 
popular Japanese 'J-horror' movement from fifteen or so 
years ago. 

Influences aside, though, it's the differences that ought 
to be celebrated here - UNDER THE SHADOW is 
remarkable in its method of making the conventional 
scare scenes, effective though they are, of rather less 
note than the unsettling realities. What's more 
disturbing - some wraith or spectre from the depths of 
Hell, or having the authorities in your town telling you 
what you can and cannot wear? 

Recipient of a glowing five-star review from Mark 
Kermode in last week's Guardian, and put forward as 
the U.K's official submission for the 'Best Foreign 
Language Film' at next year's Oscars, UNDER THE 
SHADOW is an international co-production, funded by 
companies from Britain, Jordan and Qatar, and directed 
by the London-based Iranian filmmaker Babak Anvari. 
It's almost an autobiographical movie - Anvari is now 33 
years old, but as a child he grew up in Tehran, living in 
the same type of housing and environment as do the 
central mother/daughter characters here. Speaking 
about his childhood, Anvari recently reminisced "we 
didn’t really know what was happening. But I remember 
sirens wailing and running with my neighbours into the 
basement of the apartment block. I remember the 
arguments and rumours that would circulate down 
there, hearing these distant blasts of Iraqi missiles.” All 
of this is depicted with frightening intensity in UNDER 
THE SHADOW, the very title of which contains ominous 
supernatural possibilities while at the same time 
perfectly capturing the fears of a family attempting to 
exist in the midst of lethal war and outdated local 
orthodoxy. 

So prepare for a horror movie that, yes, contains plenty 
of conventional shocks and scares - but one which also 
has important things to say, to comment upon, and to 
set before a worldwide audience who may even find 
some of the routine aspects rather alien and surprising.  

 

THE CROW 

Hello and welcome to Fright Club, QUAD's monthly dip 
into horror movie waters. My name's Darrell Buxton and 
I'm the regular host of the Fright Club screenings. 
Tonight we're presenting a cult hit from 1994, the much-

loved comic book adaptation THE CROW, starring the 
late Brandon Lee. 

Is THE CROW a horror film? It is described on the IMDb 
as an 'action drama fantasy', the AllMovie website calls 
it a 'supernatural romance', and the ever-reliable 
Wikipedia classes it as 'a dark fantasy neo-noir action 
film'. But I think it has a home here at Fright Club. 
Consider the main premise, for instance - murdered man 
rises from the dead a year later to take revenge on his 
killers. One of the scriptwriters was David J. Schow, a 
hugely successful and highly acclaimed horror novelist 
and one of the major players in the literary 
'splatterpunk' trend that was big at the time. And the 
moody visuals and stark settings, coupled with 
occasional flashes of bloody violence, keep it all eerily 
atmospheric. The entire palette of the film is one of 
gloom and darkness - it's one of those occasions where, 
despite the fact that you're viewing a colour production, 
what's actually presented plays more or less in black and 
white throughout. It's almost like watching a horror 
movie from the 1930s at times - you could imagine Bela 
Lugosi as the vengeful Eric Draven, with Boris Karloff in 
the role of his nemesis Top Dollar, and the old-fashioned 
plot is virtually identical to half-a-dozen 'back from the 
grave' spookers from eighty years ago. 

THE CROW sits as a pivotal film in modern fantasy 
cinema. In the late 80s and early 90s, directors such as 
Clive Barker and Tim Burton began to craft a new type of 
dark drama, one in which the monstrous characters 
were seen as sympathetic, beautiful, worthy of audience 
admiration. Figures like Pinhead from Barker's 
HELLRAISER, or Hannibal Lecter from Jonathan Demme's 
SILENCE OF THE LAMBS, offered a very different take on 
macabre themes, becoming the central characters and 
key points of viewer identification despite their 
supporting roles and their onscreen torture and torment 
activity. THE CROW developed this by focusing on its 
revived killing machine as a handsome, cool-looking out-
and-out dude. Yes, Eric Draven is a horror monster, but 
as you'll read in all those internet assessments I've 
already mentioned, he's also a gun-toting assassin, a 
dark wraith from the realms of fantasy, an action hero, a 
friend to those on the side of good, and an incurable 
romantic. Although the film borrows from numerous 
sources itself, it in turn has proven massively influential 
on the subsequent twenty years of fantasy and horror 
entertainment  - the vampire detective from tv's ANGEL, 
the world of Christopher Nolan's 'Dark Knight' Batman 
trilogy, the introspective emo stylings of the TWILIGHT 
series and the teen zombie romance WARM BODIES, 
and the Government-sanctioned rampages of the 
PURGE films, are among a whole swathe of examples of 
recent product that may not exist were it not for this 
movie paving the way. As you view THE CROW tonight, 
just take a few moments every now and again to ponder 
how different today's films and television might have 
been without it. 

At the time of the original release in the summer of 
1994, there was of course one overriding, dominant 
factor in the way THE CROW was viewed. In similar vein 
to THE DARK KNIGHT several years later, audiences 
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turning up to see the film were fully aware of a major 
tragedy having occurred during production. In this case 
it was the fatal shooting of star Brandon Lee, on set, on 
March 31st 1993  - just eight days before filming was 
scheduled to finish. In a scene where Draven and his 
fiancée are attacked by hoodlums in their apartment, 
Draven is shot by Funboy, played by actor Michael 
Massee. Instead of using standard dummy cartridges, 
the prop men had devised their own blanks by removing 
the powder charge from real bullet casings - one of 
these bullets became lodged in the gun barrel, with its 
primer still in place, and was unnoticed when genuine 
blanks were loaded before the scene was filmed. When 
the weapon was fired, the effect was equal to 
discharging an actual live round, with a catastrophic and 
tragic result. Lee's father, the martial arts legend Bruce 
Lee, had died at the early age of 32 in 1973  - Brandon 
was only 28, with every chance of a successful and 
lucrative career ahead of him. 

Brandon perhaps doesn't quite carry the charisma or 
possess the aura of his father, but then very few actors 
ever have. However, his performance in THE CROW is 
more than competent, and suggests that he may well 
have gone on to similar roles with considerable effect. 
Working mainly behind a mask of white make-up, with 
black streaks around his expressive eyes, Brandon still 
manages to convey a range of emotions, convincing as a 
ruthless hardman and killer, equally good in the quieter, 
more reflective and sensitive moments. He's backed up 
by a solid supporting cast including Ernie Hudson from 
GHOSTBUSTERS, memorable here as the Crow's cop 
sidekick who eats a mean hotdog; familiar faces like 
Tony Todd from CANDYMAN, David Patrick Kelly of THE 
WARRIORS, and Coen Brothers regular Jon Polito; and 
Michael Wincott as the long-haired chief crime lord, Top 
Dollar. 

There are three sequels if you wish to delve further  - 
THE CROW: CITY OF ANGELS from 1996, THE CROW: 
SALVATION from 2000, and THE CROW: WICKED PRAYER 
from 2005, as well as a 22-episode Canadian TV series 
from the late 1990s. Frankly, we're seeing the best this 
evening, and I can't particularly recommend the later 
films, although Iggy Pop pops up as a henchman in CITY 
OF ANGELS and Dennis Hopper offers his usual good 
value in a supporting role in WICKED PRAYER. For 
further exploration, you're probably better off in 
checking out other work by the director of THE CROW, 
Alex Proyas  - you may be familiar with his follow-up 
movie, the equally-influential and somewhat ahead of 
its time mind bender DARK CITY from 1998, and his films 
with big star names attached all have their moments 
too, in particular his Will Smith vehicle I, ROBOT and his 
odd mixture of prophecy, mathematics and pending 
apocalypse, KNOWING, starring Nicolas Cage. 

The film's soundtrack offers a gothic orchestral score by 
Graeme Revell, along with tracks by The Cure, Stone 
Temple Pilots, Pantera, Rollins Band, and The Jesus and 
Mary Chain. Plus Nine Inch Nails performing a cover 
version of 'Dead Souls' by Joy Division, a combination 
which seems made for this movie. 

For several years now there have been rumours of a 
CROW remake in Hollywood, Jason Momoa, no stranger 
to big screen revivals following his turn as CONAN THE 
BARBARIAN in 2011, is one name prominently linked 
with stepping into the role of Eric Draven. We'll see 
whether anything happens. For tonight, though, it's time 
to head to Detroit for Devil's Night, the night before 
Halloween, where criminals roam after dark, where fires 
are set, and where victims of violent assault just won't 
stay dead. Enjoy THE CROW! 

 

WE ARE THE FLESH 

Hello and welcome to QUAD for tonight's screening of 
TENEMOS LA CARNE, or WE ARE THE FLESH - a new 
movie from Mexico that has been causing considerable 
heated debate and outrage around the world since its 
initial release in February. It's now made it to UK 
cinemas, and so we now have the chance to see how 
Derby audiences will react to its controversial 
combination of gory violence, perverse sex, and art 
house sensibility. 

Mexico has more of a tradition in strange cinema than 
you might imagine. The 1950s saw the emergence of 
vampire Count Lavud, played by German Robles, in a 
series of horror pictures rivalling Christopher Lee's 
DRACULA for our own Hammer Films; the early 60s saw 
Robles playing another vampire character, 
Nostradamus, and also appearing in an insane movie 
called THE BRAINIAC, featuring a long-tongued monster 
played by Abel Salazar who specialises in eating brains 
from a covered silver dish using a spoon. Wrestlers like 
El Santo, Blue Demon, and Mil Mascaras the man of a 
thousand masks, took to the screen, grappling in and 
out of the ring against werewolves, aliens, and monsters 
of all kinds. Horror collided with the arthouse in 
seventies fare like Juan Lopez Moctezuma's MANSION 
OF MADNESS and ALUCARDA, while Alejandro 
Jodorowsky's psychedelic masterpieces EL TOPO and 
THE HOLY MOUNTAIN added to Mexico's reputation as a 
centre for cinematic experimentation. In the 21st 
century we've seen huge acclaim and success for three 
big name Mexican movie makers - Guillermo del Toro 
has established himself among the major players where 
horror and fantasy are concerned, while the last three 
Oscars for 'Best Director' have gone to his fellow 
countrymen - Alfonso Cuaron for GRAVITY in 2014, and 
Alejandro G. Inarittu for BIRDMAN in 2015 and THE 
REVENANT earlier this year. 

So with a clear tradition of wild and crazy fantastic 
cinema, plus a situation where artistic endeavour is 
currently on a high, the time is clearly right for new 
Mexican filmmakers to attempt the daring and to take a 
few chances. And that's what we're facing tonight with 
WE ARE THE FLESH. It's the feature debut of director 
Emiliano Rocher Minter, and has met with torrents of 
critical abuse and mountains of praise in almost equal 
measure - in modern parlance, it seems to be very much 
a 'Marmite' movie experience. It's a decidedly 
minimalist piece, focusing on a small handful of 
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depraved characters in what may or may not be a post-
apocalyptic landscape, and for all its intensity and its 
shock tactics, a lot of effort has clearly been put in on 
making sure the visual side of proceedings has plenty of 
impact.  

WE ARE THE FLESH stars Noe Hernandez, an actor who 
has built his way up from bit parts to leads during the 
past few years. Hernandez did a very brief role, lasting 
no more than half a minute or so, in the 2009 drama SIN 
NOMBRE - about his character 'Resistol', Hernandez 
remarked that he played "a drug addict who inhales 
glue" and that "they actually thought I was a real addict 
who had been found there". He was also seen in the 
Mexican cannibal saga WE ARE WHAT WE ARE in 2010, 
and got his first lead part as the kidnapper in 2011's 
highly acclaimed MISS BALA. All of which and more 
seems to have primed Señor Hernandez perfectly for the 
central role of the grotesque vagabond Mariano in 
tonight's film. 

With its mixture of a pulsating soundtrack, eye-popping 
colour scheme, violence, and extreme and deviant sex, 
WE ARE THE FLESH has met much comparison with the 
work of the notorious French-based provocateur Gaspar 
Noe - so if you were left with steam blowing out of your 
ears, seething with indignation at Gaspar's ultra-
controversial works such as SEUL CONTRE TOUS, 
IRREVERSIBLE and ENTER THE VOID, beware, as you may 
well be in for something similar this evening. Not 
everyone is going to like WE ARE THE FLESH, but it's the 
type of daring, challenging movie that demands at least 
that one initial viewing. If you have a taste for Marmite, 
who knows, this could prove to be just for you. Beware 
the next hour and twenty minutes - but we hope you 
come out the other side having enjoyed it. 

 

CHRISTINE 

Hello and welcome to Fright Club, QUAD's regular 
monthly horror film presentation bringing you fear on a 
Friday. You'd be forgiven for thinking that this is a 
particularly scary edition of 'Top Gear', mind you, since 
this evening is all about violent vehicles, motorway 
mayhem, highway horror, road rage, and killer cars. 

Tonight's offering is CHRISTINE, John Carpenter's hastily-
released 1983 big screen adaptation of Stephen King's 
novel, with the film hot on the heels of the book, 
arriving in cinemas just seven months after publication. 
CHRISTINE exemplifies a fairly modern tradition in 
horror, that of the lethal motor vehicle. This concept 
takes many forms - we've seen piloted killing machines 
such as the motorcycles steered by British bike gang The 
Living Dead in the camp classic PSYCHOMANIA, and the 
specially-fitted and modified crashbar jalopy with 
Stuntman Mike at the helm in DEATH PROOF; we've had 
unseen or creepily helmeted psychos on wheels in the 
likes of DUEL, DEATH CAR ON THE FREEWAY, or THE 
WRAITH; and we've had the just plain supernatural 
affairs with no driver required, where the fuel-propelled 
mechanical beasts have torn up the Tarmac all on their 
own, in titles such as KILLDOZER, THE CAR, and Stephen 

King's own MAXIMUM OVERDRIVE, the latter based on 
his short story 'Trucks'.  

Indeed, King's life in both fictional and factual realms 
has featured strange, sinister or deadly vehicles on 
numerous occasions. Besides 'Trucks' and 'Christine', he 
authored 'Cujo', which is set almost entirely inside a 
stationary Ford Pinto where a mother and her four year 
old son are menaced by a slavering, rabid St. Bernard; 
'Mr. Mercedes', which opens with a stolen car being 
plowed into a crowd of unemployed jobseekers, with 
fatalities galore; 'From a Buick 8' in which the titular 
roadster is revealed to be some kind of mysterious 
portal from our world into another; similarly, his story 
'Mrs. Todd's Shortcut' has a woman so obsessed with 
saving valuable minutes and cutting distances that she 
manages to transport her car through a wormhole in the 
fabric of time and out the other side back to our reality. 
Co-written with his son Joe Hill, 'Throttle' was a 2009 
King novella somewhat inspired by Richard Matheson's 
classic short story 'Duel', here pitting a trucker against a 
band of desert motorcyclists. His masterpiece, 'Pet 
Sematary', pivots on the tragic demise of a little toddler 
wandering into the path of a powerful 18-wheeler, and 
was a novel inspired by the King family's pet cat Smucky 
meeting its death as roadkill, and King's young son Owen 
almost experiencing the same fate. And on a June 
afternoon in 1999, Stephen King was himself run over by 
a van driver in the town of Lovell, Maine, leaving the 
author with multiple serious injuries - luckily surviving 
not only to write another day, but to also purchase the 
very van that had knocked him down, apparently with a 
view to smashing it to pieces, although it eventually 
merely found its way to the local car-crusher. 

By 1983 Stephen King had become a superstar in the 
world of paperback writing, with each new book selling 
in the millions globally. Hollywood had already come 
calling, with successful screen adaptations of CARRIE, 
SALEM'S LOT, THE SHINING, CUJO, and THE DEAD ZONE 
in the bag. His star had risen at much the same time and 
at the same frantic rate as the crop of young new 
American horror movie specialists - indeed, Brian De 
Palma, Tobe Hooper and David Cronenberg all had a 
King movie on their resume by that time, and King had 
forged a working partnership with zombie-master 
George A. Romero, the fruit of which was 1982's 
entertaining anthology comic-book shocker 
CREEPSHOW. Rumours were rife that Romero was 
planning a screen version of King's apocalyptic epic 'The 
Stand', but sadly that one never made it to the cinema 
and wound up being made for TV a decade later in a 
somewhat watered-down fashion by Mick Garris. One of 
the red hot directors of the late seventies and early 
eighties was John Carpenter, whose filmography already 
included DARK STAR, ASSAULT ON PRECINCT 13, 
HALLOWEEN, ELVIS, THE FOG, and ESCAPE FROM NEW 
YORK - Carpenter's then most recent offering was THE 
THING, considered a flop at the time but now regarded 
as one of the all-time horror classics. It seemed 
inevitable that King and Carpenter would soon cross 
paths, and so it was no surprise when Columbia Pictures 
hired John to film King's new novel. 
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'Christine' the book didn't look like a good fit for 
Carpenter - a chunky and extremely bloated doorstop of 
a novel, running in at over 600 pages, didn't lie well with 
the director's own trademark lean and mean style. For 
me the movie is far superior to the book, extracting the 
core of the tale and dismissing much of the excess fat. 
It's not Carpenter's greatest ever motion picture but it 
purrs along nicely, and the gleaming red 1958 Plymouth 
Fury can certainly be added to the list of cinema's 
eeriest killer vehicles. Columbia wanted Brooke Shields 
to play the female lead, but Carpenter declined, 
preferring to seek and use new talent - the appealing 
Alexandra Paul wound up with the role of Leigh, while 
an up and coming twenty-something named Kevin 
Bacon was sought for the major role of Arnie, the geek 
who turns cool under the baleful influence of the deadly 
car. Bacon suddenly got offered the lead in FOOTLOOSE, 
and in stepped Keith Gordon, so impressive in Brian de 
Palma's DRESSED TO KILL at the beginning of the decade 
and proving equally effective here. 

Carpenter really strives hard to mould the source 
material and make this movie his own, and although this 
assignment is merely a workaday job rather than a 
personal, meaningful project for the director, he 
succeeds to a large extent. It really does look and feel 
like a Carpenter flick, and oh boy does it sound like one - 
the electronic score by Carpenter and his regular 
musical partner Alan Howarth might just be their 
greatest sonic achievement, and as a neat counterpoint, 
Christine herself frequently goes retro and plays hits of 
the rock'n'roll 1950s over her inbuilt radio.  

So, time to buckle up, turn on the ignition, and prepare 
for a bumpy ride down the highway to hell. Enjoy the 
trip. 

 

THE FUNHOUSE 

Hello and welcome to Fright Club, for our special tribute 
night to legendary horror director Tobe Hooper. As time 
passes, we're reaching the point where most of that 
productive crop of inspirational, challenging horror 
directors of the 1970s are now in their 70s, and sadly we 
lost the zombiemeister himself, George A. Romero, 
during the summer. No sooner had the horror world 
recovered from that blow than we heard that Tobe 
Hooper had also passed away, in late August. 

We've screened a few of Tobe's movies here at QUAD in 
the past, but have decided to pay our respects by 
showing one of his less well regarded productions, THE 
FUNHOUSE, originally released in 1981 and ideally 
suited to the big screen, where you will really notice the 
impact of the carnival set design at the heart of the film. 

Hooper struck horror gold first time out - his 1974 low 
budget sensation THE TEXAS CHAIN SAW MASSACRE 
might just be the most truly frightening and disturbing 
horror movie ever made, perhaps the closest that any 
filmmaker has come to capturing the relentless, 'no 
escape' quality of an actual nightmare. His 1986 sequel, 
THE TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE 2, achieved a miracle 

by being almost as good as the original, though in a far 
broader and more cartoon-like manner. Tobe's other 
work includes DEATH TRAP aka EATEN ALIVE, in which 
lunatic hotel owner Neville Brand feeds the guests to his 
pet crocodile; LIFEFORCE, the crazy British science 
fiction epic made for Cannon Films and memorably 
featuring naked Mathilda May, essence-draining space 
vampires, and a possessed Patrick Stewart speaking with 
a woman's voice; pretty decent remakes of INVADERS 
FROM MARS and TOOLBOX MURDERS; an adaptation of 
Stephen King's story about a killer laundry press, THE 
MANGLER; and the pilot episodes of TV shows like 
FREDDY'S NIGHTMARES, DARK SKIES, and TAKEN. 

In between revving up his chainsaw, we saw the rather 
unlikely occurrence of Tobe going mainstream - in 1979 
he was chosen by CBS to helm their lavish two-part 
version of Stephen King's vampire best-seller SALEM'S 
LOT, memorably bringing some of his grindhouse style 
to the small screen and moving into the big leagues, 
working with major stars like the cultured James Mason 
and 'Starsky and Hutch' pin-up idol David Soul. And in 
1982 Steven Spielberg, a huge fan of Hooper's work, 
hired Tobe to direct POLTERGEIST, a film which plays 
almost as the shocking flipside of Spielberg's own smash 
hit from the same year, E.T. - watch those movies in a 
freaky double bill sometime and you'll see the 
similarities, most notably the sunny suburban housing 
estate settings and the way in which both play heavily 
on childhood fears and anxieties. Speaking of childhood 
fears, the aforementioned SALEM'S LOT features a scene 
that has gone down in history as being possibly the 
scariest ever example of a director capturing juvenile 
terror on screen - if I say 'Danny Glick at the window', 
that may stir a few shuddersome memories with a few 
of you. 

What's not so well known is that in between SALEM'S 
LOT and POLTERGEIST, Tobe Hooper cranked out 
another film - a low-key teen horror, made right in the 
midst of the early 80s 'stalk and slash' movie craze. THE 
FUNHOUSE has a very basic premise, like much of the 
competition at the time - four teenagers get trapped in a 
visiting carnival funfair attraction after dark, and are 
menaced by a killer. But Hooper transforms this into a 
real ghost train thrill ride. The fairground setting after 
nightfall - and, to be honest, even in daylight - provides a 
forbidding and eerie backdrop, and Tobe reverses the 
TEXAS CHAIN SAW MASSACRE situation by having the 
weirdos coming to your town rather than you 
accidentally stumbling upon their homestead. THE 
FUNHOUSE livens up its sketchy set-up by pulling off a 
string of multi-levelled shock scenes - Hooper sets it all 
in motion with an imitation PSYCHO/HALLOWEEN-style 
shower knifing shot from the stalker's point of view, 
which initially has you yawning and rolling your eyes at 
its familiarity, but then adds a spin of its own, and 
FUNHOUSE continues to play around with standard 
horror images throughout, constantly offering surprises 
just when you think you've got a handle on it. 

Once we arrive at the carnival, the gloves are off. It's like 
these kids have stepped into another realm, and even 
though the safety of their town may be a way just down 
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the road, such home comforts might as well be a 
thousand miles distant. Garish, lurid colours, outsize 
painted decorative animatronic figures with evil facial 
expressions, the devilish promise of strange attractions 
hidden behind canopies and curtains, all yours for an 
admission price that you may soon regret paying. The 
carny characters are quite a bunch, too - the rancid old 
fortune teller Madame Zena, played by Sylvia Miles; the 
bag-lady portrayed by Sonia Zomina in a manner more 
like a cackling mediaeval witch; William Finley stealing 
the show as an insane, grinning, white faced magician; 
and Kevin Conway, superb in three different roles as 
various carnival barkers, fronting each tent or sideshow, 
reeling you in with his increasingly sinister patter - he's 
horror's answer to Joel Grey's waspish, bitchy Master of 
Ceremonies from CABARET, lording it over the funfair 
and possessing an almost omnipresent, God-like status, 
knowing everything but keeping a few secrets to himself 
despite his bluster and sales pitch. 

Oddly, a couple of the young cast members here went 
on to associate with the great Czech director Milos 
Forman, of ONE FLEW OVER THE CUCKOO'S NEST fame. 
Miles Chapin, who plays Richie, appeared in THE PEOPLE 
VS. LARRY FLYNT and MAN IN THE MOON for Forman in 
the late 90s; while the heroine of THE FUNHOUSE, 
Elizabeth Berridge, went straight from this movie into a 
major role in Milos' grand, Oscar-winning epic 
AMADEUS. The wonderfully-named Cooper Huckabee, 
who plays Buzz here, appeared as one of the whip-
wielding plantation slave overseers The Brittle Brothers 
in DJANGO UNCHAINED thirty years later. 

So yes, it's 'teenagers get bumped off in the dark' time 
once again - but this is the quality end of that particular 
market. THE FUNHOUSE is a rich, layered movie, with a 
lot going on under the surface, and it's no surprise that 
Hooper chose to adopt a grand carnival setting for the 
second half of TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE 2 five years 
later, as he really feels at home here. The film builds up 
to a stunning climax too, as we literally get to see the 
cogs, gears, and clanking machinery that have been 
shifting this entire terrifying tale along its tracks. 

Time, then, to finish your candy floss, put down that 
fluffy teddy bear you've just won at the shooting gallery, 
and to make your way to the candy-striped canvas 
marquee with the brightly painted sign inviting you 
inside. THE FUNHOUSE is open. Pray that you survive 
this rollercoaster ride. 

 

TO ALL A GOODNIGHT 

Hello and merry Christmas from Fright Club. This being 
the festive season, we're taking advantage of that fact to 
bring you a Santa slasher movie - TO ALL A GOODNIGHT. 

Don't expect a classic. In fact, this isn't even the best 
'killer Santa' film of 1980, because we played the 
amazing CHRISTMAS EVIL here a couple of years ago. 
But TO ALL A GOODNIGHT has a top-notch grindhouse 
pedigree, with some notable talent behind the cameras, 

and livens up its basic stalk and slash plot with a few 
exceptionally imaginative murders. 

It was the only movie ever directed by exploitation 
legend David Hess. David is most notorious for having 
played the terrifying figure of Krug, leader of the savage, 
murderous gang in Wes Craven's LAST HOUSE ON THE 
LEFT; his other screen roles include similarly anti-social, 
thuggish performances in the likes of HITCH-HIKE and 
HOUSE ON THE EDGE OF THE PARK. Before getting into 
acting in all of these sleazy movies, David was most 
renowned as a musician and songwriter, dating right 
back to the rock'n'roll era  - in 1956, under the name 
David Hill, Hess recorded a song called 'All Shook Up', a 
year before Elvis Presley cut the definitive version and 
had a worldwide hit with it. Hess went on to pen songs 
for Elvis, and continued his own recording career with 
an American cover version of Cliff Richard's 'Living Doll'. 
David's biggest musical success was in co-writing the 
1962 number 'Speedy Gonzales', a smash hit for Pat 
Boone, selling over eight million copies. Hess became 
the A&R man for Mercury Records in the late sixties but 
took his career change into movies when he was hired 
by Wes Craven to write the music for LAST HOUSE ON 
THE LEFT, also getting cast as the lead villain, a role he 
grabbed with both hands. David moved to Germany and 
spent the mid-70s dubbing films there as well as 
translating scripts into English. TO ALL A GOODNIGHT is 
the only feature film he ever directed, and while he's no 
John Carpenter, he does a pretty decent job of keeping 
the action going, and his sense of composition and use 
of camera angles ensures that even the talky bits are 
watchable. I'm not giving too much away if I say that the 
plot has a bunch of teenage girls and guys being 
slaughtered by a psychotic Santa in a sorority house, but 
it's grand slasher fun, has a couple of unexpected 
moments and particularly outrageous deaths, and winds 
up with a neat twist when the perpetrator of the crimes 
is revealed. 

 

The film was written by Alex Rebar, another example of 
exploitation movie royalty - Alex, who also served as one 
of the producers, cemented his place in horror history 
by playing the title role in that gloopy 1977 b-movie 
classic, THE INCREDIBLE MELTING MAN. Do check out 
another 1980 horror movie penned by Alex, called 
DEMENTED - a very odd little shocker about a rape 
victim, played by Sallee Elyse, who is tormented by 
strange visions and herself becomes a crazed killer. 
DEMENTED was almost given a wide release by 20th 
Century Fox, but the big studio relented and backed out 
once they realised that the male star of the film, actor 
'Bruce Gilchrist', was in fact the handlebar-moustached 
king of American porn movies, Harry Reems! You'll get 
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to see Harry briefly in TO ALL A GOODNIGHT, by the 
way, playing the pilot who flies the boys into the school. 

When it comes to slasher films, Justin Kerswell's superb 
website 'Hysteria! Lives' ought to be anyone's first 
online port of call - Justin reviewed TO ALL A 
GOODNIGHT some years ago and points out that "in a 
subgenre certainly not shy of clichés Hess' film just 
about manages to include them all'. And that's a good 
thing in Fright Club's book. You can really play slasher 
bingo with this one, from the opening accident to the 
barmy twist ending, with suspicious and/or kooky 
characters galore, a slow-witted handyman, and an 
above-average body count - 15 deaths in about 85 
minutes. Justin's review points out that the movie seems 
unfinished in places, although he kindly suggests that 
the jumps in sense and continuity may be Hess' attempt 
at surrealism - you might well exit here tonight thinking 
along similar lines, especially once you've heard the 
dreadful, plummy English accent affected by one of the 
female victims, the school cook talking about her 
“cranberry jello surprise”, or the film's bizarre closing 
shot, which I won't spoil for you. 

Again, we wish you a merry and horror-filled Christmas, 
and we hope that Santa brings you a stocking-ful of 
exciting Blu-rays and DVDs. We're already planning 
loads of horror goodies for 2018, so we hope to see you 
back here in the new year. For now, though - TO ALL A 
GOODNIGHT... 

 

TERRORVISION 

Hello and welcome to QUAD for our first Fright Club 
show of 2018. Within the variety of movies we've 
screened over the years, we've occasionally turned to 
look at the output of Empire International Pictures, the 
production company run by Charles Band, and have 
shown you films like GHOST TOWN, the fantastic horror 
western from 1988, and Stuart Gordon's classics RE-
ANIMATOR and FROM BEYOND, perhaps the two Empire 
products held in highest regard by fans. 

Charles Band is the son of Albert Band, a Paris-born 
director whose own movie career includes cult gems 
such as 1958's I BURY THE LIVING and 1978's ZOLTAN, 
HOUND OF DRACULA aka DRACULA'S DOG. Charles 
entered the business in 1973, directing a spoof of the 
then-currently-scandalous LAST TANGO IN PARIS - Band 
junior's version was called LAST FOXTROT IN BURBANK, 
and is notable not only because it is Charles' debut but 
also because the movie was edited by a young film 
student named John Carpenter, later to become one of 
the most renowned horror directors of all time. Charles 
Band progressed to horror himself, with 1977's 
outrageous CRASH!, in which a convertible is possessed 
by occult forces from an African trinket and causes 
havoc on the roads. The rather unwieldy but 
nonetheless brilliant tag line on the poster for CRASH! 
read "An Occult Object Takes Possession of a Driverless 
Car and Causes One Spectacular Crash After Another 
Until Fifty Cars Are Pounded Into a Mass of Twisted 
Metal". What a pity that we're not playing that tonight! 

Into the 80s and still releasing his work under the 
banner of 'Charles Band International Productions', 
Charlie offered 1982's PARASITE, the story of a scientist 
in post-nuclear 1992 who has developed a type of 
toothy killer creature, one of which resides inside his 
own body - this one was notable for being released in 
3D, and for being only the second film in the career of a 
young aspiring actress named Demi Moore. 

By this time Band had become disappointed and 
disillusioned by the way film distributors and exhibitors 
treated his product, and so decided to create his own 
company, Empire. Between 1983 and the end of the 80s 
Empire churned out dozens of cheap, quickly made 
horror, science fiction, and fantasy films and managed 
to gain a fair amount of critical acclaim for movies like 
RE-ANIMATOR and the Band-directed TRANCERS, one of 
the best low budget productions of the era, the story of 
Jack Deth, a detective from the 23rd Century time 
travelling to the 1980s in pursuit of criminal Martin 
Whistler. Empire titles filled VHS rental store shelves 
back then, and the likes of GHOULIES, DOLLS, 
ELIMINATORS, BREEDERS, TROLL, CREEPOZOIDS, and the 
unforgettable SORORITY BABES IN THE SLIMEBALL 
BOWL-O-RAMA proved popular with video customers. 
Tonight's presentation TERRORVISION was prominent 
among this throng of brisk, eye-catching videos and, like 
a surprising proportion of Empire's output, managed to 
get a fairly decent cinema release too. 

Empire employed a regular company of writers, 
directors and technicians, and often the cameraman or 
special effects guy on one movie would be the producer 
or director of the next. This roster of talent included 
special effects wizard John Carl Buechler, who went on 
to direct FRIDAY THE 13TH PART VII for Paramount, as 
well as writer Ed Naha, who moved on to create HONEY, 
I SHRUNK THE KIDS at Disney. Other regular and familiar 
names in Empire credits were cameraman Mac Ahlberg, 
production manager Peter Manoogian, and 
writer/producer/director Ted Nicolaou. Nicolaou had 
started as a sound recordist on the horror masterpiece 
THE TEXAS CHAIN SAW MASSACRE but worked regularly 
for Charles Band, notably directing all of the SUBSPECIES 
series of vampire movies during the 1990s. 
TERRORVISION was one of Ted's earliest outings as a 
director, and it shows a lively, colourful, cartoon-like 
sense of style. It might not be the most coherent film 
ever made, but it is certainly never dull.  

TERRORVISION's cast includes not one but two examples 
of cult movie royalty, in the shape of Gerrit Graham and 
Mary Woronov as the swinger couple The Puttermans. 
Graham had starred in a couple of films by the young 
Brian De Palma in the late 60s and memorably portrayed 
the outrageous glam rocker 'Beef', lead singer of the 
band The Juicy Fruits, in De Palma's pop horror classic 
PHANTOM OF THE PARADISE. Mary Woronov had been 
a whip-cracking dancer performing alongside the 
legendary 60s band The Velvet Underground, in a sort of 
proto Bez-like role, and she never really left her counter-
culture roots, appearing in plenty of cult movie 
favourites like DEATH RACE 2000, NIGHT OF THE 
COMET, HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD, ROCK 'N' ROLL HIGH 
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SCHOOL, and EATING RAOUL. Both Gerrit and Mary are 
always welcome presences in this type of fare, and they 
don't disappoint in TERRORVISION, pitching their 
performances at just the right level. There are goofy 
monsters, space aliens, more swingers, a resourceful 
little kid, a young heroine with multicoloured Toyah 
Willcox/Cyndi Lauper hair, a pulchritudinous TV horror 
hostess named Medusa, and a great heavy metal dude 
character called O.D., played by a superb Jon Gries. It's 
not the best film you'll ever experience but it is a lot of 
fun, and as an 80s time capsule it is pretty hard to beat. 
Listen out about ten minutes in for the point where 
Mary Woronov reveals the name of daughter Diane 
Franklin's ex-boyfriend - a moment with added 
resonance for audiences in 2018... 

The poster for TERRORVISION carries this warning: 
"People of Earth - your planet is about to be destroyed... 
We're terribly sorry for the inconvenience". So let's see 
whether we can all survive the next viewer-friendly 83 
minutes intact. It may be a satellite TV-themed movie 
but you're privileged to be seeing TERRORVISION in a 
cinema on a lovely 35mm film print tonight. Tune in and 
trip out to a rainbow slice of colourful 80s fun.  

 

THE LOVE WITCH 

Hello and welcome to QUAD for tonight's screening of 
THE LOVE WITCH. My name's Darrell Buxton, I'm a local 
freelance critic and lecturer specialising in cult movies, 
and am here to say a few words to introduce the show. 

Although THE LOVE WITCH is brand new to the cinema 
screen, you'd be forgiven for thinking you might have 
stumbled into some relic from several decades ago. As 
with her previous film VIVA! writer and director Anna 
Biller has done a remarkably authentic job in imitating a 
particular style and aesthetic from the past, and 
presenting her story in a way that has rather fallen out 
of fashion more recently. 

 

For THE LOVE WITCH is a rare 21st century stab at what 
you might term 'Californian Gothic'. In the late sixties 
and early seventies, a whole string of feature films 
emerged from the fringes of Hollywood, intended for 
cinema showings but taking their visual template and 
their dramatic storylines largely from the traditions of 
the television soap opera. Added to the mix were horror 
and supernatural themes such as vampires, satanism, 
ghosts, or even taboo topics such as necrophilia - plus a 
sprinkling of hippy dippy flower power, as villains and 

victims alike might be witnessed clad in tie-dye outfits, 
colourful pantsuits, wide-brimmed headgear, or 
bandanas. Vampire flicks such as BLACULA, COUNT 
YORGA VAMPYRE, or THE VELVET VAMPIRE typified this 
approach, shifting Dracula-like figures and female 
fangsters out of the gloom and into sunnier West Coast 
climes; Odd items including that aforementioned 
necrophilia epic, LOVE ME DEADLY, as well as just-plain-
unclassifiable shockers like 1973's THE BABY or 1974's 
MESSIAH OF EVIL extended the trend, while devil 
worship and witchcraft yarns brought ROSEMARY'S 
BABY's modern spin on spells and potions across from 
New York to the opposite side of the States, in pictures 
like THE MEPHISTO WALTZ, and SIMON - KING OF THE 
WITCHES. DAUGHTERS OF SATAN, a 1972 witchcraft 
shocker made in the Philippines and featuring Tom 
Selleck in a very early role, may well be the chief 
inspiration for THE LOVE WITCH - well worth checking 
out if you like what you see here tonight. 

THE LOVE WITCH offers a striking re-creation of this 
niche area of filmmaking. It's partially a loving tribute to 
these movies, and - although Biller strenuously denies 
this - partially a parody, although the originals were so 
rife with lousy acting, instantly-dated costumes, and 
bizarre hallucinogenic sequences that it's difficult to tell 
where the lampooning begins here. When the first five 
minutes of the movie offer dialogue informing us "your 
tail-light's out, miss" or "I'm an interior decorator", or 
whenever you spot a done-on-purpose ragged edit or 
continuity error, you just know that the director  has 
immersed herself in this peculiar area of cinema from 
four and a half decades ago. Sitting this film alongside 
contemporary competition, THE LOVE WITCH may seem 
to come up lacking in the conventional 'horror' stakes 
when compared to the latest CONJURING, SINISTER or 
INSIDIOUS franchise entry; but then again, the soapy 
seventies titles I mentioned must have looked and felt 
pretty weird and very different to the gore-fixated 
shockers they found themselves nestled against. Its 
closest rival in the past few years has been Peter 
Strickland's THE DUKE OF BURGUNDY, which took the 
1970s European excesses of directors like Jess Franco 
and Jean Rollin, forming a similar collage out of its retro 
influences to create a hybrid between stylish 
Continental 'trash' and modern arthouse sensibilities. 

Where THE LOVE WITCH excels is in its production 
design. It's beautifully shot, in a literal rainbow of retina-
searing hues and kaleidoscopic patterns. The movie 
leaps from scene to scene, we're in a police investigation 
room one minute, a remote woodland cabin the next, 
stopping off at the obligatory occult store selling 
spellcasting books and ancient charms, then maybe on 
to a satanic ritual with a robed wizard and his disrobed 
acolytes all murmuring incantations like there's no 
tomorrow. Naturally, we adjourn every now and then to 
a burlesque joint for a bit of classic exploitation bumping 
and grinding, or find ourselves privy to a steamy sex 
scene, but we take some crazy diversions along the 
route too - a mediaeval musical interlude three quarters 
of the way through may make you wonder if we've 
mistakenly inserted a reel of film from THE WICKER 
MAN. 
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Also impressive is Samantha Robinson, who stars in the 
title role as Elaine. First seen steering a Mustang 
convertible along a coastal road, in imitation of a shot 
seen frequently in Californian cinema, we are soon 
presented with a striking back-projected close-up where 
we see her long dark tresses framing pretty but 
potentially cruel features, highlighted by carefully-
applied rose lipstick, turquoise eyeshadow, and spidery 
black lashes. Samantha resembles one of the muses of 
early seventies exploitation cinema, like an 
undiscovered rival to Italy's ice cool queen of horror 
Edwige Fenech or Spain's tragic vampire beauty Soledad 
Miranda - it's almost as though this actress has, in some 
alternate universe, been the focus of a whole series of 
iconic movie roles and that THE LOVE WITCH is merely 
the latest exhibition of her dark, alluring persona. Miss 
Robinson is tantalising throughout, and as with so much 
here, we're never quite certain whether to take her 
expressed desire and longing for the perfect husband at 
face value. Is this director Biller spoofing the sexist 
attitudes of previous generations? Is it the character's 
genuine viewpoint? Or is it all a subterfuge, part of 
Elaine's scheme to take her pleasures and get her own 
way? 

In his regular review column for the Indiewire website, 
actor James Franco - who, quite honestly, would have 
been right at home in this flick himself - cites THE LOVE 
WITCH as being a political movie for our times. Franco 
compares Elaine to President Trump, and suggests the 
film may represent a reversal on or revenge for some of 
The Donald's wilder views on sex and relationships. As 
James eloquently puts it - "that's right - a female killer. 
Who grabs men by the dicks". 

On that note, I'm outta here. Enjoy the movie - and 
although you won't understand this until you see the 
film itself, I wish you "bright blessings"! 

 

DRESSED TO KILL 

Welcome once again to Fright Club, and our latest 
presentation forming part of QUAD's current Brian De 
Palma season. Although you'd never guess it from my 
get-up this evening  - yes, I'm wearing my baggy old 
DEMONS t-shirt yet again  - tonight, we're DRESSED TO 
KILL. 

Thirty five years ago DRESSED TO KILL caused headlines, 
for all the wrong reasons. Women's rights had been on 
the political and social agenda for some years, with 
equality, the pay gap, the Sex Discrimination Act of 
1975, the emergence of a new strength and vibrancy 
among a younger female generation, all contributing to 
the shift. Violence against women was a hot topic  - and 
caused anguish and fence-sitting for right-on, teenage, 
NME-reading, liberal, self-styled 'male feminists' like 
myself. As a keen horror fan I was thrilled to find myself 
in the midst of the stalk-and-slash boom, with the 
chance to watch insane masked killers carving up a 
string of helpless victims on an almost weekly basis; and 
when our moral guardians began their own carving-up 
acts, hacking all of the most bloody crowd-pleasing 

moments out of these entertainments, I was among 
those actively campaigning against such censorious 
outrages. It was hard to reconcile such anti-censorship 
beliefs with the wave of protests against media 
depictions of violent acts, however. The late seventies 
had seen a number of notorious serial-killing cases  - Ted 
Bundy, Henry Lee Lucas, Peter Sutcliffe, Son of Sam 
among them - and women's groups were becoming ever 
more forceful in challenging the powers that be to 
ensure levels of protection and detection.  

One direct line of action taken by protestors here in 
Britain was to directly link violent activity by males to 
the product on offer at local cinemas. Organised 
American groups such as Women Against Violence 
Against Women or Women Against Pornography had 
staged action at movie theatres, and the British method 
seemed to combine those homegrown traditions of 
graffiti and 'bunking in', with gangs of aerosol-equipped 
objectors gaining access to movie auditoriums via the 
exit doors and spraying red paint across the screens 
playing films that particularly offended them. 
HUMANOIDS FROM THE DEEP, a Roger Corman 
production starring Doug McClure, was released in 
Britain under the title MONSTER and was one of the key 
targets, as its plot about sea creatures emerging from 
the depths to rape women in a small coastal town could 
barely have been worse-timed. Even pointing out that 
the film was directed by a woman, Barbara Peeters, 
failed to soften the blow. Hot on its heels came Brian De 
Palma's DRESSED TO KILL, and the crimson spray hit the 
screen from within and without once again.  

Whatever your thoughts might be regarding psycho 
films and their perceived influence on real life events, 
DRESSED TO KILL has survived the onslaught of those 
early 80s critics, be they typewriter-clacking media 
professionals or spray-can wielding amateurs. Seen from 
our nostalgic perspective 35 years on, we can judge it as 
a glossy, classy, star-studded addition to that surprise 
tidal wave of slasher flicks, and as a splendid example of 
Brian De Palma's unique and impressive visual style and 
way with a tense thriller. Fresh from her hit TV show 
'Police Woman', Angie Dickinson returned to the big 
screen as Kate Miller, a troubled and sexually unsatisfied 
middle-aged New Yorker visiting her psychiatrist Dr. 
Robert Elliott, played by Michael Caine. Caine was quite 
the horror regular at around this time, also appearing in 
THE SWARM, THE ISLAND, and THE HAND between 1978 
and 1981. De Palma stages one of his typical bravura set 
piece scenes early in the proceedings - you will simply 
marvel and watch open-mouthed as his camera prowls 
around the Metropolitan Museum of Art, pursuing 
Dickinson as she attempts to pick up some fleeting male 
company for the afternoon. Before long the cut-throat 
razors are out, the glistening blood is splashing, arcing 
artistically across our view, and the film is down to 
business.  

In April this year, we screened De Palma's breathtaking 
1984 masterpiece BODY DOUBLE here at QUAD. The 
title of that movie was inspired by DRESSED TO KILL, as 
the then-almost-50-year-old Dickinson's notoriously 
steamy shower scene required copious nudity. The 1976 
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Penthouse Pet of the Year, Victoria Lynn Johnson, was 
called in to strip and get soapy in Angie's stead, though 
De Palma was quoted as saying "it wasn't because Angie 
doesn't have a great body or would have minded doing 
it", adding "why weigh down your leading lady when you 
can use a stand-in?". As for Dickinson herself, she went 
along with the whole thing but was surprised that the 
film company had revealed the use of a double for 
publicity means, saying at the time "Why destroy the 
illusion. Let (the audience) think it's Tahiti, even if it is 
Burbank". Angie held her own forthright view on the 
controversies stirred up by DRESSED TO KILL, too, stating 
"I suppose there are rapists and murderers walking 
around waiting to be triggered, and this could do it. But 
so could an innocent billboard of a woman cutting a 
melon". She also turned the argument about sexism and 
the use of sexual imagery on its head, asking "what are 
people supposed to get erotic about? An elephant? A 
cup of coffee?" 

 

De Palma regulars feature throughout the film as ever, 
with yet another lush, gorgeous score by Pino Donaggio 
plus appearances by Dennis Franz, Nancy Allen, and 
William Finley who makes an off-screen contribution as 
the voice of 'Bobbie' - and if you're not sure who or 
what 'Bobbie' is, you'll soon find out. Quentin Tarantino 
has admitted that Nancy Allen's sassy prostitute 
character 'Liz Blake' was the key inspiration for his TRUE 
ROMANCE screenplay, as he aimed to write a story with 
a similar likeable, warm-hearted call girl figure at its 
centre. DRESSED TO KILL, in common with much of De 
Palma's work, has always divided opinion. Alfred 
Hitchcock was told about the movie and informed that it 
was "an homage" to Hitch's own style and technique. 
"Don't you mean 'fromage'?" the lugubrious legend 
drawled in response. The notorious 'Razzie' awards 
nominated De Palma as worst director, Nancy Allen as 
worst actress, and Michael Caine as worst actor. Yet the 
prestigious New York Critics' Circle named DRESSED TO 
KILL as their fifth favourite picture of 1980, and De 
Palma came fourth in their directors list, while Angie 
Dickinson won the Saturn Award for best actress in a 
science fiction, horror or fantasy film.  

As critic Maitland McDonagh has pointed out, DRESSED 
TO KILL plays like an Italian giallo, probably more so than 
almost any other non-Italian horror thriller. The mix of 
adult characters, warped psychiatry, sexuality, rip-offs 
from other movies, beautiful soundtrack, daring 

camerawork, and violent scenes staged in a manner 
designed to leave audiences visually stunned as well as 
psychologically unnerved, would appeal to precisely the 
same group of fans drooling over the masterworks of 
Dario Argento during the same era. It's a key work 
among De Palma's filmography and a movie that graces 
the big screen. High heeled horror at its most fashion-
conscious. 

 

FRIDAY THE 13TH PART 2 / FRIDAY THE 13TH PART 8: 
JASON TAKES MANHATTAN 

Hello and welcome to QUAD for tonight’s Fright Club 
double bill. And welcome to a Fright Club tradition - yes, 
every time there’s a Friday the 13th on the calendar, we 
do the obvious - and show movies from the FRIDAY THE 
13TH franchise. As well as making our programming job 
nice and easy, this also gives us the chance to put these 
classic slashers up on the big screen where they truly 
belong. 

We’ve screened most of the Friday titles by now, and 
last offered the memorable pairing of parts 4 and 5 back 
in November 2015. That’s the one featuring Corey 
Feldman, followed by the other one featuring Corey 
Feldman but not featuring Jason. But tonight gives us 
the opportunity to fill in some of the gaps. We’ve never 
screened part 2 or part 8, so here they are for your 
enjoyment this evening. As regular fans will be aware, 
the FRIDAY THE 13TH series is often so absurd that it 
doesn’t necessarily matter that you’ll be seeing these 
two out of order - who knows, they may even make 
more sense this way! 

FRIDAY part 2 picks up where the first kill-crazy 
instalment left off. To refresh your memories, the story 
so far… Camp Crystal Lake had been the site of a 
massacre of teenage camp counsellors, attempting to 
reopen the facility despite its history as the place where 
a young boy named Jason Voorhees had drowned in 
1957. The excessive slaughterthon is revealed as the 
unlikely handiwork of Jason’s middle-aged, sweater-clad 
mum, only for her to be spectacularly decapitated by 
the lone survivor and ‘final girl’ Alice, played by 
Adrienne King. So, part two begins with our plucky 
heroine in her apartment, fully recovered from her 
ordeal and from the vision  - or was it? - of Jason himself 
impossibly leaping out of the lake to grab her in the first 
film’s tremendous shock ending. You’re going to see 
Mrs. Voorhees again too, despite the fact that her head 
and shoulders have parted company. FRIDAY part 2 is 
typical of the cheap, cost-cutting sequel concept  - not 
only is it a mere 87 minutes long, but a substantial 
portion of that running time is made up of huge chunks 
of footage from the first movie in flashback scenes. It 
was rushed into cinemas less than a year after the first 
film, and of course led on to the extensive series. As 
David Lynch’s THE ELEPHANT MAN had been one of the 
big attractions of the previous year, Jason stole a few 
fashion tips from John Merrick, affecting a similar 
‘burlap sack over the head’ image. In 1981 we were right 
in the middle of the New Romantic era, where it seemed 
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that Spandau Ballet were throwing their mums’ tea 
towels over their shoulders and Adam Ant was raiding 
the stationery cupboard to paint Tippex stripes across 
his face, but strangely the ‘potato bag on head’ look 
never quite caught on with the stylemakers of the day, 
and even Jason ditched it fairly quickly, in favour of 
wearing you-know-what item of iconic sporting 
equipment… 

The kills are what FRIDAY THE 13TH is all about, and 
FRIDAY part 2 doesn’t stint on them. We’ve issued you 
with a Kill List handout tonight, so you can tick off the 
deaths as they happen  - and in part 2 they include a 
wheelchair-bound hunk, a couple having sex, and even 
Crazy Ralph from part one. What a shame it is that Ralph 
gets it here - a colossal mistake, as he’d have made a 
fantastic continuing series regular. Maybe if they get 
around to making any fresh sequels he could come back 
as a ghost or something equally stupid… 

Talking of ‘stupid’, hey, we’re showing FRIDAY THE 13TH 
PART 8: JASON TAKES MANHATTAN later on too, after a 
short break. What a concept! The masked, hulking, 
unstoppable psycho, Jason Voorhees, rampaging his way 
through the Big Apple, putting the fear into Fifth 
Avenue, leaving a bloody trail at Bloomingdale’s, causing 
havoc in Harlem, turning Central Park into a cemetery!! 
Sounds amazing, doesn’t it? Well, don’t get too excited. 
None of that happens. Instead of fulfilling the promise of 
having the FRIDAY franchise hitting the bustling streets 
of the City That Never Sleeps, we get Jason on a boat. 
Yes, you heard right. Jason on a boat. This entry in the 
series contains most of its suspense in the question ‘so, 
will Jason ever get to New York or what?’. As the song 
says, if you can make it there, you’ll make it anywhere - 
so stick with this one to find out if the savage Mr. V 
finally hits the Hudson River docks and takes his 
machete to Macy’s. In the meantime, and I hope I’m not 
giving away too much of the plot here, he butchers a 
dozen or so passengers on board a rickety sea-going tub. 
I don’t know if American law has an equivalent to our 
Trades Descriptions Act, but this is like Martin Scorsese 
setting NEW YORK, NEW YORK in Boulder, Colorado, or 
indeed like Sean Cunningham deciding ‘hey, why don’t I 
make a movie called FRIDAY THE 13TH?!’ and then 
having all the action take place on Wednesday the 11th. 

Despite the outright lie of the title, however, JASON 
TAKES MANHATTAN is a bucket-load of watery fun. Just 
pretend it’s called ‘Jason Goes Boating’ and you’ll 
appreciate it all the more. There’s not a lot I can say - 
Jason gets on a rusty barge, kills everyone, the end. But 
what an end! Please, please, please stay in your seats for 
the finale of Part 8. Even by the ridiculous standards set 
by the previous FRIDAYs, this takes the biscuit. You will 
simply not believe what you are watching in the final 
couple of minutes here, a blatant act of writing the 
franchise into a corner from which it cannot possibly 
emerge. Naturally, when the time came around to make 
a ninth FRIDAY THE 13TH, they seem to have simply 
ignored this one, almost as if it had all been some insane 
dream fizzing its way through Jason’s kinked synapses. 
Don’t ask too many questions, don’t try to fit this into 

the series chronology, don’t trust the evidence of your 
own eyes. Just sit back and enjoy the cruise. 

That’s all for later. For the time being, we hope that 
you’ve decided upon your allegiance for tonight - are 
you part of Team Bag Over The Head, or are you 
supporting Team Boat To The Big Apple? Remember to 
count and tick off the parade of murders as they come 
thick and fast at you, wear your free hockey masks with 
pride, and have a grisly, gruesome, gory Friday the 13th 
of October. We’re in a right ‘two and eight’ tonight, as 
Cockney rhyming slang might have it. Figure out for 
yourselves whether that means we’re in the State of 
New York, a state of panic while running through the 
woods at Crystal Lake, or a state of utter confusion as 
you try to piece together the lunatic events of these two 
outrageous movies.     

 

DARKMAN 

Hello and welcome to QUAD for tonight's presentation 
in our regular Fright Club slot. We're going back to 1990 
this evening for a fresh look at Sam Raimi's very 
underrated major studio debut, DARKMAN. 

An online article by Vadim Rizov, penned for the 
Vulture.com website three years ago, mulled over the 
way in which Liam Neeson's career had mutated into 
that of a sort of 21st century Charles Bronson. Rizov cited 
the TAKEN franchise, and titles such as NON-STOP and 
UNKNOWN, as evidence that Neeson, a versatile actor 
with varying screen credits, had reinvented himself in 
recent times as a vengeful, scowling, pissed off gun-
toting vigilante action hero. If there's any truth in that, 
and it's difficult to argue against the theory, then maybe 
DARKMAN was an early pointer along the way. 

To set matters in perspective, bear in mind that the 
would-be blockbuster offerings of 1990 all arrived in the 
wake of Tim Burton's magnificent revival of BATMAN, a 
deserved smash hit the previous summer. Not only was 
BATMAN a box office winner, but for me there was a 
real sense that it achieved something pretty rare - it 
genuinely seemed to cause a major shift in the tastes of 
the mass global audience. In the wake of being 
introduced to Burton's gloomy, pessimistic but still 
wildly vivid and entertaining vision, it was as though 
mainstream moviegoers had somehow been infected 
with a taste for the shadier side of storytelling, now 
accepting of the macabre, of the bleak, of gallows 
humour, and of the idea that mumbling, depressed, 
schizophrenic and downright frightening figures could 
topline a grand motion picture experience. This probably 
led on to the success of THE SILENCE OF THE LAMBS, 
really quite unthinkable a couple of years earlier - and 
ultimately to today, and the way in which your granny 
will happily sit down in front of a box set of 'Game of 
Thrones' or 'The Walking Dead' without a murmur. The 
immediate influence of BATMAN was seen in the crop of 
1990 releases, none of which copied Burton's film 
directly but many of which skirted around and dabbled 
with its moodier, disquieting approach. Warren Beatty's 
DICK TRACY, Adrian Lyne's JACOB'S LADDER, Joel 
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Schumacher's FLATLINERS all brought a darker vision to 
the biggest multiplex screens, and even items like 
GOODFELLAS, GHOST and HOME ALONE possessed a 
sensibility and an edge that may not have previously 
been familiar to respective fans of gangster, romance, or 
family fun flicks. 

So the BATMAN effect spread through Hollywood, in 
places both obvious and unexpected - but probably 
nowhere more so than in DARKMAN. Young director 
Sam Raimi had made a sensational breakthrough in the 
eighties with instant horror classics THE EVIL DEAD and 
EVIL DEAD II, and it was no surprise when the larger 
studios came calling. Indeed, Raimi had himself 
considered reviving the long-dormant Batman character 
but was beaten to the concept, so when offered the 
opportunity to film for Universal, decided to redevelop a 
short story treatment he had written that featured a 
tormented central figure in the style of Universal's own 
classic monsters of the 1920s and 30s, often 
downtrodden or destroyed wrecks of men driven by 
desire or vengeance to assert themselves using a 
mixture of guile and violence. 

The colour palette of DARKMAN reflects these 
influences - just note how many shots have a muted 
look about them, with murky brown tones, use of 
contrasting shadow and light, and often seeming almost 
entirely bathed in sepia or even resembling the 
monochrome images from the past that had so inspired 
Raimi. The plot, too, is a good old-fashioned revenge 
saga, with elements of PHANTOM OF THE OPERA and 
THE INVISIBLE MAN well to the fore; Neeson, though 
horribly disfigured, makes for a dashing anti-hero in his 
jaunty wide-brimmed hat and sweeping, swirling cape. 
Frances McDormand's female lead is somewhat 
underwritten, but she still works wonders with the role 
and is seen at her sassy best in the early stages, again 
channelling those wisecracking blonde heroines of the 
1930s shockers. And in the year of GOODFELLAS, Larry 
Drake's stogie-chomping villain Robert G. Durant rivals 
anything in Scorsese's gangland filmography, stealing 
every scene. 

The 1932 Michael Curtiz classic DOCTOR X provides one 
key plot point, as Raimi apes that movie's invention of a 
synthetic fake flesh - though Sam also looks to the 
future, as scientist and researcher Neeson seems to be 
utilising a primitive prototype of today's 3D scanners 
and printers to help make his dream a reality. The 
moulding of artificial skin leads to several wonderful 
scenes in which Neeson mocks himself up into facsimiles 
of his enemies, which allows the likes of Drake and 
Nicholas Worth to show their acting chops as they have 
to play their own bad-guy characters as well as deftly 
impersonating Liam impersonating them! Raimi's 
direction is superb, filling the film with his trademark 
cartoon mayhem and wonderful visual gags - while, 
direct from BATMAN, composer Danny Elfman offers a 
score which sets the mood to perfection, maybe less 
rousing than his work for Tim Burton but proving ideal 
for this project. And if DARKMAN, now almost thirty 
years old, might be looking a little dated, it does so in an 
absolutely charming way - ok, you might be able to see 

the join here and there in the effects shots or the back 
projections, but this only adds to the comic book 
aesthetic. 

The filmmakers did miss one trick - the running time of 
the movie is 95 minutes, which is four minutes shorter 
than the lifespan of the fake epidermis created by 
Neeson in the lab. It might have been nice to just extend 
proceedings to the 99 minute mark as a neat tie-in. They 
more than make up for this truncation, however, with a 
surprise guest appearance right at the end, pure heaven 
for Raimi fans! 

Ok, enjoy the movie - and one final word of warning. Do 
be careful with that cigar-cutter... 

 

LORDS OF CHAOS 
 
Welcome to Fright Club, our last show before this year's 
Paracinema festival, which I hope you'll all be attending 
as we've got plenty of Fright-friendly fare on show 
during the first May bank holiday weekend. 
 
We've been running these horror nights for almost a 
decade now, but I'm not sure that we've ever screened a 
film for you quite like LORDS OF CHAOS. There aren't 
too many horror movies based on true stories, and 
those that are tend to be biographies or studies of serial 
killers, but LORDS OF CHAOS is kind of 'horror by default' 
- it's the tale of the creation, in the early 90s, of a whole 
new musical genre, true Norwegian Black Metal - and 
depicts how aiming for the extreme can sometimes go 
too far. In a month where Notre Dame cathedral nearly 
burned down, we've got more in the way of religious 
conflagration for you right here. 
 
Now this might be hard to believe, but if you'd known 
me thirty years ago I had very long, naturally jet black 
hair! I spent many nights listening to John Peel's radio 
programmes, and loved a lot of the so-called 'indie' 
music he played. But Peel was delving into other areas 
too - bands like Mudhoney, Pixies, Tad and Nirvana were 
stirring up something called 'grunge' in the States, and 
many of them had hair even longer than mine. And 
closer to home, and spearheaded by Nottingham-based 
label Earache Records, was an extraordinary new 
musical movement often described as 'extreme metal' - I 
loved bands like Napalm Death, Carcass, Boltthrower 
and Extreme Noise Terror, still have my 1980s vinyl 
copies of their albums, and still to this day enjoy 
listening to their electrifying, guttural, over-in-a-flash 
noisy racket. Heavy metal had always been fairly 
diverse, with groups keen to innovate and change, but 
by the mid 80s the latest development was the rather 
disappointing emergence of poodle rock, big-haired 
American acts playing flashy but somewhat watered 
down material and throwing in far too many power 
ballads. Not for me. So when Napalm Death's 'You 
Suffer' clocked in at about one and a half seconds long, I 
was thrilled. In fact, the Guinness Book of Records times 
it officially as 1.316 seconds. Even an epic extreme track 
would probably only last about thirty or forty seconds, 
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then on to the next. And this was just one subgenre of 
metal at the time - we also had speed metal, thrash 
metal, death metal, doom metal, stoner metal, 
grindcore, industrial, even Christian metal, and loads 
more. This stuff had always been popular across Europe, 
and by the early 90s fans in Norway were dabbling in the 
scene, starting to form their own bands, initially copying 
what they'd heard on Metallica and Slayer albums - and 
this is where LORDS OF CHAOS takes its starting point, 
as we see a bunch of naive kids forming a group called 
Mayhem and practising in their parents' homes. 
Mayhem start to sound pretty decent, and pick up a bit 
of a local following - but the in-group conversations see 
everyone starting to try to outdo one another, and 
events begin to spiral out of control. Add in a vocalist 
who changes his name from Per Ingve Ohlin to the more 
succinct and catchy moniker 'Dead', who sniffs dead 
crows before going on stage, who cuts himself and 
sprays blood over the crowd, and who seems to have a 
suicidal death wish, and we have the catalyst for an 
explosion of linked occurrences and one-upmanship 
with terrible consequences. The Norwegian scene began 
to get more and more extreme, not so much in terms of 
musical progression but in the behaviour of the 
musicians involved - the burning down of churches was 
so shocking that these raging blazes began to receive 
global news coverage, and the spate of fires was merely 
the start of an unstoppable trail of destruction, 
eventually working its way inward.  
 

 
 
So it is that a movie based on real-life music trends 
becomes something suitable to screen in our regular 
horror movie slot at QUAD. Director Jonas Akerlund was 
drummer in the Swedish metal band Bathory from 1983-
84 but moved on to a successful career as a filmmaker 
and music video specialist, responsible for Madonna's 
'Ray of Light' promo as well as working with Paul 
McCartney, Roxette, Britney Spears, The Prodigy, and 
Lady Gaga, amongst others. Akerlund has used the 1998 
book 'Lords of Chaos: The Bloody Rise of the Satanic 
Metal Underground' by Michael Moynihan and Didrik 
Soderlind as his source, and his movie version somehow 
manages to depict many very weird and darker-than-
dark true-life events in a fast-moving, slick and very 
entertaining package. The cast is an odd and unexpected 
mix, with Rory 'brother of Macaulay' Culkin as Mayhem's 
main man Euronymous, Val Kilmer's son Jack as Dead, 
and internet pop discovery Sky Ferreira as the main 
female character, photographer Ann-Marit. Emory 
Cohen, so good in THE PLACE BEYOND THE PINES a few 
years ago, is particularly impressive as Kristian Vikernes, 
aka 'Varg', who has been recording under the name 

'Burzum' for many years. Just like the old rock'n'roll 
movies of the fifties, or the hippy films of the sixties, 
we've got teenage figures here being played by 
American actors who are closer to thirty, but it has to be 
said they're fairly convincing and the film benefits from 
their presence and talent and experience rather than 
suffering from it. LORDS OF CHAOS is an odd mix of 
truth and fiction, of tones ranging from Spinal Tap-style 
laughs to hideously extreme bloody violence, and even 
the soundtrack mingles Norwegian Black Metal with the 
more delicate sounds of groups like Sigur Ros and Dead 
Can Dance - but for all its contradictions, and a few 
disputes from various interested parties about exactly 
how the events have been depicted, it's a brisk and 
enjoyable run through the brief history of this odd heavy 
metal spinoff, and certainly does work as a film with 
appeal to horror fans. I'll sign off by flashing the 
traditional devil horns at you, and hope you like what 
you see here. Enjoy LORDS OF CHAOS. Or as the EU 
might call it, Norway Plus. 
 
 
BLADE 
 
Hello and welcome to QUAD for tonight's monthly Fright 
Club presentation. It's not often that we stray away from 
our usual realm of cheap slasher flicks or rubber 
monster movies to show something with a $45 million 
budget and with grosses of over $130 million in the 
Fright Club slot, but we're going big-budget and 
accessible this evening, with Wesley Snipes in the 
Marvel-based 1998 smash hit BLADE. 
 
Just muse for a moment on what the current crop of 
Marvel Cinematic Universe blockbusters might look like 
to audiences in twenty years' time. Enjoyable as they are 
to current cinemagoers, I wonder whether the 
adventures of Thor, Iron Man, Hulk, and the rest of the 
gang may simply look rather bloated and empty to 
future generations, and that their special effects and 
heavy reliance on CGI could date very rapidly as new 
visual technology is developed. Well we're presenting 
BLADE on good old 35mm film tonight, and I think it is 
going to be pretty spectacular. The action scenes still 
have plenty of impact, Wesley Snipes looks badass (do 
people still say that?), it doesn't stint on the blood and 
shocks with several awesome death scenes and lots of 
traditional vampire activity, and it's got Kris 
Kristofferson as the sidekick - I have to say, it doesn't 
come much cooler than that. 
If you've been watching films as long as I have, you'll 
have seen Marvel Comics make a few abortive attempts 
to successfully transfer their characters from the 
panelled pages of their printed publications on to the 
cinema screen, before finally getting it right. Nicholas 
Hammond starred on telly as 'The Amazing Spider-Man' 
for a couple of seasons in the late 70s, and British and 
European audiences got to witness his underwhelming 
escapades on the big screen, as the feature-length pilot 
got released theatrically, followed by them doing that 
thing where a couple of episodes of the show are 
stitched together to conjure up a 'movie', resulting in 
items entitled SPIDER-MAN STRIKES BACK and SPIDER-
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MAN: THE DRAGON'S CHALLENGE, with the poster for 
the latter depicting Spidey showing off his Kung fu 
moves. Roger Corman's tellingly shelved FANTASTIC 
FOUR movie from 1994 has entered legend. And I'll just 
say the three words HOWARD THE DUCK and let them 
lie there. So for a long, long while it seemed that Marvel 
would never get it right - even more recently, the 
attempts to start up a Hulk franchise initially failed 
disastrously, with two massively-budgeted and widely-
promoted releases both disappointing audiences, before 
one sideways punch in AVENGERS ASSEMBLE made 
everyone fall instantly in love with the character. 
 
Of course, Marvel's box-office smash of 2018, and the 
talk of awards season at the moment, was BLACK 
PANTHER. Reams of social comment has been written 
about how the company's first black superhero, created 
by Jack Kirby and first featured in a Fantastic Four comic 
in 1966, has made a major cultural impact in difficult 
times across America since the release of the movie a 
year ago. But Marvel has presented further key African-
American icons, among them Falcon, Luke Cage, and our 
focus tonight, Blade, with Blade making his comics debut 
in 'Tomb Of Dracula' in the summer of 1973 and 
featuring in many subsequent stories before receiving 
his own comic series in the mid-90s. Black Panther may 
have outshone Blade in print, but if we're talking about 
firsts, there's no denying that the BLADE movie offers 
the first representation of a leading black figure getting 
their own Marvel-based motion picture. And for my 
money, 1998's BLADE is vastly superior and far more 
entertaining than the BLACK PANTHER film from twenty 
years later. 
 
Given that the Blade character was born, under the 
name 'Eric Brooks', in Soho, it's fitting that a London-
born director should have been given the task of 
bringing the character to movie screens. Stephen 
Norrington has experienced a pretty troubled 
filmmaking career - he's one of those guys who seems to 
have heaps of unproduced projects, half-finished ideas 
stuffed into drawers, screenplays and plot outlines 
languishing in development hell, and BLADE is one of 
only four finished films to his name - he previously 
helmed DEATH MACHINE, a largely-forgotten British 
cyberpunk movie starring Brad Dourif and featuring a 
young Rachel Weisz, and went on to make a dark drama 
on the themes of success and failure, THE LAST MINUTE. 
He was next assigned to bring Alan Moore's composite 
fantasy LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN to 
cinema, but the resulting movie got negative reviews 
and a poor public response. Norrington had such a hard 
time dealing with Sean Connery on set that he vowed 
never to make another film, and has stayed true to his 
word although there have been murmurs that he may 
step back behind the cameras soon. BLADE is easily his 
most accomplished work, a slick Hollywood actioner 
that does everything you'd expect and want it to do. It 
spawned two sequels - the first, 2002's BLADE II, is even 
better, directed by Guillermo Del Toro and bringing a 
real flair and operatic sweep to the proceedings. Rather 
improbably, Del Toro cast Luke Goss from the boyband 
Bros as one of the chief villains; even more improbably, 

Mr Goss is amazing in the film, and deserves to be 
acclaimed for this one rather than going down in 
ignominy for his contributions to the notorious new car-
crash of a documentary about him and his brother Matt! 
BLADE: TRINITY followed in 2004, finally elevating the 
series' scriptwriter David S. Goyer to the director's chair 
- the third film met with some criticism about it 
possessing 'style over substance', but I rather like it and 
would argue that style over substance is what these 
movies are all about. Kirk Jones took over the role for a 
13-part BLADE TV show in 2006. 
 

 
 
 
Notoriously, Wesley's career rather stalled a few years 
back when he became embroiled in an income tax 
scandal and wound up doing prison time. He's more 
recently intimated that he would like to return to play 
Blade again, telling MTV that "I'd be open to it. I think 
we've got some stones left unturned and there's some 
latitude left for us to build on and I'd love to get back in 
the suit again and do some things I've learned how to do 
now that I didn't know how to do then". Although, that 
was almost five years ago, and since Wesley is the same 
age as me he's probably well past suiting up and looking 
devastating in the role these days. Still, at least tonight 
we'll be able to enjoy him in primo vampire-hunting 
form.  
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The supporting cast is pretty notable too - besides 
Kristofferson, we get porn-star-turned-legit Traci Lords 
showing up early on, Stephen Dorff making an effective 
main foe for Blade, and the king of cult movies, Udo 
Kier, playing the head 'pure blood' vampire in his 
inimitable style, always a treat to see. 
 
Way back in 1973 when the Blade character was initially 
launched, we were right in the middle of the classic 
Blaxploitation era - one of the key slogans and professed 
aims of which was to "kill Whitey". I'm certain that if a 
BLADE movie had surfaced at that time, rather than a 
quarter of a century later, the tagline on the poster must 
surely have read "Kill Bitey"! On that note I'll say 
goodnight, and hope that you enjoy the film. 
 
 
TRIGGERED 
 
Hello and welcome to QUAD for tonight's Fright Club 
presentation, Chris Moore's brand new movie 
TRIGGERED. 
 
This time last month, the annual Horror-on-Sea festival 
was in full swing down in Southend. I visit the festival 
every year and always try to bring the best new low-
budget indie horror films back to screen here at QUAD. 
In the past we've screened Southend pick-ups like 
MODEL HUNGER and KILL, GRANNY, KILL!, and a few 
months ago we brought you BLESSED ARE THE 
CHILDREN. That movie was directed by a really exciting 
young new filmmaking talent, Chris Moore, and turned 
out to be my favourite horror movie of 2018 - a brilliant 
piece of work made for a tiny outlay of just $1000, with 
a bunch of female friends under threat from eerie 
hooded and masked figures who protest outside an 
abortion clinic by day and who savagely murder people 
by night. BLESSED ARE THE CHILDREN combined 
spectacular death scenes and a creepy atmosphere with 
a really refreshing and lively tale of friendship and 
female bonding, and although it owed a few debts to 
classic slasher films of the 70s and 80s, it displayed 
heaps of originality and several winning performances 
by its inexperienced cast. 
 
BLESSED ARE THE CHILDREN got a great reception 
worldwide, which seems to have taken Chris aback 
somewhat - I get the impression he was stunned by the 
high praise he and his cast received. He wasted no time 
in launching into production on a follow-up feature, and 
TRIGGERED is the end result. 
 
Like his previous offering, TRIGGERED seems to have a 
slasher movie plot somewhere in the background, 
interlaced throughout a very 21st century drama filled 
with well-rounded characters. BLESSED ARE THE 
CHILDREN took a decidedly liberal stance in its support 
of issues like abortion, lesbianism, mixed race 
relationships and even love of horror videocassettes, but 
TRIGGERED shows a development of sorts - Chris here 
presents us with a central character who is ultra-
politically correct, but who takes her PC campaigning 
over-seriously, and who also hypocritically displays her 

own negative beliefs on certain issues behind closed 
doors. Lead actress Meredith Mohler plays Callee 
Bishop, the twisted heart and dark soul of the film, who 
at face value initially seems to be standing up for what is 
right, but who reveals more and more of her own 
obsessions and prejudices as the story progresses. She's 
only acted in a handful of low-budget productions so far, 
but teenager Meredith has the look and gives the feeling 
that she could really explode into stardom in the next 
few years, so remember where you saw her first when 
she's picking up an Oscar in 2030.  
 
Don't venture into TRIGGERED expecting that you will 
like or identify with the main character - and try not to 
judge the movie's worth on the fact that you will not 
always understand her or be on her side. This movie 
isn't audience-friendly, which is what's so great about it. 
Callee ought to be a standard-bearer for the oppressed 
and the downtrodden, but instead she's using the 
plights of minority groups to further her own cause - she 
fights their corner, or at least pretends to, to attain 
personal respect rather than to actually help anyone. 
 

 
 
Not every audience connects with TRIGGERED, or 'gets' 
the film. Chris was inspired when a friend told him about 
a real-life protest at an American university, where a 
bunch of students expressed outrage that the sushi in 
the campus cafeteria was being prepared by non-Asian 
kitchen staff! Now anti-racism is of course an extremely 
laudable concept, indeed it ought to be everyone's 
default position - but even this can be taken too far! 
TRIGGERED trades on this type of, to use a familiar 
phrase, "political correctness gone mad"; and when 
Callee and her gay friend Ian, played by Jesse Dalton, go 
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so far as to pretend to have been attacked by a 
marauding serial killer in order to gain attention, it 
attracts the wrong kind of attention. As mentioned 
earlier, the slasher movie element of the film does take 
a back seat to the satirical aspects of the drama, and you 
should go into this expecting a film along the lines of 
CLUELESS or HEATHERS rather than HALLOWEEN or 
FRIDAY THE 13TH - but I think it straddles the line 
between teenage angst and murder spree shocker with 
a lot of skill and plenty of humour.  
 
Actress Amanda Wyss is no stranger to teen movie satire 
or horror herself, having featured prominently in FAST 
TIMES AT RIDGEMONT HIGH in 1982 and as Freddy 
Kreuger's first victim in the original A NIGHTMARE ON 
ELM STREET. So she makes admirable casting for a 
project like TRIGGERED. You'll see Amanda on screen 
tonight playing Gloria Fielding, the high school principal. 
She is terrific here and it's great to see her back in a 
horror movie once again. 
 
Next month, on that ominous date March 29th 2019, 
the rest of Britain may be focusing on us leaving the EU 
but we'll be offering a bit of temporary respite here by 
showing the classic horror sequel, EVIL DEAD II - I'll be 
back that night to introduce the continuing adventures 
of Ash Williams in that old cabin in the woods. But for 
tonight, prepare to be annoyed, appalled, and outraged 
at the self-centred behaviour of Callee Bishop in 
TRIGGERED. It's not often that you see a horror movie 
where the heroine is more nightmarish than the killer! 
Enjoy the show. 
 
 
EVIL DEAD 2 
 
Hello and welcome to Fright Club for our March 
screening of EVIL DEAD 2. We showed ARMY OF 
DARKNESS here a few years back, so we're going 
through the saga slowly and in reverse.  
 
It's a treat to see the EVIL DEAD movies on the big 
screen, despite them being rather inexpensive-looking - 
all of the films have a considerable ambition and scope 
about them, and it's no surprise that director Sam Raimi, 
whose DARKMAN we also put on here at Fright Club a 
couple of years ago, became a huge Hollywood success 
via his other trilogy, the Spider-Man movies starring 
Toby Maguire. 
 
Before I talk a little bit about Sam, let's consider the 
amazing career of Dino De Laurentiis. Dino's reputation 
as a big movie mogul, producer and distributor wavered 
throughout his career - many respected his efforts in 
helping Italian cinema establish a foothold on the world 
stage, as he produced some of the classic neo-realist 
dramas of the late 40s and early 50s. The projects he 
backed gradually became more frivolous and comic-
book, and by the time of the 1976 critical flop of his 
KING KONG remake he was a bit of a joke in the 
industry. Albeit a very rich and very successful joke, 
meaning that Dino could merely shrug off all of the 
negative comments and plough on making entertaining 

and profitable movies, whether the critics liked them or 
not. In the 70s he was involved with a number of varied 
but widely acclaimed American films, SERPICO, THREE 
DAYS OF THE CONDOR, MANDINGO and DEATH WISH 
among them - and into the 80s he gave David Lynch the 
leg-up his career needed, funding DUNE and BLUE 
VELVET and giving tons of support and creative freedom 
to the young filmmaker. In his recent autobiography 
Room To Dream, Lynch positively raves about Dino and 
the help he received from the Italian producer. And it 
was around this time that De Laurentiis was going 
exploitation crazy - movies he was involved in included 
FLASH GORDON, Hannibal Lecter's screen debut in 
MANHUNTER, and many, many Stephen King 
adaptations such as CAT'S EYES, MAXIMUM OVERDRIVE, 
SILVER BULLET and THE DEAD ZONE. Dino had also 
noted the success of a little American indie horror 
smash called THE EVIL DEAD, made by a bunch of kids 
from Royal Oak in Michigan, all in their early 20s, 
director Sam Raimi, producer Robert Tapert, and lead 
actor Bruce Campbell. This had been an unexpected 
worldwide sensation, especially on home video rental, 
and publicist Irvin Shapiro was so keen to get a sequel 
moving that he began taking out advertisements for 
EVIL DEAD 2 before anyone had even agreed to make it. 
Raimi instead went on to direct a frantic crime comedy 
called THE XYZ MURDERS, better known as CRIMEWAVE 
to those who know it at all. It was produced by Campbell 
and Tapert, and written by two more of their circle of 
friends, guys we would eventually come to know and 
love - the Coen Brothers. The team had confidence in 
CRIMEWAVE, but it flopped, and they decided that 
maybe Shapiro's suggestion of an EVIL DEAD sequel 
wasn't such a bad way of keeping their profiles high in 
the business. De Laurentiis, meanwhile, was looking for 
hot new directors to make more Stephen King films, and 
approached Sam with the prospect of directing the 
movie version of THINNER. Raimi wasn't interested, but 
he and EVIL DEAD 2 were now firmly on Dino's radar, 
and inevitably the sequel went into production. 
 
To this day, many viewers are so confused by the first 
few minutes of EVIL DEAD 2. You'll recall that the first 
EVIL DEAD saw two guys and three girls on vacation in a 
remote cabin in the woods, plagued by dark forces and 
possessed by demons after they find a copy of the 
Sumerian book of the dead in the cellar and unwisely 
play an archaeologist's tape of incantations summoning 
entities from beyond. After a wild, unpredictable and 
enormously entertaining second half of wacky horror 
fun, only Bruce Campbell's character, the hapless Ash 
Williams, has survived - and in the final shot of the 
movie, even he seems doomed as a demon rushes 
through the woods, into the cabin, through the cabin, 
and out of the cabin straight towards Ash, presumably 
to possess him too. Well, EVIL DEAD 2 starts with just 
Ash and one female companion heading to the cabin, 
which led many viewers to wonder who she was and 
why he was going back to the scene of the tragedy - and 
how he had survived. Don't get too mixed up here - 
what Raimi and the team are doing is presenting a ten-
minute mini-version of the first movie at the start of 
part 2, just to bring new viewers up to speed. So those 
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first couple of scenes retell the story in brief from the 
start, Ash and Linda have never been to the cabin before 
and don't know about the tape or the book in the cellar. 
Several minutes in, we get that same amazing 
'shakycam' whiz through the forest and right into Ash's 
face, and the two movies dovetail into one, as we begin 
to find out what happened next. 
And what happens next is just as wild and crazy as the 
first EVIL DEAD, with Campbell on top comic form in the 
sequel. He dominates the proceedings with a perfectly-
tuned over the top performance. I'll say no more about 
the plot because it goes into some bizarre areas and has 
some very unexpected twists and turns. Though I'm sure 
many of you will be familiar with the movie, so you 
already know what a wild ride you're in for - that's why 
you're here! We've noted that today is March 29th, the 
day on which the UK was supposed to be leaving the EU, 
at around the time you'll be departing the cinema 
tonight - I won't spoil the ending of EVIL DEAD 2 either, 
but will merely point out that if you thought Brexit was a 
bad idea, it's nothing compared to the situation at the 
end of this movie. 
 
And, Brexit permitting, we're back for April's Fright Club 
in four weeks’ time, when we'll be presenting something 
that is perhaps best described as 'Norway Plus' - its the 
great new film about the Norwegian Black Metal music 
scene, LORDS OF CHAOS - something a little bit different 
for this slot. Until then, you've heard of Ash Wednesday, 
but it's time to sit back and celebrate Ash Friday. 
 
 
AUDITION 
 
Welcome to Quad for part two of our sensational J-
horror double bill, and if RINGU jangled your nerves, 
we're about to show you something that might have 
scared you even more if someone had surreptitiously 
slipped it to you on an illicit videocassette twenty years 
ago - Audition, directed by the great Takashi Miike. 
 
Before we get on to that, I'm going to talk about 
something totally different. Norah Ephron and Tom 
Hanks. Because in the 1990s, just at the point where 
Hanks was beginning to establish himself as a major 
heavyweight of American screen acting, director Ephron 
added another string to Tom's talent bow by briefly 
turning him into a romcom star. Nora teamed Hanks and 
Meg Ryan for the smash hit romantic blockbusters 
SLEEPLESS IN SEATTLE and YOU'VE GOT MAIL, films that 
I'm sure you all queued to see back then and have got 
well-worn DVD copies of at home. Has Darrell gone 
mad? Why is he babbling on about romcons and Tom 
Hanks? I'll explain in just a moment. 
 
In 1999 Takashi Miike offered up his new movie, 
approximately the thirtieth he had made during a 
whirlwind production spell during the 90s. He's slowed 
down just a little since then but is said to have made 
over 100 films in less than thirty years, including lots of 
your crazy favourites. By the end of the 90s he'd already 
established a reputation as a berserk, out of control 
artist whose work was completely unpredictable - he 

produced films for Japanese TV and for video as well as 
the occasional cinema release, and was a specialist in 
crime, action, triad and gangster fare, with bright 
colours, fast movement, dazzling experimental 
camerawork and extreme violence among his 
trademarks. Miike really hit big outside Japan in the 
early part of the 21st century, which was when his films 
really caught on in the west and we were suddenly hit 
with a glut of extreme titles like DEAD OR ALIVE, ICHI 
THE KILLER, CITY OF LOST SOULS, HAPPINESS OF THE 
KATAKURIS, VISITOR Q, and many more. Where had this 
guy come from and how could he make so much 
amazing cinema, seemingly all at once? It was hard for 
any single Takashi film to stand out and catch audiences' 
attention amid this welter of gore, violence, insanity, 
and kinetic punk sensibility - but if one movie did so, it 
was probably AUDITION, which just seemed to go that 
little bit even further.  
Robert Rodriguez's movie FROM DUSK TILL DAWN is our 
next Fright Club presentation in June, and back in 1996 it 
really had audiences on the hop when it suddenly 
transformed from a frantic bank heist thriller into a wild 
Mexican vampire shocker, without warning. The world's 
cult movie makers were watching, Miike among them - 
but genre mash-ups were always part of his realm 
anyway, and so his bid to ape and outdo Rodriguez 
would find much more divergent poles. Rodriguez's 
movie might have been a film of two halves, but violent 
bank robbery and violent horror would equally appeal to 
fans of violent visuals; Miike had something else up his 
sleeve, or should I say, in his bag of tricks? I guess he'd 
been watching those Nora Ephron romcoms I mentioned 
at the top of the intro, or at least Ryu Murakami had, 
Ryu being the author of the novel on which AUDITION 
was based. For tonight's movie plays in its early scenes 
as the type of date-night fare that a loving couple might 
go to see or rent or stream, with a box of chocolates and 
a bottle of wine - Tom Hanks could have remade it in 
America with Ephron directing, as a middle aged 
widower is egged on by his teenage son to consider 
dating again. The widowed man luckily has a film 
producer friend, who sets up the audition of the title so 
that his pal can meet young women who think they are 
up for an acting role as his new wife. You can see where 
this one is going, can't you? Of course you can, even if 
the innocuous set up might now itself seem a little 
suspect in our post #metoo era - Tom Hanks meets an 
intelligent, pretty young lass, maybe played by Alicia 
Silverstone or Brittany Murphy, who might initially resist 
because of the age gap, and then gets all upset when 
she finds out about the ruse, but gradually comes to 
realise that Tom's maturity and father-figure charms are 
exactly what she's been seeking all along. And when 
Tom does something like saving her adorable pet puppy 
from perishing in a fire, her defences melt away and 
they live happily ever after. And yes, in Miike's AUDITI... 
whoa, whoa, whoa, hold on a minute - what the Bloody 
Hell is that, on the floor of the girl's empty apartment?!! 
Halfway through AUDITION, all bets are off. If this is a 
movie whose early portion might be perceived as sexist 
rather than romantic, then the odds are more than 
evened in the later stages. Some of you will already 
know what you're in for, and there's a fairly big clue in 
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artist Jen Clare's striking design for our exclusive film 
poster this evening - but if you don't know what's 
coming, then never mind Seattle - it's going to be 
Sleepless in Derby tonight, and for all the wrong 
reasons. Fright Club regulars will know how much I love 
to talk and talk and talk about screen horror, but I'm just 
going to shut up now and sit somewhere among you, 
and keep one eye on AUDITION, and the other eye on 
watching you squirm. Enjoy this much as I'm going to, 
won't you? 
 
 
PUPPET MASTER: THE LITTLEST REICH 
 
Welcome to QUAD and welcome to an extra Fright Club 
- as if we've not spoiled you enough in May with the 
Paracinema weekend and our J-horror double bill Fright 
Club and Satori Screen team-up two weeks ago, we're 
back again with the movie that proved to be one of the 
hits of the festival circuit over the past few months. I 
think it's also one of the most controversial films we've 
shown in this slot too, which is certainly saying 
something. It's PUPPET MASTER: THE LITTLEST REICH, 
which is the twelfth - or possibly the thirteenth, or 
maybe the fourteenth, as I'll explain - in the long-
running PUPPET MASTER franchise. 
 

 
 
We love the output of producer and occasional director 
Charles Band, and have screened several movies at 
Fright Club in the past from his Empire Pictures stable - 
80s classics like RE-ANIMATOR, FROM BEYOND, 
TERRORVISION, and one of our big favourites, the horror 
western GHOST TOWN. After making fifty or so films in a 
frantic five year period from 1983, Empire hit financial 
problems and declared bankruptcy - but Band and his 
team were soon back in the saddle, forming Full Moon 
Features in 1989 and churning out dozens more titles in 
the past thirty years. Obviously not all of the Full Moon 
flicks are classics, but they've stayed financially afloat 
this time, learning from past mistakes, moving some of 
their production to Italy or Eastern Europe, setting up 
subsidiary labels, doing occasional deals with major 
Hollywood studios - and above all, specialising in 
franchises and sequels, of which the PUPPET MASTER 
series probably has the most prominent brand 
recognition. Full Moon have also offered the 
SUBSPECIES vampire franchise, five films featuring killer 
clown KILLJOY, TRANCERS 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 which were 

Full Moon follow-ups to the brilliant TRANCERS time-
travelling detective movie from Empire, the 
GINGERDEAD MAN series, the EVIL BONG series, the 
DOLLMAN films, and they even ripped off their own 
PUPPET MASTER movies with a similar rival franchise 
featuring the DEMONIC TOYS. What's more, they've 
done crossover productions too - DOLLMAN VS 
DEMONIC TOYS was a sequel to DOLLMAN, was also a 
sequel to the first DEMONIC TOYS outing, and was also a 
sequel to the 1992 production BAD CHANNELS; while 
2013 brought us the match-up you'd all been waiting 
for, GINGERDEAD MAN VS EVIL BONG. I have to pause 
here to mention that one of the GINGERDEAD sequels 
has the best title of any Full Moon feature to date, 
2008's GINGERDEAD MAN 2: PASSION OF THE CRUST. 
 
PUPPET MASTER has been a lucrative cash cow for Full 
Moon, and as you can probably guess by now, the series 
is a total mess, continuity and plot-wise. If you've not 
seen a PUPPET MASTER film before, or haven't kept up 
to date with each new entry, the gist of the story is that 
a puppet maker named Andre Toulon has gained the 
ancient Egyptian secret of bestowing life upon 
inanimate dolls, and injects his carved creations with a 
green liquid from a hypo, not unlike the 're-agent' from 
RE-ANIMATOR, to give them movement and use them to 
defeat the Nazi threat during the 1940s. The key 
puppets are Blade, a white-haired, skull faced figure 
with a knife and a hook instead of hands; Pinhead, a 
tiny-headed hulk who wears a baggy woollen sweater 
and who has powerful man-sized hands; Tunneller, who 
has a conical drill on top of his head and bores bloodily 
into victims' flesh; Jester, who doesn't actually seem to 
do an awful lot but whose head is divided into three 
rapidly rotating tiers; and Leech Woman, who looks 
innocent but has the ability to disgorge deadly leeches 
from her throat and drop them on to unsuspecting 
targets from a great height. They were joined by other 
characters later, most memorably Six-Shooter, a 
grinning six-armed cowboy with a pistol in each hand, 
who laughs in exactly the same way as actor Dwight Frye 
did while playing Renfield in the 1931 version of 
DRACULA. Over the course of thirty years Andre Toulon 
and the puppets have sometimes been portrayed as 
villainous, sometimes as the good guys out for revenge 
or out to kill Nazis; in the sixth movie CURSE OF THE 
PUPPET MASTER they barely feature at all, taking a back 
seat to a story in which a mad scientist attempts to 
gradually turn a simple gas station attendant into a 
puppet - the film's entire plot being stolen from a great 
1973 movie called SSSSSSS, in which a mad scientist 
slowly and surely transforms another unfortunate young 
man into a king cobra. 
 
The PUPPET MASTER series originally ran to five movies, 
with part five being subtitled THE FINAL CHAPTER - now 
as all FRIDAY THE 13TH fans know, that's the most 
meaningless phrase in horror! So part six arrived, as I've 
just described, with the focus shifted away from Toulon 
and the classic puppets. The franchise was rebooted 
with RETRO PUPPET MASTER, delving into the Egyptian 
legends at the heart of the storyline. Next, in true 
American television style, we got the clips show - 
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PUPPET MASTER: THE LEGACY was a sort of 'greatest 
hits' featuring huge chunks of footage from the earlier 
movies. Weirdly, although THE LEGACY is considered as 
part of the official series, another clips compilation 
named WHEN PUPPETS AND DOLLS ATTACK is not; and 
neither is the crossover movie, you guessed it, PUPPET 
MASTER VS DEMONIC TOYS. That one starred Corey 
Feldman as Toulon's great-grandnephew - I was very 
lucky to interview Corey a few weeks ago, but sadly 
never had the time to quiz him about this one! After a 
gap of six years, the saga got another reboot with the 
Puppet Master Axis trilogy, wartime stories AXIS OF 
EVIL, AXIS RISING, and AXIS TERMINATION, during which 
the Nazis get hold of the green life-giving formula and 
create their own deadly puppets, Blitzkrieg - a sort of 
armoured tank-like figure, Weremacht - a puppet 
Werewolf, and Bombshell, a sexy blonde female with 
guns hidden beneath her forbidding metal bra. 
 
And now the whole concept is being rebooted once 
again! I'm sure that the executives at Marvel and DC 
have been watching Empire and Full Moon and taking a 
few tips from them, because their 'shared universe' 
ideas are a complete steal from the integrated 
crossovers and team-ups that have been part of the 
Charles Band philosophy for decades. This latest PUPPET 
MASTER movie is something rather special, too. It is 
incredibly tasteless, parts of it even shocked me, and the 
levels of gore and puppet mayhem have definitely been 
upped for this entry. I'm not going to spoil anything but 
there are several scenes that might make you a little 
uncomfortable, for various different reasons - and 
there's one particular moment, almost exactly halfway 
through the movie, which might just be the most 
disturbing murder scene you will ever witness in a 
horror picture. Beyond belief. The directors are the 
Swedish-based duo Sonny Laguna and Tommy Wiklund, 
whose resume includes previous films such as 
MADNESS, WITHER, and ANIMALISTIC - given a big break 
here, they've grabbed the opportunity and then some, 
and I hope that their delirious vision gets given a few 
further chances to hit American and worldwide screens. 
And you may recognise the name of the scriptwriter too 
- S. Craig Zahler is currently writing a regular column for 
the recently revived horror magazine Fangoria, but 
Zahler is better known as a director, having made the 
excellent BONE TOMAHAWK, BRAWL IN CELL BLOCK 99, 
and this year's DRAGGED ACROSS CONCRETE. He's really 
allowed his demented, no holds barred side to emerge 
in this screenplay, I think he's going to shock and disgust 
you at times during the next 90 minutes. Also pay 
attention to the great score by Italian music Maestro 
Fabio Frizzi, and look out for the veteran character actor 
and Uwe Boll regular, Michael Pare, as Detective Brown, 
the wonderful Barbara Crampton from RE-ANIMATOR as 
Officer Doreski, and in the opening scene, that all-time-
great cult movie icon Udo Kier, playing Puppet Master 
Toulon in his own inimitable way. Enjoy the movie, and 
here's to another twelve, or thirteen, or fourteen, 
PUPPET MASTER instalments in years to come. 
 
 
 

FROM DUSK TILL DAWN 
 
Hello and welcome to QUAD for our June instalment of 
Fright Club - tonight we're screening the classic 1996 
Robert Rodriguez movie FROM DUSK TILL DAWN. 
 
FROM DUSK TILL DAWN was an early example of what 
filmmaker Paul Thomas Anderson has described as 
'gearshift movies'. What Anderson is referring to there is 
those films that fool their audience by presenting two 
stories in one, by suddenly pulling the rug from under 
you and sending you in a whole new direction. There are 
plenty of films that have a twist somewhere in the plot, 
but gearshift movies aren't merely reliant on 
conventional twists - instead, they completely change 
the story you are watching, but the new part of the tale 
not only features the same characters but has those 
characters finding that they now have to react to a 
whole new set of circumstances. A bit like life, really. 
 

 
 
The granddaddy - or should that be 'mummy'? - of 
gearshift movies has got to be PSYCHO. A key element of 
the gearshift film is that, even if the sideways 
manoeuvre didn't happen, you might still find yourself 
watching an involving, attention-grabbing motion 
picture anyway. Hitchcock's legendary 1960 shocker is 
great, isn't it? Anthony Perkins as Norman Bates, that 
shower murder, the spooky old house, the revelations 
about Norman's mother, the swamp at the back of the 
property. It's chilling stuff. But - what if it hadn't been 
raining that night? What if Janet Leigh hadn't been 
frightened by that cop flagging her down? What if she'd 
driven right past the Bates motel? Well, we'd still be 
faced with a brilliant paranoid crime thriller about a 
young secretary stealing $40,000 from her boss and 
going on the run. All kinds of events could have ensued, 
but a normal everyday script, even a really well-written 
one, might have had her recklessly spending the cash 
and being tracked down by a detective, or feeling guilty 
and using the stolen money for good causes in a pang of 
conscience. What nobody anticipated was that she 
would be knifed to death by a schizophrenic transvestite 
who believes that he is his own mum, and that the 
money would be almost completely forgotten for the 
rest of the story. Clint Eastwood's MILLION DOLLAR 
BABY is a masterly example of gearshifting, too - a film 
that was sold to audiences worldwide as being the saga 
of a female boxer, battling away to establish herself in 
and out of the ring, despite working as a waitress and 
being told by her prospective trainer that she is too old 
to start fighting at a recognised level. You can write the 
rest of the plot yourself, can't you? Obviously this one  
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was destined to turn into a distaff version of ROCKY, 
with a plucky young no-hoper defying the odds and 
rising to prominence in the boxing arena, ending up with 
a big title fight as we all jump up and down in our seats 
and cheer her on. Except - just hold on a minute - none 
of that happens. I won't spoil it for those who haven't 
seen it, but MILLION DOLLAR BABY does not pan out 
anywhere like you think it is going to. And of course, at 
Fright Club here last month we screened the Japanese 
movie AUDITION, an almost Tom Hanks-meets-Meg 
Ryan like romantic comic drama with a middle aged 
widow looking for love, and his movie producer pal 
concocting a scheme by which he can get to meet 
women and hopefully hook up with them for nice meals, 
evenings out, holidays, and maybe in time something 
more permanent and special. But no, he gets bloodily 
tortured and abused and stuck with long needles and 
has one of his feet cut off with piano wire, and I give no 
apology for spoilers in that instance as we gave you the 
chance to see the movie a few weeks ago! 
 
Mention this type of half and half story concept to most 
cinemagoers, and the film title they will throw back at 
you is FROM DUSK TILL DAWN. It seemed genuinely 
revolutionary in 1996, and indeed there were reports of 
some unsuspecting viewers complaining that they'd 
been duped into watching a horror movie! Remember 
that one of the dominant screen trends during the 90s 
was the gangster film and the heist thriller, popularised 
by a string of magnificent kinetic bullet ballets coming 
out of Hong Kong and by the startling debut feature 
from Quentin Tarantino, RESERVOIR DOGS, followed 
swiftly by his ultra-cool PULP FICTION. Horror films were 
right out of fashion, everyone instead wanted to see 
smart-suited criminals dispensing witticisms and toting a 
pistol in each hand while diving through the air. And 
FROM DUSK TILL DAWN seemed to cater for fans of the 
gangster genre revival - directed by Robert Rodriguez, 
whose low budget EL MARIACHI and major studio 
offering DESPERADO had picked up where Tarantino left 
off, and starring Tarantino himself, as well as the godlike 
Harvey Keitel, crime movie royalty. Not to mention a 
fairly new face for film fans - that guy from the hit TV 
series E.R., the handsome George Clooney, making what 
at the time was regarded as being a huge transition from 
the small screen to the movies. Though as horror fans 
will know, he'd starred in RETURN OF THE KILLER 
TOMATOES a few years earlier! Watching the film now, 
of course, we simply think "oh, that's George Clooney 
and Quentin Tarantino", but anyone who saw FROM 
DUSK TILL DAWN when it first got released will have 
approached it in a very different way, wondering if 
newcomer Clooney had the talent to make it in 
Hollywood and how Tarantino, probably the coolest guy 
on the planet at that time, but far from the greatest 
thespian, might cope with an extended acting role. And 
of course everyone wanted an exciting RESERVOIR 
DOGS-style bank robbery caper thriller with lots of 
gunplay, a killer soundtrack, and heaps of witty dialogue 
of the type that you wish you'd thought of yourself. And 
yeah, we got all that. But remember that we are 
presenting this movie tonight as part of QUAD's Fright 
Club horror movie strand. Again, sorry folks, but major 

spoiler! I'm sure you all know what's coming, but even if 
you do, just try for tonight to put yourself back in the 
position of those 1996 audiences who maybe weren't 
familiar with Clooney, liked Tarantino as a director but 
were unsure about him as a performer, wondered 
whether Rodriguez could step up into the big leagues 
and handle a major movie, and who wanted guns, 
gangsters and wisecracks. It's a film of two halves, and I 
think successfully so - just watch how the characters 
develop and change and grow, at least the ones who 
survive. 
 
What a cult cast we've got for you here too - aside from 
those mentioned, we have Juliette Lewis, fresh from the 
controversial Tarantino-scripted NATURAL BORN 
KILLERS, alongside horror make-up guru extraordinaire 
Tom Savini, having a ball here as a character named Sex 
Machine. We've also got John Saxon from ENTER THE 
DRAGON and A NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET, Salma 
Hayek as Santanico Pandemonium, a pre-MACHETE 
Danny Trejo, blaxploitation superstar Fred 'The Hammer' 
Williamson, Cheech from the stoner duo Cheech & 
Chong, and the great Michael Parks, a Tarantino regular 
who is seen here playing Texas Ranger Earl MacGraw, a 
character he also played in KILL BILL, PLANET TERROR, 
and DEATH PROOF.  
 
For further viewing when you get home tonight, there 
were two low budget back-to-back sequels released to 
home video in 1999, FROM DUSK TILL DAWN 2: TEXAS 
BLOOD MONEY, and FROM DUSK TILL DAWN 3: THE 
HANGMAN'S DAUGHTER, featuring the likes of Parks, 
Trejo, Robert Patrick and Bruce Campbell among the 
casts; you might also enjoy FULL TILT BOOGIE, a feature-
length documentary directed by Sarah Kelly, covering 
the making of FROM DUSK TILL DAWN and telling you 
far more about the production than I've had time to this 
evening. 
 
So, saddle up with the Gecko Brothers, Seth and Richie, 
and prepare for a bank robbery thriller like none you've 
ever seen before. It's a Tex-Mex, tequila-fuelled, chili-
pepper-hot ride into hell. And two movies for the price 
of one. Enjoy. 
 
 
SPECIAL EFFECTS 
 
Hello and welcome to QUAD for this month's Fright Club 
- and for what is, sadly, yet another one of our tribute 
events. Having screened movies in memory of George A. 
Romero and Tobe Hooper in the wake of their passing in 
recent times, tonight we're celebrating the life and 
career of the late Larry Cohen. 
 
On September 8th 1984, that king of all the cult movie 
palaces, the wonderful and much-missed Scala Cinema 
in London's King's Cross, devoted an entire Saturday and 
indeed went into the early hours of the following 
Sunday with a seven-film package entitled 'World of 
Gods and Monsters: The Films of Larry Cohen'. This all-
day and late-night show presented almost the entirety 
of Cohen's big screen work up to that time - the Scala 
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showed IT'S ALIVE and the sequel IT LIVES AGAIN, along 
with DEMON, DIAL RAT FOR TERROR aka BONE aka 
HOUSEWIFE aka BEVERLY HILLS NIGHTMARE, BLACK 
CAESAR aka GODFATHER OF HARLEM, THE PRIVATE 
FILES OF J. EDGAR HOOVER, and completed the 
programme with Q THE WINGED SERPENT, which 
finished at around 2am, leaving the London audience to 
stumble out of their seats and into the darkness close to 
the two major rail terminals. Cohen had actually made 
two films in 1984, but these were seemingly so hot off 
the presses that even the Scala hadn't had time to add 
them to the bill. One was an intriguing low-budget but 
high-concept thriller called BLIND ALLEY - also known as 
PERFECT STRANGERS, it does seem that many of Cohen's 
productions got saddled with multiple titles! - in which 
the only witness to a gangland killing carried out by a 
hitman is a three year old child, whom the contract killer 
then sets out to dispose of... with the complication that 
he finds himself falling in love with the little toddler's 
mother. The second of this brace of tense and thought-
provoking items was the film we've got for you tonight, 
SPECIAL EFFECTS. 
 
In that same magic year, 1984, I was amazed to turn on 
the TV at home one day and find that Channel 4, still 
fairly new at the time, were screening a special 
showcasing the work of the Armenian-American 
performance artist and playwright, Eric Bogosian. 
Bogosian had stunned me when I heard him deliver a 
number of his brief monologues on John Peel's radio 
show in summer 1983, and was a person I was 
desperate to find out more about. So discovering that he 
was now on British telly had me frantically scrabbling 
around to find a blank VHS tape and record the show. 
It's a recording I still have, and one I've played regularly. 
Bogosian is best known for his starring role in the Oliver 
Stone film TALK RADIO, which is based on one of Eric's 
own plays, and in the 21st century he's featured as 
regular character Captain Danny Ross in the successful 
TV series Law & Order: Criminal Intent. But back in 1984, 
it was no surprise whatsoever to see this maverick, 
dangerous talent team up with Larry Cohen as the star 
of SPECIAL EFFECTS. 
 

 
 
For Cohen had established a reputation by now as 
something of an unpredictable lone wolf, an outsider 
who could handle Hollywood and tv network pressures 
but who usually chose to skirt around the big studios 
and make his own oddball independent fare. In the 60s 
he'd been a writer on many top TV shows, penning 
episodes of The Fugitive and The Defenders, and was 

creator of the western series Branded and the hugely 
popular science fiction series The Invaders. Cohen 
scripted RETURN OF THE SEVEN, the sequel to THE 
MAGNIFICENT SEVEN, among other big screen credits, 
and before long made his debut as a director with the 
film BONE, a strange satirical home-invasion thriller 
starring Yaphet Kotto. Over the next two decades, while 
continuing to write TV and movie scripts for others, 
Larry made his name as one of the most distinctive and 
individual movie directors of his generation. As already 
mentioned, he made the killer baby shocker IT'S ALIVE in 
1974, following up with two sequels packed with clever 
ideas. He also directed DEMON aka GOD TOLD ME TO, in 
which random, seemingly mild-mannered people 
suddenly go on murder sprees in New York, and whose 
resolution involves alien spaceships and Jesus Christ - as 
you can see, we're not dealing with a normal, cookie 
cutter filmmaker here. He turned a yoghurt-like dessert 
into the monster of his superb 1985 movie THE STUFF, 
did a school-set werewolf comedy called FULL MOON 
HIGH several years before lesser talents got around to 
making the TEEN WOLF flicks, and made the outrageous 
Q THE WINGED SERPENT where a failed crook who just 
wants to play jazz piano, played by the brilliant Michael 
Moriarty, becomes involved with a flying Aztec God-
monster that happens to be nesting in the Chrysler 
Building. Cohen even dared to film a quickie sequel to 
SALEM'S LOT in 1987, teaming with Moriarty again - 
named A RETURN TO SALEM'S LOT, it is hated to this day 
by most horror fans. I happen to think that it is the best 
and most original vampire movie I've ever seen. Seems 
I'm not alone in praising it, as a piece has appeared 
online at linksmash.net, all about the current folk-horror 
release MIDSOMMAR and pointing out how similar it is 
in places to Cohen's SALEM'S LOT sequel. So give that 
one a try, and watch without prejudice. Cohen also 
directed the very last film of that old Hollywood 
warhorse Bette Davis, into her eighties when she played 
a chain-smoking, shape shifting witch in WICKED 
STEPMOTHER - another movie considered to be a 
disastrous travesty by most, and yet again, a film I love, 
with an ending that has to be seen to be believed. The 
brilliant 1990 movie THE AMBULANCE starred Eric 
Roberts and James Earl Jones, in a demented conspiracy 
thriller where accident victims are picked up in the title 
vehicle but don't end up making it as far as the hospital - 
so where do they go? Another genuine original from 
Cohen's fertile mind. While directing all of these, he was 
also writing and producing the MANIAC COP franchise, 
writing episodes of Columbo, and working on movie 
scripts galore. He became most successful again as a 
screenwriter into the 21st century, with credits on 
productions like PHONE BOOTH, CELLULAR, and a 
remake of IT'S ALIVE; and in 2006 he directed a 
marvellous instalment of the Showtime cable network 
series 'Masters of Horror'. It was called 'Pick Me Up', and 
starred his old pal Michael Moriarty once more, 
alongside Warren Kole. One of them plays a psycho 
trucker who murders hitchhikers; the other plays a 
hitchhiker who kills motorists. Both operating along the 
same stretch of road. That's the sort of plot that only 
Cohen could dream up. 
 

http://linksmash.net/
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SPECIAL EFFECTS is one of Cohen's lesser known and 
lesser seen offerings, but I think it's a very special piece 
of work. The coruscating, ultra-cynical performance by 
Eric Bogosian carries the movie, much in the same way 
as he held the attention in TALK RADIO, and the script 
oozes with loathing for Hollywood and the pressures 
and tensions of the movie business. Zoe Tamerlis, the 
exciting young actress who had starred in Abel Ferrara's 
violent and excellent rape-revenge drama MS.45, and 
who was an unapologetic heroin user for most of her 
life, tragically dying in 1999 aged only 37, is striking here 
in a dual role - I won't tell you why she plays two parts in 
the film, I'll leave you to discover for yourselves. Mute 
for almost all of MS.45, you do get to hear Zoe do two 
distinct voices here, including a chance to use her own 
New York accent. 
 
We show a real mixture of material under the Fright 
Club banner - we've put on everything from trashy 
slasher rubbish to stylish European art cinema in this 
slot.  SPECIAL EFFECTS falls somewhere in between - like 
most of Cohen's work, it might look cheap, but that 
grubby veneer hides a fierce intelligence and a stark 
cynicism beneath. I'm so, so pleased that we're 
screening a Larry Cohen picture, and am only sorry that 
it has taken news of this important director's death to 
lead us to do that. I hope you like and appreciate this 
twisted anti-Hollywood bit of bile as much as I do. 
 
 
IT 
 
Hello and welcome to Fright Club - and tonight's 
screening of IT, which I think takes the record as the 
shortest film title we've screened. You're in for two and 
a quarter hours of prime horror movie, though, and this 
is only part one. 
 

 
 
You may have read stories earlier this month that a 41-
year-old woman died while watching IT at the Vue 
Cinema in Reading. This was reported by a website 
called The Surrey Telegraph, who claimed that: "the 
cinema-goer attended the screening with friends and 
had complained of chest pains and difficulty breathing 
during one the film’s climax scenes. According to 
witnesses, the woman let out a large scream and then 
collapsed in her seat. The woman’s friends called 999 
but by the time the ambulance arrived the woman was 
unresponsive and died at the scene." 
 
Well you'll be relieved to hear that this seems to be an 
example of fake news - there's been no confirmation of 
any such incident and no record of ambulance crews 
being called out to a cinema in that area. That's not to 

suggest that you won't find plenty to scare you in IT, 
however - and we've got the emergency services just a 
touch of a button away if required tonight. 
 
Our 'Fright Club' shows over the summer have turned 
into a kind of unplanned Stephen King love-fest. In June 
we showed you King's comic book collaboration with 
George A. Romero from 1982, CREEPSHOW; and 
following the sad news about Mr. Romero's death soon 
afterwards, we paid tribute in August with his film THE 
DARK HALF - based on a Stephen King novel. So, here we 
are again. 
 
Movies based on King's work have had a variable time 
both critically and at the box office over the decades, 
but THE SHAWSHANK REDEMPTION remains one of the 
most popular films in the world, and even the lower end 
of the market attracts attention - we screened King's 
universally-slated MAXIMUM OVERDRIVE here a while 
back and, hey, it wasn't half as bad as you might 
remember. And now it looks as if Hollywood is set to 
discover Mr. King all over again - the box office figures 
for IT's first weekend on release in the States went 
through the roof, so expect more creepy clown imitators 
and hopefully more Stephen King adaptations soon. 
 
So, why all the fuss? Well the chunky 1986 novel was a 
best-seller, and was classic King - playing his 
demographic very cleverly by having kids as the heroes 
in the first half and depicting the gang as grown-ups in 
the second portion. The concept of an ultimate force of 
evil manifesting itself as a circus clown played on the 
comparatively modern anxiety about those red-nosed, 
powder-faced, grimacing figures - supposedly 
humorous, but considered harbingers of hatred and 
horror by many. And the idea that 'It' could conjure up 
each person's worst fear and use it against them makes 
it personal. This is King pulling all the right strings and 
puppeteering his readership expertly. 
 
If you suffer from coulrophobia, the fear of clowns, well 
a) you're in the wrong place tonight, and b) you'll be 
well aware of Pennywise, the central figure of fear in IT. 
In King's book Pennywise appears in clown garb, but he 
or It can transform into anything that scares you - 
turning himself into Jaws, the Creature From The Black 
Lagoon, Frankenstein's Monster, a werewolf, Dracula, 
the Mummy, and many more shuddersome icons within 
the novel's chapters. If you were here for SHIN 
GODZILLA earlier this month, you're probably aware that 
It also imitates the classic Japanese giant flying monster 
Rodan at one point. The movie pares all this down, 
relying simply on the clown imagery, though there are a 
few eerie apparitions to vary the palette and mix things 
up a bit. 'It' may be all-powerful, but it seems that even 
Pennywise struggles when it comes to acquiring 
character image rights from the major film studios... 
If you're as old as I am you may recall that IT has been 
filmed previously - a two-part adaptation was done for 
television in 1990, directed by Tommy Lee Wallace of 
HALLOWEEN III: SEASON OF THE WITCH fame and 
starring Britain's own Tim Curry as a memorable 
Pennywise. I think this new movie improves on the 
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earlier screen version - it allows more time for the story 
to develop, and you might be surprised at the long 
stretches here where horror takes a back-seat and the 
friendship of the juvenile lead characters becomes the 
focus of attention. The movie, or at least this first half of 
it, is in the grand tradition of pitting kids against evil 
forces - we screened the 80s cult classic THE MONSTER 
SQUAD here a few years ago, and of course last year's 
surprise TV hit STRANGER THINGS took the same 
template. If you liked the gang in STRANGER THINGS, or 
the ambience of films such as SUPER 8, you'll find the 
Spielberg-esque bunch of brats here to be cut from the 
same mould. There's a genuine 80s vibe to it all - the 
kids in the book were active in the late 1950s but the 
movie pushes everything forward thirty years or so, 
making it all more relevant to modern audiences. Young 
Sophia Lillis resembles the queen of John Hughes flicks, 
Molly Ringwald, so closely that it even gets mentioned 
during the film's dialogue! 
 
Bill Skarsgard, son of the great Stellan Skarsgard, snared 
the role of Pennywise here, and really makes it his own - 
if you hate clowns you'll find this one particularly 
disturbing. He makes the most of the creepy make-up 
and is especially convincing in putting over the 
suggestion that Pennywise or It is an unstoppable 
supernatural evil that just happens to choose to dress in 
big-buttoned silks, a frilly ruff, and a big red nose.  
Ok, step right up - it's time for the circus to begin.  
 
 
IT CHAPTER TWO 
 
Hello and welcome to Fright Club. Two years ago we 
brought you the very impressive first part of Andy 
Muschietti's adaptation of IT, the classic novel by 
Stephen King, and tonight we complete the saga with 
chapter two. We live in an age where conventional 
viewing patterns have completely shifted - generations 
who have been used to watching TV shows on a 
particular night of the week for six or twenty six 
episodes to fit a schedule, or sitting through movies at a 
regulation length of around 90 to 120 minutes, have 
taken in a big way to streaming and online providers 
now offering shows with five, seven, nine episodes all of 
varying length, or films running three hours or more. 
The ability to binge or to pause and view at your own 
leisure has really caught on - and the IT pairing prove to 
be among the new cinema films which try as far as they 
possibly can to bring that same experience to the 
cinema screen. Part one ran for 135 minutes, unusually 
lengthy for a horror picture; chapter two concludes the 
saga with a whopping 169 minute run time, so I hope 
you've all been to the bathroom and I hope you've 
stocked up on provisions - it's going to be a long night. 
 
Don't despair at that daunting prospect, though, since 
Muschietti and team have managed to make the five 
hours of this combined epic into a breeze of a watch. 
Think of tonight less as a long haul, treat IT CHAPTER 
TWO as though you're binging three or four episodes of 
a TV series instead. You'll be surprised how much of an 
easy watch you find this - it's nicely paced, never dull, 

and has several spectacular set pieces dotted 
strategically throughout. 
Of course, the second half of Stephen King's tale sees his 
characters pitched into adulthood and reconvening to 
battle the evil clown Pennywise once again. If you liked 
the kid version of the Losers Club, mind you, fear not as 
you will get to see a few glimpses of them again in 
flashback scenes. The grown-up equivalents have been 
neatly put in place, in some slick work from the casting 
department - the likes of James McAvoy and Jessica 
Chastain head the ensemble, adding to their Fright Club-
friendly resumes with James having done the 
underrated VICTOR FRANKENSTEIN and two M Night 
Shyamalan flicks, while Jessica starred in MAMA and 
CRIMSON PEAK within recent memory. For me, Bill 
Hader steals the show here - he'd already worked with 
McAvoy and Chastain on the 2013 two-part movie THE 
DISAPPEARANCE OF ELEANOR RIGBY, and here in IT 
CHAPTER TWO he takes up the baton for the role of 
Richie Tozier. Finn Wolfhard's impressive work in the 
first half of IT was a tough act to follow, but Hader really 
manages to retain the essence of that juvenile portrayal 
while adding layers of his own. He seems to be having a 
lot of fun in the part but can handle the heavier 
dramatic scenes with great skill too. 
 

 
 
IT CHAPTER TWO opens with what has become a rather 
controversial scene, with accusations of homophobia 
being thrown about by some critics and fans. I found this 
to be a strong, bold, and rather important statement in 
kicking off the proceedings, however, and I'm backed up 
by an impassioned piece written by Charlie Allbright in 
The Guardian. Charlie has been lecturing about horror 
media for many years, formerly under the name 'Dr. 
Karen Oughton', and suffered a vicious nighttime attack 
by a seemingly homophobic gang a couple of years ago. 
Charlie was left for dead in the gutter that night, but 
fortunately made a full recovery - coincidentally, the 
assault occurred on the very same day that Charlie had 
signed a contract to write a book all about Stephen 
King's IT and the film adaptations. The 1990 IT TV movie 
starring Tim Curry, himself a counterculture LGBT icon 
for the Rocky Horror Show of course, failed to include 
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the attack scene from King's book but Muschietti has 
positioned it loud and proud within his version. King 
apparently based the episode on a true-life occurrence, 
the brutal 1984 murder of Charlie Howard, an openly 
gay man and a resident of Bangor, Maine, Stephen 
King's home town. Charlie was targeted by his teenage 
killers partly because he was wearing jaunty, flamboyant 
headgear; those of you who know of the former Dr 
Oughton, now identifying as Charlie Allbright, will be 
aware that our Charlie too is noted for sporting a 
feather-decorated trilby when out and about. In my 
opinion the scene in the movie is beautifully handled, 
and needs to be present in such shocking form as it 
informs other aspects of the developing story. I'll leave 
the final word on the matter to Jessica Chastain, who 
has said "we can't pretend that it doesn't still exist, 
because it's part of our every day". 
 
If you've been reading reviews or online comments 
about IT CHAPTER TWO, you may have encountered a 
lot of negativity about this concluding instalment - the 
2017 IT got a rousing critical and audience reception, 
which for some reason doesn't quite seem to have 
carried through here. And I'm a little mystified as to 
why. This is lively, modern fun horror, creepy where it 
needs to be, controversial in places, Bill Skarsgard 
delivering the goods as Pennywise once more, filled with 
memorable scenes and a climax which arguably tops 
that of the novel and the 1990 version, and as 
mentioned earlier, is a very easy watch despite that 
forbidding near three-hour running time. 
 
I've referred to IT CHAPTER TWO tonight as being the 
conclusion of the story - but watch this space. Director 
Andy Muschietti has made a few tantalising comments 
in interviews about the mythology of Pennywise the 
clown, focusing on how this funny force of evil has been 
around for centuries, emerging every 27 years to 
torment and feast on humanity, and how, consequently, 
there may be more to tell. Might we step beyond the 
boundaries of King's novel and into a full franchise here? 
I suppose that, as always, time and the box-office profits 
will tell. Come to think of it, we could have our very own 
British instalment - Brex-IT Chapter Three, starring the 
Leavers Club and Bojo The Clown. Back to something 
vaguely resembling reality, though - enjoy IT CHAPTER 
TWO. 
 
 
FRAMED 
 
Hello and welcome to Fright Club. Tonight's screening is 
another movie that I've picked up from my visits to 
Southend's annual Horror-on-Sea festival - I was there 
again in January and thought that FRAMED was the best 
movie they showed all weekend. Soon afterwards, 
QUAD began receiving submissions for the Paracinema 
festival and I noticed that one of them, entitled YOUR 
LAST DAY ON EARTH, was by the director of FRAMED, 
Marc Martinez Jordan. YOUR LAST DAY ON EARTH 
turned out to be just as daring and full of ideas as 
FRAMED, and I had no hesitation in recommending it for 

Paracinema - where it played to audience acclaim and 
was the named as our 'best short film' award winner. 
FRAMED is Marc's feature debut, running at just under 
80 minutes, and I couldn't wait to bring this one to 
QUAD too. It borrows heavily from the 'home invasion' 
trend, but doesn't entirely follow the standard plot line 
of any such movies which have gone before, since it 
adds in the element of the Internet. The film starts from 
the premise that a new online platform named Framed 
is starting to become overwhelmingly popular - it’s sort 
of like YouTube, a place where anyone can register and 
upload videos, with the difference being that the stuff 
put on to Framed is all live. And don't worry that this is 
just another in the long line of found footage films - it 
isn't. Because the videos on the Framed app are not just 
filmed live, they are shown live, experienced by 
potentially millions of viewers all over the world as they 
happen. Now, throw a bunch of psychokillers with 
cameras into the mix and watch what happens. 
 
FRAMED uses Beethoven's 'Ode to Joy' on its soundtrack 
on a couple of notable occasions, and Marc Martinez 
Jordan knows that we know that Stanley Kubrick knew 
just how effective that piece of music could be in a 
modern story of urban chaos, having employed it in A 
CLOCKWORK ORANGE. That Kubrick movie is also 
evoked in its home invasion scenario and the rather 
bland, austere dwelling where the movie is set; and 
you'll especially be reminded of A CLOCKWORK ORANGE 
while you watch the film's lead performance here. Alex 
Maruny was the producer of Marc's YOUR LAST DAY ON 
EARTH and is cast here as a character who is simply 
billed as 'Invasor uno' or Invader 1, alongside Invasor 
dos and Invasor tres - and in the ten years that we've 
been bringing Fright Club to you, I'm not sure that we've 
shown you many better performances than this one. 
Maruny is so impressive, one of the best screen psychos 
in years, and if anyone in Spain was looking to cast 
someone as the Joker in a Barcelona-based Batman 
movie, I think he'd be an ideal choice. He's so 
flamboyant, so charismatic, seems to be having tons of 
fun with the role, and most - but not all - of his victims 
are so vanilla that he really stands out from the crowd. 
He was named best actor at the Anatomy Crime and 
Horror Festival in Greece in 2018 and at this year's 
Hexploitation Film Festival in Ontario. If I could, I'd give 
him an Oscar. His sidekicks are a lot of fun too, but 
Invasor uno keeps them under firm control, just as he 
does with the victims.  
 
The movie really works well as a piece of modern satire 
too, commenting archly and wryly on topics such as 
news media, ratings, apps, and reality TV shows. I won't 
spoil things by telling you too much about Daniel 
Horvath's character Maurice, but you've probably never 
seen anyone quite like him in a movie before, and he's 
utilised in some clever scenes that really do raise the 
notion of television as a mirror reflecting the viewer 
back at themselves. And do take note of his dinner party 
chatter early on about his work in developing African 
communities, because you'll hear him talk about that 
again in a very different way later in the movie. 
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FRAMED may be violent and bloody and gory, but it's 
got some wonderful, memorable characters, a very 
satisfying opening scene, some really rather profound 
messages about our 21st century way of life both actual 
and virtual, some cutting opinions about modern media, 
quite a few laughs, and it really delivers in the 'take your 
breath away' business of providing regular upsetting 
surprises every so often. I hope you love this movie as 
much as I do, and we can definitely add Martinez Jordan 
to the list of vital and very entertaining young new 
horror directors - here at Fright Club we've brought you 
the work of filmmakers like Jackson Mississippi's Chris 
Moore and Stoke on Trent's John Williams, and Marc's 
exciting work so far puts him high on our list of directors 
to watch. Have a great time with this one - enjoy. 
 
 
 
JACK FROST 
 
Hello, happy Christmas, and welcome to QUAD's final 
Fright Club of the year. As it's the festive season we've 
gone for something that can't exactly be described as 
deep, or crisp, or particularly even, but it's perfect as the 
sort of movie where we give out free carrots to the 
audience on the way in. You don't get that with 
Kieslowski or Ingmar Bergman films. Our film could be 
said to feature 'The Greatest Snowman', but please 
don't worry that you've wandered into a musical by 
mistake. For tonight we bring you the 1997 seasonal 
horror cult classic, JACK FROST. 
 
Of course, it's vitally important that we tell you this one 
originally opened in 1997, as there was another movie 
named JACK FROST the following year. That 1998 
release was a much higher-profiled offering, made on a 
budget of $85 million, distributed by Warner Bros, and 
starring Michael Keaton. It was intended as a 
sentimental family film, but in fact shares a central idea 
with our JACK FROST, in that a man killed during a 
motoring incident is reincarnated in the body of a 
bulbous-headed, coal-eyed snowman. The big-budget 
kiddie movie turned out to be so bizarre, freakish and 
tasteless that a 2016 piece on the Bustle website 
comparing the two was entitled 'Jack Frost the family 
movie is more disturbing than Jack Frost the horror 
movie'. I had been a little worried that we might be sent 
the wrong film by the distributors this evening, but to be 
honest it probably wouldn't matter too much! 
 
Of course, the JACK FROST concept will already sound 
pretty familiar to confirmed horror addicts, since it's 
basically the same as CHILD'S PLAY, the soul of a 
convicted mass killer finding its way into a rather 
unlikely host enabling him to continue the murder 
spree, adding appropriate methods of committing his 
crimes and accompanying each one with a themed 
wisecrack. You'll be groaning at the ghastly winter, 
Yuletide, or icy puns all the way through this, although 
the use of Christmas accoutrements or deadly icicles as 
weapons is, it has to be said, pretty inventive. 
 

Scott MacDonald provides the voice of Jack, and does a 
decent job with what must have sounded like a 
ridiculous assignment when his agent first approached 
him with it. Scott went on to TV success in shows such as 
Carnivale and Star Trek: Enterprise, but returned in 2000 
to voice the deadly snow-monster once again in the self-
explanatory JACK FROST 2: REVENGE OF THE MUTANT 
KILLER SNOWMAN, directed, like the first, by London-
born Michael Cooney - Cooney's nationality may well 
explain the clearly English-accented voiceover during 
the fun storytelling opening credits sequence. Michael is 
the son of one of the kings of 1960s and 70s London 
stage farce, Ray Cooney, the man behind smash hits like 
'Run For Your Wife' and 'Not Now, Darling', and Ray 
plays an old Raj style pith-helmeted colonel in JACK 
FROST 2, which rather oddly is all set on a sweltering 
sundrenched tropical island. There have been rumours 
of a part 3, JACK FROST: THE LAST COMING, which 
would feature a now giant-sized Snowman renamed 
'Jackzilla'; Michael Cooney says that about twenty pages 
of script have been written and the film is currently 
aiming for completion by 2020. 
 

 
 
The model, TV star and professional-standard poker 
player Shannon Elizabeth made an early appearance in 
JACK FROST before gaining attention for her role in the 
smash hit AMERICAN PIE a couple of years later. 
Shannon features in JACK FROST's most notorious scene, 
involving a bathtub and a carrot. I'm saying no more 
about that... 
 
Ok, it's time to travel to the remote region of 
Snowmonton. Wrap up warm, stock up on mince pies 
and egg nog, and settle back to enjoy one of the 
cheesiest festive frighteners we've ever brought to you. 
And bearing in mind that we've played the likes of TO 
ALL A GOODNIGHT and SILENT NIGHT DEADLY NIGHT in 
our December slot in the past, that's a big claim. They, 
of course, were slasher films; I suppose you could call 
JACK FROST a 'slusher movie'. Have a great Christmas, 
and kick it all off with this cracking little bit of horror fun. 
Enjoy. 
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CANDYMAN: FAREWELL TO THE FLESH 
 
Hello and welcome to this month's Fright Club 
presentation at QUAD. The ever-excellent Arrow Video 
label has recently released the 1992 horror hit 
CANDYMAN on Blu-ray, so we thought the time was 
right to give a big-screen airing for the 1995 sequel, 
CANDYMAN: FAREWELL TO THE FLESH. 
 
Clive Barker dabbled in movies for a few years during 
the late 80s and early 90s, directing HELLRAISER, 
NIGHTBREED, and LORD OF ILLUSION, but has largely 
returned to writing novels and to painting, amongst 
other multi-media pursuits. Barker's big break in the mid 
1980s came with the publication of the six-volume short 
story collection 'Books of Blood', and volume five of the 
series contained a tale entitled 'The Forbidden', set on a 
run-down housing estate in the author's native 
Liverpool, where a young researcher specialising in the 
study of urban graffiti stumbles upon the legend of a 
figure named The Candyman, and begins to link this 
apparent myth with a series of deaths in the locality. On 
the strength of Barker's name, an American movie 
version was optioned, and so CANDYMAN hit the 
screens. The film credited Barker as executive producer, 
with fellow Englishman Bernard Rose directing - Rose 
had previously earned notoriety as the maker of the 
controversial promo video for Frankie Goes To 
Hollywood's number one hit record 'Relax'. 
 
CANDYMAN also turned Tony Todd into a big new 
horror star. Tony had done bits and pieces in movies 
such as PLATOON and 84 CHARING CROSS ROAD before 
being cast in the lead role of Ben in NIGHT OF THE 
LIVING DEAD, Tom Savini's 1990 colour remake of the 
George Romero zombie classic. Tony has been a popular 
horror regular ever since, with THE FINAL DESTINATION 
and HATCHET franchises featuring him in recurring 
appearances, as well as the likes of VOODOO DAWN, 
THE CROW, WISHMASTER, and MINOTAUR. Tony played 
Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde in a 2006 version of the Robert 
Louis Stevenson novel, and memorably reteamed with 
CANDYMAN director Bernard Rose for a modern 
retelling of FRANKENSTEIN in 2014, playing a homeless 
character called Eddie and just about stealing the show. 
But he remains most celebrated for the CANDYMAN 
series, the 1992 original, tonight's film, and the 1999 
direct-to-DVD offering CANDYMAN: DAY OF THE DEAD.  
 
The CANDYMAN series probably diminishes in quality as 
it goes, which seems to be the way with many horror 
franchises - but CANDYMAN: FAREWELL TO THE FLESH is 
a pretty strong sequel, shifting the story to an evocative, 
flood-threatened New Orleans setting, offering plenty of 
interesting ideas, lively characters, and impressive 
special effects and makeup. The movie was directed by 
Bill Condon, who began his career as something of a 
horror specialist but has since moved on to make such 
diverse film fare as DREAMGIRLS, KINSEY, MR. HOLMES, 
and the live action BEAUTY AND THE BEAST, as well as 
wrapping up the TWILIGHT franchise by directing 
BREAKING DAWN parts one and two. The film reveals 
more about the origin of the Candyman, revealing his 

real identity as Daniel Robitaille, the son of a plantation 
slave, and in flashback, depicting his shocking murder 
and explaining from where the 'Candyman' appellation 
derived.  
 
To refresh your memories if you've not seen the first 
CANDYMAN in a while, that movie featured Virginia 
Madsen as Helen, the researcher studying graffiti and 
linking local legends to a recent spate of unexplained 
deaths - the location of the story being transferred from 
Barker's Merseyside to Cabrini-Green, the housing 
project in Chicago. As I'm sure you all know, the fable of 
the Candyman is that he will materialise if you dare to 
speak his name into a mirror five times; he does indeed 
manifest in this way, but the first movie entangles and 
implicates Helen herself in the killing spree, with the 
authorities and community left concluding that she has 
committed the savage crimes and adopted the 
Candyman myth as cover. CANDYMAN: FAREWELL TO 
THE FLESH opens with a gripping prologue, bringing back 
Michael Culkin's odious Professor Philip Purcell to 
provide a bridge between the two movies - it's so good 
to see Veronica Cartwright from INVASION OF THE BODY 
SNATCHERS and ALIEN appearing too, in a winning 
performance as the mother of the female lead. The 
sequel all takes place during Mardi Gras, hence the 
subtitle - 'Farewell to the flesh' is a phrase often given 
by linguists as a possible translation of the word 
Carnival, derived from the Latin term Carne Levare 
which literally means 'remove meat'. 'Farewell to the 
flesh' is therefore sometimes interpreted as referring to 
partygoers casting all inhibitions to the wind and just 
letting themselves go, but that 'remove meat' definition 
is, you'll be pleased to know, very much to the forefront 
here. 
 
We've got some terrific stuff coming up before Xmas for 
Fright Clubbers - do not miss QUAD's John Carpenter 
day on December 9th, where we'll be showing the new 
4K restorations of THEY LIVE, PRINCE OF DARKNESS, 
ESCAPE FROM NEW YORK and THE FOG, all for twenty 
quid. And our Christmas horror special this year is the 
killer snowman epic from 1997, JACK FROST, screening 
on Friday December 21st - hope to see some of you 
there. For tonight, though, dare you speak the name of 
the Candyman? Enjoy FAREWELL TO THE FLESH. 
 
 
BLESSED ARE THE CHILDREN 
 
Hi, and welcome back to Derby QUAD for tonight's 
Fright Club offering. 
 
Every twelve months I kick off the new year by attending 
Paul Cotgrove's 'Horror on Sea' festival in Southend. In a 
crowded festival calendar, Paul has made a real niche 
for himself by specialising in showing low budget, 
independent horror movies, items you might not get to 
see elsewhere in the U.K.  Here at QUAD we've been 
able to pick up a few of the highlights from 'Horror on 
Sea' and have brought titles like SHE KILLS and KILL, 
GRANNY, KILL! to this screen. At the 2018 Southend 
festival I saw a recent American horror picture that 
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really grabbed me, and which I thought would be a 
success here at Fright Club - and tonight we're able to 
bring you that film, BLESSED ARE THE CHILDREN, 
directed by Chris Moore. 
 
BLESSED ARE THE CHILDREN is a quietly political piece, 
touching upon topics like abortion and homosexuality, 
but also works as a tremendously creepy shock thriller. 
We ran an extensive Brian De Palma season here a few 
years ago and you'll see nods towards De Palma in this 
movie, not only in the murder set pieces but in the film's 
quirkiness, in its character relationships, in the way that 
normality dominates the foreground while sinister 
things are happening out of focus somewhere in the 
corners of the frame. 
 
This is socially conscious horror, which from today's 
United States is something we probably need more of. 
BLESSED ARE THE CHILDREN is subtly pro-abortion, 
though never in a hectoring, campaigning way, and the 
story plays out in the same way that some of George 
Romero or John Carpenter's more low-key projects used 
to, with something to say but leaving the audience to 
take away whatever they will from it all. If the film is anti 
pro-lifer, anti-Republican, anti-establishment, then it is 
so in a studied, measured manner. It is a slow-burning 
film, taking its time to introduce the characters and set 
the scene, but it is never boring - even in the less 
eventful passages, the performances of the central 
female trio are so believable, so wonderful that it's 
almost like watching three old friends. Kaley Ball, Keni 
Bounds and Arian Thigpen are terrific as Traci, Mandy 
and Erin, lively people with real problems, real hopes 
and dreams, helping each other through life's trials big 
and small, which makes it doubly effective when they 
suddenly find themselves embroiled in slasher movie 
antics. Here at Fright Club we adore our teen slasher 
films, but how great it is to see a similar plot done with 
true intelligence, and with older and more worldly-wise 
characters placed under threat.  
 
What's more, none of the three female leads appear to 
have a deal of acting experience - though they turn this 
to their distinct advantage, using their rawness and lack 
of professional screen presence to make this into an 
utterly believable and connected friendship. Director 
Chris Moore has already completed a new horror film 
called TRIGGERED, which is very high on our list of 
forthcoming Fright Club titles, and it’s great to see that 
Kaley, Keni and Arian all feature among the cast of that 
one too. TRIGGERED has already picked up rave reviews 
from the few people who have seen it in the States so 
far, and it's a movie I can't wait to see, and hopefully 
bring to QUAD sometime very soon. Chris has already 
started yet another new project entitled THE HOUSE OF 
COVERED MIRRORS, which he is directing and in which 
he will co-star alongside two major female cult horror 
names, Debbie Rochon and Lynn Lowry. 
 
BLESSED ARE THE CHILDREN has got to be the lowest-
budgeted movie we've ever shown here at Fright Club - 
the film's IMDb page claims it was shot for one thousand 
bucks, so do bear that in mind as you view. It transcends 

all financial limitations, however, with its tackling of 
tough contemporary themes, its very real scrutiny of 
relationships and camaraderie, its stylish direction, its 
truly believable central performances, and the effortless 
skill by which it combines classic stalk-and-slash imagery 
with social and political awareness.  
 
We're back at the end of September with another low-
budget movie we've picked up from Southend Horror-
on-Sea - our old friend John Williams, who directed 
Fright Club favourite THE SLAYERS, will be travelling over 
from Stoke-on-Trent once more with his killer clown 
horror comedy CRISPY'S CURSE. Don't miss that one, but 
for tonight prepare yourselves for one of the most 
impressive American screen frighteners in a long while. 
BLESSED ARE THE CHILDREN might have been made for 
peanuts, but on this evidence Chris Moore has a lot to 
say and has the talent to express his views, while 
managing to surprise, scare, and shock.  
 

HOUSE OF 1000 CORPSES 
 
Hello and welcome to QUAD for our monthly Fright Club 
presentation. Tonight we're screening what has proved 
to be one of the most popular and enduring horror films 
of the 21st century so far, HOUSE OF 1000 CORPSES. The 
movie stars Sid Haig in the role of Captain Spaulding, 
and brought Sid to a whole new audience. I got to meet 
and interview Sid over the weekend of 2017's HorrorCon 
UK festival just up the road in Sheffield, spending quite a 
bit of time with him, and found him to be a friendly and 
very amiable kind of guy; in terms of popularity, the 
queue to get his autograph remained a long and winding 
one throughout the day, and he was still signing for fans 
about half an hour after the event officially closed.  
 
Sid goes way, way back, of course - before Captain 
Spaulding entered his life he was probably best known 
for his association with the ace cult movie director Jack 
Hill, and appeared in loads of Hill's 1970s blaxploitation 
flicks, usually alongside Pam Grier. Sid was also 
memorable as the childlike hulking brother in Hill's 60s 
horror cult classic, SPIDER BABY, and was a familiar face 
in film and TV, often playing a heavy or a henchman in 
stuff like 'Batman', 'Mission: Impossible' and 'The 
Rockford Files'. Mr Haig hit a peak of fame playing the 
villain Dragos in the Saturday morning tv favourite 
'Jason of Star Command' and continued to feature as a 
supporting player throughout the 80s. Quentin 
Tarantino is a huge fan and offered Sid the role of 
Marsellus Wallace in PULP FICTION - but by that point 
Sid had become rather disillusioned with showbiz, 
feeling that bit-parts in TV had not given him the career 
he expected. He looked at the PULP FICTION shooting 
script and was displeased with the schedule, which 
meant a lot of travelling for probably not much actual 
screentime, and so turned the project down. He only 
found out later that Tarantino would have happily 
rejigged all of the arrangements to accommodate Sid. 
The pair eventually did team up when Haig played the 
judge in JACKIE BROWN, with Sid also popping up in KILL 
BILL VOL. 2. 
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It was rocker Rob Zombie who was to really revive his 
fortunes, however. 
 
Rob Zombie grew up in the town of Haverhill, 
Massachusetts, which he has described as being "Very 
typical, boring, nothing to do, very uptight. Anything 
slightly out of the norm was shunned by everybody. You 
know, conformity all around". However, his family had a 
background in travelling circuses and carnivals, so he got 
to experience that exciting, weird side of America at 
some proximity during his formative years. A proclaimed 
fan of Alice Cooper, Bela Lugosi, Marvel Comics and The 
Marx Bros, Rob managed to develop his influences into 
successful careers in music and the movies. His band 
White Zombie, named after the classic 1932 Lugosi 
horror film, struggled a little during the late 80s but 
were signed by Geffen Records in 1992 and sold 
millions. Rob continued as a solo artist after the band 
broke up, but during the last fifteen years he's also 
become one of the most distinctive and individual 
personalities in horror cinema. There's a certain look to 
his work, a certain expectation from the fans - you'll see 
a celebration of 'outsiders', often at the expense of the 
'normal' folk; you'll get cult horror stars such as Sid Haig, 
Judy Geeson, Dee Wallace, Malcolm McDowell, Daniel 
Roebuck, Brad Dourif or Patricia Quinn; you'll see rituals, 
masks, weird make-up, and a focus on characters with 
long, unwashed hair. Even when given the opportunity 
to remake HALLOWEEN, rather than slavishly imitating 
John Carpenter, Rob defiantly set out to make this part 
of his own universe, his own vision - it got a mixed 
response from fans, and his sequel even more so, but 
there's no denying that he made a pair of highly 
individual movies from which his own direct fan base 
would take great satisfaction. And that's most likely all 
he really cares about, pleasing himself and pleasing the 
core fans who have stuck with him over thirty years. 
 
As mentioned earlier, Rob is a huge admirer of the 
1930s comedy team the Marx Bros - so much so that 
when a Groucho Marx biopic was announced in 2015, 
Rob Zombie was assigned as director. The film never 
happened, though it would be wonderful to see it come 
to fruition - apparently it would have been a dark, 
SUNSET BLVD. style drama based on the final years of 
Groucho's life and his weird relationship with a younger 
girlfriend, Erin Fleming, who did everything she could to 
maintain Groucho's popularity during the seventies, 
arranging personal appearances, recording sessions, a 
live show at Carnegie Hall, and so on, but who was 
accused by the Marx family of taking things to extremes 
and forcing Groucho to work. Maybe one day Rob will 
get to add this to his filmography - whatever anyone 
else says, I can see it being a perfect fit for him. HOUSE 
OF 1000 CORPSES had already allowed him to pay 
tribute to The Marx Bros, however, as several 
participants in the story are named after Marx Bros 
characters! In fact, you'll even see this very issue being 
addressed in the sequel THE DEVIL'S REJECTS, when the 
police call in a film critic to discuss where these weird 
pseudonyms come from. Captain Spaulding, for 
example, was an African explorer played by Groucho on 
stage and in the 1930 film ANIMAL CRACKERS; and the 

likes of Otis Driftwood, Rufus Firefly and S. Quentin 
Quale also reference classic Groucho figures.  
 
I won't give any spoilers, but those of you who saw the 
2005 sequel THE DEVIL'S REJECTS might have raised an 
eyebrow when a further entry in the series, THREE 
FROM HELL, was announced at the beginning of this 
year. Zombie shot the new movie in March and April, 
and the cast includes the old gang of Sid Haig, Bill 
Moseley and Sheri Moon Zombie, alongside such cult 
heroes as Danny Trejo, Bill Oberst Jr, Daniel Roebuck 
and Dee Wallace. One name that jumps out of the cast 
list is the great Clint Howard, playing someone called 
'Mr. Baggy Britches'. I can assure the producers that 
they are already guaranteed one ticket sale to me on 
that basis alone. Look out for that third movie very soon 
- meantime, welcome to the HOUSE OF 1000 CORPSES. 
 
 
THE INVISIBLE MAN / THE INVISIBLE MAN RETURNS 
 
So, what would you do if you were invisible? Don't 
answer that - I know you lot! 
 
Welcome to Fright Club, for a show that goes further 
back in time for us than usual with a pair of classic 
movies from the 1930s - THE INVISIBLE MAN and THE 
INVISIBLE MAN RETURNS, both from the home of 
horror, Universal Studios, whose string of major 
monster movies we've been showcasing at QUAD all 
month. 
 
Looking around the audience, I'm wondering if we've got 
a full house tonight. I mean, I can see some of you - but 
do be careful where you sit, as those empty-looking 
seats next to you may not be what they seem. 
 
Invisibility in the movies goes back a long way - it's an 
ideal subject for silent movies, being so visual, and 
perfect for those early pioneers who dabbled in trick 
films too, as via the use of a few strategically placed 
wires or wind machines you can make it look as though 
all kinds of objects are being propelled by an unseen 
hand. 
 
Of course, invisibility is not such a fitting concept for 
literature, but H.G.Wells penned his novel 'The Invisible 
Man' within a run of classic speculative science fiction 
including 'The War of the Worlds', 'The First Men In The 
Moon', and 'The Time Machine', all published within a 
span of a few years in the late 1890s and early part of 
the 20th century. 
 
Filmmakers soon adopted the notion, with a 1905 
French movie called LES INVISIBLES - it still exists, runs 
for about 8 minutes, and is on YouTube. In 1904 Georges 
Méliès had made SIVA THE INVISIBLE, of which no copies 
seem to survive. It became quite a popular theme in 
silent cinema, and the German horror star of the period, 
Paul Wegener, best known for his Golem movies, made 
DER YOGHI in 1917, where an Indian mystic uses the 
powers of invisibility to scare an inventor. 
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Other appearances, if I can use that inappropriate 
wording, by invisible characters over the years have 
included Kevin Bacon in THE HOLLOW MAN, directed by 
Paul Verhoeven; Chevy Chase in the John Carpenter 
comedy MEMOIRS OF AN INVISIBLE MAN; James Bond 
drove an invisible car in DIE ANOTHER DAY and 
Schwarzenegger and crew took on an invisible alien in 
PREDATOR. Sue Storm of the Fantastic 4 has the ability 
to turn invisible, of course, though the less said about 
the films featuring the Fantastic 4, the better! The Harry 
Potter series occasionally features the Cloak of 
Invisibilty, which, unsurprisingly given the popularity of 
Harry and co, is nowadays available as an item of 
clothing for purchase or costume hire, though with the 
disclaimer that it will not actually render the wearer 
transparent. The stuttering Universal 'Dark Universe' 
was supposed to star Johnny Depp as the Invisible Man, 
in a 2020 film scripted by Ed Solomon, writer of the 'Bill 
& Ted' movies and, appropriately enough, writer of 
NOW YOU SEE ME - but the chaos into which the Dark 
Universe has entangled itself might mean we have a bit 
of a wait on our hands. 
 
There have been heaps of further examples too, far too 
many for me to go into during our brief time here 
tonight. Japanese films of the 1950s like INVISIBLE 
AVENGER and THE HUMAN VAPOUR touched on the 
theme, and 70s TV was big on disappearing leading men 
too, with David McCallum starring in an 'Invisible Man' 
series, rivalled by Ben Murphy as 'The Gemini Man'. 
 
So to tonight's double bill, then - part of our ongoing 
season of Universal's horror classics of the 1930s. In 
recent weeks we've already screened FRANKENSTEIN, 
BRIDE OF FRANKENSTEIN and THE OLD DARK HOUSE, 
three early 30s masterpieces directed by Dudley-born 
James Whale; and the studio's 1933 version of THE 
INVISIBLE MAN was yet another classic from the hand of 
Whale. Boris Karloff starred in all of those other Whale 
landmarks and was intended to play the main character, 
Griffin, in THE INVISIBLE MAN. However, studio boss Carl 
Laemmle had reneged on a promise to increase Karloff's 
salary - who knows, perhaps using the reasoning that 
the star would be spending less time on set and doing 
less work in front of the cameras on this particular 
project? - and so Boris turned it down. Weirdly enough, 
another actor born in the same Camberwell area of 
London where Karloff hailed from was offered the role - 
Claude Rains. 
 
One aspect of any production involving invisibility which 
needs to be carefully considered is the voice of the main 
character. Ideally, clear diction, powerful line reading, 
and a spectrum of emotion will be required to round out 
a convincing character in this unusual situation where 
the filmmakers cannot rely on facial expressions, body 
movement, and visual action from their lead actor. Rains 
was inexperienced in film, having featured in one British 
silent movie in 1920, but had done plenty of work on 
stage before heading for Hollywood. He had been 
almost completely blinded in one eye during the First 
World War, and had also managed to ditch a broad 
Cockney accent during his theatre training. Claude's 

daughter Jessica once remarked "The interesting thing 
to me was that he became a different person. He 
became a very elegant man, with a really 
extraordinary Mid-Atlantic accent. It was his voice, 
nobody else spoke like that, half American, half English 
and a little Cockney thrown in."  
 

 
 
This proved to be perfect for THE INVISIBLE MAN and 
Rains dominates the film with a powerful vocal 
performance - the movie contains lots of Whale's 
trademark whimsical humour but Rains adds a few 
levels of true horror, especially once his megalomania 
takes hold and he begins to plan out his campaign of 
murder and mass destruction. Invisibility films can often 
ignore the frightening implications of the condition in 
favour of witty fantasy, broad comedy, or farce, but the 
figure presented by Whale and Rains has a terrifying 
focus to his vision. That's not to say there isn't a lot of 
fun in the movie - special effects wizard John P. Fulton is 
as big a contributor to the proceedings as anyone, with 
some amazing camera tricks and bits of clever business 
that are still impressive 85 years after the original 
release. 
 
The second offering tonight is THE INVISIBLE MAN 
RETURNS, directed by Joe May for Universal in 1939 and 
starring Vincent Price. Today we think of Mr. Price as 
being one of the giants of horror, but at the time this 
film was made his screen career was just starting out, 
and through the forties and early fifties he was to 
become more associated with film noir and thrillers' 
often playing urbane and sophisticated characters on 
the fringes of the main action. Again, Vincent has a 
perfect voice for the invisible man role - John Fulton has 
had six years to up his game and provides a few fresh 
visual bits of trickery, and Joe May, while no James 
Whale, makes a good job of directing the movie, 
especially in the visually striking scenes taking place at a 
coal mining company. May had emigrated from 
Germany during Hitler's rise to power' and spoke almost 
no English - something that you could speculate gave 
him an insight into the difficulties experienced by a man 
trying to turn a deficiency into an asset. 
 
Universal made four further Invisible movies, with the 
comedy THE INVISIBLE WOMAN in 1940, the wartime 
spy saga INVISIBLE AGENT in 1942, the science-
fiction/horror/crime hybrid THE INVISIBLE MAN'S 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mid-Atlantic_accent
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REVENGE in 1944 - the final bow of the concept came in 
1951 with the inevitable ABBOTT & COSTELLO MEET THE 
INVISIBLE MAN, although Bud and Lou had already met 
the Invisible Man when he turned up at the very end of 
1948's ABBOTT & COSTELLO MEET FRANKENSTEIN - the 
role on that occasion voiced once again by a cameoing 
Vincent Price. 
 
There was one more brilliant Invisible Man film in 1939, 
produced by the geniuses at the Warner Bros. cartoon 
unit - when you get home, turn tonight into a triple bill 
by searching online and watching Porky Pig in PORKY'S 
MOVIE MYSTERY. Highly recommended and featuring 
loads of first-rate invisibility gags. 
 
For the time being, though, enjoy THE INVISIBLE MAN - 
and don't disappear afterwards, but stick around for the 
sequel. 
 
 
 
THE BURNING 
 
Hello and welcome to QUAD for our big Fright Club 
double bill. It's Friday the 13th of April, and usually we 
can't resist showing a Jason Voorhees slaughter spree or 
two on dates such as this. But as we've been running 
Fright Club for a good few years now, we've already 
screened most of the FRIDAY THE 13TH franchise and so 
have looked around for an alternative double bill. And 
we think we've come up with a winner. We're showing 
THE BURNING from 1981, the terrifying tale of the 
legend of Cropsy and one of the best of that classic wave 
of slasher fare from the early 80s; followed by THE FINAL 
GIRLS, a fantastic slice of meta-fiction from 2015 that 
will whisk you right back to those same early 80s, 
whether you were there first time round or not. I'll be 
telling you more about that later, but firstly we'll go 
properly old school with THE BURNING. 
 
English progressive rock and horror films might seem a 
strange combination, though the weird 1978 British 
shocker starring Derbyshire's Alan Bates and John Hurt, 
THE SHOUT, featured soundtrack contributions by Mike 
Rutherford and Tony Banks of Genesis. And at last year's 
Dead & Breakfast event in this very room, one of the 
films presented was Dario Argento's classic INFERNO, 
bolstered by an unforgettable Keith Emerson score. 
Many other prog rockers have dabbled in horror 
soundtracks on occasion too. Away from horror, in 1977 
a documentary filmmaker named Tony Maylam had two 
films released to British cinemas, back in the days when 
you would often get a supporting shorter movie before 
the main attraction. One of these, WHITE ROCK, was a 
documentary about the previous year's Winter Olympics 
in Innsbruck, and was notable not just for its spectacular 
images but for its soundtrack by the keyboard wizard 
from Yes, Rick Wakeman. Maylam's other offering was a 
filmed record of live performances by Rutherford, Banks 
and co - GENESIS IN CONCERT. 
 
As we know, slasher films exploded on to screens 
everywhere after the success of HALLOWEEN in the late 

70s. Surprisingly, though most were American or 
Canadian productions, quite a few British directors were 
assigned to helm them. Ken Hughes, just twelve years 
after bringing the delightful CHITTY CHITTY BANG BANG 
to the screen, brought us TERROR EYES; J. Lee 
Thompson of GUNS OF NAVARONE and CAPE FEAR fame 
made HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO ME and the Charles Bronson 
slasher 10 TO MIDNIGHT; David Winters shot THE LAST 
HORROR FILM using the Cannes Film Festival as a 
backdrop. And for THE BURNING, Tony Maylam was 
hired. But why Maylam, with his documentary and prog 
rock background? Well, here's where a controversial 
name enters the story... 
 
Through the 70s, a young trio began promoting rock 
concerts in the US. The unlikely-sounding Corky Burger 
teamed up with two brothers to attempt to make a 
bundle from the music scene, and their success - 
combined with their love of movies - led the guys to set 
up their own film company. The brothers? You guessed 
it, Bob & Harvey Weinstein. The company, Miramax. 
Their first two releases were pick-ups for distribution in 
the States - the Paul McCartney and Wings live concert 
film ROCKSHOW, and the science fiction sex comedy 
SPACED OUT, directed by our old pal Norman J. Warren, 
a guest here at QUAD last year. Miramax also got the 
rights to screen THE SECRET POLICEMAN'S BALL, the 
Amnesty International comedy sketch stage show, in the 
States. But Harvey had ambitions to make his own 
movie, and had written a five page outline called 'The 
Cropsy Maniac'. This went into development as 
Miramax's first actual production, with the title changed 
to THE BURNING, which in turn caused another 
filmmaker, Joseph Ellison, to change the name of his 
grim 1980 psycho movie from THE BURNING to DON'T 
GO IN THE HOUSE. So yes, this is where the Weinsteins 
got started. They knew Tony Maylam through the rock 
scene, and knew he was an accomplished filmmaker, so 
hired him to direct their BURNING - in turn, Tony's old 
pal Rick Wakeman came on board to do the music. 
 
The Weinsteins weren't the only major Hollywood 
players who kicked off their careers here. One notable 
aspect of the slasher movie craze is that if you watch 
these films from the late 70s and early 80s, you'll spot 
loads of movie and TV superstars in early roles. Tom 
Hanks somehow managing to survive HE KNOWS 
YOU'RE ALONE, for instance, or Kevin Bacon 
spectacularly failing to survive FRIDAY THE 13TH. Well, 
THE BURNING's cast is loaded with nascent stellar talent, 
though no one knew it at the time. There's future Oscar 
winner Holly Hunter, for starters; Fisher Stevens, who 
hit big with the SHORT CIRCUIT films and then later 
starred in 'Early Edition' and 'Hackers' on the small 
screen, and who also won an Oscar for his documentary 
THE COVE in 2010; and a young Jason Alexander, later to 
play George Costanza in 'Seinfeld'. 
At the time, the major coup for the production was their 
securing of Tom Savini to handle the special make-up 
effects. Savini was like a god to horror fans, having 
wowed everyone with his work on DAWN OF THE DEAD 
and FRIDAY THE 13TH, and there's more of the same in 
THE BURNING. The whole film uses the standard slasher 
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movie formula effectively, with a creepy campfire 
legend, a bunch of isolated teens in a rural location, and 
a parade of murders - but what was particularly 
memorable about this one was 'The Scene'. I'll say no 
more about it, other than there's this one brief moment 
in the movie where Savini really gets to exhibit his skills, 
and that you'll know which bit I'm talking about as soon 
as it arrives!  
THE BURNING even managed to bypass censorship in 
the U.K., albeit by accident. The film was slightly 
trimmed by the BBFC for British consumption, in 
cinemas and on video - Thorn EMI were handling the 
video release, and somehow a batch of completely 
uncut copies slipped out into video rental outlets. Rest 
assured, we'll be seeing the whole gory glory of that 
uncut version tonight. 
 
So, it's time to prepare yourselves for an hour and a half 
of summer camp mayhem on this Friday the 13th of 
April. It ain't Jason but it's the next best thing. You can 
also indulge in a bit of talent spotting, enjoy the work of 
Savini and the Wakeman soundtrack, and boo, hiss, or 
throw stuff when Harvey Weinstein's name appears in 
the credits. We're back with the wonderfully post-
modern slasher THE FINAL GIRLS later on, but for now 
it's time to get overheated with THE BURNING. 
 
 
THE FINAL GIRLS 
 
In Woody Allen's THE PURPLE ROSE OF CAIRO, Jeff 
Daniels notices Mia Farrow repeatedly sitting in the 
audience of his movie and clambers down from the 
screen to spend time with her. PLEASANTVILLE sees a 
twin brother and sister transported into the world of a 
black and white 1950s TV soap opera. And action movie-
loving kid Austin O'Brien finds himself whisked into his 
favourite franchise, the Arnold Schwarzenegger 'Jack 
Slater' cop thrillers, in LAST ACTION HERO. If you could 
walk into a film, or have someone walk out of one into 
your lives, what would you choose? 
 
Well since we're here at Fright Club, my guess is that 
you might do something really dangerous and opt to 
step into a horror flick. Maybe you'd end up trying to 
evade George Romero's increasing hordes of living dead. 
Perhaps you'd find yourself in a Hammer Transylvanian 
costume drama, enticed by negligéed disciples of 
Dracula or caught up in the deadly embrace of the caped 
Count himself. Or you'd go sci-fi and awaken on board a 
spaceship with a monster chasing you round the 
corridors. 
 
Tonight's alternative slasher movie double bill continues 
with the 2015 film THE FINAL GIRLS, in which a bunch of 
characters begin their evening watching an 80s psycho-
in-the-woods offering, and ultimately wind up on screen 
themselves. What's truly great about THE FINAL GIRLS is 
that the irresistible initial concept is then beautifully 
developed, playing around cleverly with established 
slasher clichés, having its trapped teenagers bringing a 
21st century awareness to their oh-so-80s predicament, 
and even lacing in a nice 'family relationship' subplot 

too. As for the film's pedigree, it doesn't come much 
better - one of the writers of the frankly brilliant script 
was Joshua John Miller, the son of Jason Miller who so 
memorably played Father Damien Karras in the 1973 
classic THE EXORCIST. Joshua had also been an actor 
since childhood, making his debut in HALLOWEEN III: 
SEASON OF THE WITCH aged seven.  
 
The title of course refers to that standard slasher trope, 
the 'Final Girl'. Although many critics in the late 
seventies and early eighties protested that the new 
wave of slaughter-based horrors were sexist and 
demeaning to women, fans of the films often pointed 
out that just as many guys received hatchets to the face, 
axes in the head, arrows through the neck and so on - 
and that it was usually a feisty female who turned out as 
the lone survivor, taking on the killer for the ultimate 
prize of survival. Indeed, even the killers themselves 
would often be revealed as women, defeating the 
viewpoint that these films were somehow all to do with 
males exerting power and influence. Not in FRIDAY THE 
13TH they don't, as Mrs. Voorhees would be the first to 
tell anyone. Jamie Lee Curtis founded her whole 
successful acting career on playing the final girl in 
HALLOWEEN, PROM NIGHT and TERROR TRAIN, while 
FRIDAY THE 13TH parts one, two, and three, TEXAS 
CHAIN SAW MASSACRE one and two, A NIGHTMARE ON 
ELM STREET and countless others feature key examples 
of the concept. Final girls were never planned as such, 
they just seem to have emerged naturally - if the murder 
of attractive young women was seen as somehow 
appealing to audiences, then this was more than 
balanced out by the greater appeal of seeing Jamie Lee 
and co. fighting back and destroying the evil, at least 
until the next sequel. THE FINAL GIRLS plays very neatly 
with the whole idea, and actually invests it with a rather 
unexpected and heartwarming sense of meaning. 
 
I hope you enjoy THE FINAL GIRLS - it's at once 
something a little bit different for Fright Club, while at 
the same time being ultra-typical. Proof that you can 
both have your machete and use it, maybe. We're going 
into outer space next month for EVENT HORIZON - but 
before you buckle up into your spacesuits for that one, 
get ready for tonight's trip to Camp Bloodbath. 
 
 
EVENT HORIZON 
 
Hello and welcome to QUAD for tonight's Fright Club 
excursion into outer space. Later this year QUAD will be 
starting a new regular addition to the programme, 
showcasing and reviving movies from the 1990s - always 
ahead of the game here at Fright Club, we're getting in 
there first this evening with 1997 science fiction shocker 
EVENT HORIZON. 
 
Now we normally like to present full movies to you - but 
as you may be aware, that seems to be an impossibility 
where EVENT HORIZON as concerned. The film was 
planned as a substantially longer offering from 
Paramount Studios. Paramount were also co-funding 
James Cameron's TITANIC, handling the North American 
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release of that blockbuster - TITANIC was scheduled for 
a big summer opening on July 2nd, but the release was 
pushed back to Christmas week when Cameron's 
shooting schedule overran. The studio now had a hole in 
its summer release roster, and began putting pressure 
on director Paul Anderson to rush EVENT HORIZON to 
completion, to help fill the iceberg-sized gap. In their 
panic, Paramount's executives also decided to interfere 
with the editing of EVENT HORIZON, and Anderson's 
intent to make this into a big extravaganza was 
curtailed, with the film being slashed to a 96-minute 
running time.  
 

 
 
Anderson was forced into assembling a director's cut to 
screen to test audiences, but in the rush his two hour 
and ten minute version was a fairly ragged affair, with 
several substandard acting or special effects takes 
included. Those viewers who saw that early, messy 
version responded negatively, not surprisingly, and 
Paramount hacked the film down to 96 minutes - 
Anderson himself had wanted it to run at about one 
hour fifty, but was stuck with the truncated studio cut. 
The movie became quite a hit on home video, leading 
Paramount to consider issuing an extended release - but 
by the time they got round to thinking that way, the 
deleted footage seems to have been lost or destroyed. 
Some snippets have resurfaced over the years, and if 
you check YouTube you'll find a few of the missing 
moments. Something to do when you get home. 
 
In 2012 it was announced that producer Lloyd Levin had 
located a videocassette containing the full version of the 
movie, but last year Anderson confirmed that the tape 
was unusable as a source for restoring the film, so it 
seems we'll have to settle for what we already have. 
 
Not that that is altogether bad news, though. EVENT 
HORIZON in its existing form is a visual feast, and 
features a host of heavyweight acting talent at its heart. 
Sam Neill, always so good at playing 'everyman' type 
characters, and equally effective portraying silky smooth 
villains in the James Mason mould, gets a chance to go 
to town here - Neill goes full-on in a way that we're 
more used to seeing from an Anthony Perkins or Nicolas 
Cage, and is so great that I wish he'd done more of these 
over-the-top roles during his career. Larry Fishburne, 
Joely Richardson, Jason Isaacs and the ever-dependable 
Sean Pertwee do their stuff, keeping the momentum 
going, and Anderson provides a mixture of tension, 
mystery, action, metaphysics, and shocks. The film has 
been described as 'HELLRAISER in space', and whoever 
said that isn't far wrong. 

Director Anderson has rather specialised in big-budget' 
high concept horror, fantasy and science fiction over the 
years, being the main man behind the successful 
RESIDENT EVIL franchise and having also directed the 
likes of MORTAL KOMBAT, SOLDIER, ALIEN VS. 
PREDATOR, and DEATH RACE. It's reported that he will 
be tackling another videogame adaptation soon with a 
proposed cinema version of ‘Monster Hunter’. He's 
perhaps best described as "the Michael Bay it's ok to 
like", and although his films are never going to win 
highbrow critical acclaim, they are rarely dull. Even in its 
somewhat compromised form, EVENT HORIZON is a 
feast for the eyes and looks fantastic on the big screen - 
and considering it is a major studio item, tampered with 
by the suits and far from how the director originally 
intended, it contains more than its share of truly 
shocking gory imagery and plenty of surprises. So, 
spacesuits on, all aboard the Lewis & Clark - we're 
heading towards Neptune... and possibly beyond.  
 
 
THE EVIL DEAD 

Dearly beloved, we are gathered here today, to mark 
the passing of a notable Derby institution. Fright Club is 
no more. 

For almost ten years now, Fright Club has provided local 
horror fans with a monthly fix of screen shudders and 
shocks. It's been in poor health recently, supported by a 
core of regular viewers who have remained loyal to the 
cause of big screen horror, but sadly we've just not been 
able to sustain our past success. All bad things must 
come to an end, as they say, and tonight we come to 
bury Fright Club. But we also come to praise this 
venerable feature slot on QUAD's programme. 

Over the past decade we've shown over 150 Fright Club 
presentations, most of them in the traditional Friday late 
show spot, others during Derby Film Festival and 
Paracinema. I'd like to think that we helped spawn the 
successful annual all-nighter, Dead & Breakfast, which 
I'm told will continue every Halloween weekend, and 
the occasional Cathedral screenings of fare such as THE 
WICKER MAN and THE HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME. 

I've been your horror host for almost all of the Friday 
shows, and it's been a treat to have been able to deliver 
brief informative introductions before each movie, 
hopefully telling you a few things you didn't already 
know or making you look at some old favourites in an 
askew, slightly different way.  

Our occasional double bills revived an ancient cinematic 
horror tradition - I'm decrepit enough to have frequently 
attended two-movies-for-the-price-of-one billings way 
back in the 1970s, and so it's been special whenever 
we've had the chance to imitate that format - 
Christopher Lee in DRACULA paired with Vincent Price as 
WITCHFINDER GENERAL, or an 'estate agent's 
nightmare' programme featuring POLTERGEIST and 
Asian gorefest DREAM HOUSE, or our John Carpenter 
duo of THE THING and THE WARD which I'd like to think 
paved the way for QUAD's more recent 'John Carpenter 
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Day' pre-Xmas quadruple bills last year and in a couple 
of weeks' time - be here, won't you, on December 8th for 
a Sunday afternoon worshipping the great JC and 
bowing at the altars of BIG TROUBLE IN LITTLE CHINA, 
HALLOWEEN, IN THE MOUTH OF MADNESS, and 
CHRISTINE? Not to be missed. 

Our slasher pairings have brought you more FRIDAY THE 
13TH sequels than you could shake a rusty machete at - 
and one of our truly exceptional nights here was in 
presenting 1981 slasher classic THE BURNING alongside 
the much more recent meta slasher movie THE FINAL 
GIRLS, a really rather lovely and touching homage to 80s 
psychokiller fare which went down a storm with the 
audience. 

 

We've shown gems from the Italian maestros like 
Argento's DEEP RED, SUSPIRIA and INFERNO, the latter 
of which I memorably declared was "the greatest film 
20th Century Fox have ever released" at the climax of 
one emotional night here as the credits rolled. Then 
there was Lucio Fulci's CITY OF THE LIVING DEAD, in an 
Arrow Video restoration so visually stunning that it was 
like watching 3D without glasses, and the same 
director's controversial and heart wrenching DON'T 
TORTURE A DUCKLING, which DJ Darrell followed up 
with a stonking two-hour set of Italian cinematic shock 
rock and Morricone strings down in the cafe bar; and 
Sergio Martino's awesome YOUR VICE IS A LOCKED 
ROOM AND ONLY I HAVE THE KEY, or IL TUO VIZIO È 
UNA STANZA CHIUSA E SOLO IO NE HO LA CHIAVE, a film 
so incredible that Stanley Kubrick borrowed liberally 
from it for THE SHINING. Which we've also shown, of 
course.  

Antipodean gems like THE BABADOOK, ROAD GAMES, 
HOUSEBOUND and the brilliant kidnap/torture drama 
HOUNDS OF LOVE; examples of the 'New French 
Extremity' of the early 2000s such as MARTYRS and 
RAW; marvellous new American indie movies including 
MODEL HUNGER, BLESSED ARE THE CHILDREN, and the 
unforgettable KILL, GRANNY, KILL; and dozens more. We 
even showed a film called FROZEN at Fright Club once - 
no, not that one, nothing to do with Elsa, this was Adam 
Green's snowbound shocker about three young people 
stuck on a dangling cable car one freezing night and 
menaced by the extreme weather conditions and the 
hungry wolves snapping at their feet.  

Speaking of FROZEN, I suppose the time has now come 
to "let it go". We will mourn Fright Club, but let's 
celebrate the ten years of traumatic, toxic, tremendous, 
terrifying movies which I've enjoyed viewing alongside 
all of you. Can I take this opportunity to thank everyone 
at QUAD for staging the Fright Club events, in particular 
Adam J Marsh for giving me this platform each month, 
to Adam Crowther who has programmed the shows for 
the past couple of years, to Alex Davis who has added 
his own brand of ultra-excessive horror to QUAD's 
programme on occasion and who helped to bring the 
notorious but really rather friendly German director Jorg 
Buttgereit over to the UK as a special Fright Club guest, 
and to you, the familiar faces who have supported the 
shows and turned up as audience members time after 
time.  

Fright Club as a brand may be about to be consigned to 
the grave - earth to earth, ashes to ashes, dust to dust - 
but I'm assured that horror will continue to feature in 
some form as part of QUAD's regular ongoing 
programme, so please do keep on coming to 
Paracinema, Dead & Breakfast, and our other special 
events. 

We're going out with a real bang, though. As your host 
for the evening, I'm rather redundant tonight - because, 
for once, we've got a movie for you that needs no 
introduction whatsoever. Sam Raimi's early 80s classic, 
THE EVIL DEAD. I'm dedicating this screening to the 
memory of Nik Powell, one of the founders of Palace 
Pictures, who died earlier this month aged 69 - Nik 
helped secure U.K. distribution for EVIL DEAD and even 
had to defend the movie in court during the video 
nasties era, so without him you might not have had a 
chance to ever watch the film. We screened ARMY OF 
DARKNESS and EVIL DEAD II over the years here, and I 
think I'm right in saying that we have therefore shown 
the franchise backwards. That's how we roll, that's how 
fucked up we are at Fright Club. So - Goodnight. Let the 
bed bugs bite. And for one final time, here's my Fright 
Club catchphrase, three words that might well be carved 
on my own tombstone when the time comes - enjoy the 
movie. Let's Bruce! 
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QUAD INTROS 

Despite the rumours, I’m not simply all about the horror. 
My wider movie interests and knowledge of such are 
often tapped into by QUAD in Derby, as I am hired to 
provide introductions for film screenings beyond my 
‘discomfort zone’, eschewing the slashers and the 
monsters for a brief moment to talk instead about the 
bigger picture. QUAD includes a regular ‘Midweek Treat’ 
matinee slot within its programme, for which I 
occasionally provide holiday relief, and the venue will 
also ask me to present one-off shows or become 
involved in film seasons (you’ll find three pieces here 
from an Ingmar Bergman retrospective, for example). 
And no, your eyes don’t deceive you - there are a 
handful of stray horrors here, included in this section as 
they were screened during festivals or as special events 
rather than official ‘Fright Club’ nights. An online piece I 
was asked to contribute to launch a Brian De Palma 
season is also present here, largely because I couldn’t 
think of anywhere else to place it. 

Should you read the piece on THE RIGHT STUFF, 
incidentally, please note that the person intended to 
host an 8 pm screening of the movie was otherwise 
indisposed on the day; I was contacted at 2.30 in the 
afternoon and asked to step in. The intro reproduced 
here was hastily written by about 4 pm and duly 
delivered live later that evening. Not a bad job, if I say so 
myself. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BEN-HUR 

Good afternoon and welcome to QUAD for today’s 
screening of BEN-HUR. This is the latest in QUAD’s 
regular and ongoing ‘Epic’ season - every so often in our 
programme, whenever we can find a spare four hours or 
so on a Sunday, we’ll take you back to those golden days 
when movies were big beyond belief. My name’s Darrell 
Buxton, I’m a Derby-based freelance film lecturer and 
writer, and I’m here today to say a few words pertaining 
to BEN HUR before we settle down to view this classic 
feature. 

BEN-HUR was released in 1959, at the peak of a post-
war cycle of ginormous Biblical and/or historically-
themed Hollywood productions which were intended as 
the box-office mega-hits of their day. In the 21st century 
we get Batman, Superman, Thor and the Hulk; way back 
when, audiences got Moses, Cleopatra, Roman legions, 
and Jesus.  

Naturally that doyen of the super-inflated cinematic 
sensation, Cecil B. DeMille, had laid down the gauntlet 
when his sprawling 1956 monster THE TEN 
COMMANDMENTS hit screens worldwide, bringing a bit 
of Old Testament fire and brimstone to the rock’n’roll 
era. The major studios had already brought us SAMSON 
AND DELILAH, about which Groucho Marx is reputed to 
have declared “I never see movies where the man’s tits 
are bigger than the woman’s”; QUO VADIS, pitching 
Roman general Robert Taylor and Christian slave girl 
Deborah Kerr headlong into an immense 3-hour saga of 
infatuation and lust; THE ROBE, the first CinemaScope 
release, starring Richard Burton and Jean Simmons in 
the story of the Roman military unit assigned to crucify 
Christ; DEMETRIUS AND THE GLADIATORS, the sequel to 
THE ROBE; and DAVID AND BATHSHEBA, a 1951 title 
starring Gregory Peck as King David, advertised with the 
tagline “Mighty as Goliath!”, and featuring a lavishly-
crafted replica of the Ark of the Covenant, which 
suggests a certain Mr. Spielberg may well have taken 
notes when seeing this as a boy. 

So by 1959 the stage was set for a movie to top even 
THE TEN COMMANDMENTS  - and MGM  appointed 
director William Wyler, the Tinseltown legend behind 
such award-laden hits as WUTHERING HEIGHTS, MRS 
MINIVER, THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES and ROMAN 
HOLIDAY, to revive the tale of Ben-Hur, previously 
filmed as a silent movie in 1925. Most movie directors at 
that time, even the biggest names, fairly churned out 
new work at the rate of two or three a year, but Wyler’s 
productions seemed to be given space to breathe - 
between 1939 and 1965, for instance, Wyler directed 
eighteen films. His output may have lacked in quantity 
but more than compensated in quality and prestige. 
BEN-HUR looked to be in safe hands.  

Where Ramon Novarro and Francis X. Bushman in the 
1925 version had perhaps failed to convince as friends 
of long-standing now finding themselves on opposite 
sides following the Roman occupation of Jerusalem, 
Charlton Heston and Stephen Boyd manage effectively 
to convey their connection, creating compelling drama 
out of the gulf that now exists between them. Heston is 
at his peak here, in his signature role  - all straining 
sinews, bare chest, grimacing tortured expressions and 
emotive pleading coupled with a driving desire for 
justice and vengeance; he certainly drew on the 
character of Judah Ben-Hur later in his career, his role as 
‘Taylor’ in two PLANET OF THE APES movies for instance 
sharing many of the same qualities. For such a vast and 
expensive undertaking by a major studio, it’s worth 
noting that the remainder of the principal cast is made 
up of noted character players rather than other major 
stars - the likes of Boyd, Jack Hawkins, Andre Morell, 
John le Mesurier (and how often do you get to see 
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Sergeant Wilson standing next to Chuck Heston?!)  - and 
that the story is carried along by its smaller, quieter 
moments and occurrences, by its relationships, by its 
sense of community, with the grandstanding set-pieces 
merely the icing on the cake. Having said all that, the 
film’s famous, utterly absorbing and involving chariot 
race looks stunning to this day, and it’s gratifying to see 
that one of cinema’s most daring stuntmen, the great 
Yakima Canutt, is given proper billing as a second unit 
director for his work in helping to stage this 
unforgettable sequence along with Andrew Morton. As 
for the galley scene with its lashes, chains, sweaty 
sculpted torsos, “ramming speed”, and emphasis on 
rhythmic thrusting, it plays like some kind of homo-
erotic dream, with Miklos Rosza’s award-winning score 
pumping out repetitive accompaniment to tremendous 
effect. Speaking of awards, BEN-HUR was nominated for 
twelve Oscars, and won a record-breaking eleven of 
them; for best picture, director, actor, music, 
cinematography, costumes, editing, sound recording, art 
direction, special effects, and for Hugh Griffith as best 
supporting actor playing the memorable Sheik Ilderim.  

In 1979 the Monty Python team lampooned the entire 
genre of the bloated Biblical blockbuster with their 
classic comedy LIFE OF BRIAN, and although our film this 
afternoon has its share of silly names and long lists of 
what-the-Romans-did-for-us, at least the Python gang 
paid some respect with the poster for their movie, 
stating that LIFE OF BRIAN “makes BEN-HUR look like an 
epic”! In fact BEN-HUR rather set the template for LIFE 
OF BRIAN  - as we watch Judah’s eventful story, every so 
often we catch a glimpse of another fella in the 
background called Jesus Christ, going about his business 
of working miracles, tending to the poor and needy, 
preaching his sermons and so on, almost as though 
we’re looking the wrong way at the wrong film! 

The movie’s immense success, critically, commercially, 
and in terms of being festooned with awards, naturally 
led to an even greater boost in the production of this 
particular type of epic. The following year, 1960, 
brought audiences Stanley Kubrick’s SPARTACUS, 
penned by the Hollywood outcast Dalton Trumbo as 
depicted in this year’s recent Oscar-nominated biopic 
starring Bryan Cranston  - on a lesser note, the same 
year also saw ESTHER AND THE KING hit the screen, this 
one a vehicle for Joan Collins and decidedly second 
division stuff in comparison. KING OF KINGS, BARABBAS, 
THE LAST DAYS OF SODOM AND GOMORRAH, 
CLEOPATRA, and THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD 
followed in successive years, giving fans of such grand 
productions an almost annual treat, but John Huston’s 
misguided attempt to film THE BIBLE in 1966 seems to 
have sounded the death knell - two hours and fifty four 
minutes and he still only made it halfway through 
Genesis, in less than convincing fashion. Occasional 
attempts to revive the form have been made in the past 
thirty years or so, with variable results  - I’ll leave you to 
debate the merits of KING DAVID, THE LAST 
TEMPTATION OF CHRIST, THE PASSION OF THE CHRIST, 
EXODUS: GODS AND KINGS, and NOAH. And Kazakh-
born director Timur Bekmambetov, the man behind 
NIGHT WATCH, DAY WATCH, WANTED and ABRAHAM 

LINCOLN; VAMPIRE HUNTER, has been working on a 
BEN-HUR remake due for release later this year, starring 
Jack Huston, Morgan Freeman, and Britain’s own Toby 
Kebbell.  

For the time being, though, settle into your chariots, 
crack the whip at our projectionist, and revel in the 1959 
adaptation, a movie that still sets the benchmark for 
epic cinema. Charlton Heston in William Wyler’s BEN-
HUR. 

 

MODEL HUNGER 

We offer you some crazy stuff during the Fantastiq 
weekends, and if you were here for the 2015 festival 
you can't fail to remember our pick-up from Southend's 
'Horror-on-Sea' event, the outrageous modern 
grindhouse splatter sensation KILL, GRANNY, KILL! Well, 
as is our wont here in Derby, we've picked up another 
granny for you this year. 

I attended Paul Cotgrove's ever-entertaining Southend 
horror bash once again last January and, as well as 
BANJO and THE SNARLING which also form highlights of 
the Fantastiq bill, I saw the movie we're about to parade 
before your disbelieving gaze. It's called MODEL 
HUNGER, and if you like the idea of KILL, GRANNY, KILL! 
uprooting itself from the backwoods and relocating to 
an urban city environment, you'll find yourselves in 
horror heaven.  

MODEL HUNGER is the directorial debut of Debbie 
Rochon, the Scream Queens' Scream Queen. In the 
recent past Debbie has documented her career in the 
pages of Fangoria magazine, in the no holds barred 
monthly column 'Diary of the Deb'. At last count her 
IMDb acting credits numbered around 250, putting her 
on a par with legends like Sir Christopher Lee and John 
Carradine. Hell, she's been in nearly as many movies as 
Eric Roberts during the 21st century to date! And surely 
you all remember Deb from SCREECH OF THE 
DECAPITATED, DR. HORROR'S EROTIC HOUSE OF IDIOTS, 
ANAL PAPRIKA 3: MÉNAGE-A-DEATH, SANDY HOOK 
LINGERIE PARTY MASSACRE, SCROTAL VENGEANCE, and  
- lest we forget  - TALES FROM THE CRAPPER. 

Deb's a real trouper, mind you. Despite her resume 
giving the impression that she will act for food, should 
you happen upon one of these video bargain bin or 
pound shop DVD shelf fillers, whatever else the movie in 
question happens to fling at you, you'll emerge with a 
clear vision of Ms. Rochon's usually first-rate, committed 
and determined contribution forefront in your mind. 
Take the 2014 British flick SERIAL KALLER, for instance. 
Plot? Yes, that old standard again, "psycho offs the 
working girls at Babestation in various gruesome ways". 
So far, so ho hum. But Debbie transforms SERIAL KALLER 
into something very special indeed, with an incredible 
turn as an ageing waitress harbouring dreams of 
working those late-night TV sex phone lines herself, 
convincing us that her cougar-like ambitions are vital to 
her life and self-respect. Her contribution to SERIAL 
KALLER's deranged final act lifts the movie several extra 
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hellish notches, leaving you in no doubt that she 
approached this cheap little slasher item as though she 
had secured the role of Lady Macbeth or stolen a 
prestigious lead earmarked for Meryl Streep or Helen 
Mirren. 

Debbie has shown such ambition throughout her career, 
and while quick to praise other talents crossing her 
working path, will call out producers or directors with 
whom she disagrees or who simply aren't capable of the 
task in hand, even if that task is a picture about mega-
mammaried Martian mutants on a budget of $1.98. So it 
came as no surprise when she took up the directorial 
reins on MODEL HUNGER. Debbie is an easy target for 
the scummier echelons of horror fandom, and 
constantly comes in for heaps of abuse and insults, 
which of course she is more than able to fend off, 
ignore, or turn back on her critics  - but I'm pleased to 
say that MODEL HUNGER has been the recipient of 
worldwide praise, and this first foray into directing  - 
which could have proven a focus for the latest barrage 
of hostility and personal attacks  - has managed to 
silence any doubters simply by virtue of its quality. 

In using the word ‘quality’ there, I can sense the 42nd 
Street wannabes in the audience getting a tad antsy! 
Don't worry, grindhousers, MODEL HUNGER gets my 
nod because of, rather than in spite of, its sleazy, gory, 
seriously shocking aspects. It's a perfect choice for 
Fantastiq's late, late slot and guaranteed to satisfy the 
primal urges of the basest blood-and-guts devotee. No 
need to drool and nod along in recognition, we know 
who you are. But there's so much more to MODEL 
HUNGER than mere depravity. Debbie seems cool and 
assured behind the camera, building the story with 
effortless effect, cranking up the violent set pieces at 
just the right junctures, and wrenching quite, quite 
astonishing turns out of 70s legend Lynn Lowry and 
former Troma pin-up Tiffany Shepis. Fans of THE 
CRAZIES, SHIVERS, SCORE or I DRINK YOUR BLOOD will 
question my judgement here, but Lowry has never been 
better - the role of former catwalk queen Ginny Reilly 
seems to fit her like a Gucci gown, and she achieves a 
proper, layered, affecting performance in this featured 
part which could so easily have gone down a grotesque 
Baby Jane route. Shepis, meanwhile, is the absolute 
heart and soul of the film, with superb, subdued and 
understated playing as the troubled neighbour caught 
up in the mayhem. And for the John Waters fans in the 
audience  - that'll be all of you, then  - we even get a 
character who makes Divine seem demure, portrayed by 
the irrepressible Babette Bombshell, a cross-dressing 
self-promoter who styles himself "entertainer, artist, 
satirist, cult movie star, and proprietor of the world's 
only vacation getaway for ghosts". Tony, we need to 
invite Babette as a Fantastiq guest next year... 

If we've got you ravenous for MODEL HUNGER by now, 
prepare for a feast of gourmet grindhouse gluttony. The 
movie's tag line reads "Size zero is a bitch". We'll 
discover whether the same can be said for Lynn Lowry 
as this year's new entrant on QUAD's ever-increasing 
psycho pensioner register. Enjoy this gory gem - and do 
not eat the home cooking... 

YOUR VICE IS A LOCKED ROOM AND ONLY I HAVE THE 
KEY  

There were certain rites of passage you had to go 
through to earn your spurs as an Italian movie director 
in the sixties, seventies and eighties. Gothic spooker 
starring Babs Steele or any cheekboned starlet who 
vaguely resembled her? Check. Spanish-shot oater as 
part of an ongoing western series featuring a brand-
name anti-hero? Check. Cheapo plastic SF flick encasing 
your cast in costumes so shiny the studio lights reflected 
in them? Check. Convoluted contemporary thriller 
where the plot stops every ten minutes for the Costa-
Gavras or Bertolucci-isms to be rudely interrupted for 
someone in a stylish boutique outfit to have their throat 
garrotted by somebody else in an equally modish 
brimmed hat? Check. Mawkish tearjerking drama about 
a sickly hospitalised preteen who isn't going to bother 
writing a Christmas list this year? Check. Cannibal and/or 
zombie outrage? Goes without saying. Some years ago I 
even created a fictional filmmaker named 'Ferdinando 
Truccari' (anglicised to 'Ferdy Fake') and compiled his 
extensive and varied filmography to illustrate the very 
point I'm making - 'Truccari' did everything from Bond 
knockoffs to macaroni Mad Maxes before climaxing his 
'career' with the inevitable 'Black Rambo' (the Bobby 
Rhodes vehicle that never was, naturally). Somewhere 
along the way, Ferdinando crafted an adaptation of 
Poe's 'The Black Cat'. Of course he did.  

In the real world, 'The Black Cat' inexplicably became 
one of the essential stepping stones for any Italian 
director, aspiring or established. Fulci staged a version in 
an English village, ladling on the blood and guts as usual; 
Luigi Cozzi attempted a bizarre wrap-up of the Three 
Mothers trilogy using Poe's title, by all accounts failing 
to pay his cast and crew in the process if Caroline Munro 
and her bank manager's tales of woe are to be believed; 
and even Argento gave Poe a go, with Harvey Keitel on 
blistering method form as photographer 'Rod Usher'. 
Preceding all of these, giallo maestro Sergio Martino 
took a stab at walling up half of his cast in IL TUO VIZIO E 
UNA STANZA CHIUSA E SOLO IO NE HO LA CHIAVE, or 
YOUR VICE IS A LOCKED ROOM AND ONLY I HAVE THE 
KEY. Raincoat-garbed punters at U.K. fleapits and triple-
screen outlets were spared having to remember all that, 
being lured in instead by the catchy alternate title 
EXCITE ME and the promise  - for once, fulfilled to a 
large extent - of seeing the luminous Edwige Fenech in 
the nip. 

Edwige takes her tantalising time getting here, turning 
up over half an hour in but instantly grabbing the 
viewer's attention and proceeding to spice up the 
otherwise traditional "who's murdering who, who is 
going to be next and why?" fare on offer here. Like 
'Satan', the none-more-black moggy who prowls around 
the outskirts throughout, Edwige doesn't have a deal of 
a connection with the main thrust of events but boy are 
you glad she's there. My earlier comment about Martino 
taking a 'stab' at the classic source material is perhaps 
erroneous, since knives unusually play little part here  - 
instead, the killer (or one of them  - heh, heh, heh...) 
prefers more visually spectacular weaponry in the form 
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of a vicious-looking scythe blade, brought into play in a 
couple of stunningly directed and edited set-pieces 
accompanied by the most driving, frantic section of 
Bruno Nicolai's masterly score. Several different 
characters wear a lavish gown styled upon one sported 
by Mary Queen of Scots, a treacherous cliff edge comes 
into prominence more than once, there's a pavement 
cafe conversation about the benefits of European 
integration which makes more sense than anything I've 
heard from David Cameron or Michael Gove during our 
own current in/out E.U. debates, and even at the point 
where the plot grinds to a halt, it does so in order for us 
to watch five minutes of velocity-packed motocross. The 
film is also crammed with rounded and well-developed 
supporting figures, from the bunch of hippies taking 
nightly advantage of their well-off host's hospitality to 
my favourite, the ancient rag-and-bone crone wheezing 
along on her overloaded trike, all propping up the roll 
call of such Euro-staples as Anita Strindberg, Luigi Pistilli 
and Ivan Rassimov. And might YOUR VICE... have been a 
favourite of one Stanley Kubrick? Ten minutes from the 
end, there's the terrifying revelation that a novelist 
character has simply been spending their working hours 
typing out the same chilling sentence over and over and 
over... 

 

PLANET OF THE VAMPIRES 

Hello, welcome to Derby Museum for tonight's very 
special film show and celebration of a particular area of 
underappreciated Italian culture. My name's Darrell 
Buxton, I'm a Derby-based writer, lecturer and critic; 
editor of the books The Shrieking Sixties and Dead or 
Alive; and regular host of the monthly Fright Club horror 
strand over at QUAD. 

The whole world loves Ridley Scott's movie ALIEN, or so 
it sometimes seems. Well I hate it, and have done since I 
emerged, utterly underwhelmed, from a local cinema 
screening in 1980. I was already a big teenage monster 
movie nut, and had hoped that Scott's film might be the 
ultimate monster rampage. What was delivered instead 
was a rather silly, simplistic, often ludicrously plotted 
affair with few of the thrills I'd found elsewhere in 
science fiction. And don't get me started on the alien's 
lifecycle, which many fans of the film have attempted to 
explain or debate with me over subsequent decades - it 
doesn't make sense to me, and never will. 

Tonight here at the museum we're screening something 
far superior, Mario Bava's TERRORE NELLO SPAZIO, or 
PLANET OF THE VAMPIRES to you and me. Made in 
1965, and a key example of Euro SF of its era. In 1980 I 
hadn't seen it, nor Edward L. Cahn's 1958 drive-in mini-
classic IT! THE TERROR FROM BEYOND SPACE, also often 
considered influential; so my dislike of ALIEN had purely 
been based on Scott's movie's own aesthetic and 
obvious failings. So I was immensely gratified when 
finally catching up with Cahn's film, to find a lean, mean, 
exciting, 'monster on the loose on board a confined 
spacecraft' outing that managed not to bloat and inflate 
itself and which made sense, and which Scott had lifted 

virtually wholesale; and when I first watched PLANET OF 
THE VAMPIRES, and discovered how all of the little 
embellishments added to ALIEN had been thieved from 
an Italian source, Ridley's reputation took another huge 
hit with me. You'll see so much in ALIEN overtly lifted 
from PLANET OF THE VAMPIRES, but to be fair Ridley 
Scott isn't the only director to have supped from the 
Bava well. Martin Scorsese is a huge Mario fan, and has 
frequently spoken about seeing Bava's films in New York 
cinemas during his younger days. In tonight's film, pay 
particular attention to the use of coloured filters, 
lighting, gels, and dry ice to conjure up an eerily 
otherworldly image. And next time you watch Scorsese's 
GOODFELLAS, study the opening scene very carefully to 
watch Marty also use coloured filters, lighting, gels, dry 
ice... you get the picture? David Lynch, too, has 
borrowed from Mario Bava on several occasions, most 
notably the scene in INLAND EMPIRE where Laura Dern 
frenetically pursues a prowling mystery figure who turns 
out to be herself. A terrific moment in perhaps my very 
favourite film of the 21st century so far, but wholly lifted 
from an identical chase sequence involving Giacomo 
Rossi Stuart in Bava's 1966 masterpiece KILL, BABY... 
KILL! 

Mario Bava was particularly admired for his string of 
moody, beautifully photographed, 60s and 70s shock 
horror classics which often managed to cleverly 
intertwine psychological and supernatural fears. BLACK 
SUNDAY, banned in Britain for eight years, is a 
sumptuous feast of chiaroscuro creepiness, renowned 
for its brutal opening scene where a spiked mask is 
malleted on to the face of an accused witch. BLACK 
SABBATH contains a trio of terrifying tales, one of which 
stars Boris Karloff as a grizzled vampire patriarch in an 
episode based on Tolstoy's 'Family of the Vourdalak'; 
another, called 'A Drop of Water' is regarded by many 
horror specialists as the scariest short film ever made, all 
about a corpse returning to reclaim a piece of purloined 
jewellery. A Birmingham heavy metal quartet called 
Earth noticed BLACK SABBATH playing at their local 
cinema and decided that a name change for their band 
might be in order... you know the rest of that saga! 
Bava's most chilling cinematic offering has to be 1966's 
OPERAZIONE PAURA, released to English-speaking areas 
as KILL, BABY... KILL! - the groovy title belies the grim, 
gloomy feel of this unnerving ghost story involving the 
spectre of a dead child and a series of strange murders 
where the victims have silver coins embedded in their 
hearts. A year later the emperor of sixties Italian cinema, 
Federico Fellini, adapted Edgar Allan Poe's story TOBY 
DAMMIT into a short film  - and guess what, openly stole 
most of his spooky imagery from Bava's neglected 
chiller. From the financially greed-driven parade of 
murderers-killing-murderers in BAY OF BLOOD, to the 
striking display of modern voodoo involving a jet 
aeroplane and a garden swing in SHOCK, from the 
satanic conundrum of LISA AND THE DEVIL to the period 
costume drama about a cursed and deadly statue, THE 
VENUS OF ILLE, Bava maintained his level of style, skill, 
and individuality throughout the seventies  - sadly he 
died suddenly in April 1980, mere days after being given 
a full bill of health by his physician. Since his death, 
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Bava's reputation has been elevated by the strong 
support and admiration of a bunch of keen and 
committed fans, and today he's rated as one of the key 
Italian filmmakers of the 20th century, as well as having 
been a superb cinematographer, a special effects ace, a 
reliable and dependable project-saver often called in to 
finish the work of other directors who may have been 
dismissed or walked away from their movies, and a man 
who brought artistry and grace to the generally 
critically-frowned-upon world of fright films. 

PLANET OF THE VAMPIRES was a rare excursion into the 
realm of science fiction for Bava  - in the mid-sixties 
other Italians, notably Antonio Margheriti, were tackling 
interplanetary and alien space themes, but it was an 
unfamiliar area for Mario. Applying all of his regular 
tricks, Bava transforms what could have been rather 
flimsy fare into a ravishing visual feast, with snazzy black 
space suits trimmed with yellow, sleek-looking 
spacecraft, a convincing evocation of an alien landscape 
created out of nothing more than two polystyrene rocks 
left over from a sword-and-sandal historical adventure 
movie, and more than a few surprises. Writing for the 
'Image journal' website, critic Derek Hill accurately 
summed up PLANET OF THE VAMPIRES by saying "the 
film literally feels like a pulp magazine cover come to 
life". The Monthly Film Bulletin praised Bava, 
commenting that the director "does atmospheric 
wonders with pastel-shaded fog and cunning 
camerawork". Kat Ellinger's 2013 piece on the movie, for 
the website 'Gore Splattered Corner', notes similarities 
with Gene Roddenberry's TV science fiction sensation 
'Star Trek', but - guess what?  - points out that Bava's 
film hit cinemas a full year before Captain Kirk and 
company boldly went on telly. We'll leave the final word 
to the world's leading Mario Bava expert, Tim Lucas of 
'Video Watchdog' magazine. Lucas spent years and years 
putting together his epic book on Bava, a vast 1100-page 
tome called 'All The Colors Of The Dark', and within this 
masterwork he remarks that with PLANET OF THE 
VAMPIRES, "Bava achieved a rare, wholly successful 
fusion of horror and science fiction  - using imagery 
borrowed from his earlier peplum pictures  - that would 
prove lastingly influential". Lucas also cites David 
Twohy's film with Vin Diesel, PITCH BLACK, and Brian De 
Palma's MISSION TO MARS, alongside ALIEN, as further 
cases where Hollywood has taken inspiration from 
maestro Mario. 

Ok, time to buckle up, put on your space helmets, and 
ready yourselves for a journey out of this world and into 
terror territory. PLANET OF THE VAMPIRES - we have 
lift-off... 

 

BRIAN DE PALMA 

During spring and summer of 2016, QUAD will be 
bringing you a short season of films by Brian De Palma, 
one of the most talented but least appreciated figures in 
American cinema, and a genuine auteur. 

If De Palma has been noticed or recognised, it’s often 
been through the proclamations and protestations of 

those taking a negative view  - Brian’s immense artistry, 
matchless skill at operatic visual set-pieces, spectacular 
use of close-up/split-screen/slow motion, and general 
mastery of his chosen medium, have frequently been 
ignored or trampled upon by those keen to accuse him 
of excess violence, misogyny, or plagiarism. In 
showcasing some of the finest, most breathtaking 
examples of his unique style, we hope to redress the 
balance and bring this major player back into the 
limelight. 

And ‘player’ is an apt description in more ways than one, 
since Brian has proven himself as a true puppetmaster 
over the years, able to toy with audience expectation, 
pull out the rug from beneath us on countless occasions 
and still manage to catch us on the hop every time, to 
simultaneously elicit sympathy and evoke utter terror, 
and to startle with camera tricks and surprise via the 
most basic methods.  

QUAD will be showing De Palma’s still-controversial 
murder thrillers DRESSED TO KILL (1980) and BODY 
DOUBLE (1984); his satirical study of the Faustian 
maelstrom that is the music business, the baroquey 
horror show PHANTOM OF THE PARADISE (1974); and 
two of his diverse occasional excursions into 
gangsterism, the classics SCARFACE (1983) and THE 
UNTOUCHABLES (1987). In common with much of his 
work, each of these titles is a dazzling individual entry 
into its own self-contained universe, while at the same 
time providing a piece of the total De Palma puzzle, a 
world in which characters and events are rarely what 
they initially seem. 

De Palma was working regularly with Robert De Niro 
before most in Hollywood even knew that Bob existed. 
He was the first person to film a Stephen King novel 
(1976’s astonishing CARRIE, transforming King’s 
potboiler into a whirlwind of emotive mayhem), and 
spotted the post-70s-superstardom John Travolta’s 
potential as a dramatic leading man (in his supercharged 
1981 political-conspiracy-cum-slasher-opus BLOW OUT), 
years before PULP FICTION or GET SHORTY took the 
same route. He cast CARRIE while sitting alongside his 
friend George Lucas, the two overlapping and 
auditioning the same actors (several of whom wound up 
in Lucas’ production, a little space adventure named 
STAR WARS). He also kickstarted the wildly successful 
MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE franchise, and gave Sean Penn 
one of the most memorable roles of his troubled career 
in the Al Pacino starrer CARLITO’S WAY. 

He’s regularly called out as being nothing more than a 
second-rate Hitchcock, but Brian revels in such 
seemingly damning comparison and thieves from the 
Master of Suspense in a boldly blatant manner  - in 
1984, just as five long-unseen Hitchcock gems were re-
released to an almighty clamour from filmgoers 
worldwide, De Palma’s response was to craft the 
staggering BODY DOUBLE (his masterpiece, no question) 
by rudely shunting the plots of VERTIGO and REAR 
WINDOW together, as though to inform us “I’ve been 
learning from these pictures for years, and wait till you 
see what I’ve done with all that education”. The thrilling 
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tableaux he presents in films such as THE BLACK DAHLIA, 
THE UNTOUCHABLES, OBSESSION, SISTERS, FEMME 
FATALE, RAISING CAIN, THE FURY and PASSION  - 
whipping up a vibrant, exhilarating mood once famously 
referred to by critic John Brosnan as “the rush”  - are 
dynamic, like little mini-movies within their own host 
features, and, almost without exception, are the bits you 
find yourself discussing on your journey home. His 
quirky, rebellious sense of humour dominates many of 
Brian’s less well-known works (GREETINGS, HI, MOM!, 
GET TO KNOW YOUR RABBIT, HOME MOVIES, WISE 
GUYS) but also pops up unexpectedly right in the middle 
of his horror films and thrillers, to disconcerting and 
refreshingly unusual effect.   

The expanse of a cinema screen is really the only place 
to fully experience Brian De Palma at his best  - so join 
us at QUAD, to pay tribute to one of America’s unsung, 
maverick movie legends. And watch out for those twist 
endings… 

 

HEAVY METAL 

Hello and welcome to QUAD's latest one-off screening in 
our Fringe Cinema strand - via Fringe Cinema, and our 
regular Asian film night Satori Screen, our celebration of 
1980s movies Crossing The Streams, and our monthly 
trip into terror with Fright Club, QUAD offers chances 
galore to catch up on some of those great cult items 
from the past or, indeed, the new films that may go on 
to achieve similar status with fans. We also run a Fringes 
loyalty scheme, by way of which you can get to see a 
cult movie for free if you attend any five other Fringe 
Cinema or related performances - check the QUAD 
website for details. 

We're getting all animated this evening. We'd been 
hoping to bring you Ralph Bakshi's controversial FRITZ 
THE CAT, but it has proven unavailable. In its place 
we've got something just as appealing to admirers of 
adult animation, the 1981 feature film HEAVY METAL. 

HEAVY METAL features many quality names among its 
participants - it was produced by Ivan Reitman, the 
director of GHOSTBUSTERS; it features Dan O'Bannon, of 
ALIEN fame, among the writers; legendary Hollywood 
composer Elmer Bernstein provides the music; the voice 
cast includes the likes of Eugene Levy from the 
AMERICAN PIE series, Ghostbuster Harold Ramis, and 
the late, great John Candy; and renowned comics artist 
Bernie Wrightson, British/Hungarian animation pioneer 
John Halas of ANIMAL FARM fame, and production 
designer Michael Gross (creator of the famous 
GHOSTBUSTERS 'no ghosts' logo) all feature prominently 
too. The film was directed by Gerald Potterton, a major 
player in the early days of the Canadian film industry - 
Potterton had worked as an animator on the psychedelic 
Beatles movie YELLOW SUBMARINE, and also directed 
an absolutely wonderful live action short in 1965 called 
THE RAILRODDER, allowing silent film comedy giant 
Buster Keaton one last glorious chance to show off his 
towering talents. 

HEAVY METAL is an attempt to capture on film 
something of the style of the French publication 'Metal 
Hurlant'. 'Metal Hurlant' was the brainchild of 
celebrated Parisian comics artist Jean Giraud, aka 
Moebius, along with Jean-Pierre Dionnet, Philippe 
Druillet, and Bernard Farkas - this quartet assembled to 
create a magazine that would appeal to a more mature 
comics connoisseur, combining science fiction with 
eroticism and bringing the sensibility of the 
underground arts scene on to mainstream news-stands. 
The title translates as 'howling metal', and the first issue 
appeared to some acclaim in December 1974. The mag 
was published in France until 1987 but has since been 
revived; and globally, it became a hit via the American 
version, renamed 'Heavy Metal', brought out by HM 
Communications in 1977 and taken over by Kevin 
Eastman's Metal Mammoth Inc. from mid-1992. 

The movie version wasn't a hit on its original release, 
but seen now, it really does offer a little time capsule 
reflecting the fantasy film trends of the day. HEAVY 
METAL features half a dozen separate stories with the 
clever linking device of a glowing green orb called the 
Loc-Nar, which pops up throughout and has a 
considerable influence on the events and the choices 
made by different characters. In the early 80s fans of 
fantasy, science fiction and horror were spoilt for choice, 
and you'll see here elements of the trends for sword and 
sorcery films, zombie movies, dystopian nightmares, and 
so on. In the era of CONAN THE BARBARIAN, ZOMBIE 
FLESH EATERS, ESCAPE FROM NEW YORK and BLADE 
RUNNER, here's a production that echoes - and in many 
of those cases, actually anticipates by a year or so - the 
popular concepts frequently seen in fantastic cinema of 
those times. 

 

The film's six episodes, plus an introductory scene, the 
linking story, and an epilogue, were all farmed out to 
individual animation houses - this worked in a rather 
pleasing way aesthetically, and helps to give the finished 
work the feel of a comics anthology, where every few 
pages you'd reach the end of one story and move on to 
a splash page or selection of panelled artwork by a 
completely new team. Over the course of the next 
ninety minutes you'll see mutant barbarians, warrior 
women, gigantic spacecraft, robot sex, disintegration 
devices, airborne living dead, flying cars, and much, 
much more. In recent times, releases like the SIN CITY 
movies have adopted the same scattershot approach 
and have made a clear attempt to capture that same 
'comic book on screen' look and feel; in the immediate 
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wake of HEAVY METAL, George A. Romero and Stephen 
King teamed up for 1982's horror compendium 
CREEPSHOW, which tried to also transmit the weird 
tales from the drawing board on to the cinema canvas, 
in their case using a winning mixture of heavily-stylised 
live action, filled with primary colours and tilted angles, 
and somewhat basic but nevertheless effective 
animated sequences. 

There's an official sequel to HEAVY METAL, if you'd care 
to track it down - made in 2000 and indeed titled HEAVY 
METAL 2000, it features that great modern day movie 
heavy Michael Ironside; Penthouse Pet/scream 
queen/ex-wife of 'Heavy Metal' publisher Kevin Eastman 
- Julie Strain; and our very own Billy Idol toplining the 
voice cast, this time in a single 88-minute unbroken 
storyline. Over the years such major players as Robert 
Rodriguez, James Cameron, Tenacious D, and Guillermo 
Del Toro have been linked with a possible big screen 
return to the 'Metal Hurlant' universe, and about seven 
or eight years ago it seemed as though David Fincher 
was on the brink of overseeing a new, multi-episodic 
HEAVY METAL feature film, but all plans and proposals 
would appear to have evaporated for the time being. No 
matter, because at least tonight we can present you 
with the original. A quick scan of a few of the film's 
reviews reveals a range of critical responses: Dave Kehr 
of the 'Chicago Reader' said "Some of the animation is 
first-rate, particularly in the more modest comedy 
segments, and even the heavy set pieces have greater 
flash and dazzle than anything Ralph Bakshi mustered 
around the same period", while in the 'New York Times' 
Janet Maslin offered praise, commenting "HEAVY METAL 
has been animated with great verve, and scored very 
well, with music much less ear-splitting than the title 
would suggest". On the blog 'Through The Shattered 
Lens', a recent piece by Jedadiah Leland perhaps sums it 
all up best, writing: "I think I was twelve when I first saw 
HEAVY METAL. It came on HBO one night and I loved it. 
So did all of my friends. Can you blame us? It had 
everything that a twelve-year-old boy (especially a 12-
year-old boy who was more than a little on the nerdy 
side) could want out of a movie: boobs, loud music, and 
sci-fi violence. It was a tour of our secret fantasies. The 
fact that it was animated made it all the better. 
Animated films were not supposed to feature stuff like 
this. When my friends and I watched HEAVY METAL, we 
felt like we were getting away with something". 

So, settle into your seats for an excursion into geek 
heaven. And beware the power of the Loc-Nar... 

 

CAPTAIN FANTASTIC 

Hello and welcome to QUAD's regular matinee slot, our 
'Midweek Treat'. I'm standing in for your regular host for 
the next couple of weeks, my name's Darrell Buxton and 
I'm a freelance movie critic, part-time lecturer and 
scriptwriter. I occasionally teach here at QUAD, and 
indeed starting next month I'll be running an evening 
class on Wednesday nights covering the subject of the 
modern-day Western film, looking at the likes of 

BROKEBACK MOUNTAIN, THE HOMESMAN, NO 
COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN and BONE TOMAHAWK. Look 
out for further details of that in the QUAD brochure or 
on our website. 

For today, however, I'm here to introduce our screening 
of CAPTAIN FANTASTIC, directed by Matt Ross and 
starring Viggo Mortensen. If you've come along lured in 
by that title and are expecting the latest Marvel or D.C. 
superhero extravaganza, you'll be sorely disappointed 
by the lack of capes, masks, and musclebound crime 
fighters wearing their pants outside their trousers - for 
this CAPTAIN FANTASTIC is rather more down to earth. 
Indeed, Ross' film has an affinity with the Western itself, 
in that it adopts the form of that great American 
cinematic successor to the wagon train trail or 
cowpokes-herding-cattle saga - the Road Movie. 

It's also a fine example of a culture clash story, setting 
up a hippies-versus-the-establishment conflict worthy of 
a late 1960s drama. Director Matt Ross is here making 
his feature debut, and a very confident and assured one 
it is too - Ross is better known as an actor, having taken 
supporting  roles in films like 12 MONKEYS, THE 
AVIATOR, AMERICAN PSYCHO and GOOD NIGHT AND 
GOOD LUCK, and appeared on television in series 
including Six Feet Under and CSI. He even played Johnny 
Cash in a 2013 made-for-TV movie called RING OF FIRE. 
Matt has previously directed several acclaimed shorts 
which have screened at Sundance and other prominent 
festivals, and it's great to see this first full length film 
announcing the emergence of a striking new directorial 
talent - he's got an eye for the unusual and manages to 
give traditional themes and ideas a fresh new spin. 

As the lead character of Ben Cash, Viggo Mortensen 
once again proves himself capable of excelling in 
unusual roles that you can't imagine appealing to many 
other contemporary actors. Very much the sort of part 
you could imagine a young Jack Nicholson or Bruce Dern 
playing in the seventies, this, completely anti-
establishment and anti-authority, living his own life 
under his own rules. Mortensen is of course globally 
famous, having participated in Peter Jackson's LORD OF 
THE RINGS film series as Aragorn, but beyond screen 
fame he's a fascinating individual. He was married to 
cult punk star Exene Cervenka, lead singer of the 
legendary Los Angeles band 'X', for some years; he's 
published many books of his own poetry and 
professional photography; he speaks several languages 
including Italian, Norwegian, and Catalan; and he's even 
co-authored studies on anthropology and native South 
American tribes. Viggo's movie career swings between 
the commercial cinema and more challenging, difficult 
roles, and we're very much in the latter territory with 
today's outing - watching Ben Cash in CAPTAIN 
FANTASTIC, you can't help thinking that Mortensen 
must agree with and identify with much of what this 
long-haired, scruffy, hugely intelligent figure stands for. 

Pitted against Viggo in CAPTAIN FANTASTIC is Ben's 
granite-like father-in-law, played by the splendid Frank 
Langella. Langella has been a star of live American 
theatre for ever; his movie work has constantly been 
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impressive and varied, even though the actor himself 
may regard it as taking a back seat to treading the 
boards. He made a memorable matinee idol vampire in 
1979's DRACULA, having also played the vampire Count 
on Broadway, and in more recent times has starred in 
quirky fare like ROBOT & FRANK, THE BOX, and the 
award-winning STARTING OUT IN THE EVENING, as well 
as playing President Richard Nixon opposite Michael 
Sheen as David Frost in Ron Howard's FROST/NIXON. 
Langella represents the forces of so-called 'normality', 
aspiration, and success in CAPTAIN FANTASTIC and 
provides an immovable counterpoint to Mortensen's 
free spirit here. Which side are you on? 

Finally, two other highly notable aspects of this 
afternoon's film. Firstly, the performances of the kids. 
Ben Cash is raising six children of varying ages in his own 
inimitable and free-thinking style, and the youngsters 
are remarkable - I'm sure you'll be impressed with them 
individually and as an ensemble, and they handle some 
strong and meaty material here with aplomb. And 
secondly, see what you make of the movie's very 
ambiguous last ten or fifteen minutes - do the events of 
the climactic scenes happen for real, or are we in wish-
fulfilment territory with a darker spin here? Again, I'll 
leave it to you viewers to decide. 

CAPTAIN FANTASTIC has met with varied critical 
responses - indeed, the Guardian newspaper ran two 
separate reviews, a gushing Mark Kermode giving the 
film four stars and Peter Bradshaw meanly granting it 
only one star - and it may not be to all tastes. My theory 
is that the closer you are to Ben Cash's ageing hippy way 
of doing things, the more you'll get out of this. I loved it 
and I hope you do too. 

 

HUNT FOR THE WILDERPEOPLE 

Hello, and welcome to QUAD's regular 'Midweek Treat' 
matinee. My name's Darrell Buxton, I'm a local movie 
critic, lecturer, and scriptwriter, and am here to 
introduce this afternoon's offering, the unusual and very 
funny HUNT FOR THE WILDERPEOPLE 

Before we begin, I'd like to mention a five-week film 
studies evening class I'll be running here every 
Wednesday from October 12th. It's called 'Posse 
Galore', and we'll be taking a look at Westerns, but with 
a twist - we're specifically examining the westerns of 
recent cinema, the past 25 years or so, starting with 
DANCES WITH WOLVES and UNFORGIVEN in the early 
1990s and moving through to cover titles like WINTER'S 
BONE, NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN, THE HATEFUL 
EIGHT, BROKEBACK MOUNTAIN and many more. Full 
details can be found in the QUAD brochure or on our 
website, and anyone attending the course gets free 
admission to a screening of the neo-western HELL OR 
HIGH WATER on Wednesday October 5th. Hope to see 
some of you there. 

Enough self-promotion, on to today's film. And HUNT 
FOR THE WILDERPEOPLE, while not a western as such, 
could almost be described as a 'Southern'. It's the latest 

hit production to emerge from the currently red-hot 
New Zealand motion picture industry, and despite its 
lesser resources and its low key, I'd say it shows off the 
lovely countryside and the great outdoors of its home 
territory just as well as any illustrious local predecessor. 

You may be familiar with the film's director Taika 
Waititi, who previously helmed the offbeat rom-com 
EAGLE VS. SHARK and won great acclaim for his superb 
vampire spoof WHAT WE DO IN THE SHADOWS. If you 
liked those movies you'll get a lot out of this one. Waititi 
also has strong connections with the music-and-comedy 
duo Flight of the Conchords, having previously teamed 
with the Conchords' Jemaine Clement under the name 
'The Humourbeasts', directing an episode of the 
Conchords' television show, and casting Clement as the 
862-year-old vampire Vladislav in WHAT WE DO IN THE 
SHADOWS.  

Where Taika's previous film thrived on darkness, 
insularity, and enclosed interiors, HUNT FOR THE 
WILDERPEOPLE does the exact opposite, spending most 
of its 101 minutes celebrating the Great Outdoors. 
Waititi has upped his game here - having worked in the 
past with friends and associates, he now branches out to 
direct some of the big names of Antipodean cinema. 
And they really don't come much bigger than Sam Neill. 
Neill has been one of the world's most respected and 
sought-after actors for well over thirty-five years, 
appearing in THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER, THE PIANO, 
THE HORSE WHISPERER, WIMBLEDON, DEAD CALM, and 
two instalments of JURASSIC PARK - but every so often 
this soft-spoken, Irish-born New Zealander goes home to 
participate in smaller, more personal and often unique 
little productions, adding his weight to some of the best 
breakout items from the Australian or New Zealand film 
scenes. He was excellent in Aussie movies like 1990's 
DEATH IN BRUNSWICK and 2000's THE DISH, and his role 
here in WILDERPEOPLE as a grizzled man of the land 
who knows the forest like the back of his own hand is a 
fine addition to Sam's home-grown roster - it also 
provides him with a different sort of character to the 
often clean-cut and occasionally stern or sinister figures 
he portrays. You'd never guess from this that he was 
seriously discussed for the part of James Bond in the 
mid-80s. 

Now there's an old movie adage that says 'never work 
with children or animals'. That's been disproved so many 
times over the years, and HUNT FOR THE 
WILDERPEOPLE offers further proof that it is nonsense. 
Not only do dogs and other four-legged creatures 
appear here to considerable effect and impact, but the 
movie is carried by a young juvenile actor named Julian 
Dennison, superb in the part of delinquent tearaway 
Ricky Baker. As we join the story Ricky has been up to 
his usual tricks, theft, arson, general disobedience, and 
is proving difficult for his social worker to place with 
foster carers - the film takes this fairly standard starting 
point and really runs with it, taking what could have 
been a familiar tale into unexpected realms. And Julian 
is at the heart of it all, giving a sassy, likeable spirit to 
the Ricky character that makes you warm to him despite 
his troubled, problematic and anti-social ways. 
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Also worthy of your attention, albeit in smaller roles, are 
Rima Te Wiata who you might have seen on equally 
terrific form as the Coronation Street-obsessed mum in 
the recent New Zealand shock suspense thriller 
HOUSEBOUND; and Rhys Darby, fresh from starring in 
the very clever new X-Files episode 'Mulder and Scully 
meet the Were-Monster', and who just about steals the 
show in WILDERPEOPLE with a gleeful extended cameo 
as a character named 'Psycho Sam'. Speaking of cameos, 
look out for the movie's director himself as a preacher in 
an early scene that even manages to make a funeral 
funny - no mean achievement. 

The seventeen-syllable, three-line Japanese poetic form, 
the haiku, is given some prominence throughout the 
script of HUNT FOR THE WILDERPEOPLE, so I thought it 
might be apt to end with a haiku myself today. Here 
goes: 

Haiku rarely rhyme 

But I don't think that's groovy 

Enjoy the movie 

 

HELL OR HIGH WATER 

Hello and welcome to QUAD for tonight's screening of 
one of the year's best movies, HELL OR HIGH WATER. 

My name's Darrell Buxton, I'm a local freelance movie 
critic, lecturer, and scriptwriter and I'm here to 
introduce the film.  

You may be aware that this screening forms week one of 
a six-session evening class I'll be running here at QUAD 
through October and early November. The course is 
called 'Posse Galore', and for the next five Wednesdays 
after tonight, I'll be hosting a series of two-hour 
presentations and discussions. Our course subject is one 
precisely identified by the content of tonight's movie, 
because in 'Posse Galore' we'll be examining the place 
held by the Western in modern cinema. We're going to 
cover the recent history of the Western, beginning in 
the early 1990s when titles like DANCES WITH WOLVES 
and UNFORGIVEN revived the moribund and almost 
forgotten genre, and moving on to look at how films 
such as NO COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN, THE HOMESMAN, 
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD, and BONE TOMAHAWK have 
adapted the Western form for 21st century audiences. If 
that all sounds appealing to you, then ask me about the 
course after the show today, or check the QUAD 
brochure and website for full details. If you've already 
signed up for the course, and thank you if you have, 
then you should have been given a free ticket to attend 
tonight's performance. If you've not booked yet, but 
wish to, you can get £10 off the price of the course by 
showing your ticket stub from tonight's screening when 
you sign up. I hope to see some of you at 7pm next 
week, Wednesday October 12th for our first course 
session.  

Speaking of modern-day Westerns, we've got a really 
great example right here for you this evening. HELL OR 

HIGH WATER is directed by Scottish filmmaker David 
Mackenzie, whose previous work includes THE LAST 
GREAT WILDERNESS, HALLAM FOE, YOUNG ADAM, and 
the gritty 2013 prison drama STARRED UP, featuring 
Derby's own Jack O'Connell in fine form.  

HELL OR HIGH WATER is described on Wikipedia as an 
'American heist crime film', and on the IMDb as a 'crime 
drama'. And you wouldn't necessarily want to argue 
with either classification. So why am I also attempting to 
shoehorn it into the box marked 'Western'? Well, as 
mentioned, it fits right in with the type of fare we're 
intending to cover on the film course. Ok, it's set in the 
modern era, it's a story about bank-robbing brothers 
motoring from town to town to commit violent crimes, 
and in the shape of Chris Pine it even stars Captain 
James T. Kirk himself, which is about as far removed as 
it's possible to get from the Wild West, any talk about 
'The Final Frontier' notwithstanding. But consider this. 
You're about to witness a tale revolving around the 
subject of foreclosure on the family ranch. You'll be 
seeing Cowboys, Native Americans, hold-ups, shoot-
outs, chases through desert trails and rocky landscapes, 
gambling, saloons, good-time gals, sheriffs, deputies, 
and at one point even a prairie scrub blaze and a hint of 
cattle-herding. Now I don't know about you but that 
sure sounds like a Western to this viewer. 

 

 

The movie also manages to achieve that grand old 
Western tradition of mixing light, easy-going comedic 
elements with much grimmer aspects, turning on a 
nickel to swap from the humorous to the exceedingly 
bleak at a split second's notice. Classic 'oaters' from the 
past, RIO BRAVO, THE SEARCHERS, THE GOOD THE BAD 
AND THE UGLY to name but three, have cemented this 
as part of the Western formula, and HELL OR HIGH 
WATER follows in their illustrious footsteps - brutal and 
tough it may be at times, but there's also room for 
knockabout banter, amusing insults, and background 
incidental figures so rich in character that you almost 
wish they could have a movie all to themselves rather 
than merely passing through this one. I'll single out in 
particular actress Margaret Bowman, something of a 
recent western regular with appearances in NO 
COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN and THE LONE RANGER 
amongst others  - she's credited here as 'T-Bone 
Waitress', and enjoys an absolutely glorious cameo in 
which she acts Jeff Bridges off the screen, in what has to 
be the best ‘attempting to order food at a diner’ 
sequence since Jack Nicholson in FIVE EASY PIECES back 
in 1970. 
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The movie comes complete with a brooding, mournful 
soundtrack by Nick Cave and Warren Ellis - if you've not 
heard their stunning work on the brand new Nick Cave & 
The Bad Seeds LP 'Skeleton Tree', by the way, then do so 
as soon as you possibly can. Vocalist and pianist Cave, 
and violinist Ellis, have become real soundtrack 
specialists in the past few years, and are no strangers to 
the movie Western themselves; Nick having written the 
screenplays for LAWLESS and THE PROPOSITION, with 
the pair collaborating on haunting musical scores for 
those two productions plus other noteworthy offerings 
such as THE ASSASSINATION OF JESSE JAMES BY THE 
COWARD ROBERT FORD.  

Despite the many, many old-style trappings that HELL 
OR HIGH WATER has about it, the movie works in a 
contemporary way too. It comes with rip-roaring, 
action-packed bank robbery sequences, including not 
one but two to open the proceedings in white hot, 
blistering fashion. Jeff Bridges, effortlessly cool, is ageing 
gracefully into a series of roles that carry an elegiac, 
orthodox quality to them, and his Texas Ranger here is 
no exception, but is equally a recognisably modern 
cinematic figure, a variation on that relatively new 
movie cliché, the retiring cop longing for one last wild 
adventure as sedate retirement looms before him. And 
notably, the script has a vicious anti-corporation, anti-
financier, anti-bank subtext to it, very overt in places 
and most welcome, perfect for the ongoing austerity era 
that we're still all suffering through. 

Enjoy the movie - I'm sure you will - and I hope it 
inspires you to sign up and get along to the 'Posse 
Galore' course from next week. Come Hell or high 
water... 

 

DON'T TORTURE A DUCKLING 

Hello and welcome to QUAD for the latest in our 
Crimetime season, which has been running for the past 
few weeks. 

Crime cinema comes in all shapes, sizes, nationalities, 
and even regions, as we'll find out tonight with an 
excursion into the wilds of rural Italy for DON'T 
TORTURE A DUCKLING.            

Cast your minds back twenty-five years, and the hot 
crime movie ticket of 1992 was undoubtedly RESERVOIR 
DOGS, the searing debut from tyro hotshot Quentin 
Tarantino. Naturally, Tarantino became the focus of the 
world's press, and one of the burning questions they 
demanded an answer to was "Quentin, what's your next 
movie?". His responses varied from person to person, 
but one idea he mentioned an awful lot was that he 
would love to follow up his taut, thrilling heist classic 
with a remake. The film he wanted to remake was THE 
PSYCHIC, also known as SEVEN NOTES IN BLACK or 
SETTE NOTE IN NERO, a 1977 horror drama directed by 
Lucio Fulci. Five years earlier, Fulci had made the film 
we'll be seeing this evening, and I'll come back to discuss 
THE PSYCHIC in relation to DON'T TORTURE A DUCKLING 
momentarily. 

Lucio Fulci is one of the most notorious directors in 
movie history. The chief reason for this reputation is the 
string of ultra-violent movies he cranked out between 
1978 and 1983. This whirlwind five year period saw Fulci 
become the darling of the video nasty crowd, with his 
groundbreakingly gory zombie films ZOMBIE FLESH 
EATERS, CITY OF THE LIVING DEAD, HOUSE BY THE 
CEMETERY, and his masterpiece THE BEYOND. Lucio's 
less well known offerings at the time included 
MANHATTAN BABY, a delirious horror fantasy about an 
evil Egyptian amulet, and CONTRABAND, aka THE 
SMUGGLER, aka THE NAPLES CONNECTION, an 
absolutely outrageous, bullet-strewn gangland thriller 
which features as one of its highlights a young woman 
having her face burnt off, in close up, with a Bunsen 
burner. During this era he also came to England to film a 
part-violent, part-creepy adaptation of Edgar Allan Poe's 
THE BLACK CAT, and went to America for THE NEW 
YORK RIPPER, a slasher opus that so appalled UK 
sensibilities that our customs officials actually physically 
prevented a print of the film from crossing border 
controls and making it into the country. And you 
thought Brexit was bad... 

Intrigued by this astonishing outpouring of films from a 
single, seemingly crazy, source, fans the world over 
began to delve into Lucio's locker, wondering, hoping 
against hope, that there might just be other films out 
there like his late seventies and early eighties conveyor 
belt of carnage. And we were able to dig up a few real 
treasures pre-1978. BEATRICE CENCI, a historical drama 
about a family to rival the Borgias; A LIZARD IN A 
WOMAN'S SKIN, a delirious psychedelic thriller shot in 
London, with Stanley Baker as a traditional detective 
investigating a bizarre murder case with a pair of stoned 
hippies as the only witnesses; and FOUR OF THE 
APOCALYPSE, a stunning spaghetti western into which 
Fulci manages to lace ghostly apparitions and even 
cannibalism. Perhaps the greatest discovery, however, 
was DON'T TORTURE A DUCKLING, a film many Fulci 
aficionados regard as his best. 
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DON'T TORTURE A DUCKLING's Italian title is NON SI 
SEVIZIA UN PAPERINO, but it has been said that the 
movie was shot under the slightly different name ‘NON 
SI SEVIZIA PAPERINO’, missing the 'un'. That's quite an 
important difference, as a direct translation would have 
the original title as ‘DON'T TORTURE DONALD DUCK’! 
The film is a key example of Italian regional cinema - it 
was shot in the remote southern town of Monte 
Sant'Angelo, on the slopes of Monte Gargano, and the 
rocky area, mountain roads, and local foliage combine to 
make a glorious backdrop against which the movie's 
shocking events and revelations are played out. The film 
toys with conventional expectations - a series of child 
murders are investigated by an out-of-town journalist 
played by Tomas Milian, along with Barbara Bouchet, 
whose free-wheeling lifestyle and modern modes of 
dress have led to her gaining something of a reputation 
among the conservative villagers; while the more 
respected members of the community may well have 
secrets of their own. The film beautifully adds in layers 
relating to yokel-like superstitions and the suspicion that 
witchcraft and ancient magick may be afoot, but this is 
no supernatural fantasy, and the speculations of the 
local populace bring about many of the film's most 
shocking moments. I won't spoil the details, but there is 
one utterly gruelling set piece scene, right in the middle 
of the movie, that ought to leave you stunned, both in 
its build-up, its hard-to-stomach brutality, and its 
haunting, achingly sad aftermath. Classic Fulci, and not a 
zombie in sight. 

The film's climax offers a particularly striking visual note, 
which makes full use of the Sant'Angelo area's jagged 
cliff-faces. Lucio clearly loved his finale here - so much 
so that, five years later, he restaged a version of it as a 
means of kicking off his 1977 film THE PSYCHIC. Which is 
sort of where we came in, and presumably where 
Quentin Tarantino got his notebook out. If you 
appreciate Fulci's use of the Italian countryside and the 
insular beliefs of rural townsfolk as a stage for a 
meaningful, clever, vicious, disturbing study of murder 
and its effect on those within the radius of the terrible 
deed, then I would also recommend Pupi Avati's 1976 
movie THE HOUSE WITH LAUGHING WINDOWS as a 
starting point to delve further into this regional realm of 
mistrust, fear, and misguided respect. For the time 
being, though, prepare yourselves for a rare opportunity 
to see a first-rate example of Lucio Fulci's 
underappreciated talents, on a big cinema screen where 
his work always looks at its very best.  

I'll end on a personal story which sums up Lucio's 
irascible and idiosyncratic personality. He attended a 
cult film event in London in the mid-90s, not long before 
his sad death in March 1996. A few of his movies were 
shown to an appreciative crowd, and I then joined a 
queue of admirers to meet Signor Fulci, say hello, and 
get his autograph. I've still got a copy of the magazine 
that he signed, tucked away in my collection at home. 
Some years after the event, I was chatting to a fellow 
Fulci fan who revealed that Lucio had become so bored 
that day with signing endless posters, books, mags, and 
video covers, that to amuse himself he had stopped 
signing his own name and had instead started scrawling 

the name of his pet dog across everybody's prized 
possessions! And to this day, so illegible was his 
autograph that I have no idea whether I got Lucio's 
name or the mutt's! If anyone knows the Italian for 
'Rover', see me afterwards... 

This screening was followed by an ‘Italian horror film 
soundtracks’ DJ set compiled and presented by me. 
Tracks played on the night were as follows: 

PROFONDO ROSSO main theme – Goblin 

ZOMBIE FLESH EATERS main theme – Fabio Frizzi 

THE BEYOND ‘Voci dal nulla’ – Fabio Frizzi 

BODY COUNT main theme – Claudio Simonetti 

DEMONI main theme – Claudio Simonetti 

DON’T LOOK NOW ‘John’s Vision’ – Pino Donaggio 

THE BLACK CAT main theme – Pino Donaggio 

SUSPIRIA main theme – Goblin 

INFERNO ‘Mater Tenebrarum’ – Keith Emerson 

TENEBRAE main theme – Goblin 

PHENOMENA main theme – Goblin 

MURDEROCK - UCCIDE A PASSO DI DANZA  ‘Streets to 
Blame’ – Keith Emerson 

SHOCK main theme – Libra 

BUIO OMEGA main theme – Goblin 

CRIMES OF THE BLACK CAT ‘Yellow Silk’, ‘Black Silk’, 
‘Sylva Bossa’, ‘Another Agression’ – Manuel de Sica 

TENTACLES ‘Too Risky a Day for a Regatta’ – Stelvio 
Cipriani 

THE PSYCHIC ‘7 Note’ – Fabio Frizzi 

CASE OF THE BLOODY IRIS main theme – Bruno Nicolai 

WHO SAW HER DIE? – Ennio Morricone 

CAT O’NINE TAILS – Ennio Morricone 

BLACK BELLY OF THE TARANTULA – Ennio Morricone 

WHAT HAVE THEY DONE TO YOUR DAUGHTERS? – 
Stelvio Cipriani 

WHAT HAVE YOU DONE TO SOLANGE? – Ennio 
Morricone 

FOUR FLIES ON GREY VELVET – Ennio Morricone 

BLOOD AND BLACK LACE – Carlo Rustichelli 

5 DOLLS FOR AN AUGUST MOON – Piero Umiliani 

DEATH WALKS ON HIGH HEELS ‘Fantasia Tragica’ – 
Stelvio Cipriani 

STRIP NUDE FOR YOUR KILLER – Berto Pisano 
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THE RED QUEEN KILLS 7 TIMES ‘Servizio Fotografico’ – 
Bruno Nicolai 

IGUANA WITH THE TONGUE OF FIRE – Stelvio Cipriani 

A BAY OF BLOOD – Stelvio Cipriani 

THE CURSED MEDALLION ‘Emily’s Studio’ – Stelvio 
Cipriani 

FLAVIA THE HERTIC ‘Flavia dei Musulmani’ – Nicola 
Piovani 

DON’T TORTURE A DUCKLING – Riz Ortolani 

THE STRANGE VICE OF MRS WARDH ‘Dies Irae’ – Nora 
Orlandi 

YOUR VICE IS A LOCKED ROOM AND ONLY I HAVE THE 
KEY – Bruno Nicolai 

TUTTI I COLORI DEL BUIO ‘Sabba’ – Bruno Nicolai 

EMANUELLE AND THE LAST CANNIBALS ‘Make Love on 
the Wing’ – Nico Fidenco 

CANNIBAL HOLOCAUST – Riz Ortolani 

CANNIBAL FEROX – Roberto Donati 

NIGHTMARE CITY ‘Dance Studio theme’ – Stelvio Cipriani 

CONTAMINATION ‘Connexion’ - Goblin 

 

TONI ERDMANN 

Good afternoon and welcome to QUAD for our regular 
Midweek Treat matinee. My name's Darrell Buxton, I'm 
a local freelance film lecturer and scriptwriter, and am 
here to say a few words about today's movie before you 
view. 

This afternoon's presentation is TONI ERDMANN, which 
was selected by Britain's prestigious and respected 
cinema publication Sight & Sound as the best film of 
2016. Their critic Nick James saw it at Cannes last 
summer and came back raving about it, commenting 
that it "contains some of the sharpest moments of 
audience blindsiding I've ever encountered", also 
praising director Maren Ade and noting the comic timing 
of the skilled cast. 

 

If you have read anything at all about TONI ERDMANN, 
chances are that the first daunting challenge you're 
expecting is that it is 162 minutes long - that's a minute 
longer than Martin Scorsese's current weighty Japanese 
religious epic SILENCE. And you're doubtless also aware 

that it is a German comedy, and of course the kneejerk 
reaction there is to instantly respond to that with a 
worried frown and some quizzical consideration as to 
whether such a beast is actually possible. 

Don't approach TONI ERDMANN expecting a barrel of 
belly laughs, a conventional farcical film structure, or 
even much of a plot. What this movie does offer, 
however, is a gently ambling wander which, much like 
Jim Jarmusch's equally wonderful PATERSON, may well 
leave you wanting to spend a further couple of hours in 
the company of its characters once we reach the credits. 
It's a simple tale of a father wanting to spend time with 
his businesswoman daughter, but director Ade allows 
that familiar real-world situation to gradually expand 
and take on grand, lunatic proportions. It's tempting to 
describe certain events and images, particularly those in 
the latter stages, as 'surreal', but personally I wouldn't 
apply that much-overused term here - no matter how 
bizarre or crazy things get, and they do get bizarre and 
crazy, it's never fanciful or fantastic, always rooted in 
reality. Although the film is something of a leisurely 
stroll, the father, Winfried Conradi (played by Peter 
Simonischek), is like a sort of internalised one-man Marx 
Brothers - nowhere near as hectic, frantic, or devious as 
Groucho, Chico and Harpo, but in his own quiet, easy-
going, rambling way he does share the Marxes' 
penchant for disrupting high society gatherings or 
uproariously adding his unwanted prankster presence to 
the grown-up world of the boardroom or the corporate 
meeting, bursting the balloons of the pompous and the 
powerful. He's one of the most delightful, joyous film 
figures in years, and director Ade confrontationally sets 
him before the audience right from the start, using the 
generous running time to allow us to get to know how 
Winfried ticks.  

Jonathan Romney, also reviewing TONI ERDMANN for 
Sight & Sound, recognises the film as having an anti-
capitalist vibe to it, and he's right, although his 
comparison with I, DANIEL BLAKE may raise a few 
eyebrows. I can sort of see what Romney is getting at 
there - Winfried certainly isn't one of life's have-nots, 
but like Daniel he's prepared to stand up to stuffy 
bureaucratic convention and is prepared to say and do 
awkward things. Daniel's doing that to keep himself and 
others like him alive; I'm not sure we ever discover what 
Winfried's motive is - maybe as he approaches old age 
he's just out to have a bit of fun, and to deflate the 
stuffed shirts and temporarily upset the power-minded, 
money-mad world around us. Romney joked in his piece 
for Sight & Sound that an American remake starring Bill 
Murray and Kristen Wiig probably wasn't far away - he 
was rather prescient there, since it's been announced 
today that Jack Nicholson and Kristen Wiig will indeed 
be starring in an English-language version for Paramount 
very soon. It will be Nicholson's first movie for seven 
years, and apparently he loved the German film so much 
that he approached Paramount himself about obtaining 
the rights for a remake. 

Director Ade, making only her third film in a fourteen-
year career to date, has a lot of fun herself in getting this 
modern misfit to infiltrate and confidently bluff his way 
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through a humourless and work-focused environment - 
but her film's female contingent get plenty of attention 
too, in particular Winfried's daughter Ines, played coolly 
and calmly by Sandra Huller, perhaps the person who 
undertakes the biggest life-journey here without even 
wanting or expecting to. So yes, TONI ERDMANN is 
about family ties. Besides which, it's about the one per 
centers or at least the people at the top of the 99 per 
cent, it's about soullessness, it's about the starchy world 
of big business, it's about identity and falseness and 
hierarchy and a whole bunch more - but it's also about 
how sometimes a guy can chaotically cut through all of 
that, armed with not much more than a comedy wig. I'm 
really looking forward to my second viewing of the 
movie - I hope you enjoy it too. 

 

LOGAN LUCKY 

Hello and welcome to QUAD for this afternoon's 
Midweek Treat matinee. My names Darrell Buxton, I'm a 
local freelance film writer and critic, and some of you 
may know me from hosting the QUAD monthly movie 
quiz on a regular basis. I'm here to say a few words 
before today's mid-afternoon offering, LOGAN LUCKY. 

By rights, you shouldn't be here watching this particular 
movie today. That's because its director is Steven 
Soderbergh - and in October 2012, after 23 years 
directing a whole bunch of eclectic, diverse feature 
films, he hinted that he would retire, aged just 49. He'd 
made a slightly disappointing medical thriller called SIDE 
EFFECTS with Jude Law and Catherine Zeta-Jones, and 
from 2008 had been developing a project about 
Liberace. Perhaps this says something about the state of 
the United States, or Hollywood homophobia, but 
Soderbergh struggled to raise finance for that idea, 
reportedly being told that the proposed movie was "too 
gay". The TV network HBO eventually funded BEHIND 
THE CANDELABRA for the small screen, with Soderbergh 
directing and Michael Douglas achieving a late career 
triumph as the flamboyant piano tinkling superstar - and 
it did play as a cinema movie overseas. You may even 
have seen and enjoyed it here. Interviewed by Theresa 
Syn in late 2012, a seemingly disillusioned Soderbergh 
was quoted as saying "when you reach the point where 
you're saying, 'If I have to get into a van to do another 
[location] scout, I'm just going to shoot myself,' it's time 
to let somebody who's still excited about getting in the 
van, get in the van." 

And that was that, it seemed, from the director who had 
exploded on to the indie scene with SEX, LIES & 
VIDEOTAPE in the late 80s, and juggled several parallel 
directorial careers and lots of different styles - equally at 
home with Hollywood blockbusters like OCEAN'S 
ELEVEN, TWELVE and THIRTEEN, more meaningful fare 
such as ERIN BROKOVICH or TRAFFIC,  the hyperkinetic 
mixed martial arts action movie HAYWIRE, the remake 
of Tarkovsky's science fiction classic SOLARIS, and 
experimental films ranging from SCHIZOPOLIS to KAFKA, 
from THE LIMEY to the very controversial THE 
GIRLFRIEND EXPERIENCE. 

Someone as busy and driven as Soderbergh couldn't stay 
still for long, and even in this declared state of 
'retirement' he worked as associate producer on Spike 
Lee's vampire film DA SWEET BLOOD OF JESUS and as 
cinematographer and editor on the sequel to his own hit 
movie MAGIC MIKE. Steven also directed a ten-part TV 
drama set in a New York hospital in 1900, THE KNICK, 
and helped Spike Jonze to knock his movie HER into 
shape. Clearly this retirement wasn't going to last long. 

We're pleased to see Soderbergh back making big 
screen fare once more, and LOGAN LUCKY, his 
comeback, is a treat - it manages to mix elements of his 
career, having something of an indie feel to it but 
coming equipped with a plot that could easily be re-
written for George Clooney and given an upmarket 
makeover as 'Ocean's Fourteen'. It's part of LOGAN 
LUCKY's charm, though, that this is like the antidote to 
an OCEAN'S heist flick - as Soderbergh himself has 
pointed out, the characters here are some way removed 
from the slick, smart, well-heeled world of Clooney and 
co. ("Nobody dresses nice. Nobody has nice stuff. They 
have no money. They have no technology. It's all rubber 
band technology.") 

The ensemble cast has a ball playing off each other, 
perhaps with our own Daniel Craig stealing the show, 
looking like the type of prisoner you might see in a 
cartoon. In fact, the entire movie has a kind of cartoony 
vibe to it, but it lives up to its title as things invariably go 
right for members of the Logan clan when they could so 
easily turn disastrous. Channing Tatum, who has 
partnered Soderbergh in four of his last five movies, 
makes an effective solid lead, and Adam Driver of STAR 
WARS: THE FORCE AWAKENS, SILENCE and PATERSON 
fame is making a real name for himself as one of the 
most interesting, watchable talents in cinema currently - 
he's so good here in a rare comedy role. 

 

The script is credited to 'Rebecca Blunt', who may or 
may not exist. Many Hollywood insiders are claiming 
that the screenplay is in fact the work of Soderbergh's 
wife, former model and a host on the popular E! cable 
and satellite TV network, Jules Asner, possibly in 
conjunction with John Henson, another E! presenter 
who is known to have worked on script ideas with the 
director in the past. For now, the author of this highly 
acclaimed movie will remain a mystery. 
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Finally, I must be one of the few people around who 
doesn't watch Game Of Thrones - but even I appreciated 
a lovely gag about the series which appears out of 
nowhere during a truly off-kilter prison siege here. It's 
typical of this film's oddball humour - if you like that sort 
of thing, you're in for a good time for the next couple of 
hours. Creepy crawlies, child pageants, tetanus 
injections, Gummy Bears, NASCAR, prosthetics, John 
Denver and much more make up this lucky bag - we 
hope you enjoy it. 

I'm back here for the next two Wednesday's to 
introduce our Midweek Treat screenings of DETROIT, on 
September 6th, and AN INCONVENIENT SEQUEL on the 
13th - we've got trailers for both of those for you as 
soon as I stop talking, then straight into our main 
feature. Thanks for listening and enjoy the show. 

 

AN INCONVENIENT SEQUEL - TRUTH TO POWER 

Hello and welcome to QUAD's Midweek Treat matinee. 
My name's Darrell Buxton, I'm a local freelance writer 
and movie critic, and today is my final stint on the 
Midweek Treat for now, having been covering for the 
past three weeks. Your regular host David Leicester 
should be returning next Wednesday.  

The three films I've introduced have become 
progressively more political. From the mildly austerity-
tinged racetrack heist of LOGAN LUCKY, to last week's 
searing indictment of racist police in the sixties in 
DETROIT - and today, on to a topic that is already 
affecting us all, whether you admit that or not. Global 
warming. 

Nasty weather we've been having lately, no? Perfect 
timing, I'd say, for the release of AN INCONVENIENT 
SEQUEL: TRUTH TO POWER, a follow-up to the Al Gore-
hosted documentary from 2006, AN INCONVENIENT 
TRUTH. Gore was the victim of one of the greatest so-
called democratic travesties in world history in 2000, 
winning a majority 48.4% of the popular vote and 266 
electoral college votes in that year's U.S. Presidential 
race. His Republican opponent George W. Bush had won 
246 electoral votes, but this was close enough for as yet 
undeclared Florida to be the deciding ballot, offering a 
further 25 votes for the winner. The result in Florida? 
Seemingly, and indecisively, a tie! It was so close, down 
to a tiny handful of votes, that a mandatory electronic 
recount was triggered. Gore then requested physical 
recounts in parts of the state - accusations and threats 
of legal action flew back and forward, and ultimately the 
Supreme Court ruled that Bush had won the state vote, 
sufficient electoral votes, and the Presidency. And you 
thought last year's election was a farce... 

A keen environmentalist since the mid-seventies, Mr. 
Gore bounced back from having White House occupancy 
torn from his grasp. His early and varied denouncements 
of Bush's record in office included savage comments on 
the lack of handling of preparation for, and the 
aftermath of, the devastating Hurricane Katrina in 
August 2005. Katrina hit the Bahamas and Cuba before 

working its way through the southern USA, with New 
Orleans in particular being severely battered and 
flooded. Around this time, Al formed Generation 
Investment Management, a company that analyses 
economic and environmental sustainability factors - and 
in a less business-minded mode, he also founded the 
Alliance for Climate Protection, a non-profit 
organisation, since renamed The Climate Reality Project. 
I think the name tells you everything you need to know. 

Here at QUAD we're keen believers in the idea that you 
can learn a lot from a movie, and AN INCONVENIENT 
TRUTH proved that Mr. Gore thinks along much those 
same lines. Documentary filmmaker Davis Guggenheim 
followed Al as he embarked on a series of climate 
change lectures, and devised the idea of adapting this 
into a movie. It could have been the most boring film 
ever - effectively, an hour and a half watching a failed 
politician delivering a slide show about the weather. It 
doesn't exactly sound like TERMINATOR 2, does it? But 
AN INCONVENIENT TRUTH was riveting stuff, its vital, 
angry message being delivered in a crowd-pleasing, 
accessible way by a committed speaker passionate 
about his subject and keen to remind the believers and 
convert the deniers. Flow charts, graphs, still photos are 
presented, Al points at them and hectors us - again, you 
might consider that watching a Batman or Spider-Man 
movie accompanied by a big bag of popcorn has got to 
be better than this, but the sheer enthusiasm for his 
topic and the force with which he gets his vital points 
across made AN INCONVENIENT TRUTH one of the most 
important documentaries ever made. It's a convincing 
film, really putting forward the case that global warming 
is real, is out there, and is destroying the planet. It won 
'Best Documentary' at the 2007 Oscars, and even 
managed to win 'Best Song' at the Academy Awards too! 
At the Oscar ceremony, Davis Guggenheim invited Al 
Gore on stage for a brief speech, and Al responded thus: 
"My fellow Americans, people all over the world, we 
need to solve the climate crisis. It's not a political issue; 
it's a moral issue. We have everything we need to get 
started, with the possible exception of the will to act. 
That's a renewable resource. Let's renew it." 

Well now he has renewed the idea of the power of 
movies, with a sequel to his previous blockbuster. In a 
way, of course, it's a sequel we don't want - because the 
very existence of a second film tells us that there must 
still be people out there not listening. On the other 
hand, that makes this second examination of the global 
environment, and an update on the points raised first 
time, absolutely vital once more. AN INCONVENIENT 
SEQUEL - TRUTH TO POWER premiered at the Sundance 
Festival in January this year, just a day or two before 
Donald Trump's inauguration as the 45th President of 
the United States. 

What you'll be seeing today is a revised version of the 
film screened at Sundance. And you can probably guess 
why. On June 1st this year, America withdrew from the 
2015 Paris Agreement on climate change mitigation, the 
President claiming that the Paris accord would harm the 
future U.S. domestic economy. INCONVENIENT SEQUEL 
directors Bonni Cohen and Jon Shenk realised that the 
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story they thought they'd finished was still developing, 
and so have now added sections to the end of their 
movie to reflect the approach of the new 
administration. 

You may or may not believe in climate change. It's 
sometimes good to approach a film like this, or a 
lecture, or a debate or discussion, with an open mind 
and to draw your own conclusions. But a trio named 
Irma, José, and Katia really ought to have focused your 
attention on these issues in the past couple of weeks. 
Like I said, nasty weather we've been having. 

Al Gore continues to campaign and educate on serious 
environmental matters, although he's aware that as 
President he'd have been in a vastly more influential 
position than he is now. However, he recently said 
"nevertheless, I feel a sense of gratitude for having 
found other ways to serve the public interest. It makes 
me feel as if I'm playing a useful part by moving us 
toward a better future than we might otherwise have. 
That's a sense of joy". 

I'll end with one further quote. In 2006 George W. Bush 
was asked if he would go and see the original AN 
INCONVENIENT TRUTH. President Bush simply 
answered: "Doubt it". 

 

DETROIT 

Hello and welcome to QUAD for this week's Midweek 
Treat matinee. My name's Darrell Buxton, I'm a local 
freelance film writer and lecturer and am here to say a 
few words about our presentation this afternoon.  

Our film today is DETROIT, the latest highly acclaimed 
drama from America's top female filmmaker, Kathryn 
Bigelow. It's based on a true case and is set in 1967, at 
the height of racial tensions and inner city riots. 
Although it's a period movie, then, it's on a universal and 
all too familiar theme, as this type of conflict rarely 
subsides. For a screenplay taking a fifty year old story as 
its basis, it sure seems frighteningly apt to set before a 
2017 audience reeling from our own nightly news 
reports about Nazis on American city streets and home 
government ignorance of safety concerns among ethnic 
communities. 

Detroit is something of a shattered, desolate city these 
days, having suffered economically more than most 
during the 21st century. The whole place was officially 
declared bankrupt at the end of 2013, though that 
seems to have served as a bit of a wake-up call and 
regeneration programmes have tentatively begun in the 
years since. It was of course the home of car 
manufacturing, and in the sixties it provided a 
springboard for exciting new music, with raucous 
primitive rock bands the MC5 and The Stooges creating 
an early template for what became punk, Alice Cooper 
and Suzi Quatro taking their first steps into the business, 
and of course towering all of this, and towering over 
much of the decade's music scene overall, the mighty 
Motown label. Motown pops up throughout the 

proceedings here, with glimpses of the multi-artist 
package live shows that allowed audiences the chance 
to see many acts from the label's roster on a single night 
- we get a brief look at Martha and the Vandellas, or at 
least this movie's take on them, and the four piece vocal 
group The Dramatics have their rise to success 
documented here, peppering the main onscreen 
dramatics, as they were caught up in the horrific 
incident around which the film revolves. 

As mentioned, experienced director Kathryn Bigelow has 
been forging a path through Hollywood for over thirty 
years, with titles like the thrillingly original heist/surfing 
hybrid POINT BREAK, western/vampire classic NEAR 
DARK, millennial fantasy STRANGE DAYS, and across-the-
centuries mystery thriller THE WEIGHT OF WATER 
behind her. Kathryn's last two features have taken her 
into another league and transformed her into one of the 
world's most respected and sought-after directorial 
talents - the Oscar-winning THE HURT LOCKER and the 
story of the hunt for Osama Bin Laden, ZERO DARK 
THIRTY. These two military-based offerings won awards 
and plaudits everywhere, and deservedly so. It has to be 
said that DETROIT owes a lot to the style of these prior 
films, examining in detail the pressures under which 
teams of young inexperienced uniformed males thrust 
into positions of authority suddenly find themselves 
dealing with, or failing to deal with. Also, the camera 
rarely takes a breather, zipping through the action in a 
way that throws we viewers right into the midst of the 
tense and heated situations.  

 

Heading the cast here is young British actor John 
Boyega. Notable in his first movie a few years ago, 
ATTACK THE BLOCK, a London-set urban science 
fiction/horror/hoodie monster comedy, and familiar 
from starring as the stormtrooper-turned-hero, Finn, in 
the global blockbuster STAR WARS EPISODE VII: THE 
FORCE AWAKENS. Boyega's role as a security guard who 
becomes embroiled in the events at the Algiers Motel, 
spinning off from the 1967 Detroit riots, sees him at his 
most impressive and assured to date, managing to 
register bewilderment, fear, and confusion as the chaos 
spirals out of control around him. 

DETROIT can be a harrowing experience at times, 
particularly during the extended mid-section at the 
motel, with Will Poulter in scary form as Krauss, the 
baby-faced leader of a police detachment sent to 
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investigate gunfire seemingly emitting from a room at 
the Algiers. As everything goes crazy, this develops into 
a story about anger, racial attitudes, and injustice. It's 
also about pride, ultimately - although you may well find 
yourselves still seething about these 1967 events as you 
depart the cinema later today. Expect this one to follow 
THE HURT LOCKER and ZERO DARK THIRTY on to the 
nominations lists when awards season comes around 
again in a few months. 

 

BLACK MAGIC RITES 
 
(this evening screening followed my presentation of a 
‘Euro Horror’ day event at QUAD in Derby) 
 
During the course of the day I've shown clips from over 
fifty different and diverse movies to our Euro Horror 
group. Now if we were to stitch those excerpts together 
and present them to you as a single movie, of course it 
would make no sense whatsoever. It would, however, 
be slightly more coherent and have a sounder narrative 
than the film we're about to present to you. 
 
At this point I would normally tell you the film's title. 
Except I'm not even sure of that! The UK Blu-ray release 
from the Black House label calls it BLACK MAGIC RITES 
on the front of the box and THE REINCARNATION OF 
ISABEL on the back - when you play the movie itself, the 
title displays as RITES, BLACK MAGIC AND SECRET 
ORGIES IN THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY. And as the plot, 
if I can call it that, gradually unspools, you'll discover 
that the mediaeval action all takes place in the 15th 
century. Tell you what, just watch the damn thing and 
make up your own title, eh?! 
 
Renato Polselli, like a lot of his contemporaries in the 
Italian film biz, dabbled in all kinds of material, from 
westerns to sex comedies, and although he never 
expressed an affinity for or particular liking of horror, his 
career had a couple of patches where he went for the 
shocks. He did two early 1960s Gothics, the 
flamboyantly titled IL MOSTRO DELL'OPERA and THE 
VAMPIRE AND THE BALLERINA, and went horror crazy 
for a spell in the early 70s. Unlike the competition, he 
avoided falling into a string of giallo thrillers and instead 
ploughed his own demented furrow, developing a mini 
stock company featuring Mickey Hargitay, the Hungarian 
muscleman and hubby of the late Jayne Mansfield. 
alongside Italian actress Rita Calderoni and several other 
regular faces. He churned out a quartet of wild Italian 
horrors between 1971 and 1974 under the pseudonym 
'Ralph Brown', namely THE TRUTH ACCORDING TO 
SATAN, DELIRIUM, BLACK MAGIC RITES and MANIA, two 
of which starred Hargitay, three prominently featuring 
Rita, and all of which used particular favourites from his 
other work. Particularly notable in that respect is 
Marcello Bonini Olas, a character player who seems to 
be the guy you call in when you can't afford Donald 
Pleasence - you'll see Marcello in the small but 
important role of the bartender at the start of DELIRIUM 
and again here tonight, playing the character Gerg. 
 

Do look out too for a saucy threesome played for laughs, 
involving the film's three stupidest figures, and 
incongruously accompanied by barrelhouse piano and 
jazz trumpet. Don't look out for sense, continuity, 
believability, a plot, or anything vaguely resembling a 
'proper' movie. After the delirious day we've spent, 
examining the head-spinning world of Euro Horror, 
there's no better way to finish than by taking a step into 
the bizarre universe of Renato Polselli.  
 
 
NOTHING LIKE A DAME 
 
Hello and welcome to QUAD for our regular Wednesday 
Midweek Treat slot - my name's Darrell Buxton, I'm a 
local screenwriter and freelance film lecturer, and I'm 
here to say a few words before today's presentation. 
 
Mine isn't the only introduction you'll hear this 
afternoon, as the makers of NOTHING LIKE A DAME have 
seen fit to open their film with a brief intro by Dame 
Joan Plowright, followed by a very short 'behind the 
scenes' making of' documentary. So when you see the 
end credits appearing after about ten minutes, don't 
panic - the film proper will be about to begin. 
 
NOTHING LIKE A DAME seems to have started life as a 
project intended to record anecdotes and reminiscences 
from the colourful and busy life and career of Dame 
Joan Plowright. Somewhere along the way, the 
suggestion was made that some good friends and 
contemporaries should be invited along - cue Dames 
Eileen Atkins, Maggie Smith, and Judi Dench. Four 
elderly ladies sitting around a table glugging champagne 
might not sound like the most riveting or involving 
spectacle for a cinema audience, but NOTHING LIKE A 
DAME is something of a triumph. For me, it's the best 
film I've seen so far this year, and I've seen a lot. Clearly 
an enterprise of this nature stands or falls on the 
relationships between the participants, their ease in 
front of a camera - with this lively and experienced 
quartet, that goes without saying - and above all, the 
quality of their interaction and the stories they have to 
tell. Belying a combined age of some 340 years, the four 
grand dames of post-war English theatre, television and 
cinema give their all, with a fund of yarns covering the 
period from the mid-1950s right up to date, all neatly 
illustrated with a complementary selection of clips from 
their collective work over the years. 
 
You'll discover which famous actor Maggie Smith stole 
her waspish performance style from, which might come 
as a surprise; you'll hear an hilarious anecdote about 
Judi's recent encounter with an insect; you'll find out the 
rather inappropriate name of the child entertainment 
troupe in which Eileen Atkins got her start; and you'll be 
given an insight into the trials and tribulations of life and 
work with Larry Olivier, from his long-term spouse Joan 
and with contributions chipped in by the rest of the 
gang. The BBFC certificate before the start of the film 
warns of 'infrequent strong language' - I'll say no more 
about that, but when it comes you'll certainly know 
about it! One of the biggest laughs of the afternoon. 
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The whole thing was directed by the long-suffering 
Roger Michell, of NOTTING HILL fame - Roger's own 
lengthy stints working in film and TV during the past 
three decades stand him in good stead here, as these 
four amusingly irascible old dears prove as rascally, 
rebellious, and unpredictable as any group a fraction of 
their age might be. Roger, and occasionally other 
unsuspecting members of the crew, get roped in to the 
onscreen antics, and any idea that this was going to be a 
straightforward document of wise and sagacious talking 
heads soon goes out of the window. The ladies prove 
they still have a lot to offer, and by the sound of it every 
single one of them intends to act until they drop - 
Dames Judi and Maggie are probably the busier of the 
four these days, and there's certainly plenty of comment 
about that particular matter arising from the discussion 
here, but it has to be said that they may have settled 
into a pretty cosy line of typecast characterisations 
during the past twenty years or so. However, NOTHING 
LIKE A DAME shows them, and Eileen and Joan, at their 
unfettered, uncontrollable best, and it would be 
marvellous to witness any or all of these huge talents 
given the chance to perform in a new stage or screen 
drama the way they do here.  
 
In the wake of these mighty figures, British acting has 
seen the rise of similarly heavyweight stars of stage and 
screen from the following generation, like Jenny Agutter 
and Dame Janet Suzman, both former guests at QUAD, 
as well as Dame Helen Mirren, Clare Higgins, Charlotte 
Rampling, Dame Kristin Scott-Thomas, Dame Diana Rigg, 
Dame Penelope Keith, etc. But don't you agree that they 
seem to be a dying breed? Maybe the likes of Gemma 
Arterton, Sheridan Smith, Carey Mulligan, Felicity Jones, 
Keira Knightley will progress to the same heights and the 
same worthy acclaim in due course, but I'm not certain 
that any of those are in quite the same league. The four 
huge personalities and towering talents you'll be 
spending time with this afternoon may well represent 
the end of a particular era, and if that is indeed the case, 
NOTHING LIKE A DAME is a fine and fitting way to 
celebrate their achievements. So far, of course! This 
certainly doesn't feel like a final curtain, and I'm sure 
we'll be seeing lots more from the Dames in future. I 
suspect you'll enjoy this a great deal. As a bit of local 
interest, listen out for one especially hilarious comment 
about Derby's very own Alan Bates... 
 
That's all from me for now - enjoy your Midweek treat 
and we hope to see you again on further Wednesdays at 
the same 2pm start time. Over to Joan, Eileen, Judi and 
Maggie. 
 
 
EDIE 
 
Hello and welcome to QUAD for this special midweek 
treat screening of EDIE, as part of the ongoing Derby 
Film Festival. I'm Darrell Buxton, a local screenwriter and 
film lecturer, and I've been asked along to introduce the 
movie today. 
 

If you know my name at all, it may be that you've 
spotted me being mentioned in the QUAD brochure as 
the guy who introduces the late night horror films in our 
Fright Club strand. I mention that because it's not only 
me who is taking a break from horror this afternoon - so 
is the distributor of EDIE, and so is the film's director! 
 
EDIE comes to us via Arrow Films - Arrow have been one 
of the major success stories in the Blu-ray retail 
marketplace, releasing an amazing array of titles over 
the past few years. They issue a wide range of titles 
from all eras and in many different genres, but they 
have become particularly associated with horror movies, 
digging out many sought-after films from the archives 
and bringing them to us fans. Likewise, the director of 
EDIE, Simon Hunter, is taking a big step away from 
screen terror with this new production - he previously 
made LIGHTHOUSE, released in 2000, a very tense and 
effective shocker about a decapitating killer stalking an 
island, and moved on to do a big-budget science fiction 
piece called MUTANT CHRONICLES - this was one of the 
first films to shoot on a fairly bare soundstage, big name 
actors like John Malkovich and Ron Perlman performing 
in front of green-screen, before the background sets and 
special effects were all painted in later via CGI. MUTANT 
CHRONICLES got a lot of attention while it was being 
made, but turned out to be a box-office flop, and so 
EDIE is Simon's first venture back into directing in more 
than a decade. And now for something completely 
different, as they say, since I'm pleased to report that 
it's a very pleasant little drama, filmed on beautiful 
Scottish exterior locations which look almost as lovely as 
our local Derbyshire countryside. EDIE is yet another 
recent film which taps into what the marketing men 
refer to as 'the grey audience' - I'm not sure whether 
any of you answer to that, though even at 55 I probably 
do! With box-office success just lately for the Marigold 
Hotel films, and just about anything starring Dames 
Helen Mirren, Judi Dench or Maggie Smith, it seems that 
the movie business has noticed there is an appeal, not 
to mention profit, in gentle, lightly amusing tales of OAP 
power. 
 

 
 
As the song says, there is nothing like a dame. And 
Sheila Hancock, the title star of EDIE, is nothing like a 
Dame, although she was awarded an OBE in 1974 and a 
CBE in 2011. Maybe the next honour's list will give her 
the upgrade she deserves and seat her on the top table 
alongside Judi and company? Sheila gives a striking 
performance in EDIE, and when the photography isn't 
focusing on those gorgeous Scottish lochs and peaks, 
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the camera frequently manages to capture every ridge 
and line on her fascinating face - her revealing close-ups 
really do fill gaps in the story to great effect, evidence of 
the old cliché about a picture being worth a thousand 
words. The expression in her eyes, every wrinkle and 
blemish, tell us things that the script tantalisingly only 
hints at. 
 
The basic plot of the movie is, in a single sentence, that 
an elderly lady decides to climb a mountain. Why, and 
whether she achieves this daunting feat or not, I'll leave 
for you to discover. Her engagement with younger 
people in the area, and hints of her having been 
involved in a controlled relationship in the past, add 
some intriguing subtext and lend a real edge to the 
piece - director Hunter, aided superbly by his star, skirts 
the divide between whimsical comedy and dark drama 
with a lot of skill. Sheila Hancock is the heart and soul of 
the movie - not only giving a truly memorable acting 
performance decades into her busy career, but taking on 
a whole new challenge here - you'll see the character of 
Edie go through a punishing physical ordeal, cycling, 
rowing, hiking and climbing, and Sheila was called upon 
to attempt all of this activity for real. Aged 83 during the 
filming, she rises to the test admirably. You'll get out of 
breath just watching! 
 
I'm back here in two weeks to introduce a far more 
sedate study of our vintage female film, stage and tv 
talent in NOTHING LIKE A DAME, featuring Maggie 
Smith, Eileen Atkins, Joan Plowright and Judi Dench 
getting together to offer reminiscences of their glorious 
careers. But for this afternoon, let's watch one of their 
contemporaries climb a few big hills, real and 
metaphorical. Sheila Hancock as EDIE - enjoy. 
 
 
ANYA 
 
Hello and welcome to QUAD on day two of this 
weekend's Derby Film Festival, which is continuing right 
through until Monday. Next up for you tonight, we're 
about to screen a really unusual little movie called 
ANYA. My name's Darrell Buxton, I'm a local freelance 
film lecturer and scriptwriter, and I've been working as 
part of the film festival selection committee over the 
summer, watching the submitted entries and helping to 
choose the best of them to screen here over the next 
few days. ANYA was one of the titles I watched, and 
recommended without hesitation - its full of surprises 
and really grabbed me and caught my attention when I 
saw it. 
 
If I tell you that the plot begins with a young couple 
trying for a baby and seeking advice from a doctor, you 
might think you've seen this all before. You're probably 
already anticipating that you're going to see a sweet 
romcom where the pair successfully conceive and we 
then follow the progress of the pregnancy; or perhaps a 
slightly more dramatic piece where they find they can't 
have kids, or attempt IVF, or maybe employ a surrogate 
mum, or some other storyline where we share their 
anguish and pain. However, here's the truth - if you've 

come in to this film completely cold, I can assure you 
that you will have no idea where it is all heading! 
QUAD's main cinema programmer and Festival boss 
Adam Marsh requested, when writing the brochure, that 
we should give possible links or suggestions regarding 
each movie we chose - a sort of "if you like these films, 
you'll love this" kind of deal, a little pointer to help you 
decide what to watch. My selections for ANYA were to 
compare it to THINGS TO EXPECT WHEN YOU'RE 
EXPECTING, and to the films of David Cronenberg! Now 
that may seem rather extreme - that first title being one 
of those standard, formula pregnancy flicks aimed at a 
mass audience, while Cronenberg is of course known as 
the king of body-horror with shockers like 
VIDEODROME, THE BROOD, SCANNERS and THE FLY to 
his name. I don't want to mislead you and make you 
think that ANYA will go down that icky horror route - but 
I think the comparison with Cronenberg is valid in one 
respect, as many of his movies have touched upon 
weird, offbeat, cerebral concepts of genetics and 
identity. Think of his 2005 film A HISTORY OF VIOLENCE, 
for example - a sort of Jekyll and Hyde gangster tale, 
with the divided ego of the main character played by 
Viggo Mortensen being reflected in the actions of his 
children. It's this area of Cronenberg's output, the 
quieter, yet still fantastical, studies of low-key mutation 
and tangential development that is an influence on 
ANYA. Alexander Payne's recent movie DOWNSIZING 
offers a relatable template too  - that was advertised as 
being a film set in a world where the population could 
choose to remain in regular-sized bodies or be shrunk, 
leading to a literal two-tier society, and that could have 
easily set a fun little comedy or adventure plot in motion 
- but once DOWNSIZING has established its world, the 
movie sets off into all kinds of strange and unexpected 
areas, not entirely related to its main strand of a notion. 
ANYA kind of does the same, heading into some odd and 
unpredictable territory as it moves along. 
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The filmmakers Carylanna Taylor and Jacob Okada were 
so keen to get the medical details of ANYA as accurate 
as possible that they consulted Harvard University and 
Carnegie Mellon University while writing their 
screenplay. Indeed, a molecular biologist at Harvard 
named Ruth McCole came on board as the film's 
scientific adviser, and was thrilled to be invited to 
actually write a scene for the script where a pair of 
scientists discuss an experiment. Ruth commented "it 
was fun to see something I had written become part of a 
movie!". The verisimilitude and believability of the 
science bits really grounds ANYA, so that - as with David 
Cronenberg's wilder visions - when it strays into 
fantastic territory, in its own very low-key way, it 
doesn't test the audience's patience or stretch 
credibility. What develops here is something that you 
could well accept as potential reality - if a story like this 
one popped up on the evening six o clock TV bulletin, it 
may sound a little exotic but it certainly would not strike 
you as being 'fake news', in the modern parlance.  
 
I like ANYA a lot. It's kind of a science fiction movie, but 
it ain't STAR WARS. If this can be called science fiction, 
and some may not even go that far, then it's rooted in 
the everyday, it's not flashy, it always feels as though it 
could be happening out there in the world somewhere, 
and it finds wonders in the small things. The filmmakers 
are especially proud that they've put together a multi-
ethnic cast, with Carylanna commenting in a recent 
interview about the casting of African-American actor 
Motell Foster as the main scientist -  “Part of it is seeing 
yourself, part of it is the aspiration of encouraging 
people who might not have thought of themselves as 
potentially being a scientist to know that that's an 
option”. Foster apparently threw himself into the role, 
visiting science labs in order to get a flavour of who the 
lab technicians and researchers were and how they live 
and go about their business - he discovered to his 
surprise that they weren't stuffy or academic in nature, 
that they were largely a laid back and pretty cool bunch 
- Ruth McCole commented on how Foster had been 
amazed to find one lab decorated with a huge cardboard 
pink unicorn! - and the actor factors this easy going, fun 
sensibility into his winning performance here. 
 
Enjoy the film, and I hope you get as much out of it as I 
did. 
 
 
ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS 
 
Hello and welcome to QUAD for tonight's screening of 
Julien Temple's lively 80s cult gem, ABSOLUTE 
BEGINNERS - just one of the movies we're playing here 
as part of a nationwide British Film Institute season 
named BFI Musicals - The Greatest Show On Screen! My 
name's Darrell Buxton, I'm a film scriptwriter and 
freelance lecturer, and I've been a fan of the star of 
ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS, David Bowie, since the early 70s 
and have even taught classes on his career here at 
QUAD, so they've kindly invited me to talk for a few 
minutes before the show tonight. 

 
Over the past few years, the career of David Bowie has 
been repackaged in a series of box sets archiving his 
classic albums. Starting with Five Years in 2015, each box 
has been named after a Bowie lyric or title, with Who 
Can I Be Now? and A New Career In A New Town 
following. When time came for a collection celebrating 
The Dame's mid-80s output, one wag on an online 
forum suggested that perhaps it ought to be named 
after the opening line of the hit single Absolute 
Beginners - I've Nothing Much To Offer. 
 
By 1986 Bowie's commercial stock had never been 
higher - concert tour and record sales going through the 
roof, slick laid back videos aired regularly on MTV, 
acclaimed acting appearances during the 80s in a run of 
varied movies from THE HUNGER to MERRY CHRISTMAS 
MR LAWRENCE to LABYRINTH. But the fans who had 
grown up in the 70s, those of us who regarded David as 
our messiah, had become mystified and appalled. Why 
was he wearing a tan suit? Why the cropped and sun 
bleached hair? Why was he playing an evil Goblin King in 
a kids' movie? Why oh why oh why was he working with 
Tina Turner? And what on earth was that cover version 
of God Only Knows all about, on the dreadful Tonight 
LP? Music paper critics and old school fans alike were 
mauling almost everything Bowie involved himself in. 
And we were wrong. 
 
Now I'm not excusing his massacre of God Only Knows, 
oh no. But in retrospect, as we look back over Bowie's 
life, we see that bleached-hair-man may simply have 
been one of his characters, a persona for the times just 
as Ziggy was, just as The Thin White Duke and Nathan 
Adler and Button Eyes and Thomas Jerome Newton have 
been. The well-cut suit and the striking hairdo were 
every bit as strange and meaningful a costume as the 
Pierrot-like clown of the Scary Monsters era or the 
iconic blue and red lightning flashes slashed across 
Aladdin Sane's contemplative visage. The Goblin King 
and the degenerating vampire in THE HUNGER and even 
the comedy shark he played in the film YELLOWBEARD 
were all fantastical facets of the man, brief sketches of 
figures flitting fleetingly across his universe, contrasting 
beautifully against the more substantial fantasy 
characters he conjured up and perhaps representing the 
playful, goofy, outrageous side of the smartly dressed 
corporate yes man he suddenly seemed to embrace as 
an identity. And what's wrong with singing a duet with 
Tina Turner anyway? Her career had taken a similar 
trajectory to David's - both of them astonishing vocalists 
whose small cult following had gradually blossomed into 
an appreciative larger audience, followed by a late-in-
life launch into the stratosphere, playing to tens of 
millions rather than the previous hundreds. 
 
But, as I said, Bowie's critical reputation, rightly or 
wrongly, was in the gutter with long term fans by 1986. 
The Tonight album had spawned a minor hit called Blue 
Jean, and Bowie, ever keen to explore and exploit new 
media forms, teamed up with Sex Pistols film chronicler 
and noted documentarian Julien Temple to make an 
ambitious accompanying promo video. You could watch 
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the four-minute version of Blue Jean on tv pop shows - 
or, if you stayed up late to watch Channel 4, or if you 
happened to catch it as a short film supporting THE 
COMPANY OF WOLVES at the cinema, you could 
experience something titled JAZZIN' FOR BLUE JEAN, a 
22-minute expanded epic directed by Temple, starring 
Bowie, and featuring all kinds of cool, finger-popping 
imagery. 
 

 
 
Julien had ideas about furthering his own career, too. 
Best known at this point for THE GREAT ROCK'N'ROLL 
SWINDLE, Temple had his eyes on a career in fictional 
cinema and in Hollywood. The expensive flop movie 
EARTH GIRLS ARE EASY, with Geena Davis, Jeff Goldblum 
and a young up-and-comer named Jim Carrey, rather 
uneasily brought about that ambition, and 
simultaneously rather dashed Temple's hopes, by the 
end of the 80s, though he's since re-established himself 
as king of the rockumentary with further Pistols, Dr 
Feelgood, Glastonbury, Kinks, and Clash-related 
productions. 
 
Once again, hindsight gives us a rather different view to 
the perceptions in 1986 itself. Today we can view 
Temple's film adaptation of Colin MacInnes' classic novel 
Absolute Beginners as a bridge between the director's 
Sex Pistols documents and his trip to Tinseltown for his 
brief US excursion. It looks precisely like the type of 
bigger-budgeted, more ambitious, personally appealing 
project that he needed at the time, a perfect stepping 
stone to those greater things which ultimately never 
quite materialised. But, if you were around in 1986, and 
if you look back with an eye on the truth rather than 
through rose tinted nostalgia, you'll recall that 
ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS was considered a disaster. 
Temple was deemed to have sold out by his punk 
audience, Bowie was considered to be completely 
washed up by those of us who had bought and been 
thrilled by Diamond Dogs and Station To Station and 
Low on first release, the likes of Ray Davies and Lionel 
Blair and Mandy Rice-Davies meant nothing to my 
generation, neither did the jazzy late 50s West London 
setting, and what the hell was Patsy Kensit doing in this? 
Something of a hate figure among the post punk 
generation, seen as something of an upbeat self-
promoting careerist and far from the dour Northern 
types whose records we all pretended to be miserable 
to.  
 
At this time, Francis Ford Coppola's ONE FROM THE 
HEART was still reasonably fresh in the memory - like 
major portions of ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS, it was filmed 
on a huge self-contained set, and had received a bit of a 
critical savaging despite high advance expectations. All 

these years on, both movies have had a change of 
fortune and both look ultra-stylish and tres cool. As 
mentioned at the start, we're focusing on ABSOLUTE 
BEGINNERS' qualities as a screen musical tonight, and 
from Bowie's now classic title song, to Sade Adu's 
breathily smooth nightclub torch number Killer Blow, to 
some sensational dance set pieces, well, Temple's cast 
might not include a British equivalent to Gene Kelly or 
Fred Astaire, but I don't think you'll leave here feeling 
cheated or deprived in terms of top tunes and spectacle. 
The film's themes touch upon the excitement and ripoff 
perils of the nascent pop music industry, the glitz of 
London, and simmering racial tension, and though 
Temple may seem to coat it all in superficial gloss, he 
shows considerable nous in ensuring that the hard 
questions and issues of the era are not ignored. One 
highlight, the stunningly-staged and memorable 
moment which sees Ray Davies performing the song 
Quiet Life, displays a reach and an ambition far beyond 
most British moviemakers of the 80s or subsequent 
decades. And Mr Bowie's entrepreneurial ad man figure, 
Vendice Partners, offers a slick and ever so slightly 
Mephistophelian version of the expensively suited guy 
with a sculpted coiffure that he'd been playing for the 
previous five years. Just another one of his avatars after 
all, then, one of his masks, like Aladdin Sane, like 
Halloween Jack, like Ziggy... 
 
I despised ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS when I first saw it. My 
generation all did, just as we all continued to listen to 
Siouxsie and the Banshees and Joy Division and Echo 
and the Bunnymen instead of delving into the rather 
lame new jazz scene that some of the hip London music 
press was striving to foist on us. Do you remember Blue 
Rondo A La Turk? I've tried very, very hard to forget 
them. But then, a couple of years ago, Temple's movie 
was dragged off the shelf and released on Blu-ray, and, 
in the wake of Bowie having departed in early 2016, I 
decided to give it another go. What a revelation! In the 
interim, I'd managed to watch a string of great late 50s 
and early 60s hip British movies, and after ‘BEAT’ GIRL 
and EXPRESSO BONGO and even after the more 
frivolous WHAT A CRAZY WORLD and JAZZ BOAT and 
THREE HATS FOR LISA, ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS suddenly 
made perfect sense. What had seemed like a bunch of 
old hasbeens and duffers in various roles transformed 
into snazzy iconic stunt casting, now I knew a little bit 
more and was a little more accepting about the people 
involved. As for the new faces of the 80s who seemed to 
ruin the film via their very presence - back then this avid 
John Peel listener had no time whatsoever for Patsy 
Kensit, or Sade, or any of the background hangers-on 
that you seemed to spot in every video, TV show or 
British movie - well, they had taken on a history and a 
nostalgic appeal all of their own, now fitting right in 
alongside Alan Freeman and Slim Gaillard and Irene 
Handl. 
 
It's very, very rare for me to alter or reassess my opinion 
of a movie. Usually, if I hated something on screen when 
I was twenty, I still hate it aged 57. But ABSOLUTE 
BEGINNERS - which, let’s face it, probably was a terrible 
idea in the mid-80s - has aged like fine wine, and now 
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looks exactly like the type of ambitious, lively, colourful, 
exciting item that you wish the British movie industry 
had offered more often in modern times. My favourite 
film of 2019 is Dexter Fletcher's magnificent 
ROCKETMAN - and sadly, that's another all too rare 
instance of flair and flamboyance and fun in a British 
film. Let's have more of it, let's have Elton John 
levitating at the piano keyboard, let's have David Bowie 
hoofing away on a gigantic typewriter, let's have some 
imagination, let's have films that stimulate and take the 
breath away. Let's dance. 
 
I'm taking my seat now, and I already know that I'm 
going to adore watching ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS again on 
the big screen for the first time in 33 years. If you saw it 
and, like me, failed to grasp its charms first time round, I 
hope you share my experience and find a new 
appreciation for this wonderful musical. If you've never 
seen it before, you're in for a whirlwind of a treat. 
 
 
POOR GREG DROWNING 
 
Hello and welcome to day two of this weekend's Derby 
Film Festival, and to this afternoon screening of POOR 
GREG DROWNING. 
 
I'm Darrell Buxton, a local freelance scriptwriter, 
lecturer, and editor of various books about movies, and 
I've been asked to give a intro before the film today. And 
I'll let you in on a secret - the Derby Film Festival 
programme doesn't just throw itself together every 
year, but is the product of a lot of hard work by main 
programmer Adam Marsh and the team here. And as 
well as picking choice big new titles like SORRY WE 
MISSED YOU and JUDY AND PUNCH, QUAD also invites 
low-budget and indie filmmakers from all over the world 
to submit their work for consideration. The QUAD squad 
then spends the summer months sifting through dozens 
of unknown feature-length and short films, rejecting 
those that we know just won't be good enough for a 
demanding Derby audience, but accepting all of the best 
stuff they see to include within this festival weekend. 
And although I don't work for QUAD, they kindly invite 
me on to the selection panel every year too - I think they 
consider me like one of the family, part of the furniture, 
as when I'm not paying to see three or four films a week 
here, I may be teaching, interviewing special guests, 
introducing films or hosting the monthly movie quiz in 
this building. I'm pleased that the good folk at QUAD 
think my opinion is worth listening to. 
 
And that's a matter you'll be able to judge for yourselves 
this weekend, as three of my personal selections from 
the submission pile have made it into the Festival 
programme. At 6.10 this evening I'll be back to introduce 
ANYA, a film with that time-honoured plot 'a young 
couple trying for a baby' - but don't all yawn at once and 
say you've seen enough of those pregnancy dramas and 
comedies, because ANYA gradually gets increasingly 
unconventional and strange as it progresses. If you like 
the work of Alexander Payne or Wes Anderson, you 
might just find this one clicks with you. Later this 

weekend, another of my choices, PAIR DOWN, is 
screening, and is not to be missed - a very quirky and 
funny American indie movie about a once-successful 
filmmaker, now down on his luck, who is taken under 
the wing of a guardian angel figure who suddenly 
appears out of nowhere. If you're a fan of Kevin Smith's 
irreverent take on religion, DOGMA, then PAIR DOWN is 
definitely for you. 
 
So, on to today's movie, and the third film that I 
personally recommended for the festival. It's called 
POOR GREG DROWNING, and like ANYA it's another 
movie which at face value has a plot you've seen a 
million times before - in this instance, lonely man seeks 
flatmate.  But don't roll your eyes just yet - because 
again, this one takes its standard premise and goes to 
town with it. In the festival programme, Adam asked us 
all to name a few well-known movies that could be 
compared to each of the new ones we're showing, a sort 
of "if you like JURASSIC PARK and I DANIEL BLAKE then 
you'll love this heartwarming story of dinosaurs visiting 
the food bank". And I have to admit, I drew a complete 
blank in comparing POOR GREG DROWNING to anything 
else. Part of the problem is that there are certain movies 
I could mention that have a connection with this one, 
but if I did then I might be giving away a few clues to 
important plot points here. So I thought it best to keep 
schtum and let you discover this film's delights for 
yourselves. You'll see what I mean. 
 
POOR GREG DROWNING is narrated by Cedric The 
Entertainer, that larger-than-life US star who has 
appeared in hits like BE COOL and BIG MOMMAS 
HOUSE, and who I thought stole the show in the Coen 
Brothers' hugely underrated INTOLERABLE CRUELTY. 
Cedric is the biggest name involved here, but the 
onscreen cast acquit themselves well. Greg is played by 
Graham Sibley, who was way, way, way down the cast 
list of the Clint Eastwood and Tom Hanks movie SULLY: 
MIRACLE ON THE HUDSON and who was once billed as 
'next victim' in an episode of TV's Fear The Walking 
Dead, so it's nice to see him grasp this chance and prove 
what he can do in a leading role; Marguerite Insolia, 
who plays female lead Payton, has done loads of short 
films and TV work - she once appeared as a secretary in 
an episode of Mad Men and didn't receive an onscreen 
credit, so again it's good to see someone being dragged 
out of the extras pool and elevated into a lead part. I 
think you'll be impressed by both - and I hope you like 
this neat little movie as much as I did. 
 
 
 
AMAZING GRACE 
 
Welcome to QUAD for this afternoon's musical Midweek 
Treat. My name's Darrell Buxton, I'm a local movie 
scriptwriter and critic, and I'm filling in here at Midweek 
Treat for our next two shows, covering for your regular 
host David Leicester. And as a keen record collector and 
lifelong music fan, I'm delighted that my stint 
introducing the Wednesday matinees takes in two films 
based around major recording artists of the late 20th 
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century. On June 5th I'm back to present a screening of 
the new Elton John biopic, ROCKETMAN - but for today 
we have something very special indeed. In fact, it's 
Amazing. Recipient of a glowing five star review in The 
Guardian recently, with Peter Bradshaw describing it 
there as possessing "an oceanic swell of euphoria and 
joy" and calling its central figure "stunningly 
charismatic", the film is AMAZING GRACE, the vocalist at 
its heart is the Queen of Soul - or, as she's named here, 
The First Lady of Music - Aretha Franklin. 
 
AMAZING GRACE is a film that almost didn't happen, 
though, and I'll talk a little about the movie's torturous 
journey to the screen in just a moment. I'm sure I don't 
need to talk too much about Aretha, however - the soul 
sensation and gospel great who is often named as 'best 
vocalist of all time' whenever music magazines or 
websites undertake such polls or compile lists ought to 
be well known to everyone here today, and if by some 
chance you are new to her thrilling, compelling, 
affecting vocal style, I can guarantee that you will exit 
QUAD as an Aretha fan. Her performance in AMAZING 
GRACE is, quite simply, phenomenal - one of the finest 
exhibitions of vocal delivery and towering 
transcendental talent ever captured on film. My own 
personal favourite up until now was always James 
Brown's peerless live set from the 1964 movie The 
T.A.M.I. SHOW, which featured a parade of artists like 
the Beach Boys, the Supremes, Smokey Robinson, and 
the Rolling Stones, but when The Godfather of Soul and 
the Famous Flames hit the stage, all the rest were 
eclipsed as lucky viewers got to witness the single most 
astonishing live performance ever recorded. I came to 
see AMAZING GRACE on Friday, and left thinking that 
Aretha had reached similarly glorious heights here.  
 
You'll see Aretha's father, Mississippi-born and 
Tennessee-trained Baptist preacher the Reverend C.L. 
Franklin, during the course of the film when he turns up 
for the second of Aretha's two nights. The reverend had 
begun delivering sermons at the New Bethel Baptist 
Church in Detroit by the late 1940s, and soon the young 
Aretha was singing hymns solo for the congregation. It 
was clear from an early age that her voice was 
something quite remarkable, and C.L. officially became 
her manager, taking his daughter on the road as he 
toured around different churches. In her early teens 
Aretha began recording for the JVB label, her debut 
single in 1956 being a version of James Cleveland 
Moore's gospel standard, 'Never Grow Old'. As we 
know, into the sixties the pop hits followed - magnificent 
singles including 'Respect', 'I Never Loved a Man (The 
Way I Love You), 'Think', '(You Make Me Feel Like a) 
Natural Woman', and 'I Say a Little Prayer'. Aretha was 
enjoying huge album sales too, and by the early 70s had 
released over twenty LPs. In 1972 she decided that 
something different was required, having never really 
released a coherent themed record as opposed to a 
mere collection of songs, and so returned to her gospel 
roots to record the double album 'Amazing Grace'. 
Aretha had a few live albums in her discography already 
- 'Songs of Faith', 'Aretha in Paris', 'Aretha Live at 
Filmore West' - but 'Amazing Grace' outsold not only 

these, but all of her studio albums too. It remains the 
biggest-selling release of her career, and the biggest 
selling gospel album by any artist. 
 
The New Temple Missionary Baptist Church in Watts, 
California was the venue for the recording, with 
renowned gospel artist the Reverend James Cleveland 
having founded a choir, the Southern California 
Community Choir, in the early 70s - Cleveland hosted 
the two-day session, staged in front of a church 
congregation that included gospel legend Clara Ward as 
well as Charlie Watts and Mick Jagger of the Rolling 
Stones. The choir was conducted expertly by Alexander 
Hamilton, and provide perfect backing for Aretha to go 
through her full range, from the quietly devout to the 
joyously rapturous.  
 
Experienced Hollywood director Sidney Pollack was 
hired by Warner Brothers to shoot a planned special 
documenting the live recording of the 'Amazing Grace' 
album - you may be aware of Mr Pollack from films such 
as TOOTSIE, THE WAY WE WERE, OUT OF AFRICA and 
THREE DAYS OF THE CONDOR, but he seemed a bit of an 
odd fit for this project, and you'll spot him flitting 
around in the background occasionally, bespectacled, 
curly haired, often looking worried or frantically waving 
his arms around in panic. The story goes that for some 
reason Pollack chose not to use clapperboards at the 
beginning of the shots for AMAZING GRACE, possibly in 
a bid to preserve the spontaneity - as a result, when it 
came to editing the filmed footage, it was found to be 
an impossible job to get the images and the recorded 
sound properly in synch, and the whole thing was 
written off as unusable and dumped in a vault. Decades 
later, producer Alan Elliott took advantage of 21st 
century technology to attempt to finally piece the whole 
thing together - but Pollack died in 2008 without 
witnessing the outcome. What's more, even with the 
film completed, Aretha herself raised objections to any 
potential release, citing "unauthorised appropriation of 
my likeness" and threatening legal action. She did go on 
record as saying "I love the film itself", so it's a little 
unclear precisely what Ms. Franklin's objection was - 
maybe she felt this was simply too personal, too 
emotional, to share - but whatever the reason, it held 
AMAZING GRACE off the screens yet again. Reviewing 
the film in the New York Times recently, Wesley Morris 
points out how so few images of powerful black women 
were seen on screen in the early 70s - perhaps only 
Diana Ross, playing an embattled and troubled Billie 
Holiday in LADY SINGS THE BLUES, comes to mind - and 
surmises how the cinematic and social landscape might 
have altered, had AMAZING GRACE been released at the 
intended time. As Wesley points out, movies such as 
SHAFT, COTTON COMES TO HARLEM and SWEET 
SWEETBACK'S BAADASSSSS SONG were hitting big with 
African-American audiences and having some crossover 
success too, and we were only a year or two away from 
Pam Grier blowing everyone away in the vengeful action 
flicks COFFY and FOXY BROWN, so maybe the footage 
you're about to watch, with Aretha in total control at its 
heart and with such positivity oozing from the choir and 
the community, would have carried a message all of its 
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own regarding emergent 'Black Power'. Apparently 
there were plans in 1972 for AMAZING GRACE to be 
released alongside the potent, exciting, drug-themed 
crime classic SUPER FLY, from the son of the director of 
SHAFT and featuring a sensational Curtis Mayfield 
soundtrack. What a double bill that might have made. 
 
The music world and the greater public alike were 
saddened by news of Aretha's death from a pancreatic 
tumour in mid August 2018 - the esteem in which this 
great lady was held was confirmed as the likes of civil 
rights activist and politician Jesse Jackson, and American 
music royalty Stevie Wonder, visited Aretha on her 
death bed. Such a tragic loss, particularly as Aretha 
Franklin had continued to record and perform right up 
to 2017 and was still pencilling in concert dates for 2018. 
Even the darkest clouds have a silver lining, and Aretha's 
departure did at least allow, finally, for the release of 
Alan Elliott's assembly of Sydney Pollack's church-shot 
footage. If you're familiar with the LP, you'll note that 
one or two highlights are absent from AMAZING GRACE 
the movie, notably Aretha's rendition of 'You'll Never 
Walk Alone' - but what is on offer here is really rather 
astounding. Also writing in The Guardian, Mark Kermode 
described Aretha's take on the song 'Amazing Grace' as 
"soul-shaking". Kermode notes that the Reverend 
Cleveland is reduced to tears at that point, and says this 
is "a reaction I guarantee will be repeated in cinemas 
everywhere". Another review I read recommended that 
you ought to bring towels, not merely tissues, along with 
you. For me, however, it's the very last number in the 
movie that offers the most stirring, shattering moments 
- as Aretha performs the song she recorded for JVB 
Records as a young teenager back in the mid 1950s, 
'Never Grow Old'. Honestly, whatever your views may 
be regarding God, Jesus, religion, even the secular and 
the atheists will find themselves pondering that perhaps 
they ought to attend a place of worship next weekend 
while listening to - and, crucially, watching - this 
absolute marvel. Enjoy AMAZING GRACE, and I hope to 
see you back here next week for Elton and ROCKETMAN. 
 
 
ROCKETMAN 
 
Hello and welcome to QUAD for this afternoon's 
Midweek Treat. My name's Darrell Buxton, I'm a Derby-
based scriptwriter and movie critic and work regularly 
on a freelance basis here at QUAD, and after introducing 
Aretha Franklin and AMAZING GRACE last Wednesday 
I'm presenting more 70s music to you this afternoon 
with the new Elton John biopic ROCKETMAN. 
 
And what a treat you're in for. ROCKETMAN is fantastic, 
colourful, lively and inventive stuff - if you're expecting a 
standard rock music bio then look elsewhere. Some 
critics and audiences have already lamented that the 
film doesn't tell the truth, gets events in the wrong 
order, etc - firstly, that's fairly standard for most movies 
of this kind, it's often done on purpose in order to 
entertain and to keep the story moving briskly, quite 
unlike real life; and secondly director Dexter Fletcher 
really makes something out of the freedom to go off on 

tangents and flights of fancy. This does follow familiar 
lines to an extent - like many similar filmic studies of 
larger-than-life personalities, it focuses on a period of a 
few eventful years in the life of its subject, and it uses 
Elton and Bernie Taupin's songs to comment on the 
action throughout, in the manner of the West End 
theatrical 'jukebox musicals' like MAMMA MIA and so 
on. But director Fletcher and star Taron Egerton 
somehow stick a rocket underneath ROCKETMAN, 
investing it with surging energy and excitement and 
keeping it fast and flowing for two hours, adding 
outrageous fantasy to Elton's already speedy and crazy 
rise and fall, playing around with time and space, 
cramming in booze and flamboyance and excessively 
excessive excess alongside the expected sex, drugs, and 
rock'n'roll. This is breathtaking cinema, one of the best 
movies of the year so far for me, and hopefully for you 
too. 
 
Dexter Fletcher, a former child star who has continued 
to act while establishing a solid reputation as a 
profitable and effective director of big populist 
commercial movies, is no stranger to tales of unlikely 
short-sighted English heroes, as he directed  the 
excellent EDDIE THE EAGLE in 2016, capturing for the 
screen the bizarre saga of Great Britain's notorious ski-
jumping Olympian. Nor is this the first time that Dexter 
has made passes at pop stars who wear glasses, since in 
2013 he made the movie version of SUNSHINE ON LEITH, 
the stage musical based on songs by The Proclaimers. 
Dexter also has form in telling the beyond-belief tales of 
1970s music legends, as he was called in as an 
emergency replacement director for last year's 
BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY, filling in for the final couple of 
weeks of that shoot after original helmer Bryan Singer 
was controversially ditched by 20th Century Fox. 
 
Elton John played as a session musician during the late 
60s - the film depicts him as a member of a backing 
band for a touring soul revue, but he also wrote songs 
for Lulu, performed on record releases by artists such as 
The Hollies and The Scaffold, and if you remember those 
old 'Top of the Pops' vinyl LPs that used to be sold in 
Boots and Woolworths, with session players performing 
hastily-recorded cover versions of current chart hits, 
note that Elton used to earn a few quid fifty years ago by 
bashing out piano backing tracks for those too. It was 
America that initially seemed to sit up and take notice, 
and take him seriously in his own right - Elton was a big 
fan of artists like Leon Russell, and loved the Canadian 
group The Band, featuring Robbie Robertson, Levon 
Helm, Rick Danko, Richard Manuel and Garth Hudson, 
and Elton's attempts to imitate the sounds of his heroes 
while adding his own touches from the Middlesex delta 
caught on in the States like wildfire - his early albums all 
sold in their millions across the Atlantic and gained high 
chart placings over there, not bad for a prematurely 
balding, bespectacled, gap-toothed guy from Pinner. 
Before long this unassuming and rather shy pianist was 
living the high life and adorning himself with sparkling 
outfits, tottering around on fashionable platform shoes, 
and drinking every spirit and snorting every powder 
known to man. Famously, of course, Elton also made a 
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major virtue out of his myopia, accessorising his 
increasingly ludicrous stagewear with equally wacky 
shaped or bejewelled pairs of glasses - one memorable 
item of eyewear had bright yellow frames with the 
letters Z and M attached either side, spelling out the 
word 'zoom', and all credit should go to ROCKETMAN's 
researchers and costume designers who have gone out 
of their way to recreate Elton's crazy clothing and specs, 
particularly in one fabulous scene where he performs 
The Who's Pinball Wizard and we see an array of rapid 
onscreen costume changes via the magic of cinema. 
 

 
 
Speaking of Pinball Wizard reminds me that the 1970s 
saw a crop of colourful, lively movies based around the 
glittery glam rock fad. Ok, The Who weren't glam, but 
teaming up with Ken Russell for the movie version of 
their LP TOMMY certainly saw Ken riding that 
contemporary wave - why, it even features the real 
Elton John on the world's most monstrous pair of 
platform shoes performing that aforementioned song. 
D.A. Pennebaker had filmed Bowie's so-called 'farewell' 
gig at Hammersmith Odeon in 1973, which then took 
ten years to get released as concert movie ZIGGY 
STARDUST AND THE SPIDERS FROM MARS; meanwhile, 
Marc Bolan and T Rex starred in the very strange BORN 
TO BOOGIE, directed by Ringo Starr, in which Elton also 
appeared briefly. The way-out and experimental Brian 
Eno got his own short film, just called ENO, tracing his 
shift out of Roxy Music and into a solo career recording 
his debut album 'Here Come The Warm Jets', while 
David Essex played rising and falling star Jim MacLaine in 
the retro rock'n'roll film THAT'LL BE THE DAY and its 
amazing, melancholy 'death of glam' sequel, STARDUST; 
even more bitter and grim was FLAME, in which Slade 

starred as a rock band getting in too deep with shady, 
gangster-like management. On the more fun side of the 
glam fence, we had the film of Richard O'Brien's stage 
smash, THE ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW in 1975, 
and the same year brought NEVER TOO YOUNG TO 
ROCK, set in a future Britain where pop music is banned 
by a fascist government and only Mud, the Glitter Band 
and the Rubettes can save us by performing their chart 
hits at a rousing climactic concert; Mud popped up again 
in SIDE BY SIDE with the likes of Fox and Stephanie de 
Sykes, with the great Terry-Thomas and Barry 
Humphries as the bad guys this time. I should quickly 
mention in passing that the company responsible for 
those two Mud movies, GTO Films, also made a 1974 
film called REMEMBER ME THIS WAY which followed 
Gary Glitter on tour, but that's perhaps best glossed 
over these days. And perhaps my favourite glam rock 
film came from a very unlikely source, as one entry in 
the incredibly popular smutty sex comedy franchise, the 
'Confessions' series, was called CONFESSIONS OF A POP 
PERFORMER and had Robin Askwith and Peter Cleall as 
members of a Mott the Hoople-like band named Kipper, 
struggling to make it in showbiz but eventually topping 
the charts and playing at the Royal Variety Show. And 
into the 21st century we've had releases such as Todd 
Haynes' VELVET GOLDMINE, last year's Oscar winning 
BOHEMIAN RHAPSODY, and from the US, the likes of 
HEDWIG AND THE ANGRY INCH and Martin Scorsese's 
TV series Vinyl. I think you'll find that ROCKETMAN fits 
right in alongside the group of films I've mentioned 
there. Elton John has of course established a film career 
all of his own, though he was always mainly more glam 
on the outside and musically reflective on the inside, 
and wrote songs with Tim Rice for Disney's THE LION 
KING as well as contributing to the animated films 
GNOMEO & JULIET and SHERLOCK GNOMES, both 
produced by Elton's hubby David Furnish and featuring 
Elton classics on the soundtracks. Elton even got a 
sizeable acting cameo role a couple of years ago, 
hilariously playing himself in the spy action comedy-
drama KINGSMAN: THE GOLDEN CIRCLE, and seemingly 
having a ball, coincidentally acting there alongside Taron 
Egerton, who plays Elton in ROCKETMAN! 
 
After his success as Eddie the Eagle, Egerton is recast by 
director Fletcher as Elton - and is quite, quite brilliant in 
the role, throwing himself into the part and really 
capturing Reginald Dwight's hesitance and lack of 
confidence suddenly transforming into the newly-
christened Elton John's towering, majestic self-
assurance and belief in his immense talent. Taron is 
more than ably assisted by a very capable cast - Jamie 
Bell is impressive as Elton's lyricist and right hand man 
Bernie Taupin, Richard Madden plays Elton's scheming 
manager John Reid, and Bryce Dallas Howard from the 
JURASSIC WORLD franchise leaves dinosaurs behind to 
portray Elton's mum Sheila. Best of all for me is Stephen 
Graham, whom I hope you've been watching in Shane 
Meadows' searing new Channel 4 drama The Virtues - in 
a change of pace for Stephen, here he plays famous 
music publisher and Tin Pan Alley entrepreneur Dick 
James, and at times threatens to steal the show with an 
exceptional comic performance. 
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At one point in the movie, Elton's life is described with 
the phrase “it's gonna be a wild ride” - and director 
Fletcher, star Egerton, and the other participants all 
combine their talents to ensure that a wild ride is what 
you, the viewers, will experience. The bitch is most 
definitely back. Indeed, if you'll pardon the pun - you're 
in for quite a spectacle this afternoon. Enjoy 
ROCKETMAN. 
 
 
SMOKEY AND THE BANDIT 

Hello and welcome to QUAD for tonight's show as part 
of our regular 'Fringes' strand. The 'Fringes' shows are 
our opportunity to bring you those movies that may 
have slipped the net or fallen between the cracks - and 
although our presentation tonight, SMOKEY AND THE 
BANDIT, was a smash hit at the box office on its original 
1977 release, we think it fits the bill as it has perhaps 
been disregarded or ignored for too long in the 
intervening years, and is well overdue for revival and 
reappraisal, especially on the big screen which is how 
most of its fans will have first experienced this great 
road chase flick. And don't forget that the movie came 
out right in the middle of one of the most curious crazes 
ever to hit Britain, when spotty bedroom-dwelling 
teenagers across the country all asked mum and dad if 
they could have a Citizen's Band radio set for Christmas - 
through the latter half of the 1970s, although cultural 
commentators might suggest that we were all listening 
either to Abba or to punk rock, what the kids were really 
into was pretending to be an outlaw trucker and 
adopting a pseudonym - or 'handle’ - along the lines of 
'Freeway Devil', 'Tarmac Tickler', 'Road Hog' etc., and 
blasting out C.B. messages from their Slough, Gloucester 
or Milton Keynes locations! 

Burt Reynolds became something of a forgotten figure 
himself during the late 80s and through the 90s. In his 
heyday, however, Burt was the undisputed king of 
Hollywood. Quigley Publications' annual poll of movie 
exhibitors, to find the top box office moneymaking star 
of the year, named Reynolds as the number one in 1978, 
1979, 1980, 1981, and 1982; only Tom Cruise has ever 
rivalled that level of public acclaim. Sadly, Burt's star 
began to wane - audience appetites were shifting 
following the success of new science fiction and fantasy 
fare, plus the actor himself suffered an injury on the set 
of CITY HEAT, his long-awaited collaboration with his 
major rival Clint Eastwood, being hit in the face with a 
chair. During treatment he became hooked on 
painkillers, an addiction which plagued him for several 
years. Burt also reportedly turned down some huge 
roles, including Han Solo in STAR WARS and John 
McLane in DIE HARD. Even when his career revived with 
BOOGIE NIGHTS in 1997, Reynolds hated the movie, 
didn't get along at all with director Paul Thomas 
Anderson, fired his agent, and turned down a part in 
Anderson's next film MAGNOLIA. 

Yet through the seventies Burt Reynolds was the man, 
the superstar leading player of his era, with crowds 
queuing round the block to see him in everything from 
DELIVERANCE to HOOPER. He starred in THE LONGEST 

YARD, released here as THE MEAN MACHINE, and a few 
years later did SEMI-TOUGH - two very different films 
with a shared theme of American football, but again 
both hits worldwide. SMOKEY AND THE BANDIT came 
his way in 1977, and turned into a smash, grossing over 
$300 million to date. SMOKEY was directed by Hal 
Needham - Hal had been one of Hollywood's top stunt 
co-ordinators, specialising in motor vehicle mayhem, 
and toiled on movies like CHINATOWN and FRENCH 
CONNECTION II. He'd befriended Reynolds while 
working alongside him on several big movies, and when 
he showed Burt the SMOKEY screenplay the star jumped 
at the chance to make it. Needham had intended the 
film to be a low budget chase affair with country music 
singer Jerry Reed playing the 110 mph anti-hero, but 
with Burt firmly on board Universal Pictures upped the 
financing to $5.3 million, a huge amount back then, 
sensing correctly that they might have a substantial hit 
on their hands. Reed still features prominently in the 
movie - he plays, very effectively, the Bandit's trucker 
sidekick 'Snowman', and pens and sings some really 
catchy country numbers on the soundtrack including the 
excellent 'Eastbound and Down'. Sally Field, who had a 
long term relationship with Burt, makes a really 
appealing and perky female lead, and of course later 
moved on to win the 'Best Actress' award at both the 
1980 and 1985 Oscar ceremonies, for NORMA RAE and 
PLACES IN THE HEART. And let's not forget Jackie 
Gleason, a popular figure in film and television since the 
early 1940s, and enjoying a late career resurgence in 
playing cantankerous Sheriff Buford T. Justice. Reynolds 
is on record as saying that he only agreed to do the 
movie if Gleason could be in it too, and Jackie was 
apparently given plenty of leeway to ad lib and 
improvise, throwing in a "sumbitch" here and a 
glowering, pissed off expression there. 

For the record, Burt appeared at the Wizard World 
comics convention in Chicago in August 2015, and in 
answer to a question from a fan, revealed that twelve 
Pontiac Trans Am cars were totalled during the shoot. 
He also admitted "I'm afraid I was responsible for a good 
few of those!" 

1980 saw most of the principal cast return for SMOKEY 
AND THE BANDIT II, also known as SMOKEY AND THE 
BANDIT RIDE AGAIN, with Reynolds and Reed this time 
attempting to transport an elephant to the Republican 
Party convention. A third film was shot under the title 
'Smokey Is The Bandit', with Gleason in two roles, but 
test audiences found it confusing and so reshoots were 
done, finally offering Jerry Reed the chance to play the 
Bandit as had been originally intended back in 1977. 
Reynolds makes a brief cameo appearance in the third 
movie, eventually retitled SMOKEY AND THE BANDIT 
PART 3. 

But for tonight we'll focus on the original and best. Load 
up that truck with crates of Coors, check that your C.B. 
set is tuned to the right channel, and take your place 
behind the wheel. As the song says, we've got a long 
way to go, and a short time to get there. Let's haul ass 
and hit the road. Threes and eights, good buddies! 
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THE RIGHT STUFF 

Good evening and welcome to Derby Film Festival, day 
five. The main theme of the film festival this year is 
'Journey', and the movie we've got for you tonight 
encapsulates that concept in so many different ways. It's 
Philip Kaufman's THE RIGHT STUFF, released in 1983 and 
based on Tom Wolfe's non-fiction study of the NASA 
astronaut training programme, published four years 
earlier in the late seventies.  

By the time of Wolfe's book, government and public 
enthusiasm for outer space was waning. Hard to believe, 
I know, but the moon landings were passé, the 
suggestion of travel to and colonisation of our neighbour 
planets was outmoded and seen as the province of 
1950s pulp novels and trashy science fiction flicks, plus 
the money was running out. A new generation was more 
excited by Luke Skywalker and Han Solo than by Neil 
Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin; and it's telling that in 1979 
when Wolfe's book hit the stores, one of that year's 
surprise sleeper hits at the cinema box office had been 
CAPRICORN ONE, a paranoid diversion which took as its 
main premise the idea, increasingly popular among 
conspiracy theorists and beyond, that the Apollo moon 
landings had been faked. 

In an America still reeling from Vietnam and Watergate, 
heroes were in short supply. Even the astronaut legends 
had been tarnished by the technical failings of the 
Apollo 13 mission and the potentially fatal splashdown 
of Apollo 15; fortunately on those occasions, all survived 
to tell the tale. Wolfe's recounting of the true epic saga 
of space training attempted to redress the balance. Tom 
Wolfe had originally been assigned by 'Rolling Stone' 
magazine to give a counter-culture spin on reporting 
NASA's final moon mission to date, December 1972's 
launch of Apollo 17 - his resulting four-part feature, 
titled 'Post-Orbital Remorse', examined the depression 
suffered by several returning participants in the space 
programme, but in researching this topic Wolfe became 
hooked on the whole wider subject and began to 
formulate ideas for a fuller study. He'd spoken to 
Brigadier General Chuck Yeager to acquire background 
for his proposed extension of this commission, and hit 
on the ingenious idea of tracing the story right back 
from figures like Yeager - not astronauts, but former 
fighter pilots now flying jets in peacetime aeronautical 
tests. Having already outlined and substantially 
completed his chapters on the Apollo forerunner, 
Project Mercury, Wolfe now portrayed the test pilots as 
exerting a key influence on development of American 
space exploration. Although these men were often 
deemed insufficiently qualified to actually take part in 
the rocket launches, a controversial decision which 
you'll see covered in the movie, Wolfe argues that 
without these guys no-one would have come close to 
setting foot on the moon. 

'The Right Stuff', then, may appear rather curious and 
not immediately obvious as suitable material for 
Hollywood  - it's a very askew take on its theme, and 
might be considered by lazy or unimaginative readers to 
have only told half of the story. But Wolfe painted such 

a stirring, vivid, and robust picture of these pioneers 
that he virtually changed the way in which the U.S.A. 
saw its spacemen; perhaps Neil Armstrong's "one small 
step for man" was more the end of a long journey than 
it was the beginning of a new trek, and I think history 
and the fading of the interplanetary dream has proved 
Wolfe right. 

The 1983 movie version is something of a modern epic; 
there's three and a quarter hours of it. But sometimes 
events merit such a retelling, and director Philip 
Kaufman, of OUTLAW JOSEY WALES and INVASION OF 
THE BODY SNATCHERS fame, makes THE RIGHT STUFF a 
breeze to watch. He and his utterly wonderful cast 
manage to keep it all fairly light and easy-going, possibly 
a genuine reflection of the camaraderie, companionship, 
rivalry and banter this bunch of wild-blue-yonder, up up 
and away travellers experienced in reality. That cast 
includes nobody that you'd call a superstar, but instead 
gives us a selection of the very best, most solid and 
dependable American character actors of the day. Two 
of my personal favourites, the much-underrated Fred 
Ward and Ed Harris, achieve miracles with performances 
that ought to have grabbed far greater acclaim than 
they did; Charles Frank, Scott Glenn, Sam Shepard, 
Dennis Quaid, Lance Henriksen and others offer mighty 
contributions too, and in this very male tale, the women 
work extra hard to also make a big impression, with Kim 
Stanley, Veronica Cartwright, Pamela Reed and Barbara 
Hershey providing notable back-up albeit with their feet 
firmly rooted to planet Earth. Audiences at the time had 
heightened expectations when it came to the cosmic 
and the interstellar, palettes spoiled by the rich cuisine 
of CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE THIRD KIND, the fast 
food of STAR WARS, and the what-the-hell-have-I-just-
eaten? of FLASH GORDON, and may well have come to 
THE RIGHT STUFF with visions of moonscapes, craters, 
aliens, explosions, laserblasts. But this is different - a 
true story, in every sense. True to the reputation, the 
gallantry, the code of conduct, the friendship, the 
mutual admiration, and the spirit, of these magnificent 
men in their flying machines. 

 

THE MAGIC FLUTE 
 
Hello and welcome to QUAD for tonight's screening of 
THE MAGIC FLUTE, the latest in our current Ingmar 
Bergman season. 
 
My name's Darrell Buxton, I'm a local screenwriter and 
freelance film lecturer, and I've been invited to say a few 
words by way of introduction to tonight's show. 
 
Obviously, you're seeing THE MAGIC FLUTE at the 
cinema this evening, but if you'd been in Sweden on 
New Year's Day 1975, you might well have experienced 
this presentation along with a few million other viewers, 
as it premiered that night on television. The production 
was actually commissioned and rather controversially 
funded by Swedish national radio; in the late 1960s, the 
head of Sveriges Radio, Magnus Enhorning, approached 
Bergman about potential project ideas, and the director 
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immediately replied "I want to do THE MAGIC FLUTE for 
television". Sveriges Radio poured a huge chunk of their 
annual budget into the production, meeting with much 
criticism for doing so - the gamble was justified, not only 
by the huge viewing figures (it’s estimated that a third of 
the Swedish TV audience tuned in) but because when 
the film eventually made it to cinemas nine months 
later, the box-office returns more than covered the 
expense, resulting in a healthy profit. 
 
Bergman's moody and very disturbing movie 
VARGTIMMEN, or HOUR OF THE WOLF, was released in 
1968, possibly around the time of his discussions with 
Enhorning. The film is notable for the way it connects 
with THE MAGIC FLUTE - Max Von Sydow's character in 
HOUR OF THE WOLF is plagued by visions of demons, 
and claims that the worst of them all is a bird-like figure 
who reminds him of Papageno in Mozart's opera. 
Unsurprisingly, this terrifying birdman manifests, 
towards the climax. At one point in HOUR OF THE WOLF 
Bergman even stages a candlelit puppet show in a 
miniature theatre, staged for dinner guests at a castle - 
the performance is an excerpt from THE MAGIC FLUTE, 
and oddly, the stringed marionette we glimpse from a 
distance in unfocused mid-shot appears to be a living 
person, not a doll. The host and puppeteer talks about 
Mozart being seriously ill when he wrote the piece, and 
describes a portion of the work as being "the loveliest, 
and the most disturbing, music that has ever been 
written". 
 
As a child, Ingmar Bergman himself had staged puppet 
theatre performances; and at the age of twelve he got 
to see a production of THE MAGIC FLUTE at the Royal 
Opera, Stockholm. Bergman wanted to recreate the 
show in his toy theatre but was unable to as he couldn't 
afford to buy the LP record to use as accompaniment. 
One day while taking a characteristic stroll around, 
inquisitive Ingmar decided to have a look at the 18th 
century baroque court theatre in Drottningholm. As the 
great man himself later recounted, "For some reason 
the stage door was unlocked. I walked inside and saw 
for the first time the carefully restored baroque theater. 
I remember distinctly what a bewitching experience it 
was: the effect of chiaroscuro, the silence, the stage. In 
my imagination I have always seen The Magic 
Flute living inside that old theater, in that keenly 
acoustical wooden box, with its slanted stage floor, its 
backdrops and wings. Here lies the noble, magical 
illusion of theater. Nothing is; everything represents. 
The moment the curtain is raised, an agreement 
between stage and audience manifests itself. And now, 
together, we'll create! In other words, it is obvious that 
the drama of The Magic Flute should unfold in a 
baroque theater". 
 
When the adult Bergman came to film Mozart's opera in 
the mid-70s, it was found that the Drottningholm 
theatre was too fragile a place for a movie crew and all 
the heavy equipment, so they did the next best thing 
and built a complete recreation of the entire stage and 
surroundings in the studios of the Swedish Film 
Institute. 

 
 
Those of you who know THE MAGIC FLUTE well will spot 
that Bergman made a few significant changes to the 
original. Most notably, the character of Papageno, 
usually presented in a winged or feathered costume, is 
shown in more straightforwardly human form here. 
Children, without dialogue or vocals, are given the roles 
of the Three Slaves, more usually portrayed as speaking 
adults, and the sorcerer Sarastro is shown to be the 
father of the heroine Pamina. All of these elements may 
well have been played around with in a bid for Bergman 
to make his presentation more child-orientated, more 
fairy-tale like. As well as tinkering with the cast and 
shifting several songs, Bergman took the opportunity to 
celebrate the artifice of theatre - the overture is 
beautifully presented, focusing on the entranced 
features of a little girl in the audience before making a 
series of rapid cuts in time to the music, each settling on 
the face of another audience member. This audience is 
also fake, in a way, being made up largely of Bergman's 
friends, family, and crew - Bergman himself appears as 
part of the viewing throng, as does his regular 
cameraman Sven Nykvist, for whom this was an unusual 
assignment, shooting on 16mm film in the then-
standard television screen ratio of 4:3. The use of close-
ups continues into the film proper, with Bergman 
concentrating heavily on the faces and expressions of 
individual members of his cast, particularly during Act 
One. There is no attempt to hide or disguise the 
mechanics of scenery shifting and the like; instead, the 
director frequently brings your attention to scene 
changes and the moving of backdrops, even occasionally 
showing the lyrics on screen on long, printed boards 
presumably being flipped by stagehands just out of shot. 
The various animal and fantasy-creature costumes 
resemble something from pre-school children's 
entertainment, and are consequently absolutely 
delightful - the dragon seen in the opening moments 
can't compete with today's CGI firebreathers from Game 
Of Thrones or THE HOBBIT, but you may well find it 
sticking in your mind for much longer! Best of all, watch 
how Bergman handles those potentially dead few 
seconds before the beginning of Act Two - capturing his 
cast, in costume, relaxing in various ways backstage 
during the interval, really blurring the edges between 
reality and the story being told on stage. 
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It's a very different piece of work from this director, but 
THE MAGIC FLUTE clearly had a strong resonance and 
great personal meaning for Bergman. It also proved to 
be quite a hit with cinema critics, with Pauline Kael of 
the New Yorker describing it as "a blissful present" and 
going on to rave that it represented, and I quote: "a 
model of how opera can be filmed. Bergman must have 
reached a new, serene assurance to have tackled this 
sensuous, luxuriant opera that has bewildered so many 
stage directors, and to have brought it off so 
unaffectedly. It's a wholly unfussy production, with the 
bloom still on it". End quote.  
 
(We are playing THE MAGIC FLUTE straight through 
tonight, so I've been informed, so if you should see a 
title card stating 'end of act one' or somesuch, this does 
not signify an interval. The whole film plays for about 
two hours and ten minutes, though, which will hopefully 
prove not too taxing and which, by opera standards, is 
positively brief!) 
 
Mozart meets Bergman. It doesn't come much better 
than that. Enjoy. 
 
 
SMILES OF A SUMMER NIGHT 
 
Welcome to QUAD for our screening of Ingmar 
Bergman's SMILES OF A SUMMER NIGHT, part of the 
British Film Institute's celebration of this respected 
filmmaker's centenary. My name's Darrell Buxton, I'm a 
local freelance film lecturer and scriptwriter, and am 
here to introduce tonight's show. 
 
SMILES OF A SUMMER NIGHT is arguably where it all 
started for Bergman, at least in terms of global 
recognition. He'd already directed fifteen feature films 
since his debut in 1946, but by the mid-1950s was still 
barely known outside Sweden. His earlier SUMMER 
WITH MONIKA did achieve an American release but was 
promoted under a different title and largely sold on the 
basis that it contained nudity! So SMILES OF A SUMMER 
NIGHT was one of the first occasions where a new 
Bergman movie played widely outside of Sweden, and to 
considerable acclaim. Rightly so - in any discussion as to 
what might be Bergman's masterpiece, this one's a very 
strong contender. 
 
One notable aspect of the current BFI season is that the 
films chosen to play here at QUAD and around the UK 
really do display Ingmar Bergman's range. Over the 
years he became one of those artists - perhaps a little 
like singer/songwriter Leonard Cohen - whose name 
seemed to be a byword for misery and depression. Yet 
like Cohen, if you actually experience Bergman's work 
you'll find all kinds of shading. Sure, there is doom and 
gloom - but that's only a tiny element of the total 
picture, as in life. SMILES OF A SUMMER NIGHT is far 
removed from the standard perception of Bergman, and 
yet is a typical example of his work, examining and 
scrutinising human relationships and interactions and 
desires in painstaking detail. It's a light, fluffy, delightful 
comedy about love, sex, and romantic entanglement, 

but also contains suicide themes and a tense climactic 
game of Russian roulette to rival the one in THE DEER 
HUNTER - though the director even manages to invest 
these potentially darker moments with the same breezy 
tone as the rest of the tale. 
 
Female characters are the heart and driving force of the 
story - in a 1961 essay, top U.S. critic Pauline Kael 
described them as "four of the most beautiful and 
talented women ever to appear in one film". Virginal 
housewife Ulla Jacobsson, outgoing yet somehow 
unfulfilled housemaid Harriet Andersson, young 
countess Margit Carlqvist, and queen of the theatre 
stage Eva Dahlbeck dominate the proceedings here, as 
ineffectual men buzz around them in a desperate and 
confused state. The plot is fairly straightforward will 
they/won't they stuff as we try to figure out who will 
end up with who, but in Bergman's hands these matters 
matter. It's the plot of a bedroom farce, given immense 
weight and cosmic importance - what might be trivial 
fluff elsewhere is treated as though the universe 
depends upon it here. And when you stop and think, the 
universe - or at least our little corner of it - does depend 
on such things. Bergman's characters touch upon such 
issues in an apparently superficial, glossy manner, but 
you can bet that the director's concerns on the vital 
qualities of male/female attraction include the 
apocalyptic consequences of its failure. 
 
If you're looking for laughs, don't despair - you're 
definitely in the right place, and SMILES OF A SUMMER 
NIGHT is loaded with classy humour, verbal barbs, 
wonderful visual gags, and even lowbrow, base comedy. 
Stephen Sondheim's hit musical 'A Little Night Music' 
and Woody Allen's 1982 film A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S 
SEX COMEDY are just two of the productions heavily 
indebted to Bergman's template, but neither quite 
captures the mix of bubbly fun and significance offered 
here.  
I'm back here on the 16th to host the screening of 
Ingmar Bergman's 1975 Swedish television version of 
Mozart's THE MAGIC FLUTE. Do give that a look next 
week if you can - for now, though, enjoy SMILES OF A 
SUMMER NIGHT, perhaps the masterpiece of a towering 
cinema talent. 
 
 
WILD STRAWBERRIES 
 
Hello and welcome to QUAD for tonight's  
screening of WILD STRAWBERRIES, Ingmar Bergman's 
1957 masterpiece. The movie is screening here as part 
of a touring package via the British Film Institute, to 
celebrate Bergman's centenary year - the great director 
having been born in Uppsala, Sweden in July 1918, sadly 
leaving us in 2007, on the very same day that acclaimed 
Italian filmmaker Michelangelo Antonioni also died. 
 
My name's Darrell Buxton, I'm a local screenwriter and 
freelance film lecturer, and I'm here to give a brief intro 
before tonight's show. 
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WILD STRAWBERRIES' original Swedish title is 
SMULLSTRONSTALLET, and I'll return to that title in a 
moment. The movie was Bergman's eighteenth feature, 
and his second release of 1957, hitting Swedish screens 
on Boxing Day - ten months earlier, the director's iconic 
THE SEVENTH SEAL had astounded audiences and critics 
alike. To make two films in a year at all is an 
achievement; to deliver two masterpieces touching on 
weighty themes of life, death, relationships, 
experiences, age, and fate is to perform the near-
impossible. For Bergman, however, THE SEVENTH SEAL 
and WILD STRAWBERRIES formed mere parts of an 
extraordinary run of releases, barely putting a foot 
wrong between SMILES OF A SUMMER NIGHT in 1955 
and THE VIRGIN SPRING in 1960. With the likes of 
Hitchcock and Fellini on peak form around this same 
period, this was truly a golden age for post war cinema. 
 
Let's come back to that Swedish title 
SMULLSTRONSTALLET for a moment. The word's 
meaning actually expands on 'wild strawberries' slightly, 
referring to a patch where the fruit are grown - with the 
additional significance that this in turn represents the 
notion of a special place, a location of particular 
personal or sentimental value and importance. In his 
turn, Bergman develops this concept yet further - 
certainly the woods where the wild strawberry crop can 
be picked are seen as an area where key moments of 
family history have been played out, but the director 
adds the dimension of time to the situation. Memories, 
dreams, even fantasies, are presented before us in such 
a way as to indicate that the site that carries such 
magnitude does so across the years and the 
generations, and that events which happen there will 
linger in the mind, while fresh occurrences should be 
recognised as possessing potential future weight. It 
could be argued that Bergman's film relies less on the 
limiting idea of a physical environment, placing 
emphasis instead on time itself being the 
'smullstronstallet' - this is reinforced by his use of 
recalled incidents from the past, by the contrasting and 
collision of youth and maturity, and especially by the 
fact that WILD STRAWBERRIES threatens to become a 
'road movie' of sorts! Since its chief central figures 
spend a good portion of the running time travelling 
between Stockholm and Lund, clearly any thought of a 
favourite or consequential physical place becomes less 
important than the journey. And by 'journey', I'm not 
necessarily referring to a lengthy motor trip to Lund. 
Surely this 'smullstronstallet' is nothing less than human 
existence, an individual's own life experience?  
 
Should you come to QUAD over the next few weeks to 
refresh your Bergman bank all over again, or maybe 
even to watch these classics for the first time, one thing 
you may take away is that this director's work is often 
far lighter, even more comedic, than you may recall or 
might have been informed. Ingmar Bergman is a 
filmmaker with a reputation for weight and density to 
his output, and that's certainly present, but he tells his 
stories with a deft, breezy, watchable touch. Over the 
season you'll also note his loyalty to certain actors, and 
their loyalty to him in turn; the likes of Bibi Andersson 

and Max Von Sydow pop up in project after project, and 
it's indicative of their place within Bergman's realm that 
both of those Swedish stars appear in WILD 
STRAWBERRIES, and that while one of them racks up 
screen time as the female lead, the other plays a gas-
pumping petrol station attendant - yet in Bergman's 
world, these two characters are equally vital 
components. We happen to spend more minutes in the 
company of Miss Andersson than with Max, but as with 
everyone here, the personae are so vivid and the 
performances so detailed, so marvellous that they 
extend beyond the bounds and constraints of the frame 
and the credits to become people you'd love to see 
more of. 
 
Speaking of marvellous performances, you're about to 
witness a masterclass in studied, controlled, minimalist 
acting. And all from a person not necessarily noted for 
his skill in front of a camera. Victor Sjostrom was one of 
the kings of early Swedish cinema - Sjostrom directed 
over forty motion pictures in his home country from as 
far back as 1912, eventually being head-hunted by 
Hollywood and signing up with MGM, becoming known 
as Victor Seastrom in the United States and making 
movies with some of Tinseltown's most legendary 
names, including Garbo, Lon Chaney, and Lillian Gish. 
Victor had been a theatre performer but picked up a 
number of film acting credits over the years - he played 
Professor Sonderby in Bergman's 1950 movie TO JOY, 
and was later cast as another eminent professor, Dr. Isak 
Borg, in WILD STRAWBERRIES. Sjostrom is simply 
amazing here. He does so little, and yet with such force 
and such meaning. Bergman guides and aids the 
performance by offering several stunning close-ups, 
often holding the shot to allow Sjostrom's pains, hopes, 
fears, wishes all to show through, sometimes 
simultaneously. He never acted on camera again after 
this; I'm not sure he could have topped it, and frankly 
I'm not certain whether anybody else has since. 
 
WILD STRAWBERRIES' most famous and most influential 
scene is surely the one that immediately follows the 
opening titles. Following a beautifully-played prologue, 
Dr. Borg then informs us of a strange dream he has 
experienced during the night. What follows, what it all 
means, how it links with the remainder of the film, I'll 
leave for you to discover and debate. I will however 
warn you that it is plenty weird and absolutely 
terrifying! Watch out too for some strikingly odd scenes 
later in the proceedings involving a bickering married 
couple, the Almans, played by Gunnel Brostrom and 
Gunnar Sjoberg in show-stealing cameo parts. At the 
point where they exit, you may also find yourself 
wondering what happened next and wishing that they 
might have got their very own movie! 
 
Please continue to support the Ingmar Bergman season - 
I'll be back later in the month to introduce SMILES OF A 
SUMMER NIGHT and THE MAGIC FLUTE, while we're 
also screening PERSONA, THE TOUCH, CRIES AND 
WHISPERS, and SUMMER WITH MONIKA. I hope to see 
you at some of those future shows. For now, though, 
enjoy WILD STRAWBERRIES. 
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ANIM18  
 
Anim18 was a national festival of animation, at various 
venues across the UK during 2018, with Chapter arts 
centre in Cardiff as the main hub of the event. I was 
commissioned to write eleven pieces on certain set films 
and topics for the official website, for use as programme 
notes at participating venues. In a whirl of activity I 
somehow managed to complete the lot in five days, 
enjoying something of a mini-animation festival in the 
process as I watched or rewatched many of the movies 
concerned. Rediscovering the works of the GPO Film 
Unit, which I’d not seen since the 1980s, was a particular 
thrill - Len Lye’s eye for a striking bold graphic seemingly 
anticipating the post-punk movement by decades. My 
commissioned work is presented below: 
 
 
RAY HARRYHAUSEN 

“Animation provided a focus, a centre point, but just as 
important were the landscape and the people who 
populated those forgotten lands. Special effects on their 
own are not enough” – Ray Harryhausen, from the 
preface to ‘An Animated Life’ (Aurum Press 2003) 

A typically self-effacing, inclusive comment from Ray 
Harryhausen, a man regarded by many – particularly 
those in the know, in the industry – as the king of movie 
animation, though Ray himself would have pooh-
poohed any such suggestion. Harryhausen’s work in 
what was promoted as ‘Dynamation’ developed the 
pioneering achievements of his mentor Willis O’Brien 
(whose ‘King Kong’ had stunned a pre-teen Ray and 
changed the course of his life back in 1933), and in turn 
influenced a generation. If you’ve seen ‘Jurassic World: 
Fallen Kingdom’ (2018) and its often flawless computer 
effects, take a moment to bear in mind that productions 
of that type share a lineage going right back to 
Harryhausen and to O’Brien. Today’s dinosaur, creature, 
and galactic epics are all crewed by wide-eyed devotees 
of old-fashioned stop motion, some of whom would 
have seen Ray’s work in cinemas as far back as the 
1950s, others who have caught up on their film 
education via rereleases, television reruns, or home 
viewing media. 

The time-consuming processes used by Harryhausen and 
other contemporaries (Jim Danforth, David Allen etc.) 
may have been superseded by pixels and laptop screens 
– though Aardman have kept the flag flying for vintage 
stop-motion – but the lasting legacy of Ray’s career is 
that he instilled a love of fantasy, of impossible beasts 
and incredible situations, to a devoted fanbase, many of 
whom have tried to follow in his gigantic footsteps.   

Inspired by ‘Kong’, Ray began making his own short 
home movies, exhibiting such prowess that he gained 
employment on George Pal’s ‘Puppetoons’ series. He 
also got to meet his idol, Willis O’Brien, who offered 
advice over the years and eventually asked Ray to assist 
on giant gorilla movie ‘Mighty Joe Young’ (1949). A 
dream come true! Harryhausen’s career went from 
strength to strength; the 1950s showcased his work on 

monster rampages ‘The Beast From 20,000 Fathoms’ 
(giant rhedosaurus), ‘It Came From Beneath the Sea’ 
(giant octopus) and ’20 Million Miles to Earth’ (giant 
Ymir, a creature from Venus), as well as the self-
explanatory ‘Earth vs. the Flying Saucers’. He 
sidestepped into heroic adventure fantasy with 1958’s 
‘The 7th Voyage of Sinbad’; an exciting set piece here, 
with Kerwin Mathews battling a skeletal adversary, was 
a promise of things to come… 

Ray decamped to England in 1960, setting up home in 
London and taking dual British/American citizenship. He 
was about to embark on ‘The 3 Worlds of Gulliver’ and 
had noted that the Mediterranean region offered a 
choice of perfect backdrop locations for this and for 
future visions-in-mind; and all mere hours from London 
by plane. Harryhausen remained here for the remainder 
of his life, much to the benefit of UK studios, movie 
companies, and actors!  

His undoubted masterpiece is of course ‘Jason and the 
Argonauts’ (1963), a thrilling mish-mash of mythology 
pitting Todd Armstrong and his ship’s crew against 
grasping harpies, the multi-headed Hydra, the mighty 
creaking bronze statue Talos, and a whole mob of 
sword-wielding warrior skeletons. Actor Andrew Faulds 
plays companion Phaelus, who is killed during the 
skirmish – Faulds later became a long-serving Labour 
M.P., which always led Ray to comment wryly that his 
bony assassin “must have been a Conservative 
skeleton”!  

Harryhausen’s fantastic imagination also took us to the 
remote ‘Mysterious Island’ and beyond Earth with ‘The 
First Men in the Moon’ (courtesy of source material by, 
respectively, Jules Verne and H.G. Wells); the former 
offering particular delights such as a threatening outsize 
bee and an enormous crab. Dinosaurs were back on the 
agenda when Ray went prehistoric for Hammer Films’ 
exotic ‘One Million Years B.C.’ with Raquel Welch, and 
Harryhausen stayed in monster territory for the 
cowboys-versus-Allosaurus mash-up ‘The Valley of 
Gwangi’, reviving a planned but never-realised project of 
Willis O’Brien’s. Those school half-term cinema hits (and 
perennial Bank Holiday schedule fillers on television 
ever since), ‘The Golden Voyage of Sinbad’, ‘Sinbad and 
the Eye of the Tiger’, and ‘Clash of the Titans’ followed, 
to the delight of juvenile audiences. Ray never worked 
on a feature production after 1981, but kept himself 
busy sculpting robust bronze renditions of his favourite 
characters, overseeing and contributing to various 
coffee-table books covering his career, and showing up 
regularly as an always-welcome guest at film festivals 
and special events. During his personal appearances Ray 
would often haul along huge cases containing several of 
the surviving original armatured figures used in his 
productions, with no qualms whatsoever about 
permitting even the smallest children to handle and 
examine these treasures close up. 

His importance in the world of animation is second to 
none. To this day, Ray is cited as a key influence by 
hordes of special effects supervisors and crewmembers, 
not to mention major producers and directors (“Ray 
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Harryhausen is a true giant of the cinema” – John 
Landis). Medusa, the Kraken, and the scorpions from 
‘Clash of the Titans’, the sabre-toothed tiger and 
troglodyte from ‘Sinbad and the Eye of the Tiger’, the 
six-armed goddess Kali from ‘Golden Voyage of Sinbad’, 
the titanic battle in the Coliseum between the Ymir and 
an elephant from ’20 Million Miles to Earth’, that 
ominous slow turn of Talos’ head or the shriek of the 
bloodthirsty skeleton army in ‘Jason and the Argonauts’ 
are all etched on the memories of countless viewing 
generations, and it’s likely to be that way for 
generations to come. 

 

Ray Harryhausen filmography: 

THE BEAST FROM 20,000 FATHOMS (1953) 

IT CAME FROM BENEATH THE SEA (1955) 

EARTH VS. THE FLYING SAUCERS (1956) 

20 MILLION MILES TO EARTH (1957) 

THE 7TH VOYAGE OF SINBAD (1958) 

THE 3 WORLDS OF GULLIVER (1960) 

MYSTERIOUS ISLAND (1961) 

JASON AND THE ARGONAUTS (1963) 

FIRST MEN IN THE MOON (1964) 

ONE MILLION YEARS B.C. (1966) 

THE VALLEY OF GWANGI (1969) 

THE GOLDEN VOYAGE OF SINBAD (1973) 

SINBAD AND THE EYE OF THE TIGER (1977) 

CLASH OF THE TITANS (1981) 

Ray also worked on MIGHTY JOE YOUNG (1949) and THE 
ANIMAL WORLD (1956), as well as a number of short 
films during the 1940s and early 1950s. His long-planned 
adaptation of Aesop’s fable, THE STORY OF THE 
TORTOISE & THE HARE, was revived by a team of young 
animators fifty years after Ray had commenced the 
project; with his blessing, and indeed assistance, the film 
was completed in 2002, thereby proving the tale’s own 
moral, ‘slow and steady wins the race’. A comment that 
could equally be applied to Mr. Harryhausen’s entire 
working method and career. 

WHO FRAMED ROGER RABBIT 

The homogenization of art and culture might be seen as 
one of the curses of our age, but there are distinct 
benefits to be had from the manner in which mindless 
or financially driven corporations buy up and repackage 
bits of our beloved past. Those ‘greatest hits’ albums 
that often frustratingly had a classic song or two 
missing, that DVD release that the lawyers said couldn’t 
include the original theme tune – this sort of silly caper 
occasionally gets itself sorted once Sony or Disney or 
whoever picks up the rights to the whole caboodle and 
reissues it again. Profit might be uppermost in their 
minds, but the completist collector will forgive 
capitalism if it means he or she can finally snare that one 
particular rare song, elusive book, or full uncut version 
of a favourite movie. 

Steven Spielberg seems to have been instrumental in 
pointing the way for the big business boys. It was largely 
his childlike enthusiasm and fannish desire to see much-
loved cartoon characters brought together on screen 
that led to the production of ‘Who Framed Roger 
Rabbit’. Disney had purchased the rights to Gary K. 
Wolf’s novel ‘Who Censored Roger Rabbit?’ in the early 
80s but budgetary headaches prevented a movie version 
from being greenlit. Spielberg’s company Amblin 
Entertainment were approached as partners, and Steven 
took it upon himself to call around every relevant party 
in Hollywood in an attempt to secure the rights to use 
their most famous animated characters. Disney’s Mickey 
Mouse, Donald Duck and so on were givens, but 
Spielberg envisaged this as a dream of a chance to 
achieve the hitherto impossible, and bring on board 
Warner Bros’ Bugs Bunny and Daffy Duck, plus the likes 
of Betty Boop, Felix the Cat, Droopy, and more from the 
various rival animation houses of the illustrious golden 
age. 

So, what ‘couldn’t be done’ was done. The result was a 
glorious tribute to the great era of the 6/7-minute 
programmer cartoon, and the conciliatory efforts of 
Spielberg were encapsulated to perfection in a mad, 
frantic scene that saw Donald Duck and Daffy Duck 
performing a crazy piano duet/duel. Fans of classic 
animation had to pinch themselves to believe it was 
really happening. I still have the bruises. Not every 
‘great’ made it into the movie – not even Spielberg was 
sufficiently powerful to convince the owners of Tom & 
Jerry, Popeye, Casper the Friendly Ghost and one or two 
others that this would be a viable going concern, though 
I’m sure he took great satisfaction in knowing that these 
reluctant rights holders were all kicking themselves 
when the box office returns came rolling in. 

Robert Zemeckis, fresh from success with ‘Romancing 
the Stone’ and ‘Back to the Future’, took the directorial 
reins, but only after Terry Gilliam had passed up the 
opportunity (a decision he later expressed regret over). 
Two huge, potentially insurmountable problems loomed 
– animated characters had joined live actors in filmed 
sets before, but usually in vignettes such as Jerry 
Mouse’s joyous dance scene alongside Gene Kelly in 
‘Anchors Aweigh’ (1944). Nothing on the proposed scale 
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of ‘Who Framed Roger Rabbit’ had been attempted 
previously. Add to this the issue of Roger himself, plus 
spouse Jessica – characters oozing with potential, and 
yet if Bugs, Daffy, Mickey and Donald were to take 
substantial roles, might these interloper newcomers 
pale in comparison? Three decades on, we know the 
answer – Roger, and especially Jessica, have taken on 
iconic status and sit deservedly alongside the cartoon 
gods. 

Head of animation on the project was Richard Williams, 
a Canadian who had established a studio in England and 
had spent decades attempting to develop a feature 
production called ‘The Thief and the Cobbler’ (the 
troubled history of which would take up far more space 
than is available here!). Williams expressed a distrust of 
Disney executives and so ‘Who Framed Roger Rabbit’ 
shifted to the UK. Live action was lensed at Elstree, 
while animation was shared between Williams’ facility 
and a specially set up, L.A.-based unit under the Disney 
aegis.  

 

The completed movie became an instant classic, 
marrying the film noir parody of its live sections 
beautifully to the wild, imaginative animated material 
and dovetailing the two expertly. We’re so used to 
viewing this type of mix today that it’s easy to forget just 
how revolutionary Zemeckis’ film appeared in the late 
80s. Bob Hoskins acting on-screen alongside familiar 
cartoon favourites was topped by Kathleen Turner and 
Charles Fleischer voicing brand new fun figures, while 
Christopher Lloyd’s portrayal of a villainous live/cartoon 
hybrid impressed yet further. This is marvellous stuff for 
family audiences, hitching itself to a standard noir 
‘femme fatale’ plotline but bursting out into unexpected 
and unpredictable territory every few minutes, filled 
with gags, colour, excitement, 40s-era songs (Jessica’s 
rendition of the old standard ‘Why Don’t You Do Right?’ 
- vocal by Amy Irving - providing a highlight), and that 
unprecedented array of animated superstars, together 
at last. 

For the true cartoon connoisseur, this was heaven. For 
not only did the major Disney and Warner A-list names 
like Mickey and Bugs show up, but a whole heap of 
secondary characters joined them. Spielberg’s recent 
‘Ready Player One’ (2018) repeats the trick with its 
flashy pixel parade of pop culture references, but 
hardcore animation buffs can take a trainspotter-like 
glee in picking out Hyacinth Hippo from ‘Fantasia’ 
(1940), Sam Sheepdog from Warners’ ‘Ralph Wolf’ 
series, bulldog Marc Anthony from Chuck Jones’ ‘Feed 
the Kitty’ (1952), and many more, some familiar, others 

perhaps forgotten over time. The climactic ‘Smile, Darn 
Ya, Smile!’ scene is crammed with cameos from dozens 
of vintage faves and obscure relics from cartoon history, 
some being used in a movie for the first occasion in 
decades. See how many you can spot, either via the 
expanse of a big cinema screen or by careful use of your 
Blu-ray player’s pause control! 

 

WHEN THE WIND BLOWS 

“Is there a clean white shirt, dear? Ready for the 
bomb?” 

 ‘Protect and Survive’ was published in May 1980. This 
government pamphlet was designed to provide 
information to the general public concerning 
preparation for a nuclear attack on the UK, as well as 
procedure during the aftermath. The Times newspaper 
had become aware of the existence of the leaflet in late 
1979 and their exposure led to the government making 
it generally available six months later – it seems that the 
details contained within may have been intended for 
police, fire services, and local authorities but an outcry 
brought the booklet to wider attention. This in turn 
resulted in criticism from bodies like the Campaign for 
Nuclear Disarmament – proper scrutiny of the guidance 
revealing at best a naïve outlook, at worst a bid to 
obfuscate and to misinform the population. Despite this, 
the government of the day ploughed on, with additional 
Home Office leaflets on ‘Domestic Nuclear Shelters’ and, 
infamously, the series of visual briefings commissioned 
from Richard Taylor Animation and narrated by Patrick 
Allen – again, not intended for broadcast until hostilities 
were deemed imminent, but quickly leaked and 
revealed by CND and by the BBC current affairs flagship 
‘Panorama’. 

 

Suitably appalled by the manner in which the official line 
was deviating from likely reality, the popular artist and 
children’s illustrator Raymond Briggs published his 
graphic novel ‘When The Wind Blows’ in response. This 
1982 work depicts a retired couple, Jim and Hilda 
Bloggs, with old-fashioned values, living a gentle 
everyday existence, and (with talk of conflict rife in the 
media) discussing their memories of having survived the 
Second World War. Their dogged insistence on following 
the advice of the authorities proves a masterstroke on 
Briggs’ part, utterly destroying the pretence of ‘Protect 
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and Survive’ and playing up the contradictions and 
blatant outright lies contained within, but doing so in a 
deceptively mild and, at face value, non-contradictory 
way which only serves to paper over the author’s 
seething enragement.   

With film and television turning frequently to nuclear 
themes at this time, a dramatized version of ‘When The 
Wind Blows’ was inevitable. American TV movie ‘The 
Day After’ (1983) and the BBC’s British take on the 
subject, ‘Threads’ (1984) had caused a sensation, and 
the likes of ‘Special Bulletin’ (1983), ‘Miracle Mile’ 
(1988) and the low-key ‘Testament’ (1983), which won a 
surprise Oscar nomination for its lead actress Jane 
Alexander, all continued to inform audiences of the folly 
of modern wars that could not be won. 

Jimmy T. Murakami, a Dublin-based Japanese/American 
filmmaker and a product of the Roger Corman school 
(Murakami had worked on exploitation movies for 
Corman and directed 1980’s science-fiction adventure 
‘Battle Beyond The Stars’) had been a prominent 
member of the team behind ‘The Snowman’, Dianne 
Jackson’s masterly adaptation of another Briggs classic. 
‘The Snowman’ was initially broadcast by Channel 4 in 
December 1982 and has become a Yuletide institution. 
You probably watch it every year – I know I do. (David 
Bowie, who memorably introduced ‘The Snowman’, 
returns to deliver a powerful vocal on the ‘When The 
Wind Blows’ theme song). Murakami was hired to helm 
‘When The Wind Blows’ and he and his crew made a 
stunning job of translating Briggs’ vision to the screen. 
He’s ably assisted by a pair of superb performances by 
those old dependables John Mills and Peggy Ashcroft, 
who bring life and humour to the central characters of 
Jim and Hilda, thus making it all the more affecting as 
we witness their poorly-informed reaction to the threat 
of imminent war and their post-bomb descent into 
confusion and, eventually, radiation-caused sickness. 

Briggs himself took on script duties, ensuring that the 
central ideas of his original work were retained. 
Bespectacled, balding Jim’s constant repetition of the 
phrase “inner core or refuge” while constructing a futile 
‘shelter’ out of unhinged doors and scatter cushions 
bangs home the hopeless absurdity of the official line. 
Repetition works so effectively here, Hilda constantly 
fretting about the mess or the washing-up, Jim’s cure for 
all ills being the mantra “I’ll pop down to…” whichever 
local shop or public amenity has always solved minor 
inconveniences in the vanished routine past.  

The animation team manages to capture the ‘Briggs 
style’ effectively, with that familiar round-faced look to 
the main characters. As with ‘The Snowman’, a cosy 
rural environment is disrupted and we work our way to 
the only possible outcome, but clearly any similarities in 
feel and tone between the two productions quickly 
diverges, simply due to the variant subject matter and 
the author’s differing intentions. 

It’s not the done thing to give away too many plot 
spoilers within a programme note, but you probably 
already know what you’re in for with ‘When The Wind 

Blows’. If so, read on. It’s a gruelling, agonising ordeal 
watching these lovely, uncomplicated, naïve people 
slowly and unwittingly die. The closing twenty minutes 
sees them hollow-eyed, withered, covered in boils, 
hungry, tired, with clumps of hair falling out, yet 
doggedly they cling to their belief in ‘authority’, still 
attempting to follow official guidance to the letter. Our 
final sight of them would be comical beyond belief if it 
weren’t for the fact that every audience member will be 
experiencing inner rage while simultaneously crying 
their eyes out. 

 

ISLE OF DOGS 

Eyebrows were raised when Wes Anderson, one of the 
more idiosyncratic of the ‘video store generation’ crop 
of new American filmmakers to emerge during the late 
1990s, announced his intention to adapt an animated 
version of Roald Dahl’s ‘Fantastic Mr Fox’. Henry Selick, 
who had worked on brief animated sequences for Wes’ 
‘The Life Aquatic With Steve Zissou’, had already 
achieved huge success in his own right as director of 
‘The Nightmare Before Christmas’ (1993) and an earlier 
take on Dahl, ‘James and the Giant Peach’ (1996), both 
of which were produced by Denise Di Novi and Tim 
Burton. The intention with ‘Fantastic Mr Fox’ was for 
Selick and Anderson to co-helm; however, the 
opportunity arose for Henry to work on ‘Coraline’, 
eventually released in 2009, which left Anderson as sole 
director.  

It’s been rare for live action specialists to delve into the 
world of animation; however, with ambitious 
filmmakers ever keen to test themselves and seek out 
new territory, and with the gradual dominance of CGI 
now meaning that the majority of contemporary 
directors need to be au fait with processes beyond 
merely pointing a camera at a fake ‘reality’, perhaps it’s 
becoming a natural progression. The aforementioned 
Tim Burton seems to have paved the way – with a 
background in animation at Disney in his younger days, 
it seemed a natural fit for Burton to exhibit this type of 
crossover, with his feature debut ‘Pee Wee’s Big 
Adventure’ (1985) and his wild supernatural ride ‘Beetle 
Juice’ (1988) almost resembling live cartoons, and it 
surely came as no surprise when he began to create the 
likes of ‘Corpse Bride’ (2005) and ‘Frankenweenie’ 
(2012, based on Burton’s live action short from 1984). 
By this time, Burton was resident in the UK, and utilising 
the facilities of Three Mills Studios in East London. Three 
Mills has become a thriving hive of production in recent 
years, with TV cookery programmes, high profile music 
videos, small screen dramas, and major feature movies 
(‘Never Let Me Go’, ‘Made in Dagenham’ and ‘Lock, 
Stock and Two Smoking Barrels’ among them) emerging 
from these premises. Three Mills has proven an ideal 
centre for animation too, with Burton’s films and the 
work of Wes Anderson being handled on this site. 

Wes Anderson clearly hadn’t quite got animation out of 
his system, since in late 2015 he announced that he 
would follow ‘Fantastic Mr Fox’ with “a film about dogs” 
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in similar vein. His ‘Moonrise Kingdom’ (2012) had 
seemed something of a ‘treading water’ affair, exhibiting 
all of his usual quirks and trademarks perhaps once too 
often, but Anderson revitalised himself with the justly-
acclaimed ‘Grand Budapest Hotel’ in 2014 – a riotous, 
frantic bit of mischief which revelled in its own artifice 
as well as humour which wouldn’t have been out of 
place in a classic Warner Bros. ‘Merrie Melodies’ 
cartoon. So in a way, a return to full-on animation 
seemed the obvious next step! 

For British audiences, of course, particularly those from 
the South East, ‘Isle of Dogs’ has a familiar ring to it! 
Indeed, Anderson said that while in England supervising 
‘Fantastic Mr Fox’ he had spotted a road sign indicating 
the East End locale; the name appears to have intrigued 
him, and the concept for a story about an actual ‘isle of 
dogs’ soon sprang forth. A number of the crew were 
returnees from ‘Fantastic Mr Fox’ as well as Burton’s 
‘Frankenweenie’ (several having also contributed to 
2016’s ‘Kubo and the Two Strings’) – thus indicating 
Anderson’s personal vision as key to the production, as 
‘Fantastic Mr Fox’ and ‘Isle of Dogs’ are evidently the 
work of the same filmmaker. Wes retains the slightly 
ragged look for his canine / animal protagonists 
witnessed in the Dahl adaptation, as well as a sort of 
jerky, offbeat rhythm to the animation style that gives 
his movies their own identity and which entirely fits this 
bunch of anthropomorphic misfits.   

As ever, Anderson assembles a cast of major A-list 
names, toplined by Bryan Cranston as lead dog ‘Chief’ 
(channelling George Clooney a little?), accompanied by 
Wes’ totem Bill Murray, plus the likes of Frances 
McDormand, Scarlett Johansson, Tilda Swinton, Greta 
Gerwig, Jeff Goldblum, Ed Norton, and so on. Even Yoko 
Ono offers a brief, winning turn (as an assistant scientist 
named ‘Yoko Ono’. Welcome to the crazy world of Wes 
Anderson!). Koyu Rankin voices the film’s intrepid 
human hero, a young orphan boy who flies out to Trash 
Island in search of his beloved pet, in a dystopian 
scenario where a future Japan has seen the rapid spread 
of a virus infecting the country’s dogs – all of whom 
have been transported to the island and left to fend for 
themselves.  

‘Isle of Dogs’ caused a few middle-class ruffles when the 
world’s critics began to debate its depiction of Japanese 
characters and eastern cultural references, though it’s 
worth taking a look at Moeko Fujii’s careful and 
considered defence of these aspects on the New Yorker 
website, written from the perspective of someone who 
actually seems to know what they are talking about as 
opposed to delivering a fashionable knee-jerk response. 
Fujii points out particular reasons why Anderson may 
have opted not to subtitle the Japanese dialogue or 
explain or interpret many of the signs and notices that 
pop up throughout. It seems that viewers who can speak 
or read Japanese may well get a richer and more 
fulfilling experience than the rest of us – whilst from any 
other filmmaker that may have diminished the overall 
effect, within the body of Anderson’s work it’s positively 
an enhancement!  

THE SECRET ADVENTURES OF TOM THUMB 

“A reality that’s just slightly sideways” – Dave Borthwick, 
bolexbrothers. 

Jan Svankmajer has a lot to answer for. 

In 1986 Michael O’Pray, Jayne Pilling, and Paul Taylor 
put together a BFI touring package under the banner 
‘Alchemists of the Surreal’, which played around the UK 
over several months. In the same way that the scant 
handful of people who purchased ‘The Velvet 
Underground & Nico’ LP in 1967 or attended the Sex 
Pistols’ Manchester gig in 1976 pretty much all went on 
to form bands, it seems that many among the audience 
exposed to this eye-opening programme may have been 
given a kickstart into entering the weird world of 
experimental animation. The ‘Alchemists’ selection 
showcased the short films of Prague’s Svankmajer and 
his disciples, British-based Pennsylvanian twins the 
Brothers Quay. You can bet your bottom doll’s head 
(with its top sliced off or broken) that more than a 
handful of entranced, shocked viewers will have 
stumbled away from those screenings intent on 
spreading the word, and on getting out the stop-motion 
cameras and searching thrift stores and litter bins for 
suitably eerie and forbidding props. 

bolexbrothers was established in Bristol in the 1980s as 
an animation collective, a hub for local talent named 
after the popular Bolex brand of camera used for 
decades by entry-level budding amateur auteurs. By the 
early 1990s the studio was officially a company, and 
work had commenced on a handful of shorts plus their 
ambitious hour-long mini-feature, ‘The Secret 
Adventures of Tom Thumb’, directed by one of the 
bolexbrothers founders Dave Borthwick. Any suggestion 
in the title that this might be a slice of family-friendly 
whimsy based on old English folklore is soon dispelled 
by its gloomy post-industrial setting, not to mention a 
title character who comes across almost as the dark side 
of Morph (Aardman’s celebrated creation who became a 
popular hit with viewers of BBC TV’s ‘Take Hart’ series), 
perhaps infused with DNA from the mewling infant in 
‘Eraserhead’. The ‘Tom Thumb’ legend is transplanted to 
a grim, toxic wasteland blanketed in a layer of grime – 
contemporary British science fiction cinema certainly 
exhibited a penchant for such settings, as seen in 
‘Hardware’ (1990) and ‘Split Second’ (1992) amongst 
others – and a Svankmajerian milieu is evinced through 
the depiction of a sinister laboratory imprisoning captive 
skeletal experimental subjects of various shapes, sizes 
and bone structures.  

Flies, spiders, roaches, lizards, and butterflies flit or 
crawl menacingly through the entire hour. Insects and 
the shadows of insects are a constant, dancing irritation, 
and even the human participants have a stilted, 
disjointed quality to their movements (which may result 
from alternate frame removal, or possibly from a 
painstaking procedure of frame-by-frame photography, 
using real actors rather than armatured fantasy 
creatures). Passing, fleetingly-glimpsed components that 
play no direct part but which add immeasurably to the 
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murky ambience include the truly shocking sight of a 
crucified Santa, and a piece of creepy-crawly ‘living 
jewellery’ adorning a female customer in the on-the-
verge-of-collapse local pub; and those flies make a 
chilling late reappearance, threatening to defile an 
otherwise idyllic closing tableau. 

Despite ‘The Secret Adventures of Tom Thumb’ proving 
a critical success and festival hit worldwide, winning 
over a dozen awards, bolexbrothers were unable to 
follow with further feature production. The remainder 
of the 1990s and the early part of the 21st century saw 
them focusing upon development of short films, as well 
as those standbys, music videos and advertisements – 
the studio made commercials for Budweiser, Chupa 
Chups, Lego, and Fanta, amongst others, though 
admittedly even Svankmajer had pursued this route, 
with his peerless ‘Možnosti dialogu’ / ‘Dimensions of 
Dialogue’ (the undoubted sensation of the ‘Alchemists 
of the Surreal’ programme) being homaged in one of the 
innovative series of late 1980s ads for McEwan’s lager, 
and Svankmajer himself offering up a sort of condensed 
‘greatest hits’ compilation as a promo video to support 
the release of ‘Another Kind of Love’, a 1988 solo single 
from Hugh Cornwell of The Stranglers. 

In 2005, bolexbrothers became rather unlikely partners 
within the mass of UK financiers and French companies 
involved in the big screen revival of ‘The Magic 
Roundabout’ – what’s more, Borthwick and animator 
Frank Passingham co-directed this major theatrical 
release, in tandem with experienced French layout artist 
Jean Duval. A glut of damning reviews, and tinkering by 
the American distributors (who released it as ‘Doogal’, 
amongst other misguided changes), coupled with the 
film failing to live up to the childhood memories and 
expectations of older audience members, saw this 
poisoned chalice ultimately picking up a poor reputation 
– though bolexbrothers devotees, if such entities 
happen to exist, will find stray elements to ‘enjoy’. 
Borthwick and fellow bolexbrother Dave Alex Riddett 
immediately began work on ‘Grass Roots’, a proposed 
stop-motion feature based on the underground comic 
strip ‘The Fabulous Furry Freak Brothers’, but after 
shooting some early test footage the promised 
production funds ran dry and it seems this one has 
entered ‘development hell’. ‘The Secret Adventures of 
Tom Thumb’ promised so much that it would be a 
shame if we fail to hear from Borthwick and co. again. 

 

THE BREADWINNER 

It’s always enlightening when you go to see a film at 
your local cinema and depart better-informed, with a 
greater awareness of what is happening in the world, 
and feeling as though you now possess a fuller and more 
rounded picture of current affairs. It’s all the more 
remarkable when the movie in question is a feature 
cartoon, aimed at a school-age audience. ‘The 
Breadwinner’ (2017) represents one such occasion - 
many viewers, young and old, will have exited 
screenings of Nora Twomey’s adaptation of the 

children’s novel by Deborah Ellis feeling as though 
they’ve experienced a relevant, contemporary story, not 
to mention one that simply isn’t being conveyed by 
western news media. 

The book was the first of a quartet of linked works 
written by Ellis after she had spent time in Pakistan 
during the late 1990s, interviewing Afghan refugees and 
hearing details of their lives under the Taliban. Deborah 
has since brought the tale of her young fictional heroine 
Parvana to thousands of receptive readers, commencing 
with ‘The Breadwinner’, published in 2001, and followed 
by ‘Parvana’s Journey’, ‘Mud City’, and ‘My Name is 
Parvana’. The author has also penned further works 
pertaining to the situation in Afghanistan as well as 
examining the plight of children in other troubled areas 
of the world. Deborah has donated most of the royalties 
from her books to various related charities and has 
continued her activism in support of her favoured 
causes. 

The film version of ‘The Breadwinner’ was produced at 
Cartoon Saloon in Kilkenny, Ireland, already acclaimed 
for their earlier ‘The Secret of Kells’ (2009, co-directed 
by Twomey) and ‘Song of the Sea’ (2014), both of which 
won awards worldwide and received Oscar nominations. 
‘The Breadwinner’ was a co-production between 
Ireland, Luxembourg and Canada, and was given an A-
list boost when American star and fellow activist 
Angelina Jolie was brought on board by Twomey, via 
Egyptian filmmakers Jehane Noujaim and Karim Amer 
who were mutual acquaintances. Twomey 
acknowledges that Angelina was far more than a big-
name ‘front’ to promote the movie; Angelina took an 
executive producer role and gave plenty of advice about 
casting voice actors and structuring the storyline, as well 
as notes on Afghanistan culture and the local issues 
being explored within the film.  

 

‘The Breadwinner’ handles its drama in an effective 
matter-of-fact manner, emphasizing that there is 
nothing special or particularly unusual about the 
experiences depicted, but that this is everyday life for 
many. The treatment of females within the family unit 
and in the general community becomes a focus but 
Twomey rarely pushes the point, preferring to let 
everything play out before our eyes, and allowing us to 
make our own judgments and condemnations from the 
safety of our cinema seats. The subtle, quiet, non-
hectoring method of relating these events not only 
shows great restraint on the filmmaker’s part, but helps 
us to get inside these characters and better understand 
the oppression they routinely face - we may wish to 
shout and protest at what we see, and in internalizing 
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these feelings, we come to realize that much of the 
population of Kabul has no means of public expression 
or dissent, at risk of censure, imprisonment, or death.  

The stylised design of the families, street traders, armed 
patrolmen and so on offers a marked contrast to the 
hyper-realistic backgrounds against which this story is 
told. Twomey even opts for a near photo-real look at 
times, again reminding us that this fiction is nevertheless 
close to the regular pattern of life for many in that part 
of the world. An additional visual distinction is made, 
following in the footsteps of much classic animation - 
Parvana’s parents are respectively a writer and a 
teacher, so she has grown up in a household where 
imagination and storytelling are encouraged, and ‘The 
Breadwinner’ develops this by having her relate ancient 
fables, depicted in a more colourful and vividly 
‘fantastic’ style, with flow and movement clashing 
against the more angular and austere real-world 
happenings. One staggering early sequence parades 
before us the various despots and tyrants who have 
attacked the region over the centuries – all are depicted 
in identical fashion, charging from right-frame on 
horseback, in profile with their prominent left eye 
glaring wildly. Inevitably, the embroidered regal or lordly 
garments they sport eventually give way to a modern, 
military, Western khaki… 

There are animated precedents to ‘The Breadwinner’, in 
terms of war stories centred upon children and their 
attempts to struggle for survival in a situation not of 
their making; Studio Ghibli’s relentless, unbearably grim 
and sad ‘Grave of the Fireflies’ (1988) stands as the 
benchmark, while Afghanistan’s own Siddiq Barmak’s 
archly-titled ‘Osama’ (2003) relates a highly similar 
plotline to Deborah Ellis’ novel, with its near-identical 
story concerning a young girl attempting to pass as male 
in order to aid her family under Taliban rule. 

 

ANIMAL FARM 

The power of George Orwell’s visionary prose is 
demonstrated by the fact that we live in ‘Orwellian’ 
times. Further still, in that each successive generation 
during the past 70 years or so has also believed 
themselves to be doing so. The author’s political and 
social themes are proving to be ever-relevant, though 
you do suspect that Orwell himself might have enjoyed 
the old gag in which he submits a novel entitled ‘1948’ 
and his publisher insists on changing the title… 

Within a decade of the publication of Orwell’s allegory 
‘Animal Farm’, a feature movie version was produced – 
and it came not from any of the major studios, nor from 
Ealing (for whom it might well have been a good fit), but 
from Halas and Batchelor. John Halas and Joy Batchelor 
were a productive husband-and-wife team working in 
advertising and wartime information shorts; 1945’s 
‘Handling Ships’, commissioned by the British Admiralty 
as a Royal Navy training aid, ran for 70 minutes and so 
could be considered the first British animated feature 
film (despite it being specifically designed for limited 
viewing). 

Halas and Batchelor’s success in the field of propaganda 
had not gone unnoticed – for no less a body than the 
United States’ Central Intelligence Agency contracted 
the company in late 1951 to adapt ‘Animal Farm’ for 
cinema, with the C.I.A. also putting up the budget for 
the production. Their aim was to fund the creation of an 
anti-communist piece – ironically or even crassly 
reducing the universally accusatory tone of the novel 
(it’s worth mentioning here that the 1955 movie version 
of Jack Finney’s ‘Invasion of the Body Snatchers’, roughly 
contemporary with the eventual release of ‘Animal 
Farm’, is another mid-fifties production where one’s 
interpretation of the message is almost entirely 
dependent upon one’s politics – a further example of 
wide-ranging symbolism or satire being co-opted in an 
attempt to express a narrower reading). Daniel Leab, a 
renowned scholar of America’s post-war approach to 
communism, published his book ‘Orwell Subverted’ in 
2007, a detailed account of the shady involvement of 
the C.I.A. in manipulating and influencing the filming of 
‘Animal Farm’. Other analysts have speculated that the 
team working on the production may have been 
unaware of their major funding source – whether this is 
true or not, and whether any unwitting conflict of 
interests or outlook therefore feeds into the finished 
work, is a point that viewers may wish to ponder as they 
watch the movie. The question as to why the film was 
produced in England as opposed to the States has 
caused additional theorizing – some suspect, this being 
the era of the House Un-American Activities Committee 
and all, that certain Hollywood-based animators may 
have been considered too subversive to obey the rules 
and convey the requirements of the C.I.A., though it 
seems far more likely that producer Louis De 
Rochemont’s wartime friendship with two of the 
writers, Philip Stapp and Lothar Wolff, had bought Joy 
Batchelor to his attention (as Stapp had recently worked 
with her). 

Pernicious external influences aside, the strength and 
commitment of Orwell’s aims and beliefs surges through 
‘Animal Farm’. The palette is frequently and purposely 
dull and oppressive, despite the use of Technicolor, and 
the stark bleakness on offer throughout would be a 
pointer to British animation of later eras (Martin Rosen’s 
takes on Richard Adams’ ‘Watership Down’ and ‘The 
Plague Dogs’, Gerald Scarfe’s inserts for ‘Pink Floyd: The 
Wall’). Talented voice artist and radio comedy regular 
Maurice Denham was called upon to perform all of the 
vocal chores (barring the narration, done by Gordon 
Heath), a decision that may have been simple 
expediency, recognition of Denham’s immense skill in 
this department, or perhaps a subtle nod to the book’s 
central tenet concerning the impossibility of true 
equality – by hiring a single artist to characterize each 
separate creature, there’s a certain level of inherent 
‘sameness’ which is gradually and cleverly teased out 
and shifted aside, merely via the ability of the actor. 

‘Animal Farm’ and the world of animation may not quite 
be finished with one another, as Andy Serkis is known to 
have a project in development to adapt Orwell’s novel. 
This may be some years away, as the ever-busy Serkis 
has a whole raft of upcoming movie assignments in the 
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pipeline, but it would appear to be something of a 
dream venture for the popular actor/director. Serkis’ 
intention is to create a motion-capture version of the 
story, presumably involving himself (possibly in multiple 
roles) and employing the physical and vocal expertise of 
an all-star cast (he has bandied around such big names 
as Benedict Cumberbatch and Christian Bale, though any 
confirmed participation seems purely speculative rather 
than concrete at this early stage). Serkis has stated “boy, 
there couldn’t be a better time to make ‘Animal Farm’!” 
– though, as noted earlier, that’s a view that could easily 
have been expressed equally by Halas & Batchelor, and 
one that may continue to be put forward by future 
filmmakers. 

 

WALLACE & GROMIT: THE CURSE OF THE WERE-RABBIT 

If Nick Park and co. at Aardman gradually established 
themselves as a sort of millennial plasticine Ealing, then 
surely ‘Wallace & Gromit: The Curse of the Were-Rabbit’ 
is their diversion into Hammer horror territory. 
Aardman’s plunge into the daunting world of feature-
length production had begun with ‘Chicken Run’ (2000), 
which set something of a precedent with its own co-
opting of a broad, recognisable genre, on this occasion 
the wartime prison break drama, and the much-loved 
Wallace & Gromit followed suit with a good old-
fashioned monster spooker. Ok, it tones down its terrors 
in favour of good old English standbys like garden fêtes, 
marrow-growing contests, and aerial dogfights, yet this 
in itself all shows a keen awareness of the frequently 
clichéd vision of Britain depicted in our genre fare, with 
emphasis often placed on class-system clashes (compare 
the respective foxhunter sequences in ‘The Hound of the 
Baskervilles’, ‘The Tomb of Ligeia’, ‘The Plague of the 
Zombies’ and ‘The Final Conflict’, for example – our 
‘proper’ horror films straying every bit as far from their 
fear focus and using traditional imagery to offer 
comment on wider issues). 

We probably have as many fictional ‘national treasures’ 
as we do real ones – for every Florence Nightingale or 
Mo Farah, say, there’s a ‘James Bond’ or ‘Sherlock 
Holmes’. An instant hit as soon as ‘A Grand Day Out’ 
took to the screens in 1989, both Wallace and Gromit 
leapt on to everyone’s list of praiseworthy favourites, 
consolidating their success with ‘The Wrong Trousers’ 
(1993), perhaps their defining half-hour, and ‘A Close 
Shave’ (1995). And if Wallace is a national treasure, then 
surely so too is his ‘voice’, Peter Sallis, the veteran TV 
and film performer who proved the perfect match for 
the character’s foibles and eccentricities. The stoic and 
silent Gromit is a classic foil, at face value a faithful 
companion, though his lack of speech allows for a 
variety of arch sideways glances, eye-rolls, and other 
comic reactions; Gromit also often appears to be the 
true brains of the outfit, and frequently saves the day, 
happy to do so without proportionate praise or reward. 
Their immediate reception by the public brought a 
whole new positive spin on the phrase ‘heroes with feet 
of clay’! 

Although Aardman Animations had crafted music videos 
(most famously Peter Gabriel’s ‘Sledgehammer’) and 
contributed sequences to popular television shows, 
displaying a range of styles and talents, they have over 
time developed a certain house ‘look’ for their major 
characters - the expressive ping-pong-ball eyes, handle-
like ears positioned at 90 degrees, and particularly the 
wide rectangular mouths and prominent gnashers. This 
establishes a visual brand that marks their productions 
and renders them instantly identifiable, even to the 
youngest audiences. Those teeth! Somehow they 
capture and contain the personality, the very essence, of 
the individual character concerned, and can convey 
every emotion from humour through anguish and 
surprise and back around to positivity. Despite often 
possessing a near-identical dental arrangement, the 
villains of the piece will exhibit a sly, thin-lipped (or 
beaked!) grin or grimace that picks them out as “wrong 
‘uns” (as Wallace might have it). It’s a remarkable 
shorthand method and a global trademark. 

‘Curse of the Were-Rabbit’ came with its share of 
problems and doubts - Wallace & Gromit were 
established as masters of the short-form, 25/30-minute 
mini-masterpiece, but could their carefully constructed 
universe carry a longer feature? If the settings had to be 
expanded, or an excess number of new participants 
added, might this destroy the magic? Plus, given the 
family appeal of the duo and the entire Aardman 
operation by this point, were Park, co-director Steve 
Box, and studio producers Peter Lord and David 
Sproxton about to kill the goose that laid the golden 
egg? Would a longer-form item see audiences filled with 
restless and bored children, and frustrated mums and 
dads? Any worries or concerns proved needless, as 
‘Curse of the Were-Rabbit’ was a success on artistic and 
commercial terms.  

 

One tangible sign of Aardman’s international acceptance 
was in the stellar voice talent they had begun to attract 
by this point. Who else could have convinced Mel 
Gibson to play a chicken? (‘Chicken Run’, 2000). ‘Curse 
of the Were-Rabbit’ lured in the likes of Ralph Fiennes 
(as an upper-class game hunter) and Helena Bonham 
Carter (as aristo Lady Tottington), alongside the ever-
dependable Liz Smith and Peter Kay. Geraldine McEwan 
was even enticed back to reprise her role as Miss Thripp 
in the team’s next W&G short, ‘A Matter of Loaf and 
Death’ three years later. 
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The scripted content this star cast was handed to work 
with is typically full of fun, again in that revered 
Aardman manner of not treating any situation seriously, 
seeking out silly puns and gags whenever possible, and 
playing up the cosy ‘Englishness’ of it all while 
simultaneously parodying that same form. Wallace sets 
up a pest control business named ‘Anti Pesto’, and 
vegetable references abound, notably Fiennes’ use of 
’24-carrot’ golden bullets; the originally-mooted title 
had been ‘The Great Vegetable Plot’, a double-meaning 
too far for Aardman’s American partners Dreamworks 
(though a verbal “arson” / “arsin’ around” gag made it 
through quality control, to the evident delight of every 
five-year-old in the audience!). For older viewers the 
blatant steal from the spectacular ‘An American 
Werewolf in London’ transformation set-piece will bring 
satisfied nods of recognition. 

Dreamworks’ brief partnership with Aardman was 
dissolved after both this and 2006’s ‘Flushed Away’ 
failed to meet expectations at the U.S. box office (with 
Aardman also reportedly unhappy at relinquishing 
certain aspects of creative control), but home crowds 
have continued to support Nick Park and the gang. 
‘Arthur Christmas’ (2011), the wonderful ‘The Pirates! In 
an Adventure with Scientists’ (2012), ‘Shaun the Sheep 
Movie’ (2015) and this year’s prehistoric football romp 
‘Early Man’ have furthered the success and reputation 
of our premier animation house - long may they 
(chicken) run! 

 

YELLOW SUBMARINE 

“Donald Duck and Mickey Mouse / even Pluto too”  - 
‘Piggy in the Middle’, The Rutles. 

It was fifty years ago today… (or thereabouts - ‘Yellow 
Submarine’ was released on July 17th 1968) 

By 1968, whatever else The Beatles may have become 
during their unprecedented rapid rise to success, they 
were certainly the living equivalent of cartoon 
characters. At least in so far as the movies and the visual 
arts were concerned. Goofing around and punning their 
way through television and newsreel interviews, the Fab 
Four proved themselves ideal candidates for a life 
beyond the concert hall and the recording studio, 
exhibiting keen awareness of which way the cameras 
were pointing and how to look good in the glare of the 
lens – more savvy, in fact, than the hapless presenters, 
journalists and interviewers desperately trying to keep 
up, despite years of ‘experience’. In the 21st century it is 
often commented by older generations that their kids 
and grandchildren seem to have an innate built-in sense 
of how to master the latest innovations and technology - 
well, we saw a similarly natural phenomena when John, 
Paul, George and Ringo hit the scene, utterly unfazed by 
the publicity machine and turning the daunting media 
spotlight to their own advantage, as though born to it. 
Film was an inevitable future step, though a potentially 
rocky one - it’s rare even to this day for musicians to 
shift to the big screen without making fools of 
themselves. Adopting a tactic utilised so often 

throughout their careers, the Fabs co-opted a temporary 
‘fifth Beatle’ to guide their way through this new 
challenge - and American director Richard Lester was 
the perfect fit on this occasion. Dick had already worked 
with The Goons, and his chaotic, freewheeling, anything-
goes method proved highly appropriate, making ‘A Hard 
Day’s Night’ and ‘Help!’ become far more than mere 
‘contractual obligation’ screen fodder. The Beatles 
legend was enhanced by these feature film successes, as 
was Lester’s own reputation - and the movies have 
retained their quality over the decades, with the young 
pop stars meeting favourable comparison with the likes 
of the Marx Bros. from usually hard-to-please critics. It’s 
fair to say that the humour and the anarchy of their 
screen personae equally evokes the spirit of classic 
animated fare, certainly that of the celebrated Warner 
Bros. unit based at ‘Termite Terrace’ from which sprang 
such lunatic creations as Daffy Duck, Bugs Bunny, and 
Sylvester the Cat.  

So it was perhaps less of a surprise than ought to have 
been the case when ‘Yellow Submarine’ was first 
mooted as a Beatles-related screen project. A feature-
length, full colour, psychedelic animated excursion 
within the Fab Four and without them, in the wake of 
the ‘Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band’ LP, 
expanding their realm in an entirely fresh direction while 
expanding the minds of their global audience one more 
time. 

There had already been a cartoon incarnation of The 
Beatles, in the form of a 39-episode, three-season 
animated series screened on the ABC network in the 
United States and by ITV in the UK. Simply called ‘The 
Beatles’, it ran between 1965 and late 1967, and despite 
steadfastly retaining the early ‘moptop’ image of the 
besuited band, the show did manage to capture their 
individual personalities with a degree of accuracy, while 
pitching them into unlikely adventures with spies, 
leprechauns, bullfighters and vampires! Both Lennon 
and Harrison were quoted over the years expressing 
their love of the show, seemingly on a ‘so-bad-its-good’ 
basis. Much of the draughtsmanship for the programme 
was completed in Australia, but a London-based 
company called TVC Animation handled their share of 
the work too - which is where ‘Yellow Submarine’ enters 
the picture. TVC was run by George Dunning, who was 
the man approached by United Artists when the 
suggestion of a full-length animated Beatles movie was 
mooted – thus completing the band’s three-film 
contract while permitting the stars themselves to largely 
steer clear of the production. 

Our presentation of ‘Yellow Submarine’ as part of the 
‘Anim18’ programme will include some special 
‘singalong’ screenings, so it’s worth mentioning the way 
in which ‘Yellow Submarine’ adapts and uses Beatles 
music. The ABC television series had some precedent 
here, having employed the group’s songs as a basis for 
each story, but ‘Yellow Submarine’ delves into the 
catalogue and manages to use a sequence of classic 
numbers in order to string a plotline together. Loose it 
may be, but in the post ‘Summer of Love’ world such 
fluidity and randomness met everyone’s expectations. 
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You’ll be able to join in with ‘Yellow Submarine’ itself 
(score yourself extra points if you can master the sound 
effects and the megaphone announcements!), plus ‘All 
You Need Is Love’, ‘Nowhere Man’, ‘When I’m Sixty-
Four’, ‘Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band’, a 
rollicking ‘All Together Now’, and many more.  

Writer Lee Minoff managed to stitch these much-loved 
tunes together into a narrative, and with a little help 
from his friends – including some who had toiled on the 
ABC cartoon show – developed such memorable 
creations as ‘Old Fred’ (an animated ‘fifth Beatle’? 
Captain of the Yellow Submarine itself), ‘Jeremy Hillary 
Boob Ph.D.’ (the knowledgeable, pudgy being who 
features in the ‘Nowhere Man’ segment), and of course 
the unforgettable villains of the piece, the ‘Blue 
Meanies’. 

As noted, aside from a brief filmed cameo at the end, 
The Beatles themselves avoided direct involvement with 
the picture. This of course meant that voice artists 
would be required to step in convincingly. Wallasey-
born Geoffrey Hughes (later famous for ‘Coronation 
Street’ and ‘Keeping Up Appearances’) and Liverpudlian 
Paul Angelis (also a regular face on British telly, best-
known for ‘Z-Cars’) proved ideal for Paul and Ringo 
respectively; Angelis also filled in as George when the 
originally-cast Peter Batten left the recording sessions 
under a cloud, apparently having been outed as a 
deserter from the British Army! John Clive, who went on 
to find regular work in British cult movies throughout 
the late 60s and 1970s including a couple of ‘Carry On’ 
titles, took on the role of John. Popular comic actor 
Lance Percival (who had voiced Paul and Ringo for the 
TV series) played Old Fred, and the versatile comedy 
character actor Dick Emery (whose influential light 
entertainment sketch shows later picked up huge 
viewing figures for the BBC) just about steals the show 
with his poignant and affecting performance as Jeremy. 

Like the music of The Beatles, ‘Yellow Submarine’ has 
proven to have a lasting legacy, and certainly made an 
immediate impact - how different might Terry Gilliam’s 
work for ‘Monty Python’s Flying Circus’ have looked 
without it, for example? Or the psychedelic tinges still 
being felt in the opening titles of many children’s TV 
shows as late as the early 1980s? Graham McCallum and 
Hilary Hayton’s fondly-remembered ‘Crystal Tipps and 
Alistair’ (animation by Richard Taylor Cartoons) owes 
the movie an enormous debt, as do the vivid colour 
palette, psych trappings, and mingling of progressive 
pop and anthropomorphic fauna seen in Halas & 
Batchelor’s ‘The Butterfly Ball’. We particularly 
recommend that you take a look at ‘The Transformer’, 
available for free viewing on the BFI Player – a seemingly 
static monochrome piece that explodes into bright hues 
and frantic strobing effects midway through its 2-minute 
running time; this was a promotional film commissioned 
for the 1968 Cambridge Animation Festival, and 
designed by Heinz Edelmann, who just happens to be 
the man also largely credited with creating the look and 
general ambience of ‘Yellow Submarine’.  

 

THE GPO FILM UNIT 

The GPO Film Unit was set up in 1933, arising from the 
work of the earlier Empire Marketing Board. The EMB 
itself had been formed as a tool to advertise and 
publicise ‘Empire produce’, in an attempt to encourage 
British consumers to purchase goods from territories as 
far afield as Trinidad and New Zealand, amongst other 
British colonies and dominions. Government cuts 
resulted in the closure of the EMB by 1933, and the film 
wing of the organisation was transferred to the General 
Post Office. 

With British filmmaking going through a period of 
experimentation, with sound now available to 
accompany screen images, and with overseas artists 
finding a home within the English arts scene, it’s no 
surprise that the output of the GPO Film Unit, bold, 
striking, and modern, should have had a lasting impact 
far beyond its own brief seven-year existence. It was 
subsumed by the Crown Film Unit in 1940, with a 
broader remit incorporating wartime propaganda in 
addition to promotional and public information 
material. 

The majority of the work produced by the GPO unit was 
live action documentary, though with writers and 
directors toying with the form and helping to develop 
what we now recognise as ‘docu-drama’. Major figures 
such as Humphrey Jennings (‘London Can Take It!’, 
1940) gained attention and respect, and a number of 
GPO shorts were helmed by Alberto Cavalcanti, the 
talented Brazilian filmmaker who would progress to 
direct the Ealing masterpieces ‘Went the Day Well?’ 
(1942) and ‘Dead of Night’ (1945, contributing the 
classic ‘Christmas Party’ and ‘Ventriloquist’s Dummy’ 
episodes to that spooky portmanteau chiller). 

A trio of key figures in the history of animation found 
employment within the GPO unit during the 1930s. Only 
one was British-born, and even in that instance the Scot 
Norman McLaren was to attain his greatest acclaim as 
one of the pillars of the celebrated National Film Board 
of Canada. At the GPO, McLaren was accompanied by 
New Zealander Len Lye and German Lotte Reiniger; 
between them, they directed several animated shorts, 
altogether comprising about a fifth of the unit’s total 
output prior to 1940. 
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Lye’s work is extraordinary. Abstract, loaded with 
colour, movement, dancing figures, imagination beyond 
the realm of almost all his contemporaries and probably 
of most people involved in British cinema since. Given 
that the purpose of his presence was to inform and to 
advertise the services of the Post Office, Lye trampled all 
over that notion, paying perfunctory lip service to the 
product and going his own defiant way. ‘A Colour Box’ 
(1935) is a riot of hues and patterns, painted directly on 
to the film strip itself; the rows and lines of fleetingly-
glimpsed squares and circles carrying perhaps only the 
vaguest suggestion of sheets of stamps, the grace and 
sweep of the curved or squiggly images conveying the 
merest hint of a journey from point A to point B; even 
when called upon to actually present factual information 
about revised postal charges, Lye does so in such a 
fleeting, kinetic way that he reclaims the job in hand as 
part of his own electric vision. Breathtaking. 

The following year’s ‘Rainbow Dance’ simply tacks a 
tinted shot of a Post Office savings account book on to 
the end of a decidedly non-commercial (in more ways 
than one!) offering  - the silhouette of a male dancer, all 
Gene Kelly muscle-tone and grace and even briefly pre-
empting Kelly’s signature ‘Singin’ in the Rain’ role, 
moves and sways about the screen, a mountaineer one 
moment, a tennis player the next  - Lye depicts the ball 
court as a receding, converging angular construct, while 
the use of multiple image and freeze-frame during one 
sequence reduces cinema back to its primitive pre-
zoetrope state of stasis. ‘Trade Tattoo’ is almost punk in 
its melange of bright clashing hues, sloganeering (“THE 
POWER OF CORRES-PON-DENCE”) and solarised 
imagery; its film content includes rather more 
traditional footage of postal workers going about their 
business than usual, but this being Lye, even these shots 
resemble the sort of treated, manipulated scene you 
might have found on a record sleeve in 1979! 

Like many of the film community in Germany, Lotte 
Reiniger fled during the Nazi era, making her way to 
England. Already a successful and acclaimed ‘silhouette 
animator’ in her native country, her techniques were 
ideal for the GPO Unit and she directed two 1938 pieces 
for them; ‘The Tocher’ and ‘The HPO’, the latter 
standing for ‘Heavenly Post Office’ and depicting winged 
cherubs sending greetings (in the jolly form of the word 
‘Greetings’!) to various worthy recipients ranging from 
an expectant couple to a boxer and even a fox hiding 
from the hunt in the branches of a tree. ‘The Tocher’ is 
perhaps more recognisable as Reiniger’s work, ditching 
the pastel shades of ‘The HPO’ for a more familiar black 
and white look, justifying itself by including the receipt 
of a letter early on but then leaving aside all pretence (at 
least until the very end) to depict a delightful fairy ballet 
set to Benjamin Britten’s arrangements of themes by 
Rossini. Two lovers seem doomed to be separated 
forever, but the male suitor is handed a casket by the 
fairies and takes it to the father of his beloved. Any 
doubts the management of the GPO may have 
expressed about Reiniger’s commitment to the cause 
are assuaged in a gloriously funny finale when the 
contents of the box are revealed! 

Norman McLaren made several live-action documentary 
shorts alongside Cavalcanti, none of them particularly 
attention-grabbing, but his 1938 ‘Love on the Wing’ was 
much more of an artistic success, with thick white-lined 
morphing figures doing their ever-changing thing before 
a rolling panoramic backdrop. A la Len Lye, McLaren 
opted to apply Indian ink directly to the 35mm film 
itself, resulting in the broad white outline that so defines 
this particular item. The ‘plot’? Well, an envelope opens 
and then closes again before transforming into various 
objects, humanoid characters, body parts, animals, 
insects, and things indescribable. The Postmaster-
General apparently regarded it all as being ‘too erotic 
and too Freudian’ – if that doesn’t recommend it to you, 
I don’t know what will! 

 

WATERSHIP DOWN 

At 2.25 pm on Sunday March 27th 2016, the British 
broadcaster Channel 5 scheduled a special Easter 
screening of the 1978 film adaptation of Richard Adams’ 
novel ‘Watership Down’. 

Within hours, something entirely unplanned and 
seemingly unanticipated occurred. Howling protests 
from enraged parents bombarded the station, mums 
and dads complaining about the fallout from the 
afternoon presentation, with tales of distraught, 
traumatized offspring whose holiday weekend had been 
upset and ruined by their viewing of the movie. 

The animated feature had been passed uncut by the 
British Board of Film Classification prior to its 1978 
theatrical release, and was awarded the ‘U’ certificate, 
thereby permitting unrestricted access to viewers of all 
ages. Even at the time of initial release, there were 
occasional murmurs about the leniency of this decision, 
but any outcry had subsided over the years – until 
Channel 5’s high-profile revival of the movie. 

Mere weeks after the screening, I was assigned to 
interview prominent BBFC representative David Hyman, 
one of the board’s best-known examiners, before a live 
audience at a film festival. Naturally I couldn’t resist 
kicking off the proceedings by raising the spectre of 
‘Watership Down’; David strategically and diplomatically 
offered a somewhat distanced, ‘nothing to do with us, 
guv’ response, and was quite correct in doing so, 
although other BBFC staff have been quoted recently as 
stating that the movie ought to be reclassified, feeling 
that a ‘PG’ rating may be more appropriate. 

On April 16th 2017, Channel 5 fearlessly broadcast the 
film as an Easter Sunday treat once again! To much the 
same anguish and consternation. As the ‘Metro’ free 
newspaper markedly put it, “all hell had broken loose by 
lunchtime”. A spokesperson for the broadcaster offered 
the robust defence that “Watership Down has become a 
seasonal tradition on Channel 5 so we’ve decided not to 
buck the trend in 2017. Whilst suitable for transmission 
in its timeslot, we recognise that the film may not 
appeal to everyone which is why there was clear advice 
before transmission and every programme segment as 
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to the nature of the content”. Among the entertaining 
reactions on Twitter, one avoider exclaimed “far too 
traumatic, I’d rather watch ‘The Exorcist’ “, while 
another pondered “Has anyone at Channel 5 seen 
‘Watership Down’?! What psycho decided this was a 
good Easter film!!!” 

 

So, what is it about this particular production that on 
one hand seems to offer appeal to a family audience, 
while simultaneously threatening to savage and bite off 
the other hand?! You have to go back to the source 
author, I guess - the uncompromising Richard Adams, 
whose literary output often skirted the line between 
nice and nasty. Martin Rosen, a former theatrical agent 
and producer of the Ken Russell movie ‘Women In Love’, 
planned a big-screen adaptation of ‘Watership Down’ 
which was to have been directed by experienced 
American animator John Hubley. With Hubley dying 
during production, Rosen took up the reins as director 
himself, adding to his production and scriptwriting 
duties. A stellar voice cast was assembled – you really 
cannot go far wrong when your film has John Hurt, 
Richard Briers, Ralph Richardson, Michael Hordern, 
Hannah Gordon, Roy Kinnear, Zero Mostel, Joss Ackland, 
Simon Cadell, Derek Griffiths, Harry Andrews, Nigel 
Hawthorne and Denholm Elliott gathered around the 
microphone – and a crack team of animators was 
assigned to the task of bringing visual life to Adams’ 
creations, including old colleagues of Hubley and artists 
from the Halas & Batchelor stable. The heavily-stylised 
‘fable’ scene which opens the movie is the work of John 
Hubley; thereafter the film adopts a realist style, 
extremely well executed but with something of an 
unpolished, rough-and-ready feel to it which proves a 
perfect match for the story’s often grim tone. It doesn’t 
stint on violent, bloody encounters and scenes of peril 
and threat, daring to depict ‘nature, red in tooth and 
claw’ (to borrow Tennyson’s phrase) in a way that 
clearly remains rather parent-unfriendly to this day! 
Rosen’s screenplay streamlines the plotline and excises 
a number of characters, but does so in such a way that 
seems to have been accepted by Adams fans, who have 
largely expressed satisfaction in the way the essence of 
the novel has been retained. 

Malcom Williamson, Master of the Queen’s Music, was 
asked to pen the film’s score, but was replaced by 
Angela Morley after falling behind schedule - Williamson 
had prepared ‘The Creation’ and the main title theme, 
Morley then adding the vast majority of the cues. Most 
famously, songwriter Mike Batt (fresh from his chart 
successes with The Wombles!) contributed the haunting 

central song ‘Bright Eyes’, performed by renowned 
American vocalist Art Garfunkel - Art being no stranger 
to cinematic controversy himself, having starred in Mike 
Nichols’ ‘Carnal Knowledge’ in 1971, and about to 
embark upon Nicolas Roeg’s ‘Bad Timing’ soon after his 
stint on the ‘Watership Down’ soundtrack.  

Martin Rosen, buoyed by the box-office success of 
‘Watership Down’ across the UK, opted to tackle a 
further Adams novel in 1982 with an animated feature 
adaptation of ‘The Plague Dogs’. If anything, this was 
even more harrowing than the previous production! But 
that’s another story… 

 

THE ROALD DAHL CENTENARY 

A commemorative event to mark 100 years since Roald 
Dahl’s birth, once again staged by Chapter in Cardiff as a 
hub for nationwide distribution. Chapter asked local 
schoolchildren to write about or depict Roald’s output 
aimed at the younger end of the market, while I was 
commissioned to cover the more adult side of the 
celebrated author’s work. Again I was given particular 
titles for which material would be required for 
programme notes - some of them linked more closely to 
Dahl than others, but in the limited time available I think 
I managed to make substantial connections between the 
author and the movie/TV titles assigned to me. The 
results are here for your perusal: 

 

36 HOURS 

Cult British tv show ‘The Prisoner’ set a new benchmark 
for paranoia and intrigue upon hitting the nation’s 
screens in autumn 1967. But what were its antecedents? 

The school of ‘enforced institution’ shock-thrillers may 
be an early pointer; these took a step onward from the 
popular 1940s sagas of young wives seemingly being 
driven insane by outwardly dashing blazer-and-cravat-
sporting types (LOVE IS A STRANGER, GASLIGHT, 
REBECCA, SUSPICION, SECRET BEYOND THE DOOR, 
EXPERIMENT PERILOUS, etc.) and are best represented 
by MY NAME IS JULIA ROSS (Joseph H. Lewis 1945), with 
Nina Foch’s title character accepting employment as a 
live-in secretary at a Cornish mansion, soon finding 
herself imprisoned there while her employer and the 
conspiratorial staff all insist she is actually called ‘Marion 
Hughes’. 1983’s LIES and 1987’s DEAD OF WINTER 
respectively threw Ann Dusenberry and Mary 
Steenburgen into similar despair, while Sam Fuller’s 
classic SHOCK CORRIDOR (1963) has journalist Peter 
Breck proving too convincing while feigning madness (to 
gain access to an asylum chasing a story), with gruelling 
and terrifying consequences. 

Cold War tensions had also brought about an increase in 
disturbing political fantasies through the fifties and early 
sixties. Don Siegel’s indelibly powerful INVASION OF THE 
BODY SNATCHERS (1955) couched its beautifully 
ambiguous allegory of right-wing 
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homogeneity/communist infiltration (delete according 
to personal persuasion!) in overt monster movie gloop, 
but before long it became difficult to tell the subversive 
film fare apart from the routine releases  -  THE 
MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE, SEVEN DAYS IN MAY, DR. 
STRANGELOVE, FAIL SAFE, THE BEDFORD INCIDENT and 
others brought a ‘Twilight Zone’-like sensibility to the 
big screen, lacing what appeared to be conventional war 
stories with layers of satire, speculation, even 
surrealism.  

Director George Seaton was primarily known for his light 
touch on Betty Grable vehicles and for writing and 
directing that annual festive delight MIRACLE ON 34TH 
STREET (1947). Seaton dabbled in military themes with 
the Montgomery Clift comedy THE BIG LIFT (1950), the 
William Holden drama THE COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR 
(1962), and as producer of THE BRIDGES AT TOKO-RI 
(Mark Robson 1954), but in 1964 he directed a movie 
that seemed to pull together the loss-of-identity-under-
duress puzzle and the don’t-trust-anyone-in-authority 
trope, in the shape of 36 HOURS. 

 

36 HOURS was based on a concise yet florid Roald Dahl 
prose piece entitled ‘Beware Of The Dog’. Dahl’s tale, 
penned in 1944 and published in Harper’s Magazine, 
tells of a Spitfire pilot who loses a leg in battle and bails 
out over the English Channel. He rouses in a Brighton 
hospital but begins to muse that if he is on the South 
coast of England, then why is the water hard rather than 
soft, and why can he hear the vibrating bass/high 
pitched tenor duet constituting the unmistakeable 
rumble of a Junkers 88 German bomber as it passes 
overhead? As with those fragile newlywed damsels in 
distress we referred to earlier, all is not what it appears 
to be… 

‘Beware Of The Dog’ is a brisk read but is deceptively 
basic, concluding at a perfect moment and leaving you 
wondering how events may proceed. It also allows Dahl 
the opportunity for a couple of gorgeous literary 
flourishes, most notably the paragraph in which our 
hero revives, in a flurry of 
black/white/black/white/black flashes and images. 
Seaton’s film can’t compete on these terms and so 
instead expands the concept  - in 36 HOURS, army major 
James Garner is made privy to the top secret details of 
the D-Day landings, but one Mickey Finn later and he 
finds himself in a lavish military medical facility, realising 
to his amazement that six years have passed and World 
War Two is over. Or could this all somehow be an 
elaborate ruse, perpetuated and maintained by 
apparently chummy psychiatrist Rod Taylor and kindly 
nurse/Auschwitz survivor Eva Marie Saint? Tension 
remains high throughout the first hour, with very 
distinct signposts towards ‘The Prisoner’  - even when 
on known territory early in the proceedings, Garner and 
his fellow officers wear prominently numbered badges 
(including, almost inevitably, a ‘6’), and the major’s swift 
abduction and the subterfuge surrounding him will ring 
clear bells with Patrick McGoohan devotees.  

One is also reminded of the likes of THE SECRET CINEMA 
(Paul Bartel 1968) and THE TRUMAN SHOW (Peter Weir 
1998); so very complex and intricate is the plot against 
Garner that it seems at times that dozens, if not 
hundreds, of enemy personnel are acting out false roles 
to preserve an illusion. In ‘The Prisoner’, of course, this 
idea is developed with the strong suggestion that even 
those taking part in the deception may concurrently be 
being deceived themselves, including the various 
officious ‘Number 2s’, the populace of The Village, and 
by extension, we viewers at home (a chilling thought 
which is only reinforced by the very final shot of the 
concluding episode ‘Fall Out’)  - and indeed, that 
Number 6 himself may merely be looked upon by other 
inhabitants/prisoners as an active complicit component 
rather than the rebel we assume him to be, simply on 
the basis that the programme tells us that every week. 
‘Prisoner’ episode ‘The Schizoid Man’ mirrors the plot of 
36 HOURS directly to a great extent, sharing its storyline 
about putting a captive under extreme pressure in order 
to extract the secrets held within his head (though in 
this instance attempting to convince Number 6 that he is 
an impostor, via use of a double), and even turning on a 
near-identical twist involving a minor injury. 

Indeed, it is moments such as that one where 36 HOURS 
excels, with the tiniest giveaway glimpses or revelations 
taking precedence over the bigger contrivances, putting 
one party or another in the picture as they gradually 
piece everything together. And if 36 HOURS should lapse 
into comic farce at times during its final third, that in 
itself could be judged merely as a reflection of the 
nature of wartime conflict  - as well as influencing ‘The 
Prisoner’, you may conclude that perhaps the movie 
worked its magical effect upon another all-time classic 
of British television, ‘Dad’s Army’! 
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ALFRED HITCHCOCK PRESENTS 

It’s fair to say that Sir Alfred Hitchcock is considered to 
this day as the number one director in cinema, by a 
majority of film buffs, critics, and industry insiders. At 
time of writing, his outré 1958 classic VERTIGO is rated 
as the greatest movie ever made, that is if you accept 
the ten-yearly filmmakers-and-journalists survey 
conducted regularly by ‘Sight & Sound’ magazine as a 
reliable benchmark. More than three decades after he 
left us, Hitch remains a palpable presence and influence  
- in recent years we’ve seen biopics both reverent 
(HITCHCOCK, Sacha Gervasi 2012) and contentiously 
legend-debunking (THE GIRL, Julian Jarrold 2013), while 
releases as diverse as STOKER (Park Chan-wook 2013), 
DISTURBIA (D. J. Caruso 2007) and HORRIBLE BOSSES 
(Seth Gordon 2011) signify the continuing sway of the 
Hitchcock legacy. 

If one accepts Hitchcock’s peak years as running from 
1954 to 1960, i.e. REAR WINDOW through to PSYCHO 
almost without a fumble or flaw, then how all the more 
remarkable it is that during that productive and 
artistically satisfying period, the great man managed to 
find time to embark upon a television series. ‘Alfred 
Hitchcock Presents’ aired on CBS (and later, NBC) for 
seven successful seasons from 1955, after which ‘The 
Alfred Hitchcock Hour’ played through to the mid-
sixties. The show’s title may hint that this was an 
opportunity for Hitch to further his ‘brand’ and name 
recognition (famously, of course, he’s often cited as 
being one of that tiny handful of directors that “the 
general public might have actually heard of”); yet this 
was to prove a much more hands-on operation, as 
Hitchcock appeared on camera to introduce the shows  - 
usually in some wild wig/costume, or incongruous 
setting, and handling elaborate props  - and, more 
importantly, helmed seventeen of the episodes himself. 
PSYCHO (1960) seems to have entered production 
almost as a feature spin-off from the series, Hitch noting 
how quickly and efficiently his TV crews got on with the 
job and wondering whether this work ethic could be 
transferred to the time-devouring milieu of a movie set. 

 

Hitch struck a rich vein of jet-black humour with these 
shows, too  - something which had often been present 
in his big screen work, but largely as quirky moments or 
wry asides, punctuation before the next epic set-piece 
or revelation of evil villainy. THE TROUBLE WITH HARRY 
(1955), from a novel by Jack Trevor Story filled with 
irreverent bad-taste fun, may well have set the tone for 
‘Alfred Hitchcock Presents’  - but despite that apparent 

bridge, and indeed as John Russell Taylor points out in 
his authorised biography ‘Hitch’, “it is difficult now to 
reconstruct how revolutionary it was, back in those early 
days of television, for a front-rank, top-class movie 
director to involve himself in any way with this trashy, 
despised medium”. Hitchcock’s airy dismissals of the 
show’s sponsors and the constant requirement of the TV 
medium to cut to commercials, have entered legend, 
and the jauntily lumbering theme tune (Gounod’s 
‘Funeral March of a Marionette’) is to this day instantly 
recognisable, and forever entangled in association with 
the Hitch persona. 

Over its lengthy run, ‘Alfred Hitchcock Presents’ 
featured half-a-dozen small-screen versions of stories by 
Roald Dahl  - of which four were directed personally by 
Hitchcock himself. In seeking out different, more 
macabre fare suitable to a brisk twenty-five minute slot, 
it seems Dahl’s tales were deemed ideal for the series. 
The adaptations focused upon his character-based or 
exotic works rather than anything more fantastic (a mix 
of the two was to come, in the British-produced ‘Tales 
Of The Unexpected’ from 1979 onwards), and the Dahls 
sat neatly alongside other twisted tales of crimes gone 
awry, murder most foul, insurance scams and identity 
switches, from such notable sources as Dorothy L. 
Sayers, Fredric Brown, Cornel Woolrich, Ray Bradbury, 
and Evan Hunter.  

Dahl failed to make the cut for the first two seasons, but 
scripted the efficient teleplay for ‘Lamb To The 
Slaughter’, based on his own 1953 short story for 
Harper’s Magazine, directed by Hitchcock himself, and 
broadcast in April 1958.  

Here follows an annotated run-down of the Dahl-linked 
episodes, accompanied by information on later 
television and cinema versions: 

LAMB TO THE SLAUGHTER  - originally aired April 13th 
1958. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. Written by Roald 
Dahl. Starring Barbara Bel Geddes. Ever mused, while 
sitting around at home, that your immediate 
environment may contain items suitable for use as a 
murder weapon? And, should you commit the deed, 
how you might then dispose of any such instrument and 
avoid police attention? That’s the devilish concept 
behind Dahl’s expertly constructed plot here, as 
pregnant Barbara Bel Geddes does in her unfaithful 
spouse and ingeniously gets rid of the evidence. Note 
the chilling camera-glide closing shot and compare it 
with the finale of PSYCHO from a couple of years later. 
Also see: ‘Lamb To The Slaughter’ (‘Tales of the 
Unexpected’, dir: John Davies 1979); WHAT HAVE I 
DONE TO DESERVE THIS? (dir: Pedro Almodovar 1984) 
contains a murder method inspired by the one 
employed here. 

DIP IN THE POOL  - originally aired June 1st 1958. 
Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. Written by Robert C. 
Dennis, from the story by Roald Dahl. Starring Keenan 
Wynn and Fay Wray. A typical Dahl examination of 
boredom among the leisure classes developing into 
something nasty! On board a cruise ship, a bit of time-
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passing gambling fun escalates into a win-at-all-costs 
situation for one passenger. Also see: ‘A Dip In The Pool’ 
(‘Tales of the Unexpected’, dir: Michael Tuchner 1979) 

POISON  - originally aired October 5th 1958. Directed by 
Alfred Hitchcock. Written by Casey Robinson, from the 
story by Roald Dahl. Starring Wendell Corey and James 
Donald. Minimalist ‘is-there-or-isn’t-there?’ drama in 
which a terrified bed-bound man believes he has seen a 
venomous snake writhing on his torso, concealed 
beneath the covers. Nervy, sweaty central performance 
by Donald lifts this one, although a suspense-focused 
screen treatment inevitably misses the metaphorical 
point of Dahl’s original story and its startling theme of 
xenophobia. Also see: ‘Poison’ (‘Tales of the 
Unexpected’, dir: Graham Evans 1980); THE MAN AND 
THE SNAKE (dir: Sture Rydman 1972)  - not a version of 
Dahl but a short film based on an Ambrose Bierce 
frivolity, taking a similar approach to 
Hitchcock/Robinson by eking thrills and tension from a 
protagonist’s irrational fear of the reptilian.   

MAN FROM THE SOUTH  - originally aired January 3rd 
1960. Directed by Norman Lloyd. Written by William 
Fay, from the story by Roald Dahl. Starring Steve 
McQueen and Peter Lorre. Another of Dahl’s ‘strange 
wager’ yarns, this one centred upon a bet over whether 
a young gambler can flick his cigarette lighter into action 
ten times in succession  - at a perverse price should he 
lose to the seasoned hustler setting the terms. Also see: 
‘The Man From The South’ (‘Tales of the Unexpected’, 
dir: Michael Tuchner 1979); ‘Man From The South’ 
(‘Alfred Hitchcock Presents’, dir: Steve De Jarnatt 1985); 
‘The Man From Hollywood’ (FOUR ROOMS, dir: Quentin 
Tarantino 1995) 

MRS. BIXBY AND THE COLONEL’S COAT  - originally aired 
September 27th 1960. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock. 
Written by Halstead Welles, from the story by Roald 
Dahl. Starring Audrey Meadows and Les Tremayne. 
Playful, breezy study of infidelities among the moneyed 
classes  - this bit of fluff probably appealed to 
Hitchcock’s gossipy curtain-twitching nature as well as 
offering a chance for him to go through the ‘Hitchcock 
blonde’ routine with his refined and stylish female lead. 
Inessential but lots of fun. Also see: ‘Mrs. Bixby and the 
Colonel’s Coat’ (‘Tales of the Unexpected’, dir: Simon 
Langton 1979). The BBC also filmed the story in 1965 for 
’Thirty-Minute Theatre’, directed by Naomi Capon, but 
this transmission is missing, believed wiped. 

THE LANDLADY  - originally aired February 21st 1961. 
Directed by Paul Henreid. Written by Robert Bloch, from 
the story by Roald Dahl. Starring Dean Stockwell and 
Patricia Collinge. “It’s never too early for a nice cup of 
tea”…  really creepy episode with an impossibly clean-
cut Stockwell set up as red herring for a spate of 
burglaries in a small English provincial town, making his 
way to a stuffy old boarding house where the over-
attentive elderly proprietor has a mysterious secret and 
a particular, peculiar talent. Adapted by the author of 
the novel ‘Psycho’, from Dahl’s 1959 story for Tree Nuts 
magazine. Also see: ‘The Landlady’ (‘Tales of the 
Unexpected’, dir: Herbert Wise 1979). 

FOUR ROOMS 

Modern movie lore has it that Quentin Tarantino's sole 
adaptation of exterior material to date has been JACKIE 
BROWN, his 1997 blaxploitation refit of Elmore 
Leonard's gun-running/loot-smuggling pulp drama 'Rum 
Punch'. But students of Tarantino - oddly and perhaps 
uniquely in his case, particularly those who profess to 
dislike his work  - are quick to point out examples of 
supposed thievery from other sources. Quentin normally 
manages to maintain the upper hand, freely and openly 
admitting to and revelling in his inspirations, be they 
CITY ON FIRE (Ringo Lam 1987), MANDINGO (Richard 
Fleischer 1975), DRESSED TO KILL (Brian De Palma 1980) 
or THE THING (John Carpenter 1982). 

The very essence of Roald Dahl permeates FOUR 
ROOMS (1995), that vastly under-appreciated and 
unfairly lambasted anthology film showcasing the 
talents of a young Quentin and his equally enthusiastic 
gunslinging video-store-schooled compadres. A female 
coven performing ancient rites, incantations and magick 
in an incongruous modern hotel setting? Right here in 
Allison Anders' 'The Missing Ingredient', with Madonna 
leading these depraved sisters of Roald's THE WITCHES 
(itself adapted as a glorious kiddie cinematic confection 
by Nicolas Roeg in 1989). This opening segment of FOUR 
ROOMS manages to combine Dahl-like sorcery with his 
penchant for the twisted, as the potent sought-after 
item of the title would never have been even hinted at 
in his child fiction but would have fitted neatly into his 
work aimed at an older readership. The decidedly adult 
games and reality/fantasy confusions of Alexandre 
Rockwell's 'The Wrong Man' (title lifted from Hitchcock, 
himself an avid Dahl fan and interpreter) again play like 
one of the author's bleak comic episodes, with a real 
sense that we viewers are merely dipping in for a brief 
glimpse of these characters' decadent/jaded/potentially 
deadly ennui-and-boredom-filled existences. The hotel's 
room 309 reveals 'The Misbehavers' (a name so very 
Dahl that some reviewers have erroneously claimed it as 
a direct adaptation of his work), a gleefully anarchic 
frenzy of unfettered childish fun, again laced with a grim 
outcome - Robert Rodriguez's movie career has 
embraced colourful and action-packed kid-friendly 
romps (the entertaining SPY KIDS series, THE 
ADVENTURES OF SHARKBOY AND LAVAGIRL IN 3-D) 
alongside the likes of DESPERADO, MACHETE and SIN 
CITY (barely any more grown-up, whatever the censor's 
classification certificates may suggest!), so the Dahl-
esque makes a good fit for him, arguably resulting in his 
finest film. 

By the time we reach the climactic quarter of FOUR 
ROOMS, then, we've been primed for Dahl. And 
Tarantino doesn't disappoint, with a textbook, 
trademark, reference and quote packed turbo-charged, 
rapid-fire sprint which somehow manages to both 
dramatize and comment upon/homage Roald's classic 
page-turner 'Man From The South' (here tellingly 
renamed 'The Man From Hollywood'). Viewers may be 
over-familiar with the small screen versions of this tale 
of extreme gambling (or should that read "extremity-
gambling?!") for 'Alfred Hitchcock Presents' and 'Tales of 
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the Unexpected', but Tarantino adds his own surprise 
topper at the close. As with those aforementioned 
inspirations for the director, he doesn't merely remake 
or pay simple tribute to the source material but rips it 
apart, polishes each component, gushes uncontrollably 
and enthusiastically while doing so, and ultimately 
reassembles the whole thing in a pimp-my-ride manner, 
leaving us with something that still looks, feels and plays 
very much like 'Man From The South' but now has that 
unmistakeable Tarantino sheen to it. Discussion of the 
charms of Cristal champagne and the joys of Jerry Lewis, 
plus nods back to RESERVOIR DOGS and PULP FICTION, 
define this as part of Quentin's universe - yet at heart 
the story remains Roald Dahl's, and the (admittedly 
funny-shocking) crudity of the climactic image can only 
ever sit alongside, rather than replace, the original 
author's sophisticated barbarity. 

 

Recommended additional viewing: 

'Man From The South' (dir: Norman Lloyd 1959) from 
'Alfred Hitchcock Presents' TV series. Steve McQueen 
plays the young man who takes the wager, Peter Lorre 
plays the sinister vehicle-betting gambler. 

THE RETURN (dir: Sture Rydman 1973). Peter Vaughan 
and Rosalie Crutchley star in this criminally-underseen 
half-hour British ghost yarn, the chilling finale of which 
apes the conclusion of Dahl's tale in both content and 
shuddersome effect. 

'The Man From The South' (dir: Michael Tuchner 1979) 
from 'Tales of the Unexpected' TV series. Jose Ferrer 
stars as Carlos the gambler in the first-ever episode of 
the long-running and popular Anglia television show. "I 
ought to warn you, if you haven't read any of my stories, 
that you may be a little disturbed by some of the things 
that happen in them" announces host Dahl himself on-
screen at the outset. 

NINAITHALE INNIKUM (dir: K. Balachander 1979). This 
two hour twenty minute Tamil Bollywood comedy can 
be viewed on YouTube in its entirety. It is most famous 
for a scene in which star Rajinikanth is challenged to 
'flip' a cigarette between his lips (the charismatic actor's 
signature move!) ten times - should he fail, he will lose a 
finger, a la Dahl's story... 

'Man From The South' (dir: Steve De Jarnatt 1985) from 
'Alfred Hitchcock Presents' TV series. Eighties remake 
from the director of MIRACLE MILE, with John Huston, 
Steven Bauer, Melanie Griffith, and Hitchcock blondes 
Tippi Hedren and Kim Novak. 

'Cut' (dir: Park Chan-wook 2004) from THREE... 
EXTREMES movie. OLDBOY helmer Park contributes this 
anthology movie instalment in which a psychotic extra 
kidnaps a successful filmmaker and his wife, forcing the 
director into a succession of sadistic tasks, all under the 
threat of his spouse having digits removed. 

WOLF CREEK 2 (dir: Greg McLean 2013). The centrepiece 
of this ‘torture-porn’ sequel sees outback ocker John 
Jarratt testing an abducted male victim with a ten-
question quiz about Australian history and culture. Give 
a wrong answer, lose a finger…  

 

THE NIGHT DIGGER 

1971 was a big movie year for Roald Dahl. And not a 
particularly agreeable one, as Hollywood was in the 
process of bringing his novel ‘Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory’ to the big screen, retitling it WILLY WONKA AND 
THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY, magnifying the role of 
Wonka against the author’s wishes, and steadfastly 
ignoring Dahl’s insistent plea that Spike Milligan should 
be cast as the crazy confectioner. Invited to pen the 
screenplay himself, Dahl set to work, but ultimately 
couldn’t meet the production deadlines and 
ignominiously saw his script pass into the hands of David 
Seltzer for rewrites. Dahl disowned the final movie, and 
was especially critical of Seltzer’s unwelcome additions 
to the plot structure. 

Oscar-winning actress Patricia Neal (HUD, BREAKFAST 
AT TIFFANY’S) had been married to Dahl since 1953. The 
couple suffered tragedy after tragedy during the first 
half of the 1960s  - four-month-old son Theo was brain 
damaged when a New York cab collided with his pram, 
seven-year-old daughter Olivia died from encephalitis, 
and then in 1965, a pregnant Patricia was hit by a series 
of strokes and fell into a coma for three weeks. 
Eventually resuscitated, she gave birth to daughter Lucy 
that August, and then commenced her own 
rehabilitation. Through the remainder of the decade 
Neal attempted to claw back her acting career, 
remarkably and swiftly achieving another Academy 
nomination for THE SUBJECT WAS ROSES (1968). Her 
supportive husband was keen to find projects suitable to 
assist her recovery, and as the WILLY WONKA debacle 
(as he viewed it) was unfolding, Roald Dahl busied 
himself by penning a script based on Joy Cowley’s novel 
‘Nest In A Falling Tree’. 

Cowley’s 1967 book was set in a small New Zealand 
town and centred upon the relationship between a 
spinster, forced to tend to her frail and blind mother in a 
decrepit old property, and a young moody 
handyman/gardener who joins the household and brings 
along problems of his own. The character of Maura 
Prince was a perfect fit for Patricia, and her husband 
eagerly set to work on adapting the story for film. Dahl 
being Dahl, though, he upped the ante on the ‘troubled 
teenager’ figure  - the fashion at the time in British 
thriller cinema was for handsome young men to be 
revealed as messed-up inside, full of deadly intention 
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(Hywel Bennett in TWISTED NERVE, Shane Briant in 
STRAIGHT ON TILL MORNING, and other pretty-boy 
psychos), and so Nicholas Clay here plays the gardener 
as an outwardly confident, inwardly tormented figure, 
seemingly impotent (as revealed in flashbacks  - real, 
heightened, or imaginary?  - one of which has an 
unsatisfied blonde prostitute slapping him and calling 
him a “eunuch” over and over again) and loaded with 
hatred towards attractive dark-haired females. 

 

 

Patricia Neal is exceptional in the finished movie 
(released as THE ROAD BUILDER or THE NIGHT DIGGER 
in different parts of the world), herself exemplifying a 
tradition of British screen acting, the on-the-shelf 
middle-aged wallflower desperately launching a 
somewhat pathetic passion towards an inappropriate 
target. This sort of role offers gold for women 
performers during that shadowy period where the 
movie business doesn’t know quite what to do with 
them (ingénues and dowagers, fine - anything in 
between, unemployable), and Neal captures the anguish 
and sense of lost opportunity to perfection, via both 
monologue and quiet, wordless reflection.  

THE NIGHT DIGGER roots itself in that ‘England’ which 
probably never really existed, the realm of chintz and 
bone china, steak and chips, hypocritical chattering 
churchgoers, idyllic coastal hideaways  - though Dahl 
cleverly incorporates the changing face of the nation as 
Clay takes full advantage of new motorway construction 
to dispose of the damning evidence of his perverted 
crimes. The actor can only ever really ape his ‘juvenile 
Jack the Ripper’ predecessors here, but director Alastair 
Reid (an underappreciated specialist in the 
suspense/horror genres) does add one striking feature, 

having his young terror travelling the countryside at 
speed on a high-powered motorcycle  - a motif that has 
proved influential on everything from PSYCHOMANIA 
(Don Sharp 1972) to UNDER THE SKIN (Jonathan Glazer 
2013). 

Dahl has huge fun playing with the mores and morals of 
the British way of life  - scurrilous gossip abounds, 
notably from a winning Graham Crowden, who 
accidentally puts about a false rumour concerning the 
local vicar and his wife (a superb and beautifully-
sustained running gag) and is eager to discuss and 
theorise upon newspaper details of the spate of 
murders which seem to be making their way south from 
Liverpool. The dilapidation of the property occupied by 
Neal and her mother conforms to an ever-effective 
visual metaphor in frequent use throughout British 
cinema, the crumbling family pile; and the one-
upmanship (tenuous claims about ‘relatives in 
Cheshire’), mistrust, and anxiety about change are all 
observed with relish by the author. The final scene of 
THE NIGHT DIGGER may prove a talking point  - largely 
wordless and pieced together from close-ups, sideways 
glances, and symbolic shots, it often leaves viewers 
bemused, but is in fact gloriously dramatic and fully 
comprehensible, concluding this sad, sorrowful story in 
a manner that only cinema can. 

Further recommended viewing: 

HAPPY MOTHER’S DAY, LOVE GEORGE (Darren McGavin 
1973) - a slightly later psychodrama with Patricia Neal 
and daughter Tessa Dahl among the cast. 

TWISTED NERVE (Roy Boulting 1968) 

STRAIGHT ON TILL MORNING (Peter Collinson 1972) 

 

YOU ONLY LIVE TWICE 

“One life for yourself  - and one for your dreams”  - 
Nancy Sinatra, 1967 

“You forget, Scott, that we’re inside a volcanoooo… 
we’re surrounded by liquid hot magma!”  - Dr. Evil, 
AUSTIN POWERS: THE SPY WHO SHAGGED ME, 1999. 

“Stop getting Bond wrong!”  - Alan Partridge, 2002. 

Waylay any passer-by in the street and ask them to 
respond to the phrase ‘Bond villain’, and you’ll likely 
receive a mixture of replies. Oddjob’s hat, Jaws’ steel 
gnashers, Scaramanga’s nipple, Blofeld’s pussy. There’s 
every chance, though, that the first three words you’ll 
hear from most will be “hollowed-out volcano”. 

With the Carry Ons, Hammer horror, and now the 
Beatles all hitting box-office peaks, the mid 1960s for 
once saw something of a boom in commercial British 
film fortunes. Of course there are always doom 
merchants hovering, and doubtless those craving ‘art’, 
respectability, significance from cinema were up in arms 
about the success of our low-class franchises. So the 
international attention grabbed by Cubby Broccoli’s 
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‘James Bond’ productions, not to mention their global 
influence, can’t have met with joy in certain quarters. 
Eager paying punters the world over couldn’t wait for 
the next instalment, though, and in 1966 with the World 
Cup safely in the bag and ‘Sunny Afternoon’ jauntily 
spinning on everybody’s turntable, YOU ONLY LIVE 
TWICE was already underway. 

The pressure was on, however. This was to be the most 
ambitious, vast Bond to date, with a Far Eastern 
location, beyond-ginormous Ken Adam sets, and a plan 
to go out of this world. And it was already booked into 
U.K. cinemas for June 13th 1967. The clock was ticking 
and nobody could cut the wires at the last second. 
Adding to the expanding list of problems (time-
consuming aerial exploratory ‘recces’ seeking non-
existent Japanese coastal castles, inability of cast 
members to speak English, Jan Werich being fired after 
five days as an ineffectual Blofeld, all of the major 
production heads narrowly avoiding death when their 
flight plans were hastily changed and news later arrived 
that their scheduled plane had crashed 25 minutes after 
take-off), dependable and talented regular scriptwriter 
Richard Maibaum was, for the first time, unavailable to 
participate in a Bond series entry. American TV scribe 
Harold Jack Bloom was called in as replacement, but his 
screenplay was rejected and Broccoli turned to Roald 
Dahl. 

 

At this point Dahl was already a noted ace in the field of 
short fiction, and had seen many of his tales adapted for 
the small screen, but he had little experience as a movie 
scriptwriter. Dahl had penned THE BELLS OF HELL GO 
TING-A-LING-A-LING for director David Miller, but 
uncustomary out-of-season snowfall in Switzerland 
caused that movie, about an air raid on the Zeppelin 
dirigible factory at Friedrichshafen, to be abandoned. 
Roald, coincidentally a friend of Bond’s creator Ian 
Fleming, delivered a completed script to Broccoli’s 
satisfaction. 

On hearing the reminiscences of those involved, it’s 
difficult to judge the precise influence Roald Dahl may 
have exerted over the finished YOU ONLY LIVE TWICE. 
Take the villain’s volcanic lair, for instance  - production 
designer Ken Adam claims that he and Cubby hit upon 
the idea during their abortive three-week helicopter 
location scout, after failing to find a suitable castle from 
which Blofeld could operate but then experiencing a 
‘lightbulb’ moment as their intrepid pilot flew over a 
cratered mountainous region. So it seems likely that 
Adam suggested that the hero’s nemesis should plot his 
evil schemes from within an extinct hollow rock 
formation, with Roald as the recipient of and 

respondent to this demand. Or how about the famous 
scene where a car is lifted hundreds of feet into the air 
by a huge magnet suspended beneath a pursuing 
chopper? Cubby’s wife Dana claimed that she devised 
that one. Not to mention the spectacular airborne 
autogyro gadget, seemingly included after its inventor 
Wing Commander Ken Wallis had been spotted piloting 
the contraption on television. 

Dahl gets somewhat short shrift during the YOU ONLY 
LIVE TWICE Blu-ray release  - hastily namechecked just 
twice, in passing, on the commentary, and rather 
glossed over or ignored entirely in the remainder of the 
disc. This seems a disproportionate and unbalanced 
representation of his contribution, however. Maibaum’s 
Bonds had attempted to follow Fleming’s plotlines 
where possible, so Dahl’s was the first screenplay to 
dare to throw out much of the original author’s work. 
Additionally, only certain key characters were retained 
and many new ones added. Also making his Bond debut, 
director Lewis Gilbert (ALFIE, EDUCATING RITA) had 
requested that the occasional risqué cheekiness of the 
dialogue be extended this time around, and that the 
opening pre-credits sequence ought to offer something 
different - Dahl seems to have taken him at his word. He 
shockingly kills off Sean Connery before the titles, later 
sees the revived spy married in a multi-racial coupling, 
and even turns him Asian before the close! With the 
real-life American/Russian space race hotting up, and - 
perhaps more pertinently - with Stanley Kubrick forging 
ahead on his film 2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY at MGM over 
at Borehamwood, Dahl takes the action into outer space 
(he’d realised James had done everything possible on 
land, sea, and air by now and so sought new 
opportunities, though Bond wouldn’t exit the Earth’s 
atmosphere himself until 1979’s ill-fated MOONRAKER). 
Other innovations include the inclusion of ninja/martial 
arts scenes, something exotically alien to western 
audiences at the time; and surely the sinister side of 
Dahl himself was responsible for creating the deadly 
piranha pool that flows ominously through Blofeld’s 
office, and the chilling scene where poison is dripped 
down a taut vertical thread in an assassination attempt 
on a sleeping Bond?  

It’s perhaps a shame that Ken Adam couldn’t locate a 
suitable citadel - Fleming’s novel has the chief villain 
tucked away in such a fortress, the grounds of which are 
rife with a selection of toxic and lethal plant-life, near-
perfect territory for Dahl to conjure up mischief and 
doom. But perhaps the experience on this assignment 
offers parallels with his other works - the dinner-
jacketed, martini-sipping refinement of Fleming and/or 
Maibaum’s characters equates neatly to Dahl’s own 
literary environment of bored playboys and mink-clad 
minxes causing mild havoc. As for the extravagances of 
Blofeld in YOU ONLY LIVE TWICE, why, you could almost 
substitute Willy Wonka for Donald Pleasence and barely 
notice any difference…  
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TALES OF THE UNEXPECTED 

An aristocratic lady trapping her head in an expensive 
slab of Henry Moore-like sculpture. A stray cat that may 
be the reincarnation of Franz Liszt. A beggar who carries 
a prized piece of tattooed art etched into his back. A 
vengeful wife taking gleeful control of her domineering 
husband's living brain. Anglia Television was the home 
of hit prime time game show 'Sale of the Century' and 
teatime budget casino 'Gambit', but for nine years from 
1979 the unassuming regional ITV franchise went weird 
and wonderful. Suddenly, things got a whole lot more 
bizarre than Nicholas Parsons... 

For all of the aforementioned oddness and more, sprung 
from the fervid imagination of author Roald Dahl, took 
viewers by surprise regularly on Sunday nights at 10pm 
as Anglia launched their new show 'Tales of the 
Unexpected'. ITV's local regions were not averse to 
telefantasy  - ATV had employed Nigel Kneale for six 
chilling instalments of animal-associated terror via 
1976's 'Beasts', and had previously backed Brian 
Clemens' Saturday night shocker 'Thriller' which seemed 
to offer a different 'lady in peril' guest star each week, 
evading a lurking psychokiller or developing paranoid 
notions as plotters schemed against them; Thames 
brought us 'Shadows of Fear' for adults and 'Shadows' 
for juvenile viewers; and the little channel that could, 
Harlech a.k.a. HTV, terrified nippers and parents alike 
with the Avebury-focused six-parter 'Children of the 
Stones', just one of a whole range of fantasy/chiller 
output to emerge from the Wales and West area around 
this productive period. So the commercial broadcaster 
was well-versed in small screen nightmares by the time 
the decision was taken to film 'Tales of the Unexpected' 
in and around Norwich. 

 

"I ought to warn you, if you haven't read any of my 
stories, that you may be a little disturbed by some of the 
things that happen in them". With these words - 
delivered with enormous gravity by a gaunt figure, with 
thinning hair, a sly sense of black humour, and plenty of 
surprises up his sleeves - Roald Dahl (no less) introduced 
himself to millions of new fans and increased his 
reputation as a master of the macabre several times 
over. Dahl had seen his twist-in-the-tail short stories 
used as source material before, notably by 'Alfred 
Hitchcock Presents' in the States, but Anglia offered a 
showcase for an entirely fresh run of star-studded, 

colour adaptations to send the public off to work, 
school, or (this being 1979) job-search on Monday 
morning with the previous night's icy chills and shock 
climax still reverberating through their troubled, 
disturbed minds. 

'Tales of the Unexpected' ran for nine seasons between 
1979 and 1988, exclusively featuring versions of Dahl 
yarns for the first two years before branching out to 
include other similarly-minded scribes. The memorable 
James Bond-style title sequence is one of the most 
fondly-remembered in British television history - yellow 
and blue flames collide from opposite sides of the 
screen, the possessive title 'Roald Dahl's Tales of the 
Unexpected' blazes into view with the briefest glimpse 
of a silhouetted dancer; dissolve to a spinning roulette 
wheel, multiple white solarised depictions of the lady 
once more (sporting a fashionable 'Purdey' hairdo), the 
camera then panning along a gun barrel, and into those 
iconic flames again as the twirling silhouetted pirouetter 
emerges into view, beautifully manicured hands first; 
image piles on image as a symbolic lion's head, a 
crimson devil, and an ossuary of skulls set the sinister 
tone, and finally our dancing lady features one last time, 
her shapely outline now seen to contain designs from 
the classic Tarot deck. A final blast of fire and we're into 
the intro, invariably seating Mr. Dahl in a comfortable 
leather armchair before a roaring hearth as he delivers a 
few ominous words to prepare us for the next nervous 
half-hour. All set to Ron Grainer's whirling calliope 
theme tune, this is classic telly of the highest order.  

And that's before we reach the content of the shows 
themselves. As pointed out earlier, Anglia attracted 
some major talent to the programme - the first series 
alone claims Jose Ferrer, Michael Hordern, Elaine 
Stritch, Susan George and Joseph Cotten among the 
acting roster, and that's not even including the episode 
'Neck' which  starred Joan Collins, Peter Bowles and 
John Gielgud in thirty minutes (including ads, sans the 
big names) of tension and ultimate terror. Directors 
included Herbert Wise, later to scare a generation to 
death with the 1989 TV stab at Susan Hill's 'The Woman 
in Black'; Alastair Reid, already an old Dahl hand having 
directed Roald's screenplay for 1971 feature film 'The 
Night Digger'; and Claude Whatham of 'That'll Be the 
Day'/'All Creatures Great and Small' fame. 

Source stories for the early runs were taken from the 
Dahl collections 'Kiss Kiss', 'Tales of the Unexpected' and 
'Someone Like You'. Highlights included remakes of the 
material already adapted for 'Alfred Hitchcock Presents', 
most notably a new 'Lamb to the Slaughter' with Susan 
George as the jilted pregnant wife and Brian Blessed as 
the copper investigating her husband's sudden death; 
another run through those 'extreme gambling' thrillers 
'Man From the South' and 'Dip in the Pool', respectively 
toplining Jose Ferrer and Jack Weston; and Siobhan 
McKenna stepping into the shoes (and adopting the 
taxidermy skills) of 'The Landlady'. And who could forget 
'Royal Jelly', 'William and Mary', 'Neck', or 'Skin'? Later 
series ditched Dahl's collections but managed to find 
plenty of Roald-worthy competitors and rivals with 
prose suitable to keep the show rolling along - one of 
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Britain's few female directors, the visionary talent 
Wendy Toye, remade her 1952 short film 'The Stranger 
Left No Card' as a 1982 Tale of the Unexpected called 
'Stranger in Town', Derek Jacobi supplanting the 
original's Alan Badel as a flamboyant jester called Sir 
Columbus arriving amid a small community with a 
deadly mission in mind; 'Never Speak Ill of the Dead' has 
Cheryl Hall as a doctor's wife with a 'loose' reputation in 
an 'is she or isn't she dead and buried in the cellar?' 
routine, another 'Alfred Hitchcock Presents' retread 
(based on John Collier's story 'De Mortuis'); and 
Hammer horror mainstay Peter Cushing starred in 
1983's duelling saga 'The Vorpal Blade'. 

The show has come in for a fair amount of undeserved 
ridicule, with lame jokes about "Tales of the Totally 
Expected" abounding to the present, although the great 
Peter Cook paid a smart, part-vicious, part-affectionate 
contemporary tribute with a sketch on his 'Peter Cook 
and Co.' special for London Weekend Television in 1980 
- 'Tales of the Much as We Expected' was a delicious 
parody of Dahl's earnest intro style and patter, with our 
master satirist imitating the author, revealing that the 
dropping of an 'N' from the name 'Ronald' had brought a 
change in his fortunes, before the lounge set catches 
alight as the flickering fireplace gets out of control... 

The lasting legacy, however, is one of tremendous 
admiration and respect for a pillar of the ITV network's 
history and artistic success. From that automatically 
recognisable theme and title sequence, to indelible 
memories of the frequently sick and twisted stings at 
the fade-out, 'Tales of the Unexpected' remains 
legendary in the annals of small screen shock and 
suspense. 

 

 

 

FESTIVAL OF FANTASTIC FILMS 
 
I’ve been attending the Manchester-based Festival of 
Fantastic Films since 1990’s inaugural weekend, and am 
asked every year to contribute a report on the event for 
publication on the Concatenation website. My ‘notes 
from the front’ for 2016, 2017, 2018 and 2019 are 
shown below: 

THE 27TH FESTIVAL OF FANTASTIC FILMS 

Darrell Buxton reviews the event at the Pendulum Hotel, 
Manchester, 28th-30th October 2016. 

 John Peel’s legendary remark about cult Manchester 
band The Fall being 'always the same and always 
different' could be co-opted by me here, for it is equally 
applicable to the annual Manchester Festival of 
Fantastic Films (FoFF), back for a twenty-seventh 
consecutive event (the aforementioned Fall released an 
album named ‘The Twenty-Seven Points’ some years 
ago; and while it’s perhaps mildly disappointing 
that William Asher’s semi-apocalyptic 1957 Cold War 
drama The 27th Day failed to make it on to the film bill at 
the festival, the fare on offer was of sufficient quality to 
keep us all happy. (Hmmmm, maybe Jim Carrey was 
wrong to focus on the number 23…) 

The film programme had been reduced to a more 
manageable two streams rather than the standard three 
this year, but as any Fest regular will tell you, this event 
is almost unique in the calendar as it proudly holds the 
reputation of being 'the film festival where nobody 
watches any movies'! While that is not quite true, the 
focus of the FoFF is in its ‘family’ feel - the extensive 
core group of year-on-year paying punters all know each 
other by name, but often meet up only at this event, 
giving it the air of a celebratory reunion, though newbies 
dipping their toes in for the first time are always made 
welcome and soon get into the spirit. Besides the 
enthusiastic bar-room and breakfast conversations, it is 
the selection of special guest names that singles out this 
particular weekend as something special – current fest 
head honcho Gil Lane-Young spends time throughout 
the preceding months targeting film personalities, and 
the likes of the splendid Uwe Huber tirelessly track 
down and secure their own recommended stars, writers 
and directors to parade before us. 

The 2016 guest line-up was second to none. Linda 
Hayden is a familiar face on the circuit, but always 
welcome nevertheless; Harry Kumel has been 
interviewed in the UK previously yet all too 
rarely; Jacqueline Pearce ought to do this type of thing 
more often; Jorg Buttgereit, darling of the ‘extreme 
horror’ cult of the late 1980s/early '90s, was dragged 
out of hiding; Euro starlet Dagmar Lassander appeared 
(or did she? More on that later…); and the truly 
sensational coup was the presence during the weekend 
of the elegant Edith Scob. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%89dith_Scob
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Part of the programming was prepared in tandem with 
the attending ‘names’ - from Buttgereit’s devastating 
poem to the suicidal, Der Todesking (a shocker daringly 
screened at the very first Manchester Fest back in 1990) 
to Edith’s fragile and iconic role in Franju’s Eyes Without 
a Face, with room on the bill for The Reptile, Blood on 
Satan’s Claw, Daughters of Darkness and The Iguana 
with the Tongue of Fire , each guest was represented by 
one of their classic titles. The remainder of the cinematic 
bill featured everything from Liliom to Here Comes Mr. 
Jordan, from Topper Returns to Shatter; and in the 
absence of the longstanding Fest projectionist and 
programme stream manager hero Tony Meadows for 
the first time, the estimable and capable Stuart Scott 
stepped into the breach to run a second programme 
stream featuring I Bury The Living, Rocketship X-M, The 
Witches, Frogs, The Monster Maker, among many more. 

Jorg Buttgereit was interviewed by Graham Rae on the 
Friday night - revealing himself to be all about artistic 
freedom, Jorg expressed major disappointment at the 
way various authorities and public bodies had viewed 
the challenging wave of gory German underground film 
offerings heralded by his own Nekromantik, talking at 
length about his decision to exit cinema following his 
initial splash, to instead enter the less censorious worlds 
of radio and theatre. His surprise hiring to helm an 
episode of late 1990s SF fan favourite Lexx was also 
discussed, Jorg having apparently enjoyed the 
experience to an extent while finding the restrictions of 
what he considered ‘mainstream TV’ to be somewhat 
limiting. 

Saturday saw the festival numbers rather depleted after 
5 pm or thereabouts, as John Carpenter was in town 
performing musical selections from his classic films and 
his two ‘Lost Themes’ albums. Quite a few punters hot-
footed it over to the JC gig, which at least made it easier 
for the rest of us to get service in the hotel bar. The day 
had kicked off with a really entertaining and informative 
presentation by Tim Langley, telling us about his work 
with the Renown DVD label and the Talking Pictures TV 
channel, in tracking down and restoring lesser-known 
films from British cinema’s distant past. It was 
wonderful to see Steve Green make one of his sporadic 
festival appearances - Steve was present to interview a 
select lucky few on camera for a documentary he’s 
putting together about the history of the FoFF, and was 
also roped in to interview Dagmar Lassander about her 
career in Italian cult fare of the seventies and eighties. 
Dagmar had altered in appearance so greatly since her 
heyday that rumours began doing the rounds that she 
may well be an impostor! What’s more, the main drama 
surrounding her over the course of the festival was not 
occurring on-screen or even during her chat with Steve, 
but via problems with her hotel accommodation and 
resultant verbal and physical altercations with the long-
suffering check-in desk staff and the festival organisers. 
Low point of her difficult time in Manchester may have 
been the moment when the toilet in her room 
exploded… I’ll leave the rest to your imagination. 

Luckily the other guests were more fun, although 
Jacqueline Pearce proved a little frosty and monosyllabic 
in the first section of her interview (conducted by an 
uncharacteristically stressed Wayne Kinsey). All seemed 
headed for disaster, but Jacqueline suddenly went 
through a startling transformation: having seemed set 
on giving mumbled ‘yes’ or ‘no’ responses to Wayne’s 
questions, she warmed up after about twenty minutes 
and spent much of the rest of her time on stage openly 
relating ribald and candid tales about her sex-and-drug-
filled escapades! Wayne’s chat with Linda Hayden was 
sedate in comparison, taking in a few under-discussed 
items from her resumé (Night Watch, Vampira, etc.) as 
well as her better-known screen outings. Linda spoke 
very fondly of Diana Dors; less so about Queen Kong, in 
which her then-boyfriend Robin Askwith had cajoled her 
into playing The Singing Nun! Wayne took great glee in 
constantly keeping the subject of Linda’s various screen 
deaths at the heart of the conversation, which she 
played along with nicely for our entertainment. 

I myself was given the task of interviewing Harry Kumel 
and Edith Scob (the cultured pair really hit it off during 
the weekend and spent part of one day ambling round 
Manchester museums and art galleries). Harry rather 
dismissed my own line of questioning, preferring to set 
off on his own more intellectual tangent, but seemed 
pleased to get the opportunity to talk about his 
ambitious 1976 fantasy epic The Arrival of Joachim 
Stiller and his debut feature Monsieur Hawarden as well 
as the more familiar Daughters of 
Darkness and Malpertuis. His views on the silver screen 
royalty appearing in the latter pair (Delphine 
Seyrig and Orson Welles respectively) are well known, 
but it was lovely to hear his opinions at first hand once 
again (in a nutshell, Harry loved working with Delphine, 
but did not get on so well with Mr. W…) 

When Edith Scob’s attendance as a guest was 
announced, myself and many other fans could barely 
believe that we would be about to encounter the lithe, 
graceful, tragic figure from Eyes Without A Face in 
person. So when I got the call, five days before the 
event, to confirm that I would actually be interviewing 
the great lady, I had to pinch myself several times. I can 
still hardly believe it all happened. Edith turned out to 
be one of the most charming and delightful guests in the 
whole history of the festival - she herself seemed a trifle 
anxious and insisted on having an interpreter sitting 
alongside, but once we began she answered me in fluent 
English and managed to continue doing so for 99% of 
our time on stage. Edith spoke fondly of her years 
working for Georges Franju and about her experiences 
performing behind a mask in their most celebrated 
collaboration (made very, very early in her career); we 
also discussed her films for Leos Carax (Holy Motors) 
and Luis Bunuel (The Milky Way), her parallel career in 
theatre, and supporting roles in fantasy movies and 
chillers ranging from Brotherhood of the Wolf to The 
Burning Court , from One Deadly Summer to 
VIDOCQ (whose director, Pitof, she praised highly). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lexx
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Among the film fans present, it was especially great to 
catch up once again with Eric McNaughton, an old friend 
and editor of the popular fanzine We Belong Dead. Eric 
had been hoping to launch his new book Unsung 
Horrors at this year’s FoFF, but the weighty tome had 
not arrived back from the printers on time. However, he 
made do by showing off an advance proof copy, which 
everyone marvelled at. I can’t recommend the book 
highly enough. Full disclosure: I spent the summer of 
2016 proofreading the dozens of contributor 
submissions, and Eric kindly gave me a ‘co-editor’ credit 
as a result, but I make no apologies for enthusing about 
the publication, a hefty 450-page behemoth, in striking 
full colour and with a foreword by Joe Dante, containing 
some 200 reviews of under-appreciated fright flicks 
from silent days through to the 1970s. In many ways, it 
is almost like the print version of the Festival of Fantastic 
Films itself… 

FESTIVAL OF FANTASTIC FILMS 2017 

Manchester Conference Centre, The Pendulum Hotel, 
October 20-22 2017  

Some conventions pride themselves on attracting 
hordes of eager punters, but that’s never seemed to be 
much of a concern to the organisers of the Festival of 
Fantastic Films. Even at its mid-1990s height the festival 
was luring along a mere few hundred buffs, rather than 
the football crowds you find yourself bustling through 
elsewhere. It’s about quality, not quantity, and I’d like to 
think that Gil Lane-Young, continuing active member of 
the quartet of mates who set up the fest almost thirty 
years ago - after a preceding thirty years of friendship 
and fandom  - is at least happy that those of us who do 
turn up year after year are a knowledgeable, keen bunch 
who know our stuff and who treat each other as ‘family’, 
of sorts. 

Many higher-profile rival weekends would kill for the 
sort of guest line-up this annual Manchester shindig can 
pull in. The 2017 roster included the star of notorious 
U.S. rape-revenge shocker I SPIT ON YOUR GRAVE, the 
director of the even more controversial Italian jungle 
slaughter/found footage pioneer CANNIBAL 
HOLOCAUST, a prominent cast member from not one 
but two of the Spanish ‘Blind Knights Templar’ franchise, 
a children’s television legend best known as an ex-
presenter of ‘Magpie’, and more. Even with eleventh 
hour cancellations by George Hilton and Peter 
Wyngarde, this felt like a star-studded celebration of 
cult cinema rather than a depleted and deflated damp 
squib. It’s the combination of major names with a rather 
‘select’ audience that really makes the FoFF what it is - 
somehow, after nearly three decades, it remains the 
best-kept secret in the calendar. Those who know, 
know. 

You can always find a seat or table in the bar, you never 
fail to bump into old pals or like-minded newcomers 
wanting to chat about Boris Karloff, screen robots, 
obscure short films or Amicus anthologies, you have free  

and easy access to the guests who almost always prove 
friendly and who soon pick up the tone and ‘join in’ - 
unlike the cattle-market aspects of memorabilia fairs 
and sponsored film events, the Manchester 3-dayer 
remains relaxed and easy-going. We had a big Ramsey 
Campbell-shaped hole this time out, as he and wife 
Jenny were attending a family wedding in foreign climes, 
but the absence of the noted author’s boisterous and 
booming presence was made up for in several ways  - 
John Llewellyn Probert and Thana Niveau admirably 
stepped in to take over Ramsey’s regular duties as 
Auctioneer on the Saturday afternoon, Danish actress 
Lone Fleming became the heart and soul of the 2017 
festival, and despite a low turn-out, the fest did seem to 
manage to attract a bit of enthusiastic new blood this 
year - more than a couple of first-timers expressed their 
love of the occasion and promised to return without fail 
in the future.  

The film programme included everything from Harry 
Houdini in the silent THE MAN FROM BEYOND to 
animated riffs on Poe in 2013 anthology 
EXTRAORDINARY TALES (narrated by Christopher Lee, 
Guillermo del Toro, Julian Sands, and an archival Bela 
Lugosi, with Roger Corman stepping up to the mic for a 
single dialogue line in a version of ‘Masque of the Red 
Death’). F.P.1 DOES NOT ANSWER, THE GHOST TRAIN 
(Arthur Askey version) and SHE-WOLF OF LONDON kept 
fans of ‘vintage’ happy, while A CANDLE FOR THE DEVIL,  
TOMBS OF THE BLIND DEAD, WHAT HAVE YOU DONE TO 
SOLANGE? ensured that Euro-horror cultists were never 
short of fare. 

This year’s guest line-up was pretty varied, with 91-year-
old ‘continuity girl’ Reneé Glynne partying all weekend 
like someone a fifth her age, Jenny ‘Magpie’ Hanley 
proving as charming a presence as she used to be on 
telly all those years ago, and Jonathan Rigby attending 
not to talk about and sell his books for once, but to 
discuss his lead role as real-life ghost hunter Harry Price 
in Ashley Thorpe’s new film BORLEY RECTORY. As 
mentioned, Lone Fleming threw herself into the event 
with abandon, unveiling a spectacular visual feast of a 
teaser trailer for THE BAREFOOT VIRGIN, a short she 
hopes to direct next year, participating in a lively 
interview session conducted by Uwe Huber, and even 
invading the stage during my own interview with Reneé 
and promptly collapsing… 

Ms. Glynne aside, my own onstage duties included 
hosting live chats/q&a sessions with Camille Keaton, and 
jointly with Ruggero Deodato and gorgeous young 
starlet Carlotta Morelli. Camille is of course best known 
as the rape-revenge figure at the heart of the notorious I 
SPIT ON YOUR GRAVE (1978), but I took the opportunity 
to discuss at length her earlier career in Italian horror 
and fantasy, in SOLANGE as well as Riccardo Freda’s 
gothic-and-gore combo TRAGIC CEREMONY and items 
such as THE WITCH’S SEX and MADELEINE: STUDY OF A 
NIGHTMARE.   Camille rather surprised me by stating 
that she liked the title I SPIT ON YOUR GRAVE despite 
this having been foisted on the movie by distributors  - 
the film was shot as DAY OF THE WOMAN, a name 
preferred by many, but Camille scoffed and remarked 
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that this could easily be interpreted as a film about 
“doing the shopping” or the like! I mentioned her 
stunning performance in 2010’s little-seen SELLA 
TURCICA, a sort of DEATHDREAM for the Osama/Obama 
age with a returning military veteran tainted by 
something horrible that threatens his entire family; 
Camille seemed delighted when I suggested this as her 
finest acting role to date. 

Ruggero was back for his third visit to the festival, to 
screen his new production BALLAD IN BLOOD, his 
decidedly individual spin on the Amanda Knox/Meredith 
Kercher case. He eagerly sought me out straight after 
the film played, to insistently ask “is it Deodato movie? 
Is it Deodato movie?”. I assured the maestro that indeed 
it was - after all, who else could rip a story from 
yesterday’s headlines and then spice it up even further 
by adding extra murders?! Carlotta Morelli managed to 
translate my questions into manageable Italian for 
Ruggero, though my plans to ask him about titles such as 
THE ATLANTIS INTERCEPTORS and THE BARBARIANS 
soon changed when I saw how keen he was to promote 
the new film; Carlotta also had plenty to contribute 
herself, both on her challenging role in BALLAD IN 
BLOOD and on other aspects of her fast-developing 
career - we discussed her work on Tracey Ullman’s 
TRACEY BREAKS THE NEWS tv series, for instance, with 
particular reference to the clever sketch in which Ms. 
Morelli plays a robot stand-in for Melania Trump, 
developed by Russian scientists to infiltrate the 
American political process.  

BORLEY RECTORY seemed to be a hit with those who 
viewed it - a true original, though with perhaps a slight 
nod to the work of Canada’s Guy Maddin and his 
consciously retro features, heavy on the 1920s/1930s 
cinematic techniques. Ashley Thorpe’s concept was to 
cover the history of ‘the most haunted house in England’ 
as if renowned spook chaser Harry Price had 
documented and filmed his visits to the property  - a 
sort of ‘found footage’ project as if it had happened 80 
years ago! Should you get a chance to see this during its 
tour of UK festivals, do not miss it  - you’ll spend much 
of the running time pondering whether the billowing 
clouds of white evident on screen are merely tobacco 
smoke emanating from the pipes being determinedly 
puffed by Reece Shearsmith and Jonathan Rigby, or 
something more ectoplasmic… Jonathan was 
interviewed by Steve Green, discussing the movie and 
his recent glut of essential tomes on the history of 
classic horror cinema - Steve attempted a gag at one 
point, listing Mr. Rigby’s publications, “English Gothic, 
American Gothic, Euro Gothic… Roxy Music?”, only for 
Jonathan to respond, without batting an eyelid, “oh yes  
- Roxy Music are definitely gothic!” 

And once again, almost before we knew it, the Festival 
of Fantastic Films had run its course once more. Gil is 
promising at least two further events, in 2018 and 2019, 
to make it a nice round 30 festivals in total; beyond that, 
who knows? Let’s hope that this one can run and run in 
some form  - it’s such a blast. 

 

Things that go bump in the afternoon - The 29th 
Festival of Fantastic Films. 
Pendulum Hotel, Manchester, October 26-28 2018 
 
Every year at the Festival of Fantastic Films, a couple of 
hours from around 4pm are devoted to an auction 
where donated books, DVDs/Blu-rays, t-shirts, 
magazines, and other donated treasures are sold off to 
boost the coffers. For as long as we can recall, the 
effervescently ebullient Ramsey Campbell has hosted 
this riotous affair in his inimitable way. In recent times 
he has been ably assisted by the equally 'individual' 
Mister John Llewelyn Probert. And this year the 
Pendulum Hotel/Conference Centre decided to amend 
their facilities, removing the sturdy wooden stage and 
replacing it with three flimsy platforms (barely) 
supported by thin metal struts... 
 
There was little room for manoeuvre atop this makeshift 
structure - called on stage to perform interview duties 
and present awards at times over the weekend, I myself 
had come perilously close to toppling off the edge. With 
the lively JLP and Ramsey caught up in the enthusiasm 
of flogging bits and pieces to the cash-waving hordes, 
no-one suspected the disaster to follow. Both gents had 
stepped on to the unsteady rostrum to find it wobbling 
beneath them; both had laughed this off, each 
performing a soft-shoe shuffle that left us wondering if 
they might close the sale with a medley of songs from 
the shows. Then, Mr. Campbell approached the middle 
board from behind, armed with the latest pile of 
merchandise... 
 
Now Ramsey has a way with the tropes of the creepy 
yarn, but even he was surprised  as he placed a size nine 
on the back of the stage - before our horrified gaze, the 
central plank of the rostrum rose up under the weight of 
his tread, and poor Ramsey lost his balance and was 
tipped violently against the back wall of the theatre, his 
spine jabbing painfully against a jutting skirting board 
and causing seemingly intense pain. Helped to a seated 
position and handed a medicinal tot of something 
alcoholic, the great man was briefly reduced to an 
uncharacteristic shocked silence. The good news is that 
he was soon back to his regular self; the hotel 
management were given what for in plain speaking, and 
we all await the outcome of Ramsey's official 
complaint/accident report with interest. As one festgoer 
wisecracked in the bar later on, in partial reference to 
the festival's annual murmurs of termination, "don't 
worry. We'll all be back next year. Ramsey will probably 
own the hotel!" 
 
Trauma aside, the FoFF was once again a joyous 
occasion. Despite meagre attendance numbers, those 
present more than made up for the lack of bums on 
seats - pretty much all of the regulars were back for yet 
another Halloween-weekend party, with special guests 
aplenty lined up for our entertainment. 
 
First up was German actor and Jesus Franco regular Fred 
Williams. Born Friedrich Wilhelm Löcherer, handsome 
octogenarian Fred looked in rude health as he related 
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tales of working with Visconti, Fellini and Attenborough 
as well as the more downmarket names we all 
appreciate! Asked about the anglicisation of his name 
for career purposes, he joked that Americans have 
remarked to him that "you now have a taxi drivers 
name!'. Franco tales ranged from former FoFF guest Jack 
Taylor injuring himself jumping over a wall during 
filming, to Maria Rohm's infidelity, and inevitably the 
struggles in squeezing money out of Harry Alan Towers. 
On the iconic Soledad Miranda, he offered "she had a 
certain class, but was always reserved, kept her 
distance", graciously adding that the tragic screen Euro-
goddess was not as 'cold' as she may have appeared. 
Fred mentioned working with the almost-as-legendary 
Terence Hill on 1966's DIE NIEBELUNGEN, and on how 
he achieved his own biggest fame starring in a popular 
Robin Hood-style tv show in Germany. Chatting about 
the Italian method of shooting without recorded sound 
and then looping, even on the most prestigious 
productions, he recalled Fellini advising actors on AND 
THE SHIP SAILED ON to count instead of reading 
dialogue that would be dubbed later, though still having 
to guide the rapidity of their speech patterns to fit the 
script: "no, no - say one-two, three-four, fivesixseven..." 
 
Ray Brady brought his 'new' movie PSYCHOMANTEUM, 
actually a compilation of various shorts he has made 
over the past six or seven years, bolstered and bumped 
up to feature length by the addition of contributions 
from a smattering of other directors. Variable but 
occasionally effective - biggest pact was made by 'Cyber 
911', the story of a global terror attack as experienced 
by a young domesticated couple, had something of 
SIGNS or RIGHT AT YOUR DOOR about it. Ray amazed 
me by telling us that what I'd assumed to be stock 
footage shots linking these 'tales of the dead' (mainly 
close-up images of creepy bats, spiders trapping prey, 
etc) had been filmed by him using macro-photography 
specifically for this project. Ray briefly discussed his 
feature career, and (having covered his own BOY MEETS 
GIRL censorship woes while asking a question from the 
audience during Luigi Cozzi's session), here moved on to 
his distribution and promotional issues and problems on 
his 2001 Saeed Jeffrey/Rik Mayall-starring feature DAY 
OF THE SIRENS. Though probably not a person who 
suffers fools gladly, Ray was a friendly presence over the 
weekend and a chatty, lively guest. After I'd mentioned 
my own current scriptwriting project, Ray was kind 
enough to seek me out in the bar several hours later, 
presenting me with his business card and asking me to 
get in touch if I needed assistance or advice. Lovely guy. 
 
This festival has a long record of attracting major Euro 
players in the fields of fantasy, and so it was with no 
surprise that I found myself having a long chat with Luigi 
Cozzi (STARCRASH, CONTAMINATION, HERCULES) at the 
bar mere minutes after my arrival. Speaking excellent 
English, Luigi updated me on his friend Dario Argento's 
current state of health (I'd been scheduled to host 
interviews with Argento at this year's Sheffield-based 
HorrorCon UK, before a shoulder injury prevented his 
attendance) and expressed surprise when I related the 
sorry tale of a holidaying friend who had trekked across 

Rome to visit the 'Profondo Rosso' store only to find it 
closed ("I don't believe it! I normally get up early every 
morning to make sure the shop is open", responded 
Signor Cozzi, though possibly with a twinkle in the eye). 
Cozzi's recent return to filmmaking, the low-budget but 
ambitious BLOOD ON MÉLIÈS' MOON, was screened as 
part of a late night double bill along with the director's 
delirious PAGANINI HORROR; the latter is highlighted by 
a delightful turn from Donald Pleasence as a playful 
Devil, seen cascading paper money from the top of the 
tower in Venice's St. Mark's Square while cackling "little 
demons! Little demons!", while MÉLIÈS' MOON manages 
to splice endless footage of Cozzi shuffling around at 
'Profondo Rosso', and an interlude where he goes to 
Lamberto Bava's place for dinner, with a plot concerning 
the mysterious real-life disappearance of Louis le Prince, 
1890s film pioneer who might have claimed all the credit 
bestowed on the Lumieres and Georges Méliès had he 
not vanished while undertaking a train journey. 
 
Continuing in Italian vein, we were very privileged to see 
the first ever UK appearance of Aldo Lado, another aging 
but super-stylish veteran of the exploitation movie 
realm. Aldo also almost took a tumble on the unsteady 
micro-stage but luckily retained his balance to deliver an 
informative interview chat (in fierce Italian, via an 
interpreter). He worked with George Lazenby on his own 
controversial Venice-set shocker, the pre-DON'T LOOK 
NOW psychothriller WHO SAW HER DIE? (Lado claimed 
to have never seen the Roeg movie) - he explained that 
Lazenby had just come off ON HER MAJESTY'S SECRET 
SERVICE and expected star treatment. When it rained 
one day, he asked to go back to his hotel but Aldo said 
he could only once he had helped everyone pack the 
camera gear away! After that, George mucked in and 
was fine with everybody on set. 
Asked about rumoured involvement with THE BIRD 
WITH THE CRYSTAL PLUMAGE Aldo said he had 
developed a central pillar of the story after reading a 
scene in a particular book. Called away to shoot a 
western, he returned to find Dario Argento had begun 
filming, and was claiming to have read the same book 
and taken ideas from it! Aldo is said to have regarded 
Dario as a mortal enemy ever since and says he will not 
work with "a thief!". The interview concluded with a 
slightly embarrassing moment when Aldo's Society of 
Fantastic Films International Award was presented 
bearing a nameplate etching rebranding him as 
murdered ex-Prime Minister Aldo Moro... I'm sure the 
organisers will have contacted a local hardware store by 
now to correct his billing! 
 
My screenwriting partner Steve Hardy had arranged for 
former child actress Dawn Lyn to guest this year - Steve 
handled a comprehensive potted career overview taking 
in film and tv work, including the cult 'killer kids' item 
DEVIL TIMES FIVE which featured Dawn alongside her 
older brother, 70s teenage pop idol and poster boy Leif 
Garrett. Dawn auditioned for the 'Regan McNeil' role in 
THE EXORCIST, telling us she had done so with several 
other juvenile contenders who went through a mass 
hypnosis and, sitting in a circle with a dollar bill placed 
between them, were asked to pick up the money but 
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were told that it would be too heavy to lift. Dawn and 
one other girl hadn't fallen under the influence and 
effortlessly grasped the cash. No sign of Linda Blair 
there, however - presumably she attended a similar 
session at another time. 
 
Dez Skinn was a hugely popular presence around the 
venue all weekend, holding court in the bar and telling 
so many anecdotes that we feared he might have little 
left to say during his interview on Sunday at 1 pm 
(allotted time shifted from 10 am since, as Mr. Skinn 
pointed out himself, "the bar is open on Saturday 
night..."). We shouldn't have worried, since Dez has a 
fund of stories and could have easily spent several hours 
chatting. I was allocated as his interviewer and had a 
grand time, laughing along with an enthusiastic crowd as 
Dez related tales of the publishing game and his 
adventures on House of Hammer, Monster Mag, 
Starburst and Doctor Who Weekly. As he had pointed 
out to me during a breakfast chat, as a non-filmmaker or 
actor he felt a bit out of place, but this was all to our 
benefit as we were able to discuss science fiction, horror 
and fantasy film from a slightly different angle. A yarn 
about Leo Baxendale's trousers brought the house 
down, while my query about the photo of Koo Stark in a 
sheer negligee on Dez's website led to a tangled and 
equally hilarious story involving the royal family and the 
renaming of Dez's comic shop from 'Weird Fantasy' to 
'Quality Comics'. 
 
As ever, the camaraderie and barroom chat provided 
the true soul of the festival - various groups of friends 
and acquaintances meeting up, in some cases for the 
only occasion this year, to discuss films and tv, swap 
stories, update one another on exciting personal 
projects etc. Many of the regular contributors to Eric 
McNaughton's popular fanzine 'We Belong Dead' were 
attending, for instance - that particular throng was 
joined by visitors from the United States this year, in the 
form of Kevin Nickelson (a whopping six foot 9 or 
thereabouts) and his only slightly less tall husband 
Ronnie. They seemed to immediately join in with the 
spirit of the fest and have promised to return next time. 
Speaking of American travellers, we were all astonished 
when Jesse Wells turned up at the hotel just as 
everyone was packed and ready to depart on the 
Monday morning - in his guise as 'Count Dredd', Jesse 
had been a mainstay of the event several years ago, a 
flamboyant and entertaining presence, and he'd 
intended to surprise us with an appearance this year, 
though flight delays resulted in him arriving right at the 
tail end as most of us were shuffling out of the door. I 
hope he tries to make it over again next year - always 
welcome. 
 
The major news is that Gil Lane-Young has decided to 
end his involvement with the Festival after the 30th 
event in late 2019. Gil, Tony Edwards (who was present 
for most of the weekend, and I'm happy to report was 
looking in better health than he has for quite some 
time), and their never-to-be-forgotten cohorts Dave 
Trengove and Harry Nadler, all put so much effort into 
establishing and maintaining the Festival of Fantastic 

Films, and we salute them and everyone else involved. 
Do make an effort to get to next year's fest, the very last 
under Gil's tenure. As for the future of this unique 
shindig... watch this space! 
 
 
THE FESTIVAL OF FANTASTIC FILMS 

PENDULUM HOTEL, MANCHESTER, OCTOBER 25TH-27TH 
2019 

Concatenation’s Jonathan Cowie is a stickler for accuracy 
and so would be rather upset to find that this year’s 
Festival of Fantastic Films was officially billed as a ‘30th 
Anniversary’ event. Not true! It was, admittedly, the 
thirtieth festival to be staged by the estimable Gil Lane-
Young, but the milestone anniversary won’t actually be 
marked until 2020, the fest having commenced at Parkers 
Hotel way back in 1990 - so long ago that most of my 
surviving photos of that inaugural weekend are in black 
and white, and all of them had to be developed by Boots 
the Chemist!  

Anyway, let’s leave maths aside, as well as the problems 
inherent in finding the time to trek to your local Boots 
with multiple rolls of film in the days when ‘taking a photo 
using a hand-held communications device’ was the stuff 
of SF. Instead, we’ll move on to discuss the 2019 fest. As 
usual, I’ll have a bit of a gripe and moan at the outset, but 
don’t let that colour your picture of what happens in 
Manchester  - it’s so difficult to convey this to people who 
have never attended this late October treat, but for us 
regulars the mistakes, eleventh-hour programme 
changes, cancellations, accidents and disasters are as 
welcome as ‘cock-ups’ in a Denis Norden-presented hour 
of television. We all know that things go wrong at 
Manchester, and we take it in our stride, graciously 
accept the fact, and indeed use such unfortunate 
occurrences as fuel for our conversations in the bar. I was 
directly and personally affected this year - the 77-minute 
movie I co-scripted some years ago, Ouijageist, was to 
form part of the programme, but on checking the 
schedule I noticed that Gil had positioned it in an hour-
long slot! Was he planning to screen it in fast-forward 
mode, I mused over the first of several pints? What’s 
more, our 17-minute overlap would be cutting into the 
Sunday morning interview with Dez Skinn, and Dez is not 
a man anyone wants to irritate or mess with! As I scanned 
the programme further, I looked for details of the 
interviews Gil had asked me to host, with former Hammer 
starlets Pauline Peart and Deirdre Costello. It turned out 
that Pauline, Deirdre, and (unbeknown to me) Janina 
Faye were all to be huddled together in a single Q&A on 
Saturday lunchtime, and that Deirdre had unfortunately 
pulled out due to illness. I tore up my two sets of 
prepared questions and started from scratch in my room, 
once I’d checked in… 

Don’t take away the impression that the Festival of 
Fantastic Films is anything less than great, though  - it’s a 
low-key, intimate affair, more like a decent-sized family 
get-together than anything, and a far cry (and far 
preferable, for most of us) to a corporate beast like 
FrightFest or to any of the US-style mega-conventions 
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beginning to spring up over here. We all recognise each 
other by sight, and know the names of a good three-
quarters of the attendees, leading to much friendly 
banter and film-related conversation and debate during 
the three days. Plus, we all get to pick and choose from a 
varied film line-up, and sit in on some stellar guest 
interview sessions, made all the better since these 
sizeable names are chatting before a few dozen of us 
rather than a couple of thousand in some grand but 
hollow venue elsewhere. 

And what a roster Gil and his helpers had prepared for us 
this time! As well as the aforementioned Pauline and 
Janina, we had not one but two legends of Italian movie 
make-up, Sergio Stivaletti and Giannetto De Rossi; plus 
popular music vocalist and sometime star of British 
‘exotic adventure’ fantasy movies, Dana Gillespie.  Dez 
was here again (my riotous 2018 interview with the 
publishing mini-mogul and the fact that people kept 
buying drinks for him had given Dez such a good feeling 
that he decided to invite himself back for more), and fest 
perennial Norman J Warren had been asked by Gil to 
attend, mainly so that punters could bring along their 
Indicator Blu-ray box sets of his work and get NJW to sign 
them. It has to be said that the ailing Mr Warren didn’t 
look in the best of health early on Friday, but the mere 
act of his attendance coupled with the attention and 
acclaim he received from we fans appeared to have a 
genuine regenerative effect  - I think Norman departed 
Manchester feeling pleased that he’d made the 
worthwhile effort to show up. As ever, it was lovely to see 
him chatting away, laughing, and holding court at the 
breakfast table. Tim Langley of Renown Pictures was 
another welcome returnee, and it was wonderful to have 
Julian Richards briefly passing through to screen his new 
film Reborn - Julian last attended the FoFF in 2003 with a 
little item entitled The Last Horror Movie, which wowed 
the crowd back then, and Reborn proved itself a good, 
solid little horror thriller, with strong echoes of the 
telekinesis hits of the 1970s and a truly exceptional 
performance by Barbara Crampton, elevating a fairly 
standard ‘mom’ role into something rather poignant. MJ 
Simpson and I had a brief pre-screening catch-up chat 
with Mr Richards, our main topic of conversation being 
his current globe-trotting status and the consequent 
problems this causes obsessive British cinema 
researchers and chroniclers like me and MJ, in our 
attempts to establish which of his productions are 
officially UK-funded and which are not. Reborn, for 
example, is an American movie, but damn good of its 
kind. 

Sergio Stivaletti and Giannetto De Rossi are two of those 
‘pinch yourself’ names that we could barely have 
dreamed would ever grace Manchester with their 
presence. In his recent autobiography ‘Little Do You 
Know’, screenwriter David McGillivray mentions his 
experience at the FoFF in 1992, up on stage with former 
collaborator but now mortal enemy Pete Walker  - and 
we could well have been in for similar frostiness this year, 
as word was that Sergio and Giannetto don’t get on well 
at all! Then again, perhaps that is not unexpected, since 
the standing gag on the Italian horror film scene of the 
70s and 80s was that “everybody hates everybody else, 

and they all hate Dario Argento”! Luckily, they seemed to 
manage to avoid one another, and both gave typically 
hesitant/slightly stilted onstage interviews in a mixture of 
their home language and English. Stivaletti spoke of his 
directorial debut from 1994, Wax Mask (recently reissued 
on Blu-ray by Severin) and how he inherited the reins 
when Lucio Fulci fell into ill health; he also discussed his 
role as fx/make-up artist on numerous Argento titles in 
the 80s, and his frequent work with director Michele 
Soavi, seen by many as the last great hope of the Italian 
commercial film industry and who sadly retired from the 
business at a young age to look after his ailing son  - 
Soavi’s later return to movies failed to live up to the 
promise of that thrilling first handful of features  - 
Stivaletti having teamed with him on The Church, The 
Sect, and Dellamorte Dellamore. A few hours prior to 
Signor De Rossi’s appearance, we’d been privy to a 
feature-length documentary on him by Naomi Holwill, 
The Prince of Plasma: The Giannetto De Rossi Story, and 
his live interview did repeat a few of the best tales from 
the biographical study  - but via the film and the chat, we 
got to hear several wonderful, amusing tales. Remember 
that infamous ‘worm-faced’ returnee-from-the-grave in 
Zombie Flesh Eaters?  De Rossi loved telling us how one 
of the writhing invertebrates had to be prevented from 
making its slow progress towards one of the nostrils of 
the poor actor caked in living dead make-up! Or how 
about the shot-in-Derbyshire Living Dead at the 
Manchester Morgue? Required to create edible ‘eyes’ for 
one gruesome scene, De Rossi boiled and reduced a batch 
of eggs, and attached cotton backing to hold them firm. 
The zombie cast all fell ill  - but unanimously concluded 
that “we’ll never eat at that restaurant again”, believing 
that local cuisine rather than their make-up man’s 
concoctions had caused their shared condition! De Rossi 
has worked with Fellini, Bertolucci, Sergio Leone, David 
Lynch, and Sylvester Stallone - on first meeting Sly for 
Rambo III, he was confronted with the statement “you 
know everything about me  - I know nothing about you. 
Tell me one of your movies”. Giannetto responded by 
mentioning Fellini’s Casanova. Sly asked “who made up 
Donald Sutherland?”. “I did”. “Tell me another”. “Dune”. 
“Who made up Baron Harkonnen?”. “I did”. “Have you 
read the Rambo script, and what didn’t you like about 
it?”. De Rossi gave an honest opinion, stating that Rambo 
should not receive medical attention from an Afghani 
medicine man (“that’s not Rambo!”), but should 
cauterise his wounds himself. This was duly written into 
the screenplay and De Rossi was assigned as the 
production’s special make-up effects artist. Giannetto 
was hired by Alexandre Aja for 2003’s Haute 
Tension/Switchblade Romance in order to give an old 
school feel to that film’s gory murder scenes, simply 
because Aja was such an admirer of his 80s work  - De 
Rossi’s contribution here made such an impact that he 
almost single-handedly spawned an entire subgenre, the 
‘new French Extremity’ of the following ten years or so. 
Giannetto told us that he regards Rick Baker as a genius, 
but when an audience member referred to Tom Savini he 
was somewhat less complimentary! And, questioned 
about his work on Lucio Fulci’s The House By The 
Cemetery,  he couldn’t recall a thing about it! (“I do too 
many movies, you know!”) 
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The first fact you need to know regarding Dana Gillespie 
is that she pronounces her first name to rhyme with 
‘spanner’. Her interview session was a candid joy, not 
dissimilar to the very open chat with Jacqueline Pearce at 
the fest some years back. It’s always great when the 
guests are so honest and raw, especially if and when they 
begin dishing the dirt on other people they’ve worked 
with or encountered along the way! Dana dismissed The 
People That Time Forgot as “the Film That People Forgot” 
and revealed that the collective cast/crew nickname for 
the movie’s big-name star was “Glug McClure”, for 
reasons best left between Doug and his corkscrew. Ms 
Gillespie also took enormous delight in informing us that 
the sight of her spectacular cleavage became the topic of 
animated discussion in the office of the British film censor 
- apparently it was considered to be too much for the 
intended kiddie audience. Fortunately, sanity prevailed - 
as Dana pointed out, the kids were there for the 
dinosaurs and pterodactyls and couldn’t care less about 
her boobs. Questioned about 1978’s comic version of 
Hound Of The Baskervilles, she considers that cult 
American director and Warhol associate Paul Morrissey 
was “mismatched” with the cast of English comedy stars, 
and that the whole enterprise was a bit of a disaster 
(“People should see it if they can  - if only to see how not 
to do a film!”). Soon after that experience, she revealed 
that she had also auditioned for the role ultimately won 
by Sarah Douglas in the Salkinds’ Superman franchise. 
Dana didn’t hold back with her controversial views during 
the festival interview (“I don’t believe in the #MeToo 
Movement”; “I don’t like it when females use the term 
‘actor’ “), and was at pains to explain how old-fashioned 
and out of touch she is nowadays in certain respects - to 
the point where her car is equipped with a cassette 
player! 

Dez Skinn stole the show last year and was back for more. 
I’m not sure I could have coped with this dervish of a man 
two years running, so was pleased that I could sit back 
and let my pal Tony Earnshaw take over interview duties 
this time around. I say ‘interview’  - but Dez is one of 
those characters with whom a hapless interrogator can 
barely get a word in, what we in the trade call a “wind up 
and let them go merchant”. It’s difficult to describe a Q&A 
session with such livewires, so I’ll simply repeat a few 
choice quotes here! On Moon Zero Two: “Bernard 
Bresslaw in space! What a concept!”. On potential ideas 
for alternatives to his ‘House Of Hammer’ magazine: 
“Attic Of Amicus doesn’t quite work!”. On Hammer’s 
unfilmed project Zeppelins Vs. Pterodactyls: “that would 
have been the shortest film ever!” – Dez proceeded to 
screech and form his hands into talons (“pterodactyl”), 
then indicated a rugby-ball shape (“balloon!”) and left us 
to imagine how Hammer might have attempted to fill the 
other 89 minutes and 59 seconds of their proposed epic! 
Dez’s pre-Monster Mag plans, he revealed, had included 
a magazine for football hooligans called ‘Foul!’, perhaps 
fortunately never to sully the shelves of any newsagent; 
and he described his daily trek down Wardour Street in 
the mid-to-late 1970s as “Dez’s office --- Hammer House 
--- Pub”, often accompanied by his great pal, fellow 
beardie, and Hammer scriptwriter Christopher Wicking. 
Dez reminded us that Grant Morrison had once 

responded to the query “what will they call 2000 AD in 
the year 2000?” by saying “history”, adding “he was a 
great one for one-word answers. I’ve never been able to 
do that myself!”. Dez, we’ve noticed, and we love you for 
it. It really does look as though he may become the 
festival’s next ‘Norman J Warren’, i.e. invited as a guest 
one year and keeps turning up thereafter! See you next 
time, Mr Skinn. 

I actually watched a few movies this time around too (the 
FoFF has the reputation as being “the film festival where 
no-one ever sees any films”, despite several being 
programmed in the main hall to accompany the guest 
interviews, and despite Stuart Scott’s heroic efforts to 
present a tantalising programme of old faves and rarities 
in a side room). Aside from the aforementioned Reborn, 
and my own film Ouijageist (co-written by yours truly and 
Steve Hardy, directed by John R. Walker), I took the 
opportunity to rewatch Day Of The Triffids from 1962 
(still showing signs of it being a troubled production, and 
still unavailable in anything like a decent print, but 
enjoyable nevertheless), and two very good 
documentaries - the Giannetto De Rossi one already 
referred to, and A Life Like In The Movies, a new German 
study of the life of Carl Laemmle, the immigrant founder 
of Universal Pictures, which gave real insight into a true 
story which ought to be better known. Without a doubt, 
though, the highlight of the movie schedule had to be 
Fahrmann Maria  ,  the dark German fantasy from 1935  - 
directed by Frank Wisbar (spelled Wysbar’ on these 
credits  - he’d anglicised it by the time of his Hollywood 
b-movie remake Strangler Of The Swamp in the forties), 
this was a classic worthy of a place among the greats, 
reminiscent of Dreyer’s Vampyr (and sharing a female 
lead with that movie in the shape of Sybille Schmitz) and 
achieving a masterly combination of myth, folklore, and 
the most subtle shudders. A ‘dance of death’ sequence in 
a town square towards the close proved devastating, 
even more so when it didn’t quite play out according to 
audience expectations and went off on a further tangent, 
leading to a confrontation scene in a nearby church. 
Again, the source copy was not of any decent quality, but 
the chance to see this at all was more than welcome. The 
whole riveting experience was best summed up by a pal 
of mine, who compared Fahrmann Maria to a Murnau 
classic. No, not Nosferatu, not Faust, but Sunrise. 

Despite rumours that Gil Lane-Young had intended this 
thirtieth event to be the last Festival of Fantastic Films, 
he is keen to continue, though much hinges on the health 
of Gil’s wife Victoria. He has promised that he will make 
an announcement by February 2020  - and I think it’s safe 
to say that the show will go on. Even if Gil, the last of the 
original team to take an active part in running the fest, 
opts out next year, those of us who attend annually will 
take action ourselves to keep it all moving and on track. 
As always, highly recommended. 
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WE BELONG DEAD 

Eric McNaughton has been a good pal for many years, 
and we first encountered one another when he invited 
me to contribute to his 1990s fanzine ‘We Belong Dead’. 
The publication went against the grain by covering 
classic horror and fantasy rather than the contemporary 
gorefests and slasher films, and it’s been lovely to see 
WBD return from the grave after a hiatus, becoming 
more popular than ever in its revived full-colour form. 
Indeed, the brand has developed into a major publishing 
franchise, with chunky coffee-table tomes produced on 
a regular basis - and I’ve been employed as co-editor on 
many of those, as well as contributing occasional 
features and reviews myself. The following selection 
reprints a number of the pieces I’ve penned for WBD in 
zine and book form during recent times, including two 
whopping 10,000 word essays on Japanese horror and 
European horror. 

 

 

HE WAS A TEENAGE MOVIE CRITIC  - DAVID PIRIE 

As a new breed of moviemaker began to make waves 
across the world cinema scene in the latter half of the 
1960s, the art of film criticism responded likewise. The 
so-called 'Movie Brats' who came to change and 
dominate Hollywood, displacing and supplanting the old 
guard, brought with them a whole different set of rules, 
and the media was ready to tackle their wares, with hip 
young writers covering the wilder, more daring fare 
suddenly on offer at cinema houses. Of course France 
had paved the way, with the likes of Truffaut, Godard 
and Rohmer upsetting the accepted view of mainstream 
film history and making new heroes of Hitchcock, 
Nicholas Ray, Howard Hawks and so on via the pages of 
groundbreaking publication 'Cahiers du Cinema', before 
launching into successful directorial careers themselves. 

Typically, the U.K. seemed to lag behind  - our 
established newspapers had their regular film 
columnists, usually perfectly happy to trample upon any 
title that strived to hint at originality or daring. As horror 
fans we're all familiar with the torrent of vitriol and 
abuse heaped upon Hammer Films and Michael Powell's 
Peeping Tom, and we all recognise that sense of 
gratification as we've seen the fright fare we discovered 
on tv during the seventies to have since become 
accepted and lauded by the mainstream.  

But Britain did have at least one exciting young talent 
who spotted developing trends and shifts in film during 
this period of major change. Born in Liverpool in late 
1953, David Pirie was at the heart of this fresh critical 
tornado while still in his mid-teens, first popping up on 
the radar of most genre buffs as one of the four editors 
of 'Roger Corman: The Millenic Vision'. This was a 1970 
publication from 'Cinema' magazine, in conjunction with 
that year's Edinburgh Film Festival  - along with co-
contributors David Will, Paul Willemen and Lynda Myles, 
Pirie set out to identify themes and reoccurring patterns 
in the work of Corman, whose horror, science fiction, 

gangster, western, and Rock'n'Roll quickies had hitherto 
been treated with contempt by the old guard. David's 
key contribution was a detailed essay on Corman's Edgar 
Allan Poe adaptations, during which the author 
commented upon Poe's suitability for cinematic 
interpretation, gave expert analysis of camera 
movement and use of colour, and even discussed the 
distinctive credits sequences employed within the 
series. Already opinionated at a young age, he describes 
Masque of the Red Death as "overrated", The Premature 
Burial as "one-dimensional", and Pit and the Pendulum 
as being not so much a version of the Poe Inquisition 
classic as a showcase for an untamed Barbara Steele. 

 

Our generation will have tales galore concerning the 
purchase of early titles for our film-related bookshelves, 
and for me it was a newsagents named Preedy's, tucked 
away at the entrance to Derby's 'Eagle Centre' mall, that 
provided the treasure trove. Half of the local population 
queued up in 1976 to meet Tom Baker there at a signing 
of Target 'Doctor Who' paperbacks, and during the punk 
years Preedy's vinyl racks were to become one of my 
regular shopping stops. I'll never forget the day in 1979 
when I left the store eagerly clutching copies of Alan 
Frank's 'Horror Films' and the Siouxsie and the Banshees 
album 'Join Hands', a dual buy that probably 
encapsulates my character and lifestyle better than 
anything else! Many of you will recall how we used to 
pore over our horror movie books for hours, and I'm 
sure most readers will have memories of studying the 
bibliographies presented at the back of each one, listing 
tantalizing titles for our further education  - Pirie's 'A 
Heritage of Horror' being regularly cited as a reference, 
but proving difficult to actually track down. More on 
that later. At this point I was aware of David's name but 
assumed him to be some ancient academic in possession 
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of knowledge about my beloved horror films that he 
seemed willing to bestow upon us fans, if only we could 
find his damn book! Well, Preedy's never came up with 
the 'Heritage' goods, but I wandered in there for my 
regular Saturday visit one afternoon and couldn't 
believe my eyes! The man's name leapt from the garish 
blood-red dust jacket lying before me, as did a 
wonderful still of a frilly-shirted, prominently-fanged 
vampire, ready for action and looking nothing like 
Christopher Lee or Bela Lugosi! The inner flap of the 
cover informed me that this illustration was "from Jean 
Rollin's Requiem Pour Un Vampire" ("huh?", thought 14-
year-old me!), and that the Hamlyn hardback  - 'The 
Vampire Cinema', no less  - would cost me the princely 
sum of £3.95. Bear in mind that I was paid just ten pence 
per week pocket money by my parents at the time, yet 
fortunately I had earnings from a paper round and 
additional funds for completing chores round the house, 
washing my dad's car etc., so this enticing entrance into 
a whole world of vampire movies was just within my 
grasp! It meant no records and no school tuck for a 
month or so, but the decision barely needed making. 
Later that same day, I creaked open the cover and 
crossed the threshold into the realm of Dracula and co. 

And was surprised at what I found! An opening quote 
from Godard's Alphaville ("Her smile and her small 
pointed teeth reminded me of one of those old vampire 
films they used to show in the cinema museums"); 
chapters on "the Sex-Vampire" and "the Latin Vampire"; 
a striking still of a bald, pop-eyed killer tearing out 
somebody's throat - all this and I'd only reached page 8! 
Further perusal revealed material on items familiar from 
Denis Gifford and other works I'd already devoured, 
Chaney in London After Midnight, Schreck as Nosferatu, 
Lugosi  - but delving further into the mysteries of 'The 
Vampire Cinema', I was wide-eyed, stunned, keen to 
learn more and more. What on earth was the shot on 
page 105? An exotic, warrior-like lady with a lizard on 
her forehead, licking blood from a dangerous-looking 
curved blade and with her left nipple exposed! Blimey. 
Full frontal nudity on page 96! Mustn't let mum see this. 
A poster for something called Caged Virgins on page 
112! "Two young girls... trapped with no escape!" roared 
the magnetic, 'must-see' tagline, above an image that I 
simply could not tear my gaze away from  - two utterly 
terrified busty young girls, looming over a pit fringed by 
grinning human skulls, with other victims chained to the 
dank cell walls behind them and with additional 
manacled limbs grasping for an impossible freedom 
below. What on earth!? More bare boobs on page 150, 
with wrestling  - wrestling?  - adjacent on page 151. I 
also noticed that Pirie had included material on zombie 
films and on Little Shop of Horrors, which had me 
intrigued  - how did these films fall under the banner of 
'vampire cinema'? And for all the breasts, bums, and 
pubic hair on display throughout, why did the 'raging 
teen hormone' side of me keep returning to that 
captivating photo from Lust For a Vampire on pages 
118-119, featuring two gorgeous blondes coyly touching 
lips during what appeared to be a nude bathing session? 

Enough 'looking at the pictures', on to the text. Which 
proved to be precisely the expansion of my horror 

knowledge that I was constantly seeking back then. 
Histories of Vlad The Impaler and Countess Bathory 
added to the previous material I'd read on these 
centuries-old aristocratic slaughterers, coverage of silent 
and early sound shockers gave a fresh, somehow more 
hip perspective than I'd picked up from Gifford's 
'Pictorial History of Horror Movies', and Pirie's book 
then moved into territory that would have given dear 
old Denis apoplexy! Tod Browning's Dracula has taken 
something of a critical drubbing since Gifford's book was 
published (personally I think it's time for a strong 
reappraisal of the film's worth), and this may well have 
stemmed from Pirie's assessment in 'The Vampire 
Cinema', where he refers to The Count as "a cardboard 
villain" and a "thug" displaying "glowering brutishness" 
(though oddly Pirie then goes on to praise Lugosi's 
screen presence, while acknowledging Bela's limitations 
as an actor). He has lots of positive feelings towards 
1943's Son of Dracula, again possibly influencing a whole 
generation of film analysts in daring to find interest and 
layered meaning in what had often been dismissed as a 
cheap franchise entry. 

Pirie has always been a great champion of Hammer 
Films, and in his chapter 'The British Vampire' he puts 
forward the argument that Hammer's greatest asset was 
in being able to soak up the barrage of abuse their initial 
horror productions received, confident that they were 
making the films they wanted to, and that there was a 
new audience all ready to accept and appreciate what 
they offered, never mind the hostile critics. It's a 
compelling theory, and he backs up his vision of 
Hammer as a truly forward-thinking company by 
referencing the contributions of Nigel Kneale, Jimmy 
Sangster, Bernard Robinson etc. Pirie shows up the 
reactionary 1950s reviewers for what they were by 
studying the violence and vampirism present in 1958's 
Dracula (three visible acts, he states, with several more 
alluded to), barely even needing to conclude what we 
have already surmised, i.e. that he and the young film 
gunslingers are here to talk sense and that the fuddy-
duddy old guard have overreacted wildly and mistakenly 
in the past.  

The chapter headed 'The Sex-Vampire' includes much of 
the content for which 'The Vampire Cinema' is most 
fondly heralded. Interestingly, it overlaps somewhat 
with the Hammer story from the immediately preceding 
section, in that Pirie elects to cover the Karnstein trilogy 
as examples of the emergent Euro-vamp trend rather 
than lumping them in with the Christopher Lee Draculas. 
The true superstar of Pirie's book, and yet again 
someone whom most writers had ignored or completely 
dismissed up to this point, is Jean Rollin. For all of Pirie's 
'new broom' approach, David was always a fan of gothic 
literature and much of his thesis revolves around the 
influence of the gothic upon European cinema, so it's 
perhaps not surprising that his favourite Rollin moments 
are those which combine the dreamlike and erotic 
qualities of the director's work with regular genre 
motifs. In the same chapter, Pirie compares Harry 
Kumel's Daughters of Darkness with Hammer's Countess 
Dracula, controversially concluding that the modern-
dress version of the Bathory legend is essentially more 
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faithful than the period costume drama offered up by 
Peter Sasdy, Ingrid Pitt and co., at least in terms of 
character motivations, behaviour and responses. He also 
pens a paragraph or two on Alain Jessua's Traitment de 
Choc, a modernist spin on vampirism, all rejuvenation 
facilities, blood transfusions, and organ harvesting 
rather than crosses and garlic  - released to British 
cinemas as Doctor in the Nude, I was thrilled when this 
turned up unexpectedly (as Shock Treatment, if I recall 
correctly) as a Friday night telly horror treat on ATV circa 
1980. 

In the sections on American and 'Latin' movies, Pirie 
seems keener to discuss the fringe-vampire productions 
rather than the traditional. So, where Count Yorga, 
Blacula, Barnabas Collins and the like are given their 
due, as is Mexican fangster German Robles, the writer 
becomes most animated when discussing what we 
might think of today as being 'zombie movies', from 
Night of the Living Dead to Living Dead at the 
Manchester Morgue, by way of Amando de Ossorio's 
Blind Knights Templar series. Pirie justifies including 
such films by pointing out that the central monster 
figures, as he states on page 166, "are inflicting bloody 
bite-wounds" on their victims, and that in their masses, 
ultimately outnumbering the remaining human 
population, they show kinship with the dominant 
vampire strand of Richard Matheson's 'I Am Legend'. 

At the very end of 'The Vampire Cinema', Pirie raves 
about a film which it appears he may have seen at the 
1974 Cannes Film Festival. Messiah of Evil is yet another 
movie that has acquired a substantial cult following in 
recent times, yet Pirie's enthusiasm for what was a total 
obscurity back in 1977 when the book was published 
certainly piqued the interest of this viewer. I made it a 
priority to seek out a copy and view it as soon as 
possible, and didn't have too frustrating a wait  - in the 
early days of video rental in the U.K., lo and behold, my 
local rental outlet stocked what appeared to be a semi-
legal at best VHS tape of Willard Huyck's eerily arty slow 
burner. I've regarded it as one of my all-time favourite 
horror films ever since that first shaky, small screen 
viewing circa 1981, and Messiah of Evil is perhaps the 
movie I've introduced to more fellow fans over the years 
than any other. Pirie's glowing assessment  ("exceeds 
virtually every other Gothic horror film since the war in 
terms of narrative ingenuity... packed with classic 
sequences... an extraordinary evocation of the world of 
H. P. Lovecraft set in a mysterious American coastal 
town") proved to be spot-on, and I'll always be grateful 
to him for rescuing this one from the wilderness and 
bringing it to one young fan's attention. 

As noted earlier, David's name popped up in the 
bibliography sections of many horror-related books at 
the time, and the tantalising title 'A Heritage of Horror' 
looked to be one tome that no self-respecting buff 
should be without. Except it seems many of us had to 
leave an achingly empty gap in our collections, as this 
1972 study of the British horror scene was so scarce. I'm 
personally indebted to two friends, now both sadly 
deceased  - my great mate David Gold kindly loaned me 
his paperback copy of 'Heritage' in the 80s, and another 

acquaintance, Richard Finch, left a huge collection of 
movie related material when he died a few years ago. I 
was among those given the chance to select a few 
choice items from his legacy, and as well as inheriting his 
70s/80s-vintage copies of the Monthly Film Bulletin, I 
wound up with Richard's hardback 'A Heritage of 
Horror'. 

No less opinionated than 'The Vampire Cinema', 
'Heritage' was the first, and for many years the only, 
examination of British horror on the big screen. Hard to 
believe, now we've all got access to Andy Boot's 
'Fragments of Fear', Jonathan Rigby's 'English Gothic', 
FAB Press' 'Ten Years of Terror', Wayne Kinsey's 
seemingly inexhaustible stream of Hammer-centric 
publications, and my own 'The Shrieking Sixties' and 
'Dead or Alive', to name but a handful. Pirie was the 
trailblazer, and 'Heritage' still stands as a valid and 
detailed history of the U.K.'s genre traditions. It is 
subtitled 'The English Gothic Cinema 1946-1972', at 
once possibly providing inspiration for Mr. Rigby some 
decades later, as well as defining the era as commencing 
in earnest with Ealing's Dead of Night - Pirie is far more 
comfortable waxing lyrical about early examples of 
gothic literature, 'The Monk', 'The Castle of Otranto', 
'Frankenstein', the work of Mrs Radcliffe, than he is in 
tackling the oeuvre of Tod Slaughter or the likes of Thark 
and They Drive By Night, and few historians since have 
troubled themselves with any serious consideration of 
British terror cinema of the silent or pre-World War Two 
periods, a state of affairs that probably needs correcting 
urgently! 

Elaborating on his oft-quoted view that our staid, stuck-
in-the-mud movie critics got it wrong when it came to 
Hammer, Pirie suggests in 'Heritage' that the newspaper 
film reviewers may well have regarded the flood of 
horror/new Gothic motion pictures during the late 
1950s as a temporary blip, an aberration, a passing fad 
that they could easily dismiss with a snort, safe in the 
knowledge that within a short space of time they would 
never have to think about such ghastliness ever again. 
One wonders whether it might have been possible for 
the likes of Mr. Pirie himself to have existed in the 
blinkered world of fifteen years earlier  - and, in that 
unlikely event, how such a challenging and forward-
thinking viewpoint may have upset the critical applecart 
(something that we did experience in action during the 
early 80s, as Julian Petley, Kim Newman, Mark Kermode, 
Anne Billson and others declared their admiration of the 
new crop of bloody shockers and lifted Abel Ferrara and 
Lucio Fulci to deity status). 

Among the highlights of 'A Heritage of Horror' are many 
stand-out opinions that I wish I'd written myself. Pirie 
rates Quatermass II as the best of the Hammer versions 
of Nigel Kneale's popular tv series, calling it "subtle and 
satisfactory" and adding a complimentary comparison in 
describing it as "a kind of English equivalent of Don 
Siegel's American masterpiece Invasion of the Body 
Snatchers". Even better, even more perceptive, is his 
brilliant piece on Terence Fisher's masterly The Devil 
Rides Out (my own personal favourite British movie of 
all time). I almost cheered and punched the air the first 
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time I read the following passage: "Made on a 
comparatively tiny budget, it is nevertheless an excellent 
example of the kind of thing that can happen when 
melodrama is achieved so completely and so 
imaginatively that it ceases to be melodrama at all and 
becomes a full-scale allegorical vision". Absolutely, 
totally correct in my view. 

It's no surprise either to see a lengthy appreciation of 
Michael Reeves here, but remember that Reeves was 
barely cold in the ground at this point, Pirie would have 
been watching his work (perhaps more intently than 
almost anyone else) as it went on release, and so the 
exciting young director's shocking premature death 
represents a sudden termination of a certain strand of 
daring new British horror (Pirie: "there is no point at all 
in speculating on what we might have had if he had not 
died") rather than the romanticised legend surrounding 
Michael that has been built up by over-keen cultists in 
recent times. Don Sharp, John Gilling, and Vernon Sewell 
are given their own chapter, 'Three Satellite Directors', 
and again it's fascinating to read a contemporary view 
which sets this experienced trio up as a vital element of 
the soul of British horror, when you might instead 
expect young turks Christopher Wicking, Gordon 
Hessler, Alan Gibson or Robert Fuest to figure among 
the names being dropped.  

One odd aspect of the book comes during its 
(comprehensive for the time) filmography, featured in 
one of the appendices. Beneath the very first entry in 
the alphabetical list, for The Abominable Dr. Phibes, 
Pirie declares his outrageous opinion on the movie  -  
"Perhaps the worst horror film made in England since 
1945". He fails to elaborate in his main text, but does 
refer to this jaw-dropping assessment on page 165 of his 
revised and expanded 2008 version of the book, 'A New 
Heritage Of Horror'. He confesses that his statement 
annoyed many readers, but refuses to back down 
entirely, stating that the camp/humorous qualities of 
productions such as the Phibes duo render them beyond 
his realm; "love them or hate them  - there is little point 
in bracketing these films with the horror genre at all. 
When the tone swings as far into comedy as this, they 
are something else". 

By the way, page 163 of 'A Heritage of Horror' features 
that same still depicting the lakebound lesbian kiss from 
Lust For A Vampire again. Just thought I'd mention it... 

David Pirie has enjoyed a healthy career as a television 
scriptwriter, often delving into his beloved gothic 
territory with plays such as The Wyvern Mystery (based 
on Le Fanu), The Woman in White (adapted from Wilkie 
Collins), and Murder Rooms: The Dark Beginnings of 
Sherlock Holmes, a revolutionary take on Conan Doyle 
which sets up the Holmes author himself as part of a 
criminal investigation team partnering his mentor, 
forensic science expert Dr. Joseph Bell. Hammer Films 
were an undeniable influence on the look and tone of 
the Murder Rooms shows, and also on 1984's Rainy Day 
Women, a BBC offering about Land Girls during the 
Second World War becoming the target of a witch hunt-
like campaign in an insular English village. For all his tv 

success, however, Pirie will eternally be thought of by 
our generation as 'the man who introduced us to Jean 
Rollin'. 'The Vampire Cinema' remains an essential part 
of any self-respecting horror fan's library, and 'A 
Heritage of Horror', though slightly more dated in some 
of its views and just plain odd in its shunted-together 
new edition, ought to cross your radar at some point 
too. 

 

REFERENCE GUIDE TO FANTASTIC FILMS  - an 
appreciation 

Ever tried making a list? Perhaps of your top ten, fifty, or 
one hundred favourite horror movies? Or all of 
Hammer's films? Or everything ever directed by Jess 
Franco? Or every British horror picture? American 
shockers of the seventies? Universal classics? Horror 
westerns? 

Maybe you've considered trying to compile a full and 
complete record of every single horror, science fiction 
and fantasy film from the mid-1890s to date, from 
Méliès to Michael Bay. And have then come to your 
senses, realising the futility and the sheer impossibility 
of the venture? 

Over the years, foolhardy types, obsessives, or fans with 
too much time on their hands have attempted the task! 
Pioneers included Donald F. Glut, whose The Dracula 
Book, The Frankenstein Legend, Classic Movie Monsters, 
and The Frankenstein Catalog bravely made bids to 
document film, TV, comic book, novel, and other 
appearances by our monster favourites. In the early 
seventies Donald C. Willis published the first of his 
Horror and Science Fiction Films - A Checklist volumes 
(he's since reached part four and still only got as far as 
the year 1994...). One of the first things most new 
internet users soon discovered in the early days of the 
web was the imdb, a notoriously inaccurate but wildly 
ambitious stab at listing credits/production info and 
reviews for every movie ever made anywhere! Kevin 
Lyons in the U.K. set up the online Encyclopedia of 
Fantastic Films and Television (eofftv), a jaw-dropping 
resource and a boon to researchers everywhere; while 
on a smaller scale, I myself created the Pass The 
Marmalade website in order to capture details of every 
single British horror movie (feature or short, 
professional or amateur, live action or animated) 
produced from Victorian times to date  - time 
constraints and the surprise, overwhelming glut of new 
British horror production during the 21st century led me 
to abandon the task somewhere around 2006. I hope to 
return to Marmalade with a full update some time in the 
future, but at least for now my old mate M.J. Simpson 
has taken up the baton in recording the latest British 
output with his book Urban Terrors and his blog The 
Great British Horror Revival. 

In this particular field, there is one man to whom we 
must all bow down. Walt Lee. Walt's three-volume 
Reference Guide to Fantastic Films was an astounding 
endeavour, a huge, detailed A-Z of fantasy, horror, 
science-fiction, animation, and surrealism in cinema. 
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Self-published across 1972 and 1973, the books were 
not easy to obtain here in the U.K. but sets did pop up 
here and there, and of course the type of person crazy 
enough to want/need all this information is probably 
precisely the same type of person capable of hunting it 
down. I know, I'm one of them! I first heard about Lee's 
books, as many of us did, by spotting them being 
mentioned in bibliographies in the back of other horror 
movie tomes; there was also a company called Maya 
Merchandising, who took out full-page ads in early 
issues of Starburst magazine, promising all manner of 
mail order goodies. They usually listed Lee's Reference 
Guide as available, but I tried to order from them once 
and sadly received an 'out of stock' note back through 
the post with my cheque returned. On a short solo break 
to London in 1984 (during which I also saw my all-time 
favourite band The Fall play at the Lyceum, and caught 
cinema screenings of Paris, Texas and This is Spinal Tap) 
I wandered into the old Forbidden Planet store on 
Denmark Street - I'm pretty sure that Starburst journo 
Alan Jones was sat behind one of the counters, holding 
court and chatting about new movie previews he'd just 
attended to awed punters - and managed to find a 
lovely quad poster for Theatre of Blood for a tenner (big 
money for 21-year-old, recently-employed me back 
then). Joyously, I also spotted copies of the elusive Walt 
Lee books on the shelves there! My initial thrill was 
tempered somewhat when I realised they had only got 
volumes two and three  - I decided to purchase anyway, 
and the assistant checked their stockroom for volume 
one but returned empty-handed.  

 

Fellow fans/collectors maintained a lookout on my 
behalf over the decades  - in the summer of 2003 my 
good friend Dave Simpson (who to my envy had copies 
of all three Lee books, in excellent condition) eventually 
located a second-hand bookstore, the aptly-named 
Treasure Chest in Felixstowe, while on his travels, which 
had the Reference Guide on sale! I contacted the shop, 
offering to buy the lot, and was surprised and extremely 

grateful that they agreed to sell me the missing first 
volume on its own for £10.74! (Which of course most 
likely meant that some other poor sod in recent times 
has gone through the same experience I had in 1984, 
finding an incomplete set...).  

For those unfamiliar with the format of Lee's work, let's 
take a look at a typical random example, say, 
Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man. 

Frankenstein Meets The Wolf Man 

1943                  U               74 mins. 

Prod: George Waggner 

Dir: Roy William Neill 

SP: Curt Siodmak 

Art Dir: John B. Goodman 

Make-up: Jack Pierce 

Cin: George Robinson 

SpFX: John P. Fulton 

Edit: Edward Curtiss 

Mus: Hans J. Salter 

Cast: Lon Chaney Jr. (werewolf), Bela Lugosi 
(Frankenstein's Monster), Lionel Atwill, Ilona Massey, 
Patric Knowles, Maria Ouspenskaya, Dwight Frye, Eddie 
Parker (Frankenstein's Monster  - stunts). 

F-H 

Ref: Vd 19 Feb '43; FDY '44; LC; FM 42; FIR March '64 p 
147. 

Sequel to: Frankenstein (1931); Wolf Man, The (1941). 

So, multiply this by 20,000 or so and Walt has himself a 
book! 

Much of the layout of each entry is self-explanatory, and 
I'll assume We Belong Dead readers of being more than 
capable of deciphering Walt's shorthand on the credits 
there. Where the layman may struggle is with the 
assignation 'F-H' and the abbreviations in the References 
section. For the record, Vd is Daily Variety, FDY is the 
Film Daily Yearbook of Motion Pictures, LC is the Library 
of Congress Copyright Office, FM is of course Famous 
Monsters of Filmland, and FIR is the periodical Films In 
Review.  

As for this 'F-H' business, this simply means that the 
movie contains elements of fantasy and horror. Lee 
devised a classification shorthand to let us know at a 
glance exactly why each individual title qualified for 
inclusion  - Halas and Batchelor's Animal Farm is 
designated 'sat-F', for instance, i.e. 'satirical fantasy'; 
Fiend Without A Face is 'SF-H', or science-fiction and 
horror; Curse of the Cat People is defined as 'bor-psy-F', 
meaning it is a borderline-psychological picture with 
fantasy touches. Walt even includes Cecil B. DeMille's 
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Sign of the Cross(complete with censor-baiting pre-Code 
still reproduced on page 439) and deigns a 'rel-H' 
(religious horror) categorisation as most suitable! 

Bill Warren and, inevitably, Forrest J. Ackerman 
contributed much to the project; Bill could almost be 
considered co-author, and many of the entries include a 
very brief synopsis in brackets, mainly penned by Bill, 
next to the 'F', 'H', 'SF' or 'bor-psy-SF-F-H-exp-dream' 
rating. Try these for size: 

(holy water, cross-shaped shadows as weapons against 
vampires; disciple of Dracula) 

(dolt becomes artist when he encases bodies in clay) 

(matricidal motel owner adopts mother's personality & 
clothes at times, kills people "she" thinks are trying to 
harm or lure away "her" son; mummified corpse; horror 
murders) 

Extra points if you get this one: 

(Parisian couple who would like to kill each other go to 
country for weekend, pass dozens of bodies in car 
wrecks; they meet many strange people, including Emily 
Brontë, whom they set afire; magical hippie says he is 
Cagliostro, turns automobiles into sheep; the couple 
encounter group of anarchists whom the wife joins; the 
group kills & eats the husband) 

The Reference Guide also includes, at the back of each 
volume, lengthy sections printed on different coloured 
paper  - light blue for 'Problems', films which Lee may 
not have seen and so isn't entirely certain whether they 
merit inclusion as fantasies or horrors, and yellow for 
'Exclusions', films that have been considered but 
dumped. The 'problem' section includes various Santo, 
Tarzan, and psycho-thriller titles where Lee and his team 
may be uncertain about the full extent of genre content, 
plus details of many then in-production, announced, and 
ultimately unfilmed projects (a casual browse will reveal 
many titles familiar to fans, plus the occasional surprise). 
Liveliest of all here is the research provided by Donald 
Glut, who seems to have supplied Lee with details of 
movies played at drive-in cinemas and retitled by 
unscrupulous exhibitors or distributors! Which film, for 
example, was screened in Chicago as Red Blood of the 
Gory Sorceress?! 

Lee's 'exclusions' provide equal fascination - under the 
letter 'V' he lists twenty or so 'vampire' movies which 
have been discounted, presumably many of them made 
during the 1910s featuring predatory female 'vamps' 
rather than our favoured fangers. There are over forty 
films listed with the word 'Phantom' heading the title 
yet deemed not to be fantastic or horrific, too. I'd guess 
at many of these being westerns or tales of derring-do, 
possibly with occasional mild genre connections but 
insufficient for qualification. 

One comment you often hear from owners of the 
Reference Guide is that their copies have been so 
perused and overused that they have literally fallen to 
pieces! Mine are just about holding together, but some 

have reported that they have had to buy new copies, 
resort to taking the books apart and displaying the 
individual pages in new binders, or simply live with the 
loose leaves tumbling out every time they dive to look 
up a movie title. Apparently a few lucky punters came 
into possession of a bound single hardback volume 
collecting together the material from all three 
instalments. 

In researching this piece, I was dumbfounded upon re-
opening my copy of volume one to discover a typed, 
signed and annotated letter from Walt Lee himself, to 
someone named John, tucked away behind the front 
cover! I reproduce its contents here: 

Dear John: 

Enclosed is a review copy of my Reference Guide to 
Fantastic Films: Science Fiction, Fantasy, and Horror. 
This project has been possible to complete only because 
of the marvellous support received from reviewers. 
Without the many prepublication mentions and 
favourable reviews of the first volume, Volumes 2 and 3 
would have been even longer coming than they were. 

Individually purchased, Volume 1 is $9.50, and Volumes 
2 and 3 are $9.95 each. The total price for the set is 
$29.40. (Handwritten in here, "+ $1.50 shipping & 
handling") 

Because of its highly specialised nature, the Reference 
Guide is not generally available at bookstores. Almost all 
copies are being purchased by mail directly from me, so 
it is important that my address be included in reviews. 

Thank you for your consideration 

Yours truly, 

Walt Lee 

Post Office Box 66723 

Los Angeles, CA 90066 

(Handwritten beneath: "available only at speciality 
shops such as The Cinema Bookshop and Dark They 
Were and Golden Eyed in London. Brief biog in vol. 3"). 

 

Sadly, news of Walt's death was reported in late 2014, 
during the production of our We Belong Dead book. I'm 
sure this ever-modest king of pre-web movie databasing 
was fully aware of the enormous influence of his 
defining work, and am equally certain that he'd have 
been the first to share the credit with his collaborators. 
Thanks, Mr. Lee. Your books will be on  - and off  - my 
shelves for many years to come. 
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LORRIMER PUBLISHING  - Cinema of Terror, 
Catastrophe, Kung Fu, Freaks, Vampires, Mystery and 
Monkeys! 
 
Dez Skinn's 'House of Hammer' magazine is fondly 
remembered by many of us 1970s horror kids, for 
reasons far too numerous to go into here, though I 
suspect one of my colleagues will be showering praise 
on the mag in a chapter not too far away from this one! 
Let me remind you of the 'House of Hammer Bargain 
Basement' page which appeared in several issues, 
though  - a selection of mail order goodies that you 
could send off for, to Warner House in Wardour Street. 
Among a typical month's stock, you could nab William K. 
Everson's 'Classics of the Horror Film', Richard Bojarski's 
'Films of Boris Karloff', the Film Classics Library 
photobooks containing hundreds of frame blow-ups 
from Frankenstein and Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde, the ‘Star 
Book of Horror no.1’, John Burke's 'Hammer Horror Film 
Omnibus' and 'Second Hammer Horror Film Omnibus', 
indispensable all. In a separate column down the side of 
the page were featured David Pirie's 'A Heritage of 
Horror' (available for just £2.25 as opposed to the 
football transfer fee sums it was seen going for many 
years later), and three intriguing titles also on offer for 
£2.25  - Lorrimer Publishing's 'The House of Horror', 'The 
Seal of Dracula', and 'Ape  - the Kingdom of Kong'. 
 
I ordered 'The Seal of Dracula', which I think was the 
first time I ever sent off for anything via the mail (early 
practice for the hundreds of internet purchases I make 
today!), picked up 'The House of Horror' while shopping 
during a family holiday (on a day trip to Cardiff during a 
stay in South Wales, as I recall), and found 'Ape' a while 
later in a second hand bookstore in my home city of 
Derby. Further investigation revealed the existence of 
similarly-sized and formatted publications like Gordon 
Gow's 'Suspense in the Cinema' (a 1968 book from 
Castle which may have influenced the later Lorrimer 
house style), Rose London's 'Zombie: the Living Dead', 
and three more from Mr. Annan, 'Cinema of Mystery 
and Fantasy', 'Robot: the Mechanical Monster', and the 
apocalyptically titled 'Catastrophe! The End of the 
Cinema?'. I snapped up copies of the lot here and there, 
and adding these to my Denis Gifford, Alan Frank, Peter 
Haining, and other items discovered in W.H. Smith's or 
smaller independent local shops, by the end of the 
seventies I had the basis of an informative movie 
reference library that has continued to expand ever 
since (to the point where I've even contributed to, 
written and edited some of the publications on my 
groaning shelves). 
I'll always have a particular place in my horror-loving 
heart for the books from Lorrimer Publishing. The 
company's cinema connection had already been 
established in the late sixties with a series of published 
screenplays, but for those of us who grew up in the 
seventies a new array of titles grabbed our attention. 
These mini-guides to different aspects of cult cinema 
came with eye-catching covers, heaps of illustrations, 
plenty of written material on films both familiar and 
new to us, and a handy size and page count (as a rule 
somewhere between 100 and 140). 

Titles included: 
Cut: the Unseen Cinema by Baxter Phillips 
Italian Western: the Opera of Violence by Laurence Staig 
and Tony Williams 
Savage Cinema by Rick Trader Witcombe 
Freaks: Cinema of the Bizarre by Werner Adrian 
Speed: Cinema of Motion by Werner Adrian 
Kung Fu: Cinema of Vengeance by Verina Glaessner 
Cinema of Mystery by Rose London (on the subject of 
Poe's influence upon thrillers and macabre movies) 
Cinema of Mystery and Fantasy (a.k.a. CineFantastic 
Beyond the Dream Machine) by David Annan 
Celluloid Rock: Twenty Years of Movie Rock by Philip 
Jenkinson and Alan Warner 
The Seal of Dracula by Barrie Pattison 
The House of Horror by Allan Eyles, Robert Adkinson and 
Nicholas Fry 
Ape - the Kingdom of Kong by David Annan 
Catastrophe! The End of the Cinema? by David Annan 
(subtitled 'the End in the Cinema' on its spine!) 
Swastika: Cinema of Oppression by Baxter Phillips 
Zombie: the Living Dead by Rose London 
Robot: the Mechanical Monster by David Annan 
 
The Lorrimer books could be rather sketchy and 
underdeveloped. 'Zombie' just about lurches its way as 
far as Night Of the Living Dead and is overloaded with 
off topic material on mummies and Poe adaptations, but 
the stills are worth browsing  - striking shots from The 
Ghost Breakers, Curse Of The Living Corpse, even The 
Black Bird, with a gorgeous colour section featuring 
poster reproductions for The Four Skulls Of Jonathan 
Drake, Curse Of The Faceless Man and other lurid 1950s 
shockers. The illustration and graphics of a typical 
Lorrimer publication brought we readers a mixture of 
tantalising stills (not always the same ones you saw in 
other books, either) and poster art alongside woodcuts, 
strip cartoon panels, satirical and historical etchings, 
photography, anything the designers could throw in to 
beef up the often flimsy text. 'Zombie', for example, 
includes shots of the Mummies of Guanajuato, stills 
from Dr. Terror’s Gallery Of Horrors, Epstein's La Chute 
De La Maison Usher, I Vampiri, and other less-
commonly-featured titles, a 15th century image of 
skeletons carousing with innocent maidens, and much 
more besides; 'Ape' includes pencilled art from an Italian 
edition of 'Gulliver's Travels', sketches of violent simian 
creatures by Aubrey Beardsley and Arthur Rackham, a 
caricature of Charles Darwin, colour plates featuring 
Skullduggery and Morgan: A Suitable Case For 
Treatment, and shots of Marlene Dietrich in Blonde 
Venus and Buster Keaton in The Three Ages, alongside 
heaps of interesting visual material from Planet Of The 
Apes and King Kong; 'Catastrophe', oddly, specialises in 
nude shots, with Deep Throat and Behind The Green 
Door notable by their inclusion mere pages away from 
The Battle Of Britain and a poster for The Taking Of 
Pelham 1-2-3! 'Cut' features yet more nudity, much of it 
of a vintage variety from the early days of motion 
pictures, and touches on themes like racism, 
prostitution etc. before entering familiar ground for us 
with fare such as Ken Russell's The Devils coming under 
scrutiny and providing further eye-catching imagery. In a 
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distinct sign of the times, 'Cut' author Baxter Phillips 
covers the subject of rape ("now both explicit and 
commonplace in film") at one point but in true Lorrimer 
fashion this results in a handful of hysterical paragraphs 
accompanied by shots from Fright, The Penthouse, The 
Nightcomers, Flesh For Frankenstein and The Beast. I 
suspect 'Freaks' has less text across its 111 pages than 
I've penned here, but as a visual exhibition of the weird 
it unsurpassably overdoses on Siamese twins, circus fat 
ladies (check out Herta on page 86!), dwarves, giants, 
and were-beasts galore - though The Taming Of The 
Shrew and The Collector seem misplaced among the 
Barnum & Bailey parade of grotesquerie! 'Robot' is 
typically packed with pics, including a glossy colour mid-
section of poster art featuring decidedly un-robotic titles 
I Was A Teenage Frankenstein, Invisible Invaders and 
The Rocky Horror Picture Show; more conventionally, 
the book also briefly discusses Robby the Robot in 
Forbidden Planet and The Invisible Boy, the fifties wave 
during which Gort, Tobor, and The Colossus Of New York 
stomped across the screen, and thirties serials Flash 
Gordon, Undersea Kingdom etc.  Meanwhile, Jaws pops 
up on page 93 and Charlie Chaplin arrives eight pages 
later... 
 

 
 
First published in 1973, and reprinted on several 
occasions (I also have a 1981 edition), 'The House of 
Horror' was subtitled 'The Story of Hammer Films' and 
originally came housed in a cover lifted from the Twins 
Of Evil U.K. quad poster - my later version adapts its 
front cover design from Tom Chantrell's Dracula Has 
Risen From The Grave quad, also with Raquel Welch and 
Ursula Andress both looking as if they mean business as 
they glare from the back of the book! Yet again the text 
is barely sufficient to fill a pamphlet, with quote-packed 
biographies of Michael Carreras, Terence Fisher, 

Christopher Lee and Peter Cushing having a combined 
word count almost equal to the company production 
history eked out across the main body of the work. We 
teenage fans lapped this up, mind you, desperate for 
information on the movies we were by now viewing on 
the BBC2 Saturday night double bills or ITV's regular 
Friday horror film seasons post-'News At Ten'. Again, the 
visuals proved the biggest attraction here, in terms of 
scarcity (as a random example, check out pages 66-67 
which has shots from The Snorkel, Ten Seconds To Hell, 
The Ugly Duckling and Never Take Sweets From A 
Stranger, all of which would have been unknown 
territory to most Hammer buffs back then), for its 
unforgettable 'Brides of Dracula - and Others' glamour 
gallery showcasing the feminine charms of various 
starlets, and best of all for the 'Hammer Posters' colour 
display which had us all simultaneously scratching our 
heads and getting overexcited as we pondered 
Zeppelins Vs. Pterodactyls, Victim Of His Imagination, 
Mistress Of The Seas and When The Earth Cracked 
Open, and gaped in astonishment at the 'blood on bare 
breasts' painting on that exceedingly disturbing poster 
for Dr. Jekyll And Sister Hyde.  
 
If I suffer from Obsessive Compulsive Disorder to this 
day (I maintain not, but those close to me beg to 
differ...), then Lorrimer are responsible! My love of lists, 
completism, and movie credits stems directly from two 
readily identifiable sources  - the Hammer filmography 
at the back of 'The House of Horror', and the close typed 
eight-page section recording the names of dozens of 
vampire films in 'The Seal of Dracula'. Both switched 
something on in the analytical parts of my eager-for-
knowledge juvenile brain  - "you mean to say that 
people can actually compile full details of every movie 
produced by a particular stable, or of a certain type? 
Wow!". What's more, these listings contained 
information on many, many titles unfamiliar to myself 
and most other fans at the time, and I made a point of 
attempting to seek out and uncover the ones I hadn't 
heard of, while continually hoping that the tv channels 
or my local cinemas would offer up screenings of those I 
had previously read about but not yet encountered. 
 
'The Seal of Dracula' remains my favourite Lorrimer 
book to this day. Some of the credited Lorrimer authors 
sounded pseudonymous to say the least, but Barrie 
Pattison is genuine, an Australian genre fan who is well-
known as a writer, film director (1988's Zombie Brigade), 
editor (sinister 1965 British short film Dream A40), 
documentarian and critic. Barrie's study of vampire 
cinema adopts the standard Lorrimer house template 
but somehow seems more substantial than many of 
their other publications  - he beat David Pirie's 'The 
Vampire Cinema' in covering figures such as German 
Robles, Robert Quarry, and Jean Rollin, although given 
the limitations on space here Pirie's volume from two 
years later was able to develop the story considerably. 
Again the design team do Lorrimer proud, with the 
glossy colour section this time offering unusual 
European posters for the likes of Blacula, Dracula A.D. 
1972 and Vampire Circus. Of two posters for the latter 
Hammer gem, one is so attention-grabbing that Lorrimer 
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used it again on the back cover of 'Cinema of Mystery 
and Fantasy'  - the painted image of a dark-haired, 
prominently fanged, naked (naturally) beauty writhing 
about atop a pyramid of human skulls! 
 
In all honesty no-one today would recommend the 
Lorrimer titles as examples of 'must haves' in terms of 
building your film reference library. For those of us 
hoping to soak up every drop of information we possibly 
could about horror and cult cinema during the mid 
seventies, though, these books were a lifeline, the 
perfect primer, telling us which movies were the 
important milestones, pointing out other pathways 
down which we could venture for further education and 
edification on the subject, and giving us some retina-
searing pictures to look at in the meantime! If you 
weren't there and wish to find out what the fuss was all 
about, many of the Lorrimer titles can be picked up fairly 
cheaply at various online booksellers. If you were 
around then, I hope this look at the publishing output of 
this rather unsung hero of a company has brought back 
a handful of memories. Not least, I'm sure, that weird, 
many-breasted lady on the poster for Federico Fellini's 
Roma, featured in more than one Lorrimer offering... 
 
 
LOONEY RUNES AND MERRIE MALADIES 
 
Darrell Buxton gets all animated on the subject of horror 
cartoons 
 

 
 
The autumn of 2012 brought about something of a 
surprise in terms of theatrical movie release patterns. 
Cinemas were hit in quick succession, within weeks, by a 
trio of 3D animated feature-length films, aimed at 
children but steeped in gothic imagery and crammed 
with familiar fright figures well-known to the 'We Belong 
Dead' generation. What's more, all three titles - 
Paranorman, Hotel Transylvania, and Frankenweenie - 
turned out to be enormous fun, very much a modern 
equivalent to that fondly-regarded Rankin/Bass pleasure 
Mad Monster Party? 
 
The appearance of these contemporary tributes to 
former ghoulish glories, one on top of the other, also 
served as a reminder that classic horror and animation 
had frequently proven creepily compatible in the past. 
Occasionally in features, though more often in terror-

tinged episodes of films like Fantasia, credit sequences 
(Dance Of The Vampires, Abbott & Costello Meet 
Frankenstein) or - best of all - via stand-alone cartoons 
from studios such as Warner Bros. and MGM, six or 
seven frantic gag-packed minutes designed to play as 
part of a supporting programme at the movie house. It's 
the latter form we'll be taking a look at here, as we 
recall how denizens of the drawing-board like Tex Avery, 
Chuck Jones et al often ventured into shadier, scarier 
areas and took Bugs Bunny, Porky Pig, and Tom & Jerry 
along for the spooky trip. 
 
Disney films to this day carry a reputation as being 
tamer and more schmaltzy than their competitors, but 
anyone who has ever shuddered through the more 
nerve-wracking moments of Snow White And The Seven 
Dwarfs or One Hundred And One Dalmatians will know 
how nonsensical an assessment that is. An early Disney 
sound short, The Skeleton Dance, took us on an 
excursion to the graveyard. Lightning cracks the sky, a 
large-eyed owl hoots, a proto-Pluto bays at the moon, 
two tomcats atop tombstones tug each other's whiskers 
before a bone-white figure looms from the grave to 
literally scare them out of their skins - all of this, set to 
Carl Stalling's masterly macabre and mood-setting score, 
opens a classic 1929 'Walt Disney Comic' (as the title 
card describes it) by Ub Iwerks. Before long four 
skeletons are shimmying and shaking across the screen - 
their moves include using each other as pogo sticks, and 
the removal of two tibias converting one of the quartet 
into an impromptu xylophone! As in Nosferatu, a cock's 
crow signifies the coming of dawn and an abrupt end to 
the party. Iwerks' elaborate 1937 colour remake for 
Columbia, Skeleton Frolic, is a fun seven minutes too but 
rather over-eggs the pudding and really only goes to 
prove what we've all learned over the years, that if you 
want to give your audience the Heebie-Jeebies, film in 
black-and-white. 
 
The Fleischer Studios' 'Talkartoon' series offered us their 
own variation, Swing You Sinners! in 1930, with Bimbo 
the dog trapped in a cemetery and assailed by 
anthropomorphic tombstones, lament-wailing spectres, 
flapping bats and baritone-voiced trees. The action shifts 
to a haunted barn for a slew of wild visual jokes (love 
that briefly-glimpsed pelican-scythe thing!) and a jaunty 
rendition of the title tune. The truly nightmarish Bimbo’s 
Initiation followed in 1931, with the 'Out of the Inkwell' 
canine title star falling down a manhole into the 
subterranean lair of a secret society who incessantly 
chant "wanna be a member?" at him and set fiendish 
traps, devices and puzzles along his route as he seeks to 
escape  - it all plays like the Saw franchise, 75 years too 
soon. The sect sport odd acorn/Christmas pudding-
hybrid heads and wield fierce-looking planks studded 
with sharp nails, and the climactic revelation that the 
whole thing has been masterminded by a hula-dancing 
Betty Boop fails to lift the film's veil of unease as Bimbo 
is assimilated into a clan of clones. Best gag - Bimbo's 
shadow looms large against a corridor wall, he passes 
beneath a gigantic horizontally-placed axe but his 
shadow doesn't and is decapitated! Betty herself was 
victimised in a handful of later Fleischer offerings, 
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notably Betty Boop’s Penthouse where she is menaced 
by a hulking skull-faced monster accidentally created in 
Bimbo and Koko the clown's lab ("it's alive!") while 
watering her pansies and hanging out her skimpier 
laundry items on the rooftop washing line, in an 
astonishing pre-Hays Code image. In Betty Boop’s 
Hallowe’en Party, it's a gorilla that threatens to spoil the 
fright night fun - the 'witch paint' hurled on to the 
lounge walls by a living scarecrow is a nice goofy touch, 
and there are apple-bobbing games, mass-production of 
Jack-o-lanterns (eyes created by Ms. Boop impaling 
pumpkins on the horns of a friendly passing cow), and 
even an actual Elephant In The Room! The marauding 
ape tries to treat Betty as his own personal Fay Wray 
before being put to flight in a bizarre and indescribably 
surreal final act. 
 
A second, more direct immediate response to 
Cooper/Schoedsack's Empire State Monkey came from 
the Universal-linked Walter Lantz unit, whose 1933 King 
Klunk aped the Kong plot to an intense degree. This Carl 
Laemmle presentation centres upon a slavering giant 
simian beast who attempts to chomp the heads off 
natives and steals away the blonde female companion of 
documentary filmmaker Pooch the Pup! Klunk dukes it 
out with a dippy dinosaur, before Pooch makes with the 
swinging vine routine a la Tarzan to rescue his girl from 
the hairy behemoth's clutches, then incapacitates Klunk 
by smashing him with an unhatched egg dating from 
"2000 B.C.". It's all back to the Big Apple for the gorilla's 
billing as "the 6 ⅞ Wonder of the World" and an exciting 
if derivative climax at an exhibition hall (scenes of 
terrified punters leaping from upper floors have a 
particular unintended resonance for us post 9/11 
viewers) and atop Fifth Avenue's famous tall tower. 
 
Over at Warner Bros., that wacky bunch of artists and 
gagmen were already hard at work on tickling the 
world's funnybones, and an early example of their craft 
which crosses over into our realm was Porky’s Road 
Race (1937), an ingenious bit of typically lightning-paced 
lunacy from Frank Tashlin (later entrusted by Hollywood 
with the task of reining in those live-action cartoons, 
Jerry Lewis and Jayne Mansfield). This one invents 
'Wacky Races' thirty five years before Dick Dastardly 
thought up his first devious scam, with a cross-country 
carquake featuring a variety of mad, mad motorists. 
Loaded with Hollywood royalty in cartoon cameo (you'll 
spot Bob Hope, Laurel and Hardy. Chaplin, W.C. Fields, 
Charles Laughton, John Barrymore, Edna May Oliver, 
and Buster Keaton in caricature form), but we're most 
concerned here with Black 13, the roadster piloted by 
one 'Borax Karoff'. Borax is a monstrous, melded-
together incarnation of Karloff and the Frankenstein 
Monster, and serves as something of a template for 
Dastardly since he is the chief nemesis and Tarmac 
trickster here. Writer Allen Rose went all 
Frankensteinian again in 1940, scripting Man Of Tin for 
Columbia, with juvenile favourite 'Scrappy' assisting a 
mad scientist in constructing a giant robot - when the 
mechanical man fails to spark, Scrappy climbs inside to 
operate the hunk of metal and becomes involved in a 
boxing bout. 

 
 
Friz Freleng's 1953 Sylvester/Tweety-starring Satan’s 
Waitin’ is remarkable in its anticipation of late-period 
Hitchcock - all Saul Bass lines and angles, opening sky-
high ledge chase sequence that Vertigo virtually 
mirrored, exciting climax aboard a roller coaster - and 
achieves a per-minute body count to rival any slasher 
picture. The twist is that all the bodies are Sylvester's, 
giving up his 'nine lives' allocation at an increasingly 
rapid rate as the spectre of a taunting Devil urges him 
on to ever more perilous deeds in his pursuit of his 
yellow feathered prey. The vision of Hades here is 
striking in its economy, shades of hellish red 
everywhere, a descending escalator spiralling down to 
the depths, a sports-style bench where the various 
deceased versions of our star sit alongside each fresh 
numbered arrival, a boiling pit filled with floating, 
gloating imps. 1963's Devil’s Feud Cake sees a deceased 
Yosemite Sam travelling on that same stairway to the 
Underworld, where Satan promises the diminutive 
firebrand his life back in exchange for that of Bugs 
Bunny. Various failed attempts to claim the rabbit's soul 
ensue, so Sam, facing eternal damnation, accepts his 
fate, tells the Devil to do his own dirty work, and - 
donning a horned costume  - takes Beelzebub's place as 
the new boss! 
 
Chuck Jones was at the top of his game for 1946's Hair-
Raising Hare, which demands a place in any fan's top 
five Bugs escapades. It's the one where a massive 
giveaway sign on the turret of an imposing castle flashes 
'EVIL SCIENTIST' in pulsating, eye-scorching neon; where 
a gnarled pastiche-Peter Lorre (voiced by Mel Blanc) 
performs strange experiments; where that bright orange 
pile of fur on legs, 'Gossamer', runs amok; and where a 
sexy female bunny-robot sashays enticingly about the 
place. Now Bugs was rarely averse to dragging-up, 
applying lipstick, and generally camping about, but he 
reaches excessive gender-bending and deviant heights 
here, masquerading as a beautician filing Gossamer's 
claws ("my, I'll bet you monsters lead such in-teresting 
lives", he bitches mid-makeover) and ultimately falling 
for and heading off for a tryst with the clockwork 
sexpot! The film's simply stunning closing line may be 
the most sexually daring ever offered by Hollywood, 
even more so than Joe E. Brown's Some Like It Hot 
zinger "nobody's perfect"! Gossamer (now named 
'Rudolf) returned as the hench-thing of a miniature 
green-faced Karloffian villain in Water, Water Every 
Hare, with the mad doctor having designs on Bugs' 
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brain. This time our long-eared hero goes coiffure crazy, 
giving the Tango-tinted beast a fetching new hairdo, 
finished off with TNT rollers! Sarcophagi, "spider 
goulash", invisibility, a giant robot, a shrinking lotion, 
even a water-cooler all contribute to the comedy 
conveyor-belt. 
 
Chuck Jones even tried his hand at psychological frights. 
His mouse duo Hubie and Bertie featured in a number of 
short subjects, playing mind games and exacting mental 
torture upon the fragile and pliable Claude Cat. 1949's 
The Hypo-Chondri-Cat represents the apogee of their 
celluloid crack-up activity, as their cruel antics help 
persuade poor Claude that he is sick beyond treatment. 
Michael Maltese contributes a clever script ("he's turnin' 
plaid!"), the antagonists conjure up a vicious-looking 
assortment of 'operating tools', there's a divertingly 
abstract sequence three-quarters of the way through, 
Claude gets a glimpse of his own grave, and the hapless 
moggy is last seen dressed as a golden-winged angel, 
drifting up and away to a balloon-propelled and 
decidedly uncertain fate. 
 
Former Warner Bros. employee Tex Avery had jumped 
ship for MGM in the early forties, and if you'd been 
impressed by his innovative work with Bugs, Porky and 
Daffy, you hadn't seen anything yet. Avery transformed 
the art of the animated programmer short during the 
war years, developing (amongst other trademark 
stylings) his signature exaggerated 'separated body 
parts' technique which saw surprised/scared characters 
leaping into mid-air suspension, limbs temporarily 
severing, and multiplying saucer-shaped eyeballs 
popping out of their sockets and across the frame. 
Instantly influential - every cartoonist in town stole the 
concept  - it's still being imitated today, and not merely 
in animation. Think 'Large Marge' in Pee-Wee’s Big 
Adventure, think huge chunks of Jim Carrey's career, 
think Thomas Malling's nutzoid Nazi live-action Avery 
homage in ABCs Of Death. Since the process of tearing 
his hand-drawn hams to pieces, coupled with the 
gibbering psychosis of Screwy Squirrel and his ilk, was all 
part of the Avery way, Tex barely needed to dabble in 
conventional horror; but his wondrous 'old dark house' 
spoof Who Killed Who? (1943) is an all-time great, one 
for the ages. Overflowing with murder-mystery take-
offs, non-sequiturs and silly spot-gags, this is eight 
minutes of wild fun within the confines of desolate 
manor house 'Gruesome Gables' (early on, we pan past 
a framed wall-hanging helpfully advising "Spooky, Isn't 
It?" as thunder rages, a girlish scream cuts through the 
fetid air and an unexplained throaty fiendish chuckle 
suggests depravity beyond our imagination). Another of 
those ever-amusing flashing neon signs announces "The 
Victim", and we're off on a headlong cavalcade of 
sinister laffs. Said target is a lugubrious bespectacled 
bloodhound in a smoking jacket, seen reading the very 
book on which the cartoon we are watching is 'based', 
with consequent awareness that he is about to be 
"bumped off". A string of magnificent macabre visual 
and verbal jokes is paraded before us, although much of 
the humour is aimed squarely at audiences of the day - 
Jerry Colonna appears among an endless pile of toppling 

corpses, there's a groan-inducing pun about actor Red 
Skelton, and so on. Avery throws in the funniest Santa 
Claus cameo in film history, and gives us his own unique 
spin on ghosts, bottomless pits, eyes glaring through 
peepholes, baleful servants, and all the standard Agatha 
Christie and haunted house schtick that comes in for 
merciless ribbing here. Far less successful was the British 
Animated Productions offering Old Manor House (1948), 
with Bubble & Squeek (a red-nosed everyman chap and 
his spluttering motor car) in one of their handful of 
outings, happening upon the titular property during a 
storm and disturbing the geriatric moustachioed mouse 
owner ("By gad, sir - strangers! There's been no-one 
here for two thousand generations"). A misguided bid to 
import the frantic American method, this largely results 
in confusion at the expense of story, but patient viewers 
are rewarded by a brief shot of the lumbering 'Frankie 
Stein' and a bit of fake ghostliness at the end with the 
crabby old mouse covered by a white parachute and 
staggering around on stilts. Obscure credit-spotters will 
note that Hugh Gladwish, later to direct the live action 
cult items The Ghost Goes Gear (with The Spencer Davis 
Group) and Cucumber Castle (with the Bee Gees and 
Frankie Howerd), is prominent among the team of 
B.A.P.'s animators. 
 
MGM's major cartoon stars Tom & Jerry did their share 
of horror, though like Avery the popular cat/mouse 
duo's output was so immersed in violent and extreme 
imagery that they scarcely needed to 'go genre' (to this 
day I maintain that The Dog House from 1952, seven 
minutes of relentless mayhem, is the most violent film 
I've ever seen; and the ultra-depressing Blue Cat Blues 
from 1956, with its suicidal fadeout, is darker and 
bleaker than anything Hammer or 'Golden Age' 
Universal ever sent our way...). Dr. Jekyll And Mr. Mouse 
doesn't quite live up to the promise of that tantalising 
title but proves a good deal of fun anyhow  - Tom whips 
up a potion out of ingredients including ammonia and 
mothballs in a bid to kill off his mouse nemesis, but only 
causes Jerry to take on a Schwarzenegger-like muscular 
physique and vast increase in strength. The earlier 
Fraidy Cat has Tom creeping himself out by listening to 
horror stories on the radio; the canny Jerry takes 
advantage by going through a variety of 'fake spook' 
scare routines. Late-fifties Cinemascope production The 
Flying Sorceress has Tom applying for the post of a little 
old lady's feline companion; he winds up at the daunting 
abode of a witch, voiced by June Foray, resulting in 
broomstick antics and the shock image of seven cat 
gravestones with an eighth reserved for a prospective 
new occupant... 
 
There's so much more to unearth in the world of 
animated anxiety and cartoon chills. Try also Friz 
Freleng's trilogy Dr. Jerkyl’s Hide (1954), Hyde And Hare 
(1955) and Hyde And Go Tweet (1960); Frankenstein’s 
Cat (1942), one of the early adventures of Terrytoons' 
'Mighty Mouse'; Transylvania 6-500 (1963) pitting Bugs 
Bunny against one 'Count Bloodcount'; Frank Tashlin's 
Have You Got Any Castles? (1938), packed with monster 
favourites; and Chuck Jones' series teaming Porky Pig 
and Sylvester, Scaredy Cat (1948), Claws For Alarm 
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(1954) and Jumpin’ Jupiter (1955). Plenty of scope for 
further research and lots more chuckles there, but for 
now we'll conclude with a far more sombre piece, the 
superb Ted Parmalee adaptation of Poe's The Tell-Tale 
Heart, made for United Productions of America in 1953. 
This angular, stylised, and profound take on the classic 
source is beautifully narrated by James Mason and 
manages to match his increasingly nervy commentary 
with fractured, vivid visuals. Stark opening titles set the 
tone, white on midnight black: "this story is told through 
the eyes of a madman......... who, like all of us, believed 
that he was sane". Distinguished by its somewhat 
'American Gothic' design, its ambitious and well-utilised 
camera movement, its skill with shadow, shape, and 
perspective, its sparse, moody soundtrack, and Mason's 
anguished pronunciation and nagging repetition of that 
dread-filled phrase "the Eye!", The Tell-Tale Heart is a 
mini-masterpiece, demanding your complicity and 
concentration, shooting its cold tendrils out to squeeze 
against your throbbing brain and freeze your blood, a 
matchless feast of fear. It even uses its own limiting 
brevity to great effect (fleeting seconds after placing the 
body beneath the floorboards, Mason's cry of "uhh? So 
soon" at the fateful knock on the door catches us off  
guard), and the closing moments, dominated by those 
giveaway pounding beats that may be nothing more 
than the heightened sound of dripping water, are 
riveting. 
 
So, I think we've established that horror in cartoon form 
can be as effective, as entertaining, and as eerie as any 
live action counterpart. It's time to cel your soul, get re-
animated, and acquaint yourself with some 'Termite 
Terrors'. There's only one way out of this piece, 
naturally. A nervous, spooked, big WBD-worthy stutter 
and a cry of "th-th-th-th-that's all folks!". What's up, 
mad doc? 
 
 

CRAZE 

The importance of bric-a-brac to the horror genre has 
gone largely unnoticed, at least on a conscious level - 
and yet, just stop for a second and ponder precisely how 
many short stories, television episodes, comic books, 
novels, and movies you've encountered where the plot 
revolves around the spooky or satanic qualities to be 
found within some otherwise ordinary looking item of 
furniture, piece of silverware, gloomy painting, or weird 
objet d'art. Where would the Amicus anthologies be 
without their possessed pianos, mystical shears, 
supernaturally-infused cloaks and suits, exotic wish-
granting figurines, weird canvases - so vital were such 
physical props and desirable bits of jumble to the 
Amicus films that their 1973 entry From Beyond the 
Grave was entirely devoted to the odds and sods found 
in a little tucked-away treasure trove named 
'Temptations Ltd.', where flat-capped Peter Cushing puts 
on a winningly atrocious northern accent and flogs 
haunted mirrors, military medals, snuff tins, and ornate 
portals to the beyond to his unwitting customers, whose 
attitudes and dishonesty pre-determine their ultimate 
fates.  

As seasoned horror fans I'm certain you can all recall 
many more instances of a fright-flick plot being triggered 
by the handling or purchase of a vintage find tucked 
away at the back of a junk shop or fought over by 
enthusiastic bidders at a tightly-contested auction. One 
of the most notable arrived via an unexpected source. 
When the TV show Friday the 13th - the Series was 
announced in the late 80s, slasher buffs the world over 
vocally expressed disappointment that this new arrival 
wouldn't depict the continuing slaughter-saga of 
hockey-masked nutjob Jason Voorhees; to the chagrin of 
many, the small screen Friday focused upon Vendredi's, 
a store whose owner has brokered - and broken  - a deal 
with the Devil, leading to his demise, the claiming of his 
soul, and the placing of a curse on all of the sale stock. 
Relatives assume control of the business and begin to 
offload the store's contents, until an expert in the occult 
advises of their terrible error, setting the scene for three 
seasons of surprisingly high-quality dramas in which 
they must hunt down the cursed bits and pieces one by 
one. 

And so to Infernal Idol. No, nothing to do with Simon 
Cowell and the hellish depths of 21st century Saturday 
night gogglebox 'entertainment', but a quickie 1967 
potboiler by Henry Seymour, subtitled "A Novel of 
Witchcraft and Ritual Murder". Seymour's yarn told of 
Neal Mottram, a trader in ornaments, figurines and the 
like who is bequeathed a ghastly carved wooden African 
statue by a deceased explorer acquaintance; no sooner 
has this happened than Mottram is improbably 
approached by a witch cult who identify the idol as 
'Chuku' and request use of the totem as a centrepiece 
for a session of frenzied naked writhing. Being quite a 
fan of frenzied naked writhing, Neal agrees - on the 
proviso that   a) they stage their bacchanal in his 
basement and   b) that he can watch... before long, an 
ex-customer threatening blackmail over some dodgy 
vase trips and gorily impales herself on the prongs of the 
trident Chuku wields as an accessory, and this 
inadvertent 'human sacrifice' seems to lead to good 
fortune for Mottram when he discovers a cache of gold 
sovereigns hidden away inside a secret desk drawer. 
Naturally, he links the two equally ludicrous events and 
embarks on a murder spree in the belief that Chuku will 
exchange additional rewards for blood. 
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This rubbish wasn't exactly crying out for a screen 
adaptation, but the demand of the British public (and, 
more pertinently, movie distributors and cinema chains) 
for sleazy fare of this type had achieved some sort of 
peak by 1973. Lo and behold, before they knew it 
unsuspecting audiences were confronted with Craze, 
based (with a few weird tweaks) on the outpourings 
from Seymour's typewriter and resembling those 
overheated, outrageous contemporary imports from the 
Spanish or Italian horror conveyor belts as opposed to 
anything local rivals Hammer, Amicus or even the 
occasionally sex-crazed/violence-minded Tigon were 
currently offering.  

Actors found film work in short supply in the U.K. during 
the seventies, which explains why our sex comedies, pop 
music frivolities, and shockers were so frequently 
populated by stellar names slumming it for a day or two. 
Sometimes this resulted in the entire topline cast of a 
movie being made up of familiar folk who really ought 
not to have shown their faces within several miles of the 
studio. Check your reference books or the IMDb to note 
the bizarre array of famous stars appearing in Theatre of 
Blood, The Comeback, Vampira, The Legacy and the like 
for choice examples. Craze benefited more than most, 
seemingly attracting the award-laden cream of Brit-
based talent during a presumably collective period of 
what those in the biz term "resting". A Ben-Hur Oscar 
winner, legends from the likes of Brief Encounter and 
Shane, the crazed nun from Black Narcissus, the stars of 
Satyricon and Nicholas and Alexandra, a renowned 
character player from countless war pictures of the 50s 
and 60s, Britain's own blonde bombshell response to the 
platinum triple threat posed by Marilyn/Jayne/Mamie, 
Dudley Moore's ex-wife, even the dowager Dame who 
transformed the phrase "a handbag" into a multi-
syllabled classic comedy quip in The Importance of Being 
Earnest. For Chuku's sake, what on earth was this bunch 
doing in this heap of old tat?  

Hollywood royalty, although perhaps of the minor or 
disreputable variety, was at the heart of Craze in the 
craggy, rugged form of Jack Palance. If this appeared to 
be something of an unlikely casting coup, bear in mind 
that Palance had previously worked for Amicus in 
Torture Garden (impressively locking horns with Peter 
Cushing in a refined version of Robert Bloch's 'The Man 
Who Collected Poe') and was to move on from Craze to 
gruffly portray Dracula in Dan Curtis' daring stab at 
Stoker. At one point Craze went on circuit release in 
Britain in an intriguing double-bill with Cat and Mouse, a 
horror-tinged Pinewood-lensed psychothriller featuring 
Kirk Douglas and Jean Seberg, further evidence that our 
home productions were curiously capable of luring in 
the cream of American megastardom around this time.  

Although Mottram is intended to be English through and 
through, Palance essays him in his patented lizard-eyed, 
weatherbeaten, cheroot-toking manner, underplaying 
for all he's worth and never emoting or projecting when 
a raspy whisper will suffice. Tellingly, his one concession 
to the character's nationality arrives when the script 
forces Jack into a corner  - picking up eternal Euro-
dollybird Julie Ege in a shady den of iniquity, he has to 

deliver a line about "British hospitality" and so foregoes 
the Palance-isms just for two seconds, to instead 
attempt a parody of an imitation of a spoof of a typical 
jolly-hockey-sticks gent. It makes Dick Van Dyke sound 
like Olivier. 

Palance is a riot throughout, clad in a succession of 
sensational patterned shirts and at one point sporting a 
neon-ultramarine polo neck sweater eye-popping 
enough to convince you that someone somewhere has 
managed to create a new shade of blue. After Jack has 
vigorously rammed a pointed stake through Dame Edith 
Evans (memo to all other members of the acting 
profession, alive or dead  - Jack P did this, you never will. 
Bow down in worship...), marvel at the way in which he 
nonchalantly flings the bloodied wooden murder 
implement out of a train carriage window! He's a 
veritable babe magnet throughout, too  - it takes him 
mere micro-seconds to get the fragrant Ms. Ege romping 
between the sheets, he pays a red-blooded visit to 
fright-wigged tart-with-a-heart (not to mention 
matching cupboards packed to the gunnels with erotic 
vibrating massage equipment and S&M/bondage 
accoutrements) Suzy Kendall, and liaises with a lusty, 
one-cherry-brandy-and-she's-anybody's guesthouse 
landlady played by the estimable Diana Dors - this latter 
episode forming part of an astoundingly elaborate ruse 
on Mottram's part to establish an alibi involving hand 
delivery of some "Indian brasswork" to a client, spurious 
repairs to his motor vehicle and the pretend bedding of 
an old flame. Dors is typically terrific here, with the 
faintest echoing traces of her days as our very own 
glamour queen all laced in with a rather sad, desperate 
portrayal of a beauty gone to seed and clinging on to 
former sexual glories. It's a brilliant, detailed cameo, 
brimful with faded dreams and haggard weariness, and 
also helps to make some sense out of one of the film's 
more outré sections (that's certainly saying something in 
this picture!) 

In his quality to-camera visual essay on Craze, forming 
part of the extensive extras package on Nucleus' DVD 
remaster issued in April 2016, ever-informative expert 
researcher/commentator Jonathan Rigby talks at length 
about producer Herman Cohen, a man with a notable 
pedigree of sorts when it comes to attention-grabbing 
fright flicks. In particular Rigby points out Cohen's 
regular employment of scriptwriter Aben Kandel, and 
the way in which this team constantly created an odd 
relationship at the core of many of their scripts  - that of 
a domineering older man influencing/puppeteering a 
younger male companion (this can be witnessed in 
Konga, I Was a Teenage Werewolf, I Was a Teenage 
Frankenstein, How to Make a Monster, Horrors of the 
Black Museum, Black Zoo and other trashy Cohen titles, 
with the teen vampire cheapie Blood of Dracula perhaps 
even offering a distaff twist on the theme, while 1967's 
Berserk! provides a welcome variation via its own 
disturbing mother-daughter conflict). Maybe the time 
was right for a gay spin on the concept, since a dainty 
Martin Potter assumes the pliant, submissive role to 
Palance's increasingly raving and tyrannical obsessive 
here. Although Mottram pursues the opposite sex, it's 
always a case of expediency, either with 
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murderous/'sacrificial' intent or (in the case of Dors) as a 
means to an end  - note that he manages to avoid 
actually sleeping with her (Michael Jayston's jobbing 
copper makes some rather crude and unfeeling remark 
about the landlady  - "one would have to be pretty 
desperate to sail into that port"  - but the chemistry 
between Dors and Palance is so potent that it comes as 
a bit of a surprise when the latter steals away without 
taking advantage, having used his ex in a more subtle 
way merely to establish/fake his 'innocence' pertaining 
to the killings he's compelled to commit). With Potter, 
however, there's definitely a homosexual undercurrent, 
never made explicit but heavily hinted-at  - notably in 
two dialogue scenes, one where Palance reminds Potter 
that he lifted him out of the gutter where his protégé 
was found turning rent-boy tricks ("sleeping in Hyde 
Park, hustling old queens"), the other where some 
younger acquaintances in a trendy bar jokily rib Martin 
that Jayston might be trying to pick him up across a 
crowded room. 

The set design, both interior and studio/exterior, is 
excellent. Mottram's premises feel like the type of place 
where you'd love to idle away a summer Sunday 
afternoon, and possibly pick up a bargain or a chance of 
a quick eBay profit. On the Nucleus DVD Rigby theorises 
that the street of shop fronts may be leftover sets or 
flats from the smash hit musical Oliver! (others have 
pointed out that Mottram's shop could also previously 
be glimpsed as the theatrical costumiers in The House 
That Dripped Blood's entertaining comedy relief 
instalment 'The Cloak'). However visually pleasing all the 
olde-worlde ambience may be, however, the absurdity 
of this juxtaposition of retail outlets can't be ignored! 
Should you happen to be in the market for a pair of 
carved Victorian bookends, a bunch of gladioli, and a 
takeaway chow mein, you're laughing... 

Craze provided yet more helming chores for the by-now 
increasingly fed up Freddie Francis, a master 
cinematographer who had somehow almost accidentally 
built a parallel career as a director of what he must 
surely have regarded as substandard fluff. His horror 
output itself seemed equally schizophrenic, split 
between accessible titles for Hammer/Amicus and just 
plain weird, difficult to see productions that rarely if 
ever found a home on television  - even our ravenous, 
eager 1970s 'monster kid' generation had to wait 
decades to grab a first look at the likes of The Vampire 
Happening, The Brain, Son of Dracula, or Mumsy Nanny 
Sonny & Girly. Craze did get isolated screenings on ITV 
every so often but remained one of the more obscure of 
Freddie's directorial outings. It's fairly perfunctory, with 
no discernible style and little to distinguish it from the 
competition. One innovation for Francis is the use of 
zooms and close-ups, but employing this technique for 
would-be ominous/frightening shots of Chuku himself 
has the slightly unfortunate effect of making the film's 
grimacing, goggle-eyed monstrosity somewhat 
reminiscent of that campy old favourite The Giant Claw! 
(Or as one on-line wag recently put it, "Homer Simpson 
with a fork"!!) 

These antique antics aren't a complete travesty, 
however. Craze is best approached in the same way that 
you might visit a place like the one run by Neal Mottram  
- it might be dull and musty, it might whiff a little, but 
just when you begin to think that the experience is a 
waste of your time, you may stumble upon a valuable 
treasure or uncover something worth your while. Hugh 
Griffith's insane pop-eyed and gurning cameo, the 
frequent sight of Trevor Howard's clearly-bandaged left 
arm (never explained), the utterly incongruous presence 
of Edith Evans, the obligatory-but-fun opening robed 
cultists/nude ritual shimmy sequence, the extraordinary 
Di Dors, and of course Palance wheezing away gamely 
while possibly glancing off camera and glowering at his 
agent - all combine to keep Craze immensely watchable, 
incredulous though you may well find yourself by the 
time the credits roll. 

 

THE UNDYING MONSTER 

Mention of the term 'werewolf' will likely set the 
majority of film fans thinking back to those fur-filled 
days of the early 1980s, a period where it sometimes 
seemed that hair, fangs, and claws were sprouting 
everywhere. Those canine cousins The Howling and An 
American Werewolf In London provided a startling 
double-header, reviving the then somewhat tired and 
dull concept of man-to-beast, making it all fresh and 
exciting once more in a flurry of air bladder effects, 
cracking bones, and a proud unleashing of mankind's 
wild side. A number of contemporary productions, from 
Wolfen to Full Moon High, extended this new reign of 
doggy dominance, and the transformation tango 
continued beyond the kennel via a variety of were-thing 
wannabes including The Beast Within, Altered States, 
and a surprise welter of 'Jekyll and Hyde'-based items. 
Searching further afield, the more analytical and probing 
students of this trend might even throw in the 
concurrent crop of schizoid gender-confusion gems 
(Tootsie, Victor/Victoria, All Of Me) as indicative of this 
literally changing era. 

As so often throughout cinema's rich history, however, it 
had all been done before. The early 1940s, a period 
steeped in global conflict and resultant widespread 
mistrust, had already offered up a string of shaggy-dog 
shockers and shape-shifting sensations. 1935's 
WereWolf Of London was a rare misfire from horror 
kings Universal, but more than compensated for by The 
Wolf Man six years on; the war years also saw Matt 
Willis in his now iconic fluffy make-up make-over 
stealing the show from Lugosi in Columbia's Return Of 
The Vampire; cursed Nina Foch as a lady lycanthrope in 
Cry Of The Werewolf; the Three Stooges as bellhops 
encountering a hairy man-beast infuriated whenever he 
hears music, in the team's 80th short subject Idle 
Roomers; and Glenn Strange injected with wolf's blood 
by George Zucco, with the outcome inevitable, in PRC's 
The Mad Monster. Throw in several monster-rally guest 
spots for Lon Chaney Jr's 'Larry Talbot', and add the 
classier feline metamorphosing Cat People and, at a 
stretch, the uniformed Hitler/lupine hybrid from Tex 
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Avery's magnificent slice of animated parodic 
propaganda Blitz Wolf, and it was clear that any public 
fears arising from the hostilities, about the identities and 
secrets of friends, neighbours, acquaintances and 
workmates, were being tapped into by Hollywood, 
subconsciously or otherwise. 

One of the real high points emerging from this glut of 
savage natural regression was The Undying Monster, 
directed by John Brahm for 20th Century-Fox in 1942. 
Fox has never been a studio identified with or defined 
by horror output, but you can't argue too much against 
a roster that includes The Innocents, The Omen, The Fly 
(both 1958 and - as a distributor - 1986 versions), The 
Rocky Horror Picture Show, Alien, and Argento's Inferno, 
right up to the recent retro crowd-pleaser (well, I liked 
it...) Victor Frankenstein. The Undying Monster holds its 
transforming hairy head up high amid such illustrious 
company. 

It's one of those movies that doesn't quite seem to fit in 
the way that film historians would necessarily like. 
Jonathan Rigby, in American Gothic, has identified the 
plot's debt to The Hound Of The Baskervilles while 
pointing out the clever sidestepping "crucial adjustment 
of making the youthful aristocrat, not a potential victim 
of the marauding hound, but the hound itself". And you 
don't have to be Sherlock Holmes to surmise that Fox 
must have gone ahead with this production in the wake, 
and healthy box-office, of Universal's The Wolf Man in 
1941. Where the Universal/Chaney picture is upfront 
about its intentions and content from the very title 
onwards, though, Brahm's film is more cagey, more 
secretive, which all works hugely in its favour. To the 
point where accepted wisdom/assumption might have it 
that he and scriptwriters Lillie Hayward and Michel 
Jacoby had adapted the classic Conan Doyle set-up, but 
laced in an interwoven sense of subtle dread surely 
lifted from and influenced by that peculiar new breed of 
modern terror formulated by Val Lewton and his daring, 
forward-thinking team at RKO. The Undying Monster 
plays very much like a patchwork taking its gothic cues 
from Universal but threading in a quieter, subtler, yet 
somehow more disconcerting sense of the unexplained 
akin to the Lewton series. One simple fact seems to 
knock all this theorising on its head, though  - The 
Undying Monster made it into cinemas one week before 
Cat People, towards the close of 1942... 

Brahm may well have fitted right in under Lewton's wing  
- though his genre output also always displayed a 
genuinely ahead-of its-time approach, and there are 
kinetic attack sequences in The Undying Monster, The 
Lodger (1944) and his masterpiece Hangovers Square 
(1945) that wouldn't disgrace a pacy 21st-century 
shocker. Occasionally when viewing a Brahm picture, 
you suddenly get a glimpse of cinema's imminent future, 
a scene or thrilling moment that looks as though it was 
filmed some forty or fifty years later. Cult movie 
specialist Danny Peary once breathlessly exclaimed how 
Hangover Square contains "wild angles, camera 
distortion, swooping crane shots, even a freeze frame!" 
and there's an equal level of experimentation and 
foresight present in The Undying Monster. It's such a 

great mixture of traditional and predictive elements  - if 
on one hand it thieves from Hound Of The Baskervilles, 
then on another it deserves recognition for sending in a 
mixed-sex two-person team to investigate the strange 
occurrences at the Hammond family mansion, with 
Scotland Yard scientist Robert Curtis (James Ellison) and 
specialist in dark/inexplicable occult-related murder 
cases Cornelia 'Christy' Christopher (Heather Thatcher) 
coming on like a trial run for Fox Mulder and Dana 
Scully. Ellison and Thatcher spar beautifully off one 
another, able to goof around (Ellison's ungallant parting 
shot at the close is a jaw-dropping dig at his prissy 
companion) while always remaining competent, 
workmanlike and thorough when it comes to the task in 
hand. This really is like watching an undiscovered forties 
episode of The X-Files at times, its male/female duo 
possessing differing yet complementary skills and 
displaying a healthy scepticism about the strange cases 
they delve into. What a shame that this was their only 
screen assignment. The late addition of "cobra venom" 
as a point of clinical discussion ingeniously throws the 
audience temporarily off at a tangent; and there's a 
particularly chilling development during a forensics test, 
when two strands of wolf hair are compared (using a 
"spectrum analysis" device reducing everything to a 
visual display resembling a barcode) until a light source 
causes one of the samples to vanish right in front of the 
investigating team's eyes! 

Even the orthodox trappings are given a Brahmsian spin 
- the director and his cameraman, the much-respected 
Lucien Ballard, work hand-in-hand to conjure up an 
exciting and constantly lively visual feast here. Certain 
individual shots by Ballard (notably one sumptuously-lit 
overhead of waves rippling around coastal rock, filling 
the entire screen near the climax) make you want to 
pluck them right out from the movie and frame them. 
The film's opening features the fairly standard mystery-
thriller device of a clock striking midnight  - but just 
marvel in wonder at the editing and the eye-popping 
chiaroscuro accompaniment to these baleful, 
anticipatory twelve chimes, whipping around to 
individual stark static images of a tatty ensign, a 
slumbering Great Dane, a roaring fireplace, a family 
crest draped in shadows and perhaps-or-not revealing 
the word 'devil', half of a suit of armour perched atop 
the mantelpiece, the gloomy-looking grandfather clock 
itself, etc, etc.  Brahm even dares to lift from Murnau's 
Nosferatu: Eine Symphonie Des Grauens during the 
climax (borrowing the outdated-even-in-1922 method 
employed for Nosferatu's 'loading coffins on to the 
wagon' bit of business) to give an odd, jerky velocity to 
the creature itself in long-shot clifftop scenes leading to 
the big reveal. It's not an effect favoured by many 
(Rigby: "a rather foolishly undercranked pursuit 
sequence features an insufficiently made-up stuntman, 
shinning up the cliff face") but I find it gives a truly 
unsettling aura of 'otherness' to the hirsute fiend. The 
obligatory ancient rhyme on this occasion runs: "when 
stars are bright/on a frosty night/beware thy bane/in 
the rocky lane"  - as Denis Gifford was keen to point out 
in our bible A Pictorial History Of Horror Movies, Rocky 
Lane was the name of a cowboy screen hero in Republic 
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oaters, and one wonders whether the bored writers 
might have been having a bit of fun playing with the 
form here, although as of 1942 Lane was gradually 
working his way up the billing, still yet to fully establish 
himself as a b-movie legend. 

Gifford also recorded that the movie, weakly retitled 
The Hammond Mystery for British consumption, was not 
surprisingly the victim of cuts on this side of the Atlantic, 
including the excision of the two brief shots of the titular 
horror at the climax, which must have made nonsense 
of the whole thing, a big build-up to nothing. 
Fortunately the full movie can be enjoyed intact by 
viewers today as part of the excellent, highly 
recommended 'Fox Horror Classics' DVD box set which 
also includes Brahm's psychological shock duo The 
Lodger and Hangover Square. With its faux-Cornish 
setting, its grand Manor House, imposing stained glass 
and eerie family crypt sets, fogbound studio 'exteriors' 
worthy of a Universal classic, Halliwell Hobbes on duty 
as the butler and Bramwell Fletcher in shifty form as the 
chief red herring, there's plenty in The Undying Monster 
to satisfy any fan of vintage chills and thrills. 

 

SUGAR HILL 

Be Afroed. Be Very Afroed. The title Sugar Hill may 
suggest that this 1974 outing will be blaxploitation 
femme-style in the tradition of the same year's feisty 
revenge actioner Foxy Brown or the exotically over-the-
top Cleopatra Jones, and to an extent Sugar follows in 
the fine footsteps of her illustrious sisterhood - in yet 
another vengeance-driven plot, she's the latest in a line 
of deceptively cute and curly-wigged vixens who mean 
business. But this time the quest for justice is laced with 
a horror twist! Although the film is set in the Louisiana 
bayou (and filmed in Texas), in naming the movie writer 
Tim Kelly may well have had an eye on bumping up the 
42nd Street box-office by attracting punters from New 
York (Sugar Hill is a district of Harlem). 

‘Supernatural Voodoo Woman' by The Originals (a vocal 
quartet often considered as the Motown label's best-
kept secret) features as the opening and closing theme, 
soundtracking a fake ritual as part of a floorshow dance 
routine in the trick title sequence, taking on a whole 
new meaning by the close as Sugar has by then adopted 
the mantle suggested by the number's repeated main 
lyric. Indeed, the soundtrack as a whole is excellent, 
though funk fans will be largely disappointed and 
befuddled  - after the promise of the main theme, we 
depart the soul train for something rather more 
dissonant and experimental in nature, not unlike the 
weird background sounds often heard in episodes of 
'Night Gallery'. (Incidentally, The Originals performed 
backing vocals on several Motown classics including 
Jimmy Ruffin's 'What Becomes Of The Broken Hearted' 
and Stevie Wonder's 'For Once In My Life'. 'Supernatural 
Voodoo Woman' was released as a single and is also the 
final track on side two of the group's 'Game Called Love' 
album. Singer Freddie Gorman had previously co-written 
the smash hit 'Please Mr. Postman'). 

The titular heroine is played by Marki Bey, in my opinion 
something of an unconventional beauty (disconcertingly 
reminding one of a sort of darker-skinned, female Elvis 
Presley! Examine closely  - Marki does seem to share 
Elvis' facial features, profile and bone structure in 
certain shots), but looking gorgeous in a series of figure-
hugging trouser-suits and other strikingly colourful 
outfits, not to mention constantly changing fashionable 
hairstyles (Sugar must keep visiting the salon between 
scenes!). As chief villain 'Morgan', Robert Quarry quietly 
impresses, in the last of his six-picture deal with AIP, 
though the relatively minor part cannot possibly 
compete with his dominating turns as Count Yorga or as 
Khorda in AIP pick-up The Deathmaster. Morgan's bitchy 
and somewhat racist live-in partner, Celeste, provides a 
juicy role for Betty Anne Rees, also fresh from The 
Deathmaster - here she spends much of her screen time 
antagonising Ms. Bey, making her terrible fate during 
the finale all the more satisfying.  

 

As Mama Maitresse, the silver-tressed fount of Haitian 
supernatural lore, Zara Cully turns what could have 
become a dull expository character into a force of 
nature, popping up unexpectedly from nowhere and 
dispensing her wisdom while creeping the hell out of 
everyone she appears before, friend and foe alike! 
Meanwhile, Don Pedro Colley has a whale of a time as 
the voodoo deity Mama M conjures up  - he's Baron 
Samedi, no less, yes that same devilish entity who 
featured on the Pretty Things' 'S.F. Sorrow' and 10cc's 
'Sheet Music' albums, and who most notoriously pepped 
up the 1973 James Bond escapade Live And Let Die. 
Sugar Hill's incarnation of Samedi is a booming, cackling, 
gold-toothed playful spirit from beyond who adopts a 
variety of earthly guises to assist Sugar in luring victims 
to their deserved doom. His cheery cabbie is especially 
riotous, indulging in a parodically subservient "yass, 
boss" kind of routine and even humming 'De Camptown 
Races' before depositing his hoodlum fare to meet their 
grim demise at the gnashers of some hungry, starved 
swine rolling in the dirt at a remote pig farm. As a 
bartender in another goofy scene, he even makes the 
most of that cheesy old chestnut about serving up a 
"zombie" rum cocktail. 

The storyline is streamlined to the point of over-
simplification  - Sugar seeks voodoo-fuelled revenge for 
club owner boyfriend's murder at the hands of 
unscrupulous hustling mobsters, promising to watch her 
rivals die one by one, and they do. It could perhaps have 
benefited from a scene or two putting Marki under 
threat, since she rather follows a Dr. Phibes-like path 
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here of setting the killings in motion, sitting back to revel 
in the results, and then moving to the next victim. At 
least the deaths provide as much variety as a Phibes 
slaughter spree, with murder by massage proving a high 
spot and bringing new meaning to the phrase 'comedy 
relief'. The movie even achieves a truly scary variation 
on that familiar trope in which the bodies of the film's 
many victims are revealed in tableau towards the end, 
managing to find a spine-chilling spin on such a standard 
shock visual. An attempted assault on one hapless target 
by a voodoo-powered severed chicken foot, however, 
may just be the film's true demented peak... 

The depiction of the living dead here is something of a 
one-off, eschewing the shuffling, shambling figures of 
most vintage zombie flicks while also avoiding the 
workaday sackcloth manual labourer concept of The 
Plague Of The Zombies and the new savagery of 
Romero's flesh-craving ghouls from Night Of the Living 
Dead. Combining 'graveyard earth'-hued body paint, a 
covering of shroud-like cobwebs, and most memorably 
of all, huge silver ball-bearings poking out of their eye 
sockets and glinting ominously as they catch any stray 
shaft of passing light, Sugar Hill's zombie horde are the 
remnants of buried former slaves shipped to America 
from Guinea, thereby adding extra edge to the already-
deeply-layered social subtexts. We're also offered an 
absolutely marvellous resurrection sequence, possibly 
second only to the classic Plague Of The Zombies back-
from-the-grave nightmare. Given the ubiquity of 
zombies on cinema and TV screens in the 21st century, 
why do we so rarely see this sort of thing from current 
filmmakers, taking most of their cues from Romero and 
successors, while proving ignorant of a rich preceding 
motion picture heritage as far as the ambulatory revived 
corpse is concerned? 

Kelly's screenplay is rife with significant and often subtle 
symbolism. In a brief pool-playing scene, for instance, 
Samedi is seen to fiercely knock the (white) cue ball 
pocketwards with the (black) 8-ball!  In an early scene 
where Quarry's gang mull over the murder of the club 
boss, for some unexplained reason the superbly-named 
African-American member of the crew, 'Fabulous', is 
seen shining Morgan's white shoes, Quarry cruelly 
delivering a put-him-in-his-place remark ("we'll make an 
honest nigra out of you yet"). Verbal racism abounds 
throughout  - but on all sides, with Sugar giving as good 
as she gets, constantly doling out insults like "whitey", 
"white trash", and her favoured abusive epithet "honk". 

Sugar Hill is the sole directing credit for one of 
moviedom's most commercially savvy producers  - Paul 
Maslansky's name will be known to the likes of us from 
the credits of those mid-sixties Michael Reeves-
associated projects Castle Of The Living Dead and The 
She-Beast, but a more general clientele may recognise 
him as the driving force behind the smash hit Police 
Academy series (reuniting Paul with our own 
Christopher Lee, of course, for the seventh entry, 1994's 
Police Academy: Mission To Moscow). Mahoney, 
Hightower, Tackleberry and the rest of the 80s' answer 
to the Keystone Kops somehow failed to encounter 
voodoo practices or lumbering living dead during their 

shift  - low comedy's loss is our gain, as Sugar Hill offers 
sufficient evidence to display Maslansky's skill and talent 
as a hands-on horror helmer. It's a shame he didn't feel 
the need to direct again, although I doubt whether he, 
his bank manager or his pool cleaner are complaining 
overly. Baron Samedi praises Sugar towards the end of 
proceedings, for a job performed "nicely, neatly, 
superbly", and the charitable blaxploitation devotee 
might well find themselves willing to offer comment 
along the same lines in respect of this entire enterprise.  

 

THE UNKNOWN 

Carnivals and circuses have constantly provoked 
fascination amongst filmmakers and filmgoers alike. Two 
of the three titles in Arrow Video's 2016 Blu-ray box set 
The American Horror Project vol. 1 were carny-centred 
stories, namely The Premonition and Malatesta’s 
Carnival of Blood, and there had even been an earlier 
70s horror film simply titled Carnival of Blood. I'm sure 
many of you can reel off a whole list of others, Cirque du 
Freak: The Vampire’s Assistant, The Funhouse, Berserk!, 
Carnival of Souls, Circus of Horrors, Vampire Circus, The 
Texas Chainsaw Massacre 2, House of Frankenstein, 
Victor Frankenstein. All started, seemingly, with The 
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, but even prior to that the very 
development of cinema at a crucial early stage saw the 
fledgling medium tied in with the world of the travelling 
show. Film and the funfair had enjoyed a symbiotic 
relationship, prior to the construction of purpose-built 
theatres for motion picture exhibition, with early movies 
being screened within a fairground environment; a 
situation that is maintained in adapted form today, if 
you think about it, with 3D and interactive 
entertainments forming a major element of the theme 
park experience so popular with modern thrill-seekers. 

Tod Browning's emergence as one of the major movie 
directors of the 1920s was perhaps an inevitable 
consequence of the intrinsic link between celluloid and 
the carnival.  It's been well-documented that Browning's 
early forays into entertainment included participation as 
part of a double act billing themselves, controversially to 
our sensitive sensibilities, as 'Lizard & Coon' (presumably 
Tod took the latter role, since photographic evidence 
exists of him in blackface alongside fellow performer 
Roy C. Jones). As a filmmaker Browning returned time 
after time to the showground or the big top, exemplary 
in his adoption of that old maxim about sticking to what 
you know, whilst also  - unwittingly  - re-cementing 
those bonds between circus and cinema. The lambasted 
and much-misunderstood Freaks (1932) endures as 
Browning's most familiar examination of a travelling 
troupe's tropes, and perhaps Tod's proximity to and 
understanding of such a lifestyle meant that he simply 
couldn't see or interpret his own film in the hostile, 
angry manner many critics opined. Time has seen sense 
prevail with regard to Freaks, which began to receive 
due and proper attention and respect when screened, 
after decades in the wilderness, at the 1962 Venice Film 
Festival in the aftermath of the recent Thalidomide 
scandal. 
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Examine Browning's filmography and you'll see evidence 
of the boy who ran off to join the circus over and over 
again. Even his later work  - the magic tricks and 
legerdemain of Miracles For Sale (1939), the "all an act" 
reveal at the climax of Mark of the Vampire (1935)  - 
revels in greasepaint and sawdust. 1927 kicked off for 
Tod with The Show, the film that contains that much-
reproduced image of Edna Tichenor as 'The Spider 
Woman' and which features an elaborate 'beheading of 
John the Baptist' skit as central to the ballyhoo-based 
melodramatic shenanigans. The Unknown followed hot 
on the heels of The Show, being released a mere four 
months later (with London After Midnight also cranked 
out by Browning and put into cinemas before the year 
was over)  - and The Show's major plot point, a villainous 
bid to sabotage the theatrical set piece and switch it 
from pretend-hazardous to fatal, proved an idea so 
effective that The Unknown pulled its own climactic 
variant. 

Looking back from our 21st century perspective, the 
Browning and Lon Chaney collaborations of the late 
1920s appear so very left-field and experimental that it's 
difficult to convince ourselves that they were 
commercial hits. Indeed, Chaney was officially declared 
as the top male box-office icon of 1928 and 1929 by the 
Exhibitors' Herald-World ('It Girl' Clara Bow being his 
female counterpart). The Unknown may be the wildest 
and boldest of the lot, so of its time and yet so ahead of 
its time, it proved influential for decades afterwards and 
may still be working its sinister charms on viewers 
discovering it at festival screenings to this day. Without 
The Unknown, whither the inspiration for Alejandro 
Jodorowsky's epic sideshow nightmare Santa Sangre 
(1989)? Would we have been deprived of that cultural 
icon of the 1990s, Verne Troyer's 'Mini-Me' from the 
Austin Powers franchise? Did Browning set a precedent 
for the mass acceptance of outsider cinema, ninety-
degree plot turns, the promotion to centre-stage of 
unstable or grotesque figures, and bringing surrealism to 
horror movies in immediate anticipation of Bunuel and 
his ilk bringing horror to surrealism? Might David Lynch, 
David Cronenberg, Tim Burton and others have 
floundered without the foundations set by Browning 
here, as well as in Freaks, and in The Devil-Doll? (one 
calls to mind the fairground monstrosities of The 
Elephant Man and Batman Returns, the collision of the 
gothic and the medical in Dead Ringers and Batman, the 
beyond-terrifying reveal of the tiny parental couple in 
Mulholland Dr., etc., etc.) 

"This is a story they tell in old Madrid... it's a story they 
say is true", the opening title card of The Unknown cons 
us into believing, immediately setting up a 
parallel/netherworld fantasy-real milieu against which 
this aberration of a yarn will be played out. Fabrication 
aside, before we know it we are offered an absolutely 
glorious introductory shot of a shimmeringly-
illuminated, palatial, somehow Eastern-looking and 
exotic circus marquee, positioned before an 
impressively detailed matte backdrop depicting a 
townscape succumbing to the fall of dusk, whilst in the 
foreground crowds of extras pile towards the glittering 
attraction and the promise of thrills and delights 

aplenty. Browning has a reputation among modern 
critics of mastering the grim and gloomy, but this 
incandescent vision serves as a reminder of his ability to 
locate his dark-hearted dramas in grandiose settings 
(West of Zanzibar, Road to Mandalay, Dracula). And 
we're off, on a breakneck trip into weirdsville. Chaney 
doesn't trowel on the make-up for once, his fugitive 
Alonzo is in some respects a traditional sweaty, haunted, 
on-the-lam criminal and murder suspect and any visual 
externalising of his inner torment is deemed 
unnecessary  - unless, that is, you count his unique (and 
giveaway, although I won't divulge details here) 
deformity, or his peculiar insistence on having an 
identically-costumed midget, Cojo (John George) 
accompanying him everywhere. As stated earlier, Verne 
Troyer's role as Dr. Evil's sidekick may have been 
inspired by this, as might Marlon Brando's adoption of 
Nelson de la Rosa in the ill-fated 1996 remake of Island 
of Dr. Moreau.  

As per that time-honoured ambition supposedly held by 
small children worldwide, Alonzo's desperate plight has 
him conclude that running away to join the circus is the 
most suitable means of evading the law. However, since 
this is a Tod Browning story, 'lying low for a few days' 
entails this ruffian masquerading as an armless amputee 
and teaching himself to accurately propel blades 
through the air using his feet. As you do. This over-
complex disguise leads to his employment by the show 
as their knife-throwing act. If you're beginning to regard 
the plot so far as being exceptionally demented, you 
ain't heard nothing yet! In one of her earliest starring 
roles, Joan Crawford plays the beautiful Nanon, the 
'glamorous assistant' target half of Chaney's perilous 
performances  - not just a pretty face, she's suffering 
from a massive psychological hang-up about arms which 
means she despises being pawed and groped; this 
extreme hatred of the male embrace leads Alonzo to 
conclude that he may therefore be her ideal beau, and 
unlike Meat Loaf, he will do anything for love and he will 
do that  - namely, blackmailing a disreputable surgeon 
into removing his upper limbs at the shoulder for real. 
Meanwhile, burly leotard-clad strongman/weightlifter 
Malabar (Norman Kerry) has been sniffing around, and 
being a fine figure of manhood, may be just the 
specimen to cure Nanon of her irrational fears. Hysteria 
piles on hysteria, to the point where uninitiated viewers 
may find themselves wondering whether they are 
hallucinating in black and white, all leading to a frantic, 
action-packed climax in which Malabar's own muscular 
arms may now be under threat of being torn from their 
sockets by a brace of galloping horses on treadmills! 
Phew! 

"The story is preposterous, yet it obeys its own 
obsessive dream logic so rigorously that it can keep even 
today's sophisticated audiences spellbound and 
appalled", claimed David Skal and Elias Savada in their 
highly recommended 1995 Browning biography Dark 
Carnival. I've seen evidence of this myself  - I brought 
The Unknown to the attention of Derby's Metro Cinema 
in the early 90s, resulting in a print being loaned from a 
San Francisco vault and unspooled to a mesmerised 
festival crowd; more recently, the movie was included as 
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a closing treat in the otherwise up-to-date, preview 
packed 2013 'Mayhem!' horror weekend staged 
annually at Nottingham Broadway, and if anything The 
Unknown felt more original and fresh than pretty much 
all of the newer fare on offer on that programme. I can't 
speak for the rest of the world but I've seen the film 
shown to East Midlands cinema punters at three 
separate screenings in the past quarter-century, and in 
each instance it has left viewers reeling and 
enthusiastically babbling in its wake. Maybe the movie's 
time has come at last  - certainly the critics of the 1920s 
were less inclined to celebrate and acclaim its disturbing 
psychology and its whirlwind calliope delirium. As 
recounted by Skal and Savada, The Unknown seems to 
have been the first occasion on which the press turned 
against the profitable and artistically progressive 
Browning/Chaney pairing, for what the authors term the 
film's "melodramatic morbidity". The New York Daily 
Mirror accusingly remarked that you may most 
appreciate the climax "if you like to tear butterflies apart 
and see sausage made", while the Evening Post 
commented that "a visit to the dissecting room in a 
hospital would be quite as pleasant, and at the same 
time more instructive".  

 

Browning's next production was of course London After 
Midnight, that Holy Grail of 'lost film' hunters and 
archivists globally. We're fortunate indeed that The 
Unknown didn't join that other 1927 Chaney horror 
piece on the 'missing' register - since The Unknown too 
was considered vanished for some considerable time, 
until a print was discovered in France among a shelf of 
unidentified reels marked 'Inconnu'! (the French 
translation of the Browning picture's own title, 
L’Inconnu, having caused the containing canister to be 
placed amid that haphazard collection of forgotten, 
mystery nitrate stock).  

Of all the shuddery, shocking, sadistic sensations to be 
found amid the Chaney filmography, if you dare step 
beyond the familiar ground of The Hunchback of Notre 
Dame and Phantom of the Opera there are many 
devilishly delicious and deviant wares on the macabre 
menu. The Penalty, West of Zanzibar and The Monster 
in particular demand the attention of any serious genre 
buff. But The Unknown is, for me, the greatest of the lot, 
the towering achievement of Browning's career and  - 
while less of a showcase than usual for Lon's trademark 
bag of make-up tricks  - perhaps the most brazen movie 
in which Chaney participated, where for once he wears 
the evil on the inside. 

 

THE CORRUPTION OF CHRIS MILLER 

When you picked up this book you probably didn’t 
anticipate finding the name of D. H. Lawrence within its 
pages. The controversial Nottinghamshire-born novelist 
and playwright turned out to have a considerable 
influence on a certain strand of horror, however, albeit 
tangential and arriving over 40 years after his death. 

Lawrence’s 1923 novella ‘The Fox’, published in the 
periodical ‘The Dial’, was the source material for a 
feature film adaptation released in late 1967. Directed 
by Mark Rydell, The Fox sees tensions arise and 
emotions quiver and waver when merchant seaman Keir 
Dullea arrives at his grandfather’s farm to find the 
property now under the ownership of a lesbian couple 
(Anne Heywood, Sandy Dennis). A sizeable hit in its day, 
and critically well-received, The Fox coincidentally 
happens to topline a trio with some form in the field of 
icy psychological chills  - Dullea having impressed during 
the nightmarish closing stages of Bunny Lake is Missing 
(1965), Heywood managing to survive the attentions of 
lustful psycho Jeremy Brett throughout tense lady-in-
peril drama The Very Edge (1962), and Dennis having a 
fragile grasp on sanity in Robert Altman’s then-
upcoming bone-freezer That Cold Day in the Park (1969). 

The intriguing and potent set-up of ‘The Fox’ in print and 
on screen, having a closer-than-close female 
relationship challenged and put under threat by the 
unexpected intrusion of a man, was to be taken up by a 
number of movies in later years  - even Charles Dance’s 
semi-comic vehicle for Dames Judi Dench and Maggie 
Smith, Ladies in Lavender (2004) adopts the theme. This 
minimalist plotline, easy to cast, attractive to actors, 
usually requiring little in the way of production other 
than a handful of sets and a remote location, was a 
natural for poverty/resource-stricken filmmakers  - and 
of course it’s a narrative ideal to be tweaked and 
transformed into a horror scenario! 

James Spader washes up on an Irish beach in Driftwood 
(1997), to be taken in and looked after by spinster Anne 
Brochet, a sculptress who turns out to have insane 
fantasies/desires and Misery-like tendencies. This 
seeming two-hander wanders into ‘Fox’ territory via the 
spectral presence of Brochet’s argumentative old 
mother (Anna Massey, virtually reprising her role from 
the previous year’s Sweet Angel Mine). Far North (2007) 
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relocates the story to the Arctic tundra, this time with 
Sean Bean seeking refuge at the campsite of Michelle 
Yeoh and Michelle Krusiec, their existence in a bitter, 
freezing environment becoming enlivened by the usual 
sexual manoeuvrings and adding in some truly upsetting 
Texas Chain Saw Massacre-isms by the shocking climax. 
Kaneto Shindo’s Onibaba (1964) predated Rydell’s 
filming of The Fox and sets its triangle in a swaying crop 
of reeds in feudal 14th-century Japan.  

Juan Antonio Bardem’s The Corruption of Chris Miller 
offers a Spanish take on the material and is arguably the 
most successful rendering of this two-girls-one-
guy/destructive interloper yarn, interlacing a strong 
slasher subplot and making superb use of its evocative 
locations in rainy Cantabria (though the elaborate 
interior sets at the Isasi studio in Barcelona stick in the 
mind too). 

Two British productions, falling either side of The 
Corruption of Chris Miller, demand attention before we 
progress. Roald Dahl-scripted, Alastair Reid-directed The 
Night Digger (a.k.a. The Road Builder) pitches moody 
handyman Nicholas Clay, a variant on the pretty-boy 
psycho so prevalent at the time, into a cauldron as he 
attempts to cover his murderous crimes by accepting 
employment within the household of one Maura Prince 
(Dahl’s spouse Patricia Neal, in excellent form). Tired 
and spent after years caring for her infirm mother, 
Maura’s frustrations lead to a fixation on the leather-
clad biker boy, beautifully jabbing complications into the 
standard killer-at-large tale in that time-honoured Dahl 
manner. It seems entirely possible that someone on the 
Spanish production may have seen Reid’s film and used 
it as a partial basis for their own work. In turn, however, 
Norman J. Warren’s 1977 science-fiction/lesbian/gore 
combo Prey once again does the ‘Fox’ fandango, with 
isolated couple Glory Annen and Sally Faulkner having 
their (less than idyllic) tryst shattered when ‘Anders’ 
(actually Kator, a dog-faced carnivorous alien) comes to 
stay. Anders is portrayed by a handsome block of wood 
named Barry Stokes  - who just happens to have been 
the male lead in The Corruption of Chris Miller… 

 Now if seeing D. H. Lawrence referenced here was a 
surprise, then what about Charlie Chaplin? Charlie, or at 
least a talented imitator, looms large in the powerful 
pre-credits section of The Corruption of Chris Miller as a 
torrential deluge rages outside a spacious Spanish villa  - 
within, the little tramp has been engaging in a two-week 
affair with a little tramp of a different variety, one-time 
cabaret star Perla (Perla Cristal), a snappy and rather 
ungracious theatrical type taking advantage of her 
husband’s absence. A soupçon of playful pantomime 
precedes a shocking scissors-slaying, and the picaresque 
figure hastily departs the scene, leaving a rumpled 
white-faced Chaplin mask soaking on the pathway by 
the property. 

Thus opens a sodden, remarkably clever rural tale of 
heated passions, jealousy, violence, foul weather and 
even fouler play. This is something of a rarity in the 
Euro-horror stakes, being considered a prestige 
production as opposed to the frequent (though ever-

entertaining) cheapo hackwork cinemagoers often 
expected from the continent, and directed by a major 
prize-winning name, Juan Antonio Bardem, rather than 
one of the genre specialists among the Iberian scene. 
Despite Bardem’s lack of toil at the terror film seam, his 
work here captures (by accident or design?) much of the 
same vibe that infused the contemporary likes of A 
Candle for the Devil, Your Vice is a Locked Room and 
Only I Have the Key, Don’t Torture a Duckling, The 
House with Laughing Windows and many further sticks-
set creepfests. British fans have in recent times begun to 
categorize a subgenre dubbed ‘folk horror’  - this 
continental wave of country village-located yarn 
populated by religion-dominated/suspicious of 
strangers/socially and sexually frustrated bumpkins and 
hicks may just identify a European equivalent. 

 

“You can’t get over it, can you? The rain still frightens 
you”. A simple truth, delivered by Ruth Miller (Jean 
Seberg) to tearful stepdaughter Chris (Marisol) as events 
begin to unfold towards the start here. And yet it’s a 
comment that holds hidden meaning and locked-away 
secrets, gradually to be revealed in due course. The 
turbulent existence of these ladies is soon further 
complicated by the arrival of lank-haired, guitar-wielding 
drifter Barney Webster (Stokes)  - first spied naked in 
the barn by Seberg, this wanderer has spent the night 
nestling amid the welcomingly dry piles of straw, and 
begins to try to inveigle his way into the household. 
Seberg feigns reluctance, but the sight of Stokes’ 
unclothed, muscular form as he rises from the hay 
seems sufficient to temporarily win her over. Before you 
can say ‘eggs’, he’s cooking up a batch for breakfast and 
is acting as if he’s lived in this place forever. Marisol first 
encounters him while he’s chopping wood in that 
standard but ever-effective oh-so-macho way - 
Bardem’s skilful use of the hoariest clichés is hugely 
impressive throughout, since he constantly lulls his 
audience into a sense of business-as-usual before 
ripping up the rulebook, and he’s assisted mightily in the 
task by ace composer Waldo de los Rios, whose first-
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rate score offers up a multitude of musical styles and 
forms, also mixing the expected stings and cues up 
alongside more experimental passages, and juxtaposing 
strident dramatic chords with restrained scenes or 
adding luscious romantic themes to the most tense and 
suspenseful portions. 

With so much water cascading through the entirety of 
the piece, it’s perhaps appropriate that the red herrings 
soon make an entry. Bardem is so comfortable, so at 
home with the standard tropes of the horror tradition 
that he makes all of the orthodox skulking around, 
hiding in the shadows, suspicious glancing, whispered 
conversation, and finger-pointing utterly riveting and 
seemingly essential.  

The constant precipitation sets The Corruption of Chris 
Miller apart as possessing both a visual and aural 
identity all its own  - yet there’s more to the storms and 
the endless drizzle than mere effect. Aside from the 
‘Fox’-like machinations of the storyline’s central triangle, 
there’s the complication that Chris Miller is suffering 
from disturbing flashbacks, beginning with micro-
memories of a sweaty weightlifter, but becoming 
increasingly lengthier and more focused until ultimately 
we begin to comprehend exactly why she has such an 
aversion to rainfall. One scene, accompanied by a flutter 
of pizzicato strings as Marisol reclines in a paddock while 
horses gambol and Stokes begins to nuzzle and kiss her, 
triggers a vision of her Naschy-esque tormentor 
pumping iron like there’s no tomorrow, equating him 
with the beefy Barney and instantly cooling her ardour. 
Verbal reminiscences about her dad running a puppet 
theatre prove no more comforting, as Chris can’t resist 
comparing Little Red Riding Hood, granny, and the wolf 
to herself, Ruth and Webster. All leads ultimately to our 
troubled title character fully recalling what happened 
once her grunting, grimacing ogre put down his barbells, 
and her water-based traumas suddenly all make sense. 
The ending, too, is enhanced by Bardem’s earlier 
attention to the weather  - the hasty actions of the 
mistaken Miller girls in the final few minutes may owe a 
strong debt to Dahl’s The Night Digger, as previously 
suggested, but old Roald himself would have been more 
than delighted to conjure up such a clever twist that 
comes springing naturally (literally!) from the narrative. 
No other horror movie has ever concluded quite like this 
one. There’s a beautiful sense of the supernatural, of 
justice from beyond, about the climactic greenery on 
show here, and yet its an almost unique image that 
manages to surprise even if taken at face value, 
achieving something quite special simply by presenting 
itself as being so very ordinary.  

The Corruption of Chris Miller features two extended 
and extremely impressive slasher sequences, showing 
up the paucity of imagination within the flood of later 
examples of the trend. No ‘serial killer’ here  - the 
bloody murders on show are committed by different 
people for a variety of reasons, and in one particular 
scene (surely an influence on José Larraz’s suspiciously 
similar Vampyres very soon after), two people set about 
the same prey at the same time, seemingly 
coincidentally and with totally separate motives. The 

major murder spree challenges all manner of early-70s 
taboos, playing almost like a one-man version of the 
Manson Family slaughter, as a farm-dwelling couple, 
their strapping son, bespectacled teenage daughter, and 
youngest child are rapidly bumped off one by one  - a 
cloaked and hooded fiend is responsible for the 
mayhem, hacking away with a nasty-looking curved 
blade purloined from the adjacent toolshed. The 
psychotic fiend has been permitted admittance to their 
home by his final victim, the small boy, who  - in a 
potent slice of symbolism with tangible implications  - 
misreads the oilskin-garbed figure as being that of a 
monk.  

The film’s title carries multiple meanings  - the 
revelation once Chris has experienced her fragmentary 
flashback in its full version, or the attempts at seduction 
by Webster, would both appear to justify the lurid 
affectation, but ultimately it falls to Ruth to offer a 
slightly more vague explanation. Her palpable guilt as 
she does so, however, is likely to pale alongside the next 
step in the game, everything left hanging beautifully by 
Bardem as he freeze-frames a striking two-shot in 
unnerving close-up while the credits roll.  

 

SH! THE OCTOPUS 

Warner Bros. were rarely major players during horror’s 
Golden Age, 1937 was hardly a jamboree year for the 
genre, and supporting featurettes running some way 
below an hour have never been given much attention 
even by the keenest fans. As for the response to most 
horror-comedies, don’t get me started. 

So Sh! The Octopus, an oddly-punctuated, largely 
ignored Warner second feature, heavy on aiming for 
broad laughs and released a couple of weeks before 
Christmas 1937, wouldn’t appear to have an awful lot in 
its favour. What a riot of a picture it is, though! 

Most of us probably became aware of it initially via the 
briefest of mentions in Denis Gifford’s ‘A Pictorial 
History of Horror Movies’. On page 157 Denis assesses 
the movie thus, in a mere sentence as part of a heady 
lone paragraph on Warner’s B-unit; “Sh! The Octopus 
(1937) was a comedy workover for The Gorilla  - which 
had been a comedy to start with”. That less-than-
tantalizing snippet was all this buff had to go on for a 
very long time, though that eye-catchingly unusual title 
wormed into a cranial recess somewhere and lodged 
there. Volume 1 of Donald C. Willis’ exhaustive ‘Horror 
And Science Fiction Films: A Checklist” offered a few 
production credits and a quote from a contemporary 
edition of ‘Film Daily’, listing the content thus; “deserted 
lighthouse, trap doors, octopus that kills, eerie lights, 
hidden death ray”, all making this sound more like a 
chapter-play serial than a six-reeler, while Walt Lee’s 
‘Reference Guide to Fantastic Films’ categorised Sh! as 
an ‘F-H-dream-com’ (fantasy/horror/dream/comedy) 
and elaborated slightly with the accompanying note 
“master criminal seeks death ray; huge mechanical 
octopus tries to clutch everyone”. 
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Just prior to Halloween 2010, the Warner Archive 
Collection released a 6-title DVD set of ‘Horror/Mystery 
Double Features’, comprising Find the Blackmailer and 
The Smiling Ghost, Mystery House and The Patient in 
Room 18, and yes, Sh! The Octopus, paired up with The 
Hidden Hand  - a more than welcome selection from the 
vaults! Finally having access to this elusive rarity, I sat 
down to view, with the usual trepidation that obscurity 
and ineptness might well go hand-in-hand. 55 minutes 
later, a new favourite had been added to my ‘seen’ list 
and I’ve since heartily recommended Sh! all over the 
place. 

It crams heaps into that restrictive running time. Let’s 
start with the octopus of the title. Ok, as shown, 
previous researchers have referred to a mechanical 
beast, and there is one  - but “octopus” in this opus has 
myriad meanings! Yes there’s a monstrous sea creature, 
multi-limbed. However, that aforementioned criminal 
mastermind also masquerades under the nom-de-
larceny of, you’ve guessed it, ‘The Octopus’; and early 
on in the proceedings, there’s a suggestion that the 
term “octopus” is also being applied by law enforcement 
officers to describe the various unchecked tendrils 
extending from the underworld into the community  - a 
newspaper front page heralds the appointment of a new 
police commissioner and proclaims his primary aim: 
“war on the giant octopus of crime which grips the city”. 

The credits reveal that this brisk little entertainment is 
based on not one but two plays  - that’s a giveaway as to 
the influence of The Gorilla, since during the opening 
titles Ralph Spence’s 1925 Broadway ‘old dark house’ 
spoof of that name accompanies a more direct (albeit 
less renowned) source in Ralph Murphy and Donald 
Gallaher’s 1928 stage thriller ‘Sh, The Octopus’. I 
suppose this was a 1930s equivalent of the type of legal 
minefield encountered frequently in the music business, 
where a new recording star samples or steals a bar or 
chorus too many from Stevie Wonder or Paul McCartney 
and ends up having to bill them as a co-writer. Sh! the 
movie soon establishes a breezy identity all its own, 
regardless of parentage, and the conveyor belt of 
several-quarts-into-a-pint-bottle content continues 
apace with the rapid introduction of way more 
characters than you might expect (it gets like Grand 
Central Lighthouse within the confines of the tower!), all 
of the expected clichés of a typical thunderstorm 
mystery, an excess of outré plot situations besides, and 
something of a twisted edge to the comedy relief.  

 

The first reel even suggests that Italian horror maestro 
Dario Argento may well be a fan - those glowing eyes 
burning out from the pitch black behind a secret panel 
anticipate the equally artificial-looking orbs glimpsed 
near the start of Suspiria, and the comparison becomes 
further justified with an extraordinarily ambitious 
overhead shot looking down from the apex of the 
lighthouse interior, upsettingly revealing a hanging 
corpse dangling from the rafters. Presumably the 
lighthouse set is a hold-over from a more expensive 
production, but it is put to tremendously eerie use here, 
with neat little nautical touches and bits of set dressing 
(for instance that shot of the eyes has trawler netting 
draped across the portal). 

Popular sound-era comic Hugh “hoo-hoo” Herbert and 
dependable second-string bit player Allen Jenkins (once 
described as “the greatest scene-stealer of the 1930s” 
by the New York Times) are here teamed as squad car 
police duo Kelly and Dempsey, and display such easy-
going chemistry that it’s a huge shame they didn’t catch 
on as a screen partnership. On a rainy evening’s patrol 
they encounter a screaming dame (Marcia Ralston, 
whose lungs get a workout of Fay Wray proportions as 
the movie unspools!), claiming that her stepfather has 
been murdered at a lighthouse location on an island 
three miles out to sea. Stepdaddy is said to be “the 
inventor of a radium ray”, about which we are informed 
“whoever controls it controls the world”. 

Events unfold at a beyond-frantic, almost screwball pace  
- cast members emerge with such frequency that you 
suspect the film’s central structure has been fitted with 
a revolving door to go with its rotating illuminated 
warning lamp (“for a small lighthouse, business is very, 
very good!”), pithy gags compete against whirlwind 
exposition or gruffly-barked threats, and the excuses put 
forward to explain the presence of each participant are 
so wild and woolly that you do suspect mass deceit from 
a very early stage  - that potential flaw in the script is 
miraculously turned into a virtue, since right to the very 
end the film toys with the notion of identity, disguise, 
subterfuge, personae.  

Among the supporting cast, George Rosener makes a 
terrific impression as a salty old seadog calling himself 
‘Captain Hook’ and more than living up to the billing as 
he sports a vicious curved spike in place of his missing 
right hand. The Peter Pan associations of his given name 
are extended by his oft-pronounced hatred of ticking 
clocks, and his penchant for going murderously berserk 
should he hear such an incessantly repetitive sound. 
Bedraggled partygoer Polly Crane (played by Margaret 
Irving) has supposedly ditched her boyfriend and taken 
to a motorboat, surviving when the launch fetches up on 
the rocks surrounding the island - Irving has a ball as the 
sassy, wisecracking Polly, with a waspish verbal barb for 
any given development. Once it is revealed that the 
hanged ‘corpse’ is merely a stuffed lifesize mannequin 
covered in ketchup, somebody confirms that it is only a 
dummy and Irving is right in there with a suitable retort, 
“it’s in good company!”. She’s a joy to watch and listen 
to throughout. 
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Sh! The Octopus gave cinema audiences of the era a 
brief foretaste of what was to come with the later series 
of horror comedies starring Bud Abbott and Lou 
Costello. Herbert and Jenkins have something of Bud 
and Lou about them, Hugh handling the scare stuff 
supremely well without lapsing into over-reaction, Allen 
proving to be one of those distinctive so-called ‘straight 
men’ who can ease into the funny material whenever 
required. Their camaraderie on screen is believable, 
neither dominates the other and there’s no perception 
of bullying or of one party regarding themselves as 
superior. Hugh excels in one lovely solo set-piece, 
however, when he’s left alone to guard an underground 
chamber - a candle with which he intends to light the 
gloomy space somehow winds up getting stuck to the 
shell of a passing tortoise, which lumbers beneath the 
wicker chair on which Herbert is parked. His roasting 
butt cheeks are the least of his worries, as his discarded 
shoes then seem to take on a hopping life of their own 
(they’ve been commandeered by a pair of frogs!), the 
stringy tentacles of the marauding octopus flail into 
view, and even a performing seal briefly gets in on the 
act!   

The sea-beast is a manky old thing, usually glimpsed 
only when its clearly wire-operated limbs flop through 
window shutters or around curtains - at one point 
several extra tentacles come into play, wrapping 
themselves around Captain Hook, and during an odd 
deep-sea diving interlude where Herbert (or his 
stuntman) descends into the ocean depths the creature 
can be spied in its full dubious glory, rather upstaged by 
a passing shark that also happens along. But again, the 
charitable viewer will find themselves enjoying the 
whole silly spectacle so much that they’ll easily forgive - 
or even embrace - a tacky, barely-seen monster like this 
one. 

“It’s only me, a harmless old woman”. Playing Ralston’s 
doddery old companion/housekeeper/nanny, here’s 
Elspeth Dudgeon, late of that oddball performance 
where she was called upon to essay the male head of 
the Femm clan in James Whale’s superb The Old Dark 
House. The official, carved in stone history of horror 
films has it that her Sir Roderick Femm was an 
unsurpassable career highlight, but fans of Sh! may beg 
to differ… if you’ve previously read anything about this 
movie at all, then its most likely been a reference to an 
absolutely startling special effects transformation scene, 
to which Elspeth’s line quoted above may serve as an 
ominous prelude. I’m giving nothing further away to 
new viewers here, but suffice to say that even the film’s 
biggest detractors have to admit the power of this 
climactic moment (Jonathan Rigby in ‘American Gothic’ 
calls the picture “tedious” but simply has to marvel at 
the “brilliant” visual bit of cinema magic on show here). 
You will not believe your own eyes. 

And that’s not the only big surprise Sh! has in reserve for 
its closing few minutes. As noted earlier, do remember 
how researcher extraordinaire Walt Lee commented on 
the ‘dream’ aspect of the flick, and while you’re still 
recovering from the major shock just before the end, 
you must prepare to face not one but two additional 

jolts. Late on, yet another secret panel is revealed, 
offering our heroes a Bride of Frankenstein-like choice 
of fates  - one switch will open the doors to permit 
escape, a second will blow the tower to smithereens… 

Finally, Officer Kelly has spent much of his screen time 
(when not clambering about precariously on dangling 
ladders, having blood dripping down his face, 
confronting an eight-limbed underwater monstrosity, or 
having his arse charred by a tortoise) fretting about the 
imminent birth of his child  - his unseen spouse has been 
in hospital preparing for the happy event while he and 
Dempsey have been investigating the strange 
happenings on the island. Well not only might Dario 
Argento have been taking notes, but it seems the 
makers of the then-upcoming The Wizard of Oz had the 
scribble pad out too, since that all-time Hollywood 
classic’s famous “you… and you… and you were there!” 
fadeout is anticipated by a near-identical resolution 
here! The arrival of the cop’s offspring is attended by a 
number of faces we’ve seen somewhere before. What’s 
more, Sh! The Octopus concludes in grand style, with a 
simply staggering exhibition of Hays Office-baiting right 
at the end. The Hays Code had been in place for three 
years at this point and much of Hollywood was cowed 
by the new censorship guidelines and regulations. Not 
our boys here! Again, no spoilers from me, but the 
glorious way in which this whole rebellious farce bows 
out will leave you shaking your head in gleeful disbelief. 

 

DR. BLACK MR. HYDE 

Has any motion picture in history arrived equipped with 
finer taglines than these? 

A Monster He Can’t Control… Has Taken Over His Very 
Soul! 

The Fear of the Year is Here! 

A screamin’ demon rages inside, turnin’ him into Mr. 
Hyde… don’t give him no sass or he’ll kick yo’ ass!  

… and finally, one that left poor old Alan Frank 
completely mystified when he mentioned it in his 1977 
book ‘Horror Films’: 

See What Ain’t. See a… Haint!  

Bafflingly, Mr. Frank’s brief but highly disparaging 
paragraph on Dr. Black Mr. Hyde claimed “the 
distributor’s advertising was fairly traditional for the 
genre”! Sure thing, Alan  - after all, Hammer Films and 
Universal were constantly using jive talk on their posters 
or getting Scatman Crothers soundalikes in to voiceover 
their trailers, weren’t they?! If only…  

For the benefit of Alan and other interested parties, the 
word ‘haint’ is said to have originated in the Southern 
states of the US. The online Urban Dictionary describes 
it as a colloquialism meaning a ghost, apparition or lost 
soul. A realist riff on the latter of those definitions may 
well be what comes into play here. 
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That fabulous selection of “how many tickets would you 
like?” promotional enticements serves to suggest that 
Dr. Black Mr. Hyde will provide the ultimate in 
blaxploitation  - are we in for a funky flick where a nerdy 
bespectacled resident of da ghetto quaffs a chemical 
brew and turns into Super Fly? Will we see him 
smashing brothers upside the afro with a silver-handled 
walking cane? Luring the laydeez into his secret boogie 
lab for a cocktail par-taaay outside of their wildest 
dreams? Marvellous though that all may sound to at 
least some of our readership, the movie inevitably 
proves a rather more sedate affair  - no bad thing in 
itself, though, as the production’s subtleties and 
nuances are every bit as effective, in their own quiet 
way, as those screamingly outrageous bits of ballyhoo 
quoted above. 

The low-key, subdued aspects of Dr. Black, as with so 
many of the more restrained productions at the 
exploitation end of the market, are as likely to be a 
result of budgetary paucity as arising from any planned 
intent. Director William Crain had impressed with one of 
the landmark entries in the new ethnic cinema, 1972’s 
Blacula in which William Marshall’s stately star 
performance as the titular aristocrat/vampire added 
depth and grandeur to what could have easily 
descended into farce. Say it loud, Prince Mamuwalde 
was black and he was proud, no doubt. Drifting back to 
the small screen to helm episodes of S.W.A.T. and 
Starsky and Hutch, Crain’s career sadly seems to have 
petered out soon after, with further stray TV work here 
and there, plus one more theatrical feature in the shape 
of the title under discussion here. As the Valentine 
Brothers had it in 1982, “money’s too tight to mention”, 
and boy does that show in Dr. Black Mr. Hyde. Blacula 
looks like a sweeping epic in comparison. The evident 
lack of funds is no hindrance, however - Crain is clearly 
working with next to nothing here but this state of 
affairs serves to lend a pleasingly minimalist quality to 
the enterprise.  

 

In the troubled and poverty-stricken Watts district of 
L.A., Dr. Henry Pride struggles to maintain the health 
and well being of his patients, many of who have 
nowhere else to turn. The kindly medic has a rapport 
with the neighborhood populace, always finding time for 
a friendly word or even occasionally slipping a few 
dollars to those in the most need. The have-nothings do 
sometimes lash out in desperation and anger about his 

fine clothes, his car, his status, but he understands 
where they’re coming from and takes it all in his stride. 
Bernie Casey achieves a touching and convincing 
calmness in the role, and while possibly cast for his bulk 
and his ability in action scenes, makes his Pride side 
stand out in a way that too few screen Jekylls ever have. 
The script manages to give the impression that he’s a 
genuine community man, balancing his time and serving 
the poor and sick against overwhelming odds, even if 
the lack of resources means that we only ever witness 
the occasional extra or bit-player shuffling into his 
surgery.  

Miriam Hopkins’ legendary, sexy pre-code turn as 
‘Champagne Ivy’ in Mamoulian’s 1931 Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 
Hyde set the eternal and unsurpassable ‘tart with a 
heart’ benchmark, but Marie O’ Henry is as close a rival 
as she’s ever had. O’Henry’s ‘Linda Monte’ character 
here again really fleshes out the bare bones of the 
production, the actress giving form and shading to the 
part and suggesting a considerable backstory and life 
struggle that simply isn’t present in the screenplay itself. 
Her chemistry with Casey in their numerous scenes 
together achieves an overt eroticism - at one point he 
invites her to dinner, on his part a purely platonic move 
to get to know and understand this somehow alluring 
whore/addict, all the better to help get her life back on 
track, but her purr “am I for dessert?” carries a thrilling 
electric charge. Later, as events take a monstrous turn, 
it’s Linda who attempts to get the cops to take her 
seriously when reporting that she knows the identity of 
the killer terrorising the Watts streets after dark - her 
internal torment spilling out as she damns the man she 
clearly has an unspoken love for.  

The heavy focus on social comment and the plight of the 
poor locals may not be to all tastes but should you enjoy 
your horror with a pinch of protest politics, you’ll find 
plenty to appreciate here. Of course the Jekyll and Hyde 
story usually opens with a slow build-up  - it always 
takes the good doc some time to ‘perfect’ his serum to 
his own satisfaction - but here the very notion of a 
potion is largely ignored or sidelined for a sizeable 
portion of the running time, and virtually introduced as 
a nonchalant afterthought once we eventually reach the 
big moment. Pride’s priority project is the regeneration 
of damaged liver cells, and so he’s developing a wonder 
drug to assist the afflicted within the surgery catchment 
area  - but experiments on a white rat cause the 
previously mild-mannered whisker-twitcher to massacre 
the other occupants of the same cage (out-of-this-world 
work from Willard/Ben trainer Moe Di Sesso here, with 
one extraordinary shot of the light-coloured beast rising 
up to tower above a horde of cowering, shivering, 
brown-furred rodents). His drive for success leads the 
doctor to foolishly test the concoction on a female 
human patient, who turns shock-haired and light-
skinned, hurtling into frame from below to startling 
jump-scare effect. Two failures behind him, Pride now 
tries to lure lovely Linda into becoming his guinea pig 
but she’s having none of it; left with only one course of 
action, he injects the hypo into his own vein… 
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It has to be said that Stan Winston’s special make-up job 
on the evil half of Pride’s personality isn’t exactly the 
greasepaint wizard’s finest screen effort, but taken at a 
symbolic level it’s rather fascinating. Casey acquires 
glowering yellow eyes, so far so monster, but his skin 
pigment turns ash-white (as opposed to Caucasian) and 
although he retains his trendy 70s hairdo, that also looks 
as if a bag of flour has been shaken into it  - perhaps he 
ought to have dubbed his narkier side ‘Mr. Homepride’! 
(a spoofier take on the material might not have been 
able to resist a ‘Barry White’ gag at this point). He also 
attains a measure of super-powers worthy of a Marvel 
or D.C. Comics nemesis, leaping athletically from 
impossible heights or throwing defenceless prostitutes 
further than he can trust them. Pride’s Hyde side 
performs a number of spectacular stunt falls too  - it’s 
no surprise whatsoever to find almost as many 
stuntmen listed in the end credit crawl as there are 
official cast members. 

Crain’s experiences on Starsky and Hutch prove useful 
when they come into play for his depiction of a buddy 
cop duo here. A short-lived flamboyant pimp, Silky (Stu 
Gilliam) is the closest Dr. Black gets to self-parody, so it’s 
pleasing to see that the multi-racial police lieutenant 
pairing is portrayed with considerable respect and 
friendship. The investigating officers played by Ji-tu 
Cumbuka (himself memorable as kipper-tied hustler 
‘Skillet’ in Blacula) and Milt Kogan work as a believable 
team and display little of the veiled racist banter often 
spouted between such colleagues (still very prominent 
this far into the 21st century  - see the wry insults hurled 
back and forward between the aging Texas Rangers in 
Hell or High Water, for instance). Cumbuka secures 
perhaps the film’s finest, funniest moment when asked 
to explain (for the benefit of Alan Frank if no-one else!) 
precisely what a ‘haint’ is; “a cross between the 
Abominable Snowman and Willie the Werewolf”! 

There’s a genuine authenticity and verisimilitude to the 
climactic showdown, which takes place at the famous 
Watts Towers. Fantastic elements and dog-hurling aside, 
you are given the sense that this depicts a proper police 
operation, with on-duty officers called in from all 
quarters and a real feeling of ‘getting the job done’ 
routine. The visually-stunning Towers are given their 
historic due  - at one throwaway moment the L.A.P.D. 
are instructed not to shoot at Pride, for fear of damaging 
the intricately-laid tiled fresco that surrounds the 
structures. Perched Kong-like atop one of the lofty, 
conical sky-piercing constructs, will Pride take a fall? 
You’ll have to watch to find out, brothers. 

 

CRIMES OF THE BLACK CAT 

Critics, fans, and perhaps even some filmmakers, love a 
label or pigeonhole. Maybe they don’t always admit 
that, but the shorthand ability to categorise and 
compare can be a comforting convenience. In our 
particular field, the early pioneers of shock and shudder 
caused no little confusion  - nobody quite knew how to 
pinpoint or identify the outlandish output of Benjamin 

Christensen, Paul Leni, Tod Browning, F. W. Murnau, 
Paul Wegener, as alien to one another as they were 
distinctly removed from the standard silent movie diet 
be it horse opera, weighty drama, punchy gangland 
crimefest or pratfall-laden bit of slapstick. Before the 
industry and the public at large began referring to the 
spooky escapades of Dracula and Frankenstein as 
‘horror movies’, seemingly during the 1931 boom early 
in the talkie era, one wonders whether other catch-all 
terms might possibly have been considered. Certainly 
one fitting umbrella description, with a continental 
twist, could have been ‘film noir’ - perfect in capturing 
the essence of Chaney’s shadow-dwelling phantoms, 
various devilish goings-on, and midnight-black mysteries 
set in and around storm-beaten mansions, alike. 

‘Horror’ was the moniker that clawed its way on to the 
back of such dark, uncategorisable cinema and stayed 
there, though - often to the chagrin or outright 
disapproval of its own practitioners! ‘Film noir’ had to 
bide its time and wait its turn, and indeed was perhaps 
better suited to its ultimate home in encapsulating that 
string - ongoing to this day - of bitter, shady, scheming, 
brutal, complex thrillers focusing upon down-at-heel 
detectives, feisty femmes fatale, no-way-out plotlines 
and a general air of weary cynicism. The frequent cross-
pollination of the fright flick and the gumshoe/scarlet 
woman screen conundrum has come as no surprise 
whatsoever  - horror movies and noir are easy 
bedfellows. In the days when supernatural occurrences 
seemingly had to be explained away to satisfy 
questioning audiences (or more likely, disbelieving 
studio executives), police work or amateur sleuthing 
could grab equal or even superior precedence to the 
faux-vampiric or to the misguided experimental 
dabblings of a crazed scientist; in turn, the first officially-
acknowledged noirs include Stranger on the Third Floor 
and The Face Behind the Mask, both exhibiting mucho 
horror crossover and heavily featuring the uniquely 
creepy and yet pathos-oozing presence of Peter Lorre, 
an actor with feet firmly planted in the ‘macabre’ and 
‘Raymond Chandler/Dashiell Hammett’ camps; and 
chiaroscuro lighting, angled set design and camera 
placement, twisted characters, and downbeat 
denouements would become as familiar to fans of Val 
Lewton as to those queuing for the latest Bogart-in-a-
shabby-raincoat offering. 

The ‘noir’ appellation continued to be applied even once 
the movies had embraced Technicolor, and the addition 
of rainbow hues couldn’t prevent Hollywood’s most 
talented from maintaining a grim, sinister feel when 
tackling crime/thriller material. Hitchcock revelled in the 
use of colour and gave his already sparkling reputation a 
genuine boost with a run of impeccable and increasingly 
offbeat classics during the late 1950s, and his competing 
contemporaries did their best to keep up. Henry 
Hathaway, one of the handful whose vast experience 
and skill might conceivably put him on a par with the 
Master of Suspense, had enjoyed a typical career 
helming a variety of styles and subjects from westerns 
to historical, seafaring and wartime drama, and his own 
50s output included a London-set item entitled 23 Paces 
to Baker Street. This was a tense, elaborate piece 
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starring Van Johnson as a visually-impaired playwright 
who overhears a clandestine and potentially 
incriminating conversation in a dingy local boozer, and 
develops an unhealthy obsession with this experience, 
recreating the details word-for-word on reel-to-reel 
tape, endlessly playing his recording in order to analyse, 
interpret, and formulate theories. Is there to be a kidnap 
of some unsuspecting individual? Or worse? He calls in 
the unconvinced authorities, and enlists concerned 
friends in the quest too, but rather ploughs a lone 
furrow as those around him seem more anxious about 
his own health and well being than about his spurious 
claims. Van’s sightless status leads to several exciting set 
pieces before he manages to help the hapless police 
arrive at a solution  - the undisputed highlight has him 
being led to the upper floor of a derelict war-damaged 
edifice by a seemingly kindly third party, who abruptly 
departs the scene and closes the door, leaving our hero 
staggering and blindly feeling his way towards a sheer 
twenty-foot drop… 

The Italian giallo strain of course had its roots in crime 
fiction  - as frequently documented elsewhere, ‘giallo’ 
was originally a literary signifier identifying the popular 
series of news-stand novellas, some original but many 
reprinting fiction by Agatha Christie, Edgar Wallace, John 
Dickson Carr, Cornell Woolrich and other doyens of the 
drawing-room mystery or pacy pulp paperback. Adopted 
by Italian cinema during the explosion of garish, ultra-
stylish murder thrillers emergent in the 1960s and 
1970s, the name nowadays carries instant recognition 
value among cult movie devotees. As is often the case, 
the true meaning has been somewhat distorted over 
time  - enthusiasts discussing the requirements of a 
giallo will obviously cite such supposed ‘traditions’ as 
the black-gloved killer and the close-up shots of their 
literal handiwork, the use of masks or other disguises, 
the wildly experimental soundtracks, the spectacularly 
extended slasher scenes, the modish fashions and 
interior décor as a canvas for artistic arterial spray. All 
de rigueur, all usually present and correct  - but buffs are 
wont to disregard the equally expected policier 
elements, the puzzle, the out-of-their-depth attempts at 
crime-solving by our decidedly unqualified protagonists. 
There’s a delicious, fluffy, screwball comedy-style 
romance at the heart of Profondo Rosso, but you’ll 
rarely hear fans discussing the Nick-and-Nora-Charles 
aspect of that Argento classic. For Dario himself, this 
was presumably intended to cement the relationship 
between the harsh, unforgiving nature of 1970s horror 
and a time when even the darkest film drama could be 
illuminated by sassiness, wisecracking, and a sense of 
the playful, enhancing the proceedings rather than 
being detrimental in any way. 

The Italian title of Sergio Pastore’s 1972 giallo entry 
follows the popular trend of including a number, while 
its export marquee billing carries an animal-related 
heading. Respectively, these are Sette Scialli di Seta 
Gialla and Crimes of the Black Cat. So very convoluted is 
the movie that both of these seemingly divergent names 
prove to be totally representative “does what it says on 
the tin” phrases! The former translates as ‘Seven Shawls 
of Yellow Silk’, which along with the killer tootling about 

in a lemon Volkswagen and a predominance of bright 
hues elsewhere, makes this a clear bid to be the most 
‘giallo’ giallo of them all! At face value it appears to 
borrow, as so many did, from Bava (Giacomo Rossi 
Stuart runs a high fashion house at the centre of the 
mayhem) and Argento (months after Karl Malden in Cat 
o’Nine Tails here’s another sightless layman 
investigator). Crimes of the Black Cat owes a larger debt, 
though  - and goes right back to the giallo’s noir source, 
since the screenplay by Pastore, Alessandro Continenza 
and Giovanni Simonelli ingeniously combines a serial 
murder spree with… the plot of 23 Paces to Baker 
Street! For viewers who know the Hathaway film, 
Pastore’s semi-remake is a clever and impressive take 
on the material, not only following a rough outline of its 
predecessor but incorporating specific scenes and even 
minor details throughout, while threading in plenty of 
grim and bloody slasher fare all its own. 23 Paces’ pub 
scene, where our blind hero overhears a significant and 
ominous conversation, is present and correct here 
(though interrupted by a wild progressive rock 45 on the 
jukebox, accompanied by gyrating dollybird, as opposed 
to the loud ringing of a pinball machine obscuring vital 
details in the original); further crossover elements 
include the lead character’s recognition of a particular 
aroma (perfume in 1956, a “fetid odour” in 1972, which 
might be a sign of less sophisticated times), the sizeable 
apartment in which Anthony Steffen dwells and the 
make-up of his household, the use of a clunky reel-to-
reel tape recorder, a frosty relationship with a police 
inspector, the placing of newspaper classified 
advertisements, and most notably the lifting of the 
Hathaway movie’s classic set-piece with Steffen now 
lured to a deserted industrial plant, suddenly left to his 
own devices, unaware that he is stumbling towards a 
massive jagged hole in the upper flooring and facing a 
lethal topple. 

 

Possibly in acknowledgment of the Italian horror film’s 
increasing global acceptance and popularity, their 
product in this period was beginning to spread its wings  
- Lucio Fulci and Sergio Martino had featured London 
locations in A Lizard in a Woman’s Skin and All the 
Colours of the Dark, Aldo Lado staged Short Night of 
Glass Dolls in Prague, Dublin provided a fresh setting for 
Riccardo Freda’s The Iguana with the Tongue of Fire  - so 
Pastore’s use of Copenhagen as the scene of Crimes of 
the Black Cat’s frantic activity added another pin-point 
to the giallo map of Europe. The Danish capital lends 
itself well to the form, particularly for English-language 
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viewers as we still notice a plethora of foreign street 
signs and shop fronts, and sense a certain ‘continental’ 
exotica, while perhaps subconsciously feeling an affinity 
with the cast here as they swap sunny climes for a 
duller, cloudier north!  

This being a 1972 Italian horror movie, let’s move swiftly 
on to the murders! Crimes is stuffed to the gills with 
them, remarkably so given its rather more staid mid-50s 
Hollywood basis. The typically black-gloved fiend’s 
modus operandi is worth discussing in detail  - if there’s 
a crazier method of dispatch in any rival production, or 
indeed any other motion picture at all, then I’ve yet to 
see it! For the majority of the homicides here involve 
the following checklist of items: 

One black cat 

One wicker basket 

One yellow silk shawl 

One dose of heroin 

An application of curare 

A splash of liquid repellent for use against 
household pets 

                                                      

Talk about making life (or death) difficult for oneself! 
Time was when screen psychos merely picked up an axe 
or a knife. Not our nutter  - you won’t believe what they 
go through to rid the world of their targeted victims. In 
fact the movie’s greatest achievement and lasting legacy 
may well be that it lends a true aura of terror to the 
mere sight of embroidery! 

Some viewers have considered Pastore’s direction a 
little pedestrian and underwhelming, but that’s not an 
opinion I can follow. The killer throws any pursuers off 
the scent (or, in fact, on to it…) by employing a stooge in 
a distinctive white hooded gown, and a scene in which 
this tragic drug-addled figure, a beauty gone to seed, 
receives a menacing phone call while jaunty trad jazz 
parps in the background, has Pastore stylishly focusing 
in and out of extreme close-ups of a solution-filled 
syringe and crazily-angled swinging shots of the 
telephone itself. One brutal attack sequence has a pair 
of cat’s eyes (yellow, again) thrust toward the assassin’s 
strikingly beautiful prey (and us) over and over in quick 
succession. As for a late-in-the-game shower scene, I 
hesitate to claim it as outdoing the all-time #1 from 
Psycho but you certainly won’t ever forget it; the rather 
ropey ‘special make-up’ job on display only enhancing 
the savage effect, curiously. 

For my concluding two-word judgment on Crimes of the 
Black Cat; well, as someone once remarked about 
Copenhagen - “wonderful, wonderful…” 

 

 

 

PETER READ! CUSHING IN PRINT 

One of the first points any fan will make about Peter 
Cushing is that, seemingly, "no-one ever has a bad word 
to say about him". Ironically, one of the very few 
occasions on which opinion did appear to turn against 
Mr. Cushing was upon publication of the two volumes of 
his memoirs - 'An Autobiography' (Weidenfeld & 
Nicolson 1986) and 'Past Forgetting' (Weidenfeld & 
Nicolson 1988). This was a great shame, as both books 
are hugely insightful and entertaining - they simply 
didn't include what the clamouring masses demanded, 
however. The fanbase took against the first volume for 
its failure to provide what they wanted, i.e. behind-the-
scenes stories from various Hammer, Amicus, Tigon and 
Tyburn sets; the subtitling of the second book a couple 
of years later stirred even greater ire, 'Past Forgetting' 
being appended with the tantalising come-on "Memoirs 
of the Hammer Years". It turned out to be no such thing 
and had everyone howling again. 

A great shame, really, for both are terrific reads. Slight 
they may be, Hammer and horror-light too, yet Mr. 
Cushing's autobiographies contain pleasures galore. The 
first book opens with Peter as a child, being mistaken as 
a little girl by the local constabulary, due to the golden, 
ribboned curls in which his mother made him style his 
locks; and it ends with a touching and doubtless difficult 
piece on the passing of his dear wife. Between these 
come amusing anecdotes, one after the other, 
concerning employment in a surveyor's office, walk-on 
parts in mid-thirties theatre productions, association 
with Laurence Olivier, and the controversy surrounding 
his big TV hit '1984'. Typical of the style in which Peter 
retells these tales is a yarn from his brief sojourn to 
Hollywood, where he illustrates the differences between 
the natives and the British expats - heading to the 
famous movie-star hangout Schwab's Drug Store, in 
search of relief for a sore throat, the young Mr. Cushing 
asks the assistant if they have any "gargles", and is 
surprised to find himself directed towards the shop's 
array of sunglasses! 

Despite the cover's prominent reference to Hammer, 
the second instalment of Peter's personal history 
launches instead into a mildly depressing prologue 
about him contemplating suicide via poisonous 
mushroom! Luckily things brighten up thereafter, with 
further jolly tales of theatre and television. There's the 
occasional mention of the film work for which we love 
him so, but little of the intimate detail that some might 
have expected. At one point Peter mulls over the 
numerous and varied death scenes he played for big-
screen consumption, concluding "re-reading this list, I'm 
wondering if there might have been easier ways to earn 
a living... but hey-ho, on with the motley". With typical 
humour he briefly covers his work on the spectacular 
prologue of DRACULA A.D. 1972 and confesses that he 
couldn't quite work out which generation of the Van 
Helsing family he was supposed to be representing! ("... 
whoever I was, I conked out after a ferocious encounter 
with Christopher Lee's stupendous Dracula..."). Peter 
also finds room to speak kindly of elsewhere-much-
despised Tyburn producer Kevin Francis, which tells you 
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a good deal about his warm and accepting nature!! 
Reluctant though the author may be to reminisce about 
his horror movies, the book offers other treasures 
making it an ideal entertainment to dip in to - most 
notably, the reproduced copies of fake invoices, 
telegrams, and hand-drawn 'newspaper articles' forming 
a surreal, Goon-esque, banana-centric correspondence 
between Peter and fellow cast members of Peter 
Ustinov's 'The Moment of Truth'! Also gut-bustingly 
funny is Cushing's increasingly frantic rewrite of 'The 
Twelve Days of Christmas', originally penned to amuse 
his old pal Peter Gray but presented here for our 
enjoyment. "It's costing me a small fortune in birdseed... 
I've had to get planning permission to build a farmyard 
and dig a pond to accommodate the seven swimming 
swans which arrived today, along with all the other 
pests... hostilities have broken out between the 
drummers, the pipers and the leaping lords..." 

Peter Cushing was certainly not averse to responding to 
literary calls for assistance - testimonials and 
introductions by the great man are abundant! Cushing 
provided forewords for many publications and 
collections, among them 'The Encyclopedia of Horror' by 
Richard Davis, 'Vampire Stories' edited by Richard Dalby, 
Peter Haining's 'The Sherlock Holmes Scrapbook', an 
anthology entitled 'Crime For Christmas', Joel Eisner's 
bio 'The Price of Fear - The Film Career Of Vincent Price 
In His Own Words', 'Holmes of the Movies' by David 
Stuart Davies, and the same author's 'The Tangled Skein' 
(a 'Sherlock meets Dracula' novel). A perfect example of 
Cushing's contributions to books of this type can be seen 
at the front of Stephen Jones' 1993 'Illustrated Vampire 
Movie Guide' - Peter quotes at length Bram Stoker's 
description of his creation Dracula, and then points out 
the resemblance to Spock from 'Star Trek'! He adds that 
his own paternal grandfather, Henry Cushing, was a 
member of Henry Irving's company for two decades; and 
playfully connects himself with Stoker (and for that 
matter with Dracula) by disclosing that all three of them 
(including the fictional vampire!) banked with Coutts & 
Co. in London! Unusually, Peter also seems to have 
actually read Jones' book, or at least checked those 
entries of personal interest, as he refers to his 
participation in TENDRE DRACULA (which Peter 
confesses to have "enjoyed making"), in particular the 
question of whether or not he plays Dracula in the 
movie. 

Peter Haining's name will be familiar to most readers 
here - notable as an anthologist, compiling and 
publishing collections of classic short stories, 
embellishing his books with accompanying related 
articles and features. In 1977, Arthur Barker Limited 
published 'Tales of a Monster Hunter', credited to Peter 
Cushing - this contained nine horror tales between the 
covers, supposedly selected by Cushing but presumably 
with something of a nudge from Mr. Haining, whose 
fingerprints are all over this. Nevertheless it's a volume 
that merits a place in any library, featuring stories 
pertaining to Cushing's career - sometimes he had 
actually starred in a direct film adaptation, as with 
Robert Bloch's 'The Man Who Collected Poe' from 
TORTURE GARDEN or James Blish's 'There Shall Be No 

Darkness', the basis for THE BEAST MUST DIE. Other 
inclusions allude to Cushing's work or have a more 
tenuous connection, Stoker's 'Dracula's Guest' or (to tie 
in with Peter's film debut THE MAN IN THE IRON MASK) 
Dumas' 'The Masked Ball', for example. Mr. Cushing also 
pens half a page or so by way of introducing each story, 
during which he praises Freddie Francis as a director and 
claims to have received many fan letters acclaiming his 
own comedic skills in the wake of LEGEND OF THE 
WEREWOLF, of all movies! 

Additional publications by Peter C himself are very much 
of the 'win the lottery and you can afford them' type! 
There's an item from the early 90s called 'Peter 
Cushing's Tudor Tea Room Profiles', published by 
Seaway Press in a limited edition, depicting caricatures 
of various 'victims' - customers and passers-by sketched 
by Peter as he relaxed in the Whitstable establishment 
named in the title. While just prior to Peter's death in 
1994, his 'The Bois Saga' saw print - it even got a 
mention in some of his obituaries, with UK newspaper 
The Independent calling it "a phonetic history of Britain 
on which he had been working for many years... 
featuring such characters as 'Ladee Go-Diver' and 
'Jooleeus Seesaw' ". Equally rare is a twelve-page 
booklet entitled 'Peter Cushing: A Celebration', 
produced to tie in with a tribute exhibition to Peter held 
in Whitstable - this is illustrated with stills and photos, 
and contains a piece written by Joyce Broughton, 
Cushing's secretary and personal assistant for many 
years. Another holy grail, as mentioned and shown on 
the blog of the Peter Cushing Appreciation Society, is a 
bizarre 1957 item entitled 'Three Men and a Gimmick' - 
the three men are Peter, Terry-Thomas and Arthur 
Askey, the gimmick is Sabrina (the hourglass-figured 
English model and starlet immortalised by constant 
name checks during 'The Goon Show'), and the 
paperback reprints articles about the lives and careers of 
each, puff pieces originally seen in the magazine 'TV 
Mirror', serialised and "in their own words". And on 
Facebook recently, renowned British genre researcher 
Paul Higson posted pages from an unidentified hardback 
(Christopher Gullo states this is the 1955 'TV Annual') 
with a nine-page article by Peter called 'Peter Cushing 
Talks Shop', in which the pre-movie-stardom but already 
hugely popular TV attraction discusses the viewing 
habits shared by wife Helen and himself, notably the 
adaptation of stage plays for the small screen. 

Naturally, a star of Mr. Cushing's status has proved of 
sufficient fascination for his life and career to have 
spawned plenty of biographies and analyses of his work. 
The bible in this respect is probably 'The Peter Cushing 
Companion' by David Miller, (later reprinted as 'Peter 
Cushing: A Life In Film' and 'The Complete Peter 
Cushing'), a Reynolds & Hearn title which provides 
everything you need to know in under 200 pages. 
Respectful, informative, and definitive - in the unlikely 
chance that you don't have any of the other books 
mentioned during this piece, then this is the one to start 
with. It's extremely well researched and goes into 
considerable detail about Peter's television, big-screen, 
and stage work, covering live theatre, obscure bits of 
telly, and the foreign-made movies you may be less 
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familiar with as well as tackling the items Cushing is 
renowned for. Even on a title like CORRUPTION, for 
example, Miller is able to provide analysis, offer a very 
balanced view finding the positives within, and locate 
and use lengthy quotes about the production from the 
star himself. A delightful selection of stills, publicity 
photos and other visuals (theatre programmes, 
cartoons, etc) complement the package beautifully. 

Christopher Gullo's 'In All Sincerity... Peter Cushing' 
takes its name from the manner in which Peter would 
sign off his correspondence, and it's a perfectly fitting 
title for a book that celebrates the man through the eyes 
and words of his colleagues. Gullo offers a biographical 
look at our hero's early life, stage work, and entry into 
television and cinema, briefly examining his movies etc 
one by one, allowing room for those who knew or 
worked with Peter to have their say. If you've attended 
conventions or special events during the past thirty 
years or so, you'll have encountered plenty of actors and 
directors who all chorus "Peter was a lovely man!", and 
it's no different here. Oddly, the book may suffer slightly 
as a result - we know going in that Cushing was popular 
and hugely respected by those in his orbit, and being 
reminded of that time after time possibly doesn't make 
for the best read. Nice though it may be to hear. 

'The Unknown Peter Cushing' suggests a possible 
hatchet job, but Michael McGlasson's agenda in this 
2011 offering from BearManor Media is far from hostile 
- instead, this author searches for a new approach and 
finds it by delving into the family history, in particular 
that aforementioned actor grandfather Henry. Peter's 
early stage work, and his married life with Helen, form 
focal points too, in a slight but at least different 
publication.  A volume edited by Anthony Ambrogio for 
Midnight Marquee's 'Actors Series' and simply entitled 
'Peter Cushing' offers a filmography plus analysis from a 
variety of contributors on more than fifty individual 
Cushing performances.  

Inevitably, Peveril Press have produced a Cushing-
themed book (as well as featuring Peter in many of their 
other Hammer-related offerings!). 'The Peter Cushing 
Scrapbook'  was designed as a celebration of Peter's life 
and career to mark his centenary in 2013. Our own 
Wayne Kinsey teamed up with Tom Johnson to compile 
this lovingly-prepared tribute, featuring an intro by no 
less a luminary than George Lucas, and including among 
its visual treats heaps of sketches, drawings, cartoons 
and watercolours by Cushing, rare photos and posters, 
and much more in the way of memorabilia. Some 

of the material was provided by Joyce Broughton, while 
more came from the estate of Roy Ward Baker, and the 
book was so crammed that a separate DVD was 
produced featuring some of the stuff they couldn't find 
room for in print! Mr. Johnson had previously 
collaborated with Deborah del Vecchio on the U.S. 
publication 'Peter Cushing - The Gentle Man Of Horror 
And His 91 Films', an impressive and highly-rated trawl 
through each individual movie Peter starred or appeared 
in, with synopsis, review, and detailed cast/crew credits, 
and with biographical info included too. The publisher of 

that one, McFarland & Co., also gave us Mark A. Miller's 
similarly-detailed 'Christopher Lee And Peter Cushing 
And Horror Cinema', an examination of twenty-two 
occasions where these titans of British horror shared 
billing. 

There have been various overseas tributes too. I can't 
say I've seen or read any of the following, but the 
obsessive fan may get the urge to seek out: 

'Peter Cushing: El Barón de la Interpretación' - Juan 
Manuel Corral 

'Christopher Lee and Peter Cushing' - Juan Manuel 
Corral  

'Peter Cushing, Dalle Hammer a Guerrero stellari' - Luigi 
Cozzi (director of STARCRASH and proprietor of the 
Profondo Rosso store in Rome) 

'Nou Ningyou no nakata: Peter Cushing centenary' - 
Ayumi Ushino (this appears to be a 45-page short story 
in homage to Peter) 

Another WBD contributor, Tony Earnshaw, is renowned 
as a great Cushing admirer and has penned the book 
'Peter Cushing: An Actor And A Rare One' as well as 
compiling the monograph 'Peter Cushing: Putting The 
'Grand' In Guignol'. The former covers Peter's acclaimed 
appearances as Sherlock Holmes for cinema and TV, and 
so offers a different slant on the actor's career by 
concentrating on a single role, albeit a part Cushing 
played in the late 50s, late 60s, and mid 80s (indeed 
Tony also reviewed Peter's final Sherlock stint THE 
MASKS OF DEATH for my own book 'Dead or Alive: 
British Horror Films 1980-1989'). The monograph is a 
twenty page pamphlet intended as a tribute to Peter on 
his centenary and is worth picking up if you can, 
containing brief pieces by Kevin Connor, Peter Duffell, 
Bernard Cribbins, Peter Sasdy, Paul Annett, Barbara 
Shelley, Val Kilmer, Kate O'Mara and John Hurt on their 
memories of working with the legendary actor. Cribbins 
tells a lovely anecdote about going snorkelling in search 
of the poisonous Sunfish with Peter while on location for 
SHE! 

To mark Peter's passing in August 1994, keen 
fan/chronicler/historian Don Fearney had also done the 
rounds of Cushing's colleagues and acquaintances, 
compiling their reminiscences in a slim but packed A4-
sized, glossily-covered publication simply called 'Peter 
Cushing'. The names queuing up to lament Peter's 
departure and celebrate his life on this occasion include 
Ron Moody, Barry Morse, Don Henderson, Francis 
Matthews, and Paul Eddington, plus there's a handy and 
substantial piece by Brian Holland on Cushing's theatre 
career. 

To conclude this look at 'Peter in print', it's worth talking 
about two pieces of fiction. I haven't read Matt 
Molgaard's 2012 story 'My Hero, Peter Cushing', but the 
blurb for this 'young adult'-targeted tale runs "Tommy is 
just a boy, obsessed with the macabre world where 
monsters roam free and heroes cling to shadows. But 
one hero, Tommy's hero, Peter Cushing isn't so bashful. 
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What's worse: for some reason he's targeted Tommy as 
foe rather than friend. Written for a younger audience, 
'My Hero, Peter Cushing' is a quick tale of vampirism and 
fantasy, with a strong tribute to vintage Hammer Films 
productions". 

I have, however, read  - and loved, and cannot 
recommend highly enough  - Stephen Volk's novella, 
'Whitstable'. It's the first of a planned trilogy featuring 
real-life personalities in imagined stories with one foot 
in truth, and was followed up by 'Leytonstone' in which 
Mr. Volk took the oft-told anecdote about Alfred 
Hitchcock being locked in a police cell as a child as an 
intriguing starting point. 'Whitstable' depicts a 
distraught Peter, pondering a bleak future in the wake 
of his spouse's death,  until he encounters a young boy 
on the beach one day and, in befriending him, begins to 
suspect that things may not be quite right within the 
youngster's family household. It's a potentially 
controversial idea and Volk does a tremendous job of 
keeping his 'Peter Cushing' very true to the quiet, 
gentlemanly, thoughtful persona we would all expect, 
while facing the tough dilemma of whether to help this 
troubled lad or to dismiss and ignore the matter. It's a 
difficult read in places due to its subject, but the author 
deftly and satisfyingly laces a somewhat staid and old-
fashioned Cushing into a story of very modern and 
upsetting concerns. If you haven't done so already, read 
it. 

 

THE GOLDFOOT VARIATIONS 

You're all way too savvy to be fooled by trick questions 
pertaining to Vincent Price. Let's imagine, however, a 
late 1960s version of the Drew Barrymore scene from 
Scream, with a lurking killer telephoning a nervous 
female (via landline of course) and asking the loaded 
trivia poser "in which movie does a hooded Vincent 
threaten his victim Mr. Armstrong by strapping him to a 
dais and having a suspended blade slowly descend 
towards his torso?"  While borrowing copious footage 
from Roger Corman's Pit And The Pendulum, the correct 
and slaughter-swerving response is 1965's Dr. Goldfoot 
And The Bikini Machine, a riotous slice (almost literally!) 
of Swinging (likewise!) Sixties madness with Price having 
a ball as the megalomaniacal titular fiend. 

Vincent had by this time gained attention in more than 
one area of showbiz. Successful as a suave second fiddle 
in noir-era glossy Hollywood thrillers, displaying comedy 
chops in occasional breezy entertainments offering 
surprising variety and range, a veritable star on radio 
which was a medium seemingly created for the type of 
mellifluous, silky, sometimes sinister vocal delivery 
which came as second nature to him. He'd also recently 
made major waves in movies of a macabre bent; as will 
be well known to 'We Belong Dead' regulars, Price had 
dabbled in suspense and chills on and off throughout 
the early part of his career, but by the mid-sixties his 
central involvement in Corman's celebrated run of Poe 
adaptations had cemented his image with horror for all 
time. Fright roles dominated much of the sixties, 

seventies and eighties, but the opportunity to branch 
out - and/or to guy his already frequently spooky 
participation in scare fare - began to materialise once 
the Poe series had concluded. 

By this point, Britain's 'James Bond' adaptations had 
already achieved status as a solid and profitable 
franchise; and, back in coastal California, AIP's 
candyfloss 'Beach Party' outings were packing in the 
teenage crowds at hardtops and drive-ins alike. So, with 
Vincent ensconced within the realm of messrs Arkoff & 
Nicholson (with occasional excursions elsewhere for 
good behaviour), and the sixties being the sixties, it's 
perhaps no surprise that a frothy concoction like the 
first Dr. Goldfoot escapade was whipped up and 
presented to the paying public. Goldfinger (1964) hit so 
big globally that Dr. Goldfoot And The Bikini Machine 
was merely one of several imitators which specifically 
ripped off the character (or at least, his name), as 
opposed to the plethora of more general 'Bond' copyists 
- 2 Mafiosi Contro Goldginger was one such quick-off-
the-mark Eurospy clone, to which AIP obtained U.S. 
rights for tv screenings, airing it as The Amazing Dr. G. 
Even as late as 2002 we were offered Austin Powers In 
Goldmember, with Mike Myers adding yet another 
character to his Austin roster by playing a 70s Dutch 
supervillain. (The Powers 'fembots', in turn, owe an 
enormous debt to the parade of deadly beauties in 
Goldfoot). Dr. Goldfoot may have possessed a first rate 
criminal mind and a lair filled with groovy equipment, 
but he fell foul of British law - the first movie's title being 
amended to Dr. G And The Bikini Machine for U.K. 
consumption, allegedly because there were two genuine 
Dr. Goldfoots (Goldfeet?) resident in England, but more 
likely the result of threatened legal action by Cubby 
Broccoli and Eon. 
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Dr. Goldfoot And The Bikini Machine was assigned to 
director Norman Taurog, an industry veteran who for 
decades held the record as the youngest person ever to 
win a 'Best Director' Academy Award (for Skippy in 1931, 
aged 32. Damien Chazelle was a few months younger 
when he won for La La Land in 2017). Norman had 
already made a considerable name for himself on the 
frivolous side of the movie business, having toiled 
extensively with Jerry Lewis & Dean Martin, and later 
Elvis Presley, showing a skilled light touch and a 
confidence in working alongside major stars. Vincent 
Price was cast as Goldfoot, in what on paper sounds like 
something with a horror bent - the legendary 
frightmaster playing a mad scientist, an assistant named 
Igor whom it seems may have been brought back from 
the dead, a scheme to construct lethal robots in the 
shape of lovely young women, a lengthy visit to a 
torture chamber - but the tone is what used to be called 
'comic book', all primary colours and silly gags, and the 
film does fit rather better alongside the wackier Italian 
'Bond' steals and yes, those Beach Party movies that 
were just about beginning to run out of steam by the 
time Goldfoot went into production. Indeed, Dr. 
Goldfoot And The Bikini Machine finds room for Frankie 
Avalon, screen king of the surf, and includes 'reveal' 
cameos for Beach regulars Annette Funicello and Harvey 
Lembeck (both glimpsed in the torture dungeon, with 
Lembeck clearly playing his aging biker character Eric 
Von Zipper). 

The movie opens with fabulous, inventive Claymation 
credits, by Art Clokey of 'Gumby' fame, with tiny heads 
(representing the main cast) popping up from model 
versions of the Doc's Turkish-style curled-up-at-the-toe 
shimmering footwear. This is accompanied by a 
dancefloor grabber of a title theme knocked out by The 
Supremes, no less. It's no 'You Keep Me Hangin' On' or 
'Reflections' but you will find yourself singing it for 
weeks afterwards. Speaking of music, it's said that the 
film was originally planned to feature several numbers, 
until a late script rewrite by Elwood Ullman put the 
focus on spy genre spoofery and removed all the songs, 
much to Price's disappointment since he had apparently 
been looking forward greatly to belting out a few tunes. 
Our loss, for certain. 

The simple storyline has Dr. G creating artificial female 
lovelies, clad in golden bikinis (aside from one beatnik-
attired aberration) and dispatching them around the 
globe to seduce and marry the rich and powerful, with 
the aim of having stocks, bonds, and accounts 
transferred to them. Any existing spouses who get in the 
way will be zapped by disintegrating lipstick or have 
their eyes poked out via opera glasses (the spikes being 
poison-tipped, rather superfluously)! Price is in his pomp 
here, gloriously clad in a selection of sartorial smoking 
jackets and having a fine time sending up his screen 
persona - he approaches the role in a manner not 
dissimilar to Kenneth Williams in the following year's 
Carry On Screaming!, oozing class, dispensing disdain, 
rolling his eyes at the failings of subordinates, 
dominating enemies. Even when a lobster lands in his 
lap. Director Taurog neatly balances the risqué jiggly 
content, the Jerry Lewis-style pratfalls and stunts, the 

verbal comedy and the sci-fi/spy stuff, showing 
professional competence and making sure he gets the 
job done - no chance of an Oscar this time, but then he 
knew that going in and at least keeps everything swift 
and entertaining. The "ultimate persuader" 
Pit/Pendulum climax is the icing on the cake, using 
plenty of footage from the Corman classic either cleverly 
or finance-consciously depending on your outlook 
(though in defence of the producers, penny-pinching for 
once wasn't on the agenda as this was AIP's first ever $1 
million-plus budget). 

Susan Hart is an attractive and appealing female lead as 
robot 'number eleven', Diane, sashaying her way sexily 
through the entire movie, looking a knockout in 
everything from Bogart-like hat and trenchcoat to 
negligee, yellow plunging neckline dress, traditional 
horse riding gear, air hostess uniform, even sackcloth! 
She also gets to do Southern, English, Austrian, Spanish 
and Japanese accents, proving more than capable each 
time, "honeychile". Frankie Avalon and Dwayne Hickman 
make for bland but personable heroes; oddly, they play 
the same characters as in Ski Party from earlier in 1965, 
but swap roles! Fred Clark steals the show with some 
fine blustery outrage as Frankie's uncle and the head of 
low-rent spy shop 'Secret Intelligence Command' 
("you're a S.I.C. man").  

Beach Party head honcho William Asher had originally 
been given the director's job, back when the movie was 
first conceived as Dr. Goldfoot And The Sex Machine. 
That title was eventually amended, setting Goldfoot 
within an odd mid-sixties trend for 'bikini' flicks - Asher 
had already helmed Bikini Beach and How To Stuff A 
Wild Bikini starring Frankie & Annette, with Boris Karloff 
("I must tell Vincent Price about this place!") and Val 
Warren ('Famous Monsters' competition winner who 
got to cameo as a werewolf!) in the former, and 
Hickman, Buster Keaton, Mickey Rooney, and an 
incongruous Brian Donlevy propping up the latter. 
Karloff and Basil Rathbone joined the aging 'teen' cast 
for The Ghost In The Invisible Bikini, and a decidedly late 
copyist from Trans American (though picked up by AIP 
for distribution) was Stephanie Rothman's It’s A Bikini 
World a.k.a. The Girl In Daddy’s Bikini. So, should you be 
seeking a theme for your next planned all-nighter...! The 
end credits of Goldfoot promise something called 'Girl In 
The Glass Bikini’ as a coming attraction; apparently this 
metamorphosed into Ghost In The Invisible Bikini. I 
ought to also mention that the series opener, 1963's 
Beach Party, featured a surprise guest appearance by 
Vincent at the end, as the mysterious 'Big Daddy', as 
well as a hefty plug for the then-upcoming Haunted 
Palace during the closing credits! 

O.k., see how you fare with our next Scream-style trivia 
question - what was the title of the sequel to Dr. 
Goldfoot And The Bikini Machine?  

You're dead if you answered Dr. Goldfoot And The Girl 
Bombs - I'll be getting to that later. For that 1966 
theatrical feature follow-up was preceded by a half-hour 
TV special entitled The Wild Weird World Of Dr. 
Goldfoot. With the first Goldfoot movie released in early 
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November 1965, AIP teamed with teen-market tube pop 
show Shindig! to promote the movie via a small-screen 
spin-off, aired on November 18th. It was sponsored by a 
pimple cream and an antiseptic mouthwash - 
unfortunately no one had the nous or the good humour 
to allow Dr. G to taint these products with a toxin or 
corrosive agent, which might have added to the fun. 
Harvey Lembeck is back, this time as a Beatle-wigged 
henchman named 'Hugo' who handles the lion's share of 
the villainy, while clod-hopping amidst an army of 
gyrating robotic dollybirds. Price takes something of a 
back seat, though he is given a handful of menacing 
comic lines (talk of his pet cobra, etc.) during his fleeting 
appearances. Tommy Kirk plays the target this time, as a 
man carrying all of the world's knowledge within his 
brain; Susan Hart reprises her role as Diane. It's a studio-
bound affair produced by Deke Hayward and directed by 
Mel Ferber - though under-resourced and over-acted, it 
serves nicely as an elaborate promo for the main event. 
You'll find the whole thing on YouTube, complete with 
sponsor messages and vintage commercials. Shindig! 
was suffering poor ratings at this time and it wasn't too 
surprising that the show was cancelled for good a couple 
of months after the Goldfoot special was broadcast. Its 
replacement was a new colour series called Batman, but 
that's another story, and a further chapter in Vincent's 
TV career... 

Several paragraphs above, I happened to mention an 
Italian spy comedy entitled 2 Mafiosi Contro Goldginger. 
This 1965 Fulvio Lucisano production starred the 
popular funnyman duo Franco Franchi & Ciccio Ingrassia, 
or 'Franco & Ciccio' to their fans. The first Goldfoot 
picture had done surprisingly well in Italy, and Sam 
Arkoff and James Nicholson suggested to Lucisano that 
he might wish to join them in creating a sequel, to be 
shot in Rome. In one of those situations that infuriates 
archivists and movie database compilers, this all 
resulted in a film (or two heavily connected films!) that 
formed a sort of joint sequel to both Goldfoot and 
Goldginger. What's more, it was directed by horror 
maestro Mario Bava. Tim Lucas' Bava bible, 'All The 
Colors Of The Dark', devotes a whopping twenty pages 
to the full involved saga, so I'll happily direct you 
towards that should you have access to a copy (our own 
Troy Howarth's 'Haunted World Of Mario Bava' tackles 
this tangled web in more concise but still very 
informative manner - Troy stating that the finished 
movie was "an inept film on every level and a real low 
point for both Bava and star Vincent Price"). 

As mentioned, two separate but intertwined comedies 
emerged from the shoot, much in the same way that the 
likes of Jesus Franco would often manufacture different 
edits of a movie, each sharing perhaps 75-80 per cent 
content but also containing exclusive scenes. There's Dr. 
Goldfoot And The Girl Bombs, starring Vincent, reprising 
the super villain/comic criminal mastermind role from 
the previous year, with Franco & Ciccio in support; and 
Le Spie Vengono Dal Semifreddo, toplining the Italian 
duo in a release targeted at their home audience, with 
Price/Goldfoot as less of a focus in this particular cut. 
The Italian title is yet another play on a recent success, 
riffing on The Spy Who Came In From The Cold (direct 

translation is difficult but it approximates as 'The Spies 
Who Came In From The Cool' - Lucas' preferred 
anglicised take on the name. Tim mentions that 
'Semifreddo' means 'half-cold', a rather clumsy 
expression in English; it was also a brand of gelato, and 
so may have also been used in the title as a sort of local 
gag). See pages 701-705 of Lucas' book for a truly in-
depth analysis of the changes between the U.S. and 
Italian versions of this confused production! 

Admirers of Mario Bava's skill and ability in crafting icy, 
subtle chills, or fans of his occasional diversions into the 
western, thriller, Viking, or pop-art fields, often stumble 
away from Dr. Goldfoot And The Girl Bombs in utter 
disbelief, almost hoping and wishing that they could 
erase this red-headed step-child from the filmography of 
their hero. In all honesty, it isn't that bad - certainly light 
years removed from the grace and artistry exhibited in 
his major works, but by no means a disaster. Perhaps it's 
best approached without too much consideration being 
given to what was going on, and who was situated, 
behind the camera. Indeed, Deke Heyward is quoted in 
Lucas thus: "Anything majorly wrong with that picture 
was [a result of] the American editing, which was pretty 
bad. They were given a pretty good film to start with. 
Mario hadn't made many careless pictures before, if he 
ever did. As you know, whenever we shipped a 
director's cut to America, it fell prey to itchy fingers". 
Additionally, while you and I may not regard a project 
like a Dr. Goldfoot sequel as being anywhere near a 
good fit for Bava, the director himself was known to 
have frequently expressed desires to delve into the 
arena of comedy. (Luigi Cozzi: "Actually, Mario's dream 
was to be a comedy director. That's what he really 
wanted to be... and he was such a funny man!") 

As for Vincent, he doesn't seem to have had a kind word 
to say about the finished movie ("such a disaster... 
unplanned, unrehearsed, unset, un-acted... I absolutely 
eliminate the entire memory of that picture"). Tellingly, 
Mr. Price also added the information that "I, of course, 
never saw it". Though it's doubtful that any viewing 
would have altered the star's opinion, I'd recommend 
that you give Girl Bombs an unprejudiced look 
yourselves. There are more than a few flashes of Bava's 
immense talent, particularly his ability with a striking 
visual image or in the way he lights and films a set. Laura 
Antonelli impresses and grabs attention in only her 
second film. Manufactured U.S. teen idol Fabian acquits 
himself well and is not noticeably any less effective than 
the likes of Tommy Kirk and Frankie Avalon, while 
Vincent reprises the Goldfoot character nicely, though in 
a broader style that might not suit all tastes - he also 
gets to play a second part here, as a stuttering top brass 
military figure called General Willis, who just happens to 
be Goldfoot's double... you could almost write the 
ensuing scenes yourselves, but they play out 
entertainingly enough if you're not too demanding. And 
the girls are back in that figure-hugging glittering 
beachwear, with the added device (given away in the 
title) that this time they explode on contact once they've 
tracked down their hapless male prey! 
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In early 2016, the 101 Films label released a handy box 
set containing Dr. Goldfoot And The Bikini Machine and 
the U.S. cut of Dr. Goldfoot And The Girl Bombs - no sign 
of Bava's Italian Semifreddo version, nor the extended 
Shindig! promo, although the 1961 Price-starring 
adventure Master Of The World was included as a 
generous bonus. Not Vincent Price's finest moments, by 
any means - but perfectly adequate time-passers for 
those who want to see the great man trying his hand at 
something a little different. 

 

JAPANESE HORROR  

Clearly, any juxtaposition of the words ‘Japanese’ and 
‘horror’ in 20th century terms immediately evokes one 
thing only  - the American military strikes in the summer 
of 1945 that decimated Hiroshima and Nagasaki, a 
defining action that helped bring about a close to global 
hostilities but which changed our planet forever. Within 
the scope of a book on - let’s face it - comparatively daft 
monster movies, it would be crass of any writer to 
attempt to discuss the politics of the Second World War 
in depth. It’s probably equally shallow to ignore or 
dismiss the subject, but if you’re seeking a treatise on 
the issues surrounding the use of nuclear weaponry, 
you’ve picked up the wrong publication entirely (though 
one or two of my colleagues may well cover a handful of 
apocalyptic-themed motion pictures hereabouts). 

 

Japan’s extraordinary post-war success on an 
international scale was one of the major achievements 
of the second half of the last century. I recall reading a 
rather playful John Brunner short story several years 
ago, in the pages of ‘Fear’ magazine, entitled ‘The Last 
Act In The Drama Of World War II’, where a bunch of 
corporate types debated world history and came to the 
conclusion that Japan had actually continued to fight 
something of a white-collar war when everyone else 
thought the conflict was over, using boardrooms as their 

battlefields and business finance as their artillery, finally 
winning circa 1971 or so! Anyone who has driven a 
Honda motor vehicle or watched a Sony television since 
that date would most likely find themselves nodding in 
agreement with Brunner’s caustic assessment! 

Japanese cinema certainly thrived worldwide during the 
post-war period, with Akira Kurosawa and Yasujirō Ozu 
acclaimed among the filmmaking greats. The latter’s 
Tokyo Story (1953) is a fixture on ‘best film of all time’ 
lists and polls. The country’s motion picture industry had 
been in pretty healthy shape prior to the war, though 
export of its product was rare if not non-existent until 
much later. Japan’s genre tradition derives from a 
variety of sources  - ancient legend, local folk tales, Noh 
and Kabuki theatre, and so on  - and each of these has 
proven influential on the country’s prodigious horror 
movie output. The immediate effects of the war, 
however, prompted something totally modern, fresh 
and exciting in the form of ‘Gojira’ and the rise of the 
‘kaiju eiga’  - many readers will already be over-familiar 
with those terms, but if they happen to be new to you, 
fear not as we will be returning to them in more detail 
later!   

The ‘stomping on Tokyo’ subgenre has rather dominated 
Western attention when it comes to monster fare from 
the Far East, although in more recent years the post-
Ringu lank-haired vengeful female phantom has become 
every bit as iconic to viewers globally. An aspect of 
Japanese cinema that has infuriated some fans but 
enthralled others is the way in which their franchises 
operate  - this can be traced back to the complex webs 
sometimes found within long-running anime series, and 
of course to those aforementioned trampling-
gargantuan-lizard affairs, but the mantra often seems to 
be “why make one movie when you can produce not 
only a sequel but an entire run, plus prequels, plus 
foreign remakes directed by the original Japanese 
helmers, plus sequels to the foreign remakes, 
sometimes toeing the line but occasionally jetting off on 
their own tangent, plus reboots, plus foreign reboots, 
plus crossovers with other series…”. What could easily 
be shrugged off, as a tool of 21st-century marketing 
concerns, actually appears to have a certain precedent 
in earlier Asian movie industry machinations, as we will 
see. 

Given the region’s ancient theatre traditions and love of 
mythical storytelling, it’s perhaps more than a little 
surprising that the Japanese film industry didn’t really 
embrace horror until comparatively late on. Prior to the 
debut appearance of Godzilla in Gojira (1954), the 
number of spook or shock-themed movies amounts to a 
mere few dozen, many based on similar source material 
- and of those only a scant handful survive in viewable 
form. 

We’re fortunate indeed that one of the early extant 
works is Kinugasa Teinosuke’s A Page Of Madness 
(1926). Indeed, this stunning keystone of Japanese 
cinema was itself considered officially lost for decades - 
until 1971, when the director reportedly happened upon 
a print stored in his shed! 
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A Page Of Madness really does belie its vintage. It's 
more like the type of wild, experimental offering that a 
Monte Hellman or Dennis Hopper might have directed in 
the fried, acidhead late 1960s than a film by any of 
Kinugasa's contemporaries. It really wouldn't be out of 
place on a double bill with The Trip (1967). The simplest 
aspect of this mighty work is its plot, but even the bare-
bones storyline has its complexities: the film tells of a 
patient at an asylum whose husband takes a job in the 
building as a janitor, with the twin aims of having closer 
proximity to his spouse and to attempting to free her 
from incarceration. Their recently-engaged daughter 
becomes involved, seemingly unaware of the full facts, 
and violence and murder ensue, with hints that all may 
be a dream a la The Cabinet Of Dr. Caligari (which 
Teinosuke claimed he hadn't seen at the time).  

A Page Of Madness takes Caligari‘s experimental nature 
and tramples all over it. Where Caligari used the tricks of 
the stage and live theatre to impress visually, Page 
improves upon it by heading down a much more 
progressive, cinematic route. Frequent use of 'prison 
bar' imagery emphasizes the trapped-in state (both 
physical and mental) experienced by the characters, and 
the basic thread of the story is enhanced beyond all 
expectations, Teinosuke calling upon such techniques as 
double and multiple exposure, slow motion, rapid 
editing (virtually inventing the MTV style sixty years too 
soon in certain moments), and distortion/warping of the 
image (a breathtaking effect, presumably literally 
achieved with mirrors). Even most of the acting will 
appeal to those usually alienated by silent cinema's 
over-emoting. It all seems way, way ahead of its time - 
case in point, the iconic use of a janitor's mop as an 
important central image precedes both Steve 
McQueen's award-winning Hunger and Troma's The 
Toxic Avenger! 

The film's IMDb entry defines it rather rigidly as "drama, 
horror", but this simplistic view ignores the fluidity and 
experimental nature of A Page Of Madness. Sure, it is a 
classic precursor of every "trapped in an institution" and 
"murder in the booby hatch" shocker out there, but the 
plot becomes such a diffuse and, frankly, unimportant 
element in this visual whirlwind that those hoping for an 
ancestor to Shock Corridor, Asylum or Unsane may be 
initially disappointed. Venture in with an openness, 
however, think more in comparison with a few of those 
LSD-laced flicks I alluded to earlier, and you'll be in just 
the correct frame of mind to embrace this vital vision's 
joys and disturbances. As mentioned, it's all up there for 
free on YouTube in a 59-minute version, so don't delay.  

Following the return of A Page Of Madness to the 
archives, a 70s music track was added (very 
complementary to the outrageous visuals, don't 
despair), and the movie began to pick up play dates on 
the art house circuit, eventually crossing my own path at 
a Derby screening in the mid-90s. What today's 
audiences are missing is the traditional narration, which 
would have accompanied the film, read live by a 
'benshi', a storyteller whose function would have been 
to elaborate on the silent presentation, adding clarity 
and enlightenment. I can't help pondering two thoughts 

in respect of this: firstly, that an attempt to 'explain' A 
Page Of Madness might fail disastrously or even 
transform this marvel into something more prosaic and 
straightforward; or dare we promote the suggestion 
that any spoken soundtrack might turn out to be as 
crazy as the movie itself, enhancing it further as an 
untamed plunge into delirious and unsettling territory? 
A 2002 screening at the San Francisco International Film 
Festival even had a live improvised indie-guitar 
soundtrack performed by the excellent Superchunk (one 
of my favourite bands, though I'm not entirely sure that 
their brand of hook-laden preppy college rock would be 
ideal alongside Kinugasa's startling imagery) 

Kinugasa Teinosuke worked as an actor in films from 
1917 (he had been a female impersonator), and began 
his directing career in 1922 - IMDb records more than 
120 director credits up to 1966, with over half of those 
dating from the 1920s alone (presumably largely lost or 
missing). Aside from A Page Of Madness his most 
celebrated cinema offerings included Crossroads (1928), 
another extant silent with a similarly convoluted 'family 
plot' (tormented hero blinded in an altercation at a 
brothel thinks he has committed murder; his sister 
descends into prostitution to raise money for his 
treatment) and Gate Of Hell, Japan's official entry and 
winner of the Palme d'Or at the 1954 Cannes festival, a 
tale of a Samurai and a courtesan set in the 12th 
century, and an acclaimed feast of colour and lighting. 

 

In 2008 a book was published devoted entirely to 
Kinugasa's 1926 masterpiece. Written by Aaron Gerow 
(assistant professor in Japanese cinema at Yale), 'A Page 
Of Madness: Cinema And Modernity in 1920s Japan' 
offers additional insight into this mysterious silent jewel. 
Part of the blurb reads: "But is this film really what it 
seems to be? Using meticulous research on the film’s 
production, distribution, exhibition, and reception, as 
well as close analysis of the film’s shooting script and 
shooting notes recently made available, Aaron Gerow 
draws a new picture of this complex work, one revealing 
a film divided between experiment and convention, 
modernism and melodrama, the image and the word, 
cinema and literature, conflicts that play out in the story 
and structure of the film and its context. These different 
versions of A Page Of Madness were developed at the 
time in varying interpretations of a film fundamentally 
about differing perceptions and conflicting worlds, and 
ironically realized in the fact that the film that exists 
today is not the one originally released. Including a 
detailed analysis of the film and translations of 
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contemporary reviews and shooting notes for scenes 
missing from the current print, Gerow’s book offers 
provocative insight into the fascinating film A Page Of 
Madness was - and still is - and into the struggles over 
this work that tried to articulate the place of cinema in 
Japanese society and modernity". 

So head for YouTube, bang on the door of your nearest 
arts centre and demand a screening, campaign for a 
DVD/Blu ray (preferably featuring benshi narration as a 
soundtrack option - that Superchunk performance 
wouldn't go amiss on my copy, either) and - mop in 
hand, naturally - enter the strange, demented world of A 
Page Of Madness. 

Kaibyo Nazo No Shamisen (1938) is one of the first 
celluloid retellings of the ‘Ghost Cat’ legend, a tale that 
would become familiar to Japanese filmgoers as the 
decades passed (though seemingly with little or no 
appeal to the export market  - it’s perhaps equally 
surprising that the concept hasn’t been majorly updated 
by today’s crop of young Asian directors). I’ve only 
managed to source a Japanese-language, undubbed and 
unsubbed copy of this one but it’s well worth struggling 
through the 73 potentially impenetrable minutes as it is 
loaded with highlights. Very ‘traditional’ in its stylings  - 
typical set design with plentiful use of sliding parchment 
partitions, spacious open portals, robed participants 
sitting on slightly elevated platform floors, etc. - it has 
female characters dominating, one of whom stabs the 
black cat owned by another (offscreen… just!). A later 
night-time clash between the two women is beautifully 
played, all done with subtle dance-like movement and 
frozen theatrical pauses  - their weapons, respectively, 
are a lute-like stringed musical instrument and a long 
hairpin, though neither ultimately comes into play as the 
cat-slayer watches her rival topple into a nearby pond to 
drown. As darkness descends yet further, a 
manifestation of the cat materialises before an 
astonished man and wife, with several pairs of glaring 
eyes presented within the frame via use of a revolving 
split-lens effect (not a million miles from that scene in 
1958’s The Fly, or possibly a 1972 edition of ‘Top of the 
Pops’). Additional high spots include a ghostly arm 
grasping from the ether in a bid to reclaim the three-
stringed instrument, the cat showing up inside the 
house and then seemingly transforming into the 
drowned woman, and a breathtaking, near-Hitchcockian 
extended climax during a presentation of a piece of 
musical theatre in front of a packed house.  

In November 2012 Criterion surprised and thrilled fans 
of Japanese fantasy via the release of the DVD box set 
‘When Horror Came To Shochiku’, showcasing the late 
1960s monster/terror output of the nation’s oldest 
established movie company. We’ll return to the 
contents of that rather special box later, but it ought to 
be noted that horror of sorts had come to Shochiku 
much earlier. The studio produced an early two-part 
adaptation of the ‘Tokaido Yotsuya Kaidan’ saga (more 
to follow on that, too) in 1949. Directed by Kinoshita 
Keisuke, The New Version Of The Ghost Of Yotsuya 
(Shinshaku Yotsuya Kaidan) was approximately the 
twentieth screen retelling of this particular tale, which 

as we shall see was the subject of a revival in the late 
1950s; Keisuke’s preference was to ignore or reduce the 
presence of phantoms, and to transform the story into 
something more internal and psychological. Across some 
two-and-three-quarter hours, Shinshaku Yotsuya Kaidan 
focuses less on supernatural concerns, more on a mix of 
ancient practices, traditional elements, gangsterism, 
melodrama, soap opera, and vicious violence, with a 
frank and candid approach (via some strong dialogue at 
least) to sex and relationships. Genre fans do get treated 
to the standard hideous disfigurement of the tragic 
female lead Oiwa’s facial features, the briefest glimpse 
of a pair of ‘ascending soul’ fireballs (still being used in 
versions made years later), talk and fleeting sightings of 
possible ‘ghosts’, an eerie cliffhanger closing Part 1 with 
a sinister rapping at the door, and a spectacular 
climactic conflagration worthy of Terence Fisher. It 
seems that a mere handful of other Japanese horror 
subjects were produced prior to 1950 (though San'yūtei 
Enchō’s kabuki play ‘Botan Dōrō’ went before the 
cameras several times in the silent era, and was still 
popular when Daiei remade it as A Ghost Story Of 
Peonies And Stone Lanterns in 1968), and of the meagre 
bunch few survive or are difficult to trace. The fifties 
turned into a much more fertile era for Far Eastern 
fright, with at least two distinct pathways being forged, 
but it was prestigious titles such as Mizoguchi’s Ugetsu 
Monogatari and Kurosawa’s Shakespeare-based Throne 
Of Blood that garnered the majority of international 
attention and acclaim. Lofty productions such as these 
were given highbrow consideration in the west, despite 
their undoubted appeal to horror buffs. 

Baser fare largely aimed at a native audience 
proliferated through the late fifties, often with a period 
setting and an eerie aura that lends Japanese ghost films 
of the era a true sheen of class. Note how these movies 
were produced at a time when there must have very 
definitely been ‘something in the ether’ - with Hammer 
Films emerging in the U.K., the initial stirrings of modern 
Italian horror via I Vampiri and Caltiki, Il Mostro 
Immortale, Roger Corman taking his first B-movie baby 
steps, and a veritable ‘Mexican wave’ of monster 
mayhem from South of the border, all stemming from 
around 1956 or so. What’s peculiar about the Japanese 
offerings is that these movies failed to travel - even now, 
well into the 21st century, with fans ever clamouring for 
new discoveries, well aware of the past two decades and 
the work of Hideo Nakata, Studio Ghibli, and more, the 
‘Yotsuya’ and ‘Ghost Cat’ items from the late 50s remain 
a complete mystery to many, even the most informed 
‘world cinema’ buffs who will proudly display José 
Mojica Marins or Amando de Ossorio box sets on their 
shelves but won’t even have the slightest awareness of 
Nobuo Nakagawa. 

Many of the Japanese horrors of the late fifties were 
versions or adaptations of Kabuki plays, with 1826’s 
aforementioned ‘Tokaido Yotsuya Kaidan’ as a particular 
favoured source, seeing various cinema outings in 1949, 
1956, 1959 (twice), 1965 (Illusion Of Blood) and 1969 
(Curse Of The Ghost). Variations, adapted from other 
centuries-old legends or occasionally spinning the 
familiar revenge-from-beyond saga, were abundant too, 
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often featuring ghost cats, haunted swamps/ponds, 
classic traditional/historical Japanese settings, samurai 
warriors (or unqualified fake interlopers), etc.  It’s highly 
likely that this movement in popular Japanese cinema 
failed to travel abroad as the individual films do possess 
a strikingly similar feel  - view half-a-dozen together in a 
batch over a few nights and it can seem as if you are 
experiencing the same long movie, although this writer 
would suggest that much the same could be said of a 
Ringu/Grudge marathon forty years later. And it’s 
difficult to criticise any cinema movement for featuring 
identikit characters, costumes, settings etc. from film to 
film, bearing in mind that Hammer, the Carry On series, 
the Sergio Leone westerns and imitators, all did the 
same soon afterwards with considerable success and a 
devoted audience gleefully following along. If the 
ubiquitous sinister felines, fiery airborne phantoms, 
studio-constructed lakes and fronds make each separate 
offering hard to tell apart from one another, the positive 
angle is that the stagebound quality lends a Hammer-
like ‘in-house’ feel, a kind of weird ‘comfort’ playing 
neatly against the onscreen terror. 

Director Masaki Mori’s 1956 version of Ghosts Of 
Yotsuya may be a fairly routine and perfunctory 
restaging of the ‘Tokaido Yotsuya Kaidan’ legend, but 
any surface dullness is deceptive. This may not have the 
flamboyance or visual skill of Nabuo Nakagawa’s 1959 
take on the story, but it does contain many, many points 
of interest. Perhaps top of the list is Tomisaburō 
Wakayama, better known to non-Japanese audiences as 
the sword-wielding dynamic anti-hero of the ‘Lone Wolf 
and Cub’ series of the 1970s, compressed for western 
consumption into the video bloodbath Shogun Assassin. 
Wakayama is superb here, as ronin Iemon Tamiya, 
married to Oiwa (Chieko Sôma), but urged by his 
scheming, shrewish mother to ditch his faithful partner 
(“kill her”, ma hisses) and take up with samurai’s 
daughter Ume Ito (Akemi Tsukushi) instead. In cahoots 
with the sly, weaselly Naosuke (Haruo Tanaka), they plot 
to get Oiwa to apply a face-cream laced with acid, to eat 
away at her features and disfigure her, giving Iemon a 
legitimate reason to break their union. The tincture does 
its mutilating job, but of course the overall plan goes 
awry, ultimately leading to suicide and resultant 
supernatural vengeance. The ‘domineering mother’ 
element is particularly striking, and the various plot 
levels allow Wakayama a chance to truly shine as his 
character has to quickly adapt and respond to 
unexpected shifts and surprises. If you’re looking for an 
uncomplicated way in to the maze that is spooky 
Japanese drama, this movie is just about ideal  - as Pablo 
Knote stated at the easternkicks.com website, “Ghosts 
Of Yotsuya may not be worth much talk, but it is exactly 
this pedestrian approach which makes the film a great 
introduction to the exciting world of ‘Yotsuya Kaidan’“.  

Even though it comes in at just over an hour, the 
overpopulated dramatics of Mori’s later Ghost Of Kasagi 
Swamp (1959) demand greater attention than most 
audiences are likely to wish to bestow. The splattery 
violence is some way ahead of the curve, but the near-
parodic presence of black cats, floating fireball spirits 
and ghostly females already seem old hat.  

The Mother Tree aka Kaidan Chibusa Enoki (1958) 
contains plenty of lively moments within a brisk 47 
minute running time, but the frequent visibility of the 
special effects wiring reflects something of a rushed job. 
A more leisurely pace, greater care, and maybe an 
additional half-hour could have turned this one into 
something special. Director Gorô Kadono’s brief career 
also offered two further horror titles either side of this 
one, again both under an hour long, with Seven 
Mysteries (1957) and Ghost Of The Girl Diver (1960). 

Nobuo Nakagawa died aged 79 in 1984; over twenty 
years later, he began to receive his due posthumously, 
with attention paid to his work at festivals in Paris and 
Venice during 2005. Tokyo FILMeX showcased a dozen 
of Nakagawa’s movies in a 2006 programme that later 
also screened in Berlin and Hong Kong. Nobuo was 
nicknamed ‘The Terence Fisher of Japan’ for the 
frequency - and quality - of his fright-flick output, but 
wouldn’t have regarded himself as a horror specialist, 
also being noted for directing comedy, drama, and noir. 
1956 film Kaiki Utsunomiya Tsuritenjo aka The Ceiling At 
Utsunomiya sees a rich merchant casting his cap at a 
young woman despite the fact that she is already with a 
boyfriend; a ronin joins the fray to assist in battling the 
merchant’s henchmen, a yakuza gang, and a mysterious 
hooded samurai whose trademark is to use his sword 
one-handed while twirling two walnuts in the other 
hand. The midnighteye.com website sees this as a 
pivotal moment for Nakagawa, commenting “when the 
hood finally comes off, the film takes a sharp turn into 
horror territory that announces the shape of things to 
come” for the director. The next few years fulfilled this 
promise, representing the ghostly era of his career as 
Nobuo plunged himself into matters supernatural, 
eventually leading to the crowning glory of Jigoku 
(1960).  
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Kyuketsuki-Ga (Vampire Moth, 1956) is often said to be 
the first Japanese vampire film, although despite a 
gothic feel the story largely focuses on an often-naked 
lady being pursued and threatened by a shadowy 
maniac who pins a moth to the exposed breast of one of 
his victims. The extent of the nudity may seem unusual 
to students of later Japanese cinema; Nakagawa 
managed to film this one just prior to the introduction of 
the ‘Eirin Kanri Iinkai’, a censorious ‘ethical’ set of 
guidelines akin to America’s Hays Code! Kaidan Kasane-
ga-fuchi (Ghosts Of Kasane Swamp, 1957) offers a 
standard ‘vengeful spirits’ plotline, though with a 
complex love triangle and a twenty-year-old murder 
stirring the mix a little, while Borei Kaibyo Yashiki (Black 
Cat Mansion, 1958) sees the director dabbling in the 
popular ‘bakeneko-mono’ (ghost cat tale) subgenre - a 
doctor and his ailing wife move to a run-down property 
in Kyushu where the wife experiences visions of a white-
haired hag-like figure (as with much in this era of 
Japanese genre cinema, definitely a precursor to the 
popular wave of ‘J-horror’ four decades later); once 
again, curses and promised vengeance from centuries 
ago reach fruition, here with a part-human/part-feline 
menace to the fore. Kenpei To Yurei (1958) and The Lady 
Vampire (1959) offered further minor additions to 
Nakagawa’s fright film c.v., just prior to him producing a 
couple of real big-hitters.  

Illustrating the difference between craftsmen and an 
artist, Nakagawa’s decision to adapt Tokaido Yotsuya 
Kaidan in 1959 might have initially seemed a case of 
‘treading water’, or even of taking a retrograde step; 
and although he adds colour to his telling of the oft-
presented tale, the palette for much of the running time 
displays a rather murky and subdued set of shades. 
Nevertheless, his opening-out of the saga is a success, 
with bright exterior scenes early on gradually converging 
towards darker, more claustrophobic interiors as events 
progress, and the director’s controlling hand is evident 
throughout - from a breathtaking early shot of what 
appears to be a galactic field of stars, revealed as merely 
the reflection of the night sky’s illuminated wonders in a 
puddle on the ground, to a stunning visual/aural combo 
with the tormented Iemon in close-up, set against a 
fierce scarlet background while birds chirrup accusingly 
on the soundtrack. A scene where Iemon and the wily 
Naosuke conspire to murder the samurai Yomoshichi 
features a spectacular natural waterfall backdrop and an 
intriguing air of magic - brought into play simply via 
dialogue, as the characters reference a legend whereby 
the thunderous sound of the raging falls once fell silent, 
to permit revenge-plotting brothers the Sogas to hear 
and converse with one another. There’s a gruesome 
limb-lopping at one point, and the climactic reels are 
crammed with frightening images, not least the vision of 
the horribly-scarred Iwa (as she is named in this version) 
unexpectedly positioned on the ceiling above the 
unsuspecting Iemon. The scene in which Iemon is 
terrorised by spooks popping up all over the dwelling-
place, jabbing at them with a blade only to reveal that 
he has in fact accidentally murdered half of the living 
cast, is a true highpoint of Asian horror cinema. 

Nakagawa’s undisputed crowning glory followed in 
1960. Jigoku, or The Sinners Of Hell, is one of those 
movies that deserves to stand alongside the horror 
genre’s greats, but which has failed to be elevated to 
such a platform due to lack of exposure or fan 
awareness. It is packed with death and damnation, and 
in a year that also saw the emergence of Psycho and 
Peeping Tom, offers further evidence of a seismic shift in 
shock cinema at the turn of that decade. Even Japanese 
audiences, even Nakagawa followers, had never seen 
anything quite like it. Jigoku launches its procession of 
pain as a young student of theology (Shigeru Amachi) is 
involved in the accidental running-down of a yakuza 
gang head. Our guilt-ridden main character later visits 
his terminally ill mother at a retirement home run by his 
father, encountering a number of weird residents who 
may have secrets of their own. Everything goes berserk 
thereafter - shootings, poisonings, strangulation, fatal 
plunges into a ravine, rail track suicides, the deadly 
consumption of rancid fish, with nary a survivor to be 
found. At least, not in our realm. The agony is far from 
over… Amachi’s girlfriend (Utako Mitsuya), whom he 
may have witnessed or hallucinated having been killed 
in a car smash, appears to him in Limbo, reveals that she 
was pregnant, and requests that he pursue the soul of 
their baby daughter who has been sent floating through 
the underworld. He enters Hell. What he finds there… 
well, everybody from Brazil’s José Mojica Marins to the 
American satirical writers/animators behind TV’s ‘South 
Park’ have presented viewers with torturous, blazing 
visions of Hades over the years, but arguably no one has 
topped Nakagawa’s depiction of endless torment in the 
afterlife. The setting is not unlike the later glimpse of the 
netherworld we are permitted at the stunning climax of 
Lucio Fulci’s The Beyond (apparently, the largest 
soundstage at the Shintoho studio was utilised for this 
unforgettable final section of Jigoku, being entirely 
covered in earth), but with the addition of lingering, 
close-up depictions of the flayings, burnings, beatings, 
and indescribable atrocities suffered by the damned. It 
is all quite, quite astonishing. Shirō Toyoda’s 1969 film 
for Toho, Jigoku-Hen aka Portrait Of Hell, Tatsumi 
Kumashiro’s epic-length Jigoku aka Hell for Toei in 1979, 
and veteran director Teruo Ishii’s 1999 Jigoku: Japanese 
Hell are often described as ‘remakes’ of Nakagawa’s 
peerless outrage, but none of them comes particularly 
close in terms of storyline and certainly not in terms of 
quality. (Ishii, by the way, was also responsible for the 
likes of Shogun’s Joys Of Torture and Horrors Of 
Malformed Men in the late 60s). 

Influence-wise, Jigoku turned out to be more of a 
Peeping Tom than a Psycho  - perhaps no other 
filmmaker dared compete! It really does stand out from 
the crop of Japanese fantastic cinema circa 1960. 
Elsewhere, the Yotsuya-based fare continued to be 
churned out (Tai Kato’s Kaidan Oiwa No Borei in 1961, 
Toyoda’s colour Illusion Of Blood for Toho in 1965), 
while similar ghost yarns appeared in the form of 
Kadono’s Seven Mysteries / Kaidan Honsho Nanafushigi 
(1957) with its bizarre faceless or three-eyed apparitions 
and its ‘were-badgers’, or further ‘bakeneko’ feline-spirit 
entries like Ghost Cat Of Otama Pond (1960). On a baser 
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level, perhaps aimed at a more juvenile audience and 
possibly inspired by American output, science-fiction 
titles like Half Human (1955), H-Man (1958), The 
Mysterians (1959) and The Human Vapor (1960) filled 
screens and did well on export to the States and Europe. 
That aforementioned quartet were the work of Japanese 
fantasy film master, Ishirō Honda, the major talent 
behind the ‘Godzilla’ series; his rivals in the SF arena 
would include American-Japanese co-productions such 
as The Manster (1962) and The Green Slime (1968), both 
fondly remembered by their cult followings to this day. 
The Manster rather pre-empts AIP’s Incredible Two-
Headed Transplant and The Thing With Two Heads, not 
to mention Britain’s classier and more satirical How To 
Get Ahead In Advertising, with its strange and somewhat 
comic plotline whereby Peter Dyneley is injected with an 
experimental serum and sprouts a second head 
(preceded by a tell-tale eyeball!) from his shoulder! The 
Green Slime again gives western actors the main billing, 
but those silly mono-eyed spheres of green rubber with 
their flailing arms romping around a spaceship could 
only originate from Japan.  

But seriously, folks… luckily, Japanese horror developed 
throughout the 1960s into a more lyrical, though 
nonetheless scary and surprising, concern. Nothing quite 
reached the hellish heights (or depths?) of Jigoku, but 
Nakagawa’s clear intent to treat this stuff with 
intelligence and significance certainly rubbed off on a 
few contemporaries. In fact, mention ‘Japanese horror’ 
to a bunch of cineastes and chances are that they will 
respond with tales of having seen Kwaidan, Onibaba, 
Kuroneko etc. down at the local art-house or on late 
night television broadcasts. 

Kwaidan (1964) adopts the ‘anthology/portmanteau’ 
form that was becoming popular at the time (Mario 
Bava’s Black Sabbath and Amicus’ Dr. Terror’s House Of 
Horrors were part of the same, almost certainly 
coincidental, boom) and takes stories by Patrick Lafcadio 
Hearn as its basis. Hearn was something of a 
globetrotter, born on a Greek island after which he was 
named, raised in Ireland, educated in France, employed 
on newspapers and periodicals in Cincinnati and New 
Orleans, spending time writing in the West Indies, and 
eventually settling in Japan where he worked as a 
correspondent and as a teacher. During his final years, 
Hearn’s prolific writing output included material on 
supernatural subjects, and his collection ‘Kwaidan: 
Stories And Studies Of Strange Things’ included several 
tales apparently based on ancient Japanese texts, a 
couple seemingly based on experiences from his own 
early life, and one, ‘Yuki-Onna’, said to have been 
related to him by a farmer from Musashi Province. Sixty 
years later, director Masaki Kobayashi adapted four of 
Hearn’s stories (found or otherwise) for cinema, earning 
an Oscar nomination and winning the Special Jury Prize 
at Cannes. Kwaidan can be heavy going - running times 
vary, but it was originally released in a ‘roadshow’ 
version of more than three hours, and even the 
truncated edit that removes one of the stories 
altogether comes in at two hours plus. The slight, flimsy 
nature of the material is stretched pretty thinly. Visually, 
however, it is spectacular, as was pointed out by many 

positive contemporary reviews. The individual episodes 
‘Black Hair’, ‘The Woman Of The Snow’, ‘Hoichi The 
Earless’ and ‘In A Cup Of Tea’ are stately period pieces, 
with imagery familiar from the less-prestigious Yotsuya 
Kaidan productions of the 1950s, though this may well 
have been the first time most western critics had 
encountered anything of the kind. I was once lucky 
enough to catch a rare screening of the three-part 
version at an art house cinema in Derby, at which an 
actress was employed to stage a live rendition of the 
missing ‘Woman Of The Snow’ instalment (based on 
‘Yuki-Onna’)  - maybe the closest I’ll ever get to 
experiencing something akin to the ‘benshi’ narration 
from the silent era. 

 

Onibaba (1964) has become one of those repertory 
cinema staples, and it is a stunning entrance point for 
non-Japanese audiences  - less challenging than Jigoku, 
less of an endurance test than Kwaidan, exhibiting a 
classier and more visually striking mood than the 
cheaper samurai/ronin/ghost productions from a few 
years earlier. It takes its ‘two girls, one male interloper’ 
structure from D.H. Lawrence’s ‘The Fox’ (see my piece 
on The Corruption Of Chris Miller, in our companion 
volume ‘Son Of Unsung Horrors’, for more on how that 
Lawrence short story provided unlikely inspiration 
across a generation or more of uneasy film fear), but 
roots its heady drama among the swaying reeds of rural, 
civil war-torn Japan in the 14th century. Director Kaneto 
Shindo was a native of Hiroshima, and by the early 
sixties was renowned for tackling social and political 
issues on film  - his 1959 movie Lucky Dragon Number 5 
concerned the tragic true story of the fishing boat 
whose crew were caught in the atomic test blasts from 
Bikini Atoll, an episode that had been addressed in more 
oblique fashion by Ishirō Honda in Gojira / Godzilla 
(1954). Shindo lived to be 100, and directed his final 
movie, a wartime drama entitled Postcard, in 2010 at 
the venerable age of 98. Onibaba remains his peak 
production  - the simplicity of the plot being elevated by 
the open yet somehow restrictive countryside setting, 
the earnest but emotive performances, the complexity 
of the character relationships, and the conflict of 
traditions (in everything from costumes to attitudes) 
with the below-the-surface subterfuge. And then there’s 
the mask. The central focus of the film’s visual impact 
(those windswept waves of susuki notwithstanding) is a 
terrifying devil mask, with features whose design the 
director claimed to be influenced by the suffering and 
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physical deformity of World War 2’s atom bomb victims. 
The woman/daughter team at the heart of the 
proceedings carry out a lucrative, deadly practice in 
ambushing and murdering passing soldiers, dumping 
their bodies in an enormous deep pit, and selling their 
armour and belongings. The daughter becomes involved 
with a handsome combatant, arousing intense jealousy 
in her mother  - the demon-mask, a striking piece of 
theatrical paraphernalia, is obtained from a wandering, 
lost samurai whose corpse ends up in the hole, and is 
used by the enraged mother as a means of frightening 
the younger woman. However, affected by a torrential 
rainstorm, the mask sticks to her face and cannot be 
removed… honestly, if you’ve never seen a Japanese 
horror film before, Onibaba is the one with which to 
open your account.   

Director Shindo could be accused of treading water with 
Kuroneko (1967); again shot in luminous black-and-
white, again set during a time of civil conflict, again 
centred upon a mother/daughter partnership - yet this 
differs from Onibaba in that the female duo are victims 
of rape and murder by a savage band of troops, 
returning as spectres, luring samurai in the vicinity to a 
grand house that is in fact an illusion, and ripping out 
their throats via cat-like assaults. As a sort of 
supernatural step-sister to Onibaba, Kuroneko is a fine 
second act, and a worthy next stepping stone for those 
who may just be beginning their journey into the 
forbidding territory of Japanese genre cinema.   

Horror continued to flourish in the Far East through the 
late 60s and early 70s. The rise of the ‘Pink’ film brought 
about plenty of crossover between erotic sensationalism 
and more regular filmgoing concerns, with Kōji 
Wakamatsu’s Violated Angels (1967) causing some 
notoriety  - based on the nurse-targeted murder spree 
of American serial killer Richard Speck, this one was shot 
rapidly in a matter of days, and caused controversy with 
its emphasis on nudity and perceived sexism/misogyny. 
Equally ‘adult’ in subject matter but presented in a 
manner likely to have attentive viewers stroking their 
chins as opposed to any other part of the anatomy, 
Yasuzo Masumura’s Moju / Blind Beast (1968) takes as 
its starting point that over-used figure of the deranged 
artist, but examines with considerable scrutiny his 
obsession with his muse, descending into a mutually 
masochistic area in a way that any even mildly-intrigued 
viewer will ultimately find riveting. A blind sculptor 
named Michio chloroforms and kidnaps a famous 
photographic model and hauls her down to his 
warehouse workshop, intending to create a statue 
based upon her perfect lines and curves. The young 
woman’s initial terror soon turns to respect for the 
artist’s aims, and eventually to burgeoning love for her 
sightless captor - until his jealous mother attempts 
helping the girl to escape, only to herself be killed in the 
process. In the wake of this incident, the model reveals 
her true antagonistic feelings towards her would-be 
paramour. His response is to violently rape her; weeks 
later, now resigned to her fate and with her own sight 
gradually diminishing in the dim light of the windowless 
studio, the model embarks upon a no-holds-barred 
sexual relationship with her abductor, which ultimately 

consumes them both, escalating from biting and clawing 
at one another to whipping and shocking 
dismemberment. The ultra-minimalist telling of this 
torrid ordeal benefits enormously from the use of a 
confined artist’s studio, with the drama being played out 
on a gigantic reproduction of a reclining naked female 
form; Michio’s victim-turned-lover theorising that he 
may be a regressive personality, looking at the world (or 
his own blinkered version of it) from the viewpoint of a 
tiny infant, therefore needing to craft and create outsize 
versions of various body parts in order to feel a certain 
comfort. 

As mentioned briefly earlier, prestige DVD label 
Criterion, noted for their painstaking work in releasing 
first-rate editions of the classics of world cinema, 
surprised their regular customers and collectors late in 
2012 with the release of a seemingly uncharacteristic 
box set. Entitled ‘When Horror Came To Shochiku’, this 
four-DVD treat rounded up an unconnected batch of 
varied shockers produced by the generally more 
respectable and staid Shochiku company between 1967 
and 1968. Goke, Bodysnatcher From Hell was the best 
known of this batch of lurid titles, accompanied by The X 
From Outer Space, Genocide, and The Living Skeleton. 
Earliest and silliest of these offerings was The X From 
Outer Space, clearly the studio’s bid to cash in on the 
monster mania emanating from their rivals, with 
Martian space spore samples growing into a Godzilla-like 
rampaging beast with huge red eyes, pointy cheeks, a 
beak, and odd globed antennae (not unlike the ‘deely 
bopper’ craze several decades hence!). He’s called 
Guilala, which can only really lead us to comment “why, 
why, why…” 

The Living Skeleton took on legendary status among a 
certain breed of horror fan, its popularity stemming 
entirely from a truly enticing still from the movie 
featuring in Denis Gifford’s ‘Pictorial History Of Horror 
Movies’. You can almost certainly picture it as you’re 
reading, I’ll be bound! The film itself fails to live up to 
the promise of that iconic image, but then again, how 
could it? Instead, we get a rather sombre but high 
quality black-and-white drama, not too far removed 
from the eerie kaidan films of the past, yet looking 
ahead in some respects to the likes of John Carpenter’s 
The Fog via its pirate massacres, ghost ships, and key 
scene in which scuba divers discover a bunch of 
skeletons chained together on the bed of the ocean. 
Genocide was originally released to theatres on a double 
bill with The Living Skeleton and is an equally low-key 
affair despite its ‘insects wage war on mankind’ 
apocalyptic theme. Goke, Bodysnatcher From Hell 
combines the expected daft fun with plenty of preachy 
moralizing, as survivors of a plane crash are turned into 
vampiric beings with split foreheads - the Gokemidoro, 
alien invaders in the form of a blob-like substance, being 
responsible for the carnage.  

Three vampire films directed by Michio Yamamoto for 
Toho in the early 1970s are tenuously linked but share a 
similar look, rather flat and TV-like  - though benefiting 
from nice CinemaScope compositions and a particular 
trademark, the very striking use of extreme close-ups, 
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either via a focus on objects placed in the foreground or 
in memorable attack sequences as the bloodsuckers 
loom towards camera, effective pale whitish-blue 
makeups enhancing the chill factor. The series gets 
better as it progresses - Chi O Suu Ningyô / Vampire Doll 
contains a few scenes of worth, Noroi No Yakata: Chi O 
Suu Me / Lake Of Dracula features very little of any lake 
but gives a showcase to a forceful example of the titular 
Count, and ends with a doozy of a climax with a 
tremendous scrap on a stairway before Dracula's dad 
(oh yes) grabs him by the ankle and sends him toppling 
to his death, impaled along the way by one of the 
balustrade rods. There’s even a very Hammeresque 
'melting' decomposition (the series as a whole has a 
very westernised feel). Best of the three is Chi O Suu 
Bara / Evil Of Dracula, with various school principals 
turning into vampires and a rather queasy, though 
admittedly mood-setting, paedophilic feel to it all - a 
teenage schoolgirl in a short tennis skirt coyly comes on 
to her teacher, a Baudelaire-quoting weirdo lurks in the 
bushes spying on the class members, etc. This one has 
more for the vampires to do and is better paced and 
rather more electric than its predecessors, buoyed along 
by some lively camerawork (note the nifty 'twirling 
treetops' shot as one male victim is attacked in the 
woods) and a combo of warped fuzztone electronics and 
atonal piano on the soundtrack. 

Throughout the series, it has to be said that the vamp 
attacks do have a tendency to fizzle out rather 
disappointingly - one moment the imperilled heroine is 
cornered with little hope of escape, to then inexplicably 
be whisked away to safety and reappear deep in 
conversation about the next plot development, while we 
viewers wonder what happened to the notion of a 
satisfactory pay-off! Certain scenes also look as though 
they may be unfinished - people comically toppling over 
without obvious cause, as if a special effects lightning 
flash or hurled weapon has been overlooked in the rush 
to get the films out. 

There's little of local culture to be found here, though 
the grand finale to Evil Of Dracula has images of prone, 
decaying white-haired figures accompanied by 
traditional Japanese music. It's Hammer, and perhaps 
the contemporary likes of 'Dark Shadows' and Count 
Yorga, that inform the general tone and style; in 
addition, some of the lusty, fierce one-on-one fights 
have all the intensity of the then-burgeoning kung fu 
genre, as well as anticipating Jack Palance's rough-and-
tumble approach to the Dracula role a couple of years 
hence; and the lank-haired, saturnine title star of Evil Of 
Dracula perhaps gives us a strong pointer as to what 
Ralph Bates might have done in the part for Hammer, 
had he managed to inherit Christopher Lee's cape after 
all. The depiction of the transformed female victims 
once they become vampire brides anticipates the 
appearance of the ghostly children in the BBC version of 
'Lost Hearts', creepily adopting a sickly, simpering grin as 
they reveal their presence to their prey. 

Yamamoto’s vampire entries aside, horror film 
production took something of a back seat in Japan 
during the 1970s, despite that era representing a global 

peak for the genre in terms of both release numbers and 
groundbreaking content. The ‘Lone Wolf And Cub’ 
series, based on a popular manga, ran to six films 
between 1972 and 1974 commencing with Lone Wolf 
And Cub: Sword Of Vengeance and Lone Wolf And Cub: 
Baby Cart At The River Styx, offering gory violence, 
gruesome methods of dispatch, and an inventive array 
of blade-based weaponry  - hitting screens almost 
concurrently with the wave of kung fu/martial arts 
movies surging out of Hong Kong, the Baby Cart saga 
never quite caught on in the west, although a re-edited 
version of the first two parts, retitled Shogun Assassin, 
became a sizeable hit during the early days of 
videocassette rental. The celebrated director Kon 
Ichikawa (Tokyo Olympiad) offered the epic-length The 
Inugami Family in 1976, a sort of Japanese response to 
the giallo, with its Agatha Christie-like reading of the will 
followed by the inevitable grim parade of murder, while 
a disfigured mystery man in a latex mask lurks on the 
sidelines. Wildly experimental filmmaker Nobuhiko 
Obayashi made his debut in 1977 with Hausu (aka 
House), another movie whose recent wide availability on 
DVD has brought much attention and acclaim from 
delightfully baffled viewers! This one has a party of 
schoolgirls travelling to a country residence where they 
are assailed by various bizarre supernatural threats and 
occurrences, and are seemingly devoured by the 
furniture and fittings! Obayashi had been hired to 
attempt a cash in on the recent success of Jaws, but 
concluded that the best approach for a horror fantasy 
would be to ask his daughter Chigumi for her input and 
ideas (“children can come up with things that can’t be 
explained”, he declared in a 2009 interview, and the 
finished work certainly fits that viewpoint!)   

The 1980s proved every bit as barren, although the 
Guinea Pig series sent horror off on an entirely new (and 
to many, utterly unwatchable) direction with its 
emphasis on the extreme. This truly daring franchise has 
hit the news headlines on several occasions since it 
shockingly came to the world’s attention; in 1991 
Charlie Sheen got hold of a copy of Guinea Pig 2: Flower 
Of Flesh And Blood from an acquaintance and, having 
watched it, reported it to the FBI - who, it transpired, 
were already conducting their own investigation into the 
veracity or otherwise of the acts depicted throughout 
the six productions. Meanwhile, Guinea Pig 4: Devil 
Woman Doctor was found among the near-6000-
videotape collection of Tsutomu Miyazaki, a Tokyo-
based cannibal/necrophile/serial killer who was 
eventually executed for his sickening crimes in 2008. It 
was widely rumoured that Miyazaki had imitated the 
Guinea Pig series while committing his atrocities, though 
as often in these cases there was so much conjecture 
and idle gossip put about that the truth became 
somewhat obscured. 

Away from the unpalatable world of Guinea Pig, 
Japanese fare remained unorthodox elsewhere to say 
the least! Toshiharu Ikeda’s Evil Dead Trap (1988) sees a 
female television host requesting her viewers to send in 
their home movies - on receiving an apparent snuff film 
shot at a known location nearby, she launches into 
‘investigative reporter mode’, with a surprising outcome 
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owing more than a little to Frank Henenlotter’s Basket 
Case. Kazuo Komizu’s Entrails Of A Virgin (1986) 
continued to prove that there was life in the ‘pink’ genre 
with its sex-dominated story of photographers and 
models romping in the forest, before being killed off by 
a monstrous demon with an equally monstrous 
member! Shinya Tsukamoto’s late-80s cyberpunk 
shocker Tetsuo wowed art-house and fringe audiences 
and won comparison with the work of David Lynch and 
David Cronenberg  - inexplicable but undeniably 
sensational images of men fusing with wires, coils, and 
metal tubing in an extraordinary vision of a possible 
post-apocalyptic realm attracted plenty of praise from 
critics who thought they might have stumbled on to the 
next big thing. An ambitious 1992 sequel, Tetsuo II: Body 
Hammer, proved to possess equally startling impact. 
Between those two, 1991’s Hiroku The Goblin gave 
Tsukamoto the chance to show what he could do with a 
supernatural creature-feature, and the outcome didn’t 
disappoint his fans, with gory decapitations and spidery 
demons well to the fore.  

Now before we conclude our survey of Far Eastern 
frights and fantasies, I’m sure you’ll have noticed one 
mighty omission. Colossally bestriding Japanese cinema 
across the decades from 1954 to the present day and 
beyond, Godzilla and chums, be they allies, foes, or 
bandwagon-jumping imitators, have dominated the 
landscape  - and, let’s be honest, have stomped upon, 
breathed fire at, and razed said landscape to the ground. 
The ‘kaiju eiga’ phenomenon (that’s ‘monster movies’ to 
you and me) is proving massively influential on filmdom 
well into the 21st century  - the Pacific Rim series, the 
King Kong reboots, Cloverfield, the sensational revival of 
Mechagodzilla in Spielberg’s Ready Player One, even 
slightly misguided bids to revive the Big G himself  - and 
it seems audiences still cannot get their fill of watching 
huge lumbering beasts bashing into each other and 
treading on tall buildings. 

In a country somehow trying to come to terms with 
wartime bombing raids of a type previously 
unimaginable, the slow process of regrouping and 
reconstruction was getting underway. Their attacker, 
the United States, continued to conduct tests of 
thermonuclear weapons, detonating 23 devices in a 
twelve-year period commencing in 1946. The site of the 
tests was Bikini Atoll, situated in the Marshall Islands in 
the Pacific Ocean. One such explosion, carried out on 
March 1st 1954, saw the tuna-fishing trawler Daigo 
Fukuryū Maru (Lucky Dragon 5) caught in the fallout, 
with the entire crew affected by radiation for many 
weeks - radio operator Aikichi Kuboyama eventually 
succumbing on September 23rd, the sole fatality.  

Movie producer Tomoyuki Tanaka had been trying to set 
up a project entitled In The Shadow Of Glory, about the 
Japanese occupation of Indonesia. The entire notion 
collapsed for political reasons following public pressure 
in Indonesia, and Tanaka instead turned his attention to 
creating a Japanese version of the recent Ray 
Harryhausen smash The Beast From 20,000 Fathoms. 
This eventually developed into Gojira (1954), known as 
Godzilla in the west, directed by Ishirō Honda. Honda 

had worked as an assistant director (often alongside his 
great friend Akira Kurosawa) since the 1930s, moving on 
to helm documentaries before making his feature debut 
proper in 1951. Not surprisingly, he held strong views 
about combat and conflict, even advising Toho that he 
would not make war subjects (only relenting on his own 
terms to shoot Eagle Of The Pacific in 1953); the Gojira 
project came his way the following year. Here, Honda 
saw an opportunity for metaphor and symbolism  - sure, 
his giant monster would do everything that Kong and 
Harryhausen’s behemoth had done, but Gojira would 
also represent nuclear atrocity, and the aftermath of the 
creature’s destructive path, the rubble of battered cities 
left in this vast creature’s wake, would strike emotional 
chords with a home audience. The recent Lucky Dragon 
5 tragedy, still fresh in the minds of the public, is 
dramatised and re-enacted towards the beginning of 
Gojira, with an unseen sea-dwelling titan here 
responsible for nautical disaster, rather than any man-
made weaponry - immediately linking this menacing, 
scaly terror with the post-Hiroshima world.   

Godzilla was given a unique design, combining elements 
from different dinosaurs (hence the stegosaurus-style 
plates running down the spine, for instance); apparently 
the monster suit itself went through several test 
versions, since the crew were all inexperienced in the 
ways of film fantasy and were learning as they went 
along, but finally they were able to create a look that 
proved to be a lasting and increasingly popular one. 
Alongside Tanaka and Honda, much credit for Godzilla’s 
success should go to special effects wizard Eiji 
Tsuburaya, a major contributor to the monster’s city-
trampling debut and the many, many later kaiju. Plus, 
special mention ought to be made for composer Akira 
Ifukube, whose strident score and various musical motifs 
associated with Godzilla remain instantly recognisable. 

American distributors didn’t really play fair with the 
fifties entries, adding new scenes featuring Raymond 
Burr to the first movie (trumpeted as Godzilla, King Of 
The Monsters) and even daring to rename the sequel as 
Gigantis The Fire Monster. The second movie was 
rushed out less than seven months after the opener, 
with Motoyoshi Oda at the helm and with a new 
member of the Godzilla species emerging in Osaka  - on 
this occasion, spending much screen time brawling with 
a revived Ankylosaurus called Anguirus, setting the 
standard for many future ‘monster rally’ kaiju. Indeed, 
following a lengthy break Godzilla’s next opponent in 
1963 was none other than King Kong, or at least an 
approximation of our old simian pal (designed by 
brothers Koei Yagi and Kanji Yagi), for King Kong Vs. 
Godzilla. Tsuburaya seems to have been largely 
responsible for the shift in tone with this one, 
broadening the appeal to a family audience by adding a 
lighter touch and more comedic elements. Director 
Honda was back on board, and later stated that his 
intention with the film was to satirise Japan’s TV 
industry and their constant battle for ratings at all costs. 
Whatever his loftier viewpoint may have been, it was 
gradually to become subsumed in a welter of ever-
crazier rubber monster jamborees through to his 
swansong with Terror Of Mechagodzilla in 1975. 
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Perhaps the best of the first wave were Mothra Vs. 
Godzilla aka Godzilla Vs. The Thing (1964), and 
Ghidorah, The Three-Headed Monster from 1965 which 
introduced Godzilla’s chief nemesis, the winged, long-
necked, golden-scaled, and yes, three-headed King 
Ghidorah, often to be manipulated by hostile alien races 
as a means of waging war on our planet. By this point 
director Honda’s career was dominated by kaiju and 
other Japanese science fiction  - he’d taken the reins on 
Rodan (1957), featuring airborne pterosaur-like 
monstrosities, Varan The Unbelievable (1958), another 
bulky prehistoric being capable of flight, Mothra‘s 
stunning first appearance in 1961, plus Gorath, Atragon, 
Matango, Dogora The Space Monster, and Frankenstein 
Conquers The World (melding the Frankenstein story 
with kaiju by having the Frankenstein monster’s heart, 
affected by the Hiroshima blast, growing into a Toho-
sized humanoid creature and confronting a rampaging 
beast named Baragon!). Honda went on to direct many 
more Godzilla pictures such as Invasion Of Astro-
Monster (pitting Godzilla and Rodan against King 
Ghidorah after all three have fallen under alien control), 
the all-star Destroy All Monsters, the cut-price and stock 
footage-laden All Monsters Attack aka Godzilla’s 
Revenge, and Terror Of Mechagodzilla. Ishirō was also 
responsible for War Of The Gargantuas, King Kong 
Escapes (most memorable because its central villain, 
and creator of giant robot ape Mechani-Kong, was 
named ‘Dr. Who’), Space Amoeba aka Yog - Monster 
From Space, and the truly demented U.S./Japanese co-
production Latitude Zero (featuring, amongst other 
mind-boggling joys, a lion/eagle hybrid - once seen, 
never forgotten!). 

 

Jun Fukuda racked up five directorial credits on later 
Godzilla franchise instalments too, starting with Ebirah, 
Horror Of The Deep in 1966, pitting Godzilla against a 
huge lobster and a band of terrorists called the Red 
Bamboo. Next up was Son Of Godzilla, an audience-
divider introducing cute baby offspring Minilla (also 
known as Minya) but also featuring some nifty insectoid 
and arachnid foes. Following Yoshimitsu Banno’s eco-
centric, anti-pollution Godzilla Vs. Hedorah aka Godzilla 
Vs. The Smog Monster, Fukuda delivered a trio of 1970s 
entries - the terrific Gigan, equipped with a buzzsaw in 
his chest, manages to upstage Godzilla, King Ghidorah, 
and Anguirus in 1972’s Godzilla Vs. Gigan, and returns to 
partner an undersea cyborg god in the following year’s 

Godzilla Vs. Megalon. Fukuda parted ways with Godzilla 
in the spectacular and self-explanatory Godzilla Vs. 
Mechagodzilla (1974)  - his other significant contribution 
to global entertainment culture was that he later 
directed an episode of cult TV classic ‘Monkey’.   

Godzilla made a brief return in, erm, Return Of Godzilla 
(1984), but the franchise really got kick-started once 
more in the late 80s with Godzilla Vs. Biollante, featuring 
an enormous plant-creature which may contain the soul 
of a scientist’s daughter killed in a terrorist bombing. 
1991’s crowd-pleaser, Godzilla Vs. King Ghidorah, 
cemented the comeback, and the Big G has rarely been 
off our screens since  - two separate attempts have been 
made to reintroduce the character to western 
audiences, with Roland Emmerich and Gareth Edwards 
experiencing varying degrees of success to say the least, 
while Japanese production has continued via the likes of 
Godzilla Vs. Destoroyah (1995) and Godzilla 2000 (1999). 
Kaiju buffs who sat patiently through the end crawl of 
the Legendary Pictures adventure Kong: Skull Island 
were rewarded by the post-credits promise (via the 
medium of cave painting!) that Godzilla, Rodan, Mothra 
and King Ghidorah might well be showing up in a future 
sequel… 

Rivals to Godzilla cropped up here and there (the Korean 
Yongary, Monster From The Deep and Space Monster 
Wangmagwi being the biggest plagiarists in more ways 
than one), but perhaps only Daiei’s giant jet-propelled 
flying turtle Gamera came close to achieving similar 
popularity and longevity. The Gamera films were not as 
widely released worldwide, and were primarily aimed at 
a young audience in their home country, but a mid-90s 
reboot helped to expand awareness. Seven films were 
produced between 1965 and 1971, commencing with 
Gamera: The Giant Monster (released in America as 
Gammera The Invincible)  - the huge reptile was to 
combat Barugon, Gyaos, Viras, Guiron, Jiger and Zigra 
before Daiei went bankrupt (on the verge of producing 
an eighth Gamera outing). 1980’s Gamera, Super 
Monster was a shoddy cash-in by the ailing studio, 
largely comprising footage from the earlier movies, but 
1995’s Gamera: Guardian Of The Universe successfully 
revived the franchise for a brief period. 

That almost completes the story of Japanese horror and 
fantasy cinema during the 20th century. But not quite. 
For something came clambering out of a well in 1998, 
and never stopped. Hideo Nakata’s Ringu contained 
some of the scariest, most affecting horror imagery 
audiences had seen in quite some time  - cleverly mixing 
M. R. Jamesian themes with modern video technology, 
and going back to basics in its representation of creepy, 
lank-tressed female spectres, Nakata’s film updated 
‘Casting The Runes’ to stunning effect with its core 
suggestion of a cursed videocassette that would cause 
the death of any viewer exactly seven days later. The 
terrifying Sadako (Rie Inō) became an instant hit, a sort 
of goth/emo poster girl for the millennium, and Ringu 
succeeded where similar previous efforts failed, by 
actually fulfilling its promise. We’ve all read countless 
novels, comic books, or short stories, or seen movies 
and TV shows, where the antagonist threatens to put 
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before us “the most terrifying thing you’ve ever seen”. 
And have experienced crushing disappointment because 
it never is. Well here, Nakata achieves his aim. Sadako 
clawing her jerky way from her watery tomb is 
nightmarish; her slow, staggering advamcement in our 
direction retains your rapt attention. Then, she comes 
through the screen into your living room… pants-wetting 
stuff. 

Like Sadako, Japanese horror cinema has continued its 
unstoppable progress ever since. The early part of the 
21st century were boom years for Asian chillers, with a 
huge wave of Japanese and Korean production, much of 
which managed to be successfully exported and 
distributed abroad. American and European films began 
to take on the characteristics and style of the Ringu and 
Grudge movies (see Andy De Emmony’s 2010 BBC 
production of Whistle And I’ll Come To You for a prime 
example). With kaiju also on the rise once again, it 
seems that the unique manner by which Far Eastern film 
purveyors present their wares is more popular than 
ever. That’s a healthy note on which to depart, before 
we all get stomped on by a fire-breathing monster or 
tormented for eternity by a ghostly feline.   

 

EUROPEAN HORROR 

A desolate, empty corridor stands before us, presenting 
a world of possibility. In the background, yet somehow 
prominent, a grand gothic archway looms, while closer 
to us on the left, a plain but imposing door seems on the 
verge of creaking open, a shaft of the dimmest light 
peeking through with the (enticing) promise that it may 
be a far from revealing emittance. A patterned window 
sits on left frame, while a rather grand piece of shelving 
dominates the right. That arch repays closer attention - 
other entrances, doorways, windows, sources of 
illumination slip into ominous distance beneath its span, 
while a heraldic shield - possibly embossed with a 
carved face? - sits atop. Suddenly, an enormous bat 
flaps into view, emerging from who knows where. The 
beast hovers and beats its leathery wings, surveying its 
surroundings. Before we can react, it transforms itself 
into a gaily-costumed devil; and within seconds, the 
satanic figure has conjured up a smoking, boiling 
cauldron, so enormous that it now replaces all else as 
the grim focus of our vision.  

 

And thus the horror film was born, in Paris in 1896. 
Georges Méliès’ Le Manoir Du Diable managed to define 
imagery and content that remained in vogue for 
decades - even today, you'll see genre offerings utilising 
or imitating these trappings, and the very sight of a 
shadowy gothic edifice or the spectacle of an airborne 
winged creature transforming into recognisably 'human' 
form (or vice versa) triggers off a very definite response 
in any audience - such sights are immediate shorthand 
for 'horror', for that delicious chill promised by the 
monstrous and the eerie. Of course, Méliès didn't invent 
the clichés - rather basing them on centuries of legend 
and literature, art and architecture - but in bringing 
movement and surprise to bear, the French maestro 
eternally cemented their place in cinema. Given the 
primitive, basic leanings of his other early work and the 
equal staginess of films by his contemporary rivals, it's 
quite remarkable just how effective Le Manoir Du Diable 
appears - even lending a sense of depth and dimension 
that anticipates much later experiments by other film 
wizards using processes like multi-plane cameras and 
3D. As we journey through the varied realms of Euro-
horror within the following essay, one guarantee is that 
we will keep returning to haunted castles and exotic 
winged demons. The cauldron rather fell out of fashion 
early on, to be honest, but is a feature careful viewers 
may well catch a more modern glimpse of here and 
there (Dario Argento's 1980 Inferno springs to mind...). 
Shakespeare's "Double, double, toil and trouble/fire 
burn and cauldron bubble" are never far away. 

A truncated Cliff's Notes sprint through the genre output 
of the European continent might read something like 
this: Georges Méliès created and refined 'fantasy' as a 
major filmgoing concern at the birth of the art form, 
including dark and devilish deeds as a sign of what was 
to follow. Germany took up the baton via Wegener's 
Golem, Caligari's Cabinet, and Nosferatu's 'symphony of 
shudders'. The likes of Paul Leni and Denmark’s 
Benjamin Christensen developed increasingly ambitious 
ideas and concepts along 'horror' lines that eventually 
made Hollywood take note, and much classic American 
shock product in their wake carried a strong Germanic 
feel. Edgar Ulmer, Peter Lorre, Bela Lugosi and others 
would benefit from the New World's interest, and the 
shadows that so defined 'film noir' and 'lady in peril' fare 
through the 1940s also reflected the strong influence of 
the Euro horrormeisters. Following something of a 
wartime lull, France proved the kickstart yet again via 
Clouzot's Les Diaboliques and Franju's Les Yeux Sans 
Visage. Meanwhile, Riccardo Freda's I Vampiri indicated 
stirrings within the Mediterranean region that were to 
develop into a full-fledged typhoon, though the stylish 
murder thrills of the 'giallo' would take unexpected 
precedence over supernatural concerns. Repressed, 
dictator-dominated Spain managed to throw off its 
shackles, bringing exciting riffs on traditional fare, plus a 
brand new monster in the form of the Blind Knights 
Templar and an entirely fresh approach to filmmaking in 
the jazz-inspired freewheeling artistry of Jesús Franco. 
Underappreciated at the time, the poetic oeuvre of Jean 
Rollin distilled vampire lore and representation into a 
stripped-down, interconnected body of work, revealed 
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in time to be a third inspirational wave of new French 
terror. The lively Italian industry actually rivalled the 
barrage of incendiary American low-budget scare fare 
throughout the 70s and 80s. Battered by censorship and 
a new 'morality', horror in Europe (as elsewhere) 
seemed to become somewhat neutered, not to mention 
unfashionable, by the nineties but a new breed of 
filmmaker was waiting in the wings to electrify and 
galvanise the genre once more. 

During the next few pages we will examine the above 
potted history in greater detail, and single out some of 
the major filmmakers and important works that have 
helped to elevate the reputation of European horror 
cinema among a particular, discerning corner of fandom. 
Let's begin by returning to Monsieur Méliès... 

Strictly speaking, we're supposed to be covering 20th 
century works here, but Georges Méliès and other 
pioneers of hand-cranked film production kicked 
everything off in the closing years of the 1800s - these 
primal first footsteps are clearly so very important that 
they absolutely demand coverage. Having said that, little 
early cinema has survived, the majority of Méliès’ vast 
output did date from post-1900, and by the time most 
of his imitators had reacted and churned out their 
responses to his brief screen marvels we were into the 
early part of the new century anyway, so what's a few 
years between film friends? 

Méliès and his trademark 'Star' company produced over 
500 films by 1913, some 200 of them made in those 
whirlwind fledgling days between 1896 and 1899. From 
recreations of popular news events, to comedies, to 
advertisements, to lavish space adventure, Star Films 
could turn their hand to anything. Georges remains 
most celebrated for his frequent dips into fantastic 
worlds, however. The Vanishing Lady (1896) restages for 
the camera an ancient theatrical magic illusion that was 
old hat even then, but wows audiences afresh by not 
only making the conjuror's assistant disappear but by 
apparently removing the flesh from her bones! A 
Terrible Night (1896; later remade as A Midnight 
Episode) sees a poor fellow's slumbers rudely 
interrupted as a gigantic bug clambers up his bedsheets. 
Of the Méliès titles I've personally experienced, the true 
stunner has to be 1903's Le Chaudron Infernal / The 
Infernal Cauldron - a two-minute colour-tinted wonder 
in which green-hued horned demons throw abducted 
maidens into the title apparatus, rejoicing as their 
victims go up in plumes of fierce flame; suddenly, huge 
puffs of smoke transform the doomed ladies into 
floating, faceless wraiths, hovering above their 
tormentors and plunging towards them as deadly 
fireballs. If you've been left disappointed by the various 
film incarnations of Marvel's 'Human Torch' over the 
years, give this a try instead. 

Post-WW1 Germany went horror-crazy. During the war 
years Paul Wegener had already had one stab at 
bringing the old Jewish legend of Der Golem to the 
screen, as well as spoofing the subject with Der Golem 
Und Die Tanzerin (mere fragments of the former exist; 
of the latter, perhaps the first 'meta' horror movie, there 

is sadly no trace). But the floodgates opened when 
battlefield hostilities ceased, with the next few years 
spawning several of the most important productions in 
genre history, films that once again established 
templates still in use today. The Cabinet Of Dr. Caligari, 
Der Golem: Wie Er In Die Welt Kam, Nosferatu: Eine 
Symphonie Des Grauens, Unheimliche Geschichten, 
Faust, Waxworks, Orlacs Hände, Alraune and others 
firmly set German/Austrian reputations as the masters 
of screen fright and unease. Caligari, now almost a 
century old, has had so many of its ideas and so much of 
its visual style thieved by later artists and charlatans 
alike, and yet somehow retains the feel that it is still 
ahead of its time, outside the crowd. There has been so 
much work 'inspired' by it, but there is nothing quite like 
it. Aside from the eye-catching, illusory artifice of its 
sets, backdrops, and scenery, Caligari seems to invent or 
at least popularise concepts such as the 'zombie', the 
idea of a controlling force representing a more sinister 
threat than the evident 'menace' under its influence, 
and the manner by which an 'all a dream' reveal can 
pose more questions than it resolves. Tod Browning 
probably took note of the carnival scenes with keen 
interest; everyone had their notebooks out when 
Conrad Veidt's 'Cesare' went about his eerie business. 

1931 stands as to this day as a peak year in the genre - 
Universal's 'Golden Age' classic adaptations of Dracula 
and Frankenstein stand to this day as immovable twin 
pillars of screen gothic, while at the time even they were 
topped by the Oscar success of Rouben Mamoulian's Dr. 
Jekyll And Mr. Hyde over at Paramount. The Americans 
(propped up of course by various British/European 
émigrés who were all over these productions!) didn't 
have it all their own way, though, as in that same year a 
self-financed item from Northern Europe also emerged, 
ultimately to take its deserved and rightful place at the 
top table, a pinnacle of supernatural cinema. The film 
was Vampyr, directed by Carl Theodore Dreyer whose 
striking experimental The Passion Of Joan Of Arc had 
made major waves towards the close of the silent era. 
Vampyr is often mistaken as a silent production itself, 
falling on the cusp of the movie medium's adoption of 
sound recording processes - clearly the makers were still 
getting to grips with microphones and suchlike (though 
it's difficult to picture the type of shenanigans depicted 
in 1952's Singin’ In The Rain taking place on the 
sets/locations of this stately, sombre, funereal 
offering!). Many early 1930s horror films contain a 
mixture of grandstanding performances, dialogue 
ranging from whispered to witty by way of sinister, and 
visual techniques that continued to rely on the tricks 
and methods utilised before sound, and it's this 
combination that provides the era's output with its 
unique flavour and lasting impressiveness. Vampyr 
benefits enormously from being a product of its times, 
yet even manages to stand apart from its 
contemporaries - as with many later low-budget or 
under-resourced film projects, paucity and inexperience 
leads to a kind of innate magic permeating the finished 
work, possibly even beyond the filmmakers' intentions. 
Vampyr is such a fragile piece, feeling as if it could 
crumble and collapse in on itself at any moment, and yet 
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it offers a series of stunning set-pieces so haunting and 
yet so vivid that they are imitated to this day. The floury 
(!) climax, for example, is echoed in later highlights from 
80s movies such as Dark Night Of the Scarecrow and 
Witness, while the astonishing moment where the male 
lead experiences his own burial, glaring from within a 
pallbearer-borne coffin, has inspired countless copycats, 
many of whom probably fail to be aware of the source. 
Finance for the production came from an unlikely 
source, wealthy socialite Nicolas de Gunzburg; in an 
even more unlikely turn of events, de Gunzburg took the 
lead role of Allan Gray, adopting the pseudonym ‘Julian 
West’ for the sake of the credits. Dreyer would return to 
macabre subject matter some time later for witchcraft 
drama Day Of Wrath. 

The same epochal year saw the birth of a new (and to be 
lasting) horror name in the weaselly, pleading form of 
Peter Lorre. Hollywood stardom beckoned as Lorre 
became one of the key faces of 'film noir' a decade on, 
but the seeds of his onscreen criminal future were sown 
in Fritz Lang's M, as child-murderer Hans Beckert, 
eventually hunted down and cornered by an assortment 
of beggars and ne'er-do-wells to face a kangaroo court. 
In his U.S. noir and horror roles Lorre was to display a 
playful, vaguely cynical and slightly askew comic air, but 
M is deadly serious business and a truly star-making 
moment. 

It's telling that even the bible of European genre cinema, 
Signum Books' 2016 'Euro Gothic' by the esteemed 
Jonathan Rigby, falls rather quiet during its coverage of 
the 1930s and 40s. While horror boomed elsewhere, 
albeit facing protest and censorship aplenty, Europe 
largely steered clear - possibly a case of real-world 
tensions and developments threatening and fulfilling 
situations far more ghastly and far more serious than 
anything a movie scriptwriter might concoct. Stray titles 
surfaced on occasion, like the rather flabby Le Golem 
(1936) from France's Julien Duvivier or the floridly-titled 
The Tower Of The Seven Hunchbacks, a 1944 Spanish 
outing from Edgar Neville, but even into the early fifties 
the sparseness of the scene was notable, with oddities 
like Claude Autant-Lara's splendid black comedy The Red 
Inn (1951) popping up every so often to remind 
audiences of cinema's ability to focus on the weird. 

Japan saw Godzilla stomping through the mid-fifties, 
England had Professor Quatermass tackling a gelatinous 
mass of space tripe in Westminster Abbey; with a fully-
fledged monster movie revival on the cards, it was down 
to France to offer monsters of an entirely different kind 
and to shift the horror film in a totally new direction. 
Based on a novel by Boileau and Narcejac, Henri-
Georges Clouzot's Les Diaboliques brought about a 
shockwave that we continue to feel tremors from to this 
day. Sans any supernatural element, and yet playing 
cleverly with our fears of such imagery and myth, Les 
Diaboliques outdid Hitchcock with its twists, turns, 
surprises, and ultimately a bold scene of terror of a type 
that was fresh, new, and chillingly exciting. The 
supposedly 'dead' Paul Meurisse's agonising rise from a 
filled bathtub locates its shudders in recognisable, 
familiar surroundings, yet temporarily tantalisingly hints 

at the exotic concept of the 'zombie' having emerged in 
contemporary Saint-Cloud, before confirming that most 
everything we have been presented with up until now is, 
in our modern parlance, 'fake news'; this revelation in 
itself manages to transform a hitherto trustworthy 
pillar-of-the-establishment figure (albeit an apparent 
murderer, though with justification and audience 
complicity!) into a new kind of movie monster - the 
human kind. A total game-changer - horror films were 
never quite the same following this seismic study of 
deadly subterfuge. 

France failed to capitalise on its status as a 
groundbreaker in the field of modern horror - the 
'nouvelle vague' and the rise of cineaste directors 
including Truffaut, Rohmer and Godard came to 
dominate soon after, and for whatever reason and 
despite their professed love of b-movies, the new 
wavers never quite took to our kind of fare. However, 
1959 saw old stager Jean Renoir deliver a sparkling take 
on the Jekyll/Hyde theme with Le Testament Du Docteur 
Cordelier, with Jean-Louis Barrault giving one of the 
genre's all-time best (not to mention shamefully ignored 
and underappreciated) turns - his Chaplinesque evil alter 
ego 'Opale' is a constant joy to behold. And the same 
year brought us one of the most poetic, heartbreaking 
stories ever presented under the banner of a screen 
shocker, via Georges Franju's Les Yeux Sans Visage / 
Eyes Without A Face, with the haunting masked 
elegance of Edith Scob at its heart and soul. Franju 
didn't stint on the graphic detail, with a studied and 
unflinching examination of a nausea-inducing face-
peeling process, all presented in a clinical manner 
befitting a director renowned as much for documentary 
as for flights of fancy at the time. Edith turned up again 
in Julien Duvivier's version of John Dickson Carr's The 
Burning Court in 1962, a little lacking in content but 
oozing with grand gothic style.  

 

If France as a nation largely abandoned the horror 
movie, then at least we still had Jean Rollin - a one-man 
industry specialising in a completely unique series of 
dreamy, erotic, sensual and often fragmentary vampire 
tales from 1967 onwards. Rollin made instant impact via 
Le Viol Du Vampire, an experimental black-and-white 
short expanded to feature length and released at the 
time of the Paris riots, becoming the focus of protest 
itself in the process; there followed, in hasty succession, 
La Vampire Nue, Le Frisson Des Vampires, and Requiem 
Pour Un Vampire, defining works which set the tone for 
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Rollin's distinctive approach to cinema. His movies 
frequently overlap or share imagery and wild ideas - 
delve headlong into Rollin's universe and you'll soon 
familiarise yourself with his combination of pulp, 
artiness, genuine 'surrealism', and sublime visual poetry, 
and will learn to love the Castel twins, the bleak beach 
setting at Dieppe (used by Rollin either as a cheap and 
accessible location, or signifying the gateway between 
our world and some hellish nether-realm, depending on 
the open-mindedness of the viewer), the use of antique 
furniture, the faded glamour of the costumes (on those 
occasions where they stay on...), the symbolic use of 
clowns, the sex, the death, the life, the desolation. 
Director of several masterpieces - this writer would urge 
you towards Le Frisson Des Vampires (1970), The Living 
Dead Girl (1982) and the breathtaking, doom-laden 
pornographic marvel Phantasmes (1975), three of the 
most exceptional horror movies of their time, while 
Fascination (1979) lives up to its title, The Grapes Of 
Death (1978) combines zombies and wine-making amid 
beautiful countryside locations, La Rose Der Fer (1973) 
traps young lovers in a cemetery and is so haunting and 
magnetic that I could watch it unfold forever (ITV sitcom 
starlet Françoise Pascal is perfect as the female lead, 
particularly during a graceful balletic interlude), and La 
Nuit Des Traquées (1980) almost 'out-Cronenbergs' 
David Cronenberg, with its cold alienating modern 
settings and concrete edifices dominating its 
insignificant mutating characters. Rollin offered a couple 
of later vampire titles in the 90s, with Les Deux 
Orphelines Vampires (1997) and La Fiancée De Dracula 
(filming commenced 1999; eventually released 2002) 
occasionally recapturing former glories. Nigel 
Wingrove's 'Redemption' video and DVD label has 
championed Monsieur Rollin's output over the past 
thirty years, rescuing him from obscurity or (worse) 
critical battering, elevating his reputation and status in 
horror history. Rollin died in 2010, but left us having 
basked in considerable and hugely merited latter day 
acclaim for the final years of his life. Wherever he is 
now, I hope and trust that there's a beach and sexy 
vampire twins. 

Further French fancies of the seventies included a pair of 
head-scratching tales concerning Parisian apartment 
living. Le Seuil Du Vide (1971) and The Tenant (1976) 
both pitch wide-eyed innocents into the bustling French 
capital and see them pushed, pulled, manipulated, and 
finally psychedelically frazzled, along with the baffled 
but exhilarated viewer! The former, also known under 
the ominous anglicised title Threshold Of The Void, was 
the work of Jean-François Davy, in his mid-twenties at 
the time and noted mainly as a specialist in erotic 
drama, though he had playfully run the 'end credits' of 
his debut L'Attentat half an hour into the picture (in that 
crazy manner later adopted by Monty Python's Flying 
Circus), exhibiting a tendency towards the outré. 
Threshold sees a young artist, Wanda Leibovitz 
(Dominique Erlanger) renting a room after being 
approached by a helpful yet strangely insistent old lady; 
advised never to open a door on the back wall of the 
living space, Wanda naturally goes all 'Alice in 
Wonderland' but will come to regret what she uncovers. 

The initial 'L' comes to play a major part in proceedings 
as our heroine hunts for answers and begins to suspect 
a city-wide conspiracy, and the shattering finale pre-
empts that of The Tenant, though possibly (it's hard to 
say!) with a science-fiction angle brought into play. If 
you love stumbling across European subtitled obscurities 
on late night TV, this one would be right up your Rue. 
Although Roman Polanski's better-known The Tenant 
followed in its wake, that production was of course 
based on Roland Topor's 1964 novel 'Le Locataire', and it 
has to be mentioned that Davy appears familiar with 
Roman's earlier sagas of boxed-in urban dwelling, 
Repulsion and Rosemary’s Baby. Polanski's screen 
version of The Tenant sees the director himself take the 
lead acting role as the timid Trelkovsky, going through 
the same sort of buffeted and puppeteered motions as 
Wanda in an unwelcoming and harsh version of Paris; 
again, whispers, hidden secrets, conspiracy are all hinted 
at, leading to transvestism, not one but two difficult-to-
watch suicide attempts, and a final 'what does it all 
mean?' image that makes the closing minutes of 
Threshold Of the Void seem rational in comparison! Two 
brilliant movies, not to be missed, and possibly best 
experienced on a joint programme (though don't expect 
us to assist with your psychiatry bills afterwards). 

Other than the above, French horror of the latter part of 
the 20th century was somewhat sparse - and what little 
there was turned out as a mixed bag. Tracking (1981) 
was a unpalatable item about the ghost of a rapist 
soldier targeting young women; Frankenstein 90 (1984) 
was a disappointing comedy from Alain Jessua, whose 
Traitment De Choc (1973, released in Britain as Doctor 
In The Nude) had been a first rate medical take on a 
modern vampirism/body harvesting theme; Baby Blood 
(1990) has been largely forgotten but caused a stir at the 
time, its story of an expectant mother carrying a 
parasite-infected monster foetus being enhanced for 
English-speaking audiences since none other than Gary 
Oldman provided the creature's voice for the translated 
dub! Most notable of all was 3615 Code Père Noël 
(1989), wherein a child prodigy tackles a psychotic, 
deadly Santa by means of a variety of booby traps and 
home security devices; this was so closely imitated by 
the family-orientated worldwide box office smash Home 
Alone the following year that director Rene Manzor 
threatened legal action. Christophe Gans' grand 
throwback Brotherhood Of The Wolf was released in the 
early part of the 21st century and so falls out of our 
book's time frame, though I suspect my editor (a huge 
admirer of the film) might sprout hair and menacing 
fangs himself if I failed to mention it. And then, in the 
wake of Haute Tension aka Switchblade Romance, yet 
another new wave of French terror broke, this batch 
being particularly noted for their 'extreme', gore-soaked 
yet often socially or politically motivated aspects. But all 
of that is another story for another publication. 

If France was the birthplace of horror cinema, then 
Germany was where the genre spent its formative years. 
Paul Wegener's various stabs at the Der Golem legend 
offered a monster that still stands to this day as being 
pretty unique in the annals (even the handful of other 
Golem movies since haven't copied the bulky, 
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mushroom-headed look of the grim-faced stone idol). 
Conversely, Cabinet Of Dr. Caligari and Nosferatu: Eine 
Symphonie Des Grauens continue to exert influence a 
century after they first flickered on to the screen. This 
era of German fantastisch remains popular with 
audiences - I've attended cinema screenings of 
Nosferatu, Faust, Caligari and others accompanied by 
live musical performers of varying types and styles 
(Faust by a virtuoso who somehow managed to play 
three dulcimers at once!), and should such a show be 
advertised at your local arts venue or similar, you usually 
have to be quick off the mark to secure a ticket. Reams 
have been written about these classics, but (perhaps 
fittingly, given the nature of this publication) a picture 
speaks a thousand words, and unforgettable images will 
be eternally burned on the minds of keen horror fans - 
the clawing shadow of the vampire, somehow at once 
straight and crooked, from Nosferatu, the controlling 
Caligari presenting the coffin-housed Cesare to a 
rubbernecking carnival crowd. Even England's 'Jack the 
Ripper' got in on the act, with cameos at the close of 
both Waxworks and Pandora’s Box (even somehow 
transmuting into that equally fabled scourge of Victorian 
London, the under-represented-on-screen Spring-
Heeled Jack, in the former). 

Jack would have been right at home in the next major 
German foray into cinematic mystery and fear, the 
'krimi' phenomenon. Sitting somewhere between the 
misdeeds of super-criminal Dr. Mabuse and the later 
flowering of the Italian giallo, the krimi hit the heights of 
popularity from the late 1950s through to the early 
1970s. Convoluted crime thrillers, often with a macabre 
bent (mass murder, masked killers, weird secret 
societies and so on) and usually with Klaus Kinski lurking 
about somewhere in the background, this series of 
quickies proved popular cheap entertainment. The films 
remain largely unfamiliar outside of Germany, but given 
their place as seedlings for the chic continental Euro-
horrors of the 70s they are beginning to pick up a 
following. Expect half a dozen expensive coffee-table 
books and several Blu-ray box sets in the coming years, 
as these primitive German titles attain greater 
prominence among hungry horror fans eager to trace 
the genre's history and development! Rialto Film 
(actually a Danish production company, soon to set up a 
German subsidiary) were the major purveyors of the 
form, kicking off with 1959's Fellowship Of The Frog; 
countless Edgar Wallace adaptations, variants, spin-offs, 
and imitations from other producers keen to cash in, 
maintained the box-office success for over a decade 
before returns began to dwindle. Alfred Vohrer and 
Harald Reinl are the directors whose names you will 
note popping up again and again, and particular movies 
to seek out include The Dead Eyes Of London (previously 
filmed in the 30s as Dark Eyes Of London, a Bela Lugosi 
vehicle), proto-slasher Room 13, The Phantom Of Soho 
(as unforgettably featured in Denis Gifford's 'Pictorial 
History of Horror Movies), and a personal favourite, a 
later colour outing entitled The Gorilla Of Soho, with its 
unbeatable tagline "with one vicious slash they severed 
the jugular vein of an entire city!" and, this being 1968, a 
character named 'Sergeant Pepper'. 

Germany's influence had of course already extended 
throughout filmdom. Tod Browning's twisted circus and 
carny capers took Caligari's sinister showmanship and 
ran with it; the Teutonic effect can be clearly seen all 
over the early sound-era Universal gothics; and Euro 
expats like Edgar G. Ulmer, William Dieterle, and Peter 
Lorre brought their individual and peculiar sensibilities 
to bear on American fantasy film production. Fritz Lang 
was ultimately perhaps the most successful of the 
imported talents, rivalled only by Billy Wilder - Lang 
excelled in thrillers and noir, occasionally tipping over 
into something nudging towards horror like 1947's lady-
in-peril shocker Secret Beyond The Door. In his home 
country Lang had teamed with his spouse, writer Thea 
Von Harbou, on a string of ambitious and lavish 
fantasies of which Metropolis remains the most loved; 
other works included Die Niebelungen, Woman In The 
Moon, and the two-part, four-and-a-half hour epic Dr. 
Mabuse: The Gambler, enveloping us in the murky world 
of a super-criminal master of disguise, master hypnotist, 
master manipulator and master mind-controller. Rudolf 
Klein-Rogge, preceding his role as mad scientist Rotwang 
in Metropolis, was ideal casting as the scheming 
Mabuse, managing to truly convince us of his 
dominance, dark skills, and ruthless evil streak. 1933's 
The Testament Of Dr. Mabuse saw Lang bring the villain 
into the talkies, with Klein-Rogge back as the now insane 
and asylum-incarcerated Dr. M, frantically scribbling 
plans for fresh bouts of criminal activity - which then 
begin to be carried out by a shady gang! Is Mabuse a 
spectral presence, or something more substantial - or 
has his identity been adopted by another? After 27 years 
Lang returned to re-examine the character in The 
Thousand Eyes Of Dr. Mabuse (1960), which turned out 
to be his cinematic swansong but kickstarted a new 
batch of six further Mabuse adventures (produced by 
Artur Brauner and directed by the likes of Harald Reinl 
and Jesús Franco) which provided the Rialto krimi with a 
bit of box-office competition. 

German companies became involved in a number of 
international co-productions throughout the seventies, 
but struggled on the whole to match the horror output 
of other European nations. One notable occurrence saw 
the release of The Exorcist being so delayed in Germany 
that a home-produced rip-off, Magdalena: Possessed By 
The Devil, actually beat the Friedkin movie into local 
theatres! This bizarre possession movie somehow 
managed to add ping-pong into the usual mix of guttural 
utterances, gurning, and green vomit, which certainly 
sets it apart from most. 

If someone informed you that a movie director had 
committed unthinkable sacrilege in some way, chances 
are you'd immediately put your money on Werner 
Herzog as a likely culprit! The very idea that somebody 
would remake Murnau's supreme Nosferatu: Eine 
Symphonie Des Grauens - well, rely on Werner to tackle 
the impossible. And - impossibly - to arguably top the 
original. This beautiful 1978 revision of the silent 
favourite even improves on the title, with a 
comparatively succinct Nosferatu: Phantom Der Nacht, 
and opens with ominous, mournful images of the 
Mexican 'mummies of Guanajuato' but soon proceeds to 
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Wismar by way of the Borgo Pass. Popol Vuh's 
soundtrack is well up to standard, but it's the use of the 
Prelude from Richard Wagner's 'Das Rheingold' which 
most impresses aurally, swelling and rising in perfect 
accompaniment to shots of mountainous exteriors as 
Bruno Ganz's Harker wends his way to Dracula's remote 
abode. Herzog crams the frame with stunning images - 
tides of plague-ridden rodents, funeral after funeral 
filling the streets, Klaus Kinski's ashen visage at once 
aping that of Max Schreck while achieving iconic status 
all its own. 

 

British fans protested loud and long about the 
suppression and banning of certain video releases 
during the 80s, but it was a little surprising that the VHS 
freedom fighters failed to rise to the challenges by 
embarking on underground production of their own. It 
seems that most interested parties in the U.K. instead 
channelled their energies into publishing horror 
fanzines, as part of a thriving scene from around 1986 
onward. The situation was tackled in a far more direct 
manner in Germany, where young filmmakers rose 
together as an authority-baiting unit, often facing fines, 
court appearances, or the threat of prison, but carrying 
on regardless. The likes of Olaf Ittenbach (The Burning 
Moon, Premutos: The Fallen Angel), Andreas Schnaas 
(Violent Shit, Zombie ’90: Extreme Pestilence) and 
especially the undisputed king of the scene, Jörg 
Buttgereit (NEKRomantik, Der Todesking, Schramm) 
became household names, at least in those households 
with vast collections of bootleg shockers and 
subscriptions to 'In The Flesh' and 'Shock Xpress'. A 
slightly more professional but no less transgressive (the 
buzzword of that era!) offering was the earlier Der Fan 
(1983), in which a handsome pop idol is pursued by an 
obsessive female admirer, and takes advantage of the 
situation, only to meet a hideous fate in an ultimate 
case of hero-worship and adulation. Soon after her 
appearance in Eckhart Schmidt's tale of extreme 
fandom, star Desiree Nosbusch herself achieved an 
evening of global attention when she hosted the 1984 
Eurovision Song Contest! 

Those of you who follow my example and spend time 
poring over the fine print of horror movie 
encyclopaedias and reference tomes will doubtless be 
aware of the title Il Mostro Di Frankenstein. This 1920 
item directed by Eugenio Testa is notable not only as 
one of the earliest films inspired by Mary Shelley's feted 

novel, but as a rare example of Italian horror cinema 
pre-1956. 1911 had seen a spectacular screen version of 
Dante Alighieri's L'Inferno, which unlike the lost 
Frankenstein picture, has survived so viewers can marvel 
to this day at its visions of Hell and its surprising male 
nudity. The mid-fifties were boom times for genre fare, 
with the early flowering of the 'Hammer Horror' brand, 
the emergence of Roger Corman, the birth of Godzilla, 
and the release of Les Diaboliques all providing firm 
foundations for a whole different direction for screen 
terror of the next few decades. Most robust of all the 
fresh roots sprang from a surprise source - post-war 
Italy. Riccardo Freda's I Vampiri and Caltiki, Il Mostro 
Immortale spawned a generation of Mediterranean 
maestros of the macabre, both directly (Mario Bava was 
one of the personnel prominent on these productions, 
to the extent that he is widely regarded today as having 
co-directed them) and at a tangent (with imitators and 
admirers following in their wake with their own 'spooky 
castle' and 'mysterious killer' fare). Copies of the gothic 
style favoured by Hammer and Corman began to 
abound, with a moody, gorgeously atmospheric string of 
ghostly Italian gems set in opulent haunted mansions, 
often starring English import Barbara Steele; but Bava 
for one strayed into new, exciting territory. While Freda, 
Antonio Margheriti and others seemed content to 
parade spectres and apparitions before audiences, 
Bava's The Girl Who Knew Too Much and Blood And 
Black Lace combined Hitchcockian thrills, Agatha Christie 
intrigue, and a dash of fashionable violence to help bring 
life to a brand new subgenre, the giallo.  

Before the giallo floodgates opened, the last gasp of 
gothic at least provided a few memorable moments, 
surprisingly often marked by their originality - the 
Italians largely avoided the traditional genre main 
events during the 60s, eschewing Dracula, Frankenstein, 
mummies and werewolves in favour of their own 
creations. Mario Bava might have been the father of the 
stylish thrillers to come, but he also immersed himself in 
old school fare, leading the way with orthodox shocks 
albeit populated by unknown terrors. The Mask Of Satan 
/ Black Sunday brought Barbara Steele to prominence as 
a new genre icon, and perhaps the favourite female star 
of all amongst the horror cognoscenti - her dual role was 
a perfect showcase for her vast talent, allowing Barbara 
to evince the dominant dark side of her nature while 
giving the chance to also indicate a bit of range (this 
wouldn't be the last occasion on which Ms. Steele 
impressed with good-versus-evil roles in a single movie, 
and it's hard to conjure up the name of any male actor 
who could achieve this with her measure of success). 
Bava married classic grandeur with new outrage right 
from the start - the justly notorious opening sequence 
featuring a ritualistic trial execution but piling on the 
censor-baiting content by having a grisly spiked mask 
malleted on to Steele's face. The three-part Black 
Sabbath followed in 1963, a rare case of a portmanteau 
movie without a duff segment as each of the trio of 
episodes has its admirers. Eavesdrop on any bar table 
conversation about this one at a convention or 
gathering of buffs, and you're bound to hear a rousing 
defence of each tale from one party or another. My own 
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favourite changes from viewing to viewing, but 'The 
Telephone', 'The Drop of Water', and 'The Wurdulak' all 
contain moments of bone-freezing fright that you will 
never erase from memory. Boris Karloff was arguably 
never scarier. Even better was Operazione: Paura, Bava's 
mid-sixties masterpiece, released in English-speaking 
territories under the respectively dull and nonsensical 
titles Curse Of The Dead and Kill, Baby… Kill! A director 
who only really began to gain appreciation after his 
death, Bava has had his work homaged, aped, and 
downright thieved by some of moviedom's major 
players. Fellini openly borrowed liberally from 
Operazione: Paura in his version of Poe's 'Toby Dammit' 
for 1967's Histoires Extraordinaires, Ridley Scott ripped 
off huge chunks of space-gothic Planet Of The Vampires 
for Alien, David Lynch 'borrowed' a key idea from 
Operazione: Paura for a disturbing chase scene in Inland 
Empire, keen Bava devotee Martin Scorsese opened 
GoodFellas with a foggy nighttime sequence lit in 
identical fashion to classic Mario (Baron Blood and 
Planet Of The Vampires particularly springing to mind). 
Admittedly the traffic wasn't all one way - Bava's sadistic 
and extremely kinky story of phantom flagellation (fifty 
Shades?), The Whip And The Body, is a dead ringer for 
the contemporary series of 'Poe pictures' helmed by 
Roger Corman. 

Barbara Steele remained queen of the haunted screen 
for a substantial portion of the sixties, working with 
Riccardo Freda, Antonio Margheriti, Massimo Pupillo, 
Mario Caiano, Camille Mastrocinque and Michael 
Reeves amongst others (the star herself would ensure 
that you knew she had also appeared in Fellini's 8½ 
during this period, in a small but memorable cameo). 
She took dual roles in several of her Italian horror 
outings, but whether there were two of her or only one, 
Barbara's striking looks and general presence helped her 
loom large and dominate; sometimes enhancing the 
twisted themes of a screenplay designed to stir and 
challenge an audience, on other occasions elevating 
substandard material simply by being there. Freda's 
L’Orribile Segreto Del Dottor Hichcock and its connected 
semi-sequel Lo Spettro are required viewing, and 
Margheriti's Long Hair Of Death (often cited whenever 
excitable fans begin to compile lists of pre-Wicker Man 
'folk horror') and Caiano's mixture of beauty and 
brutality Nightmare Castle shouldn't be overlooked 
either. 

 

 

Another English import who made a name for himself in 
Italian horror was - Christopher Lee! Lee enjoyed a 
parallel career alongside his toils for Hammer, regularly 
jetting over to Europe to star or guest in horror fare 
imitative of his admirable efforts on home ground. As 
early as the fifties, he featured in the comedy Tempi 
Duri Per I Vampiri, with Bava's peplum-goes-to-Hell 
adventure Hercules In The Haunted World, Castle Of The 
Living Dead, The Whip And The Body (Mario B again), 
The Virgin Of Nuremberg, Katarsis and Terror In the 
Crypt following over the next few years - and that's just 
the Italian fare, as Lee also acted in German, Spanish, 
and French genre items, even becoming part of the 
Jesus Franco stock company at the height of his fame. 

Film critics who step behind the camera don't often 
become success stories, but the scribe for newspaper 
Paese Sera also dabbled in screenwriting, hitting big as a 
contributor to the worldwide western smash Once Upon 
A Time In The West. Dario Argento was soon hard at 
work on his directorial debut The Bird With The Crystal 
Plumage, a tantalising murder-mystery shocker that 
unexpectedly topped the American box-office charts. 
Dario was ultimately to usurp Mario Bava as the king of 
Italian Fright cinema, developing the giallo into an art 
form, later melding thriller and supernatural elements 
into his films, achieving wide coverage and release for 
the movies (many played in U.K. theatres). An early 
Argento speciality was cinematic sleight of hand; Bird 
With The Crystal Plumage's about-face spin in revealing 
its killer's identity, Deep Red's extraordinary, daring 
'hidden in plain sight' giveaway of its assassin (attentive 
viewers appreciative of this puzzle might care to try 21st 
century British productions like Peter Strickland's 
Berberian Sound Studio or Babak Anvari's Under The 
Shadow, both of which offer variants on this clever 
trick). Dario staged graphic, bloody slayings in a balletic, 
studied manner, possibly taking cues from the 
depictions of violence in the so-called 'spaghetti 
westerns', but bringing a hitherto untapped artistry and 
grace to this particular brand of screen terror. His use of 
open space, interior design, beautifully-lit architecture, 
created an entirely new aesthetic, and the occasional 
addition of truly surreal content (reaching its apogee 
with the mechanical doll in Deep Red, rattling into a 
room seemingly under its own steam) inevitably led to 
the inclusion, and ultimate dominance of, supernatural 
elements in Suspiria and Inferno, the director's peak 
achievements. These two managed to revive the 
somewhat diluted, old-fashioned figure of the witch, 
suggesting a global conspiratorial cabal while 
concentrating on isolated dramas set in Freiburg and 
Manhattan. Suspiria‘s captivating opening twelve 
minutes are so saturated with retina-damaging hues, 
eardrum-bursting sonic assaults, hints of magic, 
unexplained/inexplicable mystery, and devastating 
fatalities, that the American promotional campaign 
singled out this portion for special mention; the finale, 
with slight and fragile Jessica Harper seemingly so very 
innocent that she somehow summons strength from her 
lack of heft and guile to combat and defeat the evil 
alone, is every bit the equal of the frantic first reel, 
climaxing on a glorious fairytale closeup - few horror 
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films end with such a beaming, relieved, victorious 
smile, and Suspiria earns it. Storm clouds soon gather 
for the related Inferno, however, with the New York-
centred witchery proving a less tangible, exceedingly 
powerful concern. Surging on Keith Emerson's pounding 
cathedral keyboard stylings, and with Argento in full 
command, Inferno is a free-form revel with a 
disconnected, dreamy feel to it; even if we should 
manage to join the dots at times, the picture we create 
sends us spinning away on another tangent. It's truly 
delirious, tearing apart its predecessor's linear structure 
and leaving us in a state of utter disorientation. 

Tenebrae took Argento back to basics, breathtaking set 
pieces going a long way towards disguising the fact that 
we'd experienced much of this previously. One arterial 
spray here splashes across an apartment wall a la 
experimental modern art, and as ever the victim in 
question possesses 'catwalk model/paparazzi magnet' 
looks, enhancing the visual impact yet further. 
Phenomena teams a coltish Jennifer Connelly with a 
grizzled Donald Pleasence, a death-detecting insect, and 
a razor-wielding chimpanzee, and is as bizarre as it 
sounds, from its 'the hills are alive' opening to its 
controversial solution. (Even stranger, Pleasence played 
a period variant of his character for the following year's 
Django Strikes Again). Opera and Trauma repeated 
further former glories with varying success, and the 
Julian Sands-starring attempt at Phantom Of the Opera 
plays at times as though Terry Gilliam is at the helm, but 
The Stendhal Syndrome blends tension, torture, and CGI 
very satisfyingly, and Argento's take on 'The Black Cat' 
for his George A. Romero collaboration Two Evil Eyes 
proved an underrated career highspot, though 
heightened no end by a riveting display of 'method' 
from Harvey Keitel (playing shutterbug 'Rod Usher', no 
less). Dario has continued to work into the 21st century, 
but diminished resources and lack of spark have caused 
variable results, though wonderful flashes of talent and 
imagination erupt on occasion. 

1960s fare such as Werewolf In A Girls’ Dormitory and 
The Vampire And The Ballerina, and seventies titles like 
Werewolf Woman, indicated that the Italian industry 
was not averse to classic monsters, and films such as 
Alien 2: Sulla Terra (1980) displayed their blatant knack 
for copyright-defying imitation (in many cases crazier 
and more entertaining than the real thing!). Occasionally 
a true original would force its way through; notably with 
Pupi Avati's indescribable forays on to the genre's 
fringes. The three central pillars of Italian horror during 
its exploitative heyday were undoubtedly the giallo, 
cannibals, and zombies - all indebted to cinema of the 
past, and yet given such a makeover that they took on a 
style all their own. There were so many gialli cranked 
out between the mid-sixties and the late eighties that 
even the most fervent fans and meticulous cataloguers 
have trouble to this day in keeping track - those black-
gloved killers knifing their way through crowds of 
Beautiful People in ultra-chic settings while Goblin or 
Morricone get creative on the accompanying 
soundtracks have most certainly struck a chord with 
successive generations, as the giallo appears to increase 
in popularity and influence as time passes.  

Gialli and related Italian horror thrillers attracted the 
directorial attentions of many of the old guard - Mario 
Bava's Hatchet For The Honeymoon seamlessly 
combined psychokilling with a ghost story, while his Five 
Dolls For An August Moon focused on stylish visuals to 
pep up a basic bodycount drama. Bay Of Blood (also 
known under a whole range of alternate titles) played 
with the form, arranging a procession of killings as each 
assassin is then bumped off in turn, all building to a 
further nihilistic surprise at the very end! Mario's later 
Lisa And The Devil, Baron Blood and Shock plunged him 
back into the realm of the supernatural but seemed 
affected by the giallo gene to varying degrees. Riccardo 
Freda offered Murder Obsession and Tragic Ceremony, 
the latter starring American actress Camille Keaton 
(quite the Italian horror star, with a number of 
significant credits prior to her career-defining lead in I 
Spit On Your Grave), while Antonio Margheriti dabbled 
in the form. But the giallo caused much fresh talent to 
spring forth, with Argento's success being paralleled by 
the striking output of Sergio Martino, while stray one-off 
classics such as The Black Belly Of The Tarantula hit 
screens worldwide. Martino had been around for a 
while, jobbing his way through the industry, but gialli 
seemed to spark something within him, and his run of 
titles from the early-to-mid 70s would serve as an ideal 
primer for anyone wishing to discover what all the fuss 
is about this particular stylish subgenre. His run of gialli 
exhibits a variety and breadth of tone, subject matter, 
location, and approach that sums up in a nutshell the 
manner in which filmmakers could utilise this form. The 
gorgeous Edwige Fenech starred in a trio of Martino 
gems, Tutti I Colori Del Buio / All The Colours Of The 
Dark, The Strange Vice Of Mrs. Wardh, and the vaguely 
Poe-based marvel Your Vice Is A Locked Room And Only 
I Have The Key (containing among many memorable 
scenes one which anticipates the "all work and no play 
makes Jack a dull boy" motif from the later The Shining); 
Sergio stayed giallo with The Case Of The Scorpion’s Tail, 
the lesser-known Too Young To Die (mingling brutal 
murder, a shades-sporting assassin, and other familiar 
tropes with police procedural and even low comedy on 
this occasion), and Murder In The Etruscan Cemetery. 
Bar his work with Ms. Fenech, he reached a pinnacle of 
sorts with 1973's Torso, a more basic offering than usual 
but one which probably had a greater influence on the 
later American/Canadian 'slasher' boom than any of his 
other work. 

Another comparative veteran of the Italian commercial 
movie scene, Lucio Fulci, had spent a good portion of his 
time at the celluloid coal face helming comedies, 
westerns and so on. Fulci's Borgia-like saga Beatrice 
Cenci offered occasional hints at his future in excessive 
horror, and his lysergic, psychedelic murder puzzle A 
Lizard In A Woman’s Skin (1971) and the following year's 
examination of rural hypocrisy and shocking child-killing, 
Don’t Torture A Duckling, nudged Fulci further in our 
direction. Later, lesser-seen genre fare during the 70s 
included an odd vampire comedy Il Cav. Costante 
Nicosia Demoniaco Ovvero: Dracula In Brianza / Young 
Dracula and 1977's The Psychic. George A. Romero's U.S. 
smash hit Dawn Of The Dead had been big at the Italian 
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box office (indeed, it was a part-Italian production, with 
Argento heavily involved and a memorable soundtrack 
featuring contributions from Goblin), and unsurprisingly 
an unofficial 'sequel', Zombi 2, was mooted, with that 
reliable pair of hands Enzo G. Castellari set to take the 
reins. However, Castellari turned down the producer's 
offer, regarding himself as unsuitable to tackle 
gruesome subject matter, and the project passed to 
Fulci. And rather changed Lucio's life. Over the following 
couple of years, he became Europe's Zombie king and a 
genuine rival to Romero in the affections of fans. Zombi 
2 was released under the stark title Zombie Stateside, 
and with a combination of 'come-on' and 'does what it 
says on the tin' in the U.K. as the unforgettable Zombie 
Flesh Eaters (maybe the greatest billing for any 
exploitation movie since The Texas Chain Saw 
Massacre?). The combination of Caribbean folklore, mad 
science, and gut-chomping had instant - and, crucially, 
lasting - impact, and as well as popularising the new, 
improved 'pizza-faced' style of rotting revived cadavers, 
brought us 'that' moment where a topless skindiving 
session gives way to a fight between a zombie and a 
shark, and trumps even that mind-boggler with the 
extraordinary 'wooden splinter through the eyeball' 
close-up money shot. Olga Karlatos, the unfortunate 
ocular recipient of the protruding spike of broken 
window shutter, went on to play Prince's mum in Purple 
Rain a few years afterwards, but not even having the 
paisley virtuoso as a screen son could top her 'socket to 
me' grisly fate here as a career defining moment. 
Basking in the acclaim for such wild invention, Fulci was 
off on a roll with City Of The Living Dead, The House By 
The Cemetery, and his masterwork The Beyond 
following in quick and attention-grabbing succession. He 
even inserted a brief zombie interlude into his sword-
and-sorcery yarn Conquest. Despite his once-eclectic 
output, Fulci immersed himself in horror cinema from 
this point on, with varying degrees of controversy, 
outrage, and occasional disappointment (once the 
budgetary finance began to dwindle). The New York 
Ripper and the extraordinary near-autobiographical 
gorefest The Cat In The Brain will more than satiate the 
appetites of extreme thrillseekers; Manhattan Baby and 
Demonia offer slightly tempered, comparatively milder 
pleasures of their own. Murderock: Uccide A Passo Di 
Danza, Aenigma, Ghosts Of Sodom and a handful of 
others brought diminishing returns but by this point 
Fulci's name on the credits guaranteed a certain level of 
audience interest. 

Unsurprisingly, Italian filmmakers went zombie crazy in 
Lucio's wake, with Bruno Mattei's Zombie Creeping 
Flesh, Andrea Bianchi's Burial Ground and Marino 
Girolami's Zombie Holocaust / Doctor Butcher M.D. 
representing the delirious apex of the form. This is 
cinema out-of-control, off the rails, no holds barred. 
Seemingly unsurpassable benchmarks were toppled 
within weeks - if Fulci drilled right through John 
Morghen's skull in City Of The Living Dead, then Bianchi 
would present the spectacle of freakish Peter Bark as a 
child (less than half the diminutive actor's age) Oedipally 
chomping on his mother's boob in Burial Ground, and so 
on. 

Rivalling the zombi fare in terms of excess were the 
jungle cannibal adventures, perpetrated by the likes of 
Umberto Lenzi and Ruggero Deodato. Lenzi had riffed on 
the controversial American hit A Man Called Horse for 
his early 70s outing The Man From The Deep River, 
which created most of the nascent subgenre's clichés 
(also owing much, it must be said, to the early portions 
of Cornel Wilde's first-rate The Naked Prey). Deodato 
took the reins for Last Cannibal World (released 
successfully in Britain as Cannibal), initially intended as a 
Deep River sequel; Lenzi hit back via Eaten Alive! 
(combining same-species munching with a take on the 
'Jim Jones cult compound' theme) and the jaw-dropping 
Cannibal Ferox, in which jaw-dropping is just about the 
only body-part atrocity that doesn't get paraded before 
us! Every trend has its classic, and in this case it is 
undoubtedly Deodato’s searing Cannibal Holocaust 
(1979), a pioneer of the 'found footage' method of 
storytelling later so popular in the 21st century, a clever 
putdown of the 'mondo' quest for would-be veracity and 
verisimilitude (again, anticipating the rise of 'fake news' 
in the 2010s?), and above all, a truly upsetting work of 
violent art. One can't help feeling that the depraved, 
jaded, story-at-all-costs bunch of cynical filmmakers we 
follow deserve some kind of comeuppance, but their 
eventual fates go way, way beyond expectation or 
viewer tolerance. A stunning motion picture experience, 
with even the regulation on-screen animal cruelty 
(although as unacceptable as ever) here somehow 
contributing to the 'what on Earth are they going to 
show us next?' vibe. 

 

Italian horror had rather peaked by this point, and the 
glory days were over by the mid 80s. Occasional stray 
productions provided glimpses of the old magic, 
however - notably the lively and action-packed Demoni / 
Demons films helmed by Mario Bava's son Lamberto 
(with the guiding hand of Argento somewhere on the 
rudder). The first Demons was largely set inside a 
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cinema, with a trapped audience at the mercy of 
fearsome, toothy supernatural creatures, whose victims 
sometimes transform monstrously to boost their 
number. The second did for television what the original 
had done for moviegoing, and is most notable in that 
the scene-stealing Bobby Rhodes, killed off first time 
around, makes a more than welcome return in part two 
via the simple expedient of playing a different character! 
Bava junior's official debut as a director, 1980's 
Macabre, is well worth any Euro-horror fan's attention 
too - much more moody and low key than his later work, 
this has been described as "the definitive head-in-the-
fridge movie", and I'll offer no further elaboration... 

Although the decline continued, Pupi Avati's cerebral 
take on 'living dead' themes, Zeder, was fascinatingly 
creepy; Avati had of course already displayed his 
particular way with a 'thinking person's horror tale' in 
1976 with the indescribably eerie rural conundrum The 
House With Laughing Windows, which ought to be high 
on your list of Euro must-sees. Gianfranco Giagni's 
superb Spider Labyrinth, a complex occult drama that 
incorporates giallo-style activity as well as Lovecraftian 
chills, might have been Italian horror's last great gasp - 
were it not for the emergence of Michele Soavi. 

Soavi had been a face on the Italian scene for a while, 
involved in various capacities (you'll spot him as a fresh-
faced James Dean lookalike, acting in work by Fulci, 
Deodato, and Joe D'Amato (Michele is done in by 
George Eastman's gut-spilling psycho early on in Joe's 
1981 Halloween-a-like, Absurd!), and was given his 
chance to direct by D'Amato, tackling Eastman's 
screenplay StageFright. On paper this seemed like yet 
another generic slasher affair, but Soavi's handling of 
the story transformed it into a late-period spaghetti-
shock classic. The 'back of an envelope' version runs 
"actors are trapped in a theatre and bumped off one by 
one by an owl-masked killer"; what viewers actually 
experience is a revelation. Right from the clever fake 
opening, Soavi illustrates his total control and mastery 
of this potentially flimsy material, and continues to 
impress via expert use of the creepy setting, stylish 
camerawork, and imaginative staging of the various 
vicious murders. The outsized owl head, which could 
easily have toppled the whole enterprise into 
unintentional comedy, instead turns out to be a weird, 
visually memorable virtue; and above all, the general air 
of cynicism, and the money-and-fame obsessed 
characters, add a cruel tone leaving the audience 
floundering and wondering who to root for, a layer that 
distinguishes StageFright from all of its contemporary 
competition. The scene in which Barbara Cupisti 
attempts to retrieve a glistening key embedded in the 
theatre boards, while the avian assassin sits proudly 
among an assembled tableau of his victims' posed 
corpses, is a suspense masterclass worthy of the greats. 

Soavi retired early from cinema, a situation enforced by 
his son's illness - eventually he returned to direction, yet 
never quite caused the same ruckus as in those fledgling 
years. StageFright was followed by La Chiesa / The 
Church, La Setta / The Sect, and Dellamorte Dellamore / 
Cemetery Man, ambitious and challenging works which 

often divided audiences (numerous walkouts of 
bemused and disgruntled punters at the U.K. premiere 
of La Setta included the movie's big name star Herbert 
Lom!) but which, to the more enlightened and open-
minded fans, fulfilled StageFright‘s promise and pushed 
this potent talent into areas where few other 
filmmakers were delving. Soavi's premature departure 
from the scene coincided with the demise of truly 
inventive Italian horror cinema, virtually overnight - but 
what an epoch it had been, close to forty years offering 
some of the world's most distinctive and innovative 
fright fare. 

In comparison, Spanish horror films were generally far 
more traditional, providing a steady stream of old-
fashioned vampire fangfests and hair-raising 
werewolfery. In retrospect it can be seen that certain 
larger-than-life personalities spent the 60s and 70s 
ploughing their own peculiar and personal furrows - 
Jacinto Molina reinvented himself as Paul Naschy, and 
almost single-handedly attempted an Iberian revival of 
classic Universal Pictures monster mania, while Jesús 
Franco could occasionally be found shooting three, four, 
sometimes even five productions simultaneously, having 
scenes and casts overlapping from one to the next, 
riffing on standard concepts one minute, creating 
extraordinary originals the next. Naschy, Franco and 
others have largely been the butt of genre fans' jokes for 
decades, as was France's Jean Rollin, but their 
persistence, devotion to the cause, decidedly individual 
interpretations of regular themes, and the wild, wild 
oeuvres they have left as legacies are beginning to 
attract serious and scholarly attention. 

 

Regarding Franco, I ought to merely nudge you towards 
the painstakingly-researched books 'Obsession: The 
Films Of Jess Franco' (compiled by Christian Kessler, 
Lucas Balbo and Peter Blumenstock), and 'Murderous 
Passions'/'Flowers Of Perversion' by Stephen Thrower - 
everything you ought to know is contained within these 
bibles. Throughout his lifetime and beyond, Franco was 
pilloried and held up as a worthless hack by many, and it 
has to be said that this state of affairs continues in 
certain quarters to this very day. Immerse yourself in his 
wondrous, jazz-style free-form universe, however, and 
you'll derive pleasures of a kind the unbelievers will 
simply never grasp. DVD and Blu-ray give the 
opportunity to correctly assess his skills with framing, 
photography, camerawork, use of expansive sets or eye 
for a striking location (often coastal); as Mr. Thrower has 
pointed out, certain Franco movies were so terribly 
cropped on VHS releases that we were sometimes only 
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being presented with 30% of the image! So blame the 
fly-by-night distributors for any perceived deficiencies, 
not the filmmaker. Franco churned out dozens of titles 
throughout the 60s, 70s and 80s, while his keenest 
supporters actually began to assist with finance for new 
productions later in his career. Newcomers should 
venture with trepidation into his realm, but surely no 
one could fail to be enraptured by the best of his work 
featuring his muses, the tragic Soledad Miranda and his 
soulmate, the unabashed and uninhibited Lina Romay. 
Romay's wordless, expressive, carnal performance in 
Franco's Female Vampire / The Bare Breasted Countess 
is a sight to behold; while Miranda's central 
participation in Vampyros Lesbos belies any sniggering, 
smutty suggestion conjured up by the cheap-shot of the 
title - she is utterly mesmerising, possibly more so than 
any other screen bloodsucker. There's so much to 
discover, so many wonders at which to marvel in Franco 
- Anne Libert's electronically-enhanced screeching as the 
deadly Bird Woman in The Erotic Rites Of Frankenstein, 
the pop-art vengeance of Miss Muerte / The Diabolical 
Dr. Z, the grand sweep of his historical epics The Bloody 
Judge and The Demons, the languid reality/netherworld 
confusions of Venus In Furs, A Virgin Among The Living 
Dead, Nightmares Come At Night and so on. Naysayers 
will eternally cite supposed 'disasters' like the infamous 
'attack of the taxidermy' from Jesús’ intended-as-
faithful-to-Stoker El Conde Drácula, but devotees of the 
director (your current writer included) are so far gone 
that we even see such 'aberrations' as this as being not 
only defensible, but as positive boons to the director's 
legend!  

Much more conventional but no less driven, the work of 
Paul Naschy also demands study from any serious Euro-
horror buff. Naschy's career foundation is the long-
running 'Waldemar Daninsky' series in which he played 
an orthodox (in some respects, at least) revival of the 
type of yak-haired lycanthrope popularised during the 
1940s by Lon Chaney Jr. - every year or two from 1968 
onwards seemed to bring a fresh Daninsky instalment, 
highlights including the Soho-set sleaze of Dr. Jekyll And 
The Werewolf (in which Naschy played both Mr. Hyde 
and the werewolf, though oddly that stalwart Euro-
veteran Jack Taylor took the Jekyll role), and The 
Werewolf And The Yeti (yes, you read that right!) which 
somehow wound up getting itself banned in Britain 
during our ridiculous 'video nasties' furore. In his time, 
Naschy got to perform in the guise of most of the classic 
monsters of yore - mummies, hunchbacks, 
Frankenstein's monster, Fu Manchu, Count Dracula, as 
well as original creations such as mediaeval sorcerer 
Alaric de Marnac (said to be based on the real-life Gilles 
de Rais). His frequently-displayed barrel chest and his 
facial resemblance to American comedy idol John 
Belushi hardly set Naschy in the distinguished 
Christopher Lee/Boris Karloff mould, but his blue-collar 
approach to horror, his evident love of the genre, and 
his sheer enthusiasm carried the star through a prolific 
and successful career. He's another name to have 
posthumously benefited from the rise of Blu-ray, with 
box sets and individual releases of his works proving 
popular with fans old and new. 

The key horror directors working in Spain throughout 
the 1970s included Leon Klimovsky, Carlos Aured, 
Amando de Ossorio, Eloy de la Iglesia, and Jorge Grau. 
De Ossorio probably made the biggest impact worldwide 
in creating a genuinely new screen monster, in the form 
of the decaying, sightless, shrouded Blind Knights 
Templar of the 'Blind Dead' franchise. Heavily reliant on 
their sense of sound, these grotesque skeletal figures 
canter on horseback (in agonisingly effective slow 
motion) in pursuit of prey, their steeds appearing 
equally emaciated and nightmarish. De Ossorio's quartet 
of films featuring these visually impaired purveyors of 
torture and murder were Tombs Of The Blind Dead, 
Return Of The Evil Dead, Ghost Galleon and Night Of The 
Seagulls - all essential, all bloody terrifying. The director 
dabbled in the macabre and monstrous to varying 
degrees of success elsewhere (The Loreley’s Grasp is 
worth your time, Malenka La Vampire / Fangs Of The 
Living Dead is a bit of silly fun, The Sea Serpent is 
perhaps best avoided) but the Knights Templar secure 
the director's place among horror's first division. Jorge 
Grau's output included a gothic stab at the Countess 
Bathory saga in Ceremonia Sangrienta / Legend Of Blood 
Castle; he moved on to Pena De Muerte / Violent Blood 
Bath, with Fernando Rey as a holidaying judge at the 
centre of a murder spree where the killings ape those 
committed by criminals he sentenced in the past. Grau's 
most highly rated work has to be Living Dead At The 
Manchester Morgue, a terrific post-Romero zombie 
rampage set amid the beautiful Derbyshire countryside, 
starring the always-watchable Ray Lovelock. De la Iglesia 
was another director to suffer the ignominy of seeing a 
film placed on the spurious 'video nasty' roll call in the 
UK, in the form of Cannibal Man; this and his other 
works including Nadie Oyó Gritar and the A Clockwork 
Orange-influenced Murder In A Blue World continued 
Eloy's brief early 70s exploration of horror-tinged 
themes, but his reputation as a whole is that of an 
intellectual, satirical, political figure, more akin to Luis 
Buñuel than to any crafter of crazy werewolf or sexy 
vampire material. He returned to our genre in the mid-
80s with Otra Vuelta De Tuerca, an adaptation of Henry 
James' oft-filmed 'The Turn of the Screw'. 

Vicente Aranda and Juan Antonio Bardem mark two 
further examples of serious, committed movie artisans 
who became best-known outside Spain for their 
ventures into horror. Add Aranda's The Blood Spattered 
Bride and Bardem's The Corruption Of Chris Miller to 
your Spanish 'must-see' list! The former is a modern-day 
restaging of le Fanu's 'Carmilla', with Alexandra 
Bastedo's alluring lesbian vampire targeting an 
inexperienced young newlywed increasingly distanced 
from her husband; I covered Corruption Of Chris Miller 
at greater length in our 'Son of Unsung Horrors' tome 
and will mention again here that this displays a stunning 
use of the formula 'two lonely frustrated women 
encounter a mysterious male outsider', an evocative 
picture of life in a rain-sodden hick rural village, and an 
outsider's treatment of genre tropes that outdoes the 
methods of those directors seemingly entrenched in 
exploitation. From its disorientating 'Charlie Chaplin' 
prologue, to its startling slaughter of an entire family, 
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and on to its very clever climactic twist, it's one of the 
finest Euro-shockers of the era and deserves far greater 
acclaim. Claudio Guerin Hill's The Bell Of Hell is another 
intriguing isolated item, featuring Renault Verley as a 
man seeking revenge on family members who had him 
locked away in an asylum in order to claim an 
inheritance for themselves. Another horror film/art 
movie crossover of sorts, this one famously wound up 
being completed by Juan Antonio Bardem after Guerin 
died falling from the movie's bell tower.  

It should be remembered that much of the Spanish 
exploitation movie product emerged towards the end of 
the oppressive reign of General Francisco Franco, a time 
when (amongst other heavily conservative and 
conformist controls) their local cinema industry was 
subject to strict guidelines - the more liberally-minded 
filmmakers subverted this, often by filming in Portugal 
or France, or via that time-honoured method of slipping 
through disguised political and social messages. One 
celebrated work which tackled the Franco era head on, 
as well as mixing in a smattering of iconic monsterdom, 
was Victor Erice's 1973 Spirit Of the Beehive; set in the 
period immediately following the Spanish Civil War, its 
central character is a little girl named Ana (Ana Torrent, 
later seen as an adult in the likes of Tesis and Veronica), 
entranced by a screening of James Whale's 
Frankenstein. She becomes obsessed with Karloff's 
portrayal of the monster, seeing the creature as a 
symbol of kindness and friendship, and begins to 
fantasize that the lumbering creation actually appears to 
her. On seeking the monster, she happens upon a 
wounded republican soldier and begins to assist and 
tend for him, but Franco's ruthless authorities are not 
far away... Spirit Of The Beehive is a beautiful, poetic, 
allegorical piece, clearly highly influential on the work of 
later generations (it's hard to imagine that Guillermo del 
Toro's Pan’s Labyrinth would exist without inspiration 
from Erice's tender tale) and showing a deft ability to 
comment critically and surreptitiously on Spain under 
Franco. 

Uruguayan-born Narciso Ibáñez Serrador, better known 
as Chicho to his close acquaintances, was a considerable 
presence in Spanish television, as creator of the popular 
game show Uno, Dos, Tres (leading to his name 
improbably appearing on prime time British screens 
regularly in the late seventies, when the format was 
adapted for Yorkshire TV's 3-2-1!). Chicho had also 
written and directed a mid-sixties small screen horror 
series, Historias Para No Dormir, featuring 
dramatisations based on stories such as W.W. Jacobs' 
'The Monkey's Paw' and Poe's 'Facts in the Case of M. 
Valdemar'. The show surfaced sporadically between 
1966 and the early '80s with a revival at the beginning of 
the 21st century. A 2005 big-name version of the show, 
relaunched as Six Films To Keep You Awake, featured 
hot new directorial talents like Jaume Balagueró, Alex de 
la Iglesia and Paco Plaza offering a handful of chilling 
hour-long stories (Balagueró's To Let may be a career 
peak for that rather variable, wayward filmmaker). It 
was in the field of cinema where Serrador truly excelled, 
however. He only made two theatrical movies - and 
both are classics, highly rated by fans, and proving to 

have a lasting popularity and influence. La Residencia / 
The House That Screamed and Would You Kill A Child? 
(this author's preferred title for the multi-monikered 
¿Quién Puede Matar A Un Niño?) have both found a 
home on Blu-ray in recent times, and are finally starting 
to achieve the recognition deserving of them for all 
these years. The former stages its grim goings-on in a 
girls' school, where a killer on the loose is taking body 
parts from their victims, all leading to a quite 
outrageous outcome; while Would You Kill A Child? 
neatly exploits the then rather novel tendency for 
foreign holidaymakers (including many from the U.K.) to 
take their summer breaks in Spain, Serrador unusually 
setting his horrors in bright blazing sunlight as a 
husband and pregnant wife initially discover their island 
destination deserted. Worse still, they come to find that 
there are people present after all - children, playfully 
hiding themselves away and emerging only to mount 
violent and deadly attacks on grown-ups. It's a 
marvellous spin on the 'eco-horror' formula that often 
saw all manner of animal and insect life posing a threat 
to humanity - the plot pretty much follows the same 
kind of lines, but the use of kids somehow adds an extra 
frisson. Serrador takes a no-holds-barred approach too, 
leading to some thoroughly shocking moments before 
we reach the de rigueur 70s bleak finale. 

 

As with virtually every other territory in Europe, Spanish 
horror had a lean time during the 80s and 90s, though 
Juan Piquer Simón kept audiences agog with his bizarre 
Pieces and his surprisingly faithful screen version of 
Shaun Hutson's pulp paperback gem Slugs; as late as 
1990, he was still securing British cinema release for his 
brand of tat, as I can attest having paid good money to 
see The Rift theatrically. Rather more substantial and 
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serious-minded was the controversial Tras El Cristal / In 
A Glass Cage from Agusti Villaronga, in which a Nazi 
paedophile and murderer ends up in an iron lung and 
finds himself at the mercy of an equally twisted teenage 
torturer. Bigas Luna's Anguish proved something of a 
worldwide hit, its 'film-within-a-film-within-a-film..." 
device attracting critical acclaim, and its eye-gouging 
motif ensuring it snared the attention of late-80s 
gorehounds feeling a little starved of late, prevalent 
censorship having neutered much genre fare around this 
time. 

The 90s saw the emergence of a fresh crop of talent - 
Guillermo del Toro was Mexican but often worked in 
Spain, though his best work (Pan's Labyrinth, the Oscar-
festooned American production The Shape Of Water) 
came much later into his career; the likes of Jaume 
Balagueró, Paco Plaza, Alejandro Amenábar and Alex de 
la Iglesia began to make waves at a young age and have 
had continued success into the current century. Spanish 
horror went through a boom period in the early part of 
the 21st century, offering an atmospheric, moody 
alternative to the concurrent explosion in 
uncharacteristically graphic and extreme fare emerging 
from its northern neighbour France - maybe somewhere 
out there is a new Naschy, Serrador, or even a Franco! 
(hopefully Jesús rather than Francisco...) 

We've covered the major centres from which Euro-
horror's glories emerged, but there have of course been 
intriguing pockets of activity spread throughout the 
continent - Island Of Death from Greece, Bloodlust / 
Mosquito from Switzerland, Viy from Russia, Dark 
Waters from Ukraine, Lokis from Poland (a country that 
also provided us with those globetrotting art house 
faves Borowczyk, Zulawski and Polanski), The White 
Reindeer from Finland. Belgium brought us Jean 
Brismée’s Devil’s Nightmare, Harry Kumel's weird 
Malpertuis and stunning Bathory update Daughters Of 
Darkness, and the 90s Belvaux/Bonzel/Poelvoorde hit 
Man Bites Dog. A late contender for the title 'greatest 
Euro-horror of them all' arrived from a surprise source, 
Austria, in 1983 - Gerald Kargl's technically innovative, 
superbly acted Angst, in which a savage serial murderer 
released from prison early (under a quirk in the local 
legal system) gives the impression of being the human 
equivalent of an off-the-leash pitbull - the very second 
he is away from confinement, he's immediately on a 
quest for new blood, and what's more, somehow the 
director manages to put us right inside this 
uncontrollable maniac's disturbed psyche for the 
duration of the movie. It's riveting, vital stuff, with some 
extraordinary camerawork, and a surprising lack of 
actual violence and gore (aside, that is, from... well, that 
I'll leave you to discover!) 

Euro-horror has hit back with a vengeance in recent 
times, with a flurry of interest from younger fans, and a 
distinct reappraisal by those who were there first time 
round, possibly buoyed by conventions/events like 
Eurofest and the Festival of Fantastic Films where many 
of us have taken the opportunity to enjoy live 
appearances by names we only previously knew from 
our reference books. I myself have been fortunate to 

host live interviews with the likes of Edith Scob, Jack 
Taylor, Ruggero Deodato, and Jörg Buttgereit, and got to 
meet Jesús Franco, Lucio Fulci, Lina Romay, Jean Rollin, 
and countless more, pinching myself throughout to 
make sure it wasn't all some figment of the imagination. 
I even once found myself descending two floors in an 
elevator with Jorge Grau and Antonio Margheriti! 
European horror cinema of the 21st century is in a very 
strong situation - but it's good to know that the fans and 
viewers of newer fare seem, on the whole, to be fully 
aware of the historical foundations on which this 
success is based. Grab that Mario Bava box set or that 
Blind Knights Templar collection and go continental! 

 

 

SHITE & SOUND / FB 

A smattering of film reviews I wrote for the short-lived 
‘Shite & Sound’ Facebook group, along with a further 
selection of Facebook ramblings on cult cinematic 
subjects. If some of these read in a fairly 
unconventional, bitty way, that’s the nature of the 
beast. They probably made more sense in a ‘social 
media’ context than they do here, but I think they are 
worthy of archiving and preserving here. 

 

ON THE 3RD DAY  

It’s difficult to pinpoint exactly what the intention of ON 
THE 3RD DAY was. A somewhat ridiculous melodrama set 
over an Easter weekend in Cornwall, it occasionally hints 
at a critique of religious hypocrisy amongst the 
chattering classes in ‘jam scone and a pot of tea’ rural 
England, or a dig at ‘traditional family values’ with 
secrets and infidelities being unearthed en route, but 
ultimately it goes nowhere. Any suggestion that this 
might be some kind of modern take on a Christ-like 
figure would also seem without substance - the closing 
freeze-frame shot is so terribly confusing that its 
apparent bid to offer a ‘resurrection’ of sorts falls 
completely flat. 

It’s basically another of those ‘home invasion’ affairs, 
only without the standard violence, class jealousy, 
forced sex and general depravity which that grubby 
subgenre usually offers. All cut-glass accents and Daily 
Telegraph attitude, it pits a headmaster/piano teacher 
and family against a self-proclaimed chartered 
accountant (who may or may not be telling the truth 
about his occupation and every other subject he 
discusses). A well-to-do couple, the Hammonds (Paul 
Williamson, Catherine Schell) arrive back at their coastal 
country dwelling to realise they may have been the 
victims of burglary - however, further investigation 
reveals a clean-cut young fellow who introduces himself 
as Jeremy Bolt (Richard Morant), sitting calmly in their 
living room. He introduces himself as being a friend of a 
friend, and soon ingratiates himself into the household, 
although Mr. Hammond remains suspicious.   
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Bolt’s unexpected arrival on Good Friday, and the events 
of the weekend leading to unsavoury revelations and 
ultimate tragedy, ought to have been ripe with 
possibility and symbolism, but if any Biblical significance 
was intended it all gets rather lost in the murk. There’s 
an awful lot of padding and unappealing ‘local colour’ 
here, at the expense of coherence and competent 
storytelling. Unnecessary interludes include heated 
debate during a restaurant outing (far less potent than 
the similar scene in Saxon Logan’s SLEEPWALKER from 
the following year), a trek out to the visually-striking 
open-air clifftop Minack Theatre, a pub gag involving the 
village’s faux-disabled barfly, and an excursion to the 
Trelargen Easter Fete where the horse-racing, acoustic 
folk tunes, and amateur boxing challenges all prove 
rather inconsequential - the latter leads to a bruising 
confrontation between the headmaster and his 
unwelcome guest, which in a better movie might have 
brought things to a powerful head setting up a dramatic 
conclusion, but here merely fizzles out. As for the 
plummy-voiced discussion about the merits of The 
Stranglers’ ‘Golden Brown’, words fail me. There are a 
couple of major scenes involving gunplay - the fact that 
both hinge around the firing of blanks somehow sums 
up the deficiencies of the entire enterprise. 

This was the only movie to be directed by Stanley 
O’Toole, who as a producer and executive was 
responsible for several exceptional British cult films (in 
particular THE SQUEEZE). His heart really doesn’t seem 
to be in it - the film’s child cameo roles are filled by mini-
O’Tooles, and it wouldn’t surprise me to discover that he 
only made the picture as a means of fulfilling promises 
to relatives. It seems to have been available only on a 
scarce Karl Lorimar VHS release. Oddly, reviews at the 
IMDb and other examples of online coverage refer to it 
as a horror movie, but you’d have to stretch the 
definition of horror quite a way to encompass this loser. 
And should you be looking for an Easter-set 
entertainment to accompany your hot cross buns and 
chocolate eggs, please stick with REBEL WITHOUT A 
CAUSE or THE PASSION OF THE CHRIST. 

 

YOU CAN’T STOP THE MURDERS  

“Who in this town has a pretty big knife?” 

“My mum’s got one” 

That cute exchange between a pair of hapless local law 
enforcers sets the tone for this overstretched but 
endearingly goofy small-town Aussie comedy shocker. 
As indeed does the fact that the very title of the movie, 
and its on-screen revelation in a sunshine-yellow disco 
font, gives the game away to the audience some 
seventy-five minutes or so before the coppers catch on. 

Yes you’re right. This is a movie about a serial killer 
chopping the heads off of the Village People. Or if not 
the actual mavens of the Big Apple’s gay 70s dance 
parade, then the closest equivalent our killer can 
happen upon from within the inhabitants of back-of-
beyond small town West Village. The decap-happy 
nutter (possible suspects include the local butcher, a 
bloke looking for his missing dog, and a member of a 
passing French dance troupe) takes delight in arranging 
his victims’ bonceless bodies to spell out the letters Y, 
M, C, and A (do you see what he did there?), and 
fortunately barely has to formulate a murder plan since 
construction workers, sailors, bikers, cowboys and 
Indians all conveniently wander into the vicinity as the 
tale plays out. As mentioned, the police are already 
present, although they themselves absent-mindedly 
ponder whether the dentist may be in greater danger 
than they are… 

Although it’s a project devised by various comedy 
talents who will be familiar to Aussie TV audiences (it 
seems to have been put together in a similar manner to 
the Flight Of The Conchords’ super vampire laff-fest 
WHAT WE DO IN THE SHADOWS), YOU CAN’T STOP THE 
MURDERS won’t exactly have you guffawing 
uncontrollably, though it raises one or two smirks, and 
effectively captures the feel of a tragedy-stricken 
community pulling together. It can be added to the ever-
expanding list of horror films featuring line-dancing as a 
plot-point, and police deputy Akmal Saleh’s never-
ending movie pitches (‘Adventures of Dead Dog’; a man 
whose testicles contain a single, hyper-intelligent sperm; 
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a mailman carrying no letters - “that’s a short”) make for 
a humorous running gag. The ambitious reporter 
heroine Julia Broadmeadows (Kirstie Hutton) is perky 
and appealing - her comic sex scene with ‘Miami 
Vice’/’Lethal Weapon’ wannabe Tony (director Anthony 
Mir) proves a surprise highlight with some clever point-
of-view jokes  - and although the soundtrack is notable 
for its almost complete absence of ass-shaking floor-
fillers, you could almost imagine the Village People 
themselves transforming the film’s heartbreaking 
climactic low-key ditty about a postman into an 
extravagant glitterstomp. At one point there’s even a 
flashback scene related using a series of black-and-white 
still images - whether an homage to Chris Marker’s LA 
JETEE or not, it’s a sure sign of confidence from this 
relatively inexperienced bunch. 

More than one of the user reviews at the IMDb has 
referenced Jacques Tati, and although that’s pushing it a 
tad, the general easy-going style of YOU CAN’T STOP 
THE MURDERS, coupled with its eye for a nifty visual bit 
of silliness, could be read as a broad Ocker attempt to 
adopt an M. Hulot-like sensibility. What can I say, I 
laughed a lot when I saw the word “shit” graffitied on to 
the bonnet of Mir’s open-top roadster… 

 

WE SHALL SEE 

Alva Collins (Faith Brook) is an "emotionally 
overwrought" "insane" "psychopath", as described by 
her long-suffering pilot hubby ("it's as though she's 
possessed"); his passage to promotion with his airline 
employer is being hindered by having to deal with his 
spouse's paranoia and neuroses, plus a series of 
poisonous accusatory nuisance phone calls which aren't 
doing his reputation any good. Add in the money-
grabbing brother having a torrid affair with the 
Slovakian maid, and the husband's hospital romance 
with a pretty nurse tending to his needs following a car 
accident, and it's so far, so soap-opera. But WE SHALL 
SEE has an additional deadly barb to it... 

The killer bee is largely regarded by film fans as the 
property of the 70s American made-for-network-TV 
movie, with Irwin Allen's big screen disaster THE 
SWARM hardly enhancing the reputation of the pollen-
crazy amber and black striped critters. Chris Carter's 
smash hit 90s show The X-Files incorporated the savage 
stingers as a major element within that series' on-going 
'conspiracy' plot arc (I've always theorised that this must 
have been the result of a wager during a script 
conference, the writers competing to reclaim the silliest 
'monster' they could possibly conjure up from the dregs 
of their combined movie-viewing experiences). 1966's 
early British attempt to get on the buzz, THE DEADLY 
BEES, rather set the extremely low benchmark for 
honeycomb horror, but WE SHALL SEE dates from two 
years earlier and uses apiary antics as the gimmick to 
spice up its own standard mystery/thriller routine. For 
Alva is terrified of bees (the film opens, with 
tremendous impact, to the sound of her screaming and 
a close-up of a lone hooped insect crawling around on 

her bedsheets); she's had a physical and psychological 
reaction to a prior sting and now can't bear the thought, 
never mind the presence, of the bumble-beasts hovering 
anywhere near. Suspecting subterfuge against her, while 
overlooking the actual family plots being concocted as 
the drama unfolds, she's also blissfully unaware that the 
Slovak girl's groundsman father keeps a couple of active 
hives in his garden, a mere 100 yards away from the 
main house... 

 

Directed by Quentin Lawrence (CASH ON DEMAND) for 
the popular 'Edgar Wallace' programmer series shot at 
Merton Park, WE SHALL SEE builds effectively but drops 
the ball by skimping on its climactic attack sequence (to 
be fair it must have been prohibitive budget-wise and 
logistically, and as it turns out in the script doesn't 
actually matter all that much anyway). The twists, turns, 
and shadily-shifting character relationships would have 
been more than sufficient by the standards of this 
quota-filling crop, so the addition of the bee device is 
welcome insect icing on the cake, weak finale 
notwithstanding. This being a late entry in the Wallace 
run, Lawrence grasps the opportunity to experiment a 
little, from that opening shot, through some clever 
scene transitions, even extending to a few cute symbolic 
touches (someone is described as "a fly lady"; Maurice 
Kaufmann's jet-setting profession makes flight common 
to him and to the film's mini-menaces; Bridget 
Armstrong's 'Nurse Rosemary Layton' sports the 
fashionable 'beehive' hairdo of the era).  

Phew, made it all the way through without using the 
phrase 'bee-movie'... 

 

THE SEX VICTIMS 

Released in the same month as LAST TANGO IN PARIS in 
the UK, this featurette from Border (who also 
distributed I AM FRIGID... WHY? and PUT YOUR DEVIL 
INTO MY HELL at the time, quite possibly with this in 
support) exhibits a rather more English take on matters 
sexual. As was often the case in the early 70s, the bare 
flesh was accompanied by a frisson or two as our Eady-
funded chancers combined spookery with nookie. 
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With the passage of the years comes artistic merit and 
critical acceptance, and the BFI have seen fit to make all 
37 minutes of THE SEX VICTIMS available for free via 
their website. Let's go through the Britsploitation 
checklist first of all: Home Counties locations (including 
obligatory woodland, lake, mysterious old house, and 
institution - in this case a riding school), dollybirds, soon-
to-be-embarrassed-by-their-participation up-and-
comers (yes you, Alun Armstrong), transport cafes, 
lorries, befuddled coppers, a gentleman tramp. And 
nudity, from the coy to the brief full frontal. 

At roughly the same point that Brian Clemens' 'Thriller' 
brought lady-in-peril unease to our Saturday night TV 
screens, THE SEX VICTIMS follows much the same path. 
Ben Howard plays a trucker who spies a Lady Godiva-like 
blonde (Felicity Devonshire) on horseback along a 
country road - being British, he can't believe his eyes 
and plunges his vehicle into a hedgerow (being British, 
that isn't a euphemism). Obsessed by the vision, he 
traces her to a nearby stables where he rather 
improbably enrols; days later, he's in the saddle but 
soon ditches his nag to pursue the object of his lust 
through beautiful forestry and the environs of the riding 
academy. In STRAW DOGS fashion, menacing sexual 
overtones turn to consent, but the young lass dampens 
the passion by insistently referring to another man 
(Armstrong) she needs to contact. Howard knows him, 
as a fellow truck driver using the same route - and the 
two mates head back to the woods to seek out the 
equestrian beauty once more, but find several surprises 
in store... 

The Monthly Film Bulletin's Keith Alain praised THE SEX 
VICTIMS as "technically proficient" and was taken by its 
bid to tell "a day-time ghost story" ("one of the trickiest 
of film forms"), not to mention its "virtuoso 
camerawork" and "well executed soundtrack". Agreed 
on all counts there. Alain found the script and 
performances dull, however, and lamented the 
necessity for sex scenes, also commenting that the 
production seemed stretched and would have benefited 
from a shorter running time. Simon Sheridan in 'Keeping 
The British End Up' was much more impressed, again 
citing the daylight setting as unusual and effective, and 
commenting upon the "deft touch" displayed by director 
Derek Robbins. 

If you're of that 'Scarred For Life'/'70s Monster 
Memories' generation (and these days, even those who 
aren't claim to be!), you'll find this a diverting little item. 
Once rarer than rocking horse shit or sightings of 
Shergar, it's nice to see this one parading around the 
paddock for a new set of admirers. 

 

IN FABRIC 

There are probably about a dozen or so people who 
might actually 'connect with' and understand Peter 
Strickland's IN FABRIC; I'd like to think of myself as one 
of them and imagine that the others are somewhere on 
my 'friends' list here. Strickland (much like my hero 
Mark E Smith) seems to have embarked on a career path 

of wilfully ditching and purposely diminishing his 
audience, and if he didn't lose you with THE DUKE OF 
BURGUNDY he may do with this new one. Many will 
laugh at it, but this viewer was laughing right along with 
it, at least at the appropriate times.  

If BERBERIAN SOUND STUDIO was his love letter to 
Italian horror (though in my opinion there's a lot more 
to it than merely that), and BURGUNDY his Jesus Franco 
homage, then IN FABRIC is his take on a particular 
window of British fare - it's that rare beast, a two-part 
British horror anthology, and part one seems to be 
Peter's attempt at a 'Norman J Warren' piece circa 1978, 
influenced massively (as was NJW's startling TERROR) by 
Argento - indeed, Strickland 'does SUSPIRIA' rather more 
effectively than Guadagnino managed last year. The first 
half is defiantly set in a world of Grace Brothers 
department stores and landlines and 'lonely hearts' ads, 
though with Italian swirls all over it. Part two, gloriously, 
goes like this - just imagine if, in 1982, Stanley Long and 
Michael Armstrong had reconvened to make a fourth 
SCREAMTIME short!! Oh yes. And there's even room for 
a PIF-style warning about the dangers of your pilot light 
turning orange... 

Loved this from beginning (those lovely credits) to end 
(what an eerie closing sequence, very Amicus). 
Particular highlights - "sleeping dreams" (I may adopt 
that term); Leo Bill's curious ability to send those in 
close proximity off into trance-like reveries by... well, 
that I'll leave you to discover; Steve Oram and Julian 
Barratt having a whale of a time as a pair of gay loan 
company execs (a genuine 70s British production might 
well have cast Udo Kier in one of these roles, Richard 
O'Brien in the other); and, if you listen very carefully, 
there's a 'reading out the football scores' bit in the 
background that is worthy of Scarfolk. Also very 
'Scarfolk' are the product details in those clothing 
catalogues! 

By the way, did I mention that this late-June release is a 
Christmas movie? Of course it is. 

Lord knows what Strickland has lined up next. Probably 
something like a 'Schulmadchen Report' imitation... 

 

BERSERK 

After treating myself to a long overdue rewatch of 
BERSERK (1967) this afternoon, I'm of a mind to invert 
the old cliché and run, screaming, from the circus. 

Producer Herman Cohen's regular concept, whereby his 
scripts centre on the manipulation of a pliable youth by 
an older sinister tutor, is ditched here, or if you prefer, 
given a couple of tweaks - revealing over halfway 
through that this may turn into a distaff take on the 
theme, but then shifting the balance of its unconvincing 
mother-daughter relationship. As ma, and even towards 
the twilight of her stellar career, Joan Crawford looks 
amazing - in leggy thigh-high ring-mistress garb, or in a 
series of retina-damaging citrus-hued outfits 
accessorised with strings of matching gobstopper beads. 
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Someone cleverer than me recently suggested that 
BERSERK might be read as a belated sequel to the Tod 
Browning/Lon Chaney silent classic THE UNKNOWN, 
with Crawford back as Manon - what a lovely notion, 
that the male-embrace-hating heroine from that earlier 
movie might still be in the big top biz 40 years on, 
desperately dragging an ailing and now murder-plagued 
show around various grim-looking parts of Yorkshire, 
Lancashire and Merseyside. 

When ITV dramatized the eventful saga of Diana Dors in 
their 1999 production THE BLONDE BOMBSHELL, La Dors 
proved so much larger than life that they had to cast 
both Keeley Hawes and Amanda Redman to portray the 
legend, in a bid to successfully capture the 'British 
Monroe' as well as the blowsy kiss-and-tell merchant so 
beloved of our tabloid press throughout the seventies. 
BERSERK, more than any other movie, catches the real 
Di right on the cusp of this extraordinary transformation 
- the excess pounds are beginning to show, her hair is 
adopting a life of its own, yet fragments of that 50s sex 
symbol persona are still clearly evident. 

It's such a pity that Michael Gough gets bumped off 
early on, as he seems to be in his sleazy, sarcastic 
element here. Just when you suspect he may be 
delivering his lines on auto-pilot, Crawford mentions his 
character's depressed state and you realise that yes he 
is acting after all... 

Months after his costumed stint as England's football 
mascot 'World Cup Willie', and just prior to teaming with 
the Fab Four on MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR, George 
Claydon was given a dialogue-heavy role in BERSERK as 
the troupe's resident 'little person' - a trifle unfortunate, 
given his inability to offer much more than 'reading his 
lines off a board' by way of acting style. He does score 
one highlight here, sharing a scene with Robert Hardy's 
Scotland Yard superintendent and deflating the copper's 
pompous interrogation by slipping in a 'short' gag and 
proceeding to dwarfsplain the funny to the hapless 
detective, all while dressed as a comedy policeman 
himself! Hardy has already featured in his very own odd 
bit of padding by this point, being ticked off by a 
superior at the Yard for the frowned-upon apparent 
misdemeanour of wearing fragrant buttonholes and 
spending his wages on ostentatious Savile Row clobber 
instead of booze and fags! 

Claydon's difficulty in conveying the scripted lines isn't 
disguised one bit by the production - indeed, about 
twenty minutes from the end there's a scene where he 
appears on screen together with hulking Milton Reid, 
skeletal gurner Ted Lune, and bearded lady Golda 
Casimir, all misguidedly entrusted with repartee. It's not 
exactly Olivier and Gielgud, put it that way. Moments 
later, this fearsome foursome are granted their very 
own shoddy show-stopping oompah song'n'dance 
routine!  

A knife-throwing act sees its participants in such close 
proximity that it provokes thoughts of the garbage can 
shoot-out from TV's 'Police Squad!'. I laid some cutlery 
out on our dining table before our evening meal 

yesterday, and I reckon that my actions in doing so were 
rather more death-defying than the antics of the blade-
chucking, trades-descriptions-act-flouting artiste here. 

And then, just when you think that the movie has 
exhausted its quota of bizarrerie, Batman & Robin turn 
up... 

Naturally, I've purchased two separate Blu-rays of 
BERSERK in the past month! 

 

CREEPSHOW 4 

Well, here's an oddity for fans of British horror shorts. 
Something called CREEPSHOW 4 was brought to my 
attention this week - it's on YouTube, and is a 96-minute 
collection of random recent British amateur items, 
'edited, produced and directed' by John Perry (who 
seems not to have been involved in any of the films!). 
John has rather oddly edited the Warner Bros logo on to 
the start of this ragbag, as well as stealing the 
CREEPSHOW franchise name and artwork! 

Two particular points of interest for late 70s/early 80s 
British horror devotees - firstly, Perry has seemingly 
styled this after SCREAMTIME, even to the point of 
adding an American-accented wraparaound story and 
editing the end of most of the shorts somewhat 
abruptly. Secondly - the quality of these films is pretty 
poor (and the first five seem to share a very similar 
'twentysomethings menaced by presence/apparition 
popping up inside their home' plot), but the last fifteen 
minutes or so is taken up by LEFT TURN, which turns out 
to be a rather faithful remake of James Dearden's much-
respected 1978 film PANIC (complete with its 'traffic 
lights' ending)!  

Most odd. 

 

CAT AND MOUSE 

A member of the Douglas acting clan playing a psychotic 
with a shattered lens in his specs, nearly two decades 
before FALLING DOWN 

An example of "the killer is calling from inside your 
house!" police trace, just preceding BLACK CHRISTMAS 
(the film usually cited as popularising the trend) 

Bessie Love, in the same year as her cameo in 
VAMPYRES 

Jean Seberg, mere months after her starring role in 
Eurohorror classic THE CORRUPTION OF CHRIS MILLER 

A lovely score by ever-dependable Ron Grainer 

A quality example of the 'message written in blood by 
the murderer' ("I'm Sorry") 

Unusual use of newspaper headlines - we see three 
different ones, all covering the story of the 'launderette 
pickup' slashing. Perhaps indicating the skill and 
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ambition of the production designer as well as the film's 
multinational status - one of the rags even reports the 
slaying in French. A bit where Kirk tries to get all sinister 
by breaking into Seberg's refuge and leaving a news 
cutting on her bed is beautifully subverted when the 
clipping is discovered - rather than being terrified, the 
targeted parties imagine that one of their builders must 
be an amateur criminologist! 

Made as a TV movie under the title MOUSEY but 
released to UK cinemas as CAT AND MOUSE (an early 
shot positions Kirk almost nose-to-nose with a cartoon 
drawing of a mouse on a blackboard, visually hinting at 
either title!). Released on a theatrical double bill with 
CRAZE, making up a neat if rather unlikely 'American A-
listers in England' psycho duo! 

Kim Newman's assertion that "there have been almost 
no British slasher movies" is one I tend to agree with (or 
did at the time he originally said it, way back); this movie 
somehow manages to prove and disprove the comment 
simultaneously! 

 

HYSTERIA 

There's a terrific moment towards the end of Hammer's 
HYSTERIA where the combined efforts of show-stealing 
Maurice Denham, editor James Needs, and a soda 
siphon interact to great comic effect. Just one of the 
minor pleasures of this otherwise decidedly lesser 'mini-
Hitchcock', a movie that goes out of its way to justify 
that designation via black-and-white photography, a 
shower stall and a prominent bloody knife. Denham is a 
joy throughout - the scene where he duffs up dour lead 
Robert Webber is so good it merits a callback during the 
closing minutes - and there's much else to admire, from 
that fab penthouse flat to Don Banks' inappropriate but 
wonderful jazzy score. Lelia Goldoni manages to both 
glow and glower here, a fizzingly exciting performance 
that makes you wish she had done a few Hammer 
'exotics' (it's perhaps fortunate for her career that she 
didn't have to encounter grunting cavemen or 
prehistoric beasts, mind...), and it's nice to see Kiwi 
Kingston pop in briefly among a number of familiar 
faces. And for connoisseurs of 'glamour photographer' 
scenes in British horror movies (*raises hand*), it's 
pleasing to see one that isn't all "yeah baby!"/Austin 
Powers for a change. Ultimately a misfire, or maybe one 
psychothriller too many, but with stray nuggets dotted 
about here and there. 

 

AMERICAN GOTHIC 

Hadn't seen John Hough's AMERICAN GOTHIC since a 
video rental on its original release. Caught it again on 
DVD after nearly thirty years and was pleasantly 
surprised to see it has improved with age. A United 
Kingdom/Canadian co-production and one of the tiny 
handful of late British bids to expand the post-
HALLOWEEN slasher roster. 

A popular theory began to develop among fans during 
the mid-90s, that maybe Hammer Horror's decline had 
coincided with (and been hastened by) a brash new style 
of British terror filmmaking via Walker, McGillivray, 
Warren, Larraz, Smedley-Aston etc. - it's convincing in 
hindsight but never really occurred to anyone at the 
time. And as it turned out, the 1980s proved as much of 
a struggle for these Young Turks as it did for the old 
guard. John Hough had emerged at the same time as 
this new breed but was oddly never considered part of 
it, seen as more of a traditionalist - but tellingly his 
1980s were more productive than any of his UK 
competition, with WATCHER IN THE WOODS, INCUBUS, 
HOWLING IV, a smattering of impressive Hammer House 
of Mystery and Suspense shows for TV, and AMERICAN 
GOTHIC - almost as much genre work as his key 
competitors could offer combined! 

 

 

I've got a strange admiration for films where the 
opening shot is mirrored by the fade-out (and indeed my 
own debut solicited feature screenplay, commissioned 
circa 2000 but ultimately never produced, made a point 
of doing the same 'visual book-end' thing!) and Hough 
offers a clever take on the form in this movie. In 
between, he offers a peculiar and satisfying cross 
between the 'crazy family' flick and the 'isolated 
location' slasher yarn, somehow getting you (or at least 
me!) to root for the colourful island-dwelling clan as 
they bump off the rather blander 'teen' victims. Now, 
Justin Kerswell's stalk-and-slash themed website 
'Hysteria! Lives' adds a body count at the foot of each 
individual film review, citing the gender of the deceased 
and the method of their demise (e.g. "Male stabbed 
with pitchfork"); AMERICAN GOTHIC's parade of deaths 
are so very bizarre that they almost defy such capsule 
description ("Female killed by being repeatedly bashed 
over the head with empty tin bassinette"?"; "Male 
dashed against rocks after cliff fall when ropes are cut as 
he is coerced into playing on a child's swing"?; "Male 
jabbed in eye by tiny pointed lance on an ornamental 
statuette of a knight on horseback"? Small wonder that 
Justin's largely comprehensive site has yet to offer an 
entry on Hough's film!). The performances of the adult 
'kids' are a highlight, in particular the splendid Michael J. 
Pollard who appears to relish taking on a BLUE 
REMEMBERED HILLS-like acting challenge. And for once 
much of the mayhem takes place in daylight, another 
notable touch. An unexpected pleasure catching up with 
this one again. 
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THREE THRILLING SHORTS: 

THE FATAL NIGHT / PORTRAIT OF A MATADOR / 
RETURN TO GLENNASCAUL 

Had a splendid trip down to London yesterday (April 23rd 
2019), meeting up with my old pal Dave Simpson and 
heading down to the BFI Southbank for Jonathan Rigby’s 
‘three Thrilling Shorts’ presentation. Packed into under 
two hours were Jonathan’s informative, erudite intro, 
and screenings of THE FATAL NIGHT, PORTRAIT OF A 
MATADOR, and that great favourite RETURN TO 
GLENNASCAUL with Orson Welles. 

The 1940s has long been my favourite decade for British 
horror cinema but THE FATAL NIGHT was new to me. 
Shown here in its full 50-minute version, this now joins 
my list of 40s favourites and indeed takes a place very 
near the top. Brilliantly directed by Mario Zampi, better-
known for comedy, this took the hoary old ‘spend a 
night in a haunted house’ routine and went wild with it - 
way ahead of its time in copious use of multiple 
flashbacks and dream sequences, even finding room to 
dramatize a fiction-within-the-fiction which then 
overlaps with the main plot. Add to this a very 1970s-
style shock ending, three decades early, and this was 
something very special indeed. A young Patrick Macnee 
and a young Dandy Nichols (if such is possible) are 
prominent among the cast. The moment during the pub 
scene at the end, where “the war” crops up in 
conversation and one character - chillingly, revealingly - 
doesn’t know that there has been a war, offers an 
especially subtle morsel of fright. GLENNASCAUL 
presented before a packed house was a big-screen treat 
(it seemed there were quite a few audience members 
who hadn’t seen it previously) - as for PORTRAIT OF A 
MATADOR, Jonathan graciously wrote this overwrought 
tale of a cursed painting off as ‘a hoot’, and the parade 
of overacting made Mr Welles’ subsequent antics seem 
subdued in comparison! As Dave Simpson pointed out, 
it’s a rare case of a film plot in which British Summer 
Time prevents the death of the main character! Nice to 
see Sandra Dorne and a sultrier-than-ever ‘Yvonne 
Warren’ (Yvonne Romain) among the overheated cast. 

Free vino flowed during pre-drinks and the after-party 
(big, big thanks to the evening’s host for the invite to the 
inner sanctum) - it was lovely to chat to Julia Kruk, 
Reneé Glynne, William Fowler, Vic Pratt, Jo Botting and 
others over a glass or two. Kim Newman was briefly 
present, and ‘Ritual’ author David Pinner was in the 
room too but unfortunately I didn’t get the opportunity 
to speak with him. Had a nice conversation with Will, 
who told me more about his upcoming book ‘The Bodies 
Beneath’ and his in-progress Antony Balch biography 
(we swapped a few tales about the difficulties in 
tracking down interview subjects several decades after 
the fact, something both Mr Fowler and myself are 
currently struggling with on respective projects). 

A pretty hectic twelve hours from my doorstep to the 
banks of the Thames and back again - but all in all, well 
worth the 250-mile round trip. 

  

MUSIC 

I don’t write as often about music as I would like to. Too 
busy penning stuff on movies, too busy actually listening 
to music, maybe. Anyway, here are a few scattered 
items. Renowned Manchester fanzine ‘Shy Talk’ was 
very nearly revived a few years ago - plans for its re-
appearance seem to have fallen through, but while it 
was a potential go project I was asked by Manc musician 
and old mate Glenn Jones to contribute a feature on The 
Fall, my all time favourite group.  

Music of the 21st century has been a huge 
disappointment in general, but one or two acts have 
managed to avoid the return to a pre-Larry Parnes era 
that has affected and infected the rest of the biz. Adam 
Easterbrook’s psychedelic battalion, of Arrowe Hill, have 
been particularly inventive and lively, and I occasionally 
support their acid drops by reviewing them on Amazon. 
A few of my glowing reports on their haunted beat 
jangles are reproduced here. 

It’s always splendid to discover that a favoured band has 
delivered the best record of their career several decades 
in, and Superchunk did just that in 2018, with a searing, 
politically-charged, punk rock blast of an LP which even 
topped their early 90s powerpop classic ‘No Pocky For 
Kitty’ in terms of hooks and barbs. I was so taken with 
‘What A Time To Be Alive’ that I jotted a few 
enthusiastic fanboy notes down about it - they too can 
now be enjoyed here. Do seek out the album too. 

 

THE FALL - ESP MEDIUM DISCORD 

"But how do I get into The Fall? What's the most 
representative album to buy?". Ah, the lament of the 
Johnny-come-lately, the downloading teenager, the 
proghead secretly dabbling in a bit of punk, the Frank 
Skinner. As ever, sage old Peely had the right answer, 
the only answer - you must, must, get them all. 

I could end this right there, frankly. Are you a fan of The 
Fall? Well put this down and go and grab 'Slates' and 
stick it on your turntable because we know you've got 
the original Rough Trade 10" and marvel in awe at 
"don't start improvising, for Christ's sake". Newcomer? 
Do what John Peel tells you. Get them all, start at 
'Stepping Out' on the Virgin Electric Circus live 
compilation and keep on until you've reached the Ozit 
label's second or possibly third stab at releasing the 
1978 Deeply Vale material from last spring's Record 
Store Day. Do not pass go (The Fall never did). Do not 
collect £200 (ditto).  

Already confused? That's all part of the game. Fall 
devotees of forty years' standing have trouble sifting 
through the discographies, line-up changes, semi-legal 
best-of CDs, guest appearances, even bloody books 
these days. Lesser mortals haven't got a chance. Don't 
let that stop you. Buy 'Live At The Witch Trials', then 
'Dragnet'. Within two records, before this story has even 
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lurched into 1980, The Fall have already effectively 
issued releases by two completely different bands, 
catalogue keyboards giving brutal way to Beefheartian 
booglarising. And so it goes. 

Contradictions and lunacy abound. They never did 'Top 
of the Pops' as The Fall, though Mark E. Smith reduced 
the show to rubble with a paranoid megaphone blast 
bulletin on "all these illness rumours circulating about" 
while vocalising for Inspiral Carpets and reading his lyrics 
off a scrappy flapping bit of paper. Did do 'Later... ' but 
only after securing a contractual agreement that genial 
host Jools Holland would not perform boogie-woogie 
piano accompaniment. Shocked 'OGWT' by taking a back 
seat to Michael Clark's bare-assed ballet troupe. As for 
Glastonbury... Smith once guested with Gorillaz on the 
main stage, proceeding to ignore the star-studded gang 
alongside him and turning Mick Jones' amp down a few 
notches. Last time The Fall played at Worthy Farm, MES 
pissed himself live on telly and stopped a song in full 
flow because he preferred having the band rampage 
through an unrehearsed impromptu cover of 'Dropout 
Boogie' instead. 

No one knows how many records they've made. You 
simply cannot count them. They've released LPs called 
'Austurbaejarbio', 'The Light User Syndrome', 'I Am 
Kurious Oranj', 'Your Future Our Clutter'. Don't get me 
started on the festive season - The Fall have celebrated 
via 'Xmas With Simon', 'No Xmas For John Quays', '(We 
Wish You) A Protein Christmas', and a Peel session 
where they regaled us with renditions of 'Hark the 
Herald Angels Sing' and 'Jingle Bell Rock'. They've 
covered William Blake, Gene Vincent, Lee Perry, Monks, 
Sister Sledge, Steve Bent, and The Searchers, with a 
particular fascination for R Dean Taylor - 'Gotta See 
Jane', 'There's A Ghost In My House', and surely that 
"last clean dirty shirt out of the wardrobe" bit from 'Hip 
Priest' is lifted from Kris Kristofferson's 'Sunday Morning 
Coming Down' as covered, stunningly, by RDT.  

So there's no easy portal into the wonderful and 
frighten-ing world of The Fall. With typical bloody-
minded perversity, perhaps the gruppe's least 
representative records offer the most suitable mixture 
of accessibility and the weird to entice newbies. 
'Perverted By Language', 'Extricate', 'The Real New Fall 
LP'. That latter disc was intended to see issue as 
'Country On The Click' but, like a suspicious number of 
Fall releases, went through a shady eleventh-hour 
kerfuffle with rumours of wrong mixes, kidnapped 
master tapes, etc., eventually emerging under a hasty 
new last-minute title and with different versions on 
either side of the Atlantic. Blimey, it's just like The 
Beatles. The Fab Fall. 

You're in safe hands with anything featuring the so-
called 'classic' line-up, 1979 to mid 80s, though 
approach that word 'safe' under caution and note that 
this era saw as much instability and as many comings, 
goings, and sackings as any. Smith has been compared 
to Brian Clough (or 'God' as we call him in Derby) by the 
more astute music scribes, and The Fall collective during 
those 'Various Times' even sounds like a solid, no-

nonsense midfield powerhouse: Hanley S., Hanley P., 
Burns, Riley, Scanlon. Make it through 'And This Day', a 
daunting monolith of seemingly endless repetitive 
sludge, and you'll emerge bloodied but triumphant and 
will acclaim 'Hex Enduction Hour' as the pinnacle of 
world achievement; now that's what you call music. 
Your present writer has been through such a rite of 
passage, and so has that most MES-like of stand-up 
comics/social observers, Stewart Lee.  

There's so much more to tell. The glamorous wives, the 
fights, the impenetrable Throbbing Gristle-esque b-
sides, the Claus Castenskiold sleeves, the BBC football 
scores, the Alsatian dog I once witnessed clambering on 
stage at a Fall gig in the back room of a dingy Derby 
boozer, the precognition, the pop, the reggae, The 
Classical, the horror, the horror, the horror. Movies 
seem as apt a way to wrap up as any - Jonathan Demme 
soundtracked the pants-shitting climax to 'The Silence of 
the Lambs' to 'Hip Priest', Ben Wheatley recently 
concluded his despairing 'High-Rise' to the strains of 
'Industrial Estate'. In his autobiography 'Renegade', 
Mark E. Smith cites two movies that have particular 
resonance, that he can personally connect and identify 
with. One is 'Last Days', Gus Van Sant's harrowing 
fictionalised take on Kurt Cobain's suicide. The other is 
the 1980 film version of 'Rising Damp'. 

 

OF ARROWE HILL 

Hexadelic Heritage  - DULCE DOMUM 

of Arrowe Hill inhabit a weird domain. It's a small, 
spooky place with murky views of an English village 
green, a muddy Belgian trench haunted by nervous eyes, 
the crossroads where Robert Johnson once signed over 
his soul, and the Altamont racetrack. `Dulce Domum' 
mixes Jagger swagger, Barrett whimsy, and Montague 
Rhodes James' softly shuddersome sentience, into a 
heady brew which tastes deceptively sweet and will 
seep its way into your skin. 

Book-ended by bouncy, belligerent slide-blues shanty 
`Barghest Vs Aged A' - when was the last time you heard 
a number about a barghest? - and gently disquieting 
ballad `Dreams Of A Sunday Always Waiting', it's an 
album full of ghosts and demons, sometimes evident 
within Adam Easterbrook's pensive lyrics, otherwise 
tantalisingly glimpsed or half-heard (Alex Harvey 
raucously raised from the Hades bar-room on `That's 
The Way It Goes', George Harrison invoked for a 
plaintive guitar solo towards the finish, the temptation 
of Federico Fellini...). Immerse yourselves in its 
paranormal pleasures. 

Ab? Fab   - A FEW MINUTES IN THE ABSOLUTE 
ELSEWHERE 

More songs about hauntings and shrouds. 

Rising from the ashes of the abandoned 'Poets' e.p., of 
Arrowe Hill expand their planned musings on matters 
literary into an entire album, and for a 'difficult fourth' 
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it's a pearler. "D'yer know worr I mean?" rasps Adam 
Easterbrook on storming opening salvo 'Stevie Smith 
Blues', and, d'yer know, I think we do. 

Frantic 45 'The Bones Saying No To The Needle' rattles in 
on Stevie's heels, truly a 'Mystery Train' for 21st century 
heads, and the ensuing pill and thrill ride is as 
captivating and feverish a half-hour as the one you last 
spent watching the Beeb's creepy adaptation of 'Lost 
Hearts'. Unusually, there's a hint of post-punk to 
proceedings this time - the ghosts of The Cure (on 
'Chevre Noire') and PiL (those scratchy 'Poptones' tones 
snaking through 'On Pee-wee Vermin') possessing the 
grooves every bit as effectively as do the regular 
influences (Syd, Pollard etc.). They even go all 'Stones 
meet Gram' at one startling juncture, although being 
oAH this is no yee-haw hoedown but a cautionary 
warning concerning a spectral damsel. It's called 'Down 
The Dark Country Road'. Of course it is. Somewhere, M. 
Jagger is gnashing his not inconsiderable teeth in envy... 

While we're discussing titles, isn't 'It Ain't Half Dark, 
Mum' the archetypal oAH song name? 

For the full experience, try to grab the limited vinyl 
edition if you can - ravishingly packaged and with a 
choice of spooked covers inspired by Pan horror 
paperbacks. 

Won't somebody séance with me? 

Stamp of Quality  - THE STARS ARE AGAINST US 

`Bohemian Rhapsody', move aside. Those kings of trippy 
brevity, of Arrowe Hill, are back - and have ditched the 
race-the-sand-in-the-hour-glass approach of previous 
fleeting lysergic surges, to offer something of 
considerably weightier ambition and heft. `The Stars Are 
Against Us' is a veritable epic, capturing acoustic-era 
Bowie, reflective `Back In The USA' MC5, and Tull at 
their playful peak, all fluttering and frightened beneath 
the same bell-jar. From its tantalizing opening lyric to its 
fake fade and glorious coda, all surrounding a truly 
seismic mid-point lurch into the ether, `Stars' promises 
much for the forthcoming long player at whose heart it 
will sit. 

 

SUPERCHUNK: WHAT A TIME TO BE ALIVE 

Brother J.C. Crawford's demand that you choose 
between presenting yourself as 'the problem' or 'the 
solution' has always caused issues with me. Faced with 
that same suggested dichotomy, Superchunk illustrate 
that it all depends who you are addressing or 
confronting at any particular moment. 'What a Time to 
be Alive' offers answers and support to the have-nots 
and the free thinkers, but shows defiance and anger 
towards the powerful and the stupid. Certain thrilling 
lyrics ought to be displayed on placards - "Family 
Planning! Free Chelsea Manning!" - while more 
melancholy lines encapsulate US culture and politics of 
the past four decades with needle-sharp precision ("to 
tell the truth, there was more than one Reagan Youth"). 

It's the best punk rock album since about 1978. Scottish 
hipster troubadour Tom Walker also announced an LP 
called 'What a Time to be Alive' during the course of this 
year - the wording may be identical, the sentiment 
diametrically opposed. 

"the feeling that What a Time to Be Alive conjures better 
than perhaps any art from the Trump era so far is the 
strange, uncomfortable excitement of having so much to 
be angry about all the time - to live through an endless 
news cycle of daily controversies and injustices, trying 
not to get too high on your own self-righteous rage" - Al 
Shipley, 'Spin'. 

 "the most affecting political album of our brutally 
politicized era" - Robert Christgau, 'noisey'.  

 

 

 

MICHAEL ARMSTRONG 

While viewing Michael Armstrong’s work as a 
screenwriter and occasional movie director, which I’ve 
been enamoured with and impressed by since the 
1970s, I never once dreamed that I would actually get to 
work with the great man. I got to meet him and tell him 
how much I admired his output when Michael began 
appearing at film festivals as a special guest; eventually, 
I got to interview him in front of an audience at my local 
arts centre, Derby QUAD. Then, via the recommendation 
of my good friend Tony Earnshaw, Michael approached 
me to write a foreword for one of the series of 
paperbacks from Paper Dragon Productions, the 
publisher that agreed (after a false start or two 
elsewhere) to bring his collected screenplays into print. 

Knowing that I was a keen fan of David Bowie, and an 
authority on Bowie to the point where I have taught 
classes about his career in music and film, Michael (who 
rightfully lays claim to having ‘discovered’ the Starman) 
initially requested that I pen an intro to MUTANTS, a 
script he had written with David in mind in the late 60s. 
My brief, as I understood it, was to contribute a Bowie-
centric piece; but on completion, Michael rejected it, 
saying it contained “too much about David and not 
enough about the screen-play”! I think I did a decent job 
on it, off-focus or not, and I present it here for your 
consideration. 

Mr Armstrong noted that I seemed to possess some 
writing talent, and was keen to offer me a further 
assignment despite junking the first one; he sent me a 
number of other (unfilmed) screenplays from his past, 
and the one that leapt out was a late-1980s teen horror 
concept entitled OUIJA-BOARD - since I happened to be 
toiling on a Ouija-themed script myself at the time, it 
seemed that the stars were aligning and that this would 
be a good fit. And so it proved, as Michael was happy 
with my contribution on this occasion, and the foreword 
duly appeared in published print. An early draft of the 
piece is offered here. 
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MUTANTS foreword 

Where were you, on the day that Paul Ferris died? 
Surely you recall that momentous occasion in late 
October 1995? No? 

Probably not. Only the very keenest aficionados of 
British exploitation cinema will recognise Paul as the 
composer of memorable scores for the likes of CLEGG, 
PERSECUTION, and a slew of productions for Tony 
Tenser's Tigon company during the late sixties and early 
seventies.  

More likely, you will remember where you were when 
you heard the earth-shattering announcement of David 
Bowie's passing, on January 10th 2016. A date that not 
only ended an era of unparalleled artistic significance, 
but which almost seems to have marked a shift in the 
planet's axis, given the political/economic/divisive 
lunacy we've been plunged into ever since, as though 
David somehow knew what lay ahead and arranged 
departure accordingly. Not that he'd have shown such 
callous disregard, mind you - unlike many of those he 
left behind when taking his journey elsewhere. 

If you're a believer in parallel planes, multiple alternate 
universes, sliding doors and all that, and if you're a 
student of Mr. Bowie and all his wonders, you may well 
have found yourself musing on how very fortunate we 
were to have him at all. His early career was such a 
procession of false starts, unfulfilled promises, unseen 
disastrous choices (his self-titled debut LP happening to 
be released on the same day as 1967's most hotly 
anticipated record, and promptly being totally ignored 
as everyone went Pepper potty instead), and even when 
deserved success finally came his way it was as a one-hit 
wonder with an apparent novelty number set in 
fashionable outer space. Desperate David tried to make 
his mark in all manner of showbizzy ways - folky 
troubadour one day, whoring himself in a TV commercial 
for 'Luv' ice-cream the next, casting starry eyes towards 
theatre boards and television screens. The fact that his 
grandest artistic stint prior to the Ziggy years was his 
time as a mime speaks volumes (or not, as the case may 
be).  

So, had he happened to tread on the wrong butterfly or 
miss a particular telephone call, tube stop, or agent's 
appointment fifty years ago, might we never have 
encountered The Thin White Duke, Nathan Adler, 
Button Eyes, or Z. Stardust esq.? And if so, whither the 
alternative? It's been theorised and suggested that one 
possible career move for a failed Dame may well have 
seen him enter the orbit of Tony Tenser, circa 1968-
1969 - and that Tenser's alligator grin and promises of 
stardom might have hitched Bowie to the Tigon wagon, 
not as a movie star, not as a pop idol, not even as a 
bloody prancing mime, but as a soundtrack composer, 
offered the same opportunities and presumably the 
same low wages as the aforementioned Mr. Ferris 
(though admittedly eventual time spent under the wing 
of Tony Defries may have made Tigon's Tony seem 
slightly less shark-like!). Imagine a world where, in place 
of 'Station To Station', 'Diamond Dogs', 'Low', we had 

the erstwhile Mr. Jones penning scores to back the 
nefarious cinematic deeds of Vincent Price and various 
shoddy monsters.  

If you're reading this then there's a fair chance you 
already know of Bowie's association with Michael 
Armstrong. David's participation in Michael's excellent 
and eerie supernatural short film THE IMAGE (1967) has 
never quite been given its due; glossed over in Bowie 
bios, given short shrift within the celebrated V&A 
exhibition a few years back, somewhat dismissed by the 
star himself. When the New Musical Express exhumed 
the film from obscurity in 1984, tacking it on to the end 
of a compilation mail order videotape called 'Video 
Bongo', it was all done as a bit of a lark - 'if you think 
Bowie looks daft in JAZZIN' FOR BLUE JEAN, just wait till 
you see what we've found!' sort of thing, as opposed to 
any sense of an undiscovered buried treasure. And yet 
THE IMAGE captures a fragility, an otherness, a feeling 
of something alien, a sense of sexual ambiguity, 
surrounding this fey, skeletal, at once haunting/haunted 
figure, all aspects of future personae in his singular 
universe.  

The screenplay you are about to experience, MUTANTS, 
offers a wealth of evidence as to Mr. Armstrong's clear 
connection with David, his understanding of what made 
Bowie tick, and yes, even a prescient notion of what Mr. 
B might (and did) develop into. I'm sure you'll find, as I 
did on initial reading, that Bowie's voice screams off the 
page here; Michael has suggested elsewhere in this 
volume that Gerry Sundquist might later have made a 
good fit for the role, and is presenting this script in 
published form in the hope that today's filmmakers may 
well produce their own versions and cast their preferred 
razor-cheekboned protégés, but there's no question that 
this was written for David Bowie (and for an unknown 
Bowie at that), and that David would have excelled and 
made a considerable mark had this one attained 
production and distribution. Those sliding doors, those 
parallel universes, those twists of fate once again - by 
the finale here you may well consider that star-of-the-
silver-screen Bowie could have been a genuine prospect 
(opposed to the easy-to-criticise and rather unfairly 
treated 'pop star turned thesp' movie/stage/television 
incarnation we wound up with in our reality). 

Armstrong's precognitive skill here extends yet further. 
Peruse that detailed opening section, with its shot-by-
shot breakdown leading to an indelible image of 
swarming bees and beyond, and tell me you aren't 
reminded of the abstract, visually stunning lead-in to 
Jonathan Glazer's astonishing sci-fi mindbender UNDER 
THE SKIN (2014). The rapacious, predatory 'Sarah' 
character (I imagined Eleanor Bron, you may make your 
own fantasy casting selection) has strong echoes in Ava 
Gardner's vaguely satanic leech feeding off and 
discarding entire batches of psychedelic youth in Roddy 
McDowall's TAM LIN, filmed a couple of years after 
Michael finished tapping at his typewriter on MUTANTS. 
The entire second half seems to anticipate huge chunks 
of Nicolas Roeg's take on Walter Tevis' THE MAN WHO 
FELL TO EARTH, via multiple images on TV monitors, a 
bright white look to the sets, menacing medical 
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equipment, a state of confusion and lack of explanation 
for a subject who does not know where he is or why he 
is being experimented upon. And the overall structure, 
with freewheeling, exuberant continental holiday fun 
turning without warning to outrageous and monstrous 
fantasy, barely missing a beat, offers a template that 
was (unwittingly) adopted by Justin Benson and Aaron 
Moorhead for their effective and widely-acclaimed 
romance/slime hybrid SPRING (2014). Above all, as you 
are about to discover, is one particularly telling 
MUTANTS dialogue exchange, of which the author is 
rightly proud: "David, how do you see your future?" / 
"I'd like to go to the moon..." 

Commencing countdown. Engines on. 

(Darrell Buxton is the editor of several acclaimed books 
on fantastic cinema, including 'The Shrieking Sixties: 
British Horror Films 1960-1969', for which Michael 
Armstrong graciously provided an entertaining 
foreword. Darrell is delighted for the opportunity to 
finally return the favour.  

Darrell is also a noted authority on the life and work of 
David Bowie, and has in recent years prepared and 
presented a class on Bowie's career, 'Getting Ziggy With 
It', for students at Derby's arts centre, QUAD.) 

 

OUIJA-BOARD foreword 

THE TROUBLE WITH OUIJA-BOARDS 

Is anybody there? 

Yes? Oh good. Those of you who answered, via earthly 
means or otherwise, are about to experience a 
previously unseen Michael Armstrong screenplay which 
at once manages to feel very much 'of its time' (1989) 
and precognitive.  

The conventional display on a Ouija board features a 
helpful and/or ominous 'YES' and 'NO', as well as the 
alphabet in order from A to Z, numbers 1-9 with a handy 
zero appended, and a 'Good Bye' message which again 
may act as a cheery sign-off or a more sinister portent. 
One character noticeably absent from the array is the '£' 
sign, as I'm certain will have been noted with 
considerable amusement and eye-rolling by any writers 
'hired' or 'commissioned' to pen stories on a spirits-and-
planchette theme. Like Michael, I've been there. 

In tackling a Ouija-based storyline, of course, any scribe 
faces immediate concerns and potential pitfalls. Do you 
adopt and embrace the clichés? The "you're pushing the 
glass" / "oh no I'm not" exchange? The jokey comedy 
responses, supposedly-but-not-really emanating from 
entities summoned via the ritual? The sudden turn 
towards the serious and shocking? It would be tempting 
for any screenwriter to consider ditching that little lot 
and approach the subject in an original and individual 
manner - but might one then face the dread prospect of 
losing their audience? After all, anyone plonking down 
money to watch something with 'Ouija' in the title 
anticipates a bit of larking around, the regulation 'one 

person not taking it seriously' business, the planchette 
inching towards the letters 'B', 'U' and 'M' in succession, 
the self-same pointer 'unexpectedly' (we all know it's 
going to happen) careering across the board unpiloted 
to spell out some doom-laden warning or threat. Avoid 
all this and you face collective disappointment from the 
punters. What's a poor writer to do? 

As you are about to discover, Michael ventured 
headlong into the familiar - managing, however, to 
wring true value out of it via the pop music industry and 
a bunch of entertainingly naive youthful characters.  

Ouija-Board adopts the template most evidenced by the 
slasher-movie craze of ten years or so earlier in the '80s; 
though that movement admittedly had antecedents, 
including Michael's own screen play, The Dark written 
twenty years before that in 1960 and which he directed 
in 1968. Its formulaic basis is simple: snaring an 
assortment of good-looking bright young things in an 
isolated location and then bumping them off in a variety 
of gruesome ways.  

 

 

One drawback of any such 'cabin in the woods' outline is 
that scenes may have a tendency to be dialogue-heavy - 
half-a-dozen 20-year-olds sitting in a circle chatting, with 
the occasional break for sex or murder. To resolve this 
problem, budding writers could learn a great deal from 
examination of certain passages in Michael's screen play 
here - creating humour, tension, candour, eroticism, 
revelation, and ghastliness from a simple two-hander 
sequence (the bedroom scene between Marie and Li, 
which could have been so flat and unpromising in lesser 
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hands, proves a genuine highlight, shifting emotionally 
and dramatically within a few sentences); and displaying 
the ability to toy with standard form - for example, the 
‘identity of the killer’, usually such a key story point, is 
handled in a clever and unexpected manner here. 
Additionally, by hitching the standard Ouija set-up to a 
detailed examination of shady 
managerial/entrepreneurial practices, the hopes and 
dreams of aspiring chart-fodder, and the study of how 
events transpire and relationships play out when a 
group of confined teen wannabes are thrown together, 
the narrative is given substance. The end result is that 
astute characterisation, witty acerbic dialogues, page-
turning, edge of the seat suspense loaded with genuine 
scares, shocks and surprises galore, all race seamlessly 
towards a spectacular and terrifying ending. It is a 
master class of pure craftsmanship in ways to 
emotionally involve and scare people in a cinema.  

In that sense, Ouija-Board provides a valuable addition 
to your Armstrong library, in terms of its lasting worth 
and topicality since the early part of the 21st century has 
seen the return of the shark-like spiv within the pop 
scene, to the detriment of songcraft and to any sense of 
artistic longevity. Even though the screen play was 
written in 1989, the figures populating Michael's story 
here could have dated from the Larry Parnes or Brian 
Epstein eras, or from the time it was actually penned 
(with Pete Waterman ruling the roost), or the X Factor 
period we are presently enduring. The prominence of an 
Asian singing idol even foresees the current and 
doubtless ongoing global rise of 'J-pop' and 'K-pop'.  

It's also perhaps no surprise to see Ouija-Board so 
reliant on music biz themes, controversies, and tittle-
tattle; after all, Michael has dabbled in the machinations 
of the performing arts/moneymaking symbiosis before, 
most notably with his 1968 apocalyptic horror, The 
Maze and his outrageously funny 1977 screen play for 
the Sex Pistols, A Star Is Dead. 

Unlike A Star Is Dead, which took a wry, outsider's 
glance at a contemporary youth phenomenon, punk, 
and where the performer roles were written for real 
people (Johnny/Sid/Paul/Steve), playing heightened 
versions of themselves, in Ouija-Board our central 
figures such as Brad Jackson and Li Lin are clearly 
designed for professional actors capable of handling 
dialogue and interplay. That's not to say that the parts 
wouldn't be a good fit for an established vocal talent 
aspiring to add 'film star' to their cv, however - indeed, 
so accurate are the characterisations, as seen on the 
page, in terms of recognising innocence, malleability, 
manipulation, that a raw young figure from the pop 
world might well draw on some of their own brief 
experiences to fill out a debut acting performance here, 
unconsciously or otherwise. 

In 2015 I was invited to co-write a movie, and given the 
brief that it had to be about a Ouija board and a 
poltergeist. I suspect the director had the vague notion 
of cranking out a low-budget cash-in on a couple of 
major Hollywood productions of the day (you can guess 
which ones), though at time of writing, the footage 

filmed in January 2016 is still being edited so I suspect 
that ship has rather sailed! My writing partner and I 
toiled on a sort of Jumanji-meets-The Omen concept 
involving one of those old-fashioned 'Compendium of 
Games' boxes of junior delight, only for the director to 
inform us in no uncertain terms that he didn't think he 
possessed the talent to film anything so elaborate! At 
least he was honest. Following further discussion, 
everything was boiled down to the simple "I want a 
Ouija board and a poltergeist" demand once again - if 
only we'd taken him at his word in the first place! The 
pair of us did manage to expand slightly on this ultra-
limiting instruction, but naturally the next barrier we hit 
was the one I mentioned earlier. During those scenes 
where our protagonists foolishly dabble with a Ouija 
board, should we hurl ourselves into the 
accepted/expected 'is anybody there/glass 
pushing/planchette spinning/prank messages turning 
sour' routine, or ought we ignore all that in the hope 
that we could create something original yet equally 
crowd-pleasing? 

Well, we elected to dive right in and do the ‘pushing’ gag 
as part of our first board session scene  - though ringing 
the changes a tad, as we tried to make it plain from the 
outset that the prankster (‘best friend of the heroine’ - 
one trope which I defy any scriptwriter to freshen and 
startle with!) was clearly having a friendly dig at our 
leading lady’s love life. The terms of our assignment 
dictated paranormal manoeuvrings beyond the game 
itself (thereby introducing the ‘geist’ element of the 
film’s cut-and-shunt title Ouijageist), so our next 
attempt at an eerie, subtle shudder benefited from our 
main character’s single parent status, as her child’s 
building blocks tumble into place to spell out a creepy 
threat  - though I cannot recall which came first, the 
inclusion of a baby in the storyline or the idea that a 
tot’s plastic playthings could work well as a means of 
conveying a sinister message. Did we backtrack, 
whipping up the infant out of thin air as an excuse to 
feature toys as an instrument of terror? Conversely, was 
the kid in our thoughts from the off, prompting us to 
spookily utilise items from childhood to instil fear?  

It’s a telling example of the type of problem a screenplay 
author faces - should you focus primarily on individuals 
and/or your cast of players, or instead on situations 
arising from their surroundings as well as from external 
influences? And for each new sentence or scene you 
devise, how might the main body of your story then 
become affected? If William Shakespeare had suddenly 
decided that Juliet had one leg or that Lady Macbeth 
preferred to stay in at night darning hubby’s doublet and 
hose, the seismic ‘butterfly effect’ caused would have 
had enormous implications for all subsequent literature 
- but would also immediately have completely altered 
the paths of the respective masterpieces themselves. 
More pointedly, was Lady Macbeth devised as an evil, 
scheming figure with an eye on the prize; or did the Bard 
merely require somebody, anybody, to give a nudge to 
her spouse’s latent ambition? In the wise and sexily 
drawled words of another powerful fictional wife, 
Jessica Rabbit, “I’m not bad. I’m just drawn that way”.  
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As co-author of a script attempting to mingle and mesh 
the Ouija board and poltergeist themes, imagine my 
amazement upon reading Michael’s Ouija-Board and 
discovering that he too had shoved in a brief episode of 
poltergeist activity! And seemingly out of choice, not 
because he had a tyrannical director breathing down his 
neck!  

Michael, however, handles his own poltergeist scene 
superbly; informing the reader that an explosion of 
riotous mayhem is underway, and then employing a 
highly efficient and effective technique, presenting a 
basic list of the various items the enraged spirit is 
projecting about the room - literally ‘everything but the 
kitchen sink’ in this case, possibly as an intentional nod 
towards that grand old chestnut, as the chaotic 
whirlwind sees a plethora of household implements 
being flung towards the cast. It’s exciting, it’s 
compelling, it's terrifying and it's easy to follow and to 
envisage, and above all, for any producer taking a peek, 
it’s cheap to stage - one quick supermarket sweep round 
the nearest hardware store and you’re all set to go, 
props at the ready. One day soon, the results of my own 
labours may be available for you to view and to judge 
for yourselves how my co-scripter and I got on. All I will 
say in conclusion is that I wish we'd had some 
professional guidance and advice from a screenwriting 
guru with the experience, skill, knowledge, and common 
sense of a Michael Armstrong. 

 

COMMISSIONED LIVE INTRODUCTIONS 

Julian Upton, author of that fine book ‘Fallen Stars’ and 
editor of the equally excellent ‘Offbeat’, was hired to 
present a series of lectures at the Garrick Theatre, 
Lichfield some years ago, connected with a season of 
‘true crime’ movies they were screening. Mr Upton was 
indisposed on the night that the venue programmed 10 
RILLINGTON PLACE, and he invited me to step in and 
take his place. My notes from that evening are 
reproduced here. 

I always love attending the Manchester & Salford Film 
Society meetings whenever I receive an invite from my 
good friend Andrew Clark. As a huge fan of Laurel & 
Hardy, I jumped at the chance to introduce a special 
screening of their classic silent short YOU’RE DARN 
TOOTIN’ at the Altrincham venue - the reasons for the 
society making that particular selection are revealed 
within my notes, again available to read below. 

 

10 RILLINGTON PLACE 

Welcome to the Garrick for the latest in our short 
season of films based on notorious true life crimes. Your 
usual host Julian Upton cannot be with us tonight  - so 
I've been called in as a replacement. My name's Darrell 
Buxton, I'm a freelance critic, editor, scriptwriter and 
film lecturer, and a contributor to Julian's book 'Offbeat: 
British Cinema's Curiosities, Obscurities and Forgotten 
Gems'. 

Tonight we're travelling back to the forties and early 
fifties, for the grim, grubby and gruesome saga of John 
Reginald Christie and Timothy Evans. This controversial 
case caused uproar and confusion over a period of more 
than twenty years, and the facts documented in Ludovic 
Kennedy's 1961 book '10 Rillington Place' caused a 
group of Labour MPs to force an inquiry into the events, 
fearing a miscarriage of justice. The 1971 film version of 
Kennedy's book, also called 10 RILLINGTON PLACE, takes 
a cold, stark docu-drama approach to its retelling of the 
case history - which is ideal for me in making this 
introduction. Many of you in the audience tonight may 
be aware of the Evans/Christie story, but some may not, 
and so I will leave the movie to fill you in on the full 
details - something the film makes an excellent, studious 
job of doing  - rather than blurting out the strange twists 
and turns of the case myself. 

To prepare you for our big-screen presentation this 
evening, however, I will talk a little about 10 
RILLINGTON PLACE the movie, and its position in British 
cinema culture. And the first interesting aspect to 
mention is undoubtedly the acting performance by 
Richard Attenborough. Attenborough, who died aged 90 
in August 2014, is perhaps best known to the British 
public as a kindly, avuncular figure, brother of ace 
naturalist and broadcaster David Attenborough, and as 
director of a number of award-winning films on such 
worthy subjects as Mahatma Gandhi, Winston Churchill, 
Charlie Chaplin, and Steve Biko. Our public view of Lord 
Attenborough may well have been cemented by his 
acting role as the kindly Kris Kringle in the 1994 remake 
of MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET, or by his 'luvvie darling' 
persona, which was being lampooned and parodied as 
early as 1973 when the Monty Python team performed 
their celebrated sketch 'The British Showbiz Awards', 
with Eric Idle masquerading as Dickie amid a gushing 
torrent of fake tears. Attenborough had directed films 
on an irregular basis since OH! WHAT A LOVELY WAR hit 
the screens in 1967, but by that time was already very 
familiar to cinemagoers as a high profile actor. And 
surprisingly, over the years he has excelled in sinister or 
psychotic roles. We're going to pause now to screen a 
few illustrative clips for you, featuring the more 
disturbing side of Richard Attenborough - something 
that arguably reached its chilling, calculating peak in 10 
RILLINGTON PLACE. Our excerpts come from BRIGHTON 
ROCK, SEANCE ON A WET AFTERNOON, AND THEN 
THERE WERE NONE, and finally JURASSIC PARK, where 
the role of 'John Hammond' seems to merge his 
welcoming, friendly qualities with his darker, more 
ruthless side. 

(Four minutes of film excerpts) 

As you can see, there's much more depth, grit, and 
disquiet to Richard Attenborough than you might 
imagine. Those clips should set you up well for his 
soulless, merciless performance in tonight's movie. 

Alongside Richard, the cast also features two fresh-faced 
emerging stars of that early 70s British film scene, in the 
shape of John Hurt and Judy Geeson. They play new 
tenants, the Evans', and both use their gaucheness and 
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youth to full advantage. Miss Geeson gained popularity 
from appearing in BBC soap opera 'The Newcomers' but 
eventually began racking up big screen credits too, 
notably starring alongside John Wayne and, again, 
Richard Attenborough, in 1975's BRANNIGAN. Before 10 
RILLINGTON PLACE Judy had featured in movies like TO 
SIR, WITH LOVE and PRUDENCE AND THE PILL, and had 
taken the first of what became many steps into macabre 
territory with the circus horror flick BERSERK! 

John Hurt had enjoyed success on stage in the 1960s but 
had merely dabbled in movies, with bit parts here and 
there. He created some impact with his performance in 
A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS in 1966, but it wasn't until the 
late sixties and early seventies that he secured his first 
starring roles, in SINFUL DAVEY and MR. FORBUSH AND 
THE PENGUINS. 10 RILLINGTON PLACE was something of 
a breakthrough, one of the earliest opportunities for 
cinema audiences to witness the earnest, intense, 
troubled and anguished side of Hurt's style  - as we now 
know, these days he's Sir John and has become a major 
figure in the world of the visual arts, though often to this 
day playing on that haunted, more problematic persona 
that we will see here tonight, as opposed to anything 
more likeable or crowd-pleasing. 

British cinema circa 1970 could often find itself in a 
decidedly dark place, for example via film versions of Joe 
Orton plays (Attenborough played Inspector Truscott in 
LOOT), plus lots of unpleasant dramas involving 
abductions, gangland villainy, revenge killings, 
psychopaths, children being menaced by predatory 
figures, even historical horrors - while the world at large 
seemed to be celebrating flower power, psychedelia, 
and the promise of a new decade, our home film 
industry gave us an era populated by GET CARTER, 
VILLAIN, SITTING TARGET, WITCHFINDER GENERAL, and 
dozens of other bleak, nihilistic, no-hope offerings which 
set a warning austere tone. It's difficult to say precisely 
why this happened, but something in the British psyche 
tapped into a particularly pessimistic vein. The time 
couldn't have been better for a film retelling of the 
Christie and Evans story. 

 

 

 

Oddly, moviemakers alien to our shores were often the 
most successful at capturing this dark British mood. 
Think Polanski's muddy, bloody version of MACBETH, 
the raging Sam Peckinpah Cornish countryside siege hell 
of STRAW DOGS, or Sidney Lumet's searing journey into 
the warped minds of a paedophile and an interrogating 
detective in THE OFFENCE. Most indicative of the period 
was director Gary Sherman's sudden shift from helming 
the breezy, summery "I'd Like To Teach The World To 
Sing" Coca Cola commercial to delivering DEATH LINE, a 
feature film about cannibals chowing down on 
commuters during the London Underground rush hour. 
Another American director, Richard Fleischer, had 
forged a substantial and successful career in Hollywood - 
making THE VIKINGS, 20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA, 
FANTASTIC VOYAGE, DOCTOR DOLITTLE and TORA! 
TORA! TORA! amongst others. In the early seventies 
Fleischer came to England  - he'd already filmed three 
notable studies of true life murder cases during his 
career, 1955's dramatization of an infamous high society 
love triangle leading to a fatal shooting, THE GIRL IN THE 
RED VELVET SWING; 1959's COMPULSION (based on the 
notorious Leopold-Loeb case, also the basis for 
Hitchcock's movie ROPE); and THE BOSTON STRANGLER 
in 1968. So 10 RILLINGTON PLACE completed a loose 
quartet of factual crime pictures for Fleischer, and while 
over here he also found time to film a neat little piece of 
fictional psycho-suspense with Mia Farrow, known as 
BLIND TERROR in the U.K. and released as SEE NO EVIL 
in the States. As a lead-in to Fleischer's film this evening, 
let's take a quick look at excerpts from his earlier 
psycho-themed movies. 

(Three minutes of film excerpts)  

One striking fact about 10 RILLINGTON PLACE is that it 
was shot on actual locations, giving something even 
greater than verisimilitude to the project, almost 
infusing it with the blood, sweat, stench and odour of 
fear that must have permeated this otherwise seemingly 
normal terraced row during and after World War Two. 
Fleischer and his crew were given permission to shoot at 
Rillington Place, in the Notting Hill district, although 
apparently they worked around and outside number 6 
rather than number 10 for much of the time. The whole 
terrace was demolished in the early 1970s, very soon 
after the filming was completed. The DVD release of the 
movie includes, as a handy extra feature, an overhead 
visual plan of the Christie residence so that you can give 
yourself a better picture of the macabre and murderous 
happenings taking place on the ground floor of the 
deadly dwelling. 

I'll be around for a short while after the screening 
tonight, and will be happy to chat with you about the 
film, the real-life case, and the controversies arising 
from it. Normally at this point in my introductions I 
recommend that you viewers should settle back in your 
seats and prepare to enjoy the movie. But 10 
RILLINGTON PLACE isn't about that. It will disturb, shock, 
and outrage you, and since yet again we seem to be 
living in times when authorities, establishment 
organisations, and even the individual person in the 
street, are quick to judge and condemn and simplify and 
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seek swift solutions to complex problems, hopefully it 
will make you take stock and think a little. Two weeks 
ago the BBC began filming a new dramatization of the 
case, starring Tim Roth as Christie - also including 
Samantha Morton among the cast, it could be very 
promising indeed, but will of course meet comparison 
with the earlier film version. Do watch out for the new 
production later this year.  

Enough from me for now... I'll be happy to discuss 
tonight's movie further, once you've had the chance to 
squirm in your seats at what is still to this day a powerful 
and truly unsettling piece of work. Richard Fleischer 
directs Richard Attenborough - 10 RILLINGTON PLACE. 

 

THE MUSIC BLASTERS (YOU’RE DARN TOOTIN’) 

It’s always a pleasure for me to travel up to this part of 
the world, spend some time with Andrew, and pay a 
visit to your excellent film society. Since I was here last, 
I’ve managed to get my first book published - yes, last 
August saw the publication of ‘The Shrieking Sixties’, a 
look back at the British horror movie output of the 
modish, psychedelic, mini-skirted or kaftanned era from 
1960-1969. So if you’re a fan of Christopher Lee, Peter 
Cushing, Hammer Films and their various rivals, or if 
titles like WITCHFINDER GENERAL or DR. TERROR’S 
HOUSE OF HORRORS ring a bell with you, I’ll be happy to 
chat later about my book  - I’ve even got a couple of 
copies with me, on sale at a bargain price. 

Anyway, advert over - the main reason I’ve been invited 
along tonight is to talk briefly about Stan Laurel, Oliver 
Hardy, their work at the Hal Roach studio, and 
specifically the short film we’ll be enjoying together this 
evening, THE MUSIC BLASTERS. 

I’m reliably informed that there’s a special reason for 
screening this particular Laurel & Hardy caper tonight - 
in that THE MUSIC BLASTERS formed part of your 
society’s very first programme, back in November 1930, 
on a bill that also included WATER & WARES, a short film 
from the German Workers’ Film Movement, and THE 
FIRST TIME IN HISTORY, a Soviet film about socialist 
construction and collective farming. Of course, you’re all 
way too young to have attended that initial show, but 
it’s nice that we can step into a time machine, via the 
wonders of cinema and digital technology, and can 
share and delight in the same visual pleasures that our 
ancestors enjoyed. While we’re all chuckling along with 
the film, expect to hear the laughter of ghosts of 
audiences past, chortling in tandem with you. 

I gather that the Manchester & Salford Film Society has 
had a reputation, right from its early days, as being a 
haven for those motion pictures with a left-leaning, 
man-or-woman of the people sort of edge, and if you 
look at the films screened at your initial show, the 
themes of social awareness - communal existence, toil, 
respect, and general fairness  - are very evident. As 
someone who spent most of Thursday morning standing 
on a picket line outside my workplace, I’m all for that. 
But where did Laurel & Hardy fit in, back in the late 

20s/early 30s? Why was this short film deemed worthy 
of a place on the inaugural Film Society bill? 

Well perhaps it’s because Stan Laurel and Oliver Norvell 
‘Babe’ Hardy are cinema’s archetypal ‘Everymen’. Of 
their contemporaries, Chaplin examined the situation of 
society’s lower strata; Buster Keaton revelled in 
cinematic innovation, visual tricks, astounding stunts, 
and formed something of a ‘little man against the world’ 
persona; and Harold Lloyd showed that girls do - 
eventually - make passes at men who wear glasses. But 
Laurel & Hardy touched a real nerve amid the troubling 
times of depression-era America. Invariably their films 
see the duo unemployed but enthusiastic, joining forces 
to improve their lot in life, and if the results are 
inevitably disastrous - albeit to our joy - the crestfallen 
pair simply pick themselves up, dust themselves off, and 
move to the next job. Xmas tree salesmen in BIG 
BUSINESS, Xmas card salesmen in THE FIXER-UPPERS; 
woodworkers in BUSY BODIES, housebuilders in THE 
FINISHING TOUCH, soldiers in BLOCKHEADS, PACK UP 
YOUR TROUBLES, and BEAU HUNKS; even parents in 
THEIR FIRST MISTAKE. And of course, piano-shifters in 
their 1932 Oscar winner THE MUSIC BOX. Each time, 
Stan and Babe’s characters contain elements that you 
might just recognise in yourself, and it’s this common 
touch that keeps their work fresh and relevant today. I 
visited the Laurel & Hardy museum, behind the Roxy 
Cinema in Ulverston, two weeks ago - highly 
recommended if you haven’t been, featuring displays of 
film memorabilia, letters written by Stan to his fans, and 
even furniture from Stan’s old house in the Lake District. 
At the museum, there’s a small area where you can sit 
and watch the Boys’ films - at the time I was there, THE 
MUSIC BOX was screened, and a German lady arrived to 
view with her two young children. Anyone who thinks 
that Germans have no sense of humour ought to have 
been present - all three howled with laughter 
throughout, as did me and my missus, again testament 
to that common bond evoked by the work of Stan & 
Babe. 

 

THE MUSIC BLASTERS, better known under its U.S. 
release title YOU’RE DARN TOOTIN’, was filmed in 
January 1928 - remarkably, this was just one of twelve 
shorts made by Laurel & Hardy at Roach studios during 
that year alone. It’s a silent film, yet perversely it’s all 
about musicians working as part of a bandstand 
orchestra, so as you watch, put yourself back into the 
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late 20s and try to imagine seeing this at a local cinema 
with the house pianist or organist attempting to keep up 
with an array of required sound effects and musical 
improvisation. Naturally, as ever, things go bad for the 
Boys, all leading up to a fabulous extended climactic riot 
of a scene, which maybe even tops Stan & Babe’s epic 
custard pie fight in the previous year’s BATTLE OF THE 
CENTURY, and which anticipates the destructive chaos 
of later films like BIG BUSINESS and TIT FOR TAT. 

Laurel & Hardy fan and historian Randy Skretvedt wrote 
the following, in his acclaimed 1987 book ‘Laurel & 
Hardy - The Magic Behind The Movies’: “YOU’RE DARN 
TOOTIN’ is the film which asks the question  - “if you 
strip everything away from Laurel & Hardy, so that all 
that remains is their essence, what do they have left? 
Answer - their affection for each other. It’s enough”. 

And that’s enough from me. Enjoy the movie. 

 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS 

A few bits and pieces that don’t quite fit anywhere else. 
The feature on A PAGE OF MADNESS was written for 
Dawn & Jonathan Dabell’s fanzine ‘Multitude of Movies’, 
which sadly folded after three issues; this never saw 
print, therefore, though if you’ve read my essay on 
Japanese horror of the 20th century elsewhere in this 
book, you’ll notice that I did salvage chunks of it to 
recycle there. 

I love a good limerick, and have devised one or two on 
one of my favourite subjects, the classic British horror 
film. The WICKER MAN one was penned for an online 
poetry contest (which I won) some twenty years ago, 
and has been made available previously; the others are 
all unpublished, and (aside from the PSYCHOMANIA 
one) are all brand new. 

The reviews of THE FUNTIME SHOW and VHS FOREVER 2 
originally appeared online, in response to the 
filmmakers sending advance preview copies of their 
work. 

 

A PAGE OF MADNESS 

Darrell Buxton 'sheds' some light on a Japanese silent 
classic. 

Being the strange saga of my encounter with a stunning 
piece of Japanese film history, once considered lost, 
now available on YouTube for all to see, and 
rediscovered by its own director in a shed after going 
missing for 45 years. 

Let's start by examining the influence the silent era can 
still exert over the modern... 

In common with several other places around the UK, my 
home city of Derby has been running its very own 
successful film festival for the past few years, on the 
periphery of which I'm lucky to be involved. Derby did 
previously attempt to raise its cinematic profile during 

the early 1990s, with a series of city-wide events that 
never quite took off with the locals - one such ten-day 
affair was 1992's 'Cinema Fantastique', staged in June 
that year and featuring a number of double-bills centred 
upon HIGHLANDER, NAKED GUN, Monty Python, 
TERMINATOR, Rutger Hauer, Steve Martin, Arnold 
Schwarzenegger, and STAR TREK, triple bills of 
Cronenberg and Troma's movies, plus HOUSE OF WAX in 
3D, an academic lecture on 'Twin Peaks', and a guest 
appearance by Brian Clemens. Also on the bill was 
ARCHANGEL, the 1990 film directed by Guy Maddin. 
Maddin surely merits his very own feature in MoM at 
some stage; for three decades now he's been ploughing 
a unique furrow, crafting a series of unusual and 
overheated dramas with offbeat subject matter, and 
designing and directing the productions as though they 
were made during the silent era or the early 1930s. 
Writing in the New York Times, critic Stephen Holden 
remarked "Maddin's fascinating, impenetrable film 
ARCHANGEL is a tongue-in-cheek homage to the sort of 
drama produced in Hollywood in the twilight zone 
between silent and talking pictures, when sound tracks 
were scratchy, the dialogue minimal and titles between 
scenes offered portentous commentary". 

The archness of Maddin's style was enhanced further 
during its Derby screening by the presence on the 
Cinema Fantastique festival bill of two actual, genuine 
silent classics. What's more, where the young Canadian 
wunderkind had set out to pointedly imitate and reflect 
the methods of the 1920s, capturing a sort of fever-
dream hysteria in the process, the two true 
representatives of the era seemed to make the opposite 
journey, in some ways looking and feeling seventy years 
ahead of their time! With David Lynch the name on 
every hip cineaste's lips back then, and with 
Jodorowsky's carnival-set arthouse shocker SANTA 
SANGRE on release around this period, Derby's securing 
of a screening of Tod Browning's THE UNKNOWN (partly 
the result of my own suggestion) was a major coup at 
the time, and the hyper-crazy plot of this magnificent 
Lon Chaney vehicle seemed to fit right in alongside 
much of the early 90s fare we fans on the fringes were 
into. The other silent rediscovery at the Derby festival 
proved an even scarcer rarity, and an item that you 
suspected could have easily been filmed just weeks 
earlier rather than decades - Kinugasa Teinosuke's A 
PAGE OF MADNESS (1926). I recall stating at the time 
how weird it was seeing A PAGE OF MADNESS and 
ARCHANGEL in such close proximity, one a brand new 
movie doing its level best to resemble something from 
the mid-20s, the other a title from generations ago that 
seemed to reach forward and anticipate many of the 
tricks, editing skills, and storytelling obfuscations now 
being used by many of our modern favourites. 

A PAGE OF MADNESS really does belie its vintage. It's 
more like the type of wild, experimental offering that a 
Monte Hellman or Dennis Hopper might have directed in 
the fried, acidhead late 1960s than a film by any of 
Kinugasa's contemporaries. It really wouldn't be out of 
place on a double bill with THE TRIP (1967). The simplest 
aspect of this mighty work is its plot, but even the bare-
bones storyline has its complexities: the film tells of a 
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patient at an asylum whose husband takes a job in the 
building as a janitor, with the twin aims of having closer 
proximity to his spouse and to attempting to free her 
from incarceration. Their recently-engaged daughter 
becomes involved, seemingly unaware of the full facts, 
and violence and murder ensue, with hints that all may 
be a dream a la THE CABINET OF DR. CALIGARI (which 
Teinosuke claimed he hadn't seen at the time).  

It's rather striking to note just how many productions of 
the era took asylum settings and mental illness as a 
central theme. Maurice Tourneur adapted Poe's famous 
‘lunatics taking over’ short story for LE SYSTEME DU 
DOCTEUR GOUDRON ET DU PROFESSEUR PLUME in 
1913, Robert Wiene's CALIGARI proved the defining 
work of this sub-subgenre, and WHEN THE CLOUDS GO 
BY (1919) and DR. JACK (1923) both put a comic spin on 
early psychiatry and the world of the sanitarium, in 
respective vehicles for Douglas Fairbanks and Harold 
Lloyd which ought to both be better known. A 1906 slice 
of movie madness, DR. DIPPY'S ASYLUM, may have been 
the first production to depict such an institution, with 
the playful patients running amok and causing distress 
to a new employee, until the titular doc calms 
everything down by presenting everyone with a pie! 

A PAGE OF MADNESS takes CALIGARI's experimental 
nature and tramples all over it. Where CALIGARI used 
the tricks of the stage and live theatre to impress 
visually, PAGE improves upon it by heading down a 
much more progressive, cinematic route. Frequent use 
of 'prison bar' imagery emphasizes the trapped-in state 
(both physical and mental) experienced by the 
characters, and the basic thread of the story is enhanced 
beyond all expectations, Teinosuke calling upon such 
techniques as double and multiple exposure, slow 
motion, rapid editing (virtually inventing the MTV style 
sixty years too soon in certain moments), and 
distortion/warping of the image (a breathtaking effect, 
presumably literally achieved with mirrors). Even most 
of the acting will appeal to those usually alienated by 
silent cinema's over-emoting. It all seems way, way 
ahead of its time - case in point, the iconic use of a 
janitor's mop as an important central image precedes 
both Steve McQueen's award-winning HUNGER and 
Troma's THE TOXIC AVENGER! 

The film's IMDb entry defines it rather rigidly as ‘drama, 
horror’, but this simplistic view ignores the fluidity and 
experimental nature of A PAGE OF MADNESS. Sure, it is 
a classic precursor of every ‘trapped in an institution’ 
and ‘murder in the booby hatch’ shocker out there, but 
the plot becomes such a diffuse and, frankly, 
unimportant element in this visual whirlwind that those 
hoping for an ancestor to SHOCK CORRIDOR or ASYLUM 
itself may be initially disappointed. Venture in with an 
openness, however, think more in comparison with a 
few of those LSD-laced flicks I alluded to earlier, and 
you'll be in just the correct frame of mind to embrace 
this vital vision's joys and disturbances. As mentioned, 
it's all up there for free on YouTube in a 59-minute 
version, so don't delay.  

Thought lost for decades, A PAGE OF MADNESS returned 
to the archives when director Kinugasa happened upon 
a print in his shed in 1971, reportedly! A 70s music track 
was added (very complementary to the outrageous 
visuals, don't despair), and the movie began to pick up 
play dates on the art house circuit, eventually crossing 
my path in Derby in the mid-90s as reported earlier. 
What today's audiences are missing is the traditional 
narration, which would have accompanied the film, read 
live by a 'benshi', a storyteller whose function would 
have been to elaborate on the film as presented, adding 
clarity and enlightenment. I can't help pondering two 
thoughts in respect of this: firstly, that an attempt to 
'explain' A PAGE OF MADNESS might fail disastrously or 
even transform this marvel into something more prosaic 
and straightforward; or dare we promote the suggestion 
that any spoken soundtrack might turn out to be as 
crazy as the movie itself, enhancing it further as an 
untamed plunge into delirious and unsettling territory? 
A 2002 screening at the San Francisco International Film 
Festival even had a live improvised indie-guitar 
soundtrack performed by the excellent Superchunk (one 
of my favourite bands, though I'm not entirely sure that 
their brand of hook-laden preppy college rock would be 
ideal alongside Kinugasa's startling imagery) 

Kinugasa Teinosuke worked as an actor in films from 
1917 (he had been a female impersonator), and began 
his directing career in 1922 - IMDb records more than 
120 director credits up to 1966, with over half of those 
dating from the 1920s alone (presumably largely lost or 
missing). Aside from A PAGE OF MADNESS his most 
celebrated cinema offerings included CROSSROADS 
(1928), another extant silent with a similarly convoluted 
'family plot' (tormented hero blinded in an altercation at 
a brothel thinks he has committed murder; his sister 
descends into prostitution to raise money for his 
treatment) and GATE OF HELL, Japan's official entry and 
winner of the Palme d'Or at the 1954 Cannes festival, a 
tale of a Samurai and a courtesan set in the 12th century, 
and an acclaimed feast of colour and lighting. 

In 2008 a book was published devoted entirely to 
Kinugasa's 1926 masterpiece. Written by Aaron Gerow 
(assistant professor in Japanese cinema at Yale), 'A Page 
Of Madness: Cinema And Modernity in 1920s Japan' 
offers additional insight into this mysterious silent jewel. 
Part of the blurb reads: "But is this film really what it 
seems to be? Using meticulous research on the film’s 
production, distribution, exhibition, and reception, as 
well as close analysis of the film’s shooting script and 
shooting notes recently made available, Aaron Gerow 
draws a new picture of this complex work, one revealing 
a film divided between experiment and convention, 
modernism and melodrama, the image and the word, 
cinema and literature, conflicts that play out in the story 
and structure of the film and its context. These different 
versions of A PAGE OF MADNESS were developed at the 
time in varying interpretations of a film fundamentally 
about differing perceptions and conflicting worlds, and 
ironically realized in the fact that the film that exists 
today is not the one originally released. Including a 
detailed analysis of the film and translations of 
contemporary reviews and shooting notes for scenes 
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missing from the current print, Gerow’s book offers 
provocative insight into the fascinating film A PAGE OF 
MADNESS was - and still is - and into the struggles over 
this work that tried to articulate the place of cinema in 
Japanese society and modernity". 

So head for YouTube, bang on the door of your nearest 
arts centre and demand a screening, campaign for a 
DVD/Blu-ray (preferably featuring benshi narration as a 
soundtrack option - that Superchunk performance 
wouldn't go amiss on my copy, either) and - mop in 
hand, naturally - enter the strange, demented world of A 
PAGE OF MADNESS. 

 

 

 

 

PSYCHOMANIA limerick 

Doing the ton on his hog 

Biker Tom has his gang all agog 

His ma worships a frog 

The soundtrack's gone all prog 

And George Sanders wishes he'd signed up to appear in 
'Trog' 

 

 

WITCHFINDER GENERAL limerick 

Matthew Hopkins was ever so matey 

But if you cast spells he could be hatey 

Brought out his ducking stool 

And if you think that’s cruel 

You should see his great-great-great-great 
granddaughter Katie 

 

 

THE WICKER MAN limerick 

Hauled over the shoulder of Oak 

He’s built like a shithouse, that bloke 

For safety I’m yearning 

Can someone smell burning? 

Come on now lads - a joke’s a joke 

 

 

I DON’T WANT TO BE BORN limerick 

The child of an accursed stripper 

Was a cheeky young imp of a nipper 

Didn’t want to be born 

But from mum’s womb was torn 

Voila - junior Jack the Ripper! 

 

HELLRAISER limerick 

Back to Julia’s place, she would lure 

Eager blokes she picked up by the score 

For a passionate night 

Wait! What? A Cenobite?! 

Aaaarrrggghh! Chains! Hooks! Flayed flesh galore! 

 

 

THE FUNTIME SHOW 

With evil clowns seemingly all the rage at the moment, 
it's good to see a new production putting a spin on the 
concept. The talented team at Optic Nerve Productions, 
makers of the award-winning short TORMENTED, have 
lived up to the promise of their previous work and now 
present us with a long-form piece called THE FUNTIME 
SHOW. 

Coming in at under ten minutes, THE TORMENTED 
nevertheless indicated that Mark & Tracy Smith would 
be more than capable of handling the rigours and 
demands of a feature movie. THE FUNTIME SHOW isn't 
quite that, but it's a clever take on familiar themes and 
imagery, and a promising stepping stone on the path to 
greater achievement. 

The film makes inventive use of earlier Optic Nerve 
shorts - and indeed, a nerve seems to have been 
touched, judging by an on-screen rant towards the close 
that seems to use the central character as a mouthpiece 
for the frustrations of the production team! The logistics 
bring us a combination of new footage with mixed-in 
excerpts from older work, the entire enterprise running 
for an hour but feeling pretty seamless and substantial. 
There's a lot happening beneath the surface too - the 
major fright figure, 'Mr Sunshine', comes loaded with 
complexities and 'issues', and deceptively so too. At face 
value he's a masked, deranged Pierrot with a line in non-
stop patter and a larger-than-life air - but as the story 
progresses, you may find yourself wondering with 
increasing anxiety about this menacing antagonist's 
background. Why has Mr Sunshine adopted such a 
guise? Why set up such an elaborate charade (not only 
the 'fake gameshow' heart of the piece, but presumably 
creating the film inserts, devising a costume and false 
identity, plus setting up an invitational site amid the 
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murkier fringes of the internet to lure the unwary, 
thereby playing on a double meaning of the term 'web'). 
And all masterminded, evidently, as a means of 
exercising a deep-seated hatred of 21st century culture 
(or lack of). It's the unexplained, the unanswered, the 
obfuscated, that so impresses here - how long has Mr 
Sunshine harboured such a gnawing, nagging viewpoint 
concerning 'reality TV' and similar transient fare? What 
has driven him to these excesses? Why take revenge on 
randomly-selected strangers as opposed to more 
specific targets? The clown's outburst concerning 
personal failure in gaining attention for his short movies, 
and resultant inability to get a foot on the ladder of 
feature production, may well speak volumes about Mark 
and Tracy themselves - while the extraordinary 
'silhouette' scene that starkly and bravely concludes 
proceedings, contrasting with the brash riot of colour 
we've hitherto been offered, answers one or two 
questions about Mr Sunshine's activities while in turn 
posing a dozen more. 

THE FUNTIME SHOW posits that internet thrillseekers 
and self-promoters are provided with an avenue to 
fame, fortune, and above all, attention. How right Andy 
Warhol was. Permitted to apply online for a place in a 
quiz broadcast, the selected participants materialise in 
the studio with no knowledge of how they were 
transported there (though we are given a few sinister 
insights in a creepy green-hued night-vision sequence), 
to be confronted by their monstrously full-on bewigged 
and red-nosed host. Mr Sunshine gets very picky about 
who asks the questions and who answers, and becomes 
tellingly upset when a contestant constantly fails to 
refer to the film clips by their correct titles! The makers 
even contrive to include an interactive 'photo 
identification' aspect at one point, so you can join in 
from the discomfort of your sofa - it's not quite A 
CLOCKWORK ORANGE or THE PARALLAX VIEW, but then 
again few are. We are also shown scenes from Optic 
Nerve's 'zombies in the woods' gutchomper THE LAST 
WALK HOME, social media pick-up item STRANGER 
(starring Mark and Tracy but making a point of not 
revealing their faces, instead offering an unusual series 
of visuals and close-ups) and THE EFFIGY, the most 
professional of the shorts in standalone form, featuring 
a deadly woollen idol purchased from a trinket 
emporium and equipped with the warning never to 
remove its facial hood... 

THE FUNTIME SHOW has an aura of originality about it - 
if it has antecedents, they are obscure or 
underappreciated ones (Herschell Gordon Lewis' gory 
gameshow swansong THE UH-OH SHOW, perhaps; while 
Mr Sunshine initially plays as though sharing kinship 
with the broad, raucous FUNNY MAN and his ilk, or 
possibly PSYCHOVILLE's bitter 'Mr. Jelly', at least prior to 
the closing revelations), and its clever lacing-in of 
existing footage to boost the running time exhibits skills 
in editing and assembly, as well as a keen awareness of 
the current movie marketplace and its rapacious 
appetite for feature product. As with TORMENTED, 
there's more than sufficient evidence here that the 
Smith partnership are ready to take that next step up. 

VHS FOREVER? 2 
Once Upon a Time in Camden... 
 
"There was a sort of romanticism to the whole 
Psychotronic philosophy. It was sort of like a club, in a 
way" - Mark Piper. 
 
Isn't it funny how your mind plays tricks sometimes? I 
only visited Bal Croce's notorious den of video iniquity, 
the Psychotronic Store, once, and my fever-addled and 
completely false memory of the place was that it was a 
rickety old brick building, openly isolated in the middle 
of a pile of rubble like the ones you see in all those 
movies set in bomb-blasted post war Britain, with kids 
playing among the debris. Of course it was nothing like 
that, but somehow my own psychotronically frazzled 
brain has conjured up this magical vision of a fake shop 
in a fake area of London, the only truths being that the 
place was a) utterly forbidding and menacing to yokels 
from up north, and b) a cavern of delights. I was already 
writing for 'Samhain' at the time, the king of the 
provincial fanzines, and was a keen collector of the 
mag's rivals such as 'Shock Xpress', 'In The Flesh' and all 
of the rest - if you're reading this you'll be the sort of 
person who can reel off a huge list of UK zine titles, you 
may even still have a massive crateful of the 
publications in your attic, and you too might well have 
contributed to them. So I was particularly thrilled, while 
browsing the Psychotronic shelves, to find a complete 
set of every issue of Ian Caunce's 'Absurd' in stock! I 
grabbed the haul and made my way to the counter - 
again, clueless me had no idea who was serving that 
day, Bal, Mike Delanian, or a mate covering while they 
went to the pub, and I couldn't tell you how I found 
myself in Camden for an afternoon back then and have 
no recall of Buck Street or a gloomy basement or any of 
the other stuff that the interviewees in VHS 2 reel off 
with confidence and aplomb. But I got my 'Absurds', I 
read them on the train back to the East Midlands, I still 
have them and still occasionally peruse their pages 
today. 
 
How grateful I am, then, for Mark Williams' desire to 
deliver a sequel to his wild VHS FOREVER? 
PSYCHOTRONIC PEOPLE documentary from 2014. One 
or two of the talking heads first time round couldn't 
resist a few yarns about Psychotronic in among all the 
talk of video rentals, nasties and the like, and it's this 
aspect that Mark has picked up to develop for VHS 2. 
Now the world doesn't revolve around London, and 
certainly doesn't revolve around Camden (statements 
which may come as a shock to locals!), so initially it may 
seem that the approach for this new project might be a 
little insular and cliquey. However, it all kicks off with a 
lengthy interview with David Gregory (a fellow East 
Midlander - from Nottingham, the wrong bit of the 
region!), who, like myself, used to travel down to 
London circa 1990, heading for those haunts where he 
knew he might discover hidden treasures, and lugging 
his carrier bag of illicit purchases back home on the late 
train. Now, if I've progressed to make a minor name for 
myself on the cult film scene, as a critic, celebrity 
interviewer, book editor, and movie scriptwriter, then 
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that all pales in comparison to Mr Gregory's subsequent 
achievements, which have resulted in him living the 
Californian high life and running the awesome Severin 
Blu-ray label, with all of its gruesome releases, 
accompanied by enamel badges and other weird 
freebies (I bounce my HORROR OF PARTY BEACH 
inflatable ball on a regular basis and wear my Joe 
D'Amato pin with pride! You don't want to know what 
antics I get up to with my Luigi Montefiori plush toy...). 
It's lovely that Mark opens VHS 2 with a chat from David, 
since it lessens the Camden-centric aspect immediately 
and also celebrates the eventual enormous success of a 
fellow cult movie scenester, both of which help to make 
the film accessible and meaningful to a national 
audience. 
 
VHS 2 offers further stories about how Psychotronic 
punters found their way to the shop, tentatively taking 
those first careful steps down into the abyss, furtively 
glancing around the shelves, hoping that they weren't 
mistaken for an undercover cop, or worse still, a nerd, 
and - for those truly in the know - desperate for 
someone behind the counter to acknowledge them and 
grant them 'open sesame' privileged access to the 
emporium's renowned 'back room', where lay all of 
those movies that you'd read and drooled about but had 
given up all hope of ever seeing. 
Other highlights here include some fab archive footage 
of Herschell Gordon Lewis on stage at the Scala Cinema, 
much discussion about the tremendous swamp-rock 
band Gallon Drunk and their entwined association with 
Psychotronic and the entire Camden scene, Jane Giles 
dispensing yet more insider knowledge and wisdom 
about The Scala, details of how Psychotronic got the 
work of Ray Dennis Steckler released on UK video (again, 
I snapped up the tapes at the time and still have them), 
Graham Humphreys discussing The Sting-Rays and The 
Cramps and commenting how impressed he was with 
Bal's famously unwashed quiff (and if spiky-topped 
Graham admires your barnet, you know you're doing 
something right!), Bal's attempts to replicate the 
gimmicks of William Castle, the intimidating teddy bear 
Lino Raffa and his penchant for chocolates and French 
Fancies, etc, etc. 
 
Another winner here from Mark, then - and the various 
related topics brought to the table by his effervescent, 
enthusiastic interviewees indicate there's much more to 
be mined from this vein. I for one would love to see Mr 
Williams tackle an all-out documentary of the Scala - or 
how about an in-depth study of the British fanzine 
scene? Loads to tell on both counts, and the makers of 
the VHS films are just the right people to eke out yet 
more anecdotes and controversies from their on-camera 
contributors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE-POWER-OF-CHRIST-COMPELS-UARY 
 
Those cash-in rip-offs of THE EXORCIST which flooded 
cinemas in the mid-1970s have always fascinated and 
intrigued me. I watched many of them during the 1980s 
video boom, but for years I have intended to sit down 
and trawl through the lot. Eventually, in February 2020 
(redubbed ‘The-Power-Of-Christ-Compels-Uary’ for the 
occasion), I took on the challenge, attempting to view 
one such film per day, a total of 29. I reviewed the 
movies via social media one by one, and now reproduce 
my collected comments and assessments here. 
 

 
 
 
L’OSSESSA 
 
"I saw the real thing once, and I have to say that the film 
got it all wildly wrong" - Bishop Chapman, OUIJAGEIST 
(2018). 
 
You'd better believe The Bish. I'm planning to make 
February into 'The-Power-Of-Christ-Compels-Uary', by 
watching a whole vat(ican) of 70s EXORCIST ripoffs. 
Kicked off today with L'OSSESSA (aka THE OBSESSED, 
THE EERIE MIDNIGHT HORROR SHOW, THE SEXORCIST 
and several other titles), a ludicrous but entertaining 
example of the form. It seems to take as much 
inspiration from that infamous TALES THAT WITNESS 
MADNESS 'tree' episode as from Friedkin in its early 
stages, as our heroine's titular obsession focuses on a 
religious carving in a crucifixion pose, hewn from a 
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single trunk and branches. We also get masochism 
involving thorny rose stems, wild parties, boring chases 
round the back streets of an Italian village, stigmata (or 
is it?), and what is either a steal from DON'T LOOK NOW 
or an anticipation of HOUSE WITH LAUGHING 
WINDOWS, depending how charitable the viewer is. My 
favourite scene was a truly dull conversation during a 
car journey, about the construction and tensile quality 
of a road bridge and the development of town planning 
and adequate housing! Don't worry folks, just when 
you've given up, the green bile comes spilling out about 
two minutes from the end - though seemingly signifying 
church success, rather than satanic strength, this time 
round. 
 
 
THE POSSESSED / DEMON WITCH CHILD 
 
Second of my trawl through the EXORCIST ripoffs of the 
70s has been THE POSSESSED (1975), another with 
multiple titles. Fairly low key, especially considering that 
Amando de Ossorio directed, but all the better for its 
subdued air - and even the couple of really, really 
shocking moments (one of them an exploitation staple, 
the other a genuine taboo) are handled subtly and are 
kept mainly offscreen. None the less traumatic for all 
that. Very, very, very talky - but the debate is at least 
fairly deep, especially when it comes to finding rational 
20th century reasons behind possession clichés and 
iconography. All gobbledegook, I'm sure, but convincing 
enough while you're wrapped up in the movie. Some 
voice-imitation content is handled well too. Many would 
hate this slow burner from the king of the Blind Dead, 
but I'm quite a fan. 
 
 
L’ESORCICCIO 
 
An exorcist a day keeps Pazuzu away. This morning's 
movie in my quest to watch as many Friedkin ripoffs as 
possible over the next few weeks was L'ESORCICCIO, aka 
THE EXORCIST - ITALIAN STYLE, the 1975 broad comedy 
directed by Ciccio Ingrassia (a sort of taller, thinner 
version of Bobby Ball, and part of the successful 'Franco 
& Ciccio' double act). Pleasant enough, and relatively 
easy to follow even in Italian without subtitles. One gag 
involving a snake and a road sign got a big laugh here, 
and the rock'n'roll finale wrapped it all up in as good a 
way as anything else might have done. Production 
values were along the lines of a Confessions movie, but: 
a) you can say that about most of the would-be 'scary' 
and 'serious' possession flicks; and b) great! 
 
 
 
SEYTAN 
 
Day four of my journey through the wacky world of 
movie exorcism. It's so easy to mock 1974's SEYTAN, the 
infamous Turkish remake of THE EXORCIST, but I like it a 
lot. There are too many out there who just want to have 
a go at it, and I'd guess most of those have never seen it 
or have maybe only watched selected clips. Sure, it's an 

utter steal from Friedkin and Blatty - but that isn't easy 
to do, especially as competently as it's done here. And 
I'd even argue that the two head-spin scenes are a notch 
better than the one in the original. Its success is almost 
entirely down to the strength of the source material, but 
this is a highly watchable carbon copy job. Hats off to 
the creator of the YouTube English subtitles, not only for 
doing them in the first place but for adding little comic 
notes and asides here and there (I'll be googling 
"zamzam" later on...) 
 
 
EXORCISMO NEGRO / THE BLOODY EXORCISM OF 
COFFIN JOE 
 
Devil times five - it’s day 5 of my exorcism marathon, 
and today I've gone Brazilian, with the Coffin Joe movie 
that isn't a Coffin Joe movie. EXORCISMO NEGRO aka 
THE BLOODY EXORCISM OF COFFIN JOE. Jose Mojica 
Marins goes all 8 1/2 on this one, which is also a 
Christmas flick! 
 
Marins is seen shooting a horror picture at the beginning 
and then does a press conference where he informs the 
reporters that Coffin Joe, Ze Do Caixao, does not exist 
and is merely a creative figment of the director's 
imagination. A light blows in the rafters, possibly 
coincidentally... 
 
Marins heads off by boat to spend Xmas with some 
friends and to research his new film, but various 
members of the household (and even the bubbling pool 
and the creepy-crawly infested Xmas tree) display 
symptoms of demonic possession. A sorceress who is 
involved in a ROSEMARY'S BABY-style subplot bites the 
head off a rooster and everything goes crazy. Ultimately, 
Jose and his creation must meet... 
 
This isn't the best Marins film by a long way, but it's 
probably one he had to make. Although you've seen this 
'creator confronts his creation' schtick done far better 
elsewhere (it's certainly no DARK HALF). Even the Ze Do 
Caixao ritual scene in the final third is fairly 
straightforward and nowhere near as psychedelic as 
we've seen from the fingernailed one previously - 
there's an atrocious scene involving various victims' 
body parts (finger, ear, hand) being lopped off, and I'm 
not using the word 'atrocious' in a good way there. And 
despite the title, it has very little relation to Friedkin and 
Blatty perhaps aside from its filmmaking setting. 
And is that James Bernard's DRACULA score (possibly a 
rerecording) that we hear snippets of during the climax? 
The audio was a bit murky on the copy I watched, but it 
sure sounded like it 
 
 
DIABOLICAMENTE… LETIZIA 
 
Today's exorcism riff was DIABOLICAMENTE... LETIZIA 
(aka SEX, DEMONS AND DEATH), a 1975 bit of rubbish by 
Salvatore Bugnatelli. Ever noticed how the bed, that 
place of relaxation and pleasure, is often the focus of 
exorcism films? Well this film has an ideal opportunity to 
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exploit that even further, but avoids doing so, with its 
sleaze and sex scenes usually taking place on various 
couches, floors etc, despite there being a very 
prominent and oft-returned to bed in the movie. I wish 
I'd stayed in bed myself rather than watching this bit of 
tat, frankly! 
 
You know when tv comedy sketch shows parody old 70s 
movies? This is the sort of thing they're spoofing. 
Wobbly sets, even wobblier acting, its the 'Acorn 
Antiques' of the 70s possession cycle. Has to be seen to 
be believed, frankly. It pre-empts DON'T OPEN TILL 
CHRISTMAS in one scene, which I won't spoil, and makes 
the equivalent section of that movie look like it was 
directed by Kubrick. 
The plot could easily have just been a (very, very bad) 
noir set-up with its 'hidden camera' spying on various 
illicit couplings and snapping damning/incriminating 
evidence, but the horror content tacked on is so ill-
fitting that it turns the whole thing into a laugh fest. I 
won't go into the ridiculous convolutions of the bizarre 
family shenanigans here - but it's worth mentioning the 
lurking figure-in-black, who I thought was going to be a 
handy passing exorcist or possibly a supernatural 
portent of death (occasionally appearing as an avuncular 
bushy-moustached type, sometimes as a skull-faced 
skulker right out of a krimi or the pages of an Italian 
comic book), but who, if I understood it all correctly, 
turns out to be something much more prosaic and 
grasping. 
 
Dreadful. Though I'd be first in the queue for a restored 
Blu-ray... 
 
 
I DON’T WANT TO BE BORN 
 
The daily exorcism here, during my month of 'Power-Of-
Christ-Compels-Uary'. And I've gone, erm, 'classic' today 
with I DON'T WANT TO BE BORN, a stray British 
departure into the territory, and rather less obscure 
than the other films viewed so far (you don't see 
EXORCISMO NEGRO on late night UK telly every five 
minutes...) 
 
SOUTH PACIFIC had it that "there is nothing like a 
dame". Rogers & Hammerstein might have had to 
rewrite that after watching this one, as we've got three 
Dames here - Joan Collins, Eileen Atkins, and in a tiny bit 
part, Baroness Floella Benjamin DBE. 
 
It's often mentioned how Euro-horror tapped into the 
British cinema release circuit with faux 'English' product, 
using anglicised pseudonymous credits, Nick Alexander's 
heroic dubbing, London locations, and our own actors, 
in a bid to fool punters or distributors that the films 
might slot in alongside the Hammer, Amicus, Tigon and 
Anglo-Amalgamated fare. Oddly, what we've got here 
plays like an English spin on that - it's a British horror 
movie pretending to be an Italian horror movie 
pretending to be a British EXORCIST knock-off! 
Pretty terrible, with Ralph Bates and Eileen saddled with 
having to deliver their lines in cod-Italian accents (Bates 

all over the place; the wonderful Atkins, quite the best 
performer here, still struggling whenever her lines 
include the words 'behbby' or 'Daay-ville'). Eileen is at 
least extremely convincing when she does her 
determined Father Merrin walk up to the house and the 
tainted infant's room, and the climactic exorcism is the 
most competent element of this whole shambles - even 
then, almost scuppered by being intercut with shots of 
George Claydon staggering about on stage at a strip 
club, dying virtually unnoticed by the girls until it's too 
late. Donald Pleasence's Doctor character may well have 
been seen to be 'in on it' had this come out a couple of 
years later as an OMEN rip-off, and I suppose it's to the 
film's credit that it does at least anticipate aspects of the 
Richard Donner film. Ron Grainer's score is a ragbag of 
varied and diverse themes that don't fit together at all, 
but I have to say that each component part is very 
appealing in its own right to this listener's ears/musical 
tastes. La Collins? Appalling. I'm quite a fan of Joanie but 
she is awful throughout this. "I Don't Want To Be Here" 
seems to be the message she's trying to convey... 
 

 
 
EL JUEGO DEL DIABLO 
 
Won't have time for an exorcism movie tomorrow so 
I've squeezed in an extra one tonight. And of the eight 
I've watched during Feb so far, it's the best. Another 
multi-titled one (aren't they all?!) but it seems to be 
widely known as EL JUEGO DEL DIABLO (I saw it tonight 
as THE DEVIL'S EXORCIST, the English-language title on 
the print). 
 
It's a moody piece, perhaps owing as much to 
REPULSION as to the possession cycle. Anyone expecting 
head-spinning or spider walks will exit disappointed, 
though there is a hint of trademark green bile at the 36 
minute 38 seconds mark. The final 15 minutes gets a tad 
more hysterical, but even then only in bursts such as a 
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shot of a statue of Christ weeping blood. Among items 
briefly glimpsed throughout, we see a pair of sparking 
electric eels, a copy of Woman's Own, and a passing Jack 
Taylor. 
 
And if you're a fan of PHANTASM, I suspect that Don 
Coscarelli may be a fan of this. A spooky figure, haunting 
the thoughts of the distressed young lady at the heart of 
the drama, dresses, moves, and even has floppy hair and 
a lanky gait, almost exactly like Angus Scrimm's Tall 
Man... 
 
 
UN URLO DALLE TENEBRE / NAKED EXORCISM 
"I spit on you, and all your mumbo jumbo!" 
Today's movie exorcism (day 9), and another one with a 
million titles. UN URLO DALLE TENEBRE (A SHRIEK IN THE 
DARK), starring Richard Conte. It's perhaps best known 
over here as NAKED EXORCISM, and lives up to that 
English-language name. I watched it today as THE 
POSSESSOR, which makes it sound like a tv documentary 
about hoarders. The credits name Demetrio Soare as 
'ass director', and the movie doesn't exactly clarify that 
credit as being erroneous! Tonally it shifts from sleazy to 
sombre without much middle ground, but it is never 
dull, the English dubbing team has a ball, and the long 
climactic exorcism itself - featuring a possessed young 
male, for once - is very impressive, particularly the use 
of a fantastic bucking/revolving bed. 
 
 
NURSE SHERRI 
 
‘Power-Of-Christ-Compels-Uary' continues apace, and 
on day ten I'm starting a little mini-season within the 
bigger picture. 
Perhaps not surprisingly, given the legal treatment 
meted out to ABBY, there weren't many home-grown 
EXORCIST copyists in the States in the immediate wake 
of the Friedkin movie (though by the early 80s, Captain 
Howdy's name was being taken in vain in the horror 
spoof HYSTERICAL, Linda Blair was getting REPOSSESSED 
in the 90s, and into the new century the SCARY MOVIE 
franchise hit its indisputable high point with part two's 
brilliant EXORCIST parody starring James Woods). 
There's been a rather dull crop of recent exorcism 
movies too - THE RITE proved particularly popular here 
in Derby for some inexplicable reason, I turned up at our 
local cineplex expecting to find the usual half-dozen 
punters present for a 4.30pm screening after work one 
day and was astonished to find that my ticket purchase 
meant that the show was sold out!! No, me neither... 
 
Anyhow, for part of this week I'll be watching the 
handful of 70s US riffs on the possession theme, 
including ABBY at some point. Kicked off today with the 
"take yo' pentagrams and shove it!" delights of NURSE 
SHERRI, a latter day (1978) offering from the mighty Al 
Adamson. Sassy female characters, endlessly quotable 
dialogue, el cheapo mysticism, a fabulous desert-road 
car chase, and a blind hunk of an American Football 
player who just happens to be an expert in Haitian 
voodoo lore. 

THE MANITOU 
 
My month of 'Power-Of-Christ-Compels-Uary' drifts 
temporarily into a few days of 'what will it take for 
Warner Bros not to sue-ary?', as I plough through the 
scant handful of 'no, we're not remaking THE EXORCIST, 
honest, officer' American possession flicks of the post-
Regan, pre-Reagan era. And today it's that old fave THE 
MANITOU, which I last saw looking lovely on an 
enormous cinema screen at the 'Flesh & Blood' book 
launch in London about fifteen years ago and which 
looks pretty good on my laptop today. 
From Graham Masterton's novel, it offers a bit of a 
switch on what Barry Took used to call 'the comedy of 
reversal'. You've seen loads of those "we built it on an 
old Indian burial ground" snoozers - but what if the old 
Indian burial ground built on you? 
 
After NURSE SHERRI yesterday, it's a bit of a change to 
have something close to an A-list cast. Tony Curtis in 
particular having a great time as the Tarot-reading 
charlatan. Well into his fifties at the time, it may seem 
crazy to cast him prominently in something that would 
have been aimed at an audience half his age, but then 
Hollywood has always done that (we live in times where 
the positively ancient Tom Cruise, Keanu Reeves, Brad 
Pitt etc are still being sold to us as action heroes and 
girl-getters). 
Anyway, the film, as you know, is a hoot. I'm about a 
third in at the moment and can't watch the rest of it 
until later today, but as 'EXORCIST ripoffs that strive 
hard to steer clear of anything potentially litigious or 
imitative' go, it's an absurdly good 'un. Emphasis on 
'absurd'. 
 
 
ABBY 
 
Big Eshu? 
 
ABBY (1974) follows on from THE MANITOU yesterday 
to complete the micro 'William Girdler possession flicks' 
season within the mini 'American exorcism movies' 
package within my month-long 'EXORCIST ripoff' viewing 
campaign. 
 
This period of American horror history has been covered 
in such a way as to focus on the 
Craven/Romero/Carpenter/Cronenberg/Hoo-per output 
of the 70s, rather ignoring their immediate forebears or 
a few other talented contemporaries - Larry Cohen, Jeff 
Lieberman, Bob Clark, even the likes of Bob Kelljan, have 
their fans to varying degrees, but they rarely get 
discussed as part of a movement. Something which the 
directors themselves might have taken as a compliment 
- the outsiders' outsiders, if you like. William Girdler, of 
course, died tragically young, but churned out some 
notable exploitation in his too-brief career. ABBY is 
controversial as a suppressed EXORCIST copy, but it 
really doesn't follow the template too closely, with an 
older, married possession victim becoming a sexual 
predator as the effect of the demon within, and with her 
family members rather than an outside influence 
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combatting the evil, with the ever-suave William 
Marshall on 'Merrin duty' this time and not even batting 
an eyelid at the Eshu's cheery greeting "hello 
motherfucker". 
 
A great film, energetic and lively, with plenty of shocks 
and violence, and with its climactic exorcism taking 
place in a funky, hip pick-up joint where everyone 
dresses in cool duds. At one point Girdler does a long, 
long zoom into a jukebox and zones in on the centre of a 
7" soul single spinning on the turntable - some viewers 
might consider that as 'padding', I could watch that sort 
of thing for 90 minutes. 
 
It's rather nice that they didn't simply call this 'The 
Blaxorcist'. 
 
 
THE POSSESSED 
 
Today's possession movie, and you've heard of 
televangelists, but what about telexorcists? Warner Bros 
didn't like other people cashing in on Regan and co, but 
they did their own small screen rip in 77 with THE 
POSSESSED, a good solid pilot-style made-for-tv item 
which I'd have liked to have seen go to series. James 
Farentino heads a fine cast, as a sort of brooding telly 
version of Father Karras who hovers between this life 
and the next, here battling a kind of fire-raising demon, 
and the makers get around tv restraints by substituting 
nails (a brilliant, sneakily blasphemous Biblical touch) 
and what looks like Ribena (???) for the classic green 
vomit. PJ Soles and Diana Scarwid are among those 
having a practice run for later horror roles, Joan Hackett 
is in good form, and (continuing that Biblical theme) 
some carpenter/budding actor gets cast as a sleazy 
teacher and is... well, I won't say what happens to him 
but let's just say he wouldn't have had a recurring part 
in any series version. Whatever *did* happen to him? 
 
 
EXORCIST II: THE HERETIC 
 
If you knew Pazuzu like I know Pazuzu - oh, oh, oh what 
a Ba'al... 
 
So, for Valentine's Day during the month of 'Power-Of-
Christ-Compels-Uary', we come to a movie that's been 
shown precious little love over the years. And perhaps 
the ultimate 'EXORCIST ripoff'. The inevitable... 
EXORCIST II: THE HERETIC. One wonders whether a mid-
70s John Boorman had done what I've been doing this 
past fortnight, and taken a stroll through the strange 
territory of the possession flick, since his sequel does its 
damnedest to outdo even the craziest Italian copies in 
terms of ideas and imagery. He even borrows from 
Mediterranean sources at times, notably nicking a 
spectacular topple down a sheer cliff face right out of 
Lucio Fulci's DON'T TORTURE A DUCKLING (Fulci stole 
from himself in this same year, repeating the rock-trick 
in his own THE PSYCHIC). 
Louise Fletcher was huge at the time, on the back of 
ONE FLEW OVER THE CUCKOO'S NEST, and guests here 

working as head of an experimental facility for troubled 
children - there's some nonsense involving 'the 
Synchronizer', a sort of rickety dream-sharing 
contraption where the participants have to wear belts 
round their foreheads and roll their eyes a lot, but it 
leads to a spectacular re-run of the original exorcism 
where we can't quite tell who is in the room and who is 
superimposed. Again, an Italian source is plundered - 
that exposed beating heart doesn't half remind you of 
Argento's SUSPIRIA. Ennio Morricone's wild score - the 
best I've ever heard in a movie - adds to the Italo feel. 
 
If you're baffled as to why Regan spends several scenes 
tap-dancing this time out, well at least it's beautifully 
referenced in a brief shot near the end as she attempts 
to find a toehold on the collapsing floor as the 
Georgetown house tumbles around her.  
 

 
 
James Earl Jones pops up in his inimitable and 
domineering way, possibly in a bit of a trial run for his 
Thulsa Doom five years on. He's equated to the movie's 
major players, the swarming locusts, as are a passenger 
plane and an eerie shot of a distant cloud at various 
points. 
 
English music hall fans - listen out for Sandy Powell's 
famous catchphrase in the dialogue at one moment!! An 
in-gag, something done for a bet, or just plain 
coincidence? Only the Devil knows for sure... 
 
Richard Burton had of course already had a few devilish 
dealings himself in the prior decade, starring in and co-
directing DOCTOR FAUSTUS and appearing in 
HAMMERSMITH IS OUT. He would play another priest-
with-problems in the following year's ABSOLUTION. His 
'Father Lamont' is a doggedly earnest characterisation, 
layering gravitas upon gravitas until it passes through 
the 'absurdity' stage and becomes something rather 
affecting. He gets a great bit of dialogue about theories 
on mental telepathy bringing together all human 
consciousness, and then speculates about the possible 
downside to this seemingly harmonious ideal - it sounds 
a lot like the Internet, frankly. 
 
And surely I can't be the only viewer who would have 
liked to see an entire movie about the further 
adventures of 'Ecumenical Edwards', a cheery cameo by 
Ned Beatty? 
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So, is EXORCIST II: THE HERETIC any damn good? I like it 
more and more each time I see it, and oh that 
soundtrack... 
 
But, over to you - this one might just provoke more 
comment than any of the other similar (similar? What 
am I saying?!!!) movies I've covered here over the 
month to date. 
 
 
EXORCISM AT MIDNIGHT / NAKED EVIL 
 
When is a 70s EXORCIST ripoff not a 70s EXORCIST 
ripoff? When it's EXORCISM AT MIDNIGHT (1973). 
Halfway through my month of possession-themed flicks 
and here's an oddity - Sam Sherman and Independent-
International's recut, partly tinted, and augmented-with-
new-colour-footage rerelease of the pretty obscure 
1966 British multicultural horror/nightclub gangland 
thriller NAKED EVIL. Yes, years before messrs Blatty and 
Friedkin, this little English b&w (in more ways than one) 
indie chiller featured an onscreen exorcism, albeit one 
over in seconds rather than taking up a quarter of the 
running time. I'm quite a fan of the original but was 
lucky to pick up the US DVD on a trip to New York about 
twenty years ago, this disc also featuring Sherman's 
version, timed to cash in on EXORCIST fever, with added 
Lawrence Tierney. The American colour bookends and 
inserts are integrated with some skill (they could have 
been much, much clumsier) and it all opens with Tierney 
even making this interactive, telling us that the induced 
flashbacks of his experimental patient subject (via an 
orange laser beam to one eye) will enable the guy - and, 
by extension and via the magic of tinting, us - to witness 
and re-experience past events in a variety of hues, 
amber for comfort, blue for night, and that all-important 
red for danger. NAKED EVIL manages to make the 
frequent sight of earth-filled bottles with feathers 
sticking out of the top into something far more terrifying 
than it ought to be, and EXORCISM AT MIDNIGHT 
actually extends that avenue of fear. 
 
The movie is filled with casual racism, though this may 
well have been more 'accepted' (if not 'acceptable') in 
the mid sixties - the makers would probably consider, in 
fact, that they'd produced something rather progressive, 
offering substantial major roles to actors of different 
colour and creed, and there's certainly little else of its 
type in British commercial cinema prior to the likes of 
BLACK JOY and BABYLON a decade and a bit later.  
 
Richard Gordon, who stumped up most of the UK 
budget, wasn't all that happy with it as a marketable 
product, but NAKED EVIL manages some memorable 
moments of terror and unease, and amazingly 
EXORCISM AT MIDNIGHT, which ought to have been a 
complete mess, works reasonably well. 
Not the only occasion on which the Yanks or others have 
messed with British horror - Brian Clemens' THRILLER tv 
shows were expanded into TV movies for the States, 
with horrendous mismatched footage appended; 
Hammer's KISS OF THE VAMPIRE became the altered 
KISS OF EVIL; PSYCHOMANIA got new 'Laff track' comedy 

dialogue on a cheapo DVD in the early 21st century; 
PREY is said to have been released in a revised Italian 
version called TERRORE AD AMITYVILLE PARK, with 
newly added scenes supposedly featuring a mummy 
(which appears on DVD box art); etc. 
 
 
LISA 
 
Liza with a Z? Today's exorcism movie is a 1978 
Bollywood take on the theme, usually referred to as LISA 
but shown as 'LIZA' in the titles. It seems to be available 
only in a faded, scratchy, indistinct print covered in 
logos, and if you view on YouTube you also get intrusive 
ads every few minutes. Plus, it's two hours and fifteen 
minutes long. And not subtitled. I made it through, 
though, and with the aid of a handy wiki synopsis, just 
about understood what was going on. 
 
'Bucking/revolving bed' fans will be thrilled by the 
example on show here, with its fuschia-coloured 
mattress adding to the effect! You'll also see a fanged 
red cat demon thing, a bubble bath with a difference 
(leading to 'death by door frame'), and an accordion 
player, and hear several romantic songs, a trio featuring 
that accordionist alongside a cornet player and a soloing 
drummer, and 'SOS' by Abba. 
 
Two fight scenes between polyester-clad male rivals 
(one in an astonishing pair of lime green slacks) ought to 
become YouTube classics - taking place at a beachside 
dock and in an apartment/moving outside to a well, they 
both feature a signature move where the guys both lie 
flat, arms outstretched and gripping each other's hands, 
as they aimlessly roll over and over. 
 
The exorcism starts around 25 minutes from the end 
and is well worth watching even if you find it a chore 
sitting through the rest. There's even a bit of product 
placement for Sony right in the middle of it - who needs 
those aforementioned YouTube ads, eh? 
Lisa/Liza isn't the female lead, by the way, but the name 
of a spirit who possesses the main character Lakshmi, 
bringing this wallflower to vibrant life but then turning 
her all Linda Blair. The film is directed by Baby. 
 
I haven't delved enough into Indian horror (MONIHARA 
by the great Satyajit Ray remains the all-time classic - 
those of you who love your vintage black and white 
eerie ghost films need to see it, if you haven't already), 
but I've enjoyed the likes of BANDH DARWAZA (Indian 
Dracula), DAK BANGLA (mummy lurking in the 
foundations of a hotel), BHOOT, AKS, DAARNA MANA 
HAI and several others, so it's been nice to add an 
EXORCIST ripoff to the 'viewed list' this morning. 
 
 
CATHY’S CURSE / CAUCHEMARS 
Day 17 of 'Power-Of-Christ-Compels-Uary', my film-a-
day month of 70s exorcism and possession movies, 
brings us to Canadian/French 1976 production CATHY'S 
CURSE aka CAUCHEMARS - not quite an EXORCIST ripoff 
in a direct sense, since the takeover isn't satanic this 
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time but is a rather convoluted 'girl dies in car fire but 
her spirit seems to have become evil and lodged itself in 
her rag doll which then appears to control and possess 
her niece some years later' affair.  
 

 
 
Riffing on Friedkin but also on THE OMEN and CARRIE 
and the popular wave of 'killer kids' movies, it is a bit 
ragged in places (I've seen it being compared to GARTH 
MARENGHI'S DARKPLACE online!) but eventually gets 
into its stride - highlights include the triple threat 
spider/rats/snake attack on the friendly but slightly 
dodgy looking alcoholic gardener, the old 'blood from 
the taps' favourite leading inexplicably to that other 
tried and tested device 'I've got leeches crawling all over 
me!', and of course the showstopping bit of stop-motion 
animation which sees a lovely tray of sandwiches, fruit 
and milk turn into a rotting, maggot-infested platter that 
ain't gonna be winning any Michelin stars any time soon. 
THE EXORCIST is perhaps most closely referenced via 
some hugely enjoyable foul-mouthed insults of a 
peculiarly quaint variety, emitting from the blonde-
haired moppet at the centre of the carnage and aimed 
at undeserving passers-by and friends of the family. 
Released on Blu-ray in 2017 by those fine folk at Severin. 
 
 
 
LORNA… THE EXORCIST 
 
Possession movie number 18 in my continuing 'Power-
Of-Christ-Compels-Uary' campaign (you people who do 
Movember or Stoptober have it easy...) 
 
To this day, and ever on into the future, there will be 
horror movie fans who simply never 'get' Jesus Franco, 
or who choose not to even try. Your loss. I understand 
how easy it is not to be hooked and entranced by this 
most divisive and controversial figure, but those of us 
who have stepped through the veil can experience 
pleasures within his beautifully-crafted and 
unique/unusual body of cinema, beyond anything 
offered by more orthodox, trad filmmakers. If all you see 
is cheapness, if all you experience is boredom, if all you 

sense is hackwork, I appreciate that the films may 
appear that way at blatant face value, and that digging 
in and finding the jewels within is a challenge that many 
won't want to bother themselves with. Case in point, my 
selection today, LORNA... THE EXORCIST (like most 
possession movies it has about twenty other titles too - 
look them up if interested). Most would be put off by a 
slow pace, 'nothing happening', hotel room locations, 
and an emphasis on strong sexual content; and in the 
context of 'Exorcist ripoffs', it might seem the worst kind 
of cash-in, a movie that puts the Ex-word in its title but 
then goes off on its own, more Faustian tangent and 
doesn't use the Blatty cliches. 
 
But if you know, you know. What a film! Lina Romay 
isn't given sufficient credit by most horror fans, but in 
my view she achieved the impossible, replacing the late 
and much-loved Soledad Miranda as Franco's muse and 
actually ('Darrell 2: The Heretic' comment coming up...) 
eclipsing Soledad with a string of stunning, often 
wordless performances, drifting through the scene, 
almost 'not there' at times, a wondrous and genuinely 
otherworldly supernatural presence even when not 
portraying a fantasy character. Her role in LORNA is one 
of her finest, up there with THE BARE BREASTED 
COUNTESS and ROLLS ROYCE BABY in showing 
awareness of image and viewer-gaze from the other side 
of the screen. 
 
"Strong, perverse and disturbing... a truly surrealist 
aura" - Obsession (Lucas Balbo, Peter Blumenstock, 
Christian Kessler) 
"Telling a story of extraordinary mythic power in 
graphically transgressive images" - Euro Gothic 
(Jonathan Rigby) 
"A strange sickly current swirls through this astonishing 
work, a potent blend of sex and horror emanating from 
the most mysterious bottle in Franco's cine-apothecary" 
- Murderous Passions (Stephen Thrower) 
"Special mention must be made of Lina Romay whose 
turn in this is really quite astounding" - Unsung Horrors 
(John Llewellyn Probert) 
 
Have your own opinions about this movie and Franco's 
career in general, by all means - but I'll stick to listening 
to the above commentators, thank you. You're not 
'wrong' if you hate LORNA... THE EXORCIST or find it 
tedious or threadbare - you just haven't been admitted 
through the portal yet. 
 
So, so many wonderful elements here, which I won't go 
into in detail - however, I will mention that it rivals Jean 
Rollin's staggering PHANTASMES (the film that unlocked 
many Rollin secrets for this viewer) as a near-perfect 
fusion of eerie nightmare and pornographic imagery. 
And I can't depart without mentioning the finale, Romay 
pulling out all the stops and Franco totally subverting 
the contemporary cinematic trend established by 
Friedkin, by reserving his possession until a point in the 
movie when it is too late for any of the characters to do 
a damn thing about it. Quite, quite brilliant. 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10157107628812452&set=pcb.10157107629022452&type=3&__tn__=HH-R&eid=ARAZO8nXwKK5aF_RdgJ1GATI46mzm6LxBPBbWvempMrmNBvK2eo7gt2pzE81pQJWTHNdwZFjhh0r1mFQ
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10157107628812452&set=pcb.10157107629022452&type=3&__tn__=HH-R&eid=ARAZO8nXwKK5aF_RdgJ1GATI46mzm6LxBPBbWvempMrmNBvK2eo7gt2pzE81pQJWTHNdwZFjhh0r1mFQ
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VOODOO BLACK EXORCIST 
 
EXORCIST rips, day 19 and still going strong. Or am I? 
Since I'm reserving the final few days of Feb to rewatch 
several of the best-known Italian/Euro possession films, 
and have already viewed most of the other better 
examples of faux-Friedkin, two-thirds through I'm hitting 
the bottom of the barrel. So what better time to 
celebrate the 'ripoffs in name only'? There were several 
movies I considered for this exercise ('exorcise'?) but 
which didn't make the cut, since they use words like 
'exorcist' or 'exorcism' in the title, without having much 
of a clue what they mean - the impression is sometimes 
given that mistaken distributors attributed the term 
'exorcist' to Linda Blair's hideous possessed form and 
just thought it was a new fancy word for 'monster'. And 
occasionally movies that have a tenuous link to horror 
would slap the word on the poster in a bid to excite and 
expand their audience. So, no BEYOND EXORCISM, O 
EXORCISTA DE MULHERES or EXORCISM'S DAUGHTER 
from me, unless things get really desperate... 
 
Now there's no question that VOODOO BLACK EXORCIST 
is a horror movie. But that anglo title for VUDU 
SANGRIENTO makes you realise why Meatloaf never 
performed a song called 'none out of three ain't bad'. 
It's barely a voodoo flick (sorry, Mike Hodges, though 
you might care to add this to your concurrent/ongoing 
'voodoo month') despite an opening ritual featuring 
idols, dancing and decapitation; it's not really what 
you'd call 'blaxploitation'; and it sure as Pazuzu ain't got 
an exorcist in it. What is it, then? Well, it's a mummy 
movie! And it's the old 'revived mummy seeks his lost 
love' plot yet again - this time with a proto-slasher vibe 
and mainly set on board a cruise liner. It's largely 
terrible, though I'd like to see something better than the 
pan-and-scan English dub available on YouTube (and if 
you view that, use a ratio/aspect-squashing facility like 
StretchSite to at least see everyone in proportion, even 
if half their face is missing on the edge of the truncated 
4:3 image). I suppose it could be argued that the 
mummy *is* a 'self-exorcist' of sorts, since he needs to 
kill to help preserve his handsome features and prevent 
the ugly from showing through (one online review 
compared his Hyde-side as resembling a meatball 
covered in chocolate). But then again, no, as Bernie 
Taupin once had it. 
 
 
KILL BARBARA WITH PANIC 
 
Exorcism movies, day 20. And a huge thank you to Mitch 
Morgan for recommending PATAYIN MO SA SINDAK SI 
BARBARA aka KILL BARBARA WITH PANIC. If you know 
this one at all, it may be from reading about it in the 
Aurum horror encyclopedia, where their reviewer 
compared it very favourably to THE EXORCIST and even 
appeared to prefer this Filipino chiller. 
 
What a surprise! It's marvellous. Far more 'westernised' 
than I'd anticipated, and extremely well acted and 
directed - it's almost entirely female-driven (there needs 
to be a man in the story only so that the central rivalry 

can be set in motion, and he disappears pretty quickly) 
with stunning, heated performances, and director Celso 
ad Castillo works wonders with limited sets and 
resources. 
 
Those of you who prefer your horror done in a quiet, 
haunting, subdued manner would get a lot out of this - it 
does have a few grandstanding scenes (including 
furniture and pictures shaking about) and flashes of 
gore, but there's plenty of subtlety here, and if you're 
looking for overlooked ghost tales from cinema's past, 
this would be right up your haunted house. 
 
It's a story of revenge from beyond, but laces in 
elements of possession (including a doll as scary as any 
you've ever seen - when it starts saying "I want to kill 
you", in English, in a twisted and distorted voice, you 
may just freak out) and exorcism (the ritual is done 
outdoors here; by a female, a la I DON'T WANT TO BE 
BORN; and involving a massive unwieldy silver cross with 
a glinting reflective surface, every bit as impressive as 
those seen in THE FOG and DRACULA HAS RISEN FROM 
THE GRAVE). I won't say whether the exorcism succeeds 
or not, but it does take place about two-thirds of the 
way through... 
The film even manages to make sunbathing scary, in a 
scene that I found to be the most chilling of all. Such a 
simple idea is used, and yet it is so, so effective and 
eerie. 
Up there with the best movies I've seen during this run. 
 
 
EXORCISMO 
Day 21 of Power-Of-Christ-Compels-Uary. And if 
everything goes to plan, it's all Euro (and mainly Italian) 
up to the end of the month. Today's movie however is 
Spanish (and seemingly set in England, if that unlikely-
looking road with the 'Bristol 15 miles' sign is anything 
to go by) - Paul Naschy adding yet another classic horror 
character to his vast range in the starkly-titled 
EXORCISM. Naschy claimed to have written this many 
years before THE EXORCIST, but that's what they all say. 
It ticks all the boxes including the ones marked 'naked 
participants at satanic rituals' and 'bongo-frenzy acid 
rock soundtrack', and Naschy makes a surprisingly good 
exorcist - maybe the beard helps. Above-average 
exorcism scene in the final reel, and those pesky 
"Alucinaciones" pop up again in an effective set-piece 
near the end (commencing with Naschy turning on a 
tap... "you'll never go in the kitchen again!" could have 
worked as a tagline, possibly!) No great shakes, a 
routine trek through the cliches, but a sufficiently 
entertaining hour and a half. 
 
 
THE CURSED MEDALLION 
 
"This isn't a devil hunt, inspector - I'm working for the 
BBC" 
 
1970s Possession movie number 22 is THE CURSED 
MEDALLION aka NIGHT CHILD, aka IL MEDAGLIONE 
INSANGUINATO (PERCHE?!), aka TOGETHER FOREVER, a 
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thoroughly satisfying Massimo Dallamano take on the 
theme. It's exactly the type of movie that you know 
Peter Strickland is watching avidly these days - if you 
took the credits off this and told someone it was a new 
Strickland film, they may well be convinced (see that 
jarring cut at just after the 8-minute mark, from 
Nicoletta Elmi gazing at statues in a park - "their faces, 
they fascinate me" - to the title card of a production 
called 'DIABOLICAL ART: a documentary by Michael 
Williams'. Pure Strickland) 
 
How wonderful to see Elmi, the go-to 'creepy kid' of 
Eurohorror, given a deserved starring vehicle. She's 
never been more impish, with enigmatic glances and 
conspiratorial smiles galore. Richard Johnson as her pa 
offers a sort of paradoxical 'disinterested intensity' 
which rather paves the way for Richard Burton's late-
career drift into horror stardom. A playful Joanna 
Cassidy adds a touch of warmth and charm. 
 
The production designer, location scout and cameraman 
all did an exceptional job on this one. And we get the 
standard J&B product placement, not once but twice, 
including a bottle being pretty much upturned into a 
huge glassful at one point! 
 
Dallamano teases us with plenty of elliptical visions and 
signifiers throughout, all very DON'T LOOK NOW, and 
made all the more oddball since they don't necessarily 
lead to any specific revelation by the end. Spillage of 
wine and other crimson liquids becomes something of a 
motif, as does the toppling and smashing of icons or 
household items. And following EXORCISM's golf and 
MAGDALENA's table tennis, we get a croquet scene here 
leading to one of the film's most violent highlights - and 
another stab at imitating Fulci's DON'T TORTURE A 
DUCKLING cliff-face fall. 
 
Arrow's 2012 DVD also contains a 13-minute study of 
Italian EXORCIST copyists by Calum Waddell, a sort of 
mini-precursor to Eugenio Ercolani's upcoming and more 
substantial documentary from the same label. Paolo 
Zelati (with whom I've had some professional dealings), 
Luigi Cozzi (with whom I've had a pint) and Antonio 
Tentori (whose script for DRACULA 3D I seem to have 
enjoyed more than most) are the lively and opinionated 
talking heads. Tentori describes Nicoletta as "the little 
dark lady of Italian cinema", obviously not referring to 
her strawberry hair colour but to something deep 
within... 
It's Italian stuff from me all the way up to Feb 28th from 
now, with some of the real exorcism classics on the way 
over the coming week. 
 
 
NERO VENEZIANO / DAMNED IN VENICE 
 
On day 23 of Power-Of-Christ-Compels-Uary, it's time to 
steer slightly away from the direct EXORCIST/possession 
rips and pay tribute to the little mini-wave of post-
OMEN shockers. NERO VENEZIANO is the movie I've 
picked as representative - aka DAMNED IN VENICE, its 
setting and a Pino Donaggio score (pleasant but far from 

his finest hour) are presumably intended to also conjure 
up memories of DON'T LOOK NOW, plus of course 
ROSEMARY'S BABY is in the mix somewhere in this 'birth 
of the AntiChrist' nonsense. Fairly drab throughout, it 
hints at sleaze and gore at times but never quite goes all 
the way. However, it does contain the single most 
shocking image in Italian horror cinema - oh yes. Even 
more "what did I just see?!" than the splinter-in-Olga-
Karlatos'-eye from ZOMBIE FLESH EATERS, Peter Bark 
biting off his mum's tit in BURIAL GROUND, or any of the 
jungle antics in CANNIBAL HOLOCAUST (Olga, by the 
way, pops up here too, both eyes intact, unlike the film's 
young blind hero who is responsible for the 
aforementioned outrage about five minutes from the 
close). Even then, NERO VENEZIANO drops the ball - 
within seconds of giving us this truly wtf moment, the 
screenplay reneges on it. Boo! 
 
The sightless kid's visions are quite fun, and the well of 
magic water and the odd murder method of skewering 
victims in the face with a walking stick are unusual and 
memorable (I'd throw in a "Mondo Cane" gag at this 
point, but it really only works written down). Lots of 
potential here, but it's a wasted opportunity - you'd be 
better off with Kirk Douglas and co in HOLOCAUST 
2000/RAIN OF FIRE/THE CHOSEN as a superior OMEN 
clone from the period. Maybe I ought to have dug that 
one out again instead. 
 

 
 
MALABIMBA 
 
Power-Of-Christ-Compels-Uary, day 24. 
 
Who is the worst Italian movie director of the 70s? 
 
Whose 1970s Italian movie output is the most 
entertaining? 
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There's no definitive answer to either, of course. But it's 
a safe bet that Andrea 'Nihgts' Bianchi comes in the top 
three in both cases. MALABIMBA is another immensely 
watchable bit of old rubbish from 'Andrew White' (his 
anglicised billing here, which might also fortuitously 
serve to throw the taxman or the army of pursuing 
disgruntled cinema patrons off the scent). The version 
I've just watched ran 98 minutes, with added inserts, if 
you know what I mean and I think that you probably do, 
to borrow from the Joe Bob Briggs phrasebook. 
 
Easily (or should that be 'sleazily'?) one of the more 
outrageous EXORCIST rips, MALABIMBA manages to also 
be a nunsploitation item, a raunchy sex film, a searing 
social commentary on the lives of the 1% and how they 
even despise their own when standards lapse in a dog-
eat-dog strata of wealth and power, and (if one of those 
soft toys that the titular tearaway teenager keeps 
rubbing up and down her anatomy is what I think it is), a 
Christmas movie! Blimey, I'll never look at Santa's hat in 
quite the same way again... 
 
Despite its possession theme this one really 'goes for it' 
with the naughty content rather than the horror - the 
deaths are fairly mild in terms of depiction of violence, 
though sometimes wedded to sex scenes in ways that 
can't be described in detail on a family platform like FB. 
It barely even tries to copy THE EXORCIST until the very 
end when one character does a 'Father Karras' (I think 
Father K is imitated just as much as Merrin in the 
general run of these movies). Even if your maiden aunt 
enjoyed the sight of Linda Blair and her crucifix, cover 
her eyes during this one. 
 
 
OBSCENE DESIRE 
 
OBSCENE DESIRE is the name of the game on day 25 of 
my 'exorcism/possession/devil' movie marathon. The 
sort of film that you think you've seen before, even if 
you haven't (and this was a first-time viewing for me, 
after Eugenio Ercolani happened to mention it a couple 
of weeks ago as featuring in his upcoming 
documentary). 
 
The first half is really something, signified right from the 
opening shot under the titles - a bleak night-time car 
journey shot P.O.V., heading through blasted and barely 
distinguishable terrain to some remote destination. 
Marisa Mell, by now well into her career but still looking 
chic and stylish, has met and hastily married Chris Avram 
and moved into his country home - on arrival, 
everything immediately takes on a sinister aspect as she 
walks in on a cold corpse in a coffin and then encounters 
the property's grimacing, ancient gardener. Lou Castel 
offers a friendly voice as a coffee-addicted 
anthropologist who seems to know a bit about the 
history of the house and the surrounding region. It's all 
very moody and oppressive and stark, with a piano-led 
soundtrack to add to the grim foreboding. 
 
And then it turns into ROSEMARY'S BABY. 
 

A tad disappointing, perhaps, in its shift into over-
familiar territory - and that absurd, tacked-on 'prostitute 
murders' subplot doesn't do it any favours either. But 
experienced director Guilio Petroni works hard to make 
it his own, and Ms. Mell is superb, uncharacteristically 
playing a frightened, confused figure in contrast to the 
confident, exciting, go-getting young women she often 
portrayed a decade earlier. 
The 'possession' angle is unusual here - if I've 
interpreted this correctly, it seems that Mell becomes 
naturally pregnant, but that she is later assaulted, 
ENTITY-style, by a satanic force that takes control of the 
foetus (brilliantly handled by director and star, who both 
give it their all). Towards the end, there's a scene 
involving a holy wafer and Marisa's tongue flicking in 
and out of her mouth (* brief pause to take cold shower 
*), suggesting that the possession may have temporarily 
'leaked' and manifested itself within the expectant 
mother, minutes prior to the birth and possibly part of 
the general process according to ancient lore/a 
centuries-old generational curse. 
 
A very routine story, then, but occasionally extremely 
well handled. For fans of THE HOUSE WITH LAUGHING 
WINDOWS, TRAGIC CEREMONY, FOOTPRINTS ON THE 
MOON, PERFUME OF THE LADY IN BLACK, it's got that 
sort of downbeat, non-flashy vibe to it. 
 
 
THE HOUSE OF EXORCISM 
 
Into the final few days of Power-Of-Christ-Compels-
Uary, and I've reserved this run-in so as to rescreen and 
showcase 'the big four', perhaps the quartet of films 
that you particularly call to mind when you think 
'EXORCIST ripoff from the seventies'. 
 
First up, for day 26, is THE HOUSE OF EXORCISM. 
Travesty of Mario Bava's sublime LISA AND THE DEVIL, 
recut and with crass new possession scenes thrown in 
willy-nilly? Or keynote example of the 'Friedkin steal' 
conveyor belt? If you know and admire Bava's classic 
movie inside out and can't bear to think of it being 
tampered with, the former clearly applies. But 
sometimes I almost wish that its disc releases of recent 
years, containing both versions, could include a 'play 
possession scenes only' feature, since in isolation they 
are a hell of a lot of fun. Robert Alda is added to the LISA 
AND THE DEVIL cast some time after the effect, as the 
by-now-traditional 'priest splattered in bright green 
vomit and having outrageously obscene insults shouted 
at him', and Elke Sommer, returning from the Bava 
source material, has a whale of a time as the gymnastic 
and potty-mouthed possessee! It also has the second-
best utterance of the c-word in movie history, beaten 
only by Malcolm McDowell taking a piss in GANGSTER 
No.1. A spectacular curiosity, an even guiltier pleasure 
than most 'guilty pleasure' European horror movies due 
to the cash-in circumstances of its existence, and (as 
depicted) the only one of these movies I've watched this 
past month that then went on to make a guest 
appearance in Woody Allen's ANNIE HALL. Go on, Bava 
fans, tell me you hate this. I won't believe you. 
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L’ANTICRISTO / THE TEMPTER 
 
Day 27 of the hellish trip through 1970s exorcism 
cinema. And today's offering is the 1974 release 
L'ANTICRISTO (aka THE TEMPTER or THE ANTICHRIST) 
 
My love of Terence Fisher's peerless THE DEVIL RIDES 
OUT - my favourite British film - is well-known to my 
circle of horror movie pals. Fisher's magnificent career 
high is echoed in places within Alberto de Martino's 
post-Friedkin epic - goat-headed devil figure guesting at 
witches sabbat, would-be protective circle being 
prepared by a defender of good, plenty of wordy debate 
concerning faith and the forces of evil, etc. But where 
L'ANTICRISTO most successfully apes the Hammer gem 
for me is with its visual effects. 
 
Now THE DEVIL RIDES OUT usually gets heaps of 
criticism from even its staunchest fans (and, over time, 
even from prominent cast members) due to its 
supposed 'poor quality' effects and process shots. But 
I've always embraced and adored them. Those thick 
matte outlines, obvious quick cuts, and camera reversals 
are all part of the film's awe-inspiring banquet for this 
viewer, and I vastly prefer the original version to the 
'cleaned-up/improved' tampering of the Blu-ray. And I'd 
say much the same for L'ANTICRISTO - I really wouldn't 
want this movie to be without its superimpositions, 
weirdly-hued furniture looking as if an audience 
member has painted it on the cinema canvas, and 
rubber toads. And no, this isn't some celebration of 

substandard technique or 'bad' filmmaking on my part 
(for once!!), but an acknowledgement that the fx in both 
movies make a telling positive contribution to their tone 
and ambience. 
 
L'ANTICRISTO sure is a handsome production, too. 
Beautifully shot by Joe D'Amato - lit to striking effect 
and with several spectacular compositions, be they 
grandstanding long shots, exteriors picking out 
foreground detail, or intimate close-ups within interior 
sets whose very design comments upon the unfolding 
events; cameraman and director seem in harmony here. 
 
Carla Gravina in the central role delivers a performance 
up there with the finest I've marvelled at all month. 
Jonathan Rigby in 'Euro Gothic' points out how she 
sometimes predicts Johnny Rotten (who was to launch 
his career a couple of years later with the phrase "I am 
an Antichrist"), with her cropped reddish hairstyle, the 
clear awareness and pinpoint vision apparent within her 
slight head movements and tilts, and her range of facial 
expression which can turn from thoughtful to damning 
to playful ridicule in a split second. 
 
There's a profundity and a gravitas to L'ANTICRISTO that 
you don't necessarily anticipate from something 
involving Arthur Kennedy, Joe D'Amato, and a box of 
frogs. It may be the single most 'serious' and 'adult' 
exorcism movie of its era, and I include Friedkin and 
Boorman there - it's so po-faced at times that it makes 
THE EXORCIST pale in terms of pretentiousness, and De 
Martino makes that all work powerfully and positively.  
 
The exorcism itself threatens to be a little anticlimactic 
after everything else we experience here, but it pulls 
itself up to the mark with a handful of notable 
occurrences, best of all being the attending priest 
George Coulouris' simple but ingenious response to 
Satan creating a sudden indoor downpour - this 
impromptu perilous precipitation being dealt with via 
quick thinking and a swift matter-of-fact 
pronouncement. 
 
I rented this one on VHS back in the early 80s under its 
THE TEMPTER moniker, and was impressed at the time, 
but a catch-up viewing tonight has proved revelatory. I'd 
love to be able to see this with an audience on a huge 
cinema screen sometime. 
 
 
CHI SEI? / BEYOND THE DOOR 
 
Day 28 of Power-Of-Christ-Compels-Uary, and if you've 
not managed to join in with my 70s exorcism movie 
parade so far, now's the ideal time to jump on board, as 
today's selection CHI SEI? (1974) is imminent on Blu-ray 
from Arrow, under the title BEYOND THE DOOR. It also 
got released in the U.K. as THE DEVIL WITHIN HER, 
which confusingly was then used as an alternate 
overseas title for I DON'T WANT TO BE BORN. Mario 
Bava's SHOCK later came out in some territories as 
BEYOND THE DOOR II. 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10157129975962452&set=pcb.10157129976187452&type=3&__tn__=HH-R&eid=ARDOf2cUrmYCN1tNzCY4S8VFGL4470LajiDC3jiROUKQdcaHouAyV4yDMWc-ERHWDygVg2_SbEldLHYu
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10157129975962452&set=pcb.10157129976187452&type=3&__tn__=HH-R&eid=ARDOf2cUrmYCN1tNzCY4S8VFGL4470LajiDC3jiROUKQdcaHouAyV4yDMWc-ERHWDygVg2_SbEldLHYu
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Tell you what, let's just refer to this as "the one with 
Juliet Mills" and make it a little clearer and less 
confusing. Sis Hayley and dad John had starred in THE 
FAMILY WAY a few years prior, and Juliet finds herself in 
the family way here - with two bratty annoying little 
offspring already, surely a third couldn't be any worse? 
Satan: "hold my beer..." 
 
CHI SEI? is a tad more restrained than some of the 
competition, though it does feature regulation 'head 
spin' and 'green upchuck' moments that are well above 
average. It's also rather clever in places, the tale 
seemingly being related in stasis as a devil pact enters its 
closing stages and a motor vehicle is sent tumbling off a 
cliff road, only for further dark dealings to be done in 
mid-air and in ominous voiceover; self-awareness is also 
evident, via Juliet's young son being addicted to 
Campbell's green pea soup, which he drinks cold straight 
from the can via a straw and which he seems to carry 
around a bottomless supply of. He's such a fan of the 
veggie beverage that he even has a Warhol poster of a 
tin of this elixir stuck on the wall of his room. 
 
Richard Johnson, so good as the terse but concerned 
father in THE CURSED MEDALLION, warms up for that 
here with a very different but equally determined bit of 
playing, and Mills gets a few chances to escape the leash 
and go full-on, though not quite to the wild extent of her 
immediate screen rivals in similar productions, Elke 
Sommer and Carla Gravina. Maybe there's a touch more 
of that self-awareness I mentioned, in that the 
electronic headgear she sports at her possessed peak 
resembles a sort of wired-for-sound crown of thorns. 
 
It's set and shot in San Francisco, with interiors done at 
De Paolis. And get this - two thirds of the way through, it 
all grinds to a halt so we can experience a groovy two 
and a half minute Patagonian nose flute solo. You 
betcha! I'd wager that John Boorman had also thought 
of including one in EXORCIST II and I'd like to imagine 
him watching this a few months before his shoot, 
gnashing his teeth and frenziedly tearing up his draft 
screenplay. Which would explain a lot. The 'what's in the 
box?' ending is very satisfying indeed and brings 
everything full circle rather neatly. 
 
 
MAGDALENA, POSSESSED BY THE DEVIL 
 
Anyone for table tennis? My 29th and final 1970s 
exorcism movie during Power-Of-Christ-Compels-Uary (I 
could have stretched it to 31 last month and called it 
'Jantichrist') takes us right back to the very beginning - 
at least, as far as German audiences were concerned. 
For MAGDALENA POSSESSED BY THE DEVIL (1974) was a 
ripoff so quick off the mark that not only did it beat even 
those plagiarism kings the Italians, but actually got 
released to German cinemas in spring 1974, several 
months prior to THE EXORCIST coming out over there! 
 
Huge fun, easily one of the daftest and most watchable 
possession flicks of the era. It's got most of the clichés - 
wild poltergeist activity, foaming at the mouth, electro-

encephalogram treatment, obscenity, etc, but throws in 
curveballs like bicycle trips, horse riding, that ping pong 
sequence, and a session of naked piano playing that 
Terry Jones would have been proud of. It displays its 
blasphemous hand right from the off when a prostitute 
stumbles upon an outrageous night-time crucifixion 
tableau, topping even that when deceptively sweet 
Magdalena pops into the local church and informs the 
officiating priest "I want to take communion. But not in 
my mouth. Down here in my pussy!". Pretty, 
cheekboned Dagmar Heidrich makes an impact as the 
title character, keeping viewers guessing as to quite how 
innocent she may be, and handling the fresh-faced, 
upbeat side of things every bit as well as the blatant 
sexuality and crazed horror. There's some very good use 
of the simple cinematic disappearing trick that goes right 
back to Méliès, an obvious effect perhaps but really 
quite eerie here as a snarling black cat fades from view, 
almost unnoticed, and then later when Magdalena pits 
two sweaty lotharios against one another (one a sort of 
Eddie Large-impersonating-Jack Black type) and then 
magically vamooses once knife-murder has been 
committed. All in all, MAGDALENA is a fine way to 
depart this month of devilish doings.  
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